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List of Acronyms and Abbreviations

A.C.A. Arkansas Code Annotated

AFIN ADEQ Facility Identification Number

CFR Code of Federal Regulations

CO Carbon Monoxide

HAP Hazardous Air Pollutant

lblhr Pound Per Hour

MVAC Motor Vehicle Air Conditioner

No. Number

NOx Nitrogen Oxide

PM Particulate Matter

PMI0 Particulate Matter Smaller Than Ten Microns

SNAP Significant New Alternatives Program (SNAP)
--------------_._--

S02 Sulfur Dioxide

SSM Startup, Shutdown, and Malfunction Plan

Tpy Tons Per Year

UTM Universal Transverse Mercator

VOC Volatile Organic Compound
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This pennit represents three operating scenarios.

Scenario I: Pyroprocess Unit (beginning on page 7)

Scenario II: Three Kiln Configuration (beginning on page 166)

Scenario ill: Temporary Three Kiln Configuration (beginning on page 314)

The conditions of scenario II shall apply to Ash Grove until the Pyproprocess Unit has
completed startup and come online. At this time, Ash Grove shall cease operation under
scenario II, and begin operations based on the conditions listed under operating scenario I and
continue temporary operation based on the condition listed under operating scenario III for a
maximum of six months after the facility begins operating under Scenario I: Pyroprocess Unit.
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Pyroprocess Unit Operating Scenario

SECTION I: FACILITY INFORMATION

PERMITTEE:

AFIN:

PERMIT NUMBER:

FACILITY ADDRESS:

MAILING ADDRESS:

Ash Grove Cement Company

41-00001

0075-AOP-R11

4457 Highway 108
Foreman, AR 71836

4457 Highway 108
Foreman, Arkansas 71836

COUNT¥:·· - --- -Little River· .

CONTACT POSITION: Dan Peterson, Plant Manager

TELEPHONE NUMBER: (870) 542-6217

REVIEWING ENGINEER: Joseph Hurt

UTM North South (Y):

UTM East West (X):

Zone 15: 3728.9

Zone 15: 368.35
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SECTION II: INTRODUCTION

Summary of Permit Activity

Ash Grove Cement Company (AFIN: 41-00001) operates a portland cement plant located at
4457 Hwy 108 West in Foreman, Arkansas 71836. This modification will allow Ash Grove to
replace the existing Rail Silo load out spout with two (2) spouts with their own integral dust
collectors and to unload Mill Scale in an additional location when the material is received by rail.
The load out spouts are designated as 611.BF3 and 611.BF4. Due to the load out spouts close
proximity, only one spout can be used at a time. Therefore, the overall emissions increase will
be the amount of one of the dust collectors on the spouts. With the second permit modification
submitted, Ash Grove would like to modify the Pyroprocess Operating Scenario which includes
removing sources, adding sources, and updating certain baghouse operating parameters. Ash
Grove also submitted updates to correct miscellaneous typographical errors and notes regarding
sources that cannot operate simultaneously with other sources. For the modifications proposed,
the permitted emissions decrease by 5.3 tpy of PM and PM JO.

Process Description

For informational purposes only, this section does not contain enforceable conditions.

The three wet-process rotary kilns currently operating at the Foreman plant utilize the same raw
materials that will be used in the new system. The carbonate source, chalk, is mined on-site
utilizing surface miners and subsequently transported by belt conveyor located in the quarry to
the processing portion of the facility. Chalk may also be processed through an initial crushing
operation in the quarry (i.e., primary crusher) and then moved by conveyor belt into the existing
raw material storage building. The raw materials are currently ground in the existing raw mills,
then combined with water and mixed in one of six slurry tanks.

As slurry passes through a kiln, it is dried, then calcined, and finally heated to the fusion point
(~2,700°F) where clinker results. Clinker is discharged to a clinker cooler where it is cooled to
approximately 250°F and then conveyed to bulk storage. It is then sent to the finish mills,
blended with gypsum or other admixtures, and finely ground to make cement.

The source of heat energy in the kilns is the combustion of conventional fuels such as pulverized
coal, natural gas, and fuel oil. The kilns also use hazardous and nonhazardous waste-derived
fuels through pumpable and non-pumpable feed systems as liquid waste-derived fuels (LWDF),
solid waste-derived fuels (SWDF), and tire-derived fuels (TDF) as substitutes to conventional
fuels. Non-hazardous waste materials are also used as a raw material substitute for silica,
alumina, and iron in the slurry.

The new pyroprocessing system will be a dry process, PH/PC system. A bridge-type scraper
reclaimer will transfer chalk from the new raw material storage building into new raw material
storage bins prior to the new roller mill, which will be used to pulverize the chalk, sand, iron ore,
and other raw materials. The raw material stream (raw meal) leaving the new roller mill will be
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conveyed from the roller mill, collected by the cyclones and baghouse, then conveyed to a new
dry kiln feed blending and storage silo, where it will be stored prior to introduction to the
pyroprocessing system. In addition to retaining some of the existing raw material handling and
storage equipment, AGC will be constructing a new raw material storage building, four new raw
material storage bins, a limestone bin, and a gypsum bin with associated conveyors and material
handling equipment.

The facility's equipment design will allow AGC to continue using available fuels including fossil
fuels and non-hazardous and hazardous waste fuels. Coal, petroleum coke, natural gas, fuel oil,
used oils from both on and off-site, tires, other non-hazardous fuels, LWDF, and SWDF will be
used as the primary fuels for the cement manufacturing process. AGC also plans to begin using
bulk waste derived fuel (BWDF), both hazardous and non-hazardous. These may include wastes
such as spent pot liner from the aluminum production industry. Conventional fuels will be used
as a primary fuel in certain situations, such as during startup.

The PH/PC pyroprocessing system is a state-of-the-art design that features a five-stage cyclone
type preheater string, 10w-NOx precalciner (with a combustion chamber), and rotary kiln. The
10w-NOx PHIPC portion of the system will be located in a tower adjacent to the kiln. See Figure
1-1. The precalciner allows the burning fuel to be intimately mixed with the kiln feed. Pre
heated-ilirfrom-the dinker· cooler· (tertiary-air)·wiU-provide·combustionair·tothepreealciner.
PHIPC kilns feature greater thermal efficiency as compared to long dry or long wet kilns, which
results in significantly lower emissions and decreased fuel consumption; approximately 3.0
MMBTU per ton of clinker or half the energy needed in the current system. To increase energy
efficiency even further, hot exhaust gases from the preheater tower and cooler will be utilized to
dry kiln feed in the raw mill and coal in the new coal mill. All clinker cooler exhaust gases will
be utilized by the pyroprocessing system. The majority of the cooler gases will be utilized by the
in-line raw mill. Therefore, there will not be a clinker cooler baghouse or stack. The coal will be
dried in the coal mill by gases from the preheater. The coal mill gas will pass through a
baghouse and then vent to the main stack. The existing raw material building will be converted
to store coal, petroleum coke, limestone, and gypsum, and a new coal silo and coal mill will be
constructed. The equipment designated for handling, storing, and milling coal will also be used
for petroleum coke and other similar alternate fuels. A new emergency generator will be installed
to power key equipment during power outages.

The exhaust gas from a kiln system is comprised of combustion by- products, cement kiln dust
(CKD), alkali salts, carbon dioxide, water vapor, and excess air. The main exhaust gases from
the proposed system will exit from the top of the preheater tower and pass through the in-line
raw mill and main air pollution control device (APCD) before being emitted through a single
stack. Bypass gases will exit the feed end of the rotary kiln prior to the precalciner and be
conditioned by a separate bypass system APCD, then vented through the main kiln stack. The
purpose of an alkali/chlorine bypass is to remove volatile salts and other impurities from the
pyroprocessing system, thereby preventing their buildup in the kiln system and in the product.
Low alkali product is critical since it is required for Arkansas Department of Transportation
contracts.
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CKD is inherently generated as a by-product of the cement production process. CKD is finely
ground and partially calcined raw feed that becomes entrained in the combustion gases due to the
high velocity of the gas and the tumbling motion of the material in the kiln system. The particles
consist of raw materials, partially calcined material (lime), and volatile inorganic salts (e.g.,
sodium and potassium chloride and sodium and potassium sulfate). CKD will be collected in the
main and bypass baghouses. The bypass CKD will be pneumatically conveyed to storage silos,
and then removed by truck for beneficial use or disposal. All CKD disposed on-site will be
wetted in a pug mill prior to disposal. The dust collected in the main baghouse will be
reintroduced to the preheater tower as part of the kiln feed inlet stream, which is expected to
significantly reduce the amount of CKD disposed or beneficially reused off-site

The cooled clinker will be processed in the clinker grinding system. The clinker grinding system
will be comprised of the two existing ball mills, a new vertical cement mill, material bins and
feeders, a high-efficiency separator, dust collectors, and material handling equipment. The
clinker will be mixed with gypsum, chalk, and/or other additives, and then ground into portland
cement. The finished product will be conveyed into storage silos and subsequently loaded into
trucks and railcars for shipment to customers. Additional storage and load-out operations,
including two clinker bins and five cement silos (including interstices); will be added to
accommodate the increased annual production.

Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD)

Netting Analysis

Baseline
New Net Significant Subject to

Baseline Potential Emissions Emission
Pollutant

Years
Emissions

Emissions Change Level
PSDReview

(tonlyear) (YeslNo)
(tons/year) (tons/year) (tons/year)

PM IO 200312004 385 a,b 251 b,c -134.0 15.00 No

S02 1996/1997 2759 d 2700 C -59.0 40.00 No

NOx 2003/2004 3932 d 2975 C -957.0 40.00 No

VOC 2003/2004 40 d 138 C 98.0 40.00 Yes

CO 2003/2004 641 d 1727 C 1086.0 100.00 Yes

Lead
0.8989 0.2891 e -0.6098 0.60 No

Compounds

Fluorides N/Af N/Af N/A 3.00 No

Sulfuric
N/Af N/Af N/A 7.00 No

Acid Mist
Hydrogen

N/Af N/Af N/A 10.00 No
Sulfide

Reduced
N/Af N/Af N/A 10.00 No

Sulfur
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a. Emissions based on stack tests
b. Emissions based on AP-42 emissions factors.
c. Emissions based on vendor guarantee.
d. Emissions based on continuous emissions monitoring system data.
e. Emissions based on stack test at similar plant (Chanute).
f. Indicates that no emission factor is available.

BACT Analysis

BACT is defined as an emission limitation based on the maximum degree ofpollutant reduction
determined on a case-by-case basis taking into account technical, economic, energy, and
environmental considerations. 40 CFR Part 52 requires that a BACT determination be
incorporated as part of the pre-construction pennit review process for all pollutants regulated
under the CAA that are emitted in significant amounts from new or modified major sources.

To bring consistency to the BACT determination process, USEPA developed a guidance
document recommending the use of a "top-down" approach to BACT determinations. The first
step in a top-down BACT analysis is to detennine, for the pollutant in question, the most
stringent control technology available for a similar source or source category. Ifthis level of

·control-is·notfeasibleon-thebasisof-technical,eeonomie,energy-,aml-envif0nmental·impactsfor···
the source in question, then the next most stringent level of control is identified and similarly
evaluated. This process is continued until the emission level or technology under consideration
is detennined to be feasible.

The plant modernization is expected to result in significant increases in CO and VOC emissions.
Therefore, a best available control technology (BACT) determination is required for each of
these pollutants as part of the PSD application. The emission points for the in-line kiln/raw mill,
clinker cooler, and coal mill will be combined into one (the main) stack and will be considered
concurrently in the BACT analysis.

The first step in the BACT top-down approach is to identify potential control technologies for
CO. Potential control technologies for CO in the cement manufacturing industry include good
combustion practices (GCP), mixing air fan, raw material substitution and selective quarrying,
thennal oxidation, and catalytic oxidation. Each of these technologies was evaluated for
technical feasibility.

Good Combustion Practices

Since CO fonnation is a result of incomplete fuel combustion, lower emissions will be generated
with optimum combustion practices. When manufacturing a bulk commodity like portland
cement, the production of a quality product·at the lowest possible cost is stressed. The cost of
fuel represents a substantial part of the cost ofmanufacturing cement. Optimum, unifonn
combustion in the pyroprocess minimizes fuel consumption. Every unit of excess air introduced
into the system requires needless fuel consumption and cost to heat it. A cement manufacturer
has a vested interest in effective control of combustion practices.
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AGC intends to employ any available practices that will maintain good combustion in the kiln
while producing good quality clinker. The design of the plant itself incorporates a preheater
tower, a 10w-NOx precalciner, an in-line raw mill, reuse of clinker cooler gas in the raw mill,
reuse of preheater gas in the coal mill, and many other features specifically intended to promote
good combustion practices and reduce energy consumption. GCP includes those steps necessary
to extract the maximum useable thennal energy from fuels while generating a minimum quantity
of pollutants.

The Foreman plant will be equipped with the most modem and sophisticated process control
computers and systems currently available to monitor, control, and evaluate raw materials, fuels,
and the manufacturing process. System operators and supervisors will be fully trained in the use
ofprocess control systems to optimize all phases ofplant operation, including combustion. GCP
is considered as a technically feasible BACT for CO control and is included in the base case
scenarIO.

Mixing Air Fan

High-pressure air in the range ofa 2-10 percent replacement of the primary combustion air can
be injected through the shell of the rotary kiln near its feed end in a preheater/precalciner kiln
system to provide additional oxygen to the post-combustion flue gas to meet stoichiometric
requirements and the kinetic energy necessary for the adequate mixing of flue gas within the
kiln. Any residual CO from the main flame in the burning zone of the rotary kiln will pass
through the multi-stage combustion process in the calciners. Because the CO from the rotary
kiln will be oxidized in the final phase ofmulti-stage combustion, the concentration of CO in the
flue gas from the rotary kiln is irrelevant. A mixing air fan on the Foreman kiln is an unnecessary
application of this technology that would result in a negligible reduction in CO emissions. A
mixing air fan is redundant and unnecessary for the Foreman kiln system and is, therefore,
infeasible.

Raw Material Substitution and Selective Quarrying

Raw material substitution and selective quarrying have been considered technically feasible CO
emissions control technologies when the quarry has specific rock fonnations with higher organic
content than the bulk of the material. In certain cases, deposits ofhigher organic concentration
material can be discarded and replaced with acceptable alternative raw materials bearing lower
concentrations of organic constituents. This would reduce, to some degree, a source of CO
emissions in the system. However, the types of geological fonnations required to gain benefit
from selective quarrying do not exist in the Foreman quarry. Therefore, selective quarrying is
not considered technically feasible for this particular plant.

Thermal Oxidation

Thennal oxidation is perfonned with devices that use an open flame or combustion within an
enclosed chamber to oxidize pollutants. Thennal oxidizers typically operate at temperatures that
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range from 1,200°F to 2,000°F, with a residence time of up to 2 seconds. By raising the
temperature, the residence time for complete combustion can be reduced, or, alternatively, by
increasing the residence time, the temperature can be reduced.

For the purpose of this BACT evaluation, a price quote from Durr Environmental Inc. (Durr) was
used for a'n"RTO on a similar cement manufacturing operation. The RTO is expected to recover
about 75 percent of the heat on an annual basis considering the gradual degradation in the
effectiveness of the heat transfer media. Compared to other types of oxidizers, this would
substantially reduce the natural gas usage; therefore, it is the preferred oxidation alternative. The
oxidation temperature of the RTO process is in the range of 1,500°F to 1,800°F. The RTO
technology also has the lowest reported NOx emissions.

The exhaust gas enters the RTO system through a forced-draft fan. The inlet heat transfer bed of
ceramic media preheats the gas stream prior to the combustion phase. In the combustion
chamber that is equipped with a natural gas burner, up to 98 percent of the CO is destroyed. The
purified exhaust gas preheats a second heat transfer bed and exits through the diverter valve.

The control efficiency that can be achieved by the RTO depends on the inlet pollutant
concentration. In the case of CO, where the pollutant inlet concentration will be approximately
193-ppmv,a-98pereenteontrelefficieney-maybehigh,"but-will--beeensiaered-foF-this-analy-sis.-

Ideally, a thermal oxidation system for cement kiln applications requires the installation of a wet
lime scrubber (WLS) upstream of the RTO. While the scrubber provides backup PM control to
help reduce fouling of the heat transfer media, its main purpose is to decrease the S02
concentration entering the RTO, thereby minimizing the oxidation of S02 to S03 in the RTO.
The concentration of S03 in the flue gas that would exist without the WLS would likely result in
a visible plume with an opacity that would exceed the MACT standard.

Even with the upstream PM control, deposition of solids on the fans and the heat transfer media
could create serious operating problems and reduce thermal efficiency. Clogging of the heat
transfer media could be especially problematic. As material deposits on the ceramic heat transfer
medium, the heat transfer efficiency decreases. As the transfer efficiency decreases, the
supplemental fuel requirements increase. Concerns with particulate emissions mandate that the
oxidizer be located downstream of the baghouse. If a WLS is installed, the temperature of the gas
stream that exits the wet scrubber will be around 134°F. Reheating the air to 1,600°F or higher
will require significant amounts of fuel. Also, the effluent leaving the WLS would need to be
treated before disposal or reuse. However, in order to simplify this BACT analysis, the
evaluation is based solely on the installation of an RTO for CO control.

Another adverse secondary impact from the thermal oxidizer is additional sulfuric acid
generation. The gas entering the oxidizer will contain both S02 and water. Some of the S02 will
be oxidized to S03 that will then combine with water to form sulfuric acid. The acid will be
detrimental to both the oxidizer itself and to the environment after it is released. The amount of
sulfuric acid generated would be minimized by the application of the WLS.
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Since suppliers do not manufacture an individual thermal oxidizer unit for the treatment of
690,000 acfm (467,000 scfm) of exhaust gas, multiple units will be required. Operation of
multiple units will create significant operating difficulties in trying to balance flow among
several units, as well as concerns about increased maintenance requirements. According to Durr,
each of its RTO units can process approximately 60,000 scfm. A system suitable for the
proposed Foreman kiln would require eight units, plus one backup unit for times of maintenance
and malfunction.

AGC is aware of two combined WLS and RTO systems that were installed on cement plants.
One of the systems is installed on a preheater/precalciner cement plant operated by TXI in
Midlothian, Texas. The facility installed the combined control device system, not as a result of a
BACT analysis, but to avoid PSD review during a plant expansion. The system was designed to
reduce emissions that are attributed to raw materials containing high organic constituents. By
installing the system consisting of eleven RTO units, the plant was expected to significantly
increase production while not increasing CO emissions. However, the facility has been
experiencing performance problems with the RTO that include fouling and static pressure loss in
the system. TXI petitioned the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) for
approval to remove the RTO system using a BACT analysis (submittal dated March 12,2004).
The current cost of natural gas has made operating the system economically infeasible. After
negotiations, TXI entered into an agreement with TCEQ whereby they will continue to operate
the RTO, but with a higher allowable emission rate. The higher emission rate will reduce RTO
operating costs. However, the unit is not a BACT unit.

The other combined WLS and RTO system was installed on two long wet kilns at the Holcim
cement plant in Dundee, Michigan. The combined system was installed to reduce opacity and
odors relating to extremely high organic and sulfur emissions. It should be noted that this plant
has annual S02 emissions on the order of 10,000 tons and the exhaust gas organics are estimated
to provide up to 90 percent ofthe RTO fuel requirements. Holcim has not published any
information regarding RTO operations at the Dundee plant. However, AGe understands that the
plant has been experiencing problems with fouling and static pressure loss that result in high
maintenance costs and increased down time.

For the purpose of this BACT evaluation, the RTO system is considered technically feasible for
reducing CO emissions. However, the overall environmental benefit, taking into account
economic, environmental, energy, and other factors, of implementing such a system on this
process is not justifiable under the BACT guidelines, as discussed below.

Catalytic Oxidation

Catalytic oxidation is performed with devices that utilize a flame within an enclosed chamber. A
catalytic oxidizer operates effectively within a temperature range between 600°F and 900°F. The
catalyst is typically composed of platinum. The presence of the catalyst allows oxidation of
pollutants at a temperature lower than that required for thermal oxidation, which minimizes fuel
costs. The oxidation temperature is maintained through the use of supplemental fuel.
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Catalytic oxidizers are primarily used to treat exhaust gas streams that contain a low
concentration of PM, such as exhaust streams from painting operations. The presence of PM
inhibits the treatment by poisoning the catalyst.

Advantages of catalytic oxidizers over thennal oxidizers include lower fuel requirements, lower
operating temperatures, and reduced fire hazards due to the lower temperatures. Disadvantages
of the catalytic oxidizers include higher capital costs, catalyst poisoning, spent catalyst disposal,
which can be classified as a hazardous waste and the fact that catalytic oxidation has not been
applied to a cement kiln.

Although operating temperatures for catalytic oxidizers are lower than those for thennal
oxidizers, some reheating is still required to bring flue gas temperatures up from less than 400°F
to at least 600°F. For this, additional fuel (i.e., natural gas) must be combusted, resulting in
increased NOx emissions.

Catalytic oxidation systems are sensitive to fouling by certain species of PM that may be present
in the flue gas from the Foreman kiln. Even PM in the post-baghouse exhaust gas stream will
eventually poison the catalyst; thereby causing lost treatment efficiency and premature failure of
the catalyst. The catalyst will promote the conversion of S02 to S03, thereby creating an exhaust
stream·with-the potential to e*eeed the opaeitystandard; ------

The spent catalyst is often classified as a hazardous waste. Disposal of a hazardous waste can
represent a significant environmental concern. Due to the expected limited life of the catalyst
and the resulting operational unreliability, as well as the catalyst disposal concern, and the fact
that catalytic oxidation has not been applied to a cement kiln, the use of catalytic oxidation is
considered an infeasible control option and does not merit further consideration in the BACT
analysis.

The RTO and GCP were the only technically feasible options out of all control methods
considered. However, an RTO has a control cost of$II,397 per ton CO removed and is
considered economically infeasible.

Based on the BACT analysis for CO, AGC is proposing to use good combustion practices (GCP)
for controlling CO emissions from the new Foreman plant. AGC is proposing an emission limit
derived from vendor guarantees of2500 pounds CO per hour, 8-hour average as BACT for CO
emissions from the Foreman plant. This limit is comparable to BACT limits for similar
facilities.

BACT Analysis for VOC

The sources ofVOC emissions associated with the proposed project are the pyroprocessing
system and the coal mill. VOC emissions will be generated by volatilization and pyrolysis of
high molecular weight organic compounds present in the raw feed to the kiln, incomplete
combustion of fuels in the preheater, and coal grinding. Emissions from the kiln and coal mill
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will be considered together for this BACT analysis. This is because the kiln and coal mill
emissions will vent through a common stack.

Potential control technologies for VOC in the cement manufacturing industry include GCP, raw
material substitution and selective quarrying, thermal oxidation, and catalytic oxidation. Each of
these technologies was evaluated for technical feasibility.

Good Combustion Practices

The combustion of fuels in a properly designed kiln that is operated using GCP will result in
only a small quantity ofVOC emissions. The majority ofVOC emissions are from the
volatilization of organics in the raw feed in the upper stages of the preheater. Since the gas flow
direction in the preheater is from the precalciner toward the stack, no further combustion zones
are available downstream to destroy the volatilized organics. Therefore, GCP has no effect on the
VOC emissions generated from this portion of the kiln system.

The Foreman kiln will be designed in accordance with GCP. This will ensure that VOC will be
destroyed from fuels and materials passing through the precalciner and kiln portions of the
pyroprocessing system. Thus, GCP is considered to establish the baseline upon which other
controls will be evaluated.

Raw Material Substitution and Selective Quarrying

The types of geological formations required to gain benefit from selective quarrying do not exist
in the Foreman quarry. Therefore, selective quarrying is not considered technically feasible for
this particular plant.

Thermal Oxidation

For the purpose of this BACT evaluation, the RTO system is considered technically feasible for
reducing VOC emissions. However, the overall environmental benefit, taking into account
economic, environmental, energy, and other factors, of implementing such a system on this
process is not justifiable under the BACT guidelines.

Catalytic Oxidation

Due to the expected limited life of the catalyst and the resulting operational unreliability, as well
as the catalyst disposal concern, the use of catalytic oxidation is considered an infeasible control
option and does not merit further consideration in the BACT analysis.

The RTO and GCP were the only technically feasible options out of all control methods
considered. However, an RTO has a control cost of $162,345 per ton VOC removed and is
considered economically infeasible.
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AGC has selected the base-case use ofGCP as BACT for VOC control for the Foreman
pyroprocessing system. The use of GCP for the control of CO emissions will minimize
combustion-related VOC emissions.

AGC proposes a BACT limit for VOCs of27.5 pounds per hour (30-day rolling average) for the
pyroprocessing system. This limit is comparable to BACT limits for similar facilities.

Ambient Air Quality Impact Analysis

The PSD regulations also require completion of an AAQIA for criteria pollutants that would be
emitted in excess of their respective significant emission levels. The purpose of the AAQIA is to
demonstrate that the proposed construction or modification will not cause or contribute to any
violation of a NAAQS, or an exceedance of a PSD increment.

In accordance with EPA guidelines, the modeled concentrations of pollutants exceeding the PSD
significant emission rates must be compared to the Modeling Significance Levels (MSLs). If a
significant impact (i.e., an ambient impact above the MSL for a given pollutant and averaging
period) is not observed, no further modeling analysis (i.e., NAAQS and Class II PSD Increment
modelingj-is-required fOf-that-pollutant, IfasignificantimpactisshoWll,N-AAQS-andPSD-
Increment modeling is required.

The emissions modeled in the significance analysis must reflect the results of the BACT
analysis. Additionally, the modeled concentrations must be compared to the monitoring de
minimis level to determine if pre-construction monitoring may be required for pollutants that
trigger a PSD review. The MSLs and monitoring de minimis levels for PSD-regulated pollutants
that will be emitted by the modernization of the Foreman plant are shown in the following table.

Modeling Si2I1ificance and Monitorin2 De Minimis Levels

Averaging MSL
Monitoring De Minimis

Pollutant Level
Period (J.1g1m3)

(JJ.21m3)
NOz Annual 1 14

CO
8-hour 500 575
I-hour 2,000 --
Annual 1 --

SOz 24-hour 5 13
3-hour 25 --
Annual 1 ---

PMlO 24-hour 5 10
Ozone 8-hour --- 100tpyVOC
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To be subject to MSL modeling for a pollutant, the net emissions increase of that pollutant must
exceed the PSD significant emission rate. Based on the net emissions increase calculations, CO
is the only pollutant subject to MSL modeling requirements.

The emission rates modeled in the CO analysis were the maximum potential emission rates for
the proposed Foreman sources with respect to the pollutant specific averaging periods (i.e., short
tenn emission rates were used for 8-hour and I-hour averaging periods).

Since the highest 151_high concentrations for the I-hour and 8-hour averaging periods do not
exceed their respective MSLs or monitoring de minimis levels, further NAAQS and Class II PSD
Increment modeling is not required.

The results of the modeling analysis demonstrate compliance with the corresponding NAAQS.
The following table compares the maximum pollutant concentrations to each appropriate
NAAQS averaging period.

Summary of NAAQS Analysis

Modeled Background
Maximum

PercentAveraging Standard Plus
Pollutant Concentration* Concentration ofPeriod (J.lglm3

)
(J.lglm3

) (J.lglm~
Background

Standard
(J.lglm3

)

CO I-hour 40,000 101 3,262 3,363 8%
8-hour 10,000 70 2,097 2,167 22%

N02 Annual 100 1.2 8 9.2 9%
PM IO 24-hour 150 109.9 35 144.9 97%

(Scenario1) Annual 50 21 19 40 80%
PM IO 24-hour 150 110 35 145 97%

(Scenario 2) Annual 50 21 19 40 80%
3-hour 1,300 21 47 68 5%

S02 24-hour 365 7.6 13 21 6%
Annual 80 1.1 8 9.1 11%

*The high_2Dd-high concentration is provided for all short term (i.e., 1, 3, 8, and 24-hour) averaging periods.

As evident in the above table, modeled emissions from AGC are found to produce impacts that
are below all applicable NAAQS.

Additional Impacts Analyses

Soils, Vegetation, and Animals
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The analysis of soils, vegetation, and animals is based on the methodology outlined in the
USEPA document, A Screening Procedure for the Impacts ofAir Pollution Sources on Plants,
Soils, and Animals (guidance document).

The guidance document outlines an approach to determine possible adverse affects on soils,
vegetation,and animals from pollutants. The first is for vegetation exposure to airborne
pollutants. A plant's susceptibility to adverse affects from airborne pollutants is classified as
sensitive, intermediate, or resistant. The minimum impact required to damage a plant is called
the threshold value. Impacts above the threshold values can cause visible injuries such as
premature senescence, chlorosis, necrosis, or abscission of leaves. Threshold values for each
category are provided in the above referenced guidance document. Airborne pollutant exposure
is evaluated by comparing the maximum predicted ambient impact to the threshold value for
each classification. The maximum predicted impact for a pollutant is the sum of the peak impact
found through dispersion modeling and the known background concentration for the pollutant.

To obtain appropriate background concentrations for the Foreman area, a search of air quality
monitors in the four state region surrounding Foreman (Oklahoma, Texas, Arkansas, and
Louisiana) was performed. For each pollutant, an appropriate background was selected based on
available monitors in relation to the plant. In cases where the background concentration was not
provid€dfm-theaveraging-p€riodofint€rest,th€availableconc€ntration-wasscaled accol"ding.to ..
the factors listed in the USEPA document, Screening Procedures for Estimating the Air Quality
Impact ofStationary Sources. The factors for converting a I-hour average concentration to other
averaging periods are shown in the following table.

F tCT"Avera21D~ lIDe onverslOn ac ors
Averaging Time Multiplying Factor

1 hour 1.00
3 hours 0.83
8 hours 0.70

24 hours 0.58
4 days 0.46
10 days 0.39
Annual 0.08

Wherever a factor was not available for a specific averaging time, the next shorter averaging
time was substituted as a conservative alternative. All background values and conversion factors
used are presented in the following table.

Background Pollutant Concentrations
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Averaging
Given Period Used Converted

Background for Background
Concentration Averaging Conversion Calculated Concentration Averaging

Pollutant (IlWm3) Period Calculation Back,,-ound (llglm3) Period
SOza 84 I-hour 84 I-hour

47 3-hour 47 3-hour
8 Annual 8 Annual

NOxa 46 I-hour 0.83 3-hour 38 4-hour
46 I-hour 0.70 8-hour 32 8-hour
46 I-hour 0.39 IO-days 18 I-month
8 Annual 8 Annual

COa 3,262 I-hour 0.46 4-days 1,501 I-week

Background concentrations were added to the maximum impacts modeled from the Foreman
plant and compared to the screening values found in the guidance document. The results are
presented in below.

Comparison OfMaximum Predicted Impacts To Screening Values

a. Scaled from a I-hour hIgh of 101 Ilg/m
b. Per guidance document

Modeled Background
Total

Screening Screening
Pollutant

Averaging
Concentration Concentration

Predicted
Valueb Value

Time
(p.glm3) (p.glm~

Concentration
(p.glm3) Exceeded?

(pwm3)
S02 I-hour 37 84 121 917 No

3-hour 22 47 69 786 No
Annual 1.1 8 9.1 18 No

NOx 4-hour 24 38 62 3,760 No
8-hour 19 32 51 3,760 No
Month 3.0 18 21 564 No
Annual 1.2 8 9.2 94 No

CO I-week 46a 1,501 1,547 1,800,000 No
j

As shown above, the maximum impacts of SOz, NOx, and CO are below the threshold values.
Therefore, no adverse impacts to vegetation are expected from exposure to airborne pollutants.
It should also be noted that the secondary NAAQS were promulgated, in part, to protect plants
and animals in the environment. The Foreman plant has demonstrated compliance with the
primary and secondary NAAQS standards.

Growth
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The construction activities may require a temporary increase in the size of the labor force
working and living in the surrounding region. However, few of these additional workers are
expected to permanently relocate to the vicinity. As a result, a permanent increase in pollutant
emissions or ambient concentrations indirectly associated with the proposed construction activity
is not expected.

The modernized plant is not expected to employ additional people for the long-term operations.
Therefore, significant increases in pollutant emissions or ambient concentrations are not
expected to result from the indirect activity of an increase in population.

Visibility/Class I Analysis

The Clean Air Act Amendments of 1977 included provisions for the protection ofvisibility in
designated Class I areas. These requirements are detailed in USEPA's PSD program in 40 CFR
Parts 51 and 52. Federal Land Managers (FLM) have the responsibility of evaluating the effects
of air pollution in such designated areas. This includes evaluating potential impacts due to
visibility degradation, ambient pollutant concentrations, and increment consumption. The FLM
typically follow the recommendations of the "Interagency Workgroup on Air Quality Modeling
(IWAQM) Phase 2 Summary Report and Recommendations for Modeling Long Range Transport
Impacts"-(EPA454/R-98-019) and-the-~FedeI'al-L-andManagers'Air·Quality-RelatedValues--··

Workgroup (FLAG) Phase 1 Report" (December 2000) for air quality dispersion modeling
analyses.

One Class I area, Caney Creek Wilderness Area, is located within 100 kilometers of the Foreman
plant. Caney, established in 1968, consists of 14,460 acres in Polk County, Arkansas. It was
created to enhance management of all wildlife species in west central Arkansas.

In accordance with federal guidelines, a regional visibility analysis would typically be required
for the Foreman plant modernization project. However, the plant modernization project will not
result in significant net emissions increases in pollutants associated with Class I area visibility
impairment (i.e., PMlO, S02, and NOx). The modernization project will result in a decrease of
these pollutants. An increase in the emissions of CO will result from the plant modernization.
However, CO is not a visibility pollutant. Therefore, a visibility analysis for the Caney Class I
area is not required. Due to the expected decreases in PM lO, NOx and S02, visibility
improvements may result from the project.

Regional Haze Impacts

The new preheater/precalciner cement kiln system will replace the existing kilns at AGC's
Foreman cement plant during this plant modernization project. The new kiln is expected to start
up in the first quarter of2009. Due to power limitations at Foreman, the existing and new kilns
cannot operate concurrently. Therefore, once the final shakedown of the new kiln is completed,
the existing kilns will be removed. It is anticipated that the existing kilns will be out of service
prior to the implementation date of any BART requirements.
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Nonattainment Area New Source Review

Proposed new and modified major sources located in federally designated nonattainment areas
are subject to the provisions in Part D of the CAA. The Foreman plant, however, is located in an
attainment area for all criteria pollutants. Therefore, the proposed plant is not subject to the
requirements of nonattainment area NSR.

Regulations

The following table contains the regulations applicable to this permit.

Regulations

Arkansas Air Pollution Control Code, Regulation 18, effective January 25, 2009

Regulations of the Arkansas Plan ofImplementation for Air Pollution Control,
Regulation 19, effective January 25, 2009
Regulations of the Arkansas Operating Air Permit Program, Regulation 26, effective
January 25, 2009
40 CFR Part 52.21, Regulations for the Prevention of Significant Deterioration ofAir
Quality
40 CFR Part 60 Subpart Kb, Standards ofPerformance for Volatile Organic Liquid
Storage Vessels(Including Petroleum Liquid Storage Vessels) for Which Construction,
Reconstruction, or Modification commenced After July 23, 1984
40 CFR Part 60, Subpart IIII, New Source Performance Standardsfor Stationary
Compression Ignition Internal Combustion Engines

40 CFR Part 61, Subpart FF, National Emission Standardsfor Benzene Waste Operations

40 CFR Part 63, Subpart DD, National Emission Standardsfor Hazardous Air Pollutants
from OffSite Waste and Recovery Operations
40 CFR Part 63, Subpart LLL, National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air
Pollutants From the Portland Cement Manufacturing Industry
40 CFR Part 63, Subpart EEE, National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air
Pollutants From Hazardous Waste Combustors

The following table is a summary of emissions from the facility. This table, in itself, is not an
enforceable condition of the permit.
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Emission Summary (Pyroprocessing Scenario)

EMISSION SUMMARY

Emission Rates
Source Number Description Pollutant

lb/hr tpy

PM 91.8 255.9

PM IO 91.8 255.9

S02 618.31 2699.7
Total Allowable Emissions

VOC 4.91 138.5

CO 2506.32 1727.3

NOx 688.61 2975.5

1,1,1-Trichloroethane*
1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane*

~ ~ - --- ---- ..... 1,1,2-Trichloroethane* .... -------- -----

1,1-Dichloroethane*
1, I-Dimethyl hydrazine*

1,2-Dibromo-3-
chloropropane*

1,2-Dichloroethane*
1,2-Dichloropropane*

1,2-Diphenylhydrazine*
1,2-Epoxybutane*

1,2-Propylenimine (2-
Methylaziridine)*

1,3-Butadiene*
27.5 120.51,3-Propane sultone*

1,4-Dioxane*
1,4-Phenylenediamine*

2,2,4-Trimethylpentane*
2,3,7,8-Tetrachlorodibenzo-

p-dioxin*
2,4-D, salts and esters*
2,4-Toluene diamine*

2,4-Toluene diisocyanate*
2-Acetylaminofluorene*
2-Chloroacetophenone*

2-Nitropropane*
3,3-Dimethoxybenzidine*
3,3'-Dimethyl benzidine*
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EMISSION SUMMARY

Emission Rates
Source Number Description Pollutant

lb/hr tpy

4,4-Methylenebis(2-
chloroaniline)*

4,4'-Methy1enedianiline*
4,6-Dinitro-o-cresol, and

salts*
4-Nitrobipheny1*
Acetaldehyde*

Acetamide*
Acetonitrile*

Acetophenone*
Acro1ein*

Acrylic acid*
Benzene*

Benzotrich1oride*
Benzyl chloride*

beta-Propiolactone*
Biphenyl*

Bromoform*
Calcium cyanamide*

Captan*
Carbaryl*

Carbonyl sulfide*
Catechol*

Chloramben*
Chlordane*

Chloroacetic acid*
Chlorobenzilate*

Chloromethyl methyl ether*
Chloroprene*

Cresols/Cresylic acid*
DDE*

Diazomethane*
Dibutylphthalate*

Dichlorvos*
Diethanolamine*
Diethyl sulfate*

Dimethyl aminoazobenzene*
Dimethyl carbamoyl

chloride*
Dimethyl formamide*
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EMISSION SUMMARY

Emission Rates
Source Number Description Pollutant

lb/hr tpy

Dimethyl sulfate*
Epichlorohydrin (l-Chloro-

2,3epoxypropane)*
Ethyl carbamate (Urethane)*

Ethyl chloride
(Chloroethane)*

Ethylene dibromide*
Ethylene glycol*

Ethylene imine (Aziridine)*
Ethylene oxide*

Ethylene thiourea*
Ethylidene dichloride*

Formaldehyde*
Glycol ethers*

------------- -------------- Heptachlor* . - --------------

Hexamethylene-l,6-
diisocyanate*

Hexamethylphosphoramide*
Hydrazine*

Lindane (all isomers)*
Maleic anhydride*

m-Cresol*
Methanol*

Methoxychlor*
Methyl hydrazine*

Methyl isobutyl ketone
(Hexone)*

Methyl isocyanate*
Methyl Methacrylate*

Methyl tert-butyl ether*
Methylene diphenyl

diisocyanate*
N,N-Dimethylaniline*

N-Nitrosodimethylamine*
N-Nitrosomorpholine*

N-Nitroso-N-methylurea*
o-Anisidine*

o-Cresol*
Parathion*
p-Cresol*
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EMISSION SUMMARY

Emission Rates
Source Number Description Pollutant

lb/hr tpy

Phosgene*
Phosphine*

Phthalic anhydride*
Polychlorinated biphenyls*

Propionaldehyde*
Propoxur (Baygon)*

Propylene oxide*
Quinoline*
Quinone*

Styrene oxide*
Tetrachloroethylene*

Toxaphene (chlorinated
camphene)*

trans-l,3-Dichloropropene*
Trichloroethylene*

Triethylamine*
Trifluralin*

Vinyl acetate*
Vinyl chloride*

Dioxin/Furan 2.93E-7 1.3E-6

HCI
Hydrogen fluoride
Hydrogen sulfide

95.1 416.6Chlorine
Titanium tetrachloride
Carbon tetrachloride

Arsenic 0.04 0.2
Beryllium 0.04 0.2
Cadmium 0.14 0.7
Chromium 0.04 0.2

Lead 0.14 0.7
Mercury 0.09 0.4

Antimony**
Asbestos**

Cobalt**
Cyanide Compounds** 31.0 119.3
Fine mineral fibers* *

Manganese**
Nickel**
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EMISSION SUMMARY

Emission Rates
Source Number Description Pollutant

lblhr tpy

Phosphorus**
Polycylic Organic Matter* *

Radionuclides* *
(including radon)

Selenium**

Hexachlorobenzene 1.7 5.0

Acrylamide 25.0 5.0

Bis(chloromethyl)ether 4.0 5.0

l11.RlA-F Quarry Haul Road
PM 6.9 6.9

PM10 6.9 6.9

l11.TlO
Transfer, Truck PM 1.9 0.8

Unloading into 111.HPl PM lO 1.9 0.8

lIT.-T12 ..------.---Transf@f,Truck---- PM - ---- ----1.9 - --- .0.8 _..
Unloading into 111.HP2 PM lO 1.9 0.8

2l1.BFl
Dust Collector, PM 0.5 1.9

Primary Crusher PM lO 0.5 1.9

2l1.CR2 Crusher, Brick
PM 0.1 0.1

PM10 0.1 0.1

2l1.CH8
Transfer, 2l1.BClO to PM 0.1 0.1

2l1.BCl PMlO 0.1 0.1

2l1.TlO
Transfer, Loader PM 0.1 0.1

unloading into 2ll.HP1 PMlO 0.1 0.1
PM 0.2 0.1

PMlO 0.2 0.1

2l1.EDlO
Brick Crusher Diesel S02 0.2 0.1

Engine VOC 0.2 0.1
CO 0.6 0.3
NOx 2.5 1.3

213.BFlO
Dust Collector, PM 0.3 1.0

Sand and Iron Unloading PM lO 0.3 1.0

213.BF20
Dust Collector, PM 0.4 1.5

Sand and Iron Transport PMlO 0.4 1.5
213.Tl Transfer, Truck PM 0.5 0.2

Unloading to 2l3.HPOlO PM10 0.5 0.2
221.BFlO Dust Collector, PM 0.2 0.9

Stacker Transfer PM10 0.2 0.9
221.CHOI Chute, 22l.BC10 to PM 1.9 1.6

221.STIO PM10 1.9 1.6
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EMISSION SUMMARY

Emission Rates
Source Number Description Pollutant

lb/hr tpy

221.RMBI Raw Material Building
PM 0.1 0.2

for Sand, Iron and
PMIO 0.1 0.2

Limestone
221.Tl Transfer, Stacker

PM 1.9 1.6
Conveyor to Limestone

PMIO 1.9 1.6
Pile

311.BF1 Dust Collector, PM 0.2 0.8
Secondary Crusher PMIO 0.2 0.8

311.CHI Chute, Secondary PM 0.1 0.1
Crusher Discharge PMIO 0.1 0.1

311.CHlO Chute, Limestone Hopper PM 0.1 0.1
to 311.AF6 PMIO 0.1 0.1

311.CH11 Chute, 311.AF6 to PM 0.1 0.1
311.BCl PM IO 0.1 0.1

311.CH15 Chute, Gypsum Hopper PM 0.1 0.1
to 311.AF5 PM IO 0.1 0.1

311.CH16 Chute, 311.AF5 to PM 0.1 0.1
311.BCl PMIO 0.1 0.1

311.CHC Chute, Discharge into PM 0.1 0.1
Secondary Crusher PMIO 0.1 0.1

321.CH01 Chute, 321.REIO to PM 1.9 1.6
321.BCIO PMIO 1.9 1.6

323.BF10 Dust Collector, PM 0.2 0.9
Sand and Iron to Bins PMIO 0.2 0.9

323.T1 Chute, Iron/Sand Reclaim PM 0.3 1.1
to 323.AFIO PMIO 0.3 1.1

325.BF10 Dust Collector, PM 0.2 0.6
Limestone Bin 325.BN01 PMIO 0.2 0.6

325.BF20 Dust Collector, Raw PM 0.2 0.9
Material Bins 325.BN04 PMIO 0.2 0.9

325.BF30 Dust Collector, PM 0.5 1.8
Raw Material Discharge PMIO 0.5 1.8

326.BF10 Dust Collector, Raw Mill PM 0.4 1.6
Feed System PMIO 0.4 1.6

326.BF20
Dust Collector, Reject PM 0.1 0.2

Loading Spout 326.LSlO PMIO 0.1 0.2

326.BF30
Dust Collector, PM 0.3 1.1

Raw Mill Rejects PMIO 0.3 1.1
327.BFlO Dust Collector, Raw PM 0.1 0.3
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EMISSION SUMMARY

Emission Rates
Source Number Description Pollutant

lb/hr tpy

Material Airslide PM 10 0.1 0.3
327.AS03

327.BF20 Dust Collector, Raw
PM 0.2 0.7

Material Airslide
PM IO 0.2 0.7

327.AS04
327.BF30 Dust Collector, Raw

PM 0.2 0.8
Material Airslide

PMIO 0.2 0.8
327.AS05

329.BF10 Dust Collector, High
PM 0.2 0.5

Grade Limestone Bin
PM10 0.2 0.5

329.BI01
329.BF20 Dust Collector, Alleviator PM 0.2 0.5

329.AV01 Deaeration PM10 0.2 0.5
403.BF3 Dust Collector, 500 Ton PM 0.3 1.3

·STlos·- - -_.

PM!()- - - .... -

0.3
------ -_.. - ·-Lr

403.BF4 Dust Collector, 1500 Ton PM 0.5 1.9
Silo PM10 0.5 1.9

403.BF6 Dust Collector, 1500 Ton PM 0.4 1.6
Silo PM10 0.4 1.6

403.BF7 Dust Collector, CKD PM 0.2 0.7
Truck Loadout DC-61 PM10 0.2 0.7

403.BF8 Dust Collector, 500 Ton PM 0.3 1.3
Silos PM10 0.3 1.3

403.CHM Chute, Truck Loading of PM 0.1 0.1
CKD PM10 0.1 0.1

403.CHR Chute, CKD Truck PM 0.1 0.1
Loadout PM10 0.1 0.1

403.CHU Chute, Truck Loading of PM 0.1 0.1
CKD PMlO 0.1 0.1

403.P1 Pile, CKD PM 1.4 5.8
PM10 1.4 5.8

403.T1 Transfer, Truck PM 0.1 0.1
Unloading of CKD PM10 0.1 0.1

403.T2 Transfer, Trailer PM 0.1 0.1
Unloading of CKD PM10 0.1 0.1

40F.TX1 Thennal Oxidizer, LWDF PM 0.1 0.1
Tanks PM10 0.1 0.1

VOC 1.0 4.4
CO 0.6 2.5
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EMISSION SUMMARY

Emission Rates
Source Number Description Pollutant

lb/hr tpy

NOx 0.1 0.5

41A.BFI0 Dust Collector,
PM 0.3 1.0

Coal/Coke/Gypsum
PM IO 0.3 1.0

Unloading
41A.BF20 Dust Collector,

PM 0.3 1.0
Cola/Coke/Gypsum

PM IO 0.3 1.0
Storage Discharge

41A.Pl A-frame Coal/Coke Pile PM 0.1 0.1
PM IO 0.1 0.1

41AP2 A-frame Gypsum Pile PM 0.1 0.1
PMIO 0.1 0.1

41A.P3 A-frame Limestone Pile PM 0.1 0.1
PM IO 0.1 0.1

41AP5 Outside Coal/Coke Pile PM 0.1 0.3
PM IO 0.1 0.3

41A,P6 Outside Gypsum Pile PM 0.1 0.1
PM IO 0.1 0.1

41A.P7 Outside Limestone Pile PM 0.1 0.1
PMIO 0.1 0.1

41ATI Transfer, 41 A.BC20 to
PM 0.4 0.1

Gypsum Pile in Chalk
PM IO 0.4 0.1

Shed
41A.T2 Transfer, 41 A.BC20 to

PM 0.4 0.1
Coal/Coke Pile in Chalk

PMIO 0.4 0.1
Shed

Transfer, Rail and Truck
PM 0.4 0.1

41A.TlO Unloading into
PMIO 0.4 0.1

41AHPI0
41F.BFI0 Dust Collector,

Vents to either 443.SKI0 or 41F.TXlO
BWDFBin

41F.TXI0 Thermal Oxidizer, PM 0.1 0.2
BWDF Kiln Fuels PMIO 0.1 0.2

SOz 0.1 0.1
VOC 0.4 1.7
CO 2.3 9.8
NOx 0.5 1.8

442.BFI0 Dust Collector, Kiln Feed PM 0.2 0.7
Airslide 442.ASI0 PMIO 0.2 0.7
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EMISSION SUMMARY

Emission Rates
Source Number Description Pollutant

lb/hr tpy

442.BF20 Dust Collector, Kiln Feed PM 0.2 0.5
System PM10 0.2 0.5

443.BF20 Dust Collector, Cement PM 0.1 0.4
Kiln Dust Bin, 443.BIlO PM lO 0.1 0.4

443.BFI0 Dust Collector, Raw Mill,
PM 31.0 119.3

Preheater and Kiln
PM lO 31.0 119.3

443.BF30 Baghouse, Kiln Bypass
S02 616.01 2,699.0

44B.BF20 Dust Collector, Coal Mill VOC 27.5 1 120.5
443.SK10 Stack, Raw Mill, Kiln, CO 2 1,714.02,500.0

Coal Mill and Bypass Gas NOx 678.01 2,970.0
Exhaust

1,1,1-Trichloroethane*
1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane*

1,1,2-Trichloroethane*
--~- --------- ,.

- ---r,1~DichI6r6etnane*
----------

1,1-DimethyI hydrazine*
1,2-Dibromo-3-
chloropropane*

1,2-Dichloroethane*
1,2-Dichloropropane*

1,2-Diphenylhydrazine*
1,2-Epoxybutane*

1,2-Propylenimine (2-
Methylaziridine)*

l,3-Butadiene*
1,3-Propane sultone* 27.5 120.5

l,4-Dioxane*
1,4-Phenylenediamine*

2,2,4-Trimethylpentane*
2,3,7,8-Tetrachlorodibenzo-

p-dioxin*
2,4-D, salts and esters*
2,4-Toluene diamine*

2,4-Toluene diisocyanate*
2-Acetylaminofluorene*
2-Chloroacetophenone*

2-Nitropropane *
3,3-Dimethoxybenzidine*
3,3'-Dimethyl benzidine*

4,4-Methylenebis(2-
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EMISSION SUMMARY

Emission Rates
Source Number Description Pollutant

Ib/hr tpy

chloroaniline)*
4,4'-Methylenedianiline*
4,6-Dinitro-o-cresol, and

salts*
4-Nitrobiphenyl*
Acetaldehyde*

Acetamide*
Acetonitrile*

Acetophenone*
Acrolein*

Acrylic acid*
Benzene*

Benzotrichloride*
Benzyl chloride*

beta-Propiolactone*
Biphenyl*

Bromoform*
Calcium cyanamide*

Captan*
Carbaryl*

Carbonyl sulfide*
Catechol*

Chloramben*
Chlordane*

Chloroacetic acid*
Chlorobenzilate*

Chloromethyl methyl ether*
Chloroprene*

Cresols/Cresylic acid*
DDE*

Diazomethane*
Dibutylphthalate*

Dichlorvos*
Diethanolamine*
Diethyl sulfate*

Dimethyl aminoazobenzene*
Dimethyl carbamoyl

chloride*
Dimethyl formamide*

Dimethyl sulfate*
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EMISSION SUMMARY

Emission Rates
Source Number Description Pollutant

lb/hr tpy

Epichlorohydrin (l-Chloro-
2,3epoxypropane)*

Ethyl carbamate (Urethane)*
Ethyl chloride

(Chloroethane)*
Ethylene dibromide*

Ethylene glycol*
Ethylene imine (Aziridine)*

Ethylene oxide*
Ethylene thiourea*

Ethylidene dichloride*
Formaldehyde*
Glycol ethers*
Heptachlor*

- ------ Hexamethylene-.::l,6- ..

diisocyanate*
Hexamethylphosphoramide*

Hydrazine*
Lindane (all isomers)*

Maleic anhydride*
m-Creso1*
Methanol*

Methoxychlor*
Methyl hydrazine*

Methyl isobutyl ketone
(Hexone)*

Methyl isocyanate*
Methyl Methacrylate*

Methyl tert-butylether*
Methylene diphenyl

diisocyanate*
N,N-Dimethylaniline*

N-Nitrosodimethylamine*
N-Nitrosomorpholine*

N-Nitroso-N-methylurea*
o-Anisidine*

o-Cresol*
Parathion*
p-Cresol*
Phosgene*
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EMISSION SUMMARY

Emission Rates
Source Number Description Pollutant

lb/hr tpy

Phosphine*
Phthalic anhydride*

Polychlorinated biphenyls*
Propionaldehyde*

Propoxur (Baygon)*
Propylene oxide*

Quinoline*
Quinone*

Styrene oxide*
Tetrachloroethylene*

Toxaphene (chlorinated
camphene)*

trans-l,3-Dichloropropene*
Trichloroethylene*

Triethylamine*
Trifluralin*

Vinyl acetate*
Vinyl chloride*

Dioxin/Furan 2.93E-7 I.3E-6

HCl
Hydrogen fluoride
Hydrogen sulfide

95.1 416.6Chlorine
Titanium tetrachloride
Carbon tetracWoride

Arsenic 0.04 0.2
Beryllium 0.04 0.2
Cadmium 0.14 0.7
Chromium 0.04 0.2

Lead 0.14 0.7
Mercury 0.09 0.4

Antimony**
Asbestos**

Cobalt**
Cyanide Compounds**

31.0 119.3Fine mineral fibers**
Manganese**

Nickel**
Phosphorus**
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EMISSION SUMMARY

Emission Rates
Source Number Description Pollutant

lb/hr tpy

Polycylic Organic Matter**
Radionuclides**
(including radon)

Selenium**

Hexachlorobenzene 1.7 5.0

Acrylamide 25.0 5.0

Bis(chloromethyl)ether 4.0 5.0

449.BF10 Dust Collector, Clinker PM 0.2 0.5
Cooler Discharge PM 10 0.2 0.5

449.BF20 Dust Collector, Clinker PM 0.4 1.4
Bin Vents PM10 0.4 1.4

449.BF30 Dust Collector, Clinker PM 0.2 0.5
Reclaim-Elevator- ------ --- -_ .. _-- PMro- 0.2-- , 0:5

449.BF40 Dust Collector, Clinker PM 0.2 0.9
Dome Vent PM10 0.2 0.9

449.BF50 Dust Collector, Clinker
PM 0.2 0.8

Reclaim Conveyor
PM10 0.2 0.8

Transfer
449.BF60 Dust Collector,

PM 0.2 0.6
Clinker Reclaim

PM10 0.2 0.6
Conveyor Transfer

449.BF70 Dust Collector,
PM 0.2 0.9

Clinker Reclaim
PM10 0.2 0.9

Conveyor Transfer
449.HP2 Hopper, Outside Clinker PM 0.2 0.1

Reclaim PM10 0.2 0.1
449.P1 Pile, Outside Clinker PM 0.1 0.2

Storage PM10 0.1 0.2
449.T1 Transfer, Outside Clinker PM 0.5 1.9

Belt Discharge PM10 0.5 1.9
449.T2 Transfer, Clinker Railcar

PM 1.0 0.5
and Truck Hopper

PM10 1.0 0.5
Unloading

449.T3 Transfer, Clinker
PM 1.0 0.5

Discharge to
PM IO 1.0 0.5

Railcar/Truck

449.T4
Transfer, Loader to PM 0.2 0.1

449.HP2 PM10 0.2 0.1
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EMISSION SUMMARY

Emission Rates
Source Number Description Pollutant

lb/hr tpy

44A.BFIO Dust Collector, Apron PM 0.2 0.9
Feeder 44A.AFI 0 PMIO 0.2 0.9
Transfer, Loader

PM 0.2 0.1
44A.TIO Unloading into

PMIO 0.2 0.1
44A.HPI0

44B.BFI0 Dust Collector, Coal PM 0.2 0.5
Coke Bin Vent PMIO 0.2 0.5

44C.BFI0 Dust Collector,
PM 0.1 0.1

Pulverized Fuel Bin
PM IO 0.1 0.1

44C.BII0 Vent
502.BFl Dust Collector,

PM 0.2 0.8
Gypsum/Clinker Railcar

PM IO 0.2 0.8
Loadout

502.BF2 Dust Collector, Clinker PM 0.2 0.8
Receiving DC-54 PMIO 0.2 0.8

502.BF3 Clinker Unloading Dust PM 0.1 0.1
Collector PM IO 0.1 0.1

502.CH3 Chute, Discharge of PM 0.3 0.3
Gypsum Belt PMIO 0.3 0.3

502.Tl Transfer, Gypsum
PM 0.1 0.1

Truck/Rail Discharge into
PMIO 0.1 0.1

Hopper
502.T2 Transfer, Clinker Truck PM 0.6 0.2

Discharge into Hopper PMIO 0.6 0.2
511.BFl Dust Collector, Outside PM 0.2 0.8

Clinker Bins Discharge PMIO 0.2 0.8
533.LSI0 Transfer from 511.BIlOO PM 0.8 0.4

to Truck PMIO 0.8 0.4
514.BFl Dust Collector on Bin PM 0.3 1.0

#44 PMIO 0.3 1.0
514.BF2 Dust Collector, #2 Finish PM 0.7 3.0

Mill PM IO 0.7 3.0
514.BF3 Dust Collector, #2 Finish PM 0.5 2.0

Mill Discharge PMIO 0.5 2.0
VOC 1.3 1.3

Ethylene Glycol* 0.1 0.1
Diethanolamine* 0.1 0.1

521.BFl Dust Collector, West PM 0.6 2.6
Clinker Silo PM10 0.6 2.6
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EMISSION SUMMARY

Emission Rates
Source Number Description Pollutant

lb/hr tpy

521.BF2 Dust Collector, East PM 0.6 2.6
Clinker Silo PM IO 0.6 2.6

523.BF2 Dust Collector, Clinker PM 0.7 3.0
Receiving PM10 0.7 3.0

524.BF1 Dust Collector, #4 Finish PM 1.0 4.2
Mill Discharge PM10 1.0 4.2

VOC 4.2 4.2
Ethylene Glycol* 0.1 0.1
Diethanolamine* 0.1 0.1

524.BF2 Dust Collector, #4 Finish PM 1.5 6.6
Mill PM IO 1.5 6.6

531.BF10 Dust Collector, 531BC.10 PM 0.2 0.7
Discharge PM10 0.2 0.7

531.BF20 Dust Collector,
···------PM···· 0.4 1.71-

Limestone, Gypsum-Bins
- -- ---------- .....

PM10 0.4 1.7
Vent

533.BF10 Dust Collector, Finish PM 0.3 1.2
Mill Feed Bins Discharge PM10 0.3 1.2

533.BF20 Dust Collector,
PM 0.1 0.3

Finish Mill Feed Bin
PM10 0.1 0.3

Loadout
534.BF10 Dust Collector, Finish PM 0.5 2.2

Mill Feed System PM10 0.5 2.2
534.BF20 Dust Collector, Finish

PM 0.3 1.1
Mill Recirculation

PM10 0.3 1.1
System

535.BF10 Dust Collector, Finish PM 1.1 4.8
Mill 534.RM10 PM10 1.1 4.8

Discharge VOC 5.2 5.2
Ethylene G1yco1* 0.1 0.1
Diethano1amine* 0.1 0.1

535.BF20 Dust Collector,
PM 0.1 0.3

Pneumatic Conveying
PM10 0.1 0.3

System to Storage
611.BF1 Dust Collector, Rail PM 0.6 2.4

DC#24 PM10 0.6 2.4
611.BF5 Dust Collector, PM 0.3 1.2

East Truck Load Silo 1 PMIO 0.3 1.2
611.BF6 Dust Collector, PM 0.3 1.2
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EMISSION SUMMARY

Emission Rates
Source Number Description Pollutant

lb/hr tpy

West Truck Load Silo 2 PM IO 0.3 1.2

611.BF7
South Load Out Spout

PM 0.1 0.4
PM10 0.1 0.4

611.BF8
Central Load Out Spout

PM 0.1 0.4
PMIO 0.1 0.4

611.BFIO Dust Collector, Silos 19
PM 0.2 0.7

and 20 Discharge to
PMIO 0.2 0.7

Elevator
611.BF2 Dust Collector, Rail Silo PM 0.4 1.9

#25 PM IO 0.4 1.9
611.BF3 East Rail Load Out Spout PM 0.2 0.6

Dust Collector # 1 PMIO 0.2 0.6
611.BF4 East Rail Load Out Spout PM 0.2 0.6

Dust Collector # 2 PM IO 0.2 0.6
611.BF20 Dust Collector, Elevator PM 0.2 0.9

Discharge PMlO 0.2 0.9
611.BF30 Dust Collector, Rail PM 0.1 0.3

Loadout Bin Vent PMIO 0.1 0.3
611.BF40 Dust Collector, Outside PM 0.1 0.3

Cement Loading to Rail PMlO 0.1 0.3
612.BF1 Dust Collector, Kaiser PM 0.5 2.1

Silos DC #21 PMIO 0.5 2.1
612.BF2 Dust Collector PM 0.2 0.8

PM10 0.2 0.8
612.BF3 Dust Collector, Kaiser PM 0.2 0.7

Silos DC #22 PM IO 0.2 0.7
612.BF4 Dust Collector, Kaiser PM 0.2 0.7

Silo DC #30 PM10 0.2 0.7
612.BF5 Dust Collector, Geocem PM 0.7 3.0

DC #26 PMlO 0.7 3.0
621.BF1 Dust Collector, Delta Silo PM 0.6 2.5

DC #23 PMlO 0.6 2.5
621.BF2 Dust Collector, Truck PM 0.5 1.9

Loadout DC #28 PM10 0.5 1.9
621.BF3 Dust Collector, Truck PM 0.2 0.8

Loadout DC #31/32 PM10 0.2 0.8
621.BF5 Dust Collector, Truck PM 0.7 3.0

Loadout DC #49 PM10 0.7 3.0
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EMISSION SUMMARY

Emission Rates
Source Number Description Pollutant

lb/hr tpy

621.BF6(E) North Truck Loadout PM 0.1 0.4
Spout Dust Collector PM IO 0.1 0.4

621.BF7(W) North Truck Loadout PM 0.1 0.4
Spout Dust Collector PMIO 0.1 0.4

621.BF8 South Truck Loadout PM 0.3 1.0
Spout Dust Collector PMIO 0.3 1.0

621.BF9 Delta Silos Pump Hopper PM 0.1 0.3
Baghouse PM IO 0.1 0.3

ADDS Additive Deliveries PM 0.1 0.1
PM IO 0.1 0.1

BWDF BWDF Deliveries to PM 0.1 0.2
Preheater Area PMIO 0.1 0.2

CACL CaCI Deliveries to PM 0.1 0.1
Preheater Area PM IO 0.1 0.1

CACLALT CaCI Deliveries to
PM 0.1 0.1

Preheater Area Alternate
PMIO 0.1 0.1

Route
CEM Current Cement Loadout PM 0.2 0.2

Road PMIO 0.2 0.2
CEM20 Current Cement Loadout PM 0.1 0.1

Road Truck/Rail Loadout PMIO 0.1 0.1
CEM80 Current Cement Loadout PM 0.1 0.1

Road Truck Loadout PM IO 0.1 0.1
CKD CKD from Pug Mill to PM 0.1 0.1

Landfill PMIO 0.1 0.1
CKDS CKD from Pug Mill to PM 0.2 0.1

Highway PMIO 0.2 0.1
CLKD Clinker Delivery to PM 0.2 0.1

Railcar Unloading PMIO 0.2 0.1
CLKR Clinker from Railcar PM 0.3 0.1

Unloading to Dome PMIO 0.3 0.1
Coal Coal Delivery by Truck PM 0.1 0.1

PMIO 0.1 0.1
Coal2WY Coal Delivery by Truck PM 0.4 0.4

2-way Traffic PMIO 0.4 0.4

Coal2WYALT
Coal Delivery by Truck PM 0.4 0.5

2-way Traffic PMIO 0.4 0.5
CoalALT Coal Delivery by Truck PM 0.1 0.1

PM IO 0.1 0.1
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EMISSION SUMMARY

Emission Rates
Source Number Description Pollutant

lb/hr tpy

DRYLIME Dry Lime Delivery to PM 0.1 0.1
Preheater Area PM10 0.1 0.1

DRYLIMEALT Dry Lime Delivery to
PM 0.1 0.1

Preheater Area Alternate
PMIO 0.1 0.1

Route
GYP Gypsum Delivery by PM 0.2 0.1

Truck PM10 0.2 0.1
GYP2WY Gypsum Delivery by PM 0.7 0.3

Truck 2-way Traffic PM10 0.7 0.3
GYPALT Gypsum Delivery by PM 0.2 0.1

Truck PM10 0.2 0.1
GP2WYALT Gypsum Delivery by PM 0.8 0.4

Truck 2-way Traffic PM10 0.8 0.4
NCEM 2007 Cement Loadout PM 0.7 2.1

Road PMIO 0.7 2.1
RM Raw Materials to PM 0.2 0.2

Building PMIO 0.2 0.2
RM2WY Raw Materials to PM 0.5 0.3

Building 2-way Traffic PMIO 0.5 0.3
RMALT Raw Materials to PM 0.2 0.2

Building Alternate Route PMIO 0.2 0.2
RM2WYALT Raw Materials to

PM 0.7 0.4
Building 2-way Traffic

PMIO 0.7 0.4
Alternate Route

SLDWDTIRES SWDF, LWDF and Tires PM 0.3 1.1
Delivery PMIO 0.3 1.1

41F.FTlO 25,000 gal LWDF Tank Vents to 40F.TX1

41F.FT11 25,000 LWDF Tank Vents to 40F.TX1

RCC Rail Car Cleaning VOC 0.7 1.0

710.EG10 Emergency Generator PM 0.4 0.1
PMIO 0.4 0.1
S02 2.0 0.5

VOC 0.4 0.1
CO 2.8 0.7
NOx 7.5 1.9

*HAPs mcluded m the VOC totals. Other HAPs are not mcluded m any other totals unless
specifically stated.
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**HAPs included in the PMIO totals. Other HAPs are not included in any other total unless
specifically stated.
1. 30-day rolling average value
2. 8-hour rolling average value
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SECTION III: PERMIT mSTORY

Pennit #75-A was issued to Arkansas Cement Corporation Foreman Production facilities on or
about September 21, 1971. This pennit allowed the installation of three "Precipitair"
electrostatic precipitators and supporting equipment at the existing facility. Proposed emissions
were 29.58 lb/hr of particulates.

Pennit #75-A (modification) allowed the facility to use coal instead of natural gas as the primary
fuel to fire the three cement kilns and to replace the three previously approved electrostatic
precipitators. This amendment was issued on September 15, 1976.

Pennit #75-A (modification) was issued on March 26, 1982. This modification allowed
Arkansas Cement to install a gravel bed filter to control particulate discharge from the clinker
coolers to replace the multiclone that was being used. Permitted emission rates dropped from
475lb/hrto 25lb/hr of particulate.

Pennit #75-AR-3 was issued on May 27, 1983, and it rescinded the modification issued on
March 26, 1982, because the facility decided to install a Fuller fabric filter with heat recovery
instead of the gravel bed filter. This modification also included the replacement of part of the
clinker handling system and the installation of a baghouse to control emissions generated at this
crossover point. This modification added 1 lb/hr of particulate emissions.

Permit #75-AR-4 was issued on January 29, 1988. This modification changed the name of the
facility to Ash Grove Cement Company and consolidated the existing emissions sources into one
permit and placed restrictions on the use of waste-derived fuel at this facility. This permit
allowed emissions of99.91b/hr ofTSP, 787 lb/hr of S02, 39 lb/hr of chlorine, 0.048 lb/hr of
lead, and 0.006 lb/hr of chromium.

Permit #75-AR-5 was issued on June 30, 1989. This permit allowed Ash Grove to bum solid
hazardous waste in the cement kilns. This permit allowed emissions of92.21b/hr TSP, 1574
lb/hr ofS02, 164.61b/hr ofHCI, 0.22 lb/hr of lead, and 0.3161b/hr of chromium.

Permit #75-AR-6 was issued on July 8, 1991. This permit allowed Ash Grove to change the
outlet nozzles of the ESPs so that each kiln could vent to a single stack. Emissions were not
increased due to this modification.

Pennit #75-AR-7 was issued on November 13, 1991. This modification allowed all sources,
regardless of size, to be pennitted. No changes in operation were made. Emissions consisted of
553 tpy TSP, 6,894.1 tpy S02, 721 tpy HCI, 0.964 tpy lead, and 1.39 tpy chromium.

Pennit #75-AR-8 was issued on June 15, 1994. This pennit covered the installation ofCEMS
required by the BIF rule. Permit #75-AR-7 was modified so that the Air Permit monitoring
requirements for S02, NOx, and CO could be satisfied by the new CEMS. This modification also
added two product storage silos and related materials handling equipment to improve the loading
and shipping of finished product, and modified four existing dust control baghouses in a manner
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that resulted in four new point discharge stacks. The carbon adsorption system on the liquid
waste fuel storage tanks was replaced by a liquid nitrogen recovery condenser. These changes
did not result in any changes to the emission rates at this facility.

Permit #75-AR-9 was issued on February 11, 1998. This modification authorized Ash Grove to
burn waste tires as fuel. Emission rates for S02 were increased and emission rates for NOx and
CO were added. Emission totals listed in this permit were 567 tpy PMlO, 5,740 tpy S02, 1,183
tpy CO, 9,080 tpy NOx, 0.964 tpy lead, and 3.0 tpy VOC.

Permit 1235-AR-1 was issued on November 7, 1995. This permit is for the limestone quarry
located at the Ash Grove site. The requirements for this quarry are being incorporated into this
permit. The quarry is permitted to emit 4.3 lb/hr and 19.0 tpy ofPMlPM lO.

Permit 75-AOP-RO was the initial Title V permit issued to Ash Grove Cement in Foreman,
Arkansas on October 2,2002. This permit allowed for several changes at this facility. The
portable crusher (SN-R22) was permitted for the first time. Ash Grove installed 10 new LWDF
tanks and changed the control device to a thermal oxidizer with a carbon adsorption backup
system. A clinker storage dome was added to the facility and the ESPs used to control emissions
from the kilns were refurbished. Also, the quarry (formerly permitted under permit #1235-AR
1) which supplies limestone- fQf~ use in the cement-kilnswas-included-in-this permiLThe-permiL
also incorporated the requirements of 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart LLL, National Emission
Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants From the Portland Cement Manufacturing Industry, and
40 CFR Part 63, Subpart EEE, National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants From
Hazardous Waste Combustors.

Permit 75-AOP-R1 was issued on May 30, 2003. This modification allowed Ash Grove to
construct a new cement kiln dust (CKD) handling system (SN-P32, SN- P33, SN-P34, SN-P35
and SN-P36) and remove baghouses P18 and P19. This system allowed the CKD to be
pneumatically conveyed across the highway to a new CKD landfill and it also allowed some of
the CKD to be recycled to kiln #3. This modification resulted in net PMlPMlO emissions
increases of 0.8 lb/hr and 2.6 tpy from the CKD handling equipment and 4 proposed new fabric
filter dust collectors. Also, Ash Grove constructed a baghouse (SN-C44). This change resulted
in an increase ofPMlPM lO emissions ofO.17lb/hr and 0.75 tpy. Finally, Ash Grove Cement
Company added 3 drag conveyors and replaced 2 bucket conveyors and a belt conveyor that
were part of the clinker handling system. The two bucket conveyors were the number 6 and
number 7 bucket conveyors. The belt conveyor was the 440 belt. These conveyors are subject to
all applicable sections of 40 CFR 63, Subpart LLL. No additional emissions are resulted from
this modification.

Permit 75-AOP-R2 was issued on May 4,2005. This modification combined and incorporated
several requests for minor modifications to the Title V permit. This modification allowed for a
redesign of the CKD handling system (SN-P32 through SN-P36) and the addition ofP37. It was
discovered that the system required additional conveying air. This modification also allowed
Ash Grove to install a belt conveyor with integrated dust collector (SN-P38) to the CKD
handling system.
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Ash Grove has been given approval to manufacture a new product named DURACEM OW.
Manufacture of this product will result in no increase in process emissions, however; there will
be an increase in fugitive emissions from the haul roads (SN-R20). Finally, the facility replaced
a bucket elevator in the Chalk Dryer System with a drag conveyor. No additional emissions
occurred as a result of this change.

These changes resulted in net emissions increases of 1.5 tpy of PM and 3.1 tpy PM IO emissions
from this facility.

Permit 75-AOP-R3 was issued on August 29, 2005. This modification allowed Ash Grove to
install an additional baghouse for bins 26 and 27. The increased air flow resulting from
installation of this new baghouse caused potential emissions increased by 4.5 tpy PM IO. This
modification also corrected typographical errors found in 75-AOP-R2.

Permit 75-AOP-R4 was issued on January 12,2006. Hydrogen chloride emissions were
increased to match the emission rates allowed by 40 CFR 63, Subpart EEE. Other HAP emission
rates were increased based on recent stack testing. Permitted increases were 597.7 tpy hydrogen
chloride, 0.16 tpy acrylonitrile, 1.55 tpy benzene, 0.15 tpy bezidine, 0.11 tpy toluene, 0.16 tpy
vinyl chloride. Ash Grove also changed the minimum kVa for each electrostatic precipitator
based on data collected during the comprehensive performance test. The new minimum 3-hour
rolling average kVa values are 198, 202, and 101 for kilns 1,2, and 3 respectively.

Permit 75-AOP-R5 was issued on May 12,2006. This modification allowed Ash Grove to
install an additional baghouse (SN-P-39) on the 500 ton CKD Bin (SN-P35) and to replace a
conveyor belt and add two baghouses (SN-C45 and C-46) to the clinker silos. These changes
resulted in a permitted emissions increase of2.4 tpy PMlPMIO.

Permit 75-AOP-R6 was issued on September 18, 2006. This modification allowed Ash Grove to
replace an existing screw conveyor with a weigh belt (SN-MI2) and add a conveyor belt to allow
the addition oflimestone to Mill No.4 (SN-M46). This project resulted in additional permitted
PM emissions of 0.5 tpy and PMIO emissions of 0.2 tpy.

Permit 75-AOP-R7 was issued on May 15,2007. This modification allowed Ash Grove to
construct a new dry-process preheater/preca1ciner (PHlPC) cement kiln system at this facility as
a modernized replacement for the three existing wet-process cement kilns. This change triggered
PSD review for VOC and CO.

Permit 75-AOP-R8 was issued on August 23, 2007. This minor modification affected only the
three kiln operating scenario. This modification allowed Ash Grove to replace an existing
conveyor belt and apron feeders. Also, this modification allowed the removal of sources C-14,
15, 16, 17, 18,36 and 37. This project resulted in permitted emissions reductions of 16.3 tpy PM
and 6.4 tpy PMIO.
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Permit 0075-AOP-R9 was issued on January 23, 2008. This modification allowed Ash Grove to
replace the existing loadout spouts at the North Truck Load in the Shipping Department, add a
baghouse at the south load out, and remove from the permit a baghouse that was never installed.
This resulted in permitted emissions increases of 1.8 tpy PM and PM IO for the Pyroprocess Unit
Operating Scenario.

Permit 0075-AOP-RIO was issued on December 19,2008. This modification allowed Ash
Grove to install a baghouse (SN-621.BF9) to the Delta Silos pump hopper, and install an
additional baghouse (SN-502.BF3) at the Clinker Unloading area. This resulted in permitted
emissions increases of 0.4 tpy PM and PM IO for the Pyroprocess Unit Operating Scenario.
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SECTION IV: SPECIFIC CONDITIONS

Material Handling Transfer Point Emissions Subject to 40 CFR 63, Subpart LLL

Source Description

Raw materials, intennediate and final products and process wastes are moved about the facility
using a combination of belt, chutes and pneumatic transfer.

Specific Conditions

1. The pennittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table.
Emission rates are based on maximum capacity of the equipment and continuous
operation. Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Plantwide
Condition 5. [Regulation 19, §19.501 et seq. and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

SN Description Pollutant lblhr tpy

41A.TlO
Transfer, Rail and Truck

PM10 0.4 0.1
Unloading into 41 A.HP 10

44A.TI0
Transfer, Loader Unloading

PM10 0.2 0.1
into 44A.HPI0

403.CHM
Chute, Truck Loading of

PM10 0.1 0.1
CKD

403.CHR Chute, CKD Truck Loadout PM10 0.1 0.1

403.CHU
Chute, Truck Loading of

PM10 0.1 0.1
CKD

403.T1
Transfer, Truck Unloading of

PM10 0.1 0.1CKD

403.T2
Transfer, Trailer Unloading

PM10 0.1 0.1
ofCKD

449.HP2
Hopper, Outside Clinker

PM10 0.2 0.1Reclaim

449.T1
Transfer, Outside Clinker

PM10 0.5 1.9
Belt Discharge

449.T2
Transfer, Clinker Railcar and

PM10 1.0 0.5
Truck Hopper Unloading

449.T3
Transfer, Clinker Discharge

PMIO 1.0 0.5to Railcar/Truck

449.T4 Transfer, Loader to 449.HP2 PM10 0.2 0.1

533.LSI0
Transfer from 511.BI100 to

PM10 0.8 0.4Truck

502.CH3
Chute, Discharge of Gypsum

PMIO 0.3 0.3Belt
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SN Description Pollutant lb/hr tpy

Transfer, Gypsum
502.T1 Truck/Rail Discharge into PM IO 0.1 0.1

Hopper

502.T2
Transfer, Clinker Truck

PM IO 0.6 0.2
Discharge into Hopper

2. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table.
Emission rates are based on maximum capacity of the equipment and continuous
operation. Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Plantwide
Condition 5. [Regulation 18, §18.801 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8
4-304 and §8-4-311]

SN Description Pollutant lb/hr tpy

41A.T10
Transfer, Rail and Truck

PM 0.4 0.1
Unloading into 41A.HP10

44A.TlO
Transfer, Loader

PM 0.2 0.1
Unloading into 44A.HP1 0

403.CHM
Chute, Truck Loading of

PM 0.1 0.1
CKD

403.CHR
Chute, CKD Truck

PM 0.1 0.1
Loadout

403.CHU
Chute, Truck Loading of

PM 0.1 0.1
CKD

403.T1
Transfer, Truck Unloading

PM 0.1 0.1
ofCKD

403.T2
Transfer, Trailer Unloading

PM 0.1 0.1
ofCKD

449.HP2
Hopper, Outside Clinker

PM 0.2 0.1
Reclaim

449.T1
Transfer, Outside Clinker

PM 0.5 1.9
Belt Discharge

Transfer, Clinker Railcar
449.T2 and Truck Hopper PM 1.0 0.5

Unloading

449.T3
Transfer, Clinker

PM 1.0 0.5
Discharge to Railcar/Truck

449.T4
Transfer, Loader to

PM 0.2 0.1
449.HP2

533.LS10
Transfer from 511.BIl 00 to

PM 0.8 0.4
Truck

502.CH3
Chute, Discharge of

PM 0.3 0.3
Gypsum Belt
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SN Description Pollutant lb/hr tpy

Transfer, Gypsum
502.Tl Truck/Rail Discharge into PM 0.1 0.1

Hopper

502.T2
Transfer, Clinker Truck

PM 0.6 0.2
Discharge into Hopper

3. These sources are considered affected sources under 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart LLL, and
are subject to the standards for transfer points listed in the following table. [Regulation
19, §19.304 and 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart LLL]

40 CFR 63, Subpart LLL
40 CFR63, (a) Except as specified in paragraphs (b) and (c) of Subpart LLL, the
§63.1340(a) provisions of this subpart apply to each new and existing portland cement

plant which is a major source or an area source as defined in §63.2.
40 CFR 63, (c) For portland cement plants with on-site nonmetallic mineral processing
§63.1340(c) facilities, the first affected source in the sequence ofmaterials handling

operations subject to this subpart is the raw material storage, which is just
prior to the raw mill. Any equipment of the on-site nonmetallic mineral
processing plant which precedes the raw material storage is not subject to
this subpart. In addition, the primary and secondary crushers of the on-site
nonmetallic mineral processing plant, regardless ofwhether they precede
the raw material storage, are not subject to this subpart. Furthermore, the
first conveyor transfer point subject to this subpart is the transfer point
associated with the conveyor transferring material from the raw material
storage to the raw mill.

40 CFR 63, (d) The owner or operator of any affected source subject to the provisions
§63.1340(d) of this subpart is subject to title V permitting requirements.
40CFR63, The owner or operator of each new or existing raw material, clinker, or
§63.1348 finished product storage bin; conveying system transfer point; bagging

system; and bulk loading or unloading system; and each existing raw
material dryer, at a facility which is a major source subject to the
provisions of this subpart shall not cause to be discharged any gases from
these affected sources which exhibit opacity in excess of ten percent.

40 CFR 63, (a) The owner or operator of an affected source subject to this subpart shall
§63.1349(a) demonstrate initial compliance with the emission limits of §63.1343 and

§§63.1345 through 63.1348 using the test methods and procedures in
paragraph (b) of Subpart LLL and §63.7. Performance test results shall be
documented in complete test reports that contain the information required
by paragraphs (a)(1) through (a)(10) of Subpart LLL, as well as all other
relevant information. The plan to be followed during testing shall be made
available to the Administrator prior to testing, if requested.

40 CFR 63, (1) A brief description of the process and the air pollution control system;
§63.1349(a)(1 )
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40 CFR 63, (2) Sampling location description(s);
§63.1349(a)(2)
40 CFR63, (3) A description of sampling and analytical procedures and any
§63.1349(a)(3) modifications to standard procedures;
40 CFR 63, (4) Test results;
§63.1349(a)(4)
40 CFR 63, (5) Quality assurance procedures and results;
§63.1349(a)(5)
40 CFR 63, (6) Records of operating conditions during the test, preparation of
§63.1349(a)(6) standards, and calibration procedures;
40 CFR 63, (7) Raw data sheets for field sampling and field and laboratory analyses;
§63.1349(a)(7)
40 CFR 63, (8) Documentation of calculations;
§63 .1349(a)(8)
40 CFR 63, (9) All data recorded and used to establish parameters for compliance
§63.1349(a)(9) monitoring; and
40 CFR 63, (10) Any other information required by the test method.
§63.1349(a)(10)
40 CFR 63, (2) The owner or operator of any affected source subject to limitations on
§63:1349(fi)(2r---· opacitYUrider-tfiis suopartffiafis·nofsubjea-to·paragrapliT6)(l}()I Subpart

LLL shall demonstrate initial compliance with the affected source opacity
limit by conducting a test in accordance with Method 9 of appendix A to
part 60 of this chapter. The performance test shall be conducted under the
conditions that exist when the affected source is operating at the
representative performance conditions in accordance with §63.7(e). The
maximum 6-minute average opacity exhibited during the test period shall
be used to determine whether the affected source is in initial compliance
with the standard. The duration of the Method 9 performance test shall be 3
hours (30 6-minute averages), except that the duration of the Method 9
performance test may be reduced to 1 hour if the conditions of paragraphs
(b)(2)(i) through (ii) of Subpart LLL apply:

40 CFR 63,
§63 .1349(b)(2)(i) (i) There are no individual readings greater than 10 percent opacity;
40 CFR63, (ii) There are no more than three readings of 10 percent for the first I-hour
§63 .1349(b)(2)(ii) period.
40 CFR63, (i) The owner or operator must conduct a monthly I-minute visible
§63.1350(a)(4)(i) emissions test of each affected source in accordance with Method 22 of

Appendix A to part 60 of this chapter. The test must be conducted while
the affected source is in operation.
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40 CFR 63, (ii) If no visible emissions are observed in six consecutive monthly tests for
§63.1350(a)(4)(ii) any affected source, the owner or operator may decrease the frequency of

testing from monthly to semi-annually for that affected source. If visible
emissions are observed during any semi-annual test, the owner or operator
must resume testing of that affected source on a monthly basis and
maintain that schedule until no visible emissions are observed in six
consecutive monthly tests.

40 CFR 63, (iii) If no visible emissions are observed during the semi-annual test for any
§63.1350(a)(4)(iii) affected source, the owner or operator may decrease the frequency of

testing from semi-annually to annually for that affected source. If visible
emissions are observed during any annual test, the owner or operator must
resume testing of that affected source on a monthly basis and maintain that
schedule until no visible emissions are observed in six consecutive monthly
tests.

40 CFR 63, (iv) If visible emissions are observed during any Method 22 test, the owner
§63.1350(a)(4)(iv) or operator must conduct a 6-minute test of opacity in accordance with

Method 9 of appendix A to part 60 ofthis chapter. The Method 9 test must
begin within one hour of any observation of visible emissions.

40 CFR63, (v) The requirement to conduct Method 22 visible emissions monitoring
§63.1350(a)(4)(v) under this paragraph shall not apply to any totally enclosed conveying

system transfer point, regardless of the location of the transfer point.
"Totally enclosed conveying system transfer point" shall mean a conveying
system transfer point that is enclosed on all sides, top, and bottom. The
enclosures for these transfer points shall be operated and maintained as
total enclosures on a continuing basis in accordance with the facility
operations and maintenance plan.

40 CFR63, (vi) If any partially enclosed or unenclosed conveying system transfer point
§63.1350(a)(4)(vi) is located in a building, the owner or operator of the portland cement plant

shall have the option to conduct a Method 22 visible emissions monitoring
test according to the requirements of paragraphs (a)(4)(i) through (iv) of
Subpart LLL for each such conveying system transfer point located within
the building, or for the building itself, according to paragraph (a)(4)(vii) of
Subpart LLL.

40 CFR 63, (vii) If visible emissions from a building are monitored, the requirements of
§63.1350(a)(4)(vii) paragraphs (a)(4)(i) through (iv) of Subpart LLL apply to the monitoring of

the building, and you must also test visible emissions from each side, roof
and vent of the building for at least 1 minute. The test must be conducted
under normal operating conditions.

40 CFR 63, (b) Failure to comply with any provision of the operations and maintenance
§63.1350(b) plan developed in accordance with paragraph (a) of Subpart LLL shall be a

violation of the standard.
40 CFR63, G) The owner or operator of an affected source subject to a limitation on
§63.1350G) opacity under §63.1346 or §63.1348 shall monitor opacity in accordance

with the operation and maintenance plan developed in accordance with
paragraph (a) of Subpart LLL.
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40 CFR 63, (b) The compliance date for an owner or operator of an affected source
§63.1351(b) subject to the provisions of this subpart that commences new construction

or reconstruction after March 24, 1998 is June 14, 1999 or upon startup of
operations, whichever is later.

40 CFR 63, (a) The notification provisions of 40 CFR part 63, subpart A that apply and
§63.1353(a) those that do not apply to owners and operators of affected sources subject

to this subpart are listed in Table 1 of this subpart. If any State requires a
notice that contains all of the information required in a notification listed in
Subpart LLL, the owner or operator may send the Administrator a copy of
the notice sent to the State to satisfy the requirements of Subpart LLL for
that notification.

40 CFR 63, (b) Each owner or operator subject to the requirements of this subpart shall
§63.1353(b) comply with the notification requirements in §63.9 as follows:
40 CFR 63, (1) Initial notifications as required by §63.9(b) through (d). For the
§63.1353(b)(1) purposes of this subpart, a Title V or 40 CFR part 70 permit application

may be used in lieu ofthe initial notification required under §63 .9(b),
provided the same information is contained in the permit application as
required by §63.9(b), and the State to which the permit application has
been submitted has an approved operating permit program under part 70 of

- ----- ------ -_.. --thischapterand-has-receiveddelegation ofauthority-from the EPA-: Permit
applications shall be submitted by the same due dates as those specified for
the initial notification.

40 CFR63, (2) Notification of performance tests, as required by §§63.7 and 63.9(e).
§63.1353(b)(2)
40 CFR 63, (3) Notification of opacity and visible emission observations required by
§63.1353(b)(3) §63.1349 in accordance with §§63.6(h)(5) and 63.9(f).
40 CFR 63, (4) Notification, as required by §63.9(g), of the date that the continuous
§63.1353(b)(4) emission monitor performance evaluation required by §63.8(e) is scheduled

to begin.
40 CFR 63,
§63.1353(b)(5) (5) Notification of compliance status, as required by §63.9(h).
40 CFR 63, (a) The reporting provisions of subpart A of this part that apply and those
§63.1354(a) that do not apply to owners or operators of affected sources subject to this

subpart are listed in Table 1 of this subpart. If any State requires a report
that contains all of the information required in a report listed in Subpart
LLL, the owner or operator may send the Administrator a copy of the
report sent to the State to satisfy the requirements of Subpart LLL for that
report.

40 CFR 63, (b) The owner or operator of an affected source shall comply with the
§63.1354(b) reporting requirements specified in §63.1 0 of the general provisions of this

part 63, subpart A as follows:
40 CFR 63, (1) As required by §63.10(d)(2), the owner or operator shall report the
§63.1354(b)(1) results of performance tests as part of the notification of compliance status.
40CFR63, (2) As required by §63.1 O(d)(3), the owner or operator of an affected
§63.l354(b)(2) source shall report the opacity results from tests required by §63.1349.
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40 CFR 63, (3) As required by §63.1 0(d)(4), the owner or operator of an affected
§63 .1354(b)(3) source who is required to submit progress reports as a condition of

receiving an extension of compliance under §63.6(i) shall submit such
reports by the dates specified in the written extension of compliance.

40 CFR 63, (4) As required by §63.1 O(d)(5), if actions taken by an owner or operator
§63.1354(b)(4) during a startup, shutdown, or malfunction of an affected source (including

actions taken to correct a malfunction) are consistent with the procedures
specified in the source's startup, shutdown, and malfunction plan specified
in §63.6(e)(3), the owner or operator shall state such information in a
semiannual report. Reports shall only be required if a startup, shutdown, or
malfunction occurred during the reporting period. The startup, shutdown,
and malfunction report may be submitted simultaneously with the excess
emissions and continuous monitoring system performance reports; and

40 CFR63, (5) Any time an action taken by an owner or operator during a startup,
§63 .1354(b)(5) shutdown, or malfunction (including actions taken to correct a malfunction)

is not consistent with the procedures in the startup, shutdown, and
malfunction plan, the owner or operator shall make an immediate report of
the actions taken for that event within 2 working days, by telephone call or
facsimile (FAX) transmission. The immediate report shall be followed by a
letter, certified by the owner or operator or other responsible official,
explaining the circumstances of the event, the reasons for not following the
startup, shutdown, and malfunction plan, and whether any excess emissions
and/or parameter monitoring exceedances are believed to have occurred.

40 CFR63, (6) As required by §63.1O(e)(2), the owner or operator shall submit a
§63.1354(b)(6) written report of the results of the performance evaluation for the

continuous monitoring system required by §63.8(e). The owner or operator
shall submit the report simultaneously with the results of the performance
test.

40 CFR 63, (7) As required by §63.10(e)(2), the owner or operator of an affected
§63.1354(b)(7) source using a continuous opacity monitoring system to determine opacity

compliance during any performance test required under §63.7 and
described in §63.6(d)(6) shall report the results of the continuous opacity
monitoring system performance evaluation conducted under §63.8(e).

40 CFR63, (8) As required by §63.1 O(e)(3), the owner or operator of an affected
§63 .1354(b)(8) source equipped with a continuous emission monitor shall submit an excess

emissions and continuous monitoring system performance report for any
event when the continuous monitoring system data indicate the source is
not in compliance with the applicable emission limitation or operating
parameter limit.

40 CFR 63, (9) The owner or operator shall submit a summary report semiannually
§63.1354(b)(9) which contains the information specified in §63.1 O(e)(3)(vi). In addition,

the summary report shall include:
40 CFR63, (v) All failures to comply with any provision of the operation and
§63.1354(b)(9)(v) maintenance plan developed in accordance with §63.1350(a).
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40 CFR 63, (10) If the total continuous monitoring system downtime for any CEM or
§63.1354(b)(1 0) any continuous monitoring system (CMS) for the reporting period is ten

percent or greater of the total operating time for the reporting period, the
owner or operator shall submit an excess emissions and continuous
monitoring system performance report along with the summary report.

40 CFR 63, (a) The owner or operator shall maintain files of all information (including
§63.1355(a) all reports and notifications) required by Subpart LLL recorded in a form

suitable and readily available for inspection and review as required by
§63.1 O(b)(1). The files shall be retained for at least five years following the
date of each occurrence, measurement, maintenance, corrective action,
report, or record. At a minimum, the most recent two years of data shall be
retained on site. The remaining three years of data may be retained off site.
The files may be maintained on microfilm, on a computer, on floppy disks,
on magnetic tape, or on microfiche.

40 CFR 63, (b) The owner or operator shall maintain records for each affected source
§63.1355(b) as required by §63.10(b)(2) and (b)(3) of this part; and
40 CFR63, (1) All documentation supporting initial notifications and notifications of
§63.1355(b)(1 ) compliance status under §63.9;
40 CFR 63, (2) All records of applicability determination, including supporting
§63.1355Eb)(2) -analyses;-and ------_.._-- ------ --------"-"

40 CFR 63, (3) If the owner or operator has been granted a waiver under §63.8(f)(6),
§63.1355(b)(3) any information demonstrating whether a source is meeting the

requirements for a waiver of recordkeeping or reporting requirements.
40 CFR63, (c) In addition to the recordkeeping requirements in paragraph (b) of
§63.1355(c) Subpart LLL, the owner or operator of an affected source equipped with a

continuous monitoring system shall maintain all records required by
§63.10(c).
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Dust Collectors Subject to 40 CFR 63, Subpart LLL

Source Description

Emissions from these transfer points located throughout the facility are controlled by dust
collectors.

Specific Conditions

4. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table.
Emission rates are based on maximum capacity of the equipment and continuous
operation. Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Plantwide
Condition 5. [Regulation 19, §19.501 et seq. and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

SN Description Pollutant lb/hr tpy

514.BF1 Dust Collector on Bin #44 PMIO 0.3 1.0

514.BF2 Dust Collector, #2 Finish Mill PM IO 0.7 3.0

514.BF3
Dust Collector, #2 Finish Mill PM IO 0.5 2.0

Discharge VOC 1.3 1.3

524.BF1
Dust Collector, #4 Finish Mill PMIO 1.0 4.2

Discharge VOC 4.2 4.2

524.BF2 Dust Collector, #4 Finish Mill PMIO 1.5 6.6

611.BF1 Dust Collector, Rail DC#24 PMIO 0.6 2.4

611.BFIO
Dust Collector, Silos 19 and 20

PMIO 0.2 0.7
Discharge to Elevator

611.BF2 Dust Collector, Rail Silo #25 PMIO 0.4 1.9

611.BF3
East Rail Load Out Spout Dust

PMIO 0.2 0.6
Collector # 1

611.BF4
East Rail Load Out Spout Dust

PMIO 0.2 0.6
Collector # 2

611.BF5
Dust Collector,

PMIO 0.3 1.2
East Truck Load Silo 1

611.BF6
Dust Collector,

PMIO 0.3 1.2
West Truck Load Silo 2

611.BF7 South Load Out Spout PMIO 0.1 0.4

611.BF8 Central Load Out Spout PMIO 0.1 0.4

611.BF20
Dust Collector, Elevator

PMIO 0.2 0.9
Discharge

611.BF30
Dust Collector, Rail Loadout Bin

PMIO 0.1 0.3
Vent
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SN Description Pollutant Ib/hr tpy

611.BF40
Dust Collector, Outside Cement

PM 10 0.1 0.3
Loading to Rail

403.BF3 Dust Collector, 500 Ton Silos PM IO 0.3 1.3

403.BF4 Dust Collector, 1500 Ton Silo PM IO 0.5 1.9

403.BF6 Dust Collector, 1500 Ton Silo PM10 0.4 1.6

403.BF7
Dust Collector, CKD Truck

PM IO 0.2 0.7
Loadout DC-61

403.BF8 Dust Collector, 500 Ton Silos PM IO 0.3 1.3

612.BFI
Dust Collector, Kaiser Silos DC

PM IO 0.5 2.1
#21

612.BF2 Dust Collector PM 10 0.2 0.8

612.BF3
Dust Collector, Kaiser Silos DC

PM IO 0.2 0.7
#22

612.BF4
Dust Collector, Kaiser Silo DC

PM IO 0.2 0.7
------#30----- .. . -- ... .... ..... . ..... - . - - _......._.. _._---- - -------------_ .. -

612.BF5 Dust Collector, Geocem DC #26 PM10 0.7 3.0

621.BFl
Dust Collector, Delta Silo DC

PMIO 0.6 2.5
#23

621.BF2
Dust Collector, Truck Loadout

PM IO 0.5 1.9
DC #28

621.BF3
Dust Collector, Truck Loadout

PM10 0.2 0.8
DC #31/32

621.BF5
Dust Collector, Truck Loadout

PM IO 0.7 3.0
DC #49

621.BF6(E)
North Truck Loadout Spout Dust

PM IO 0.1 0.4
Collector

621.BF7(W)
North Truck Loadout Spout Dust

PM10 0.1 0.4
Collector

621.BF8
South Truck Loadout Spout Dust

PM IO 0.3 1.0
Collector

621.BF9
Delta Silos Pump Hopper

PM IO 0.1 0.3
Baghouse

449.BF20
Dust Collector, Clinker Bin

PM IO 0.4 1.4
Vents

449.BF30
Dust Collector, Clinker Reclaim

PM IO 0.2 0.5
Elevator

449.BF40
Dust Collector, Clinker Dome

PM IO 0.2 0.9
Vent
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SN Description Pollutant lb/hr tpy

449.BF50
Dust Collector, Clinker Reclaim

PM 10 0.2 0.8
Conveyor Transfer

Dust Collector,
449.BF60 Clinker Reclaim Conveyor PM 10 0.2 0.6

Transfer
Dust Collector,

449.BF70 Clinker Reclaim Conveyor PM 10 0.2 0.9
Transfer

511.BF1
Dust Collector, Outside Clinker

PM10 0.2 0.8
Bins Discharge

521.BF1
Dust Collector, West Clinker

PM10 0.6 2.6
Silo

521.BF2 Dust Collector, East Clinker Silo PM IO 0.6 2.6

523.BF2
Dust Collector, Clinker

PMIO 0.1 0.1
Receiving

531.BFlO
Dust Collector, 531 BC.1 0

PM10 0.2 0.7
Discharge

531.BF20
Dust Collector, Limestone,

PM10 0.4 1.7
Gypsum Bins Vent

533.BFlO
Dust Collector, Finish Mill Feed

PM10 0.3 1.2
Bins Discharge

533.BF20
Dust Collector,

PM10 0.1 0.3
Finish Mill Feed Bin Loadout

44C.BFlO
Dust Collector, Pulverized Fuel

PM10 0.1 0.1
Bin 44C.BIlO Vent

502.BF1
Dust Collector, Gypsum/Clinker

PM10 0.2 0.8
Railcar Loadout

502.BF2
Dust Collector, Clinker

PM10 0.2 0.8
Receiving DC-54

502.BF3
Clinker Unloading Dust

PM10 0.1 0.1
Collector

449.BFlO
Dust Collector, Clinker Cooler

PM10 0.2 0.5
Discharge

327.BF30
Dust Collector, Raw Material

PM10 0.2 0.9
Airslide 327.AS05

442.BFlO
Dust Collector, Kiln Feed

PM10 0.2 0.7
Airslide 442.AS10

442.BF20
Dust Collector, Kiln Feed

PMIO 0.2 0.5System

443.BF20
Dust Collector, Cement Kiln

PM10 0.1 0.4
Dust Bin 443.BIlO
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SN Description Pollutant Ib/hr tpy

326.BF10
Dust Collector, Raw Mill Feed

PM IO 0.4 1.6
System

326.BF20
Dust Collector, Reject Loading

PM IO 0.1 0.2
Spout 326.LS10

326.BF30
Dust Collector,

PM IO 0.3 1.1
Raw Mill Rejects

327.BF10
Dust Collector, Raw Material

PM10 0.1 0.3
Airslide 327.AS03

327.BF20
Dust Collector, Raw Material

PM10 0.2 0.7
Airslide 327.AS04

329.BF10
Dust Collector, High Grade

PM10 0.2 0.5
Limestone Bin 329.B101

329.BF20
Dust Collector, Alleviator

PM 10 0.2 0.5
329.AV01 Deaeration

534.BF10
Dust Collector, Finish Mill Feed

PM IO 0.5 2.2
System

534.BF20
Dust Collector, Finish Mill

PM10 0.3 1.1
- - ---Reeireulatien-System-- ... I·· --------

535.BF10
Dust Collector, Finish Mill PM10 1.1 4.8

534.RMlO Discharge VOC 5.2 5.2

535.BF20
Dust Collector, Pneumatic

PM IO 0.1 0.3
Conveying System to Storage

5. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table.
Emission rates are based on maximum capacity of the equipment and continuous
operation. Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Plantwide
Condition 5. [Regulation 18, §18.801 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8
4-304 and §8-4-311]

SN Description Pollutant lb/hr tpy

514.BF1
Dust Collector on Bin

PM 0.3 1.0
#44

514.BF2
Dust Collector, #2

PM 0.7 3.0
Finish Mill

Dust Collector, #2 PM 0.5 2.0
514.BF3 Finish Mill Discharge Ethylene Glycol 0.1 0.1

Diethanolamine 0.1 0.1
Dust Collector, #4 PM 1.0 4.2

524.BF1 Finish Mill Discharge Ethylene Glycol 0.1 0.1
Diethanolamine 0.1 0.1

524.BF2
Dust Collector, #4

PM 1.5 6.6
Finish Mill
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SN Description Pollutant lb/hr tpy

611.BFl
Dust Collector, Rail

PM 0.6 2.4
DC#24

Dust Collector, Silos
611.BFI0 19 and 20 Discharge to PM 0.2 0.7

Elevator

611.BF2
Dust Collector, Rail

PM 0.4 1.9
Silo #25

East Rail Load Out
611.BF3 Spout Dust Collector # PM 0.2 0.6

1
East Rail Load Out

611.BF4 Spout Dust Collector # PM 0.2 0.6
2

611.BF5
Dust Collector,

PM 0.3 1.2
East Truck Load Silo 1

Dust Collector,
611.BF6 West Truck Load Silo PM 0.3 1.2

2

611.BF7 South Load Out Spout PM 0.1 0.4

611.BF8
Central Load Out

PM 0.1 0.4
Spout

611.BF20
Dust Collector,

PM 0.2 0.9
Elevator Discharge

611.BF30
Dust Collector, Rail

PM 0.1 0.3
Loadout Bin Vent

Dust Collector, Outside
611.BF40 Cement Loading to PM 0.1 0.3

Rail

403.BF3
Dust Collector, 500

PM 0.3 1.3Ton Silos

403.BF4
Dust Collector, 1500

PM 0.5 1.9Ton Silo

403.BF6
Dust Collector, 1500

PM 0.4 1.6Ton Silo

403.BF7
Dust Collector, CKD

PM 0.2 0.7Truck Loadout DC-61

403.BF8
Dust Collector, 500

PM 0.3 1.3Ton Silos

612.BF1
Dust Collector, Kaiser

PM 0.5 2.1Silos DC #21

612.BF2 Dust Collector PM 0.2 0.8
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SN Description Pollutant lb/hr tpy

612.BF3
Dust Collector, Kaiser

PM 0.2 0.7
Silos DC #22

612.BF4
Dust Collector, Kaiser

PM 0.2 0.7
Silo DC #30

612.BF5
Dust Collector,

PM 0.7 3.0
Geocem DC #26

621.BF1
Dust Collector, Delta

PM 0.6 2.5
Silo DC #23

621.BF2
Dust Collector, Truck

PM 0.5 1.9
Loadout DC #28

621.BF3
Dust Collector, Truck

PM 0.2 0.8
Loadout DC #31/32

621.BF5
Dust Collector, Truck

PM 0.7 3.0
Loadout DC #49

621.BF6(E)
North Truck Loadout

PM 0.1 0.4
Spout Dust Collector

621.BF7(W)
North Truck Loadout

PM 0.1 0.4
Spout DustGolleetm

621.BF8
South Truck Loadout

PM 0.3 1.0
Spout Dust Collector

621.BF9
Delta Silos Pump

PM 0.1 0.3
Hopper Baghouse

449.BF20
Dust Collector, Clinker

PM 0.4 1.4
Bin Vents

449.BF30
Dust Collector, Clinker

PM 0.2 0.5
Reclaim Elevator

449.BF40
Dust Collector, Clinker

PM 0.2 0.9
Dome Vent

Dust Collector, Clinker
440.BF46 Reclaim Conveyor PM 0.2 0.6

449.BC05 Discharge
Dust Collector, Clinker

449.BF50 Reclaim Conveyor PM 0.2 0.8
Transfer

Dust Collector,
449.BF60 Clinker Reclaim PM 0.2 0.6

Conveyor Transfer
Dust Collector,

449.BF70 Clinker Reclaim PM 0.2 0.9
Conveyor Transfer

511.BFl
Dust Collector, Outside

PM 0.2 0.8
Clinker Bins Discharge
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SN Description Pollutant lb/hr tpy

521.BFI
Dust Collector, West

PM 0.6 2.6
Clinker Silo

521.BF2
Dust Collector, East

PM 0.6 2.6
Clinker Silo

523.BF2
Dust Collector, Clinker

PM 0.1 0.1
Receiving

531.BFlO
Dust Collector,

PM 0.2 0.7
53IBC.IO Discharge

Dust Collector,
531.BF20 Limestone, Gypsum PM 0.4 1.7

Bins Vent
Dust Collector, Finish

533.BFIO Mill Feed Bins PM 0.3 1.2
Discharge

Dust Collector,
533.BF20 Finish Mill Feed Bin PM 0.1 0.3

Loadout
Dust Collector,

44C.BFIO Pulverized Fuel Bin PM 0.1 0.1
44C.BIlO Vent
Dust Collector,

502.BFl Gypsum/Clinker PM 0.2 0.8
Railcar Loadout

502.BF2
Dust Collector, Clinker

PM 0.2 0.8
Receiving DC-54

502.BF3
Clinker Unloading

PM 0.1 0.1
Dust Collector

449.BFlO
Dust Collector, Clinker

PM 0.2 0.5
Cooler Discharge

Dust Collector, Raw
327.BF30 Material Airslide PM 0.2 0.9

327.AS05
Dust Collector, Kiln

442.BFlO Feed Airslide PM 0.2 0.7
442.ASlO

442.BF20
Dust Collector, Kiln

PM 0.2 0.5
Feed System

Dust Collector, Cement
443.BF20 Kiln Dust Bin PM 0.1 0.4

443.BIlO

326.BFlO
Dust Collector, Raw

PM 0.4 1.6
Mill Feed System
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SN Description Pollutant lb/hr tpy

Dust Collector, Reject
326.BF20 Loading Spout PM 0.1 0.2

326.LS10

326.BF30
Dust Collector,

PM 0.3 1.1
Raw Mill Rejects

Dust Collector, Raw
327.BF10 Material Airslide PM 0.1 0.3

327.AS03
Dust Collector, Raw

327.BF20 Material Airslide PM 0.2 0.7
327.AS04

Dust Collector, High
329.BFlO Grade Limestone Bin PM 0.2 0.5

329.BIOI
Dust Collector,

329.BF20 Alleviator 329.AV01 PM 0.2 0.5
Deaeration

534.BFIO
. Dust .b0Jl€ctor,-finish· ------- .. -

PM
-------- -------

0.5
-- 2.2-- -- --

Mill Feed System
Dust Collector, Finish

534.BF20 Mill Recirculation PM 0.3 1.1
System

Dust Collector, Finish PM 1.1 4.8
535.BF10 Mill 534.RM10 Ethylene Glycol 0.1 0.1

Discharge Diethanolamine 0.1 0.1
Dust Collector,

535.BF20 Pneumatic Conveying PM 0.1 0.3
System to Storage

6. These sources are considered affected sources under 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart LLL, and
are subject to the standards for dust collectors listed in the following table. [Regulation
19, §19.304 and 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart LLL]

40 CFR 63, Subpart LLL
40 CFR63, (a) Except as specified in paragraphs (b) and (c) of Subpart LLL, the
§63.1340(a) provisions of this subpart apply to each new and existing portland cement

plant which is a major source or an area source as defined in §63.2.
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40 CFR 63, (c) For portland cement plants with on-site nonmetallic mineral processing
§63 .1340(c) facilities, the first affected source in the sequence of materials handling

operations subject to this subpart is the raw material storage, which is just
prior to the raw mill. Any equipment of the on-site nonmetallic mineral
processing plant which precedes the raw material storage is not subject to
this subpart. In addition, the primary and secondary crushers of the on-site
nonmetallic mineral processing plant, regardless ofwhether they precede
the raw material storage, are not subject to this subpart. Furthermore, the
first conveyor transfer point subject to this subpart is the transfer point
associated with the conveyor transferring material from the raw material
storage to the raw mill.

40 CFR63, (d) The owner or operator of any affected source subject to the provisions
§63.1340(d) of this subpart is subject to title V permitting requirements.
40 CFR 63, The owner or operator of each new or existing raw material, clinker, or
§63.1348 finished product storage bin; conveying system transfer point; bagging

system; and bulk loading or unloading system; and each existing raw
material dryer, at a facility which is a major source subject to the
provisions of this subpart shall not cause to be discharged any gases from
these affected sources which exhibit opacity in excess often percent.

40 CFR 63, (a) The owner or operator of an affected source subject to this subpart shall
§63.1349(a) demonstrate initial compliance with the emission limits of §63.1343 and

§§63.1345 through 63.1348 using the test methods and procedures in
paragraph (b) of Subpart LLL and §63.7. Performance test results shall be
documented in complete test reports that contain the information required
by paragraphs (a)(l) through (a)(lO) of Subpart LLL, as well as all other
relevant information. The plan to be followed during testing shall be made
available to the Administrator prior to testing, if requested.

40 CFR 63, (1) A brief description of the process and the air pollution control system;
§63.1349(a)(I)
40 CFR 63, (2) Sampling location description(s);
§63.1349(a)(2)
40 CFR 63, (3) A description of sampling and analytical procedures and any
§63.1349(a)(3) modifications to standard procedures;
40 CFR63, (4) Test results;
§63.1349(a)(4)
40 CFR 63, (5) Quality assurance procedures and results;
§63.1349(a)(5)
40 CFR 63, (6) Records of operating conditions during the test, preparation of
§63.1349(a)(6) standards, and calibration procedures;
40 CFR 63, (7) Raw data sheets for field sampling and field and laboratory analyses;
§63.1349(a)(7)
40 CFR 63, (8) Documentation of calculations;
§63.1349(a)(8)
40 CFR 63, (9) All data recorded and used to establish parameters for compliance
§63.1349(a)(9) monitoring; and
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40 CFR 63, (10) Any other information required by the test method.
§63.1349(a)(l0)
40 CFR 63, (2) The owner or operator of any affected source subject to limitations on
§63 .1349(b)(2) opacity under this subpart that is not subject to paragraph (b)(1) of Subpart

LLL shall demonstrate initial compliance with the affected source opacity
limit by conducting a test in accordance with Method 9 of appendix A to
part 60 of this chapter. The performance test shall be conducted under the
conditions that exist when the affected source is operating at the
representative performance conditions in accordance with §63.7(e). The
maximum 6-minute average opacity exhibited during the test period shall
be used to determine whether the affected source is in initial compliance
with the standard. The duration of the Method 9 performance test shall be 3
hours (30 6-minute averages), except that the duration of the Method 9
performance test may be reduced to 1 hour if the conditions of paragraphs
(b)(2)(i) through (ii) of Subpart LLL apply:

40 CFR 63,
§63.I349(b)(2)(i) (i) There are no individual readings greater than 10 percent opacity;
40 CFR 63, (ii) There are no more than three readings of 10 percent for the first I-hour
§63 .I349(b)(2)(ii) period.
40CFR63, (i) The owner oroperatormust--conducta monthly-I--'minutevisible
§63.1350(a)(4)(i) emissions test of each affected source in accordance with Method 22 of

Appendix A to part 60 of this chapter. The test must be conducted while
the affected source is in operation.

40 CFR 63, (ii) If no visible emissions are observed in six consecutive monthly tests for
§63.I350(a)(4)(ii) any affected source, the owner or operator may decrease the frequency of

testing from monthly to semi-annually for that affected source. Ifvisible
emissions are observed during any semi-annual test, the owner or operator
must resume testing of that affected source on a monthly basis and
maintain that schedule until no visible emissions are observed in six
consecutive monthly tests.

40 CFR63, (iii) If no visible emissions are observed during the semi-annual test for any
§63.1350(a)(4)(iii) affected source, the owner or operator may decrease the frequency of

testing from semi-annually to annually for that affected source. Ifvisible
emissions are observed during any annual test, the owner or operator must
resume testing ofthat affected source on a monthly basis and maintain that
schedule until no visible emissions are observed in six consecutive monthly
tests.

40 CFR 63, (iv) If visible emissions are observed during any Method 22 test, the owner
§63.1350(a)(4)(iv) or operator must conduct a 6-minute test of opacity in accordance with

Method 9 of appendix A to part 60 of this chapter. The Method 9 test must
begin within one hour of any observation of visible emissions.
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40 CFR 63, (v) The requirement to conduct Method 22 visible emissions monitoring
§63.1350(a)(4)(v) under this paragraph shall not apply to any totally enclosed conveying

system transfer point, regardless of the location of the transfer point.
'Totally enclosed conveying system transfer point" shall mean a conveying
system transfer point that is enclosed on all sides, top, and bottom. The
enclosures for these transfer points shall be operated and maintained as
total enclosures on a continuing basis in accordance with the facility
operations and maintenance plan.

40 CFR 63, (vi) If any partially enclosed or unenclosed conveying system transfer point
§63.1350(a)(4)(vi) is located in a building, the owner or operator of the portland cement plant

shall have the option to conduct a Method 22 visible emissions monitoring
test according to the requirements ofparagraphs (a)(4)(i) through (iv) of
Subpart LLL for each such conveying system transfer point located within
the building, or for the building itself, according to paragraph (a)(4)(vii) of
Subpart LLL.

40 CFR 63, (vii) If visible emissions from a building are monitored, the requirements of
§63.1350(a)(4)(vii) paragraphs (a)(4)(i) through (iv) of Subpart LLL apply to the monitoring of

the building, and you must also test visible emissions from each side, roof
and vent ofthe building for at least 1 minute. The test must be conducted
under normal operating conditions.

40 CFR 63, (b) Failure to comply with any provision of the operations and maintenance
§63.1350(b) plan developed in accordance with paragraph (a) of Subpart LLL shall be a

violation of the standard.
40 CFR63, (j) The owner or operator of an affected source subject to a limitation on
§63.1350G) opacity under §63.1346 or §63.1348 shall monitor opacity in accordance

with the operation and maintenance plan developed in accordance with
paragraph (a) of Subpart LLL.

40 CFR 63, (b) The compliance date for an owner or operator of an affected source
§63.1351(b) subject to the provisions of this subpart that commences new construction

or reconstruction after March 24, 1998 is June 14, 1999 or upon startup of
operations, whichever is later.

40 CFR 63, (a) The notification provisions of 40 CFR part 63, subpart A that apply and
§63.1353(a) those that do not apply to owners and operators of affected sources subject

to this subpart are listed in Table 1 of this subpart. If any State requires a
notice that contains all of the information required in a notification listed in
Subpart LLL, the owner or operator may send the Administrator a copy of
the notice sent to the State to satisfy the requirements of Subpart LLL for
that notification.

40 CFR63, (b) Each owner or operator subject to the requirements of this subpart shall
§63.1353(b) comply with the notification requirements in §63.9 as follows:
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40 CFR 63, (1) Initial notifications as required by §63.9(b) through (d). For the
§63.1353(b)(1) purposes of this subpart, a Title V or 40 CFR part 70 permit application

may be used in lieu of the initial notification required under §63.9(b),
provided the same information is contained in the permit application as
required by §63.9(b), and the State to which the permit application has
been submitted has an approved operating permit program under part 70 of
this chapter and has received delegation of authority from the EPA. Permit
applications shall be submitted by the same due dates as those specified for
the initial notification.

40 CFR63, (2) Notification of performance tests, as required by §§63.7 and 63.9(e).
§63.1353(b)(2)
40 CFR 63, (3) Notification of opacity and visible emission observations required by
§63 .1353(b)(3) §63.l349 in accordance with §§63.6(h)(5) and 63.9(f).
40 CFR 63, (4) Notification, as required by §63.9(g), of the date that the continuous
§63.1353(b)(4) emission monitor performance evaluation required by §63.8(e) is scheduled

to begin.
40 CFR 63,
§63.1353(b)(5) (5) Notification of compliance status, as required by §63.9(h).
40 CFR63, (a) The reporting provisions of subpart A ofthis part that apply and those
§63.1354(a) that-do not-apply to-owners or-operators of affected sources-subject to this

subpart are listed in Table 1 ofthis subpart. If any State requires a report
that contains all of the information required in a report listed in Subpart
LLL, the owner or operator may send the Administrator a copy of the
report sent to the State to satisfy the requirements of Subpart LLL for that
report.

40 CFR63, (b) The owner or operator of an affected source shall comply with the
§63.l354(b) reporting requirements specified in §63.10 of the general provisions of this

part 63, subpart A as follows:
40 CFR 63, (1) As required by §63.1 O(d)(2), the owner or operator shall report the
§63.1354(b)(1) results of performance tests as part of the notification of compliance status.
40 CFR 63, (2) As required by §63.1 O(d)(3), the owner or operator of an affected
§63.1354(b)(2) source shall report the opacity results from tests required by §63.1349.
40 CFR63, (3) As required by §63.1 O(d)(4), the owner or operator ofan affected
§63.1354(b)(3) source who is required to submit progress reports as a condition of

receiving an extension of compliance under §63.6(i) shall submit such
reports by the dates specified in the written extension of compliance.

40 CFR 63, (4) As required by §63.1 O(d)(5), if actions taken by an owner or operator
§63.1354(b)(4) during a startup, shutdown, or malfunction of an affected source (including

actions taken to correct a malfunction) are consistent with the procedures
specified in the source's startup, shutdown, and malfunction plan specified
in §63.6(e)(3), the owner or operator shall state such information in a
semiannual report. Reports shall only be required if a startup, shutdown, or
malfunction occurred during the reporting period. The startup, shutdown,
and malfunction report may be submitted simultaneously with the excess
emissions and continuous monitoring system performance reports; and
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40 CFR 63, (5) Any time an action taken by an owner or operator during a startup,
§63.1354(b)(5) shutdown, or malfunction (including actions taken to correct a malfunction)

is not consistent with the procedures in the startup, shutdown, and
malfunction plan, the owner or operator shall make an immediate report of
the actions taken for that event within 2 working days, by telephone call or
facsimile (FAX) transmission. The immediate report shall be followed by a
letter, certified by the owner or operator or other responsible official,
explaining the circumstances of the event, the reasons for not following the
startup, shutdown, and malfunction plan, and whether any excess emissions
and/or parameter monitoring exceedances are believed to have occurred.

40 CFR63, (6) As required by §63.1 O(e)(2), the owner or operator shall submit a
§63.1354(b)(6) written report of the results of the performance evaluation for the

continuous monitoring system required by §63.8(e). The owner or operator
shall submit the report simultaneously with the results of the performance
test.

40 CFR 63, (7) As required by §63.1 O(e)(2), the owner or operator of an affected
§63 .1354(b)(7) source using a continuous opacity monitoring system to determine opacity

compliance during any performance test required under §63.7 and
described in §63.6(d)(6) shall report the results of the continuous opacity
monitoring system performance evaluation conducted under §63.8(e).

40 CFR63, (8) As required by §63.10(e)(3), the owner or operator of an affected
§63.1354(b)(8) source equipped with a continuous emission monitor shall submit an excess

emissions and continuous monitoring system performance report for any
event when the continuous monitoring system data indicate the source is
not in compliance with the applicable emission limitation or operating
parameter limit.

40 CFR63, (9) The owner or operator shall submit a summary report semiannually
§63.1354(b)(9) which contains the information specified in §63.1O(e)(3)(vi). In addition,

the summary report shall include:
40 CFR 63, (v) All failures to comply with any provision of the operation and
§63.1354(b)(9)(v) maintenance plan developed in accordance with §63.1350(a).
40 CFR63, (10) If the total continuous monitoring system downtime for any CEM or
§63 .1354(b)(10) any continuous monitoring system (CMS) for the reporting period is ten

percent or greater of the total operating time for the reporting period, the
owner or operator shall submit an excess emissions and continuous
monitoring system performance report along with the summary report.

40 CFR63, (a) The owner or operator shall maintain files of all information (including
§63.1355(a) all reports and notifications) required by Subpart LLL recorded in a form

suitable and readily available for inspection and review as required by
§63.1O(b)(1). The files shall be retained for at least five years following the
date of each occurrence, measurement, maintenance, corrective action,
report, or record. At a minimum, the most recent two years of data shall be
retained on site. The remaining three years of data may be retained off site.
The files may be maintained on microfilm, on a computer, on floppy disks,
on magnetic tape, or on microfiche.
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40 CFR 63, (b) The owner or operator shall maintain records for each affected source
§63.1355(b) as required by §63.1O(b)(2) and (b)(3) ofthis part; and
40 CFR 63, (1) All documentation supporting initial notifications and notifications of
§63.l355(b)(l) compliance status under §63.9;
40 CFR 63, (2) All records of applicability determination, including supporting
§63.1355(b)(2) analyses; and
40 CFR 63, (c) In addition to the recordkeeping requirements in paragraph (b) of
§63.1355(c) Subpart LLL, the owner or operator of an affected source equipped with a

continuous monitoring system shall maintain all records required by
§63.10(c).
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Uncontrolled Material Handling Emissions Points

Source Description

Emissions from these transfer points located throughout the facility are not controlled.

Specific Conditions

7. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table.
Emission rates are based on maximum capacity of the equipment and continuous
operation. Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Plantwide
Condition 5. [Regulation 19, §19.501 et seq. and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

SN Description Pollutant lb/hr tpy

311.CHI
Chute, Secondary Crusher

PMIO 0.1 0.1
Discharge

311.CHlO
Chute, Limestone Hopper to

PM 10 0.1 0.1
311.AF6

311.CHll Chute, 311.AF6 to 311.BCl PM IO 0.1 0.1

311.CH15
Chute, Gypsum Hopper to

PM10 0.1 0.1
311.AF5

311.CH16 Chute, 311.AF5 to 311.BC1 PM10 0.1 0.1

311.CHC
Chute, Discharge into

PM10 0.1 0.1
Secondary Crusher

8. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table.
Emission rates are based on maximum capacity of the equipment and continuous
operation. Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Plantwide
Condition 5. [Regulation 18, §18.801 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8
4-304 and §8-4-311]

SN Description Pollutant lb/hr tpy

311.CH1
Chute, Secondary Crusher

PM 0.1 0.1
Discharge

311.CH10
Chute, Limestone Hopper

PM 0.1 0.1
to 311.AF6

311.CHll
Chute, 311.AF6 to

PM 0.1 0.1
311.BC1

311.CH15
Chute, Gypsum Hopper to

PM 0.1 0.1
311.AF5

311.CH16
Chute, 311.AF5 to

PM 0.1 0.1
311.BC1
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SN Description Pollutant lb/hr tpy

3II.CHC
Chute, Discharge into

PM 0.1 0.1
Secondary Crusher

9. The opacity from sources 3II.CHI and 31I.CHC shall not exceed 40%. Compliance
with the opacity standard shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific
Condition II. [§I9.503 of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

10. The opacity from sources 3II.CHI 0, 3I1.CH11, 311, CH15 and 311.CH16 shall not
exceed 20%. Compliance with the opacity standard shall be demonstrated through
compliance with Specific Condition II. [§19.503 ofRegulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 52,
Subpart E]

II. Weekly visible emission observations shall be used as a method of compliance
verification for the opacity limits assigned for these sources. The weekly observations
shall be conducted by someone familiar with the facility's visible emissions.

a. If during the observations, visible emissions are detected which appear to be in
excess ofthepennitted opacit)cJimit, thepermittee_shaU:

I. Take immediate action to identify the cause ofthe visible emissions,
11. Implement corrective action, and

111. If excessive visible emissions are still detected, an opacity reading shall be
conducted in accordance with EPA Reference Method 9 for point sources
and in accordance with EPA Method 22 for non-point sources. This
reading shall be conducted by a person trained and certified in the
reference method. If the opacity reading exceeds the permitted limit,
further corrective measures shall be taken.

IV. If no excessive visible emissions are detected, the incident shall be noted
in the records as described below.

b. The permittee shall maintain records related to all visible emission
observations and Method 9 readings. These records shall be updated on an as
performed basis. These records shall be kept on site and made available to
Department personnel upon request. These records shall contain:

I. The time and date of each observation/reading,
11. The results of the observations,

111. The cause of any observed exceedance of opacity limits, corrective actions
taken, and results of the reassessment, and .

IV. The name ofthe person conducting the observation/reading.

[Regulation 18, §18.1004 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and
§8-4-311]
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SN-211.BF1 & 311.BF1

Dust Collector, Primary Crusher & Secondary Crusher

Source Description

Quarried chalk is crushed at SN-211.BFl (primary crusher) before being hauled to the raw
materials storage area. This source was installed prior to the applicability date ofNSPS Subpart
000. SN-311.BFl (secondary crusher) is used to crush some of the raw materials used at this
facility. Chalk, sand, and iron ore are crushed and then transported to the mill building by a
conveyor belt.

Specific Conditions

12. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table.
Emission rates are based on maximum capacity of the equipment and continuous
operation. Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Plantwide
Condition 5. [Regulation 19, §19.501 et seq. and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

SN Pollutant lb/hr tpy

211.BFl PM IO 0.5 1.9

311.BFl PM IO 0.2 0.8

13. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table.
Emission rates are based on maximum capacity of the equipment and continuous
operation. Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Plantwide
Condition 5. [Regulation 18, §18.801 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8
4-304 and §8-4-311]

SN Pollutant lb/hr tpy

211.BFl PM 0.5 1.9

311.BFl PM 0.2 0.8

14. Visible emissions from these sources shall not exceed 20% opacity. Compliance shall be
demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 15. [§19.501 ofRegulation 19
and 40 CFR part 52, Subpart E]

15. Weekly visible emission observations shall be used as a method of compliance
verification for the opacity limits assigned for these sources. The weekly observations
shall be conducted by someone familiar with the facility's visible emissions.
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a. If during the observations, visible emissions are detected which appear to be in
excess of the permitted opacity limit, the permittee shall:

1. Take immediate action to identify the cause ofthe visible emissions,
11. Implement corrective action, and

Ill. If excessive visible emissions are still detected, an opacity reading shall be
conducted in accordance with EPA Reference Method 9 for point sources
and in accordance with EPA Method 22 for non-point sources. This
reading shall be conducted by a person trained and certified in the
reference method. If the opacity reading exceeds the permitted limit,
further corrective measures shall be taken.

IV. Ifno excessive visible emissions are detected, the incident shall be noted
in the records as described below.

b. The permittee shall maintain records related to all visible emission
observations and Method 9 readings. These records shall be updated on an as
performed basis. These records shall be kept on site and made available to
Department personnel upon request. These records shall contain:

1. The time and date of eaGhobservation/reading,
11. The results of the observations,

Ill. The cause of any observed exceedance of opacity limits, corrective actions
taken, and results of the reassessment, and

IV. The name of the person conducting the observation/reading.

[Regulation 18, §18.l004 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]
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SN-211.CR2, 211.CH8, 211.TI0 & 211.EDI0
Crusher (Brick), Transfer (211.BClO to 211.BCl), Transfer (Unloading to 2II.HPI) and Crusher

Diesel Engine (211.ED10)

Source Description

This source is used to crush used refractory brick from the lining of the kilns. The crushed brick
is fed back to the process as a raw material. The crusher is powered by a diesel engine
(211.EDlO).

Specific Conditions

16. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table. The
permittee shall demonstrate compliance with this condition through compliance with
Specific Condition 18. [Regulation 19, §19.501 et seq. and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

SN Pollutant lb/hr tpy

211.CR2 PM IO 0.1 0.1

211.CH8 PM IO 0.1 0.1

211.TI0 PM IO 0.1 0.1

PM IO 0.2 0.1
S02 0.2 0.1

211.EDI0 VOC 0.2 0.1
CO 0.6 0.3

NOx 2.5 1.3

17. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table. The
permittee shall demonstrate compliance with this condition through compliance with
Specific Condition 18. [Regulation 18, §18.801 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by
A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

SN Pollutant lb/hr tpy

211.CR2 PM 0.1 0.1

211.CH8 PM 0.1 0.1

211.TI0 PM 0.1 0.1

211.EDlO PM 0.2 0.1

18. The permittee shall not crush more than 5,000 tons of brick at SN-211.CR2 per
consecutive twelve month period. This source shall not operate in excess of 1000 hours
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per consecutive twelve month period. Only Number 2 fuel oil with a sulfur content not
greater than 0.5% by weight shall be used as fuel in the crusher engine. Compliance shall
be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 19. [Regulation 18,
§18.1004, Regulation 19, §19.705, 40 CFR Part 70.6 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced
by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

19. The permittee shall maintain records of the amount of brick crushed and the hours of
operation for SN-211.CR2. The permittee shall maintain records of the sulfur content of
the fuel oil used to fire the diesel engine. The records shall be updated as needed. These
records shall be kept on site and made available to Department personnel upon request.
A copy of these records shall be submitted in accordance with General Provision 7.
[Regulation 18, §18.1004, Regulation 19, §19.705 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by
A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

20. The opacity from sources 211.CR2, 211.CH8, 211.TI0 and 211.EDI0 shall not exceed
20%. Compliance with the opacity standard shall be demonstrated thTOugh compliance
with Specific Condition 21. [§19.503 of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

21. Weekly visible emission observations shall be used as a method of compliance
verification for the opacity limits assigned for these sources.-The weekly observations
shall be conducted by someone familiar with the facility's visible emissions.

a. If during the observations, visible emissions are detected which appear to be
in excess of the permitted opacity limit, the permittee shall:

1. Take immediate action to identify the cause of the visible emissions,
11. Implement corrective action, and

111. If excessive visible emissions are still detected, an opacity reading shall be
conducted in accordance with EPA Reference Method 9 for point sources
and in accordance with EPA Method 22 for non-point sources. This
reading shall be conducted by a person trained and certified in the
reference method. If the opacity reading exceeds the permitted limit,
further corrective measures shall be taken.

IV. Ifno excessive visible emissions are detected, the incident shall be noted
in the records as described below.

b. The permittee shall maintain records related to all visible emission
observations and Method 9 readings. These records shall be updated on an as
performed basis. These records shall be kept on site and made available to
Department personnel upon request. These records shall contain:

1. The time and date of each observation/reading,
11. The results of the observations,

111. The cause of any observed exceedance of opacity limits, corrective actions
taken, and results of the reassessment, and
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IV. The name of the person conducting the observation/reading.

[Regulation 18, §18.1004 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and
§8-4-311 ]
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Storage Piles

Source Description

Raw materials and intermediates are stored in piles at various locations throughout the facility.

Specific Conditions

22. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table. The
permittee shall demonstrate compliance with this condition through compliance with
Specific Conditions 24 through 31. [Regulation 19, §19.501 et seq. and 40 CFR Part 52,
Subpart E]

SN Description Pollutant lb/hr tpy

403.Pl Pile, CKD PM10 1.4 5.8

449.P1
Pile, Outside Clinker

PM lO 0.1 0.2
Storage

4JA.P1 A-frame Coal/Coke Pile PMlO 0-,1 0.1
-

41A.P2 A-frame Gypsum Pile PM10 0.1 0.1

41A.P3 A-frame Limestone Pile PM10 0.1 0.1

41A.P5 Outside Coal/Coke Pile PMlO 0.1 0.3

41A.P6 Outside Gypsum Pile PM JO 0.1 0.1

41A.P7 Outside Limestone Pile PM10 0.1 0.1

23. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table. The
permittee shall demonstrate compliance with this condition through compliance with
Specific Conditions 24 through 31. [Regulation 18, §18.801 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as
referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

SN Description Pollutant lb/hr tpy

403.Pl Pile, CKD PM 1.4 5.8

449.P1
Pile, Outside Clinker

PM 0.1 0.2
Storage

41A.P1 A-frame Coal/Coke Pile PM 0.1 0.1

41A.P2 A-frame Gypsum Pile PM 0.1 0.1

41A.P3 A-frame Limestone Pile PM 0.1 0.1
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SN Description Pollutant lb/hr tpy

41A.P5 Outside Coal/Coke Pile PM 0.1 0.3

41A.P6 Outside Gypsum Pile PM 0.1 0.1

41A.P7 Outside Limestone Pile PM 0.1 0.1

24. The permittee shall maintain the area ofSN-403.PI at or below 20 acres. Compliance
shall be demonstrated by surveying the boundary perimeter of this pile. The permittee
shall demarcate and record the perimeter of this pile with a global positioning system
(GPS) instrument. A minimum of once per calendar year, the permittee shall certify in
the facility record that the footprint of the pile is within the confines of the established
perimeter. These records shall be kept on site and made available to Department
personnel upon request. A copy of these records shall be submitted in accordance with
General Provision 7. [§19.705 of Regulation 19, §18.1004 of Regulation 18,40 CFR
Part 70.6 and A.C.A §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

25. The permittee shall maintain the area ofSN-449.Pl at or below 4 acres. The permittee
shall demarcate and record the perimeter ofthis pile with a global positioning system
(GPS) instrument. A minimum of once per calendar year, the permittee shall certify in
the facility record that the footprint of the pile is within the confines of the established
perimeter. These records shall be kept on site and made available to Department
personnel upon request. A copy of these records shall be submitted in accordance with
General Provision 7. [§19.705 ofRegulation 19, §18.1004 of Regulation 18,40 CFR
Part 70.6 and AC.A §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

26. The permittee shall maintain the area of the A-frame storage pile for Emission Points
41.APl, 41.AP2 and 41.AP3 at or below 40,143 ft2, or 0.92 acres. Compliance shall be
demonstrated by surveying the boundary perimeter of this pile. A minimum of once per
calendar year, the permittee shall certify in the facility record that the footprint of the pile
is within the confines of the A-frame structure. These records shall be kept on site and
made available to Department personnel upon request. A copy of these records shall be
submitted in accordance with General Provision 7. [§19.705 ofRegulation 19, §18.1004
ofRegulation 18,40 CFR Part 70.6 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by AC.A. §8-4
304 and §8-4-311]

27. The permittee shall maintain the area ofSN-41AP5 at or below 45,000 ft2, or 1.03 acres.
Compliance shall be demonstrated by surveying the boundary perimeter ofthis pile. The
permittee shall demarcate and record the perimeter of this pile with a global positioning
system (GPS) instrument. A minimum of once per calendar year, the permittee shall
certify in the facility record that the footprint of the pile is within the confines of the
established perimeter. These records shall be kept on site and made available to
Department personnel upon request. A copy of these records shall be submitted in
accordance with General Provision 7. [§19.705 ofRegulation 19, §18.1004 of
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Regulation 18,40 CFR Part 70.6 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304
and §8-4-311]

28. The pennittee shall maintain the area of SN-41A.P6 at or below 22,500 ft2, or 0.52 acres..
Compliance shall be demonstrated by surveying the boundary perimeter of this pile. The
pennittee shall demarcate and record the perimeter of this pile with a global positioning
system (GPS) instrument. A minimum of once per calendar year, the pennittee shall
certify in the facility record that the footprint of the pile is within the confines of the
established perimeter. These records shall be kept on site and made available to
Department personnel upon request. A copy of these records shall be submitted in
accordance with General Provision 7. [§ 19.705 ofRegulation 19, §18.1 004 of
Regulation 18,40 CFR Part 70.6 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304
and §8-4-311]

29. The outside gypsum pile (SN-41A.P6) will be kept covered with a tarp, except during
nonnal pile loading and unloading operations. [§ 19.705 of Regulation 19, §18.1 004 of
Regulation 18,40 CFR Part 70.6 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304
and §8-4-311]

30.-Thepennittee-shall maintain the area of SN-41-A.P7 at or below-4,OOOft2, orO.09-acres.
Compliance shall be demonstrated by surveying the boundary perimeter of this pile. The
pennittee shall demarcate and record the perimeter of this pile with a global positioning
system (GPS) instrument. A minimum of once per calendar year, the pennittee shall
certify in the facility record that the footprint of the pile is within the confines of the
established perimeter. These records shall be kept on site and made available to
Department personnel upon request. A copy of these records shall be submitted in
accordance with General Provision 7. [§19.705 ofRegulation 19, §18.1004 of
Regulation 18,40 CFR Part 70.6 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304
and §8-4-311]

31. The pennittee shall maintain the area of SN-221.RMBI to the square footage of the new
raw material building, 214,700 ft2, or 4.93 acres. A minimum of once per calendar year,
the pennittee shall certify in the facility record that the footprint of the pile is within the
confines of the raw material building. These records shall be kept on site and made
available to Department personnel upon request. A copy of these records shall be
submitted in accordance with General Provision 7. [§19.705 of Regulation 19, §18.1004
of Regulation 18,40 CFR Part 70.6 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4
304 and §8-4-311]

32. Visible emissions from these sources shall not exceed 20% opacity. Compliance shall be
demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 33~ [Regulation 19, §19.503
and 40 CFR part 52, Subpart E]
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33. Weekly visible emission observations shall be used as a method of compliance
verification for the opacity limits assigned for these sources. The weekly observations
shall be conducted by someone familiar with the facility's visible emissions.

a. If during the observations, visible emissions are detected which appear to be in
excess of the pennitted opacity limit, the pennittee shall:

I. Take immediate action to identify the cause ofthe visible emissions,
11. Implement corrective action, and

111. If excessive visible emissions are still detected, an opacity reading shall be
conducted in accordance with EPA Reference Method 9 for point sources
and in accordance with EPA Method 22 for non-point sources. This
reading shall be conducted by a person trained and certified in the
reference method. If the opacity reading exceeds the pennitted limit,
further corrective measures shall be taken.

IV. Ifno excessive visible emissions are detected, the incident shall be noted
in the records as described below.

b. The pennittee shall maintain records related to all visible emission
observations and Method 9 readings. These records shall be updated on an as
perfonned basis. These records shall be kept on site and made available to
Department personnel upon request. These records shall contain:

I. The time and date of each observation/reading,
11. The results of the observations,

111. The cause of any observed exceedance of opacity limits, corrective actions
taken, and results of the reassessment, and

IV. The name ofthe person conducting the observation/reading.

[Regulation 18, §18.1004 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and
§8-4-311]
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Dust Collectors subject to 40 CFR 60, Subpart 000

Source Description

These baghouses located throughout the facility are subject to Subpart 000.

Specific Conditions

34. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table.
Emission rates are based on the maximum capacity of the equipment and continuous
operation. Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Plantwide
Condition 5. [Regulation 19, §19.501 et seq. and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

SN Description Pollutant lb/hr tpy

Dust Collector,
41A.BFIO Coal/Coke/Gypsum PM 10 0.3 1.0

Unloading
Dust Collector,

41A.BF20 Coal/CokeLGypsum _ PM10 ___0.3. . - _ 1.0
Storage Discharge

44A.BFI0
Dust Collector, Apron

PMIO 0.2 0.9
Feeder 44A.AFI 0

213.BFIO
Dust Collector,

PM10 0.3 1.0
Sand and Iron Unloading

213.BF20
Dust Collector,

PM10 0.4 1.5
Sand and Iron Transport

221.BFI0
Dust Collector,

PM10 0.2 0.9
Stacker Transfer

323.BFI0
Dust Collector,

PMIO 0.2 0.9
Sand and Iron to Bins

Dust Collector,
325.BFIO Limestone Bin PM10 0.2 0.6

325.BNOI

325.BF20
Dust Collector, Raw

PMIO 0.2 0.9
Material Bins 325.BN04

325.BF30
Dust Collector,

PMIO 0.5 1.8
Raw Material Discharge

35. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table.
Emission rates are based on the maximum capacity of the equipment and continuous
operation. Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Plantwide
Condition 5. [Regulation 18, §18.801 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8
4-304 and §8-4-31I]
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SN Description Pollutant lb/hr tpy

Dust Collector,
4lA.BFlO Coal/Coke/Gypsum PM 0.3 1.0

Unloading
Dust Collector,

4lA.BF20 Coal/Coke/Gypsum PM 0.3 1.0
Storage Discharge

44A.BFlO
Dust Collector, Apron

PM 0.2 0.9
Feeder 44A.AFl 0

2l3.BFlO
Dust Collector,

PM 0.3 1.0
Sand and Iron Unloading

213.BF20
Dust Collector,

PM 0.4 1.5
Sand and Iron Transport

221.BFIO
Dust Collector,

PM 0.2 0.9
Stacker Transfer

323.BFlO
Dust Collector,

PM 0.2 0.9
Sand and Iron to Bins

Dust Collector,
325.BFIO Limestone Bin PM 0.2 0.6

325.BNOl

325.BF20
Dust Collector, Raw

PM 0.2 0.9
Material Bins 325.BN04

325.BF30
Dust Collector,

PM 0.5 1.8
Raw Material Discharge

36. These sources are considered affected sources under 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart 000, and
are subject to the standards for dust collectors listed in the following table. [Regulation
19, §19.304 and 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart 000]
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40 CFR 60, Subpart 000
40 CFR 60, (a)(l) Except as provided in paragraphs (a)(2), (b), (c), and (d) of Subpart 000,
§60.670(a)(l ) the provisions of this subpart are applicable to the following affected facilities in

fixed or portable nonmetallic mineral processing plants: each crusher, grinding
mill, screening operation, bucket elevator, belt conveyor, bagging operation,
storage bin, enclosed truck or railcar loading station. Also, crushers and grinding
mills at hot mix asphalt facilities that reduce the size of nonmetallic minerals
embedded in recycled asphalt pavement and subsequent affected facilities up to,
but not including, the first storage silo or bin are subject to the provisions of this
subpart.

40 CFR60, (f) Table 1 of this subpart specifies the provisions of subpart A of this part 60 that
§60.670(f) apply and those that do not apply to owners and operators of affected facilities

subject to this subpart.
40 CFR 60, (a) On and after the date on which the performance test required to be conducted
§60.672(a) by §60.8 is completed, no owner or operator subject to the provisions of this

subpart shall cause to be discharged into the atmosphere from any transfer point
on belt conveyors or from any other affected facility any stack emissions which:

40 CFR 60, (1) Contain particulate matter in excess of 0.05 g/dscm (0.022 gr/dscf); and
§60.672(a)(l)
40CFR60,

~-~

(2JExhibit greater than7percellt opaCity, unless the stack emissions· are
§60.672(a)(2) discharged from an affected facility using a wet scrubbing control device.

Facilities using a wet scrubber must comply with the reporting provisions of
§60.676 (c), (d), and (e).

40CFR60, (b) On and after the sixtieth day after achieving the maximum production rate at
§60.672(b) which the affected facility will be operated, but not later than 180 days after initial

startup as required under §60.11 of this part, no owner or operator subject to the
provisions of this subpart shall cause to be discharged into the atmosphere from
any transfer point on belt conveyors or from any other affected facility any
fugitive emissions which exhibit greater than 10 percent opacity, except as
provided in paragraphs (c), (d), and (e) of Subpart 000.

40 CFR 60, (c) On and after the sixtieth day after achieving the maximum production rate at
§60.672(c) which the affected facility will be operated, but not later than 180 days after initial

startup as required under §60.11 ofthis part, no owner or operator shall cause to
be discharged into the atmosphere from any crusher, at which a capture system is
not used, fugitive emissions which exhibit greater than 15 percent opacity.

40 CFR 60, (d) Truck dumping of nonmetallic minerals into any screening operation, feed
§60.672(d) hopper, or crusher is exempt from the requirements of Subpart 000.
40 CFR60, (e) If any transfer point on a conveyor belt or any other affected facility is
§60.672(e) enclosed in a building, then each enclosed affected facility must comply with the

emission limits in paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) of Subpart 000, or the building
enclosing the affected facility or facilities must comply with the following
emission limits:
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40 CFR 60, (1) No owner or operator shall cause to be discharged into the atmosphere from
§60.672(e)(l) any building enclosing any transfer point on a conveyor belt or any other affected

facility any visible fugitive emissions except emissions from a vent as defined in
§60.671.

40 CFR60, (2) No owner or operator shall cause to be discharged into the atmosphere from
§60.672(e)(2) any vent of any building enclosing any transfer point on a conveyor belt or any

other affected facility emissions which exceed the stack emissions limits in
paragraph (a) of Subpart 000.

40 CFR 60, (f) On and after the sixtieth day after achieving the maximum production rate at
§60.672(f) which the affected facility will be operated, but not later than 180 days after initial

startup as required under §60.11 of this part, no owner or operator shall cause to
be discharged into the atmosphere from any baghouse that controls emissions from
only an individual, enclosed storage bin, stack emissions which exhibit greater
than 7 percent opacity.

40 CFR 60, (g) Owners or operators ofmultiple storage bins with combined stack emissions
§60.672(g) shall comply with the emission limits in paragraph (a)(I) and (a)(2) of Subpart

000.
40 CFR 60, (h) On and after the sixtieth day after achieving the maximum production rate at
§60.672(h) which the affected facility will be operated, but not later than 180 days after initial

startup, no owner or operator shall cause to be discharged into the atmosphere any
visible emissions from:

40 CFR 60, (1) Wet screening operations and subsequent screening operations, bucket
§60.672(h)(1 ) elevators, and belt conveyors that process saturated material in the production line

up to the next crusher, grinding mill or storage bin.
40 CFR60, (2) Screening operations, bucket elevators, and belt conveyors in the production
§60.672(h)(2) line downstream of wet mining operations, where such screening operations,

bucket elevators, and belt conveyors process saturated materials up to the first
crusher, grinding mill, or storage bin in the production line.

40 CFR 60, (a) In conducting the performance tests required in §60.8, the owner or operator
§60.675(a) shall use as reference methods and procedures the test methods in appendix A of

this part or other methods and procedures as specified in Subpart 000, except as
provided in §60.8(b). Acceptable alternative methods and procedures are given in
paragraph (e) of Subpart 000.

40 CFR60, (b) The owner or operator shall determine compliance with the particulate matter
§60.675(b) standards in §60.672(a) as follows:
40 CFR60, (1) Method 5 or Method 17 shall be used to determine the particulate matter
§60.675(b)(1 ) concentration. The sample volume shall be at least 1.70 dscm (60 dscf). For

Method 5, if the gas stream being sampled is at ambient temperature, the sampling
probe and filter may be operated without heaters. If the gas stream is above
ambient temperature, the sampling probe and filter may be operated at a
temperature high enough, but no higher than 121°C (250 OF), to prevent water
condensation on the filter.

40 CFR60,
§60.675(b)(2) (2) Method 9 and the procedures in §60.11 shall be used to determine opacity.
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40 CFR 60, (c)(1) In determining compliance with the particulate matter standards in §60.672
§60.675(c)(l ) (b) and (c), the owner or operator shall use Method 9 and the procedures in

§60.11, with the following additions:
40 CFR 60, (i) The minimum distance between the observer and the emission source shall be
§60.675(c)(1 )(i) 4.57 meters (15 feet).
40 CFR 60, (ii) The observer shall, when possible, select a position that minimizes interference
§60.675(c)(1 )(ii) from other fugitive emission sources (e.g., road dust). The required observer

position relative to the sun (Method 9, Section 2.1) must be followed.
40 CFR 60, (2) In determining compliance with the opacity of stack emissions from any
§60.675(c)(2) baghouse that controls emissions only from an individual enclosed storage bin

under §60.672(f) of this subpart, using Method 9, the duration of the Method 9
observations shall be 1 hour (ten 6-minute averages).

40 CFR 60, (3) When determining compliance with the fugitive emissions standard for any
§60.675(c)(3) affected facility described under §60.672(b) of this subpart, the duration of the

Method 9 observations may be reduced from 3 hours (thirty 6-minute averages) to
1 hour (ten 6-minute averages) only if the following conditions apply:

40 CFR 60, (i) There are no individual readings greater than 10 percent opacity; and
§60.675(c)(3)(i)
40 CFR 60, (ii) There are no more than 3 readings of 10 percent for the I-hour period.
§60.675(c)(3)(ii) - -----

40 CFR 60, (4) When determining compliance with the fugitive emissions standard for any
§60.675(c)(4) crusher at which a capture system is not used as described under §60.672(c) of this

subpart, the duration of the Method 9 observations may be reduced from 3 hours
(thirty 6-minute averages) to 1 hour (ten 6-minute averages) only if the following
conditions apply:

40 CFR 60, (i) There are no individual readings greater than 15 percent opacity; and
§60.675(c)(4)(i)
40 CFR 60, (ii) There are no more than 3 readings of 15 percent for the I-hour period.
§60.675(c)(4)(ii)
40 CFR 60, (d) In determining compliance with §60.672(e), the owner or operator shall use
§60.675(d) Method 22 to determine fugitive emissions. The performance test shall be

conducted while all affected facilities inside the building are operating. The
performance test for each building shall be at least 75 minutes in duration, with
each side of the building and the roof being observed for at least 15 minutes.

40 CFR60, (e) The owner or operator may use the following as alternatives to the reference
§60.675(e) methods and procedures specified in Subpart 000:
40 CFR 60, (1) For the method and procedure ofparagraph (c) of Subpart 000, if emissions
§60.675(e)(1) from two or more facilities continuously interfere so that the opacity of fugitive

emissions from an individual affected facility cannot be read, either of the
following procedures may be used:

40 CFR 60, (i) Use for the combined emission stream the highest fugitive opacity standard
§60.675(e)(1)(i) applicable to any of the individual affected facilities contributing to the emissions

stream.
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40 CFR 60, (ii) Separate the emissions so that the opacity of emissions from each affected
§60.675(e)(l )(ii) facility can be read.
40 CFR 60, (f) To comply with §60.676(d), the owner or operator shall record the
§60.675(f) measurements as required in §60.676(c) using the monitoring devices in §60.674

(a) and (b) during each particulate matter run and shall determine the averages.
40 CFR 60, (g) If, after 30 days notice for an initially scheduled performance test, there is a
§60.675(g) delay (due to operational problems, etc.) in conducting any rescheduled

performance test required in Subpart 000, the owner or operator of an affected
facility shall submit a notice to the Administrator at least 7 days prior to any
rescheduled performance test.

40 CFR 60, (h) Initial Method 9 performance tests under §60.11 of this part and §60.675 of
§60.675(h) this subpart are not required for:
40 CFR 60, (1) Wet screening operations and subsequent screening operations, bucket
§60.675(h)(l ) elevators, and belt conveyors that process saturated material in the production line

up to, but not including the next crusher, grinding mill or storage bin.
40 CFR60, (2) Screening operations, bucket elevators, and belt conveyors in the production
§60.675(h)(2) line downstream of wet mining operations, that process saturated materials up to

the first crusher, grinding mill, or storage bin in the production line.
40 CFR 60, (f) The owner or operator of any affected facility shall submit written reports of
§60.676(f) the results of all performance tests conducted to demonstrate compliance with the

standards set forth in §60.672 ofthis subpart, including reports of opacity
observations made using Method 9 to demonstrate compliance with §60.672(b),
(c), and (f), and reports of observations using Method 22 to demonstrate
compliance with §60.672(e).

40 CFR 60, (g) The owner or operator of any screening operation, bucket elevator, or belt
§60.676(g) conveyor that processes saturated material and is subject to §60.672(h) and

subsequently processes unsaturated materials, shall submit a report of this change
within 30 days following such change. This screening operation, bucket elevator,
or belt conveyor is then subject to the 10 percent opacity limit in §60.672(b) and
the emission test requirements of §60.11 and this subpart. Likewise a screening
operation, bucket elevator, or belt conveyor that processes unsaturated material
but subsequently processes saturated material shall submit a report of this change
within 30 days following such change. This screening operation, bucket elevator,
or belt conveyor is then subject to the no visible emission limit in §60.672(h).

40CFR60, (h) The subpart A requirement under §60.7(a)(2) for notification of the anticipated
§60.676(h) date of initial startup of an affected facility shall be waived for owners or

operators of affected facilities regulated under this subpart.
40 CFR60, (i) A notification of the actual date of initial startup of each affected facility shall
§60.676(i) be submitted to the Administrator.
40 CFR60, (1) For a combination of affected facilities in a production line that begin actual
§60.676(i)(1 ) initial startup on the same day, a single notification of startup may be submitted by

the owner or operator to the Administrator. The notification shall be postmarked
within 15 days after such date and shall include a description of each affected
facility, equipment manufacturer, and serial number of the equipment, if available.
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Material Transfer Points Subject to 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart 000

Source Description

Uncontrolled emissions from these transfer points located throughout the facility are subject to
Subpart 000.

Specific Conditions

37. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table.
Emission rates are based on the maximum capacity of the equipment and continuous
operation. Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Plantwide
Condition 5. [Regulation 19, §19.501 et seq. and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

SN Description Pollutant lb/hr tpy

41A.TI
Transfer, 41ABC20 to

PM10 0.4 0.1
Gypsum Pile in Chalk Shed

l11.TI0
Transfer, Truck Unloading into

PM IO 1.9 0.8
111.HPI

111.T12
Transfer, Truck Unloading into

PM IO 1.9 0.8
111.HP2

213.Tl
Transfer, Truck Unloading to

PM10 0.5 0.2
213.HPOlO

221.CHOI Chute, 221.BCI0 to 221.STI0 PM10 1.9 1.6

221.RMBI
Raw Material Building for

PMIO 0.1 0.2
Sand, Iron and Limestone

221.T1
Transfer, Stacker Conveyor to

PM10 1.9 1.6
Limestone Pile

321.CH01 Chute, 321.RE10 to 321.BCI0 PMIO 1.9 1.6

323.Tl
Chute, Iron/Sand Reclaim to

PM10 0.3 1.1
323.AFI0

38. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table.
Emission rates are based on the maximum capacity of the equipment and continuous
operation. Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Plantwide
Condition 5. [Regulation 18, §18.801 and AC.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8
4-304 and §8-4-311]

SN Description Pollutant lb/hr tpy

41A.T1
Transfer, 41ABC20 to

PM 0.4 0.1Gypsum Pile in Chalk Shed
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SN Description Pollutant lb/hr tpy

1I1.TIO
Transfer, Truck Unloading

PM 1.9 0.8
into llI.HPl

Ill.T12
Transfer, Truck Unloading

PM 1.9 0.8
into 111.HP2

2I3.TI
Transfer, Truck Unloading to

PM 0.5 0.2
2I3.HPOIO

221.CHOI
Chute, 22 I .BC10 to

PM 1.9 1.6
221.STIO

22I.RMBI
Raw Material Building for

PM 0.1 0.2
Sand, Iron and Limestone

221.Tl
Transfer, Stacker Conveyor

PM 1.9 1.6
to Limestone Pile

321.CHOI
Chute, 321.REIO to

PM 1.9 1.6
321.BCIO

323.Tl
Chute, Iron/Sand Reclaim to

PM 0.3 1.1
323.AFIO

39. These sources-are considered affected sources under 40 CFRPart 60, Subpart OOO,-and
are subject to the standards for transfer points listed in the following table. [Regulation
19, §I9.304 and 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart 000]

40 CFR 60, Subpart 000
40 CFR60, (a)(l) Except as provided in paragraphs (a)(2), (b), (c), and (d) of Subpart 000,
§60.670(a)(l) the provisions of this subpart are applicable to the following affected facilities in

fixed or portable nonmetallic mineral processing plants: each crusher, grinding
mill, screening operation, bucket elevator, belt conveyor, bagging operation,
storage bin, enclosed truck or railcar loading station. Also, crushers and grinding
mills at hot mix asphalt facilities that reduce the size ofnonmetallic minerals
embedded in recycled asphalt pavement and subsequent affected facilities up to,
but not including, the first storage silo or bin are subject to the provisions ofthits
subpart.

40 CFR 60, (t) Table I of this subpart specifies the provisions of subpart A ofthis part 60 that
§60.670(t) apply and those that do not apply to owners and operators of affected facilities

subject to this subpart.
40 CFR 60, (b) On and after the sixtieth day after achieving the maximum production rate at
§60.672(b) which the affected facility will be operated, but not later than 180 days after initial

startup as required under §60. II ofthis part, no owner or operator subject to the
provisions of this subpart shall cause to be discharged into the atmosphere from
any transfer point on belt conveyors or from any other affected facility any
fugitive emissions which exhibit greater than 10 percent opacity, except as
provided in paragraphs (c), (d), and (e) of Subpart 000.
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40 CFR60, (c) On and after the sixtieth day after achieving the maximum production rate at
§60.672(c) which the affected facility will be operated, but not later than 180 days after initial

startup as required under §60.11 of this part, no owner or operator shall cause to
be discharged into the atmosphere from any crusher, at which a capture system is
not used, fugitive emissions which exhibit greater than 15 percent opacity.

40 CFR60, (d) Truck dumping of nonmetallic minerals into any screening operation, feed
§60.672(d) hopper, or crusher is exempt from the requirements of Subpart 000.
40 CFR60, (e) If any transfer point on a conveyor belt or any other affected facility is
§60.672(e) enclosed in a building, then each enclosed affected facility must comply with the

emission limits in paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) of Subpart 000, or the building
enclosing the affected facility or facilities must comply with the following
emission limits:

40 CFR60, (1) No owner or operator shall cause to be discharged into the atmosphere from
§60.672(e)(1) any building enclosing any transfer point on a conveyor belt or any other affected

facility any visible fugitive emissions except emissions from a vent as defined in
§60.67l.

40 CFR60, (2) No owner or operator shall cause to be discharged into the atmosphere from
§60.672(e)(2) any vent of any building enclosing any transfer point on a conveyor belt or any

other affected facility emissions which exceed the stack emissions limits in
paragraph (a) of Subpart 000.

40 CFR 60, (f) On and after the sixtieth day after achieving the maximum production rate at
§60.672(f) which the affected facility will be operated, but not later than 180 days after initial

startup as required under §60.l1 of this part, no owner or operator shall cause to
be discharged into the atmosphere from any baghouse that controls emissions from
only an individual, enclosed storage bin, stack emissions which exhibit greater
than 7 percent opacity.

40 CFR 60, (g) Owners or operators of multiple storage bins with combined stack emissions
§60.672(g) shall comply with the emission limits in paragraph (a)(l) and (a)(2) of Subpart

000.
40 CFR60, (h) On and after the sixtieth day after achieving the maximum production rate at
§60.672(h) which the affected facility will be operated, but not later than 180 days after initial

startup, no owner or operator shall cause to be discharged into the atmosphere any
visible emissions from:

40 CFR60, (1) Wet screening operations and subsequent screening operations, bucket
§60.672(h)(1) elevators, and belt conveyors that process saturated material in the production line

up to the next crusher, grinding mill or storage bin.
40 CFR60, (2) Screening operations, bucket elevators, and belt conveyors in the production
§60.672(h)(2) line downstream ofwet mining operations, where such screening operations,

bucket elevators, and belt conveyors process saturated materials up to the first
crusher, grinding mill, or storage bin in the production line.

40 CFR60, (a) In conducting the performance tests required in §60.8, the owner or operator
§60.675(a) shall use as reference methods and procedures the test methods in appendix A of

this part or other methods and procedures as specified in Subpart 000, except as
provided in §60.8(b). Acceptable alternative methods and procedures are given in
paragraph (e) of Subpart 000.
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40 CFR 60,
§60.675(b)(2) (2) Method 9 and the procedures in §60.11 shall be used to determine opacity.
40 CFR 60, (c)(1) In determining compliance with the particulate matter standards in §60.672
§60.675(c)(1) (b) and (c), the owner or operator shall use Method 9 and the procedures in

§60.11, with the following additions:
40 CFR 60, (i) The minimum distance between the observer and the emission source shall be
§60.675(c)(1 )(i) 4.57 meters (15 feet).
40 CFR 60, (ii) The observer shall, when possible, select a position that minimizes interference
§60.675(c)(1 )(ii) from other fugitive emission sources (e.g., road dust). The required observer

position relative to the sun (Method 9, Section 2.1) must be followed.
40 CFR 60, (3) When determining compliance with the fugitive emissions standard for any
§60.675(c)(3) affected facility described under §60.672(b) of this subpart, the duration of the

Method 9 observations may be reduced from 3 hours (thirty 6-minute averages) to
1 hour (ten 6-minute averages) only if the following conditions apply:

40 CFR 60, (i) There are no individual readings greater than 10 percent opacity; and
§60.675(c)(3)(i)
40 CFR 60, (ii) There are no more than 3 readings of 10 percent for the I-hour period.
§60.675(c)(3)(ii)
40 CFR 60, (4) When determining compliance with the fugitive emissions standard for any
§60.675(cJ(4r crusher at Wliich-acapture-~;y.stemisnot used as desctilJeauhder· §60~672(ctof this

subpart, the duration of the Method 9 observations may be reduced from 3 hours
(thirty 6-minute averages) to 1 hour (ten 6-minute averages) only if the following
conditions apply:

40 CFR 60, (i) There are no individual readings greater than 15 percent opacity; and
§60.675(c)(4)(i)
40 CFR 60, (ii) There are no more than 3 readings of 15 percent for the I-hour period.
§60.675(c)(4)(ii)
40 CFR60, (d) In determining compliance with §60.672(e), the owner or operator shall use
§60.675(d) Method 22 to determine fugitive emissions. The performance test shall be

conducted while all affected facilities inside the building are operating. The
performance test for each building shall be at least 75 minutes in duration, with
each side ofthe building and the roof being observed for at least 15 minutes.

40 CFR 60, (e) The owner or operator may use the following as alternatives to the reference
§60.675(e) methods and procedures specified in Subpart 000:
40 CFR 60, (1) For the method and procedure of paragraph (c) of Subpart 000, if emissions
§60.675(e)(1) from two or more facilities continuously interfere so that the opacity of fugitive

emissions from an individual affected facility cannot be read, either of the
following procedures may be used:

40 CFR60, (i) Use for the combined emission stream the highest fugitive opacity standard
§60.675(e)(1 )(i) applicable to any of the individual affected facilities contributing to the emissions

stream.
40 CFR 60, (ii) Separate the emissions so that the opacity of emissions from each affected
§60.675(e)(1 )(ii) facility can be read.
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40 CFR60, (g) If, after 30 days notice for an initially scheduled performance test, there is a
§60.675(g) delay (due to operational problems, etc.) in conducting any rescheduled

performance test required in Subpart 000, the owner or operator of an affected
facility shall submit a notice to the Administrator at least 7 days prior to any
rescheduled performance test.

40 CFR60, (h) Initial Method 9 perfonnance tests under §60.ll of this part and §60.675 of
§60.675(h) this subpart are not required for:
40 CFR60, (e) The reports required under paragraph (d) shall be postmarked within 30 days
§60.676(e) following end of the second and fourth calendar quarters.
40 CFR 60, (f) The owner or operator of any affected facility shall submit written reports of
§60.676(f) the results of all perfonnance tests conducted to demonstrate compliance with the

standards set forth in §60.672 of this subpart, including reports of opacity
observations made using Method 9 to demonstrate compliance with §60.672(b),
(c), and (f), and reports of observations using Method 22 to demonstrate
compliance with §60.672(e).

40 CFR 60, (g) The owner or operator of any screening operation, bucket elevator, or belt
§60.676(g) conveyor that processes saturated material and is subject to §60.672(h) and

subsequently processes unsaturated materials, shall submit a report of this change
within 30 days following such change. This screening operation, bucket elevator,
or belt conveyor is then subject to the 10 percent opacity limit in §60.672(b) and
the emission test requirements of §60.ll and this subpart. Likewise a screening
operation, bucket elevator, or belt conveyor that processes unsaturated material
but subsequently processes saturated material shall submit a report of this change
within 30 days following such change. This screening operation, bucket elevator,
or belt conveyor is then subject to the no visible emission limit in §60.672(h).

40CFR60, (h) The subpart A requirement under §60.7(a)(2) for notification of the anticipated
§60.676(h) date of initial startup of an affected facility shall be waived for owners or

operators of affected facilities regulated under this subpart.
40 CFR60, (i) A notification of the actual date of initial startup of each affected facility shall
§60.676(i) be submitted to the Administrator.
40 CFR60, (1) For a combination of affected facilities in a production line that begin actual
§60.676(i)(1) initial startup on the same day, a single notification of startup may be submitted by

the owner or operator to the Administrator. The notification shall be postmarked
within 15 days after such date and shall include a description of each affected
facility, equipment manufacturer, and serial number of the equipment, if available.

40 CFR60, (2) For portable aggregate processing plants, the notification of the actual date of
§60.676(i)(2) initial startup shall include both the home office and the current address or

location of the portable plant.
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Sources Subject to 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart Y

Source Description

These are various coal processing sources throughout the facility.

Specific Conditions

40. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table.
Emission rates are based on the maximum capacity of the equipment and continuous
operation. Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Plantwide
Condition 5. [Regulation 19, §19.501 et seq. and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

SN Description Pollutant lb/hr tpy

Dust Collector,
41A.BFIO* Coal/Coke/Gypsum PM 10 0.3 1.0

Unloading
Dust Collector,

41A.BF20* Coal/CokeLG)'psum Storage .. _PM1O 0.3 _ 1.0
Discharge

Transfer, 41A.BC20 to
41A.T2 Coal/Coke Pile in Chalk PM 10 0.4 0.1

Shed

41A.T101 Transfer, Rail and Truck
PMIO 0.4 0.1

Unloading into 41A.HPIO

44A.TIO'
Transfer, Loader Unloading

PM 10 0.2 0.1
into 44A.HP10

44A.BFlO*
Dust Collector, Apron

PMIO 0.2 0.9
Feeder 44A.AFlO

44B.BF10
Dust Collector, Coal Coke

PM10 0.2 0.5
Bin Vent

*also subject to Subpart 000 as found III Specific Condition 39
1. also subject to Subpart LLL as found in Specific Condition 3

41. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table.
Emission rates are based on the maximum capacity of the equipment and continuous
operation. Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Plantwide
Condition 5. [Regulation 18, §18.801 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8
4-304 and §8-4-311]

SN Description Pollutant lb/hr tpy

41A.BFlO*
Dust Collector,

PM 0.3 1.0
Coal/Coke/Gypsum Unloading
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SN Description Pollutant lb/hr tpy

Dust Collector,
41A.BF20* Coal/Coke/Gypsum Storage PM 0.3 1.0

Discharge

41A.T2
Transfer, 41A.BC20 to

PM 0.4 0.1
Coal/Coke Pile in Chalk Shed

41A.T101 Transfer, Rail and Truck
PM 0.4 0.1

Unloading into 41A.HPI 0

44A.Tl01 Transfer, Loader Unloading
PM 0.2 0.1

into 44A.HPI0

44A.BFI0*
Dust Collector, Apron Feeder

PM 0.2 0.9
44A.AFI0

44B.BFI0
Dust Collector, Coal Coke Bin

PM 0.2 0.5
Vent

* also subject to Subpart 000 as found in Specific Condition 39
1. also subject to Subpart LLL as found in Specific Condition 3

42. These sources are considered affected sources under 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart Y and are
subject, but not limited to, the conditions found in the following table. [Regulation 19,
§19.304 and 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart Y]

40 CFR 60, Subpart Y
40 CFR 60, (a) The provisions of this subpart are applicable to any of the
§60.250(a) following affected facilities in coal preparation plants which process

more than 181 Mg (200 tons) per day: Thermal dryers, pneumatic
coal-cleaning equipment (air tables), coal processing and conveying
equipment (including breakers and crushers), coal storage systems,
and coal transfer and loading systems.

40 CFR 60, (b) On and after the date on which the performance test required to
§60.252(b) be conducted by §60.8 is completed, an owner or operator subject to

the provisions of this subpart shall not cause to be discharged into
the atmosphere from any pneumatic coal cleaning equipment, gases
which:

40 CFR 60, (1) Contain particulate matter in excess of 0.040 g/dscm (0.017
§60.252(b)(1 ) gr/dscf).
40 CFR 60, (2) Exhibit 10 percent opacity or greater.
§60.252(b)(2)
40 CFR 60, (c) On and after the date on which the performance test required to
§60.252(c) be conducted by §60.8 is completed, an owner or operator subject to

the provisions of this subpart shall not cause to be discharged into
the atmosphere from any coal processing and conveying equipment,
coal storage system, or coal transfer and loading system processing
coal, gases which exhibit 20 percent opacity or greater.
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40 CFR 60, (a) In conducting the performance tests required in §60.8, the owner
§60.254(a) or operator shall use as reference methods and procedures the test

methods in appendix A of this part or other methods and procedures
as specified in Subpart Y, except as provided in §60.8(b).

40 CFR 60, (b) The owner or operator shall determine compliance with the
§60.254(b) particular matter standards in §60.252 as follows:
40 CFR 60, (1) Method 5 shall be used to determine the particulate matter
§60.254(b)(1) concentration. The sampling time and sample volume for each run

shall be at least 60 minutes and 0.85 dscm (30 dscf). Sampling shall
begin no less than 30 minutes after startup and shall terminate before
shutdown procedures begin.

40 CFR60, (2) Method 9 and the procedures in §60.11 shall be used to determine
§60.254(b)(2) opacity.
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LWDF Sources

Source Description

Liquid waste derived fuels are received in rail tank cars and in tank trucks and stored in above
ground storage tanks before being transferred to the kilns. To control VOC emissions, tanks are
vented to a thermal oxidizer with a back up carbon adsorption system.

Specific Conditions

43. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table. The
permittee shall demonstrate compliance with this condition through compliance with
Specific Condition 46. [Regulation 19, §19.501 et seq. and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

SN Description Pollutant lb/hr tpy

41F.BF102,3 Dust Collector, Blending
Silo 441.SIl 0 Vent

41F.FT101,2,3
Fuel Tanks Vent to 41F.TX10

41F.FT11 1,2,3

41F.TK102,3 Thermal Oxidizer, BWDF
Kiln Fuels

PMIO 0.1 0.2
S02 0.1 0.1

41F.TX102,3 VOC 0.4 1.7
CO 2.3 9.8
NOx 0.5 1.8

40F.FT3 1,2,3

40F.FT41,2,3

40F.FT51,2,3

40F.FT61,2,3

40F.FT71,2,3
LWDFTanks Vent to 40F.TX1

40F.FT81.2.3

40F.FT91,2,3

40F.FTA1,2,3

PMIO 0.1 0.1

40F.TX1 2,3 Thermal Oxidizer, LWDF VOC 1.0 4.4
Tanks CO 0.6 2.5

NOx 0.1 0.5
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SN Description Pollutant lb/hr tpy

RCC3 Rail Car Cleaning VOC 0.7 1.0

1. Subject to 40 CFR 60, Subpart Kb as found in Specific Condition 49
2. Subject to 40 CFR 60, Subpart, FF as found in Specific Condition 50
3. Subject to 40 CFR 60, Subpart DD as found in Specific Condition 51

44. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table. The
permittee shall demonstrate compliance with this condition through compliance with
Specific Condition 46. [Regulation 18, §18.801 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by
A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

SN Description Pollutant I lb/hr I tpy

40F.FT3 1,2,3

40F.FT41,2,3

40F.FT5 1,2,3

40F.FT61,2,L - - -- ---

LWDFTanks Vent to 40F.TXl
40F .FTi,2,3

40F.FT8 1
.
2

.3

40F.FT91,2,3

40F.FTA1,2,3

40F.TXe,3 Thermal Oxidizer, Toluene
I

0.03
I

0.13
LWDFTanks Xylene 0.06 0.23

1. Subject to 40 CFR 60, Subpart Kb as found in Specific Condition 49
2. Subject to 40 CFR 60, Subpart, FF as found in Specific Condition 50
3. Subject to 40 CFR 60, Subpart DD as found in Specific Condition 51

45. Visible emissions from sources 40F.TXl and 41F.TXI0 shall not exceed 10% opacity.
Compliance shall be demonstrated by using only natural gas as fuel in the thermal
oxidizers. [Regulation 18, §18.501 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4
304 and §8-4-311]

46. The permittee shall determine the destruction efficiency of the thermal oxidizing unit
either using an appropriate test method or through the use of engineering calculations. If
testing is used, the test shall be performed a minimUm of once every five years. The
initial test shall be performed no later than 180 days after the initial startup date. This test
shall be performed with this unit operating at or above 90% of its design capacity. This
unit shall achieve a VOC destruction rate ofnot less than 95%. If engineering
calculations are used, the permittee shall maintain a complete design analysis of the unit
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which shall contain documentation necessary to demonstrate the performance of the unit.
[Regulation 19, §19.702 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

47. The permittee shall maintain the temperature in the combustion chamber of the thermal
oxidizer at or above 1500°F. To demonstrate compliance, the permittee shall install,
calibrate, and maintain a continuous temperature recorder on the catalytic oxidizer used
to control emissions from these sources. These records shall be maintained on site and
made available to Department personnel upon request. [Regulation 19, §19.703, 40 CFR
Part 52, Subpart E and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

48. During operation of the dual carbon canister system as a replacement for thermal oxidizer
at this source, the permittee shall use good engineering judgment and/or vendor
recommendations to determine the frequency to observe the condition of the
breakthrough indicators on the carbon canisters in the absorption train. Observation of
the breakthrough indicators on the carbon canisters shall occur no less often than the
conclusion of each operating shift in which working losses were directed through the
carbon canister absorption train. If breakthrough is detected, the system shall be
reconfigured and, as necessary, canisters shall be recharged. The permittee shall
maintain a log of the observations of the breakthrough indicators and the recharging of
the carbon canisters. These records shall be maintained on site and made available to
Department personnel upon request. [Regulation 19, §19.703, 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E
and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

49. These sources are considered affected sources under 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart Kb and are
subject, but not limited to, the conditions found in the following table. [Regulation 19,
§19.304 and 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart Kb]

40 CFR Part 60, Subpart Kb
[§19.304 of Regulation 19 Each storage vessel with a design capacity greater than or equal
and 40 CFR Part 60, to 151 m3 containing a VOL that, as stored, has a maximum true
§60.112b(a)] vapor pressure equal to or greater than 5.2 kPa, but less than 76.6

kPa or with a design capacity greater than or equal to 75 m 3
, but

less than 151 m3 containing a VOL that, as stored, has a
maximum true vapor pressure equal to or greater than 27.6 kPa,
but less than 76.6 kPa, shall equip each storage vessel with the
following:

[§60.112b(a)(3)] a. These vessels shall be equipped with a closed vent system
and control device meeting the following specifications:

[§60.112b(a)(3)] 1. The closed vent system shall be designed to collect all VOC
vapors and gases discharged from the storage vessel and operated
with no detectable emissions as indicated by an instrument
reading of less than 500 ppm above background and visual
inspections as determined in Part 60, Subpart VV, §60.485(b).

[§60.112b(a)(3)] 11. The control device shall be designed and operated to
reduce inlet VOC emissions by 95 percent or greater.
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[§19.304 ofRegulation 19
and 40 CFR Part 60,
§60.l13b(c)]

[§ 19.304 of Regulation 19
and 40 CFR Part 60,
§60.l13b(c)]

[§19.304 ofRegulation 19
and 40 CFR Part 60,
§60.l13b(c)]

[§19.304 of Regulation 19
and 40 CFR Part 60,
§60.113b(c)]

[§19.304 of Regulation 19
and 40 CFR Part 60,
§60.113b(c)]

[§19.304 of Regulation 19
and 40 CFR 60, §60.115b]

[§19.304 ofRegulation 19
and 40 CFR 60, §60.l15b(c)]

Each source that is equipped with a closed vent system and
control device (the thermal oxidizer at this facility) as required in
§60.l12b(a)(3) or (b)(2) (other than a flare) is exempt from §60.8
of the General Provisions and shall meet the following
requirements:
a. Submit for approval by the Administrator as an attachment
to the notification required by §60.7(a)(1) or, if the facility is
exempt from §60.7(a)(1), as an attachment to the notification
required by §60.7(a)(2), an operating plan containing the
information listed below.
1. Documentation demonstrating that the control device will
achieve the required control efficiency during maximum loading
conditions. This documentation is to include a description of the
gas stream which enters the control device, including flow and
VOC content under varying liquid level conditions (dynamic and
static) and manufacturer's design specifications for the control
device. If the control device or the closed vent capture system
receives vapors, gases, or liquids other than fuel types from
sources that are not designated sources under this subpart, the
efficiency-demonstration-is-to-include consideration of all vapors,
gases, and liquids received by the closed vent capture system and
control device. If an enclosed combustion device with a
minimum residence time of 0.75 seconds and a minimum
temperature of 816°C is used to meet the 95 percent requirement,
documentation that those conditions will exist is sufficient to
meet the requirements of this paragraph.
11. A description of the parameter or parameters to be
monitored to insure that the control device will be operated in
conformance with its design and an explanation of the criteria
used for selection of that parameter (or parameters).
b. Operate the closed vent system and control device and
monitor the parameters of the closed vent system and control
device in accordance with paragraph (c)(1) of Subpart Kb, unless
the plan was modified by the Administrator during the review
process. In this case, the modification applies.
The permittee shall maintain records and furnish reports as
required by paragraphs (a), (b), or (c) of Subpart Kb depending
upon the control equipment installed to meet the requirements of
§60.112b. The owner or operator shall keep copies of all reports
and records required by Subpart Kb, except for the record
required by (c)(l), for at least two years. The record required by
(c)(1) will be kept for the life of the control equipment.
After installing control equipment in accordance with
§60.112b(a)(3) or (b)(1) (closed vent system and control device
other than a flare), the permittee shall keep the following records.
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[§ 19.304 of Regulation 19 a. A copy of the operating plan.
and 40 CFR 60, §60.l15b(c)]
[§ 19.304 ofRegulation 19 b. A record of the measured values of the parameters
and 40 CFR 60, §60.l15b(c)] monitored in accordance with §60.112b(c)(2).
[§ 19.304 of Regulation 19 The permittee shall keep copies of all records required by
and 40 CFR 60, §60.l16b(a)] Subpart Kb, except for records required by paragraph (b) of

Subpart Kb, for at least 2 years. The record required by
paragraph (b) of Subpart Kb shall be kept for the life of the
source.

[§19.304 of Regulation 19 The permittee shall keep readily accessible records showing the
and 40 CFR 60, §60.l16b(b)] dimension of the storage vessel and an analysis showing the

capacity of the storage vessel. Each storage tank with a design
capacity less than 75 m3 is subject to no provision of this subpart
other than those required by this paragraph.

[§19.304 ofRegulation 19 For vessels operated above or below ambient temperatures, the
and 40 CFR 60, §60.116b(e)] maximum true vapor pressure is calculated based on the highest

expected calendar month average of the storage temperature. For
vessels operated at ambient temperatures, the maximum true
vapor pressure is calculated based on the maximum local
monthly average ambient temperature as reported by the
National Weather Service.

[§19.304 of Regulation 19 The owner or operator of each vessel storing a waste mixture of
and 40 CFR 60, §60.116b(f)] indeterminate or variable composition shall be subject to the

following requirements.
[§19.304 ofRegulation 19 a. Prior to the initial filling of the vessel, the highest
and 40 CFR 60, §60.l16b(f)] maximum true vapor pressure for the range of anticipated liquid

compositions to be stored will be determined using the methods
described in paragraph (e) of Subpart Kb.

[§19.304 ofRegulation 19 b. For vessels in which the vapor pressure of the anticipated
and 40 CFR 60, §60.116b(f)] liquid composition is above the cutoff for controls as defined in

§60.l12b(a), an initial physical test of the vapor pressure is
required; and a physical test at least once every 6 months
thereafter is required as determined by the following methods:

[§19.304 ofRegulation 19 1. ASTM Method D2879-83 (incorporated by reference-see
and 40 CFR 60, §60.l16b(f)] §60.l7); or
[§19.304 of Regulation 19 11. ASTM Method D323-82 (incorporated by reference-see
and 40 CFR 60, §60.l16b(f)] §60.l7); or
[§19.304 ofRegulation 19

...
As measured by an appropriate method as approved by the111.

and 40 CFR 60, §60.116b(f)] Administrator.

50. These sources are considered affected sources under 40 CFR Part 61, Subpart FF and are
subject, but not limited to, the conditions found in the following table. [Regulation 19,
§19.304 and 40 CFR Part 61, Subpart FF]
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40 CFR Part 61, Subpart FF

.-

40 CFR 61,
§61.340(b)

40 CFR 61,
§61.342(a)

40 CFR 61,
§61.342(a)(I)

40 CFR 61,
§61.342(a)(2)

40 CFR 61,
§61.342(a)(3)

(b) The provisions of this subpart apply to owners and operators of
hazardous waste treatment, storage, and disposal facilities that treat, store,
or dispose of hazardous waste-generated by any facility listed in paragraph
(a) of Subpart FF. The waste streams at hazardous waste treatment, storage,
and disposal facilities subject to the provisions of this subpart are the
benzene-containing hazardous waste from any facility listed in paragraph
(a) of Subpart FF. A hazardous waste treatment, storage, and disposal
facility is a facility that must obtain a hazardous waste management permit
under subtitle C of the Solid Waste Disposal Act.
(a) An owner or operator of a facility at which the total annual benzene
quantity from facility waste is less than 10 megagrams per year (Mg/yr)
(II ton/yr) shall be exempt from the requirements of paragraphs (b) and (c)
of Subpart FF. The total annual benzene quantity from facility waste is the
sum of the annual benzene quantity for each waste stream at the facility
that has a flow-weighted annual average water content greater than 10
percent or that is mixed with water, or other wastes, at any time and the
mixture has an annual average water content greater than 10 percent. The
benzene quantityin-awastestreanris·to-he-counted onlyonce without
multiple counting if other waste streams are mixed with or generated from
the original waste stream. Other specific requirements for calculating the
total annual benzene waste quantity are as follows:
(I) Wastes that are exempted from control under §§61.342(c)(2) and
61.342(c)(3) are included in the calculation of the total annual benzene
quantity if they have an annual average water content greater than 10
percent, or if they are mixed with water or other wastes at any time and the
mixture has an annual average water content greater than 10 percent.
(2) The benzene in a material subject to this subpart that is sold is included
in the calculation of the total annual benzene quantity if the material has an
annual average water content greater than 10 percent.
(3) Benzene in wastes generated by remediation activities conducted at the
facility, such as the excavation of contaminated soil, pumping and
treatment of groundwater, and the recovery of product from soil or
groundwater, are not included in the calculation of total annual benzene
quantity for that facility. Ifthe facility's total annual benzene quantity is 10
Mg/yr (11 ton/yr) or more, wastes generated by remediation activities are
subject to the requirements of paragraphs (c) through (h) of Subpart FF. If
the facility is managing remediation waste generated offsite, the benzene in
this waste shall be included in the calculation of total annual benzene
quantity in facility waste, if the waste streams have an annual average
water content greater than 10 percent, or if they are mixed with water or
other wastes at any time and the mixture has an annual average water
content greater than 10 percent.
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40 CFR61, (4) The total annual benzene quantity is determined based upon the
§61.342(a)(4) quantity of benzene in the waste before any waste treatment occurs to

remove the benzene except as specified in §61.355(c)(1)(i) (A) through
(C).

40 CFR 6], (b) Each owner or operator of a facility at which the total annual benzene
§61.342(b) quantity from facility waste is equal to or greater than 10 Mg/yr (11 ton/yr)

as determined in paragraph (a) of Subpart FF shall be in compliance with
the requirements of paragraphs (c) through (h) of Subpart FF no later than
90 days following the effective date, unless a waiver of compliance has
been obtained under §61.11, or by the initial startup for a new source with
an initial startup after the effective date.

40 CFR61, (c) Each owner or operator of a facility at which the total annual benzene
§61.342(c) quantity from facility waste is equal to or greater than 10 Mg/yr (11 ton/yr)

as determined in paragraph (a) of Subpart FF shall manage and treat the
facility waste as follows:

40 CFR61, (1) For each waste stream that contains benzene, including (but not limited
§61.342(c)(1) to) organic waste streams that contain less than 10 percent water and

aqueous waste streams, even if the wastes are not discharged to an
individual drain system, the owner or operator shall:

40 CFR61, (i) Remove or destroy the benzene contained in the waste using a treatment
§61.342(c)(l) process or wastewater treatment system that complies with the standards

specified in §61.348 of this subpart.
40 CFR61, (ii) Comply with the standards specified in §§61.343 through 61.347 of this
§61.342(c)(1 ) subpart for each waste management unit that receives or manages the waste

stream prior to and during treatment of the waste stream in accordance with
paragraph (c)(1)(i) of Subpart FF.

40 CFR61, (iii) Each waste management unit used to manage or treat waste streams
§61.342(c)(1) that will be recycled to a process shall comply with the standards specified

in §§61.343 through 61.347. Once the waste stream is recycled to a
process, including to a tank used for the storage of production process feed,
product, or product intermediates, unless this tank is used primarily for the
storage ofwastes, the material is no longer subject to paragraph (c) of
Subpart FF.

40 CFR61, (g) Compliance with this subpart will be determined by review of facility
§61.342(g) records and results from tests and inspections using methods and

procedures specified in §61.355 ofthis subpart.
40 CFR 61, (a) Except as provided in paragraph (b) of Subpart FF and in §61.351, the
§61.343(a) owner or operator must meet the standards in paragraph (a)(l) or (2) of

Subpart FF for each tank in which the waste stream is placed in accordance
with §61.342 (c)(l)(ii). The standards in Subpart FF apply to the treatment
and storage of the waste stream in a tank, including dewatering.

40 CFR 61, (1) The owner or operator shall install, operate, and maintain a fixed-roof
§61.343(a)(1) and closed-vent system that routes all organic vapors vented from the tank

to a control device.
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40 CFR 61, (i) The fixed-roof shall meet the following requirements:
§61.343(a)(l )(i)
40 CFR 61, (A) The cover and all openings (e.g., access hatches, sampling ports, and
§61.343(a)(l )(i) gauge wells) shall be designed to operate-with no detectable emissions as

indicated by an instrument reading of less than 500 ppmv above
background, as determined initially and thereafter at least once per year by
the methods specified in §61.355(h) ofthis subpart.

40 CFR 61, (B) Each opening shall be maintained in a closed, sealed position (e.g.,
§61.343(a)(l )(i) covered by a lid that is gasketed and latched) at all times that waste is in

the tank except when it is necessary to use the opening for waste sampling
or removal, or for equipment inspection, maintenance, or repair.

40 CFR 61, (C) Ifthe cover and closed-vent system operate such that the tank is
§61.343(a)(l)(i) maintained at a pressure less than atmospheric pressure, then paragraph

(a)(1)(i)(B) of Subpart FF does not apply to any opening that meets all of
the following conditions:

40 CFR 61, (I) The purpose of the opening is to provide dilution air to reduce the
§61.343(a)(l )(i)(C) explosion hazard;
40 CFR 61, (2) The opening is designed to operate with no detectable emissions as
§61.343(a)(1)(i)(C) indicated by an instrument reading of less than 500 ppmv above

----------

backgrbilila~as-deteiffiiifedifiitially-an<nliereafterat"least once-pet ye-arby"
the methods specified in §61.355(h); and

40 CFR 61, (3) The pressure is monitored continuously to ensure that the pressure in
§61.343(a)(l )(i)(C) the tank remains below atmospheric pressure.
40 CFR 61, (ii) The closed-vent system and control device shall be designed and
§61.343(a)(l )(ii) operated in accordance with the requirements of §61.349 of this subpart.
40 CFR 61, (2) The owner or operator must install, operate, and maintain an enclosure
§61.343(a)(2) and closed-vent system that routes all organic vapors vented from the tank,

located inside the enclosure, to a control device in accordance with the
requirements specified in paragraph (e) of Subpart FF.

40 CFR 61, (c) Each fixed-roof, seal, access door, and all other openings shall be
§61.343(c) checked by visual inspection initially and quarterly thereafter to ensure that

no cracks or gaps occur and that access doors and other openings are closed
and gasketed properly.

40 CFR 61, (d) Except as provided in §61.350 ofthis subpart, when a broken seal or
§61.343(d) gasket or other problem is identified, or when detectable emissions are

measured, first efforts at repair shall be made as soon as practicable, but
not later than 45 calendar days after identification.

40 CFR 61, (a) Except as provided in paragraph (a)(5) of Subpart FF, the owner or
§61.348(a) operator shall treat the waste stream in accordance with the following

requirements:
40 CFR 61, (1) The owner or operator shall design, install, operate, and maintain a
§61.348(a)(l ) treatment process that either:
40 CFR 61, (iii) Destroys benzene in the waste stream by incinerating the waste in a
§61.348(a)(l) combustion unit that achieves a destruction efficiency of 99 percent or

greater for benzene.
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40 CFR 61, (c) The owner and operator shall demonstrate that each treatment process
§61.348(c) or wastewater treatment system unit, except as provided in paragraph (d) of

Subpart FF, achieves the appropriate conditions specified in paragraphs (a)
or (b) of Subpart FF in accordance with the following requirements:

40 CFR 61, (1) Engineering calculations in accordance with requirements specified in
§61.348(c)(1) §61.356(e) of this subpart; or
40 CFR 61, (2) Performance tests conducted using the test methods and procedures that
§61.348(c)(2) meet the requirements specified in §61.355 of this subpart.
40 CFR 61, (e) Except as specified in paragraph (e)(3) of Subpart FF, ifthe treatment
§61.348(e) process or wastewater treatment system unit has any openings (e.g., access

doors, hatches, etc.), all such openings shall be sealed (e.g., gasketed,
latched, etc.) and kept closed at all times when waste is being treated,
except during inspection and maintenance.

40 CFR 61, (1) Each seal, access door, and all other openings shall be checked by
§61.348(e)(I) visual inspections initially and quarterly thereafter to ensure that no cracks

or gaps occur and that openings are closed and gasketed properly.
40 CFR 61, (2) Except as provided in §61.350 of this subpart, when a broken seal or
§61.348(e)(2) gasket or other problem is identified, first efforts at repair shall be made as

soon as practicable, but not later than 15 calendar days after identification.
40 CFR 61, (3) If the cover and closed-vent system operate such that the treatment
§61.348(e)(3) process and wastewater treatment system unit are maintained at a pressure

less than atmospheric pressure, the owner or operator may operate the
system with an opening that is not sealed and kept closed at all times if the
following conditions are met:

40 CFR 61, (i) The purpose of the opening is to provide dilution air to reduce the
§61.348(e)(3)(i) explosion hazard;
40 CFR 61, (ii) The opening is designed to operate with no detectable emissions as
§61.348(e)(3)(ii) indicated by an instrument reading of less than 500 ppmv above

background, as determined initially and thereafter at least once per year by
the methods specified in §61.355(h); and

40 CFR 61, (iii) The pressure is monitored continuously to ensure that the pressure in
§61.348(e)(3)(iii) the treatment process and wastewater treatment system unit remain below

atmospheric pressure.
40 CFR 61, (g) The owner or operator of a treatment process or wastewater treatment
§61.348(g) system unit that is used to comply with the provisions of Subpart FF shall

monitor the unit in accordance with the applicable requirements in §61.354
of this subpart.

40 CFR 61, (a) For each closed-vent system and control device used to comply with
§61.349(a) standards in accordance with §§61.343 through 61.348 of this subpart, the

owner or operator shall properly design, install, operate, and maintain the
closed-vent system and control device in accordance with the following
requirements:

40 CFR61, (1) The closed-vent system shall:
§61.349(a)(1 )
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40 CFR 61, (i) Be designed to operate with no detectable emissions as indicated by an
§61.349(a)(1 ) instrument reading ofless than 500 ppmv above background, as

determined initially and thereafter at least once per year by the methods
specified in §61.355(h) ofthis'subpart.

40 CFR 61, (ii) Vent systems that contain any bypass line that could divert the vent
§61349(a)(1)(ii) stream away from a control device used to comply with the provisions of

this subpart shall install, maintain, and operate according to the
manufacturer's specifications a flow indicator that provides a record of vent
stream flow away from the control device at least once every 15 minutes,
except as provided in paragraph (a)(l)(ii)(B) of Subpart FF.

40 CFR 61, (A) The flow indicator shall be installed at the entrance to any bypass line
§61349(a)(1 )(ii) that could divert the vent stream away from the control device to the

atmosphere.
40 CFR 61, (B) Where the bypass line valve is secured in the closed position with a
§61.349(a)(1 )(ii) car-seal or a lock-and-key type configuration, a flow indicator is not

required.
40 CFR 61, (iii) All gauging and sampling devices shall be gas-tight except when
§61.349(a)(l) gauging or sampling is taking place.
40 CFR 61, (iv) For each closed-vent system complying with paragraph (a) of Subpart
§61.349(a)(l) FF, one or more devices whiclIvenrtUrectlyto-tne-atmosphere may be used

on the closed-vent system provided each device remains in a closed, sealed
position during normal operations except when the device needs to open to
prevent physical damage or permanent deformation of the closed-vent
system resulting from malfunction of the unit in accordance with good
engineering and safety practices for handling flammable, explosive, or
other hazardous materials.

40 CFR 61, (2) The control device shall be designed and operated in accordance with
§61.349(a)(2) the following conditions:
40 CFR 61, (i) An enclosed combustion device (e.g., a vapor incinerator, boiler, or
§61.349(a)(2)(i) process heater) shall meet one of the following conditions:
40 CFR 61, (A) Reduce the organic emissions vented to it by 95 weight percent or
§61.349(a)(2)(i) greater;
40 CFR 61, (B) Achieve a total organic compound concentration of20 ppmv (as the
§61.349(a)(2)(i) sum of the concentrations for individual compounds using Method 18) on a

dry basis corrected to 3 percent oxygen; or
40 CFR 61, , (C) Provide a minimum residence time of 0.5 seconds at a minimum
§61.349(a)(2)(i) temperature of 760°C (l,400 OF). If a boiler or process heater issued as the

control device, then the vent stream shall be introduced into the flame zone
of the boiler or process heater.

40 CFR 61, (ii) A vapor recovery system (e.g., a carbon adsorption system or a
§61.349(a)(2) condenser) shall recover or control the organic emissions vented to it with

an efficiency of 95 weight percent or greater, or shall recover or control the
benzene emissions vented to it with an efficiency of 98 weight percent or
greater.
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40 CFR 61, (b) Each closed-vent system and control device used to comply with this
§6l.349(b) subpart shall be operated at all times when waste is placed in the waste

management unit vented to the control device except when maintenance or
repair of the waste management unit cannot be completed without a
shutdown of the control device.

40 CFR 61, (c) An owner and operator shall demonstrate that each control device,
§6l.349(c) except for a flare, achieves the appropriate conditions specified in

paragraph (a)(2) of Subpart FF by using one of the following methods:
40 CFR 61, (1) Engineering calculations in accordance with requirements specified in
§6l.349(c) §61.356(t) of this subpart; or
40 CFR 61, (2) Performance tests conducted using the test methods and procedures that
§6l.349(c) meet the requirements specified in §61.355 of this subpart.
40 CFR 61, (t) Each closed-vent system and control device shall be visually inspected
§6l.349(t) initially and quarterly thereafter. The visual inspection shall include

inspection of ductwork and piping and connections to covers and control
devices for evidence of visible defects such as holes in ductwork or piping
and loose connections.

40 CFR 61, (g) Except as provided in §6l.350 of this subpart, ifvisible defects are
§6l.349(g) observed during an inspection, or if other problems are identified, or if

detectable emissions are measured, a first effort to repair the closed-vent
system and control device shall be made as soon as practicable but no later
than 5 calendar days after detection. Repair shall be completed no later
than 15 calendar days after the emissions are detected or the visible defect
is observed.

40 CFR 61, (h) The owner or operator of a control device that is used to comply with
§6l.349(h) the provisions of Subpart FF shall monitor the control device in accordance

with §61.354(c) of this subpart.
40 CFR 61, (a) Delay of repair of facilities or units that are subject to the provisions of
§6l.350(a) this subpart will be allowed if the repair is technically impossible without a

complete or partial facility or unit shutdown.
40 CFR 61, (b) Repair of such equipment shall occur before the end of the next facility
§61.350(b) or unit shutdown.
40 CFR 61, (a) Except for a treatment process or waste stream complying with
§6l.354(a) §61.348(d), the owner or operator shall monitor each treatment process or

wastewater treatment system unit to ensure the unit is properly operated
and maintained by one of the following monitoring procedures:

40 CFR 61, (1) Measure the benzene concentration of the waste stream exiting the
§61.354(a)(1) treatment process complying with §61.348(a)(1)(i) at least once per month

by collecting and analyzing one or more samples using the procedures
specified in §61.355(c)(3).
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40 CFR 61, (2) Install, calibrate, operate, and maintain according to manufacturer's
§61.354(a)(2) specifications equipment to continuously monitor and record a process

parameter (or parameters) for the treatment process or wastewater
treatment system unit that indicates proper system operation. The owner or
operator shall inspect at least once each operating day the data recorded by
the monitoring equipment (e.g., temperature monitor or flow indicator) to
ensure that the unit is operating properly.

40 CFR 61, (c) An owner or operator subject to the requirements in §61.349 of this
§61.354(c) subpart shall install, calibrate, maintain, and operate according to the

manufacturer's specifications a device to continuously monitor the control
device operation as specified in the following paragraphs, unless
alternative monitoring procedures or requirements are approved for that
facility by the Administrator. The owner or operator shall inspect at least
once each operating day the data recorded by the monitoring equipment
(e.g., temperature monitor or flow indicator) to ensure that the control
device is operating properly.

40 CFR 61, (1) For a thennal vapor incinerator, a temperature monitoring device
§61.354(c)(1) equipped with a continuous recorder. The device shall have an accuracy of

±1 percent of the temperature being monitored in DC or ±0.5 DC, whichever
is greater. The temperature sensor shall-be-installedata representative--
location in the combustion chamber.

40 CFR 61, (d) For a carbon adsorption system that does not regenerate the carbon bed
§6I.354(d) directly on site in the control device (e.g., a carbon canister), either the

concentration level of the organic compounds or the concentration level of
benzene in the exhaust vent stream from the carbon adsorption system shall
be monitored on a regular schedule, and the existing carbon shall be
replaced with fresh carbon immediately when carbon breakthrough is
indicated. The device shall be monitored on a daily basis or at intervals no
greater than 20 percent of the design carbon replacement interval,
whichever is greater. As an alternative to conducting this monitoring, an
owner or operator may replace the carbon in the carbon adsorption system
with fresh carbon at a regular predetennined time interval that is less than
the carbon replacement interval that is detennined by the maximum design
flow rate and either the organic concentration or the benzene concentration
in the gas stream vented to the carbon adsorption system.

40 CFR 61, (f) Owners or operators using a closed-vent system that contains any
§61.354(1) bypass line that could divert a vent stream from a control device used to

comply with the provisions of this subpart shall do the following:
40 CFR 61, (1) Visually inspect the bypass line valve at least once every month,
§61.354(f)(1) checking the position of the valve and the condition of the car-seal or

closure mechanism required under §6I.349(a)(1)(ii) to ensure that the
valve is maintained in the closed position and the vent stream is not
diverted through the bypass line.
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40 CFR 61, (2) Visually inspect the readings from each flow monitoring device
§61.354(f)(2) required by §61.349(a)(I)(ii) at least once each operating day to check that

vapors are being routed to the control device as required.
40 CFR 61, (a) An owner or operator shall determine the total annual benzene quantity
§61.355(a) from facility waste by the following procedure:
40 CFR 61, (I) For each waste stream subject to this subpart having a flow-weighted
§61.355(a)(I ) annual average water content greater than 10 percent water, on a volume

basis as total water, or is mixed with water or other wastes at any time and
the resulting mixture has an annual average water content greater than 10
percent as specified in §61.342(a), the owner or operator shall:

40 CFR 61, (i) Determine the annual waste quantity for each waste stream using the
§61.355(a)(I)(i) procedures specified in paragraph (b) of Subpart FF.
40 CFR 61, (ii) Determine the flow-weighted annual average benzene concentration for
§61.355(a)(l )(ii) each waste stream using the procedures specified in paragraph (c) of

Subpart FF.
40 CFR 61, (iii) Calculate the annual benzene quantity for each waste stream by
§61.355(a)(I )(iii) multiplying the annual waste quantity of the waste stream times the flow-

weighted annual average benzene concentration.
40 CFR 61, (2) Total annual benzene quantity from facility waste is calculated by
§61.355(a)(2) adding together the annual benzene quantity for each waste stream

generated during the year and the annual benzene quantity for each process
unit turnaround waste annualized according to paragraph (b)(4) of Subpart
FF.

40 CFR 61, (3) Ifthe total annual benzene quantity from facility waste is equal to or
§61.355(a)(3) greater than 10 Mg/yr (II ton/yr), then the owner or operator shall comply

with the requirements of §61.342 (c), (d), or (e).
40 CFR 61, (4) Ifthe total annual benzene quantity from facility waste is less than 10
§61.355(a)(4) Mg/yr (11 ton/yr) but is equal to or greater than 1 Mg/yr (1.1 ton/yr), then

the owner or operator shall:
40 CFR 61, (i) Comply with the recordkeeping requirements of §6I.356 and reporting
§61.355(a)(4)(i) requirements of §6I.357 of this subpart; and
40 CFR 61, (ii) Repeat the determination of total annual benzene quantity from facility
§61.355(a)(4)(ii) waste at least once per year and whenever there is a change in the process

generating the waste that could cause the total annual benzene quantity
from facility waste to increase to 10 Mg/yr (11 ton/yr) or more.

40 CFR 61, (5) Ifthe total annual benzene quantity from facility waste is less than 1
§6I.355(a)(5) Mg/yr (1.1 ton/yr), then the owner or operator shall:
40 CFR6I, (i) Comply with the recordkeeping requirements of §6I.356 and reporting
§61.355(a)(5)(i) requirements of §6I.357 of this subpart; and
40 CFR 61, (ii) Repeat the determination of total annual benzene quantity from facility
§61.355(a)(5)(ii) waste whenever there is a change in the process generating the waste that

could cause the total annual benzene quantity from facility waste to
increase to 1 Mg/yr (I. 1 ton/yr) or more.
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40 CFR 61, (6) The benzene quantity in a waste stream that is generated less than one
§61.355(a)(6) time per year, except as provided for process unit turnaround waste in

paragraph (b)(4) of Subpart FF, shall be included in the determination of
total annual benzene quantity from facility waste for the year in which the
waste is generated unless the waste stream is otherwise excluded from the
determination of total annual benzene quantity from facility waste in
accordance with paragraphs (a) through (c) of Subpart FF. The benzene
quantity in this waste stream shall not be annualized or averaged over the
time interval between the activities that resulted in generation of the waste,
for purposes of determining the total annual benzene quantity from facility
waste.

40 CFR 61, (b) For purposes of the calculation required by paragraph (a) of Subpart
§61.355(b) FF, an owner or operator shall determine the annual waste quantity at the

point ofwaste generation, unless otherwise provided in paragraphs (b) (1),
(2), (3), and (4) of Subpart FF, by one of the methods given in paragraphs
(b) (5) through (7) of Subpart FF.

40 CFR 61, (3) The determination of annual waste quantity for wastes that are received
§61.355(b)(3) at hazardous waste treatment, storage, or disposal facilities from offsite

shall be made at the point where the waste enters the hazardous waste
- --------- _._-- treatment; storage, -ordisposal facility:----- ----_..~.

40 CFR 61, (5) Select the highest annual quantity ofwaste managed from historical
§61.355(b)(5) records representing the most recent 5 years of operation or, ifthe facility

has been in service for less than 5 years but at least 1 year, from historical
records representing the total operating life of the facility;

40 CFR 61, (6) Use the maximum design capacity of the waste management unit; or
§61.355(b)(6)
40 CFR 61, (7) Use measurements that are representative ofmaximum waste
§61.355(b)(7) generation rates.
40 CFR 61, (c) For the purposes ofthe calculation required by §§61.355(a) of this
§61.355(c) subpart, an owner or operator shall determine the flow-weighted annual

average benzene concentration in a manner that meets the requirements
given in paragraph (c)(l) of Subpart FF using either of the methods given
in paragraphs (c)(2) and (c)(3) of Subpart FF.

40 CFR 61, (1) The determination of flow-weighted annual average benzene
§61.355(c)(1) concentration shall meet all of the following criteria:
40 CFR 61, (i) The determination shall be made at the point of waste generation except
§61.355(c)(1 )(i) for the specific cases given in paragraphs (c)(1)(i)(A) through (D) of

Subpart FF.
40 CFR 61, (C) The determination for wastes that are received from offsite shall be
§61.355(c)(1 )(i) made at the point where the waste enters the hazardous waste treatment,

storage, or disposal facility.
40 CFR 61, (ii) Volatilization ofthe benzene by exposure to air shall not be used in the
§61.355(c)(1 )(ii) determination to reduce the benzene concentration.
40 CFR 61, (iii) Mixing or diluting the waste stream with other wastes or other
§61.355(c)(1 )(iii) materials shall not be used in the determination-to reduce the benzene
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concentration.

40 CFR 6], (iv) The determination shall be made prior to any treatment of the waste
§6] .355(c)(1 )(iv) that removes benzene, except as specified in paragraphs (c)(1)(i)(A)

through (D) of Subpart FF.
40 CFR 6], (v) For wastes with multiple phases, the determination shall provide the
§6] .355(c)(1)(v) weighted-average benzene concentration based on the benzene

concentration in each phase of the waste and the relative proportion of the
phases.

40 CFR 61, (2) Knowledge of the waste. The owner or operator shall provide sufficient
§6] .355(c)(2) information to document the flow-weighted annual average benzene

concentration of each waste stream. Examples of information that could
constitute knowledge include material balances, records of chemicals
purchases, or previous test results provided the results are still relevant to
the current waste stream conditions. If test data are used, then the owner or
operator shall provide documentation describing the testing protocol and
the means by which sampling variability and analytical variability were
accounted for in the determination ofthe flow-weighted annual average
benzene concentration for the waste stream. When an owner or operator
and the Administrator do not agree on determinations ofthe flow-weighted
annual average benzene concentration based on knowledge of the waste,
the procedures under paragraph (c)(3) of Subpart FF shall be used to
resolve the disagreement.

40 CFR 61, (3) Measurements of the benzene concentration in the waste stream in
§6] .355(c)(3) accordance with the following procedures:

40 CFR 61, (i) Collect a minimum of three representative samples from each waste
§61.355(c)(3)(i) stream. Where feasible, samples shall be taken from an enclosed pipe prior

to the waste being exposed to the atmosphere.
40 CFR 61, (iii) When sampling from an enclosed pipe is not feasible, a minimum of
§61.355(c)(3)(iii) three representative samples shall be collected in a manner to minimize

exposure ofthe sample to the atmosphere and loss ofbenzene prior to
sampling.

40 CFR 61, (iv) Each waste sample shall be analyzed using one of the following test
§61.355(c)(3)(iv) methods for determining the benzene concentration in a waste stream:
40 CFR 61, (A) Method 8020, Aromatic Volatile Organics, in "Test Methods for
§61.355(c)(3)(iv) Evaluating Solid Waste, Physical/Chemical Methods," EPA Publication

No. SW-846 (incorporation by reference as specified in §61.18 ofthis
part);

40 CFR 61, (B) Method 8021, Volatile Organic Compounds in Water by Purge and
§61.355(c)(3)(iv) Trap Capillary Column Gas Chromatography with Photoionization and

Electrolytic Conductivity Detectors in Series in "Test Methods for
Evaluating Solid Waste, Physical/Chemical Methods," EPA Publication
No. SW-846 (incorporation by reference as specified in §61.18 ofthis
part);
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40 CFR 61, (C) Method 8240, Gas ChromatographylMass Spectrometry for Volatile
§61.355(c)(3)(iv) Organics in "Test Methods for Evaluating Solid Waste, Physical/Chemical

Methods," EPA Publication No. SW-846 (incorporation by reference as
specified in §61.18 ofthis part);

40 CFR 61, (D) Method 8260, Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry for Volatile
§61.355(c)(3)(iv) Organics: Capillary Column Technique in "Test Methods for Evaluating

Solid Waste, Physical/Chemical Methods," EPA Publication No. SW-846
(incorporation by reference as specified in §61.I8 of this part);

40 CFR 61, (E) Method 602, Purgeable Aromatics, as described in 40 CFR part 136,
§61.355(c)(3)(iv) appendix A, Test Procedures for Analysis of Organic Pollutants, for

wastewaters for which this is an approved EPA methods; or
40 CFR 61, (F) Method 624, Purgeables, as described in 40 CFR part 136, appendix A,
§61.355(c)(3)(iv) Test Procedures for Analysis of Organic Pollutants, for wastewaters for

which this is an approved EPA method.
40 CFR 61, (v) The flow-weighted annual average benzene concentration shall be
§61.355(c)(3)(v) calculated by averaging the results of the sample analyses as follows:
40 CFR 61, (f) An owner or operator using performance tests to demonstrate
§61.355(f) compliance of a treatment process with §61.348(a)(l )(iii) ofthis subpart

- - -

shall determine the benzene destruction efficiency for the combustion unit
-bytlie following-procedure:

- ----- - --- ---

40 CFR 61, (1) The test shall be conducted under conditions that exist when the
§61.355(f)(l) combustion unit is operating at the highest inlet waste stream flow rate and

benzene content expected to occur. Operations during periods of startup,
shutdown, and malfunction shall not constitute representative conditions
for the purpose of a test. The owner or operator shall record all process
information necessary to document the operating conditions during the test.

40 CFR 61, (2) All testing equipment shall be prepared and installed as specified in the
§61.355(f)(2) appropriate test methods.
40 CFR 61, (3) The mass flow rate of benzene entering the combustion unit shall be
§61.355(f)(3) determined by computing the product of the flow rate of the waste stream

entering the combustion unit, as determined by the inlet flow meter, and
the benzene concentration of the waste stream, as determined using the
sampling procedures in paragraph (c)(2) or (c)(3) of Subpart FF. Three
grab samples of the waste shall be taken at equally spaced time intervals
over a I-hour period. Each I-hour period constitutes a run, and the
performance test shall consist of a minimum of 3 runs conducted over a 3-
hour period. The mass flow rate of benzene into the combustion unit is
calculated as follows:

40 CFR 61, (4) The mass flow rate of benzene exiting the combustion unit exhaust
§61.355(f)(4) stack shall·be determined as follows:
40 CFR 61, (i) The time period for the test shall not be less than 3 hours during which
§6I.355(f)(4)(i) at least 3 stack gas samples are collected and be the same time period at

which the mass flow rate of benzene entering the treatment process is
determined. Each sample shall be collected over a I-hour period (e.g., in a
tedlar bag) to represent a time-integrated composite sample and each 1-
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hour period shall correspond to the periods when the waste feed is
sampled.

40 CFR 61, (ii) A run shall consist of a I-hour period during the test. For each run:
§61.355(f)(4)(ii)
40 CFR 61, (A) The reading from each measurement shall be recorded;
§61.355(f)(4)(ii)
40 CFR 61, (B) The volume exhausted shall be determined using Method 2, 2A, 2C, or
§61.355(f)(4)(ii) 2D from appendix A of 40 CFR part 60, as appropriate.
40 CFR 61, (C) The average benzene concentration in the exhaust downstream ofthe
§61.355(f)(4)(ii) combustion unit shall be determined using Method 18 from appendix A of

40 CFR part 60.
40 CFR 61, (iii) The mass of benzene emitted during each run shall be calculated as
§61.355(f)(4)(iii) follows:
40 CFR 61, (iv) The benzene mass emission rate in the exhaust shall be calculated as
§61.355(f)(4)(iv) follows:
40 CFR 61, (h) An owner or operator shall test equipment for compliance with no
§61.355(h) detectable emissions as required in §§61.343 through 61.347, and §61.349

of this subpart in accordance with the following requirements:
40 CFR 61, (l) Monitoring shall comply with Method 21 from appendix A of 40 CFR
§61.355(h)(l ) part 60.
40 CFR 61, (2) The detection instrument shall meet the performance criteria of Method
§61.355(h)(2) 21.
40 CFR 61, (3) The instrument shall be calibrated before use on each day of its use by
§61.355(h)(3) the procedures specified in Method 21.
40 CFR 61, (4) Calibration gases shall be:
§61.355(h)(4)
40 CFR61, (i) Zero air (less than 10 ppm of hydrocarbon in air); and
§61.355(h)(4)(i)
40 CFR 61, (ii) A mixture of methane or n-hexane and air at a concentration of
§61.355(h)(4)(ii) approximately, but less than, 10,000 ppm methane or n-hexane.
40 CFR 61, (5) The background level shall be determined as set forth in Method 2l.
§61.355(h)(5)
40 CFR 61, (6) The instrument probe shall be traversed around all potentialleak
§61.355(h)(6) interfaces as close as possible to the interface as described in Method 21.
40 CFR61, (7) The arithmetic difference between the maximum concentration
§61.355(h)(7) indicated by the instrument and the background level is compared to 500

ppm for determining compliance.
40 CFR 61, (i) An owner or operator using a performance test to demonstrate
§61.355(i) compliance of a control device with either the organic reduction efficiency

requirement or the benzene reduction efficiency requirement specified
under §61.349(a)(2) shall use the following procedures:
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40 CFR 61, (1) The test shall be conducted under conditions that exist when the waste
§61.355(i)(1) management unit vented to the control device is operating at the highest

load or capacity level expected to occur. Operations during periods of
startup, shutdown, and malfunction shall not constitute representative
conditions for the purpose of a test. The owner or operator shall record all
process information necessary to document the operating conditions during
the test.

40 CFR 61, (2) Sampling sites shall be selected using Method 1 or 1A from appendix A
§61.355(i)(2) of40 CFR part 60, as appropriate.
40 CFR 61, (3) The mass flow rate of either the organics or benzene entering and
§61.355(i)(3) exiting the control device shall be determined as follows:
40 CFR 61, (i) The time period for the test shall not be less than 3 hours during which
§61.355(i)(3)(i) at least 3 stack gas samples are collected. Samples of the vent stream

entering and exiting the control device shall be collected during the same
time period. Each sample shall be collected over a I-hour period (e.g., in a
tedlar bag) to represent a time-integrated composite sample.

40 CFR 61, (ii) A run shall consist of a I-hour period during the test. For each run:
§61.355(i)(3)(ii)
40 CFR 61, (A) The reading from each measurement shall be recorded;
§61.35S(iJ(JRii) -- ------

40 CFR 61, (B) The volume exhausted shall be determined using Method 2, 2A, 2C, or
§61.355(i)(3)(ii) 2D from appendix A of 40 CFR part 60, as appropriate;
40 CFR 61, (C) The organic concentration or the benzene concentration, as appropriate,
§61.355(i)(3)(ii) in the vent stream entering and exiting the control shall be determined

using Method 18 from appendix A of 40 CFR part 60.
40 CFR 61, (iii) The mass of organics or benzene entering and exiting the control
§61.355(i)(3)(iii) device during each run shall be calculated as follows:
40 CFR61, (iv) The mass flow rate of organics or benzene entering and exiting the
§61.355(i)(3)(iv) control device shall be calculated as follows:
40 CFR 61, (4) The organic reduction efficiency or the benzene reduction efficiency for
§61.355(i)(4) the control device shall be calculated as follows:
40 CFR 61, (a) Each owner or operator of a facility subject to the provisions of this
§61.356(a) subpart shall comply with the recordkeeping requirements of Subpart FF.

Each record shall be maintained in a readily accessible location at the
facility site for a period not less than two years from the date the
information is recorded unless otherwise specified.

40 CFR 61, (b) Each owner or operator shall maintain records that identify each waste
§61.356(b) stream at the facility subject to this subpart, and indicate whether or not the

waste stream is controlled for benzene emissions in accordance with this
subpart. In addition the owner or operator shall maintain the following
records:
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40 CFR 61, (1) For each waste stream not controlled for benzene emissions in
§61.356(b)(1) accordance with this subpart, the records shall include all test results,

measurements, calculations, and other documentation used to determine the
following information for the waste stream: waste stream identification,
water content, whether or not the waste stream is a process wastewater
stream, annual waste quantity, range of benzene concentrations, annual
average flow-weighted benzene concentration, and annual benzene
quantity.

40 CFR 61, (5) For each facility where the annual waste quantity for process unit
§61.356(b)(5) turnaround waste is determined in accordance with §61.355(b)(5), the

records shall include all test results, measurements, calculations, and other
documentation used to determine the following information: identification
of each process unit at the facility that undergoes turnarounds, the date of
the most recent turnaround for each process unit, identification of each
process unit turnaround waste, the water content of each process unit
turnaround waste, the annual waste quantity determined in accordance with
§61.355(b)(5), the range of benzene concentrations in the waste, the annual
average flow-weighted benzene concentration of the waste, and the annual
benzene quantity calculated in accordance with §61.355(a)(1)(iii) of
Subpart FF.

40 CFR61, (c) An owner or operator transferring waste off-site to another facility for
§61.356(c) treatment in accordance with §61.342(f) shall maintain documentation for

each offsite waste shipment that includes the following information: Date
waste is shipped offsite, quantity of waste shipped offsite, name and
address of the facility receiving the waste, and a copy of the notice sent
with the waste shipment.

40 CFR 61, (d) An owner or operator using control equipment in accordance with
§61.356(d) §§61.343 through 61.347 shall maintain engineering design documentation

for all control equipment that is installed on the waste management unit.
The documentation shall be retained for the life of the control equipment. If
a control device is used, then the owner or operator shall maintain the
control device records required by paragraph (f) of Subpart FF.

40 CFR 61, (e) An owner or operator using a treatment process or wastewater treatment
§61.356(e) system unit in accordance with §61.348 of this subpart shall maintain the

following records. The documentation shall be retained for the life of the
unit.

40 CFR61, (1) A statement signed and dated by the owner or operator certifying that
§61.356(e)(1) the unit is designed to operate at the documented performance level when

the waste stream entering the unit is at the highest waste stream flow rate
and benzene content expected to occur.

40 CFR61, (2) If engineering calculations are used to determine treatment process or
§61.356(e)(2) wastewater treatment system unit performance, then the owner or operator

shall maintain the complete design analysis for the unit. The design
analysis shall include for example the following information: Design
specifications, drawings, schematics, piping and instrumentation diagrams,
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and other documentation necessary to demonstrate the unit perfonnance.

40 CFR 61, (3) If performance tests are used to detennine treatment process or
§61.356(e)(3) wastewater treatment system unit perfonnance, then the owner or operator

shall maintain all test infonnation necessary to demonstrate the unit
perfonnance.

40 CFR 61, (i) A description of the unit including the following infonnation: type of
§61.356(e)(3)(i) treatment process; manufacturer name and model number; and for each

waste stream entering and exiting the unit, the waste stream type (e.g.,
process wastewater, sludge, slurry, etc.), and the design flow rate and
benzene content.

40 CFR 61, (ii) Documentation describing the test protocol and the means by which
§61.356(e)(3)(ii) sampling variability and analytical variability were accounted for in the

detennination of the unit perfonnance. The description of the test protocol
shall include the following infonnation: sampling locations, sampling
method, sampling frequency, and analytical procedures used for sample
analysis.

40CFRl)}~--- . (iii)Recorasof unitoperating conditionsaillingeaclftest runIncluding all
§61.356(e)(3)(iii) key process parameters.
40 CFR 61, (iv) All test results.
§61.356(e)(3)(iv)
40 CFR 61, (4) If a control device is used, then the owner or operator shall maintain the
§61.356(e)(4) control device records required by paragraph (f) of Subpart FF.
40 CFR 61, (f) An owner or operator using a closed-vent system and control device in
§61.356(f) accordance with §61.349 of this subpart shall maintain the following

records. The documentation shall be retained for the life of the control
device.

40 CFR 61, (1) A statement signed and dated by the owner or operator certifying that
§61.356(f)(l) the closed-vent system and control device is designed to operate at the

documented perfonnance level when the waste management unit vented to
the control device is or would be operating at the highest load or capacity
expected to occur.

40 CFR 61, (2) If engineering calculations are used to detennine control device
§61.356(f)(2) perfonnance in accordance with §61.349(c), then a design analysis for the

control device that includes for example:
40 CFR61, (i) Specifications, drawings, schematics, and piping and instrumentation
§61.356(f)(2)(i) diagrams prepared by the owner or operator, or the control device

manufacturer or vendor that describe the control device design based on
acceptable engineering texts. The design analysis shall address the
following vent stream characteristics and control device operating
parameters:
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40 CFR 61, (A) For a thermal vapor incinerator, the design analysis shall consider the
§61.356(f)(2)(i) vent stream composition, constituent concentrations, and flow rate. The

design analysis shall also establish the design minimum and average
temperature in the combustion zone and the combustion zone residence
time.

40 CFR 61, (G) For a carbon adsorption system that does not regenerate the carbon bed
§61.356(f)(2)(i) directly on-site in the control device, such as a carbon canister, the design

analysis shall consider the vent stream composition, constituent
concentration, flow rate, relative humidity, and temperature. The design
analysis shall also establish the design exhaust vent stream organic
compound concentration level or the design exhaust vent stream benzene
concentration level, capacity of carbon bed, type and working capacity of
activated carbon used for carbon bed, and design carbon replacement
interval based on the total carbon working capacity of the control device
and source operating schedule.

40 CFR 61, (3) If performance tests are used to determine control device performance
§6l.356(f)(3) in accordance with §61.349(c) of this subpart:
40 CFR 61, (i) A description of how it is determined that the test is conducted when the
§61.356(f)(3)(i) waste management unit or treatment process is operating at the highest

load or capacity level. This description shall include the estimated or
design flow rate and organic content ofeach vent stream and definition of
the acceptable operating ranges of key process and control parameters
during the test program.

40 CFR 61, (ii) A description of the control device including the type of control device,
§61.356(f)(3)(ii) control device manufacturer's name and model number, control device

dimensions, capacity, and construction materials.
40 CFR 61, (iii) A detailed description of sampling and monitoring procedures,
§61.356(f)(3)(iii) including sampling and monitoring locations in the system, the equipment

to be used, sampling and monitoring frequency, and planned analytical
procedures for sample analysis.

40 CFR 61, (iv) All test results.
§61.356(f)(3)(iv)
40 CFR 61, (g) An owner or operator shall maintain a record for each visual inspection
§61.356(g) required by §§61.343 through 61.347 of this subpart that identifies a

problem (such as a broken seal, gap or other problem) which could result in
benzene emissions. The record shall include the date of the inspection,
waste management unit and control equipment location where the problem
is identified, a description of the problem, a description of the corrective
action taken, and the date the corrective action was completed.
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40 CFR 61, (h) An owner or operator shall maintain a record for each test of no
§61.356(h) detectable emissions required by §§61.343 through 61.347 and §61.349 of

this subpart. The record shall include the following infonnation: date the
test is perfonned, background level. measured during test, and maximum
concentration indicated by the instrument reading measured for each
potential leak interface. If detectable emissions are measured at a leak
interface, then the record shall also include the waste management unit,
control equipment, and leak interface location where detectable emissions
were measured, a description of the problem, a description of the corrective
action taken, and the date the corrective action was completed.

40 CFR 61, (i) For each treatment process and wastewater treatment system unit
§61.356(i) operated to comply with §61.348, the owner or operator shall maintain

documentation that includes the following infonnation regarding the unit
operation:

40 CFR 61, (l) Dates of startup and shutdown of the unit.
§61.356(i)(l )
40 CFR 61, (2) If measurements of waste stream benzene concentration are perfonned
§61.356(i)(2) in accordance with §61.354(a)(l) ofthis subpart, the owner or operator

shall maintain records that include date each test is perfonned and all test
results:------·· - - ------- .._----------_ ...__._--------~---------_ ...-

40 CFR 61, (3) If a process parameter is continuously monitored in accordance with
§61.356(i)(3) §61.354(a)(2) of this subpart, the owner or operator shall maintain records

that include a description of the operating parameter (or parameters) to be
monitored to ensure that the unit will be operated in confonnance with
these standards and the unit's design specifications, and an explanation of
the criteria used for selection of that parameter (or parameters). This
documentation shall be kept for the life of the unit.

40 CFR 61, (4) Ifmeasurements of waste stream benzene concentration are perfonned
§61.356(i)(4) in accordance with §61.354(b), the owner or operator shall maintain

records that include the date each test is performed and all test results.
40 CFR 61, (5) Periods when the unit is not operated as designed.
§61.356(i)(5)
40 CFR 61, G) For each control device, the owner or operator shall maintain
§61.356G) documentation that includes the following information regarding the

control device operation:
40 CFR 61, (l) Dates of startup and shutdown of the closed-vent system and control
§61.356G)(l) device.
40CFR 61, (2) A description of the operating parameter (or parameters) to be
§61.356G)(2) monitored to ensure that the control device will be operated in

confonnance with these standards and the control device's design
specifications and an explanation of the criteria used for selection of that
parameter (or parameters). This documentation shall be kept for the life of
the control device.

40 CFR 61, (3) Periods when the closed-vent system and control device are not
§61.356G)(3) operated as designed including all periods and the duration when:
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40 CFR 61, (i) Any valve car-seal or closure mechanism required under
§61.356U)(3)(i) §61.349(a)(l)(ii) is broken or the by-pass line valve position has changed.
40 CFR 61, (ii) The flow monitoring devices required under §61.349(a)(l )(ii) indicate
§61.356U)(3)(ii) that vapors are not routed to the control device as required.
40 CFR 61, (4) If a thermal vapor incinerator is used, then the owner or operator shall
§61.356(j)(4) maintain continuous records of the temperature of the gas stream in the

combustion zone of the incinerator and records of all 3-hour periods of
operation during which the average temperature of the gas stream in the
combustion zone is more than 28°C (50 OF) below the design combustion
zone temperature.

40 CFR 61, (9) If a carbon adsorber is used, then the owner or operator shall maintain
§61.356(j)(9) records from the monitoring device of the concentration of organics or the

concentration of benzene in the control device outlet gas stream. If the
concentration of organics or the concentration of benzene in the control
device outlet gas stream is monitored, then the owner or operator shall
record all 3-hour periods of operation during which the concentration of
organics or the concentration of benzene in the exhaust stream is more than
20 percent greater than the design value. If the carbon bed regeneration
interval is monitored, then the owner or operator shall record each
occurrence when the vent stream continues to flow through the control
device beyond the predetermined carbon bed regeneration time.

40 CFR 61, (10) If a carbon adsorber that is not regenerated directly on site in the
§61.356(j)(l0) control device is used, then the owner or operator shall maintain records of

dates and times when the control device is monitored, when breakthrough
is measured, and shall record the date and time then the existing carbon in
the control device is replaced with fresh carbon.

40 CFR 61, (a) Each owner or operator of a chemical plant, petroleum refinery, coke
§61.357(a) by-product recovery plant, and any facility managing wastes from these

industries shall submit to the Administrator within 90 days after January 7,
1993, or by the initial startup for a new source with an initial startup after
the effective date, a report that summarizes the regulatory status of each
waste stream subject to §61.342 and is determined by the procedures
specified in §61.355(c) to contain benzene. Each owner or operator subject
to this subpart who has no benzene onsite in wastes, products, by-products,
or intermediates shall submit an initial report that is a statement to this
effect. For all other owners or operators subject to this subpart, the report
shall include the following information:

40 CFR 61, (I) Total annual benzene quantity from facility waste determined in
§61.357(a)(l) accordance with §61.355(a) ofthis subpart.
40 CFR 61, (2) A table identifying each waste stream and whether or not the waste
§61.357(a)(2) stream will be controlled for benzene emissions in accordance with the

requirements of this subpart.
40 CFR 61, (3) For each waste stream identified as not being controlled for benzene
§61.357(a)(3) emissions in accordance with the requirements of this subpart the following

information shall be added to the table:
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40 CFR 61, (i) Whether or not the water content of the waste stream is greater than 10
§61.357(a)(3)(i) percent;
40 CFR 61, (ii) Whether or not the waste stream is a process wastewater stream,
§61.357(a)(3)(ii) product tank drawdown, or landfill leachate;

40 CFR 61, (iii) Annual waste quantity for the waste stream;
§61.357(a)(3)(iii)
40 CFR 61, (iv) Range of benzene concentrations for the waste stream;
§61.357(a)(3)(iv)
40 CFR 61, (v) Annual average flow-weighted benzene concentration for the waste
§61.357(a)(3)(v) stream; and
40 CFR 61, (vi) Annual benzene quantity for the waste stream.
§61.357(a)(3)(vi)
40 CFR 61, (4) The infonnation required in paragraphs (a) (1), (2), and (3) of Subpart
§61.357(a)(4) FF should represent the waste stream characteristics based on current

configuration and operating conditions. An owner or operator only needs to
list in the report those waste streams that contact materials containing
benzene. The report does not need to include a description of the controls
to be installed to comply with the standard or other infonnation required in
§61.1O(a).

40CFR 61, - (b) If thet6tal ariril.l.al benzene quaritityfrom facility waste is less than 1
------

§61.357(b) Mg/yr (1.1 ton/yr), then the owner or operator shall submit to the
Administrator a report that updates the infonnation listed in paragraphs
(a)(1) through (a)(3) of Subpart FF whenever there is a change in the
process generating the waste stream that could cause the total annual
benzene quantity from facility waste to increase to 1 Mg/yr (1.1 ton/yr) or
more.

40 CFR 61, (c) If the total annual benzene quantity from facility waste is less than 10
§61.357(c) Mg/yr (11 ton/yr) but is equal to or greater than 1 Mg/yr (1.1 ton/yr), then

the owner or operator shall submit to the Administrator a report that
updates the infonnation listed in paragraphs (a)(1) through (a)(3) of
Subpart FF. The report shall be submitted annually and whenever there is a
change in the process generating the waste stream that could cause the total
annual benzene quantity from facility waste to increase to 10 Mg/yr (11
ton/yr) or more. If the infonnation in the annual report required by
paragraphs (a)(1) through (a)(3) of Subpart FF is not changed in the
following year, the owner or operator may submit a statement to that effect.

40 CFR 61, (d) If the total annual benzene quantity from facility waste is equal to or
§61.357(d) greater than 10 Mg/yr (11 ton/yr), then the owner or operator shall submit

to the Administrator the following reports:
40 CFR 61, (1) Within 90 days afierJanuary 7, 1993, unless a waiver of compliance
§61.357(d)(1) under §61.11 of this part is granted, or by the date of initial startup for a

new source with an initial startup after the effective date, a certification that
the equipment necessary to comply with these standards has been installed
and that the required initial inspections or tests have been carried out in
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accordance with this subpart. If a waiver of compliance is granted under
§61.11, the certification of equipment necessary to comply with these
standards shall be submitted by the date the waiver ofcompliance expires.

40 CFR 61, (2) Beginning on the date that the equipment necessary to comply with
§61.357(d)(2) these standards has been certified in accordance with paragraph (d)(1) of

Subpart FF, the owner or operator shall submit annually to the
Administrator a report that updates the infonnation listed in paragraphs
(a)(1) through (a)(3) of Subpart FF. If the infonnation in the annual report
required by paragraphs (a)(1) through (a)(3) of Subpart FF is not changed
in the following year, the owner or operator may submit a statement to that
effect.

40 CFR 61, (3) If an owner or operator elects to comply with the requirements of
§61.357(d)(3) §61.342(c)(3)(ii), then the report required by paragraph (d)(2) of Subpart

FF shall include a table identifying each waste stream chosen for
exemption and the total annual benzene quantity in these exempted
streams.

40 CFR 61, (6) Beginning 3 months after the date that the equipment necessary to
§61.357(d)(6) comply with these standards has been certified in accordance with

paragraph (d)(1) of Subpart FF, the owner or operator shall submit
quarterly to the Administrator a certification that all ofthe required
inspections have been carried out in accordance with the requirements of
this subpart.

40 CFR 61, (7) Beginning 3 months after the date that the equipment necessary to
§61.357(d)(7) comply with these standards has been certified in accordance with

paragraph (d)(1) of Subpart FF, the owner or operator shall submit a report
quarterly to the Administrator that includes:

40 CFR61, (i) If a treatment process or wastewater treatment system unit is monitored
§61.357(d)(7)(i) in accordance with §61.354(a)(1) of this subpart, then each period of

operation during which the concentration ofbenzene in the monitored
waste stream exiting the unit is equal to or greater than 10 ppmw.

40 CFR 61, (ii) If a treatment process or wastewater treatment system unit is monitored
§61.357(d)(7)(ii) in accordance with §61.354(a)(2) of this subpart, then each 3-hour period

of operation during which the average value of the monitored parameter is
outside the range of acceptable values or during which the unit is not
operating as designed.

40 CFR 61, (iii) If a treatment process or wastewater treatment system unit is
§61.357(d)(7)(iii) monitored in accordance with §61.354(b), then each period of operation

during which the flow-weighted annual average concentration ofbenzene
in the monitored waste stream entering the unit is equal to or greater than
10 ppmw and/or the total annual benzene quantity is equal to or greater
than 1.0 mg/yr.

40 CFR61, (iv) For a control device monitored in accordance with §61.354(c) of this
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§61.357(d)(7)(iv) subpart, each period of operation monitored during which any of the
following conditions occur, as applicable to the control device:

40 CFR 61, (A) Each 3-hour period of operation during which the average temperature
§61.357(d)(7)(iv) of the gas stream in the combustion zone of a therll1al vapor incinerator, as

measured by the temperature monitoring device, is more than 28°C (50 OF)
below the design combustion zone temperature.

40 CFR 61, (D) Each 3-hour period of operation during which the average
§61.357(d)(7)(iv) concentration of organics or the average concentration ofbenzene in the

exhaust gases from a carbon adsorber, condenser, or other vapor recovery
system is more than 20 percent greater than the design concentration level
of organics or benzene in the exhaust gas.

40 CFR 61, (1) Each occurrence when the carbon in a carbon adsorber system that is
§61.357(d)(7)(iv) not regenerated directly on site in the control device is not replaced at the

predetermined interval specified in §61 .354(c) of this subpart.
40 CFR 61, (8) Beginning one year after the date that the equipment necessary to
§61.357(d)(8) comply with these standards has been certified in accordance with

paragraph (d)(1) of Subpart FF, the owner or operator shall submit
annually to the Administrator a report that summarizes all inspections
required by §§61.342 through 61.354 during which detectable emissions
aremeasured-oravroblem(such-as-a broken seal,-galn:>r other problem) . ..

that could result in benzene emissions is identified, including information
about the repairs or corrective action taken.

51. These sources are considered affected sources under 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart DD and are
subject, but not limited to, the conditions found in the following table. [Regulation 19,
§19.304 and 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart DD]

40 CFR part 63, Subpart DD
40 CFR 63, (b) Off-site material management units. (1) For each off-site material
§63.683(b) management unit that is part of an affected source, the owner or operator

must meet the requirements in either paragraph (b)(1 )(i), (b)(1 )(ii), or
(b)(1 )(iii) of Subpart DD except for those off-site material management
units exempted under paragraph (b)(2) of Subpart DD.

40 CFR63, (d) Owners and operators controlling air emissions from a tank using Tank
§63.685(d) Level 2 controls shall use one of the following tanks:
40 CFR 63, (3) A tank vented through a closed-vent system to a control device in
§63.685(d)(3) accordance with the requirements specified in paragraph (g) of Subpart DD;
40 CFR 63, (g) The owner or operator who controls tank air emissions by venting to a
§63.685(g) control device shall meet the requirements specified in paragraphs (g)(1)

through (g)(3) of Subpart DD..
40 CFR 63, (1) The tank shall be covered by a fixed roof and vented directly through a
§63.685(g)(1 ) closed-vent system to a control device in accordance with the following

requirements:
40 CFR 63, (i) The fixed roof and its closure devices shall be designed to form a
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§63.685(g)(1 ) continuous barrier over the entire surface area of the liquid in the tanle

40 CFR 63, (ii) Each opening in the fixed roof not vented to the control device shall be
§63.685(g)( 1) equipped with a closure device. Ifthe pressure in the vapor headspace

underneath the fixed roof is less than atmospheric pressure when the control
device is operating, the closure devices shall be designed to operate such
that when the closure device is secured in the closed position there are no
visible cracks, holes, gaps, or other open spaces in the closure device or
between the perimeter of the cover opening and the closure device. If the
pressure in the vapor headspace underneath the fixed roof is equal to or
greater than atmospheric pressure when the control device is operating, the
closure device shall be designed to operate with no detectable organic
emISSIons.

40 CFR 63, (iii) The fixed roof and its closure devices shall be made of suitable
§63.685(g)(1 ) materials that will minimize exposure ofthe off-site material to the

atmosphere, to the extent practical, and will maintain the integrity of the
equipment throughout its intended service life. Factors to be considered
when selecting the materials for and designing the fixed roof and closure
devices shall include: organic vapor permeability, the effects of any contact
with the liquid and its vapor managed in the tank; the effects of outdoor
exposure to wind, moisture, and sunlight; and the operating practices used
for the tank on which the fixed roof is installed.

40 CFR 63, (iv) The closed-vent system and control device shall be designed and
§63 .685(g)(1) operated in accordance with the requirements of §63.693 ofthis subpart.
40 CFR 63, (2) Whenever an off-site material is in the tank, the fixed roof shall be
§63.685(g)(2) installed with each closure device secured in the closed position and the

vapor headspace underneath the fixed roof vented to the control device
except as follows:

40 CFR 63, (i) Venting to the control device is not required, and opening of closure
§63.685(g)(2) devices or removal of the fixed roof is allowed at the following times:
40 CFR 63, (A) To provide access to the tank for performing routine inspection,
§63.685(g)(2)(i) maintenance, or other activities needed for normal operations. Examples of

such activities include those times when a worker needs to open a port to
sample liquid in the tank, or when a worker needs to open a hatch to
maintain or repair equipment. Following completion of the activity, the
owner or operator shall promptly secure the closure device in the closed
position or reinstall the cover, as applicable, to the tank.

40 CFR63, (B) To remove accumulated sludge or other residues from the bottom of the
§63.685(g)(2)(i) tank.
40 CFR63, (ii) Opening of a safety device, as defined in §63.681 ofthis subpart, is
§63.685(g)(2) allowed at any time conditions require it to do so to avoid an unsafe

condition.
40 CFR63, (3) The owner or operator shall inspect and monitor the air emission control
§63.685(g)(3) equipment in accordance with the procedures specified in §63.695 ofthis

subpart.
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40 CFR 63, (a) The provisions of Subpart DD apply to the control of air emissions from
§63.688(a) containers for which §63.683(b)(1)(i) of this subpart references the use of

Subpart DD for such air emission control.
40 CFR 63, (b) The owner or operator shall control air emissions from each container
§63.688(b) subject to Subpart DD in accordance with the following requirements, as

applicable to the container, except when the special provisions for waste
stabilization processes specified in paragraph (c) of Subpart DD apply to the
container.

40 CFR 63, (3) For a container having a design capacity greater than 0.46 m3 and the
§63.688(b)(3) container is in light-material service as defined in §63.681 of this subpart,

the owner or operator must control air emissions from the container in
accordance with the requirements in either paragraph (b)(3)(i) or (b)(3)(ii)
of Subpart DD.

40 CFR 63, (i) The owner or operator controls air emissions from the container in
§63.688(b)(3)(i) accordance with the standards for Container Level 2 controls as specified in

40 CFR part 63, subpart PP-National Emission Standards for Containers.
40 CFR 63, (ii) As an alternative to meeting the requirements in paragraph (b)(3)(i) of
§63.688(b)(3)(ii) Subpart DD, an owner or operator may choose to control air emissions from

the container in accordance with the standards for Container Level 3
----

·C1)-ntrot~nfg-specifiedin40 CFRpal1:63; subpart PP-Natlonal-Emission
Standards for Containers.

40 CFR 63, (a) The provisions of Subpart DD apply to the control of air emissions from
§63.689(a) transfer systems for which §63.683(b)(1)(i) of this subpart references the

use of Subpart DD for such air emission control.
40 CFR 63, (c) For each transfer system that is subject to Subpart DD but is not an
§63.689(c) individual drain system, the owner or operator shall control air emissions by

using one of the transfer systems specified in paragraphs (c)(l) through
(c)(3) of Subpart DD.

40 CFR 63, (1) A transfer system that uses covers in accordance with the requirements
§63.689(c)(l) specified in paragraph (d) of Subpart DD.
40 CFR 63, (2) A transfer system that consists of continuous hard-piping. All joints or
§63.689(c)(2) seams between the pipe sections shall be permanently or semi-permanently

sealed (e.g., a welded joint between two sections of metal pipe or a bolted
and gasketed flange).

40 CFR 63, (3) A transfer system that is enclosed and vented through a closed-vent
§63.689(c)(3) system to a control device in accordance with the requirements specified in

paragraphs (c)(3)(i) and (c)(3)(ii) of Subpart DD.
40 CFR 63, (i) The transfer system is designed and operated such that an internal
§63.689(c)(3) pressure in the vapor headspace in the enclosure is maintained at a level less

than atmospheric pressure when the control device is operating, and
40 CFR 63, (ii) The closed-vent system and control device are designed and operated in
§63.689(c)(3) accordance with the requirements of §63.693 of this subpart.
40 CFR63, (a) The provisions of Subpart DD apply to closed-vent systems and control
§63.693(a) devices used to control air emissions for which another standard references
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the use of Subpart DD for such air emission control.

40 CFR 63, (b) For each closed-vent system and control device used to comply with
§63.693(b) Subpart DD, the owner or operator shall meet the following requirements:
40 CFR 63, (l) The owner or operator must use a closed-vent system that meets the
§63.693(b)(l ) requirements specified in paragraph (c) of Subpart DD.
40 CFR 63, (2) The owner or operator must use a control device that meets the
§63.693(b)(2) requirements specified in paragraphs (d) through (h) of Subpart DD as

applicable to the type and design of the control device selected by the owner
or operator to comply with the provisions of Subpart DD.

40 CFR 63, (3) Whenever gases or vapors containing HAP are vented through a closed-
§63.693(b)(3) vent system connected to a control device used to comply with Subpart DD,

the control device must be operating except at those times listed in either
paragraph (b)(3)(i) or (b)(3)(ii) of Subpart DD.

40 CFR 63, (i) The control device may be bypassed for the purpose of perfonning
§63.693(b)(3) planned routine maintenance ofthe closed-vent system or control device in

situations when the routine maintenance cannot be perfonned during periods
that the emission point vented to the control device is shutdown. On an
annual basis, the total time that the closed-vent system or control device is
bypassed to perfonn routine maintenance shall not exceed 240 hours per
each calendar year.

40 CFR 63, (ii) The control device may be bypassed for the purpose of correcting a
§63.693(b)(3) malfunction of the closed-vent system or control device. The owner or

operator shall perfonn the adjustments or repairs necessary to correct the
malfunction as soon as practicable after the malfunction is detected.

40 CFR63, (4) The owner or operator must inspect and monitor each closed-vent
§63.693(b)(4) system in accordance with the requirements specified in either paragraph

(b)(4)(i) or (b)(4)(ii) of Subpart DD.
40 CFR 63, (i) The owner or operator inspects and monitors the closed-vent system in
§63.693(b)(4) accordance with the requirements specified in §63.695(c) of this subpart,

and complies with the applicable recordkeeping requirements in §63.696 of
this subpart and the applicable reporting requirements in §63.697 of this
subpart.

40 CFR 63, (ii) As an alternative to meeting the requirements specified in paragraph
§63.693(b)(4) (b)(4)(i) of Subpart DD, the owner or operator may choose to inspect and

monitor the closed-vent system in accordance with the requirements under
40 CFR part 63, subpart H-National Emission Standards for Organic
Hazardous Air Pollutants for Equipment Leaks as specified in 40 CFR
63.172(f) through (h), and complies with the applicable recordkeeping
requirements in 40 CFR 63.181 and the applicable reporting requirements in
40 CFR 63.182.

40 CFR63, (5) The owner or operator must monitor the operation of each control device
§63.693(b)(5) in accordance with the requirements specified in paragraphs (d) through (h)

of Subpart DD as applicable to the type and design of the control device
selected by the owner or operator to comply with the provisions of Subpart
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DD.

40 CFR 63, (6) The owner or operator shall maintain records for each control device in
§63.693(b)(6) accordance with the requirements of §63.696 ofthis subpart.
40 CFR63, (7) The owner or operator shall prepare and submit reports for each control
§63.693(b)(7) device in accordance with the requirements of §63 .697 of this subpart.
40 CFR 63, (c) Closed-vent system requirements.
§63.693(c)
40 CFR 63, (I) The vent stream required to be controlled shall be conveyed to the
§63.693(c)(1) control device by either of the following closed-vent systems:
40 CFR 63, (i) A closed-vent system that is designed to operate with no detectable
§63.693(c)(1) organic emissions using the procedure specified in §63.694(k) of this

subpart; or
40 CFR 63, (ii) A closed-vent system that is designed to operate at a pressure below
§63.693(c)(1) atmospheric pressure. The system shall be equipped with at least one

pressure gage or other pressure measurement device that can be read from a
readily accessible location to verify that negative pressure is being
maintained in the closed-vent system when the control device is operating.

40 CFR 63, (2) In situations when the closed-vent system includes bypass devices that
§63.693(c)(2) could be used to divert a vent stream from the closed-vent system to the

I·· .... ~ ....~_._._-~---_.._.. _........._-~~.__............. -- _... . .... _~-_.~---_._ .... -

atmosphere at a point upstream of the control device inlet, each bypass
device must be equipped with either a flow indicator as specified in
paragraph (c)(2)(i) of Subpart DD or a seal or locking device as specified in
paragraph (c)(2)(ii) of Subpart DD. For the purpose of complying with this
paragraph (c)(2), low leg drains, high point bleeds, analyzer vents, open-
ended valves or lines, or pressure relief valves needed for safety reasons are
not subject to the requirements of this paragraph (c)(2).

40 CFR63, (i) If a flow indicator is used, the indicator must be installed at the entrance
§63.693(c)(2) to the bypass line used to divert the vent stream from the closed-vent system

to the atmosphere. The flow indicator must indicate a reading at least once
every 15 minutes. The owner or operator must maintain records of the
following information: hourly records ofwhether the flow indicator was
operating and whether flow was detected at any time during the hour; and
records of all periods when flow is detected or the flow indicator is not
operating.

40 CFR 63, (ii) If a seal or locking device is used to comply with paragraph (c)(2) of
§63.693(c)(2) Subpart DD, the device shall be placed on the mechanism by which the

bypass device position is controlled (e.g., valve handle, damper lever) when
the bypass device is in the closed position such that the bypass device
cannot be opened without breaking the seal or removing the lock. Examples
of such devices include, but are not limited to, a car-seal or a lock-and-key
configuration valve..

40 CFR63, (d) Carbon adsorption control device requirements.
§63.693(d)
40 CFR63, (1) The carbon adsorption system must achieve the performance
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§63.693(d)(1) specifications in either paragraph (d)(1)(i) or (d)(1)(ii) of Subpart DD.

40 CFR 63, (i) Recover 95 percent or more, on a weight-basis, of the total organic
§63.693(d)(1) compounds (TOC), less methane and ethane, contained in the vent stream

entering the carbon adsorption system; or
40 CFR 63, (ii) Recover 95 percent or more, on a weight-basis, of the total HAP listed in
§63 .693(d)(1) Table 1 of this subpart contained in the vent stream entering the carbon

adsorption system.
40 CFR63, (2) The owner or operator must demonstrate that the carbon adsorption
§63.693(d)(2) system achieves the perfonnance requirements in paragraph (d)(l) of

Subpart DD by either perfonning a perfonnance test as specified in
paragraph (d)(2)(i) of Subpart DD or a design analysis as specified in
paragraph (d)(2)(ii) of Subpart DD.

40 CFR 63, (i) An owner or operator choosing to use a perfonnance test to demonstrate
§63.693(d)(2) compliance must conduct the test in accordance with the requirements of

§63.694(l) ofthis subpart.
40 CFR63, (ii) An owner or operator choosing to use a design analysis to demonstrate
§63 .693(d)(2) compliance must include as part of this design analysis the infonnation

specified in either paragraph (d)(2)(ii)(A) or (d)(2)(ii)(B) of Subpart DD as
applicable to the carbon adsorption system design.

40 CFR 63, (B) For a nonregenerable carbon adsorption system (e.g., a carbon canister),
§63.693(d)(2)(ii) the design analysis shall address the vent stream composition, constituent

concentrations, flow rate, relative humidity, and temperature and shall
establish the design exhaust vent stream organic compound concentration,
carbon bed capacity, activated carbon type and working capacity, and
design carbon replacement interval based on the total carbon working
capacity of the control device and emission point operating schedule.

40 CFR 63, (3) The owner or operator must monitor the operation of the carbon
§63.693(d)(3) adsorption system in accordance with the requirements of §63.695(e) using

one of the continuous monitoring systems specified in paragraphs (d)(3)(i)
through (iii) of Subpart DD. Monitoring the operation of a nonregenerable
carbon adsorption system (e.g., a carbon canister) using a continuous
monitoring system is not required when the carbon canister or the carbon in
the control device is replaced on a regular basis according to the
requirements in paragraph (d)(4)(iii) of Subpart DD.

40 CFR63, (ii) A continuous monitoring system to measure and record the daily
§63.693(d)(3) average concentration level of organic compounds in the exhaust gas stream

from the control device. The organic monitoring system must comply either
with Perfonnance Specification 8 or 9 in 40 CFR part 60, appendix B. The
relative accuracy provision ofPerfonnance Specification 8, Sections 2.4 and
3 need not be conducted.

40 CFR63, (4) The owner or operator shall manage the carbon used for the carbon
§63.693(d)(4) adsorption system, as follows:
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40 CFR 63, (i) Following the initial startup of the control device, all carbon in the
§63.693(d)(4) control device shall be replaced with fresh carbon on a regular,

predetermined time interval that is no longer than the carbon service life
established for the carbon adsorption system. The provisions of this
paragraph (d)(4)(i) do not apply to a nonregenerable carbon adsorption
system (e.g., a carbon canister) for which the carbon canister or the carbon
in the control device is replaced on a regular basis according to the
requirements in paragraph (d)(4)(iii) of Subpart DD.

40 CFR 63, (ii) The spent carbon removed from the carbon adsorption system must be
§63.693(d)(4) either regenerated, reactivated, or burned in one of the units specified in

paragraphs (d)(4)(ii)(A) through (d)(4)(ii)(G) of Subpart DD.
40 CFR63, (iii) As an alternative to meeting the requirements in paragraphs (d)(3) and
§63.693(d)(4) (d)(4)(i) of Subpart DD, an owner or operator of a nonregenerable carbon

adsorption system may choose to replace on a regular basis the carbon
canister or the carbon in the control device using the procedures in either
paragraph (d)(4)(iii)(A) or (d)(4)(iii)(B) of Subpart DD. For the purpose of
complying with this paragraph (d)(4)(iii), a nonregenerable carbon
adsorption system means a carbon adsorption system that does not
regenerate the carbon bed directly onsite in the control device, such as a
carbun-canister. The·spent carbonremoved-from trre-nunregenerable carbon
adsorption system must be managed according to the requirements in
paragraph (d)(4)(ii) of Subpart DD.

40 CFR63, (A) Monitor the concentration level of the organic compounds in the
§63.693(d)(4)(iii) exhaust vent from the carbon adsorption system on a regular schedule, and

when carbon breakthrough is indicated, immediately replace either the
existing carbon canister with a new carbon canister or replace the existing
carbon in the control device with fresh carbon. Measurement of the
concentration level of the organic compounds in the exhaust vent stream
must be made with a detection instrument that is appropriate for the
composition of organic constituents in the vent stream and is routinely
calibrated to measure the organic concentration level expected to occur at
breakthrough. The monitoring frequency must be daily or at an interval no
greater than 20 percent of the time required to consume the total carbon
working capacity established as a requirement of paragraph (d)(2)(ii)(B) of
Subpart DD, whichever is longer.

40 CFR 63, (B) Replace either the existing carbon canister with a new carbon canister or
§63.693(d)(4)(iii) replace the existing carbon in the control device with fresh carbon at a

regular, predetermined time interval that is less than the design carbon
replacement interval established as a requirement ofparagraph (d)(2)(ii)(B)
of Subpart DD.

40 CFR 63, (f) Vapor incinerator control device requirements.
§63.693(f)
40 CFR 63, (1) The vapor incinerator must achieve the performance specifications in
§63.693(f)(1) either paragraph (f)(1 )(i), (f)(1 )(ii), or (f)(1 )(iii) of Subpart DD.
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40 CFR 63, (iii) Maintain the conditions in the vapor incinerator combustion chamber at
§63.693(f)(l) a residence time of 0.5 seconds or longer and at a temperature of760DC or

higher.
40 CFR 63, (2) The owner or operator must demonstrate that the vapor incinerator
§63.693(f)(2) achieves the performance requirements in paragraph (f)(l) of Subpart DD

by either performing a performance test as specified in paragraph (f)(2)(i) of
Subpart DD or a design analysis as specified in paragraph (f)(2)(ii) of
Subpart DD.

40 CFR 63, (i) An owner or operator choosing to use a performance test to demonstrate
§63.693(f)(2) compliance must conduct the test in accordance with the requirements of

§63.694(1) of this subpart.
40 CFR63, (ii) An owner or operator choosing to use a design analysis to demonstrate
§63.693(f)(2) compliance must include as part of this design analysis the information

specified in either paragraph (f)(2)(ii)(A) or (f)(2)(ii)(B) of Subpart DD as
applicable to the vapor incinerator design.

40 CFR 63, (A) For a thermal vapor incinerator, the design analysis shall address the
§63.693(f)(2)(ii) vent stream composition, constituent concentrations, and flow rate and shall

establish the design minimum and average temperatures in the combustion
chamber and the combustion chamber residence time.

40 CFR63, (3) The owner or operator must monitor the operation of the vapor
§63.693(f)(3) incinerator in accordance with the requirements of §63.695(e) of this

subpart using one of the continuous monitoring systems specified in
paragraphs (f)(3)(i) through (f)(3)(iv) of Subpart DD as applicable to the
type ofvapor incinerator used.

40 CFR63, (i) For a thermal vapor incinerator, a continuous parameter monitoring
§63.693(f)(3) system to measure and record the daily average temperature of the exhaust

gases from the control device. The accuracy of the temperature monitoring
device must be ±1 percent of the temperature being measured, expressed in
degrees Celsius of±0.5 DC, whichever is greater.

40 CFR 63, (iii) For either type ofvapor incinerator, a continuous monitoring system to
§63.693(f)(3) measure and record the daily average concentration of organic compounds

in the exhaust vent stream from the control device. The organic monitoring
system must comply either with Performance Specification 8 or 9 in 40 CFR
part 60, appendix B. The relative accuracy provision of Performance
Specification 8, Sections 2.4 and 3 need not be conducted.

40 CFR63, (a) Subpart DD specifies the inspection and monitoring procedures required
§63.695(a) to perform the following:
40 CFR63, (2) To inspect and monitor closed-vent systems for compliance with the
§63.695(a)(2) standards specified in §63.693 of this subpart, the inspection and monitoring

procedures are specified in paragraph (c) of Subpart DD.
40 CFR 63, (3) To inspect and monitor transfer system covers for compliance with the
§63.695(a)(3) standards specified in §63.689(c)(1) of this subpart, the inspection and

monitoring procedures are specified in paragraph (d) of Subpart DD.
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40 CFR 63, (4) To monitor and record off-site material treatment processes for
§63.695(a)(4) compliance with the standards specified in 63.684(e), the monitoring

procedures are specified in paragraph (e) of Subpart DD.
40 CFR 63, (b) Tank Level 2 fixed roof and floating roof inspection requirements.
§63.695(b)
40 CFR 63, (3) Owners and operators that use a tank equipped with a fixed roof in
§63.695(b)(3) accordance with the provisions of §63 .685(g) of this subpart shall meet the

following requirements:
40 CFR 63, (i) The fixed roof and its closure devices shall be visually inspected by the
§63.695(b)(3) owner or operator to check for defects that could result in air emissions.

Defects include, but are not limited to, visible cracks, holes, or gaps in the
roof sections or between the roof and the separator wall; broken, cracked, or
otherwise damaged seals or gaskets on closure devices; and broken or
missing hatches, access covers, caps, or other closure devices. In the case
when a tank is buried partially or entirely underground, inspection is
required only for those portions of the cover that extend to or above the
ground surface, and those connections that are on such portions of the cover
(e.g., fill ports, access hatches, gauge wells, etc.) and can be opened to the
atmosphere.

40 CFR63~ (ii) The-owner oroperatonnustperformaninitial inspectionfoUowing
§63.695(b)(3) installation of the fixed roof. Thereafter, the owner or operator must perform

the inspections at least once every calendar year except as provided for in
paragraph (f) of Subpart DD.

40 CFR 63, (iii) In the event that a defect is detected, the owner or operator shall repair
§63.695(b)(3) the defect in accordance with the requirements ofparagraph (b)(4) of

Subpart DD.
40 CFR 63, (iv) The owner or operator shall maintain a record ofthe inspection in
§63.695(b)(3) accordance with the requirements specified in §63.696(e) of this subpart.
40 CFR63, (4) The owner or operator shall repair each defect detected during an
§63.695(b)(4) inspection performed in accordance with the requirements ofparagraph

(b)(1), (b)(2), or (b)(3) of Subpart DD in the following manner:
40 CFR 63, (i) The owner or operator shall within 45 calendar days of detecting the
§63.695(b)(4) defect either repair the defect or empty the tank and remove it from service.

If within this 45-day period the defect cannot be repaired or the tank cannot
be removed from service without disrupting operations at the plant site, the
owner or operator is allowed two 30-day extensions. In cases when an
owner or operator elects to use a 30-day extension, the owner or operator
shall prepare and maintain documentation describing the defect, explaining
why alternative storage capacity is not available, and specify a schedule of
actions that will ensure that the control equipment will be repaired or the
tank emptied as soon as possible.

40 CFR63, (ii) When a defect is detected during an inspection of a tank that has been
§63.695(b)(4) emptied and degassed, the owner or operator shall repair the defect before

refilling the tank.
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40 CFR 63, (c) Owners and operators that use a closed-vent system in accordance with
§63.695(c) the provisions of §63.693 of this subpart shall meet the following inspection

and monitoring requirements:
40 CFR63, (1) Each closed-vent system that is used to comply with §63.693(c)(1)(i) of
§63.695(c)(1) this subpart shall be inspected and monitored in accordance with the

following requirements:
40 CFR 63, (i) At initial startup, the owner or operator shall monitor the closed-vent
§63.695(c)(1) system components and connections using the procedures specified in

§63.694(k) of this subpart to demonstrate that the closed-vent system
operates with no detectable organic emissions.

40 CFR63, (ii) After initial startup, the owner or operator shall inspect and monitor the
§63.695(c)(1) closed-vent system as follows:
40 CFR 63, (A) Closed-vent system joints, seams, or other connections that are
§63 .695(c)(1)(ii) permanently or semi-permanently sealed (e.g., a welded joint between two

sections ofhard piping or a bolted and gasketed ducting flange) shall be
visually inspected at least once per year to check for defects that could result
in air emissions. The owner or operator shall monitor a component or
connection using the procedures specified in §63.694(k) of this subpart to
demonstrate that it operates with no detectable organic emissions following
any time the component is repaired or replaced (e.g., a section of damaged
hard piping is replaced with new hard piping) or the connection is unsealed
(e.g., a flange is unbolted).

40 CFR 63, (B) Closed-vent system components or connections other than those
§63.695(c)(1 )(ii) specified in paragraph (c)(1 )(ii)(A) of Subpart DD, shall be monitored at

least once per year using the procedures specified in §63.694(k) of this
subpart to demonstrate that components or connections operate with no
detectable organic emissions.

40 CFR 63, (C) The continuous monitoring system required by §63.693(b)(4)(i) shall
§63.695(c)(1 )(ii) monitor and record either an instantaneous data value at least once every 15

minutes or an average value for intervals of 15 minutes or less.
40 CFR 63, (D) The owner or operator shall visually inspect the seal or closure
§63.695(c)(1 )(ii) mechanism required by §63.693(c)(2)(ii) at least once every month to verify

that the bypass mechanism is maintained in the closed position.
40 CFR 63, (iv) The owner or operator shall maintain a record ofthe inspection and
§63.695(c)(1) monitoring in accordance with the requirements specified in §63.696 of this

subpart.
40 CFR 63, (3) The owner or operator shall repair all detected defects as follows:
§63.695(c)(3)
40 CFR 63, (i) The owner or operator shall make first efforts at repair of the defect no
§63.695(c)(3) later than 5 calendar days after detection and repair shall be completed as

soon as possible but no later than 45 calendar days after detection.
40 CFR 63, (ii) Repair ofa defect may be delayed beyond 45 calendar days if either of
§63.695(c)(3) the conditions specified in paragraph (c)(3)(ii)(A) or (c)(3)(ii)(B) occurs. In

this case, the owner or operator must repair the defect the next time the
process or unit that vents to the closed-vent system is shutdown. Repair of
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the defect must be completed before the process or unit resumes operation.

40 CFR 63, (A) Completion of the repair is technically infeasible without the shutdown
§63 .695(c)(3)(ii) of the process or unit that vents to the closed-vent system.
40 CFR 63, (B) The owner or operator determines that the air emissions resulting from
§63.695(c)(3)(ii) the repair of the defect within the specified period would be greater than the

fugitive emissions likely to result by delaying the repair until the next time
the process or unit that vents to the closed-vent system is shutdown.

40 CFR 63, (iii) The owner or operator shall maintain a record of the defect repair in
§63.695(c)(3) accordance with the requirements specified in §63.696 of this subpart.
40 CFR 63, (d) Owners and operators that use a transfer system equipped with a cover in
§63.695(d) accordance with the provisions of §63.689(c)(l) of this subpart shall meet

the following inspection requirements:
40 CFR 63, (1) The cover and its closure devices shall be visually inspected by the
§63.695(d)(l) owner or operator to check for defects that could result in air emissions.

Defects include, but are not limited to, visible cracks, holes, or gaps in the
cover sections or between the cover and its mounting; broken, cracked, or
otherwise damaged seals or gaskets on closure devices; and broken or
missing hatches, access covers, caps, or other closure devices. In the case
when a transfer system is buried partially or entirely underground,
inspection-rsreq~lliredonlylor-inose portions-of the cover that extendioor
above the ground surface, and those connections that are on such portions of
the cover (e.g., access hatches, etc.) and can be opened to the atmosphere.

40 CFR63, (2) The owner or operator must perform an initial inspection following
§63.695(d)(2) installation of the cover. Thereafter, the owner or operator must perform the

inspections at least once every calendar year except as provided for in
paragraph (f) of Subpart DD.

40 CFR63, (3) In the event that a defect is detected, the owner or operator shall repair
§63.695(d)(3) the defect in accordance with the requirements ofparagraph (d)(5) of

Subpart DD.
40 CFR 63, (4) The owner or operator shall maintain a record of the inspection in
§63.695(d)(4) accordance with the requirements specified in §63.696 of this subpart.
40 CFR 63, (5) The owner or operator shall repair all detected defects as follows:
§63.695(d)(5)
40 CFR 63, (i) The owner or operator shall make first efforts at repair of the defect no
§63.695(d)(5) later than 5 calendar days after detection and repair shall be completed as

soon as possible but no later than 45 calendar days after detection except as
provided in paragraph (d)(5)(ii) of Subpart DD.

40 CFR 63, (ii) Repair of a defect may be delayed beyond 45 calendar days if the owner
§63.695(d)(5) or operator determines that repair of the defect requires emptying or

temporary r~moval from service of the transfer system and no alternative
transfer system is available at the site to accept the material normally
handled by the system. In this case, the owner or operator shall repair the
defect the next time the process or unit that is generating the material
handled by the transfer system stops operation. Repair of the defect must be
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completed before the process or unit resumes operation.

40 CFR 63, (iii) The owner or operator shall maintain a record of the defect repair in
§63.695(d)(5) accordance with the requirements specified in §63.696 of this subpart.
40 CFR 63, (e) Control device monitoring requirements. For each control device
§63.695(e) required under §63.693 of this subpart to be monitored in accordance with

the provisions of this paragraph (e), the owner or operator must ensure that
each control device operates properly by monitoring the control device in
accordance with the requirements specified in paragraphs (e)(I) through
(e)(7) of Subpart DD.

40 CFR63, (l) A continuous parameter monitoring system must be used to measure the
§63.695(e)(l) operating parameter or parameters specified for the control device in

§63.693(d) through §63.693(g) of this subpart as applicable to the type and
design of the control device. The continuous parameter monitoring system
must meet the following specifications and requirements:

40 CFR 63, (i) The continuous parameter monitoring system must measure either an
§63.695(e)(l) instantaneous value at least once every 15 minutes or an average value for

intervals of 15 minutes or less and continuously record either:
40 CFR 63, (A) Each measured data value; or
§63 .695(e)(1)(i)
40 CFR 63, (B) Each block average value for each I-hour period or shorter periods
§63.695(e)(1 )(i) calculated from all measured data values during each period. Ifvalues are

measured more frequently than once per minute, a single value for each
minute may be used to calculate the hourly (or shorter period) block average
instead of all measured values.

40 CFR 63, (ii) The monitoring system must be installed, calibrated, operated, and
§63.695(e)(l) maintained in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications or other

written procedures that provide reasonable assurance that the monitoring
equipment is operating properly.

40 CFR 63, (2) Using the data recorded by the monitoring system, the owner or operator
§63.695(e)(2) must calculate the daily average value for each monitored operating

parameter for each operating day. If operation of the control device is
continuous, the operating day is a 24-hour period. If control device
operation is not continuous, the operating day is the total number ofhours of
control device operation per 24-hour period. Valid data points must be
available for 75 percent of the operating hours in an operating day to
compute the daily average.

40 CFR 63, (3) For each monitored operating parameter, the owner or operator must
§63.695(e)(3) establish a minimum operating parameter value or a maximum operating

parameter value, as appropriate, to define the range of conditions at which
the control device must be operated to continuously achieve the applicable
perfonnance requirements specified in §63.693(b)(2) of this subpart. Each
minimum or maximum operating parameter value must be established in
accordance with the requirements in paragraphs (e)(3)(i) and (e)(3)(ii) of
SubpartDD.
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40 CFR 63, (i) If the owner or operator conducts a perfonnance test to demonstrate
§63.695(e)(3) control device perfonnance, then the minimum or maximum operating

parameter value must be established based on values measured during the
perfonnance test and supplemented, as necessary, by the control device
design specifications, manufa:eturer recommendations, or other applicable
infonnation.

40 CFR 63, (ii) If the owner or operator uses a control device design analysis to
§63.695(e)(3) demonstrate control device perfonnance, then the minimum or maximum

operating parameter value must be established based on the control device
design analysis and supplemented, as necessary, by the control device
manufacturer recommendations or other applicable infonnation.

40 CFR 63, (4) An excursion for a given control device is detennined to have occurred
§63.695(e)(4) when the monitoring data or lack ofmonitoring data result in anyone of the

criteria specified in paragraphs (e)(4)(i) through (e)(4)(iii) of Subpart DD
being met. When multiple operating parameters are monitored for the same
control device and during the same operating day more than one of these
operating parameters meets an excursion criterion specified in paragraphs
(e)(4)(i) through (e)(4)(iii) of Subpart DD, then a single excursion is
detennined to have occurred for the control device for that operating day.

40 CFR63, ... (i) An excursion-occurswhen-thedailyaverage value of a monitored .
§63.695(e)(4) operating parameter is less than the minimum operating parameter limit (or,

if applicable, greater than the maximum operating parameter limit)
established for the operating parameter in accordance with the requirements
of paragraph (e)(3) of Subpart DD.

40 CFR63, (ii) An excursion occurs when the period of control device operation is 4
§63.695(e)(4) hours or greater in an operating day and the monitoring data are insufficient

to constitute a valid hour of data for at least 75 percent ofthe operating
hours. Monitoring data are insufficient to constitute a valid hour of data if
measured values are unavailable for any of the I5-minute periods within the
hour.

40 CFR63, (iii) An excursion occurs when the period of control device operation is less
§63.695(e)(4) than 4 hours in an operating day and more than 1 of the hours during the

period does not constitute a valid hour of data due to insufficient monitoring
data. Monitoring data are insufficient to constitute a valid hour of data if
measured values are unavailable for any of the I5-minute periods within the
hour.

40 CFR63, (a) The owner or operator subject to this subpart shall comply with the
§63.696(a) recordkeeping requirements in §63.1O under 40 CFR 63 subpart A-General

Provisions that are applicable to this subpart as specified in Table 2 of this
subpart.

40 CFR63, (b) The owner or operator of a control device subject to this subpart shall
§63.696(b) maintain the records in accordance with the requirements of 40 CFR 63.10

of this part.
40 CFR 63, (e) Each owner or operator using a fixed roof to comply with the tank
§63.696(e) control requirements specified in §63.685(g) of this subpart shall prepare
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and maintain the following records:

40 CFR 63, (1) A record for each inspection required by §63.695(b) of this subpart, as
§63.696(e)(l) applicable to the tank, that includes the following information: a tank

identification number (or other unique identification description as selected
by the owner or operator) and the date of inspection.

40 CFR 63, (2) The owner or operator shall record for each defect detected during
§63.696(e)(2) inspections required by §63.695(b) of this subpart the following

information: the location of the defect, a description of the defect, the date
of detection, and corrective action taken to repair the defect. In the event
that repair of the defect is delayed in accordance with the provisions of
§63.695(b)(4) of Subpart DD, the owner or operator shall also record the
reason for the delay and the date that completion of repair of the defect is
expected.

40 CFR63, (g) An owner or operator shall record, on a semiannual basis, the
§63.696(g) information specified in paragraphs (g)(1) and (g)(2) of Subpart DD for

those planned routine maintenance operations that would require the control
device not to meet the requirements of §63.693(d) through (h) ofthis
subpart, as applicable.

40 CFR 63, (1) A description of the planned routine maintenance that is anticipated to
§63.696(g)(l ) be performed for the control device during the next 6 months. This

description shall include the type ofmaintenance necessary, planned
frequency ofmaintenance, and lengths ofmaintenance periods.

40 CFR 63, (2) A description of the planned routine maintenance that was performed for
§63.696(g)(2) the control device during the previous 6 months. This description shall

include the type ofmaintenance performed and the total number ofhours
during these 6 months that the control device did not meet the requirement
of §63.693 (d) through (h) of this subpart, as applicable, due to planned
routine maintenance.

40 CFR 63, (h) An owner or operator shall record the information specified in
§63.696(h) paragraphs (h)(l) through (h)(3) of Subpart DD for those unexpected

control device system malfunctions that would require the control device
not to meet the requirements of §63.693 (d) through (h) of this subpart, as
applicable.

40 CFR63, (1) The occurrence and duration of each malfunction of the control device
§63.696(h)(1) system.
40 CFR63, (2) The duration of each period during a malfunction when gases, vapors, or
§63.696(h)(2) fumes are vented from the waste management unit through the closed-vent

system to the control device while the control device is not properly
functioning.

40 CFR 63, (3) Actions taken during periods of malfunction to restore a malfunctioning
§63.696(h)(3) control device to its normal or usual manner of operation.
40 CFR 63, (a) Each owner or operator of an affected source subject to this subpart must
§63.697(a) comply with the notification requirements specified in paragraph (a)(1) of

Subpart DD and the reporting requirements specified in paragraph (a)(2) of
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Subpart DD.

40 CFR 63, (1) The owner or operator of an affected source must submit notices to the
§63.697(a)(l ) Administrator in accordance with the applicable notification requirements in

40 CFR 63.9 as specified in Table 2 ofthis subpart. For the purpose ofthis
subpart, an owner or operator subject to the initial notification requirements
under 40 CFR 63.9(b)(2) must submit the required notification on or before
October 19, 1999.

40 CFR63, (2) The owner or operator of an affected source must submit reports to the
§63.697(a)(2) Administrator in accordance with the applicable reporting requirements in

40 CFR 63.10 as specified in Table 2 of this subpart.
40 CFR 63, (b) The owner or operator of a control device used to meet the requirements
§63.697(b) of §63.693 of this subpart shall submit the following notifications and

reports to the Administrator:
40 CFR 63, (1) A Notification of Performance Tests specified in §63.7 and §63.9(g) of
§63.697(b)(l) this part,
40 CFR 63, (2) Performance test reports specified in §63.1O(d)(2) of this part, and
§63.697(b)(2)
40 CFR63, (3) Startup, shutdown, and malfunction reports specified in §63.10(d)(5) of
§63.697(b)(3) this part.
40 CFR 63, (i) Ifactions taken hyan oWner or operator during a startup, shutdown, or
§63.697(b)(3) malfunction of an affected source (including actions taken to correct a

malfunction) are not completely consistent with the procedures specified in
the source's startup, shutdown, and malfunction plan specified in §63.6(e)(3)
of this part, the owner or operator shall state such information in the report.
The startup, shutdown, or malfunction report shall consist of a letter,
containing the name, title, and signature of the responsible official who is
certifying its accuracy, that shall be submitted to the Administrator, and

40 CFR 63, (ii) Separate startup, shutdown, or malfunction reports are not required if the
§63.697(b)(3) information is included in the summary report specified in paragraph (b)(4)

of Subpart DD.
40 CFR63, (4) A summary report specified in §63.10(e)(3) of this part shall be
§63.697(b)(4) submitted on a semiannual basis (i.e., once every 6-month period). The

summary report must include a description of all excursions as defined in
§63.695(e) of this subpart that have occurred during the 6-month reporting
period. For each excursion caused when the daily average value of a
monitored operating parameter is less than the minimum operating
parameter limit (or, if applicable, greater than the maximum operating
parameter limit), the report must include the daily average values ofthe
monitored parameter, the applicable operating parameter limit, and the date
and duration of the period that theexceedance occurred. For each excursion
caused by lack of monitoring data, the report must include the date and ~

duration of period when the monitoring data were not collected and the
reason why the data were not collected.
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Sources subject to 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart EEE

Source Description

The kiln, bypass, coal mill and clinker cooler all vent to this stack.

Specific Conditions

52. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table. The
permittee shall demonstrate compliance with the PM/PM IO emission rates through
compliance with Specific Condition 54 and Plantwide Condition 9. Compliance with the
S02, VOC, CO, and NOx rates shall be demonstrated through compliance with Plantwide
Condition 9. Compliance with the lead emission rates shall be demonstrated through
compliance with Specific Condition 55. [Regulation 19, §19.901 and 40 CFR Part 52,
Subpart E]

SN Pollutant lb/hr tpy

443.BFlO Vents to 443.SKlO

443.BF30 Vents to 443.SKlO

PM 31.0 119.3
PM 10 31.0 119.3
S0 2 616.01 2,699.0

443.SKlO VOC 27.5 1 120.5
CO 2,5002 1,714.0
NOx 678.01 2,970.0
Lead 0.14 0.7

1. 30-day rolling average value
2. 8-hour average

53. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table. The
permittee shall demonstrate compliance with the PMlPMIO emission rate through
compliance with Specific Condition 54 and Plantwide Condition 9. Compliance with the
HAP emission rates shall be demonstrated through compliance Specific Condition 55.
[Regulation 18, §18.801 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8
4-311]

SN Pollutant I lb/hr I tpy

443.BFlO Vents to 443.SKIO

443.BF30 Vents to 443.SKlO
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SN Pollutant lb/hr tpy

1,1,1-Trichloroethane
1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane

1,1,2-Trichloroethane
1,I-Dichloroethane

1, I-Dimethyl hydrazine
1,2-Dibromo-3-chloropropane

1,2-Dichloroethane
1,2-Dichloropropane

1,2-Diphenylhydrazine
1,2-Epoxybutane

1,2-Propylenimine (2-Methylaziridine)
1,3-Butadiene

1,3-Propane sultone
1,4-Dioxane

1,4-Phenylenediamine
2,2,4-Trimethylpentane

2,3,7,8-Tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin
2,4-D, salts_andesters ________ --

2,4-Toluene diamine
2,4-Toluene diisocyanate
2-Acetylaminofluorene

443.SKIO 2-Chloroacetophenone 27.5** 120.5**
2-Nitropropane

3,3-Dimethoxybenzidine
3,3'-Dimethyl benzidine

4,4-Methylenebis(2-chloroaniline)
4,4'-Methylenedianiline

4,6-Dinitro-o-cresol, and salts
4-Nitrobiphenyl
Acetaldehyde

Acetamide
Acetonitrile

Acetophenone
Acrolein

Acrylic acid
Benzene

Benzotrichloride
Benzyl chloride

beta-Propiolactone
Biphenyl

Bromoform
Calcium cyanamide

Captan
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SN Pollutant lb/hr tpy

Carbaryl
Carbonyl sulfide

Catechol
Chloramben
Chlordane

Chloroacetic acid
Chlorobenzilate

Chloromethyl methyl ether
Chloroprene

Cresols/Cresylic acid
DDE

Diazomethane
Dibutylphthalate

Dichlorvos
Diethanolamine
Diethyl sulfate

Dimethyl aminoazobenzene
Dimethyl carbamoyl chloride

Dimethyl formamide
Dimethyl sulfate

Epichlorohydrin (l-Chloro-2,3epoxypropane)
Ethyl carbamate (Urethane)

Ethyl chloride (Chloroethane)
Ethylene dibromide

Ethylene glycol
Ethylene imine (Aziridine)

Ethylene oxide
Ethylene thiourea

Ethylidene dichloride
Formaldehyde
Glycol ethers
Heptachlor

Hexamethylene-1,6-diisocyanate
Hexamethylphosphoramide

Hydrazine
Lindane (all isomers)

Maleic anhydride
m-Cresol
Methanol

Methoxychlor
Methyl hydrazine

Methyl isobutyl ketone (Hexone)
Methyl isocyanate
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SN Pollutant lb/hr tpy

Methyl Methacrylate
Methyl tert-butyl ether

Methylene diphenyl diisocyanate
N,N-Dimethylaniline

N-Nitrosodimethylamine
N-Nitrosomorpholine

N-Nitroso-N-methylurea
o-Anisidine

o-Cresol
Parathion
p-Cresol
Phosgene
Phosphine

Phthalic anhydride
Polychlorinated biphenyls

Propionaldehyde
Propoxur (Baygon)
. Propyleneoxide. - ------ -- ---- --

Quinoline
Quinone

Styrene oxide
Tetrachloroethylene

Toxaphene (chlorinated camphene)
trans-1 ,3-Dichloropropene

Trichloroethylene
Triethylamine

Trifluralin
Vinyl acetate

Vinyl chloride

Dioxin/Furan 2.93E-7 1.3E-6

HCI
Hydrogen fluoride
Hydrogen sulfide

95.1 416.6
Chlorine

Titanium tetrachloride
Carbon tetrachloride

Arsenic 0.04 0.2
Beryllium 0.04 0.2
Cadmium 0.14 0.7
Chromium 0.04 0.2
Mercury 0.09 0.4
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SN Pollutant 1b/hr tpy

Antimony
Asbestos

Cobalt
Cyanide Compounds
Fine mineral fibers

Manganese
27.3* 119.3*

Nickel
Phosphorus

Polycylic Organic Matter
Radionuclides

(including radon)
Selenium

Hexachlorobenzene 1.7 0.1

Acrylamide 2.5 0.1

Bis(chloromethyl)ether 4.0 0.1
*ComplIance shown through complIance wIth the PM/PM lO emISSIon rate
** Compliance shown through compliance with the VOC limit

54. For the purpose of demonstrating compliance with the particulate matter standard of 0.15
kg/Mg dry feed (0.3 lb/ton dry feed) set forth in 40 CFR 63, Subpart EEE, the pennittee
shall comply with the requested limit of 0.0069 gr/dscf at 7 percent O2 which was used in
the PM netting analysis. The requested limit is more restrictive than the particulate
matter standard in 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart EEE. For the purpose of demonstrating
compliance with 0.0069 gr/dscf at 7 percent O2 the pennittee shall detennine the portion
of the stack gas emitted at SN-443.SKI0 which shall be attributed to combustion
processes taking place in the kilns. While the 0.0069 gr/dscf standard shall apply to the
entire stream exiting the stack, only the portion of the total stack gas made up of gases
from the kiln, coal-mill and bypass shall be corrected to 7 percent 02. This detennination
shall be made by following the method listed below.

a. Detennine the quantity by volume from each source in the stack gas.
i. Measure the air flow rate from the clinker cooler, the temperature of the

stream before it is ducted through the raw mill, and assuming a 21 % O2

concentration, and;
11. Measure the total air flow rate, O2 content and temperature of the main

stack gases.
b. Convert both air flow rates to dry standard conditions.
c. Detennine the volume of combustion gases generated from the kiln, coal-mill and

bypass by subtracting the air flow from the clinker cooler from the total volume of
stack gases.

d. Use the volume of the gases to detennine the fraction of the total stack gases for
each stream.
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Peg = 1 - Pee

where: Pee = fraction of total stack gases attributed to the clinker cooler
Vee = Volume of gases from clinker cooler (dsct)
Vtsg = volume of total stack gas (dsct)
Peg = fraction of total stack gas attributed to the combustion emissions

e. Calculate the O2 content of the combustion gas stream using the following
equation

02eg =
02tsg - (02ee x Pee)

Peg

where: 02eg = oxygen concentration of the combustion gases
02tsg = measured oxygen concentration of total stack gases
02ee = oxygen concentration ofclinker cooler gases (assumed to be 21 %)
Pee = fraction of total stack gases attributed to the clinker cooler
Peg = fraction of total stack gas attributed to the combustion emissions

f. The 0.0069 gr/dscf shall apply to the entire combined stream, but only the volume
of combustion gases shall be corrected to 7% O2• The maximum allowable
particulate matter emissions in pounds per hour of the total stream shall be
detennined using the following equation

0.0069 gr/dscf x (Vee + Veg) x 1 Ib17000 gr x 60 min/hr

where: Vee = Volume of clinker cooler gas
Vcg = Volume of combustion gas corrected to 7% O2

55. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table.
Compliance with the VOC and CO emission rates shall be demonstrated through use of
the CEMS required under Specific Condition 56. The permittee shall organize the data to
reflect the averaging times listed below. [Regulation 19, §19.901 and 40 CFR Part 52,
Subpart E]

Pollutant BACT Limit Averaging Time

VOC 27.51blhr 30-day rolling average

CO 2500lblhr 8-hr average

56. These sources are considered affected sources under 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart EEE, and
are subject, but not limited to requirements listed in Appendix D. [Regulation 19,
§19.304 and 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart EEE]
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57. The requirements of 40 CFR 63, Subpart LLL for in-line kiln/raw mill are not
applicable to the in-line kiln/raw mill at the Foreman cement plant. The plant shall
operate in compliance with the requirements of40 CFR 63, Subpart EEE, as found in
Appendix D, at all times, whether hazardous waste is being combusted or not. Only in the
event that Ash Grove pennanently ceases combustion of hazardous waste in the kiln
system, and undergoes and completes RCRA closure requirements and otherwise
completes all obligations to tenninate coverage of 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart EEE, will the
in-line kiln/raw shall become subject to the applicable requirements of 40 CFR Part 63,
Subpart LLL. [Regulation 19, §19.304 and 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart EEE §1206(b)(l)]

58. The pennittee shall conduct testing to detennine the emission rate of condensable
particulate matter at SN-443.SKlO. This testing shall be conducted in accordance with
EPA Method 202 or a Department approved alternative. If necessary, the pennittee shall
modify this pennit to include a condensable particulate emission rate. The initial testing
shall be perfonned at the same time as the CPT required by 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart
EEE. This testing shall be perfonned a minimum of once every five years. A copy of
these test results shall be submitted in accordance with General Provision 7. [Regulation
18, §18.1002 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-3ll]
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SN-710.EG10
Emergency Generator

Source Description

This is a diesel fired generator that is only allowed to operate 500 hours per year.

Specific Conditions

59. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table. The
permittee shall demonstrate compliance with this condition through compliance with
Specific Condition 61. [Regulation 19, §19.501 et seq. and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

Pollutant lb/hr tpy

PM IO 0.4 0.1

S02 2.0 0.5

VOC 0.4 0.1

CO 2.7 0.7

NOx 7.5 1.9

60. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table. The
permittee shall demonstrate compliance with this condition through compliance with
Specific Condition 61. [Regulation 18, §18.801 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by
A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

Pollutant lb/hr tpy

PM 0.4 0.1

61. The permittee shall not operate this source in excess of 500 hours per consecutive twelve
month period. The permittee shall maintain records of the hours of operation of this
source. These records shall be updated as necessary. These records shall be maintained
on site and made available to Department personnel upon request. A copy ofthese
records shall be submitted in accordance with General Provision 7. [Regulation 18,
§18.1004, Regulation 19, §19.705, 40 CFR Part 70.6 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced
by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

62. This source is considered an affected source under 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart IIII, and is
subject, but not limited to, the requirements found in the following table. [Regulation 19,
§19.304 and 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart IIII]
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40 CFR Part 60, Subpart nn
40 CFR 60, (a) The provisions of this subpart are applicable to manufacturers, owners,
§60.4200(a) and operators of stationary compression ignition (CI) internal combustion

engines (ICE) as specified in paragraphs (a)(1) through (3) of Subpart IIlI.
For the purposes of this subpart, the date that construction commences is
the date the engine is ordered by the owner or operator.

40 CFR 60, (1) Manufacturers of stationary CI ICE with a displacement ofless than 30
§60.4200(a)(1 ) liters per cylinder where the model year is:
40 CFR60, (i) 2007 or later, for engines that are not fire pump engines,
§60.4200(a)(1 )(i)
40 CFR60, (a) Stationary CI internal combustion engine manufacturers must certify
§60.4202(a) their 2007 model year and later emergency stationary CI ICE with a

maximum engine power less than or equal to 2,237 KW (3,000 HP) and a
displacement of less than 10 liters per cylinder that are not fire pump
engines to the emission standards specified in paragraphs (a)(1) through (2)
of Subpart IlIl.

40 CFR 60, (2) For engines with a maximum engine power greater than or equal to 37
§60.4202(a)(2) KW (50 HP), the certification emission standards for new nonroad CI

engines for the same model year and maximum engine power in 40 CFR
89.112 and 40 CFR 89.113 for all pollutants beginning in model year 2007.

40 CFR60, (c) Stationary CI internal combustion engine manufacturers must certify
§60.4202(c) their 2007 model year and later emergency stationary CI ICE with a

displacement of greater than or equal to 10 liters per cylinder and less than
30 liters per cylinder that are not fire pump engines to the certification
emission standards for new marine CI engines in 40 CFR 94.8, as
applicable, for all pollutants, for the same displacement and maximum
engine power.

40 CFR60, (b) Owners and operators of 2007 model year and later emergency
§60.4205(b) stationary CI ICE with a displacement ofless than 30 liters per cylinder that

are not fire pump engines must comply with the emission standards for new
nonroad CI engines in § 60.4202, for all pollutants, for the same model year
and maximum engine power for their 2007 model year and later emergency
stationary CI ICE.

40 CFR60, Owners and operators of stationary CI ICE must operate and maintain
§60.4206 stationary CI ICE that achieve the emission standards as required in §

60.4204 and 60.4205 according to the manufacturer's written instructions or
procedures developed by the owner or operator that are approved by the
engine manufacturer, over the entire life of the engine.

40 CFR60, (a) Beginning October 1, 2007, owners and operators of stationary CI ICE
§60.4207(a) subject to this subpart that use diesel fuel must use diesel fuel that meets the

requirements of 40 CFR 80.510(a).
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40 CFR 60,
§60.4207(b)

40 CFR 60,
§60.4208(a)

40 CFR 60,
§60.4208(e)

40 CFR 60,
§60.4208(g)

40 CFR60,
§60.4209(a)

40 CFR60,
§60.4209(b)

40 CFR 60,
§60.4211(a)

40 CFR60,
§60.4211(c)

(b) Beginning October 1,2010, owners and operators of stationary CI ICE
subject to this subpart with a displacement of less than 30 liters per cylinder
that use diesel fuel must use diesel fuel that meets the requirements of 40
CFR 80.51 O(b) for nonroad diesel fuel.
(a) After December 31,2008, owners and operators may not install
stationary CI ICE (excluding fire pump engines) that do not meet the
applicable requirements for 2007 model year engines.
(e) After December 31, 2012, owners and operators may not install non
emergency stationary CI ICE with a maximum engine power of greater than
or equal to 130 KW (175 HP), including those above 560 KW (750 HP),
that do not meet the applicable requirements for 2011 model year non
emergency engines.
(g) In addition to the requirements specified in § 60.4201,60.4202,
60.4204, and 60.4205, it is prohibited to import stationary CI ICE with a
displacement of less than 30 liters per cylinder that do not meet the
applicable requirements specified in paragraphs (a) ~hrough (f) of Subpart
IIII after the dates specified in paragraphs (a) through (f) of Subpart 1111.
(a) If you are an owner or operator of an emergency stationary CI internal
combustion engine, you must install a non-resettable hour meter prior to
startup ofthe engine, - --- . - ------ -- -.... -----.-
(b) If you are an owner or operator of a stationary CI internal combustion
engine equipped with a diesel particulate filter to comply with the emission
standards in § 60.4204, the diesel particulate filter must be installed with a
backpressure monitor that notifies the owner or operator when the high
backpressure limit of the engine is approached.
(a) If you are an owner or operator and must comply with the emission
standards specified in this subpart, you must operate and maintain the
stationary CI internal combustion engine and control device according to
the manufacturer's written instructions or procedures developed by the
owner or operator that are approved by the engine manufacturer. In
addition, owners and operators may only change those settings that are
pennitted by the manufacturer. You must also meet the requirements of 40
CFR parts 89, 94 and/or 1068, as they apply to you.
(c) If you are an owner or operator of a 2007 model year and later stationary
CI internal combustion engine and must comply with the emission
standards specified in § 60.4204(b) or § 60.4205(b), or if you are an owner
or operator of a CI fire pump engine that is manufactured during or after the
model year that applies to your fire pump engine power rating in table 3 to
this subpart and must comply with the emission standards specified in §
60.4205(c), you must comply by purchasing an engine certified to the
emission standards in § 60.4204(b), or § 60.4205(b) or (c), as applicable,
for the same model year and maximum (or in the case of fire pumps, NFPA
nameplate) engine power. The engine must be installed and configured
according to the manufacturer's specifications.
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40 CFR 60, (d) If you are an owner or operator and must comply with the emission
§60.42ll(d) standards specified in § 60.4204(c) or § 60.4205(d), you must demonstrate

compliance according to the requirements specified in paragraphs (d)(l)
through (3) of Subpart IlIl.

40 CFR 60, (1) Conducting an initial perfonnance test to demonstrate initial compliance
§60.42ll (d)(l) with the emission standards as specified in § 60.4213.
40 CFR 60, (2) Establishing operating parameters to be monitored continuously to
§60.42ll(d)(2) ensure the stationary internal combustion engine continues to meet the

emission standards. The owner or operator must petition the Administrator
for approval of operating parameters to be monitored continuously. The
petition must include the infonnation described in paragraphs (d)(2)(i)
through (v) of Subpart IlIl.

40 CFR 60, (i) Identification of the specific parameters you propose to monitor
§60.42ll (d)(2)(i) continuously;
40 CFR 60, (ii) A discussion of the relationship between these parameters and NOx and
§60.42ll(d)(2)(ii) PM emissions, identifying how the emissions of these pollutants change

with changes in these parameters, and how limitations on these parameters
will serve to limit NOx and PM emissions;

40 CFR 60, (iii) A discussion ofhow you will establish the upper and/or lower values
§60.42ll (d)(2)(iii) for these parameters which will establish the limits on these parameters in

the operating limitations;
40 CFR60, (iv) A discussion identifying the methods and the instruments you will use
§60.42ll(d)(2)(iv) to monitor these parameters, as well as the relative accuracy and precision

ofthese methods and instruments; and
40 CFR60, (v) A discussion identifying the frequency and methods for recalibrating the
§60.42l1(d)(2)(v) instruments you will use for monitoring these parameters.
40 CFR 60, (e) Emergency stationary ICE may be operated for the purpose of
§60.4211(e) maintenance checks and readiness testing, provided that the tests are

recommended by Federal, State, or local government, the manufacturer, the
vendor, or the insurance company associated with the engine. Maintenance
checks and readiness testing of such units is limited to 100 hours per year.
There is no time limit on the use of emergency stationary ICE in emergency
situations. Anyone may petition the Administrator for approval of
additional hours to be used for maintenance checks and readiness testing,
but a petition is not required if the owner or operator maintains records
indicating that Federal, State, or local standards require maintenance and
testing of emergency ICE beyond 100 hours per year. For owners and
operators of emergency engines meeting standards under § 60.4205 but not
§ 60.4204, any operation other than emergency operation, and maintenance
and testing as pennitted in Subpart IIIl, is prohibited.

40 CFR60, (a) The perfonnance test must be conducted according to the in-use testing
§60.4212(a) procedures in 40 CFR part 1039, subpart F.
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40 CFR 60, (b) Exhaust emissions from stationary CI ICE that are complying with the
§60.4212(b) emission standards for new CI engines in 40 CFR part 1039 must not

exceed the not-to-exceed (NTE) standards for the same model year and
maximum engine power as required in 40 CFR 1039.1 01 (e) and 40 CFR
1039.l02(g)(1), except as specified in 40 CFR 1039.l04(d). This
requirement starts when NTE requirements take effect for nonroad diesel
engines under 40 CFR part 1039.

40 CFR 60, (c) Exhaust emissions from stationary CI ICE that are complying with the
§60.4212(c) emission standards for new CI engines in 40 CFR 89.112 or 40 CFR 94.8,

as applicable, must not exceed the NTE numerical requirements, rounded to
the same number of decimal places as the applicable standard in 40 CFR
89.112 or 40 CFR 94.8, as applicable, determined from the following
equation:
NTE requirement for each pollutant = (1.25) x (STD)
Where:
STD = The standard specified for that pollutant in 40 CFR 89.112 or 40
CFR 94.8, as applicable.
Alternatively, stationary CI ICE that are complying with the emission
standards for new CI engines in 40 CFR 89.112 or 40 CFR 94.8 may follow
·the·testingproceduresspecified in§-60A2-1-3-ofthis·subpart-, as appropriate.

40 CFR 60, (a) Each performance test must be conducted according to the requirements
§60.4213(a) in § 60.8 and under the specific conditions that this subpart specifies in

table 7. The test must be conducted within 10 percent of 100 percent peak
(or the highest achievable) load.

40 CFR 60, (b) You may not conduct performance tests during periods of startup,
§60.4213(b) shutdown, or malfunction, as specified in § 60.8(c).
40 CFR 60, (c) You must conduct three separate test runs for each performance test
§60.4213(c) required in Subpart 1111, as specified in § 60.8(f). Each test run must last at

least 1 hour.
40 CFR 60, (d) To determine compliance with the percent reduction requirement, you
§60.4213(d) must follow the requirements as specified in paragraphs (d)(l) through (3)

of Subpart 1111.
40 CFR 60, (1) You must use Equation 2 of Subpart 1111 to determine compliance with
§60.4213(d)(l) the percent reduction requirement:

(Cj- Co)/Cj x 100 = R
Where:
C = concentration ofNOx or PM at the control device inlet,
Co = concentration ofNOx or PM at the control device outlet, and
R = percent reduction ofNOx or PM emissions.
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40 CFR 60, (2) You must nonna1ize the NOx or PM concentrations at the inlet and
§60.42 I3(d)(2) outlet of the control device to a dry basis and to 15 percent oxygen (02)

using Equation 3 of Subpart IIII, or an equivalent percent carbon dioxide
(C02) using the procedures described in paragraph (d)(3) of Subpart IlIl.
Cadj = Cd x 5.9/(20.9-%02)
Where:
Cadj = Calculated NOx or PM concentration adjusted to 15 percent O2.
Cd = Measured concentration ofNOx or PM, uncorrected.
5.9 = 20.9 percent O2-15 percent O2, the defined O2 correction value,
percent.
%02 = Measured O2 concentration, dry basis, percent.

40 CFR 60, (3) If pollutant concentrations are to be corrected to 15 percent O2 and CO2
§60.42I3(d)(3) concentration is measured in lieu of 02 concentration measurement, a CO2

correction factor is needed. Calculate the CO2 correction factor as described
in paragraphs (d)(3)(i) through (iii) of Subpart IlIl.

40 CFR 60, (i) Calculate the fuel-specific Fa value for the fuel burned during the test
§60.42 I3(d)(3)(i) using values obtained from Method 19, Section 5.2, and the following

equation:
Fo = 0.209Fd / Fe
Where:
Fa = Fuel factor based on the ratio of O2volume to the ultimate CO2

volume produced by the fuel at zero percent excess air.
0.209 = Fraction of air that is O2, percent/1 00.
Fd= Ratio of the volume of dry effluent gas to the gross calorific value of
the fuel from Method 19, dsm3(dscf/l06u).
Fe = Ratio of the volume of CO2 produced to the gross calorific value of the
fuel from Method 19, dsm3(dscf/l06u).

40 CFR 60, (ii) Calculate the C02 correction factor for correcting measurement data to
§60.42 I3(d)(3)(ii) 15 percent 02, as follows:

XC02 = 5.9/Fo

Where:
XC02 = CO2 correction factor, percent.
5.9 = 20.9 percent O2-15 percent O2, the defined O2 correction value,
percent.

40 CFR60, (iii) Calculate the NOx and PM gas concentrations adjusted to 15 percent
§60.42 I3(d)(3)(iii) O2using CO2 as follows:

Cadj = Cd x (XC02/%C02)
Where:
Cadj = Calculated NOx or PM concentration adjusted to 15 percent O2.
Cd = Measured concentration ofNOx or PM, uncorrected.
%C02 = Measured CO2 concentration, dry basis, percent.
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40 CFR 60,
§60.4213(e)

40 CFR 60,
§60.4213(f)

40 CFR 60,
§60.4214(b)

40 CFR 60,
§60.4214(c)

(e) To determine compliance with the NOx mass per unit output emission
limitation, convert the concentration of NOx in the engine exhaust using
Equation 7 of Subpart lIII:
ER=(Cdx 1.912x 10-3

X QxT)IKW-hour
Where:
ER = Emission rate in grams per KW-hour.
Cd = Measured NOx concentration in ppm.
1.912x10-3Conversion constant for ppm NOx to grams per standard cubic
meter at 25 degrees Celsius.
Q = Stack gas volumetric flow rate, in standard cubic meter per hour.
T = Time of test run, in hours.
KW-hour = Brake work of the engine, in KW-hour.
(f) To determine compliance with the PM mass per unit output emission
limitation, convert the concentration of PM in the engine exhaust using
Equation 8 of Subpart IlIl:
ER = (Cadj X Q x T)/KW-hour
Where:
ER = Emission rate in grams per KW-hour.
Cadj = Calculated PM concentration in grams per standard cubic meter.

... Q=Stack gas vo1um@tric flowrate,-in-standardcubicmeterper hour.-· ....
T = Time of test run, in hours.
KW-hour = Energy output of the engine, in KW.
(b) If the stationary CI internal combustion engine is an emergency
stationary internal combustion engine, the owner or operator is not required
to submit an initial notification. Starting with the model years in table 5 to
this subpart, if the emergency engine does not meet the standards applicable
to non-emergency engines in the applicable model year, the owner or
operator must keep records of the operation of the engine in emergency and
non-emergency service that are recorded through the non-resettable hour
meter. The owner must record the time of operation of the engine and the
reason the engine was in operation during that time.
(c) If the stationary CI internal combustion engine is equipped with a diesel
particulate filter, the owner or operator must keep records of any corrective
action taken after the backpressure monitor has notified the owner or
operator that the high backpressure limit of the engine is approached.
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Haul Roads

Source Description

These roads are used to move raw materials and product throughout the plant.

Specific Conditions

63. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table. The
permittee shall demonstrate compliance with this condition through compliance with
Specific Condition 65. [Regulation 19, §19.501 et seq. and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

SN Description Pollutant lb/hr tpy

111.RlA-F Quarry Haul Road PM 10 6.9 6.9

ADDS Additive Deliveries PM IO 0.1 0.1

BWDF
BWDF Deliveries to

PM10 0.1 0.2
Preheater Area

CACL
CaCI Deliveries to

PM10 0.1 0.1
Preheater Area

CaCI Deliveries to
CACLALT Preheater Area Alternate PM10 0.1 0.1

Route

CEM
Current Cement Loadout

PM10 D.2 0.2
Road

CEM20
Current Cement Loadout

PM IO 0.1 0.1
Road Truck/Rail Loadout

CEM80
Current Cement Loadout

PMIO 0.1 D.l
Road Truck Loadout

CKD
CKD from Pug Mill to

PM IO D.1 0.1
Landfill

CKDS
CKD from Pug Mill to

PM10 D.2 0.1Highway

CLKD
Clinker Delivery to

PM10 0.2 0.1
Railcar Unloading

CLKR
Clinker from Railcar

PM10 0.3 0.1
Unloading to Dome

COAL Coal Delivery by Truck PM IO D.1 0.1

COAL2WY
Coal Delivery by Truck 2-

PM10 D.4 0.4way Traffic

COAL2WYALT
Coal Delivery by Truck 2-

PM10 D.4 0.5
way Traffic
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SN Description Pollutant lb/hr tpy

COALALT Coal Delivery by Truck PM 10 0.1 0.1

DRYLIME
Dry Lime Delivery to

PM 10 0.1 0.1
Preheater Area

Dry Lime Delivery to
DRYLIMEALT Preheater Area Alternate PM 10 0.1 0.1

Route

GYP
Gypsum Delivery by

PM10 0.2 0.1
Truck

GYP2WY
Gypsum Delivery by

PM IO 0.7 0.3
Truck 2-way Traffic

GYP2WYALT
Gypsum Delivery by

PMIO 0.8 0.4
Truck

GYPALT
Gypsum Delivery by

PM IO 0.2 0.1
Truck 2-way Traffic

NCEM
2007 Cement Loadout

PM IO 0.7 2.1
Road

.. RM Raw Materials to Building _. _.. _PM IO-- ____ Q.2
-- ----- - _.. 0.2 .. -

RM2WY
Raw Materials to Building

PM IO 0.5 0.3
2-way Traffic

RM2WYALT
Raw Materials to Building

PMIO 0.7 0.4
Alternate Route

Raw Materials to Building
RMALT 2-way Traffic Alternate PM10 0.2 0.2

Route

SLWDFTlRES
SWDF, LWDF and Tires

PMIO 0.3 1.1
Delivery

64. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table. The
permittee shall demonstrate compliance with this condition through compliance with
Specific Condition 65. [Regulation 18, §18.801 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by
A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

SN Description Pollutant lb/hr tpy

111.RIA-F Quarry Haul Road PM 6.9 6.9

ADDS Additive Deliveries PM 0.1 0.1

BWDF
BWDF Deliveries to

PM 0.1 0.2
Preheater Area

CACL
Cael Deliveries to

PM 0.1 0.1
Preheater Area
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SN Description Pollutant lb/hr tpy

CaCl Deliveries to
CACLALT Preheater Area Alternate PM 0.1 0.1

Route

CEM
Current Cement Loadout

PM 0.2 0.2
Road

CEM20
Current Cement Loadout

PM 0.1 0.1
Road Truck/Rail Loadout

CEM80
Current Cement Loadout

PM 0.1 0.1
Road Truck Loadout

CKD
CKD from Pug Mill to

PM 0.1 0.1
Landfill

CKDS
CKD from Pug Mill to

PM 0.2 0.1
Highway

CLKD
Clinker Delivery to

PM 0.2 0.]
Railcar Unloading

CLKR
Clinker from Railcar

PM 0.3 0.1
Unloading to Dome

COAL Coal Delivery by Truck PM 0.1 0.1

COAL2WY
Coal Delivery by Truck 2-

PM 0.4 0.4
way Traffic

COAL2WYALT
Coal Delivery by Truck 2-

PM 0.4 0.5
way Traffic

COALALT Coal Delivery by Truck PM 0.1 0.1

DRYLIME
Dry Lime Delivery to

PM 0.1 0.1
Preheater Area

Dry Lime Delivery to
DRYLIMEALT Preheater Area Alternate PM 0.1 0.1

Route

GYP
Gypsum Delivery by

PM 0.2 0.1Truck

GYP2WY
Gypsum Delivery by

PM 0.7 0.3Truck 2-way Traffic

GYP2WYALT
Gypsum Delivery by

PM 0.8 0.4Truck

GYPALT
Gypsum Delivery by

PM 0.2 0.1Truck 2-way Traffic

NCEM
2007 Cement Loadout

PM 0.7 2.1Road

RM Raw Materials to Building PM 0.2 0.2

RM2WY
Raw Materials to Building

PM 0.5 0.32-way Traffic
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SN Description Pollutant lb/hr tpy

RM2WYALT
Raw Materials to Building

PM 0.7 0.4
Alternate Route

Raw Materials to Building
RMALT 2-way Traffic Alternate PM 0.2 0.2

Route

SLWDFTIRES
SWDF, LWDF and Tires

PM 0.3 1.1
Delivery

65. The permittee shall clean or treat haul roads in accordance with a haul road maintenance
plan as found in Appendix H of this permit. This plan shall be designed to minimize
emissions from this source. A copy of this plan shall be kept on site and made available
to Department personnel upon request. [Regulation 18, §18.1 004, Regulation 19,
§19.705, 40 CFR 70.6 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4
311]
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SECTION V: COMPLIANCE PLAN AND SCHEDULE

Ash Grove Cement Company will continue to operate in compliance with those identified
regulatory provisions. The facility will examine and analyze future regulations that may apply
and determine their applicability with any necessary action taken on a timely basis.

Due to the significant power demands associated with cement kiln operations, the
existing kilns and new pyroprocess system cannot operate at the same time. Prior to the
new pyroprocess startup, all three existing kilns will be shut down. However, in the
event that the new pyroprocess experiences significant problems during startup, the
facility desires a transition period of one year during which either the existing kilns or the
new kiln can be operated.

Prior to the startup of the new pyroprocess system, the facility will need to test various
pieces of support equipment, including material handling conveyors, fans, motors, etc.
The new finish mill may also be started up for troubleshooting if there is adequate power
to do so. The majority of these tests will not result in pollutant emissions. Those that do
generate emissions will be of short duration and only as necessary to assure support
equipment readiness when the new pyroprocess begins operation. The facility has given a start
up date of July 31, 2009 for the pyroprocess system.
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SECTION VI: PLANTWIDE CONDITIONS

1. The permittee shall notify the Director in writing within thirty (30) days after
commencing construction, completing construction, first placing the equipment and/or
facility in operation,and reaching the equipment and/or facility target production rate.
[Regulation 19, §19.704, 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E, and A.CA. §8-4-203 as referenced
by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

2. If the permittee fails to start construction within eighteen months or suspends
construction for eighteen months or more, the Director may cancel all or part of this
permit. [Regulation 19, §19.410(B) and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

3. The permittee must test any equipment scheduled for testing, unless stated in the Specific
Conditions of this permit or by any federally regulated requirements, within the following
time frames: (1) new equipment or newly modified equipment within sixty (60) days of
achieving the maximum production rate, but no later than 180 days after initial start up of
the permitted source or (2) operating equipment according to the time frames set forth by
the Department or within 180 days of permit issuance if no date is specified, the CPT for
the new pyroprocessing system as required by 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart EEE must be

.. conductcd.within.one_)'car.of startup.....The pennittec.ffiustnoti:f¥.the.Departmento£the ....
scheduled date of compliance testing at least fifteen (15) days in advance of such test.
The permittee shall submit the compliance test results to the Department within thirty
(30) days after completing the testing. [Regulation 19, §19.702 and/or Regulation 18
§18.1002 and A.CA. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.CA. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

4. The permittee must provide: [Regulation 19, §19.702 and/or Regulation 18, §18.1002
and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

a. Sampling ports adequate for applicable test methods;
b. Safe sampling platforms;
c. Safe access to sampling platforms; and
d. Utilities for sampling and testing equipment.

5. The permittee must operate the equipment, control apparatus and emission monitoring
equipment within the design limitations. The permittee shall maintain the equipment in
good condition at all times. [Regulation 19, §19.303 and A.CA. §8-4-203 as referenced
by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

6. This permit subsumes and incorporates all previously issued air permits for this facility.
[Regulation 26 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

7. The facility shall develop and implement a written startup, shutdown, and malfunction
plan for sources subject to 40 CFR 63, Subpart EEE, National Emission Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollutants from Hazardous Waste Combustors. The plan shall include
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those items listed in 40 CFR 63.6(e)(3) et seq. The plan shall be maintained on site and
be available to Department personnel upon request. [§19.304 and 40 CFR 63.6(e)(3)(i)]

8. The facility shall develop and implement a written startup, shutdown, and malfunction
plan for sources subject to 40 CFR 63, Subpart LLL, National Emission Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollutants from the Portland Cement Manufacturing Industry. The plan
shall include those items listed in 40 CFR 63.6(e)(3) et seq. The plan shall be maintained
on site and be available to Department personnel upon request. [§19.304 and 40 CFR
63.6(e)(3)(i)]

9. The permittee shall not produce more than 5,300 tons of clinker per day. The permittee
shall maintain records of the amount of clinker produced on a daily basis. These records
shall be kept on site and made available to Department personnel upon request. A copy
of these records shall be submitted in accordance with General Provision 7. [Regulation
19, §19.705,40 CFR Part 70.6 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304
and §8-4-311]

10. On or before July 31, 2010, the permittee shall cease operation under the Three Kiln
Configuration Operating Scenario and operate only those sources listed under the
Pyroprocessing Operating Scenario of this permit. The permittee may test pieces of new
equipment prior to this date provided that the permitted emission rates are not exceeded.
Operation of sources not listed under the Pyroprocessing Operating Scenario after this
date shall be considered a violation of this permit. [A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by
A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

Title VI Provisions

11. The permittee must comply with the standards for labeling ofproducts using ozone
depleting substances. [40 CFR Part 82, Subpart E]

a. All containers containing a class I or class II substance stored or transported, all
products containing a class I substance, and all products directly manufactured
with a class I substance must bear the required warning statement if it is being
introduced to interstate commerce pursuant to §82.106.

b. The placement of the required warning statement must comply with the
requirements pursuant to §82.108.

c. The form of the label bearing the required warning must comply with the
requirements pursuant to §82.11 O.

d. No person may modify, remove, or interfere with the required warning statement
except as described in §82.112.

12. The permittee must comply with the standards for recycling and emissions reduction,
except as provided for MVACs in Subpart B. [40 CFR Part 82, Subpart F]
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a. Persons opening appliances for maintenance, service, repair, or disposal must
comply with the required practices pursuant to §82. 156.

b. Equipment used during the maintenance, service, repair, or disposal of appliances
must comply with the standards for recycling and recovery equipment pursuant to
§82.158.

c. Persons performing maintenance, service repair, or disposal of appliances must be
certified by an approved technician certification program pursuant to §82.16I.

d. Persons disposing of small appliances, MVACs, and MVAC like appliances must
comply with record keeping requirements pursuant to §82.166. ("MVAC like
appliance" as defined at §82.152)

e. Persons owning commercial or industrial process refrigeration equipment must
comply with leak repair requirements pursuant to §82.156.

f. Owners/operators of appliances normally containing 50 or more pounds of
refrigerant must keep records of refrigerant purchased and added to such
appliances pursuant to §82.166.

13. lfthe permittee manufactures, transforms, destroys, imports, or exports a class I or class
II substance, the permittee is subject to all requirements as specified in 40 CFR Part 82,
Subpart A, Production and Consumption Controls.

14. If the permittee performs a service on motor (fleet) vehicles when this service involves
ozone depleting substance refrigerant (or regulated substitute substance) in the motor
vehicle air conditioner (MVAC), the permittee is subject to all the applicable
requirements as specified in 40 CFR part 82, Subpart B, Servicing of Motor Vehicle Air
Conditioners.

The term "motor vehicle" as used in Subpart B does not include a vehicle in which final
assembly of the vehicle has not been completed. The term "MVAC" as used in Subpart
B does not include the air tight sealed refrigeration system used as refrigerated cargo, or
the system used on passenger buses using HCFC 22 refrigerant.

15. The permittee can switch from any ozone depleting substance to any alternative listed in
the Significant New Alternatives Program (SNAP) promulgated pursuant to 40 CFR Part
82, Subpart G.

Permit Shield

16. Compliance with the conditions of this permit shall be deemed compliance with all
applicable requirements, as of the date ofpermit issuance, included in and specifically
identified in the following table of this condition. The permit specifically identifies the
following as applicable requirements based upon the information submitted by the
permittee in an application dated August 31, 2006 and as amended November 22,2006.
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Applicable Regulations

Source No. Regulation Description

Plantwide
Arkansas Arkansas Air Pollution Control Code

Regulation 18

Plantwide
Arkansas Compilation of Regulations of the Arkansas State

Regulation 19 Implementation Plan for Air Pollution Control

PIantwide
Arkansas Regulations of the Arkansas Operating Air Pennit

Regulation 26 Program

Plantwide
40 CFR Part Regulations for the prevention of Significant

52.21 Deterioration of Air Quality
4lF.FTlO
41F.FT1l
40F.FT3

Standards ofPerfonnance for Volatile Organic
40F.FT4
40F.FT5 40 CFR 60,

Liquid Storage Vessels (Including Petroleum Liquid

40F.FT6 Subpart Kb
Storage Vessels) for which Construction,

40F.FT7
Reconstruction, or Modification Commenced after

40F.FT8
July 23, 1984

40F.FT9
40F.FTA
443.BFlO 40 CFR 63, Emission Standards for Hazardous Waste
443.BF30 Subpart EEE Combustors
443.SKIO

41A.T10 44A.TlO, 40 CFR 63, Emission Standards for Portland Cement Plants
403.CHM Subpart LLL
403.CHR,403.CHU
403.Tl,403.T2
449.HP2,449.Tl
449.T2, 449.T3
449.T4,533.LSlO
502.CH3, 502.Tl
502.T2,514.BFl
514.BF2, 514.BF3,
524.BFl, 524.BF2,
611.BF1,611.BFlO,
611.BF2,611.BF20,
611.BF30,611.BF40,
403.BF3,403.BF4,
403.BF6,403.BF7,
403.BF8, 612.BF1
612.BF2, 612.BF3
612.BF4, 612.BF5,
621.BF1, 621.BF2,
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Source No. Regulation Description

621.BF3,621.BF5,
621.BF6(E),
621.BF7(W),
621.BF8, 449.BF20
449.BF30,449.BF40
440.BF46,449.BF50
511.BF1, 521.BF1
521.BF2,523.BF2
531.BF10, 531.BF20
533.BF10, 44C.BF10,
502.BF1, 502.BF2,
449.BFlO, 327.BF30,
442.BF10

41F.BFIO
41F.FTlO
41F.FT11
41F.TKlO
41F.TXlO

---------------------------------------- ----- - --- --_ .._- ------------------ -- ---

40F.FT3
40F.FT4 40 CFR 61, National Emission Standards for Benzene Waste
40F.FT5 Subpart FF Operations
40F.FT6
40F.FT7
40F.FT8
40F.FT9
40F.FTA
40F.TX1

41A.BFlO 40 CFR 60, Standards of Perfonnance for Coal Preparation
41A.BF20 Subpart Y Plants

41A.T2
41A.T10
44A.T10

44A.BF10
44B.BFlO
41A.BFlO 40 CFR 60,
41A.BF20 Subpart 000
44A.BFlO
213.BFI0 Standards ofPerfonnance for Nonmetallic Mineral
213.BF20 Processing Plants
221.BFlO
323.BFlO
325.BF10
325.BF20
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Source No. Regulation Description

325.BF30
41A.Tl
lIl.TlO
1Il.T12
213.Tl

22l.CHOl
221.RMBl

221.Tl
32l.CHOl

323.Tl
41F.BFIO
41F.FTIO
41F.FTll
41F.TKIO
41F.TXIO
40F.FT3
40F.FT4

40 CFR 61,
National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air

40F.FT5 Pollutants from Off-site Waste and Recovery
40F.FT6

Subpart DD
Operations

40F.FT7
40F.FT8
40F.FT9
40F.FTA
40F.TXl

RCC

710-EGIO
40 CFR Part 60, New Source perfonnance Standards for Stationary

Subpart nn Compression Ignition Internal Combustion Engines

The pennit specifically identifies the following as inapplicable based upon infonnation
submitted by the pennittee in an application dated August 31, 2006 and as amended
November 22, 2006.

Inapplicable Regulations

Source No. Regulation Description

Plantwide 40 CFR 60, Subpart F
Standards of Perfonnance for Portland

Cement Plants
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SECTION VII: INSIGNIFICANT ACTIVITIES

The following sources are insignificant activities. Any activity that has a state or federal
applicable requirement shall be considered a significant activity even if this activity meets the
criteria of §26.304 of Regulation 26 or listed in the table below. Insignificant activity
detenninations rely upon the infonnation submitted by the pennittee in an application dated
September 1, 2006.

Description Category

Piles Associated with Clean-up A,13

10,000 gallon oil tank A,13

12,000 gallon oil tank A,13

10,000 gallon diesel UST A,3

10,000 gallon unleaded UST A, 13

600 gallon tank A,3
....

250 gallon grinding aid tanks A,2

30,000 gallon grinding aid tank A,2

Masonry Air Entraining Agent Tank
A,3

10,000 gallon

10,000 gallon diesel UST A,3

10,000 gallon diesel UST A,3

1,000 gallon UST A,3

(4) 550 gallon UST A,3

(2) 350 gallon used oil tanks A,3
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SECTION VIII: GENERAL PROVISIONS

1. AnyAny terms or conditions included in this permit which specify and reference
Arkansas Pollution Control & Ecology Commission Regulation 18 or the Arkansas Water
and Air Pollution Control Act (AC.A. §8-4-101 et seq.) as the sole origin of and
authority for the terms or conditions are not required under the Clean Air Act or any of its
applicable requirements, and are not federally enforceable under the Clean Air Act.
Arkansas Pollution Control & Ecology Commission Regulation 18 was adopted pursuant
to the Arkansas Water and Air Pollution Control Act (A.C.A §8-4-101 et seq.). Any
terms or conditions included in this permit which specify and reference Arkansas
Pollution Control & Ecology Commission Regulation 18 or the Arkansas Water and Air
Pollution Control Act (AC.A §8-4-101 et seq.) as the origin of and authority for the
terms or conditions are enforceable under this Arkansas statute. [40 CFR 70.6(b)(2)]

2. This permit shall be valid for a period offive (5) years beginning on the date this permit
becomes effective and ending five (5) years later. [40 CFR 70.6(a)(2) and §26.701(B) of
the Regulations of the Arkansas Operating Air Permit Program (Regulation 26)]

3. The permittee must submit a complete application for permit renewal at least six (6)
months before permit expiration. Permit expiration terminates the permittee's right to
operate unless the permittee submitted a complete renewal application at least six (6)
months before permit expiration. If the permittee submits a complete application, the
existing permit will remain in effect until the Department takes final action on the
renewal application. The Department will not necessarily notify the permittee when the
permit renewal application is due. [Regulation 26, §26.406]

4. Where an applicable requirement of the Clean Air Act, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 7401, et
seq. (Act) is more stringent than an applicable requirement of regulations promulgated
under Title IV of the Act, the permit incorporates both provisions into the permit, and the
Director or the Administrator can enforce both provisions. [40 CFR 70.6(a)(I)(ii) and
Regulation 26, §26.701(A)(2)]

5. The permittee must maintain the following records of monitoring information as required
by this permit.

a. The date, place as defined in this permit, and time of sampling or measurements;
b. The date(s) analyses performed;
c. The company or entity performing the analyses;
d. The analytical techniques or methods used;
e. The results of such analyses; and
f. The operating conditions existing at the time of sampling or measurement.

[40 CFR 70.6(a)(3)(ii)(A) and Regulation 26, §26.701(C)(2)]
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6. The permittee must retain the records of all required monitoring data and support
information for at least five (5) years from the date of the monitoring sample,
measurement, report, or application. Support information includes all calibration and
maintenance records and all original strip chart recordings for continuous monitoring
instrumentation, and copiesofall reports required by this permit. [40 CFR
70.6(a)(3)(ii)(B) and Regulation 26, §26.701(C)(2)(b)]

7. The permittee must submit reports of all required monitoring every six (6) months. If
permit establishes no other reporting period, the reporting period shall end on the last day
of the anniversary month of the initial Title V permit. The report is due within thirty (30)
days of the end ofthe reporting period. Although the reports are due every six months,
each report shall contain a full year of data. The report must clearly identifY all instances
of deviations from permit requirements. A responsible official as defined in Regulation
No. 26, §26.2 must certifY all required reports. The permittee will send the reports to the
address below:

Arkansas Department of Environmental Quality
Air Division
ATTN: Compliance Inspector Supervisor

----530LNorthshore-Drive----- -
North Little Rock, AR 72118-5317

[40 C.F.R. 70.6(a)(3)(iii)(A) and Regulation 26, §26.701(C)(3)(a)]

8. The permittee shall report to the Department all deviations from permit requirements,
including those attributable to upset conditions as defined in the permit.

a. For all upset conditions (as defined in Regulation19, § 19.601), the permittee will
make an initial report to the Department by the next business day after the
discovery of the occurrence. The initial report may be made by telephone and
shall include:

1. The facility name and location;
11. The process unit or emission source deviating from the permit limit;

111. The permit limit, including the identification of pollutants, from which
deviation occurs;

IV. The date and time the deviation started;
v. The duration of the deviation;

VI. The average emissions during the deviation;
V11. The probable cause of such deviations;

Vlll. Any corrective actions or preventive measures taken or being taken to
prevent such deviations in the future; and

IX. The name of the person submitting the report.
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The permittee shall make a full report in writing to the Department within five (5)
business days of discovery of the occurrence. The report must include, in addition to
the information required by the initial report, a schedule of actions taken or planned
to eliminate future occurrences and/or to minimize the amount the permit's limits
were exceeded and to reduce the length of time the limits were exceeded. The
permittee may submit a full report in writing (by facsimile, overnight courier, or other
means) by the next business day after discovery of the occurrence, and the report will
serve as both the initial report and full report.

b. For all deviations, the permittee shall report such events in semi-annual reporting
and annual certifications required in this permit. This includes all upset
conditions reported in 8a above. The semi-annual report must include all the
information as required by the initial and full reports required in 8a.

[Regulation 19, §19.601 and §19.602, Regulation 26, §26.701(C)(3)(b), and 40 CFR
70.6(a)(3)(iii)(B)]

9. If any provision ofthe permit or the application thereof to any person or circumstance is
held invalid, such invalidity will not affect other provisions or applications hereof which
can be given effect without the invalid provision or application, and to this end,
provisions of this Regulation are declared to be separable and severable. [40 CFR
70.6(a)(5), Regulation 26, §26.70l(E), and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8
4-304 and §8-4-3ll]

10. The permittee must comply with all conditions of this Part 70 permit. Any permit
noncompliance with applicable requirements as defined in Regulation 26 constitutes a
violation of the Clean Air Act, as amended, 42 U.S.C. §740l, et seq. and is grounds for
enforcement action; for permit termination, revocation and reissuance, for permit
modification; or for denial of a permit renewal application. [40 CFR 70.6(a)(6)(i) and
Regulation 26, §26.70l(F)(1)]

11. It shall not be a defense for a permittee in an enforcement action that it would have been
necessary to halt or reduce the permitted activity to maintain compliance with the
conditions ofthis permit. [40 CFR 70.6(a)(6)(ii) and Regulation 26, §26.701(F)(2)]

12. The Department may modify, revoke, reopen and reissue the permit or terminate the
permit for cause. The filing of a request by the permittee for a permit modification,
revocation and reissuance, termination, or of a notification ofplanned changes or
anticipated noncompliance does not stay any permit condition. [40 CFR 70.6(a)(6)(iii)
and Regulation 26, §26.701(F)(3)]

13. This permit does not convey any property rights of any sort, or any exclusive privilege.
[40 CFR 70.6(a)(6)(iv) and Regulation 26, §26.70l(F)(4)]
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14. The pennittee must furnish to the Director, within the time specified by the Director, any
infonnation that the Director may request in writing to detennine whether cause exists for
modifying, revoking and reissuing, or tenninating the pennit or to detennine compliance
with the pennit. Upon request, the pennittee must also furnish to the Director copies of
records required by the pennit.For infonnation the pennittee claims confidentiality, the
Department may require the pennittee to furnish such records directly to the Director
along with a claim of confidentiality. [40 CFR 70.6(a)(6)(v) and Regulation 26,
§26.701 (F)(5)]

15. The pennittee must pay all pennit fees in accordance with the procedures established in
Regulation 9. [40 CFR 70.6(a)(7) and Regulation 26, §26.701(G)]

16. No pennit revision shall be required, under any approved economic incentives,
marketable pennits, emissions trading and other similar programs or processes for
changes provided for elsewhere in this pennit. [40 CFR 70.6(a)(8) and Regulation 26,
§26.701(H)]

17. If the pennit allows different operating scenarios, the pennittee shall, contemporaneously
with making a change from one operating scenario to another, record in a log at the
pennitted-faciJity-a-record-oftheoperationalscenario. [40-GFR-'70.6~a)~9~fi)and---.

Regulation 26, §26.701(1)(1)]

18. The Administrator and citizens may enforce under the Act all tenns and conditions in this
pennit, including any provisions designed to limit a source's potential to emit, unless the
Department specifically designates tenns and conditions ofthe pennit as being federally
unenforceable under the Act or under any of its applicable requirements. [40 CFR
70.6(b) and Regulation 26, §26.702(A) and (B)]

19. Any document (including reports) required by this pennit must contain a certification by
a responsible official as defined in Regulation 26, §26.2. [40 CFR 70.6(c)(l) and
Regulation 26, §26.703(A)]

20. The pennittee must allow an authorized representative ofthe Department, upon
presentation of credentials, to perfonn the following: [40 CFR 70.6(c)(2) and Regulation
26, §26.703(B)]

a. Enter upon the pennittee's premises where the pennitted source is located or
emissions related activity is conducted, or where records must be kept under the
conditions of this pennit;

b. Have access to and copy, at reasonable times, any records required under the
conditions of this pennit;

c. Inspect at reasonable times any facilities, equipment (including monitoring and air
pollution control equipment), practices, or operations regulated or required under
this pennit; and
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d. As authorized by the Act, sample or monitor at reasonable times substances or
parameters for assuring compliance with this permit or applicable requirements.

21. The permittee shall submit a compliance certification with the terms and conditions
contained in the permit, including emission limitations, standards, or work practices. The
permittee must submit the compliance certification annually within 30 days following the
last day of the anniversary month of the initial Title V permit. The permittee must also
submit the compliance certification to the Administrator as well as to the Department.
All compliance certifications required by this permit must include the following: [40
CFR 70.6(c)(5) and Regulation 26, §26.703(E)(3)]

a. The identification of each term or condition of the permit that is the basis of the
certification;

b. The compliance status;
c. Whether compliance was continuous or intermittent;
d. The methodes) used for determining the compliance status of the source, currently

and over the reporting period established by the monitoring requirements of this
permit; and

e. Such other facts as the Department may require elsewhere in this permit or by
§114(a)(3) and §504(b) ofthe Act.

22. Nothing in this permit will alter or affect the following: [Regulation 26, §26.704(C)]

a. The provisions of Section 303 of the Act (emergency orders), including the
authority of the Administrator under that section;

b. The liability of the permittee for any violation of applicable requirements prior to
or at the time of permit issuance;

c. The applicable requirements of the acid rain program, consistent with §408(a) of
the Act; or

d. The ability ofEPA to obtain information from a source pursuant to §114 of the
Act.

23. This permit authorizes only those pollutant emitting activities addressed in this permit.
[A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

24. The permittee may request in writing and at least 15 days in advance of the deadline, an
extension to any testing, compliance or other dates in this permit. No such extensions are
authorized until the permittee receives written Department approval. The Department
may grant such a request, at its discretion in the following circumstances:

a. Such an extension does not violate a federal requirement;
b. The permittee demonstrates the need for the extension; and
c. The permittee documents that all reasonable measures have been taken to meet

the current deadline and documents reasons it cannot be met.
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[Regulation 18, §I8.l02(C-D), Regulation 19, §19.l03(D), A.C.A. §8-4-203 as
referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-3 I I, and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

25. The permittee may request in writing and at least 30 days in advance, temporary
emissions and/or testing that would otherwise exceed an emission rate, throughput
requirement, or other limit in this permit. No such activities are authorized until the
permittee receives written Department approval. Any such emissions shall be included in
the facility's total emissions and reported as such. The Department may grant such a
request, at its discretion under the following conditions:

a. Such a request does not violate a federal requirement;
b. Such a request is temporary in nature;
c. Such a request will not result in a condition of air pollution;
d. The request contains such information necessary for the Department to evaluate

the request, including but not limited to, quantification of such emissions and the
date/time such emission will occur;

e. Such a request will result in increased emissions less than five tons of any
individual criteria pollutant, one ton of any single HAP and 2.5 tons of total
HAPs; and

.. f. .The permittee maintains records Qfthe dates and-results ofsuch tempOl"af¥
emissions/testing.

[Regulation 18, §18.102(C-D), Regulation 19, §I9.I03(D), A.C.A. §8-4-203 as
referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311, and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

26. The permittee may request in writing and at least 30 days in advance, an alternative
to the specified monitoring in this permit. No such alternatives are authorized until the
permittee receives written Department approval. The Department may grant such a
request, at its discretion under the following conditions:

a. The request does not violate a federal requirement;
b. The request provides an equivalent or greater degree of actual monitoring to the

current requirements; and
c. Any such request, if approved, is incorporated in the next permit modification

application by the permittee.

[Regulation 18, §18.I02(C-D), Regulationl9, §19.103(D), A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced
by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311, and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]
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Three Kiln Configuration Operating Scenario

SECTION I: FACILITY INFORMATION

PERMITTEE: Ash Grove Cement Company

AFIN: 41-00001

PERMIT NUMBER: 0075-AOP-Rll

FACILITY ADDRESS: 4457 Highway 108
Foreman, AR 71836

MAILING ADDRESS: 4457 Highway 108
Foreman, Arkansas 71836

COUNTY: Little River

CONTACT POSITION: Dan Peterson, Plant Manager

TELEPHONE NUMBER: (870) 542-6217

REVIEWING ENGINEER: Joseph Hurt

UTM North South (Y):

UTM East West (X):

Zone 15: 3728.9

Zone 15: 368.35
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SECTION II: INTRODUCTION

Summary of Permit Activity

Ash Grove Cement Company (AFIN: 41-00001) operates a portland cement plant located at
4457 Hwy 108 West in Foreman, Arkansas 71836. This modification will allow Ash Grove to
replace the existing Rail Silo load out spout with two (2) spouts with their own integral dust
collectors and to unload Mill Scale in an additional location when the material is received by rail.
The load out spouts are designated as SN-S20 and SN-S21. Due to the load out spouts close
proximity, only one spout can be used at a time. Therefore, the overall emissions increase will
be the amount of one of the dust collectors on the spouts. This will result in permitted emissions
increases of 0.6 tpy PM and PM lO for the Three Kiln Configuration Operating Scenario.

Process Description

For informational purposes only, this section does not contain enforceable conditions.

Ash Grove Cement Company operates a portland cement plant near Foreman, Arkansas. The
manufacture ofportland cement at this facility is a five step process.

1. ·Acquisitioinifraw matefialsff6miiear15y·cfuarryln-g-aucrcrusliirig·arid from off.::sife------·
sources.

2. Preparation of the raw materials for pyroprocessing by grinding with water into a slurry.

3. Pyroprocessing of the slurried raw materials into portland cement clinker.

4. Grinding of a mixture of clinker and gypsum into various portland cement products.

5. Cement storage and shipment of finished cement.

Raw materials consist of chalk, sand, and iron ore. Chalk is received by belt conveyor from the
plant quarry and stock-piled in an A-framed structure. Sand and iron ore are received from off
site and stored in separate outdoor piles. The chalk, sand, and iron ore are crushed and then
transported to the mill building by a conveyor belt.

Within the mill building, the chalk, sand, and iron ore are stored in separate bins. These raw
materials are proportioned, mixed with water in a ball mill and ground into a slurry. The slurry
is pumped and metered into three rotary cement kilns in which chemical reactions occur to form
clinker, an intermediate product that ultimately becomes portland cement.

From time-to-time, spent kiln brick removed from the rotary kilns is used to replace a portion of
the raw materials fed to kiln #3. The spent brick is crushed in a portable crusher before being
transferred to the mill building with other raw materials.

The raw material slurry is fed to the rotary kiln pyroprocessing system. The kilns are slowly
rotating steel tubes lined with various refractory materials (e.g. kiln brick). Each kiln slopes at
an angle of about 5 degrees. The raw material slurry is fed to the kiln at the upper, or feed, end.
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Fuel generally is introduced at the lower, or burning, end of the kiln. The slope and rotation of
the kiln allows the slurry to flow by gravity through the various reaction zones within the kiln.
Combustion gases and the slurry flow countercurrent to each other. Each kiln is equipped with
an electrostatic precipitator to control particulate emissions.

Within the rotary kilns, the chemical constituents of the raw materials react with each other and
are fused into nodules of portland cement clinker at a material temperature of about 2700 OF.
The clinker exits at the burning end of the kiln and falls into clinker coolers in which the clinker
is air cooled. A portion of this air is used for combustion air in the kilns. The balance of the air
is vented to the atmosphere through a fabric filter.

After cooling, the clinker is transported by a series of conveyors to clinker storage silos. The
clinker can also be transported by conveyor to an enclosed storage dome or by truck to an
outside storage pile.

Clinker taken from storage is sent to finish milling. During finish milling, clinker is ground with
gypsum and/or other additives to produce portland cement and masonry cement. Gypsum is
delivered to the plant from off site sources and stored in an outdoor pile adjacent to the raw
material storage areas. Gypsum is withdrawn from the pile by an underpile feeder which is
located in a tunnel. The gypsum is transported to mill feed bins in the mill building. Chalk for
masonry cement is dried in a rotary drier equipped with a wet scrubber control device.

Cement is pneumatically conveyed from the finish mills to several storage silos. From these
silos, the cement is loaded into rail cars and trucks or packed into bags for shipment.

The fuel sources used to produce clinker at the Foreman plant include fossil fuels, including coal
and natural gas, tire-derived fuel (TDF), hazardous waste-derived fuel (HWDF), and used oils
from on and off site sources. These fuels are used in varying combinations and in varying
percentages of the total fuel input.

Fuels are fed to the clinker discharge end of the kiln through a multichannel burner pipe.
Containerized solid hazardous waste-derived fuel (SWDF) and TDF are fed directly into the
calcining zone within the kilns. This location generally is midway between the feed end and
burning end of the kiln.

The primary fossil fuel used to fire the kilns is coal. Coal is received from off-site sources and is
stored in an outdoor storage pile.

TDF is received at the plant from off site sources. Tires may be fed to the kilns by hand or using
automated equipment.

LWDF is received in rail tank cars and in tank trucks and stored in above ground storage tanks
before being transferred to the kilns. Currently, Ash Grove operates three above ground LWDF
storage tanks. In the near future, Ash Grove will operate seven above ground LWDF storage
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tanks. To control VOC emissions, the LWDF storage tanks are vented to a thermal oxidizer with
a back up carbon adsorption system.

Containerized SWDF is received in van trailers and flat bed trailer trucks. Each individual
container of SWDF is mechanically fed at the mid-kiln location.

Regulations

The following table contains the regulations applicable to this permit.

Regulations

Arkansas Air Pollution Control Code, Regulation 18, effective January 25, 2009

Regulations of the Arkansas Plan ofImplementation for Air Pollution Control,
Regulation 19, effective January 25, 2009
Regulations of the Arkansas Operating Air Permit Program, Regulation 26, effective
January 25, 2009

40 CFR Part 60 Subpart F, Standards ofPerformance for Portland Cement Plants,

40-CFR Part 60 Subpart Kh, Standards-ofPerformance-fel"--VolatileQrganic Liquid -

Storage Vessels(Including Petroleum Liquid Storage Vessels) for Which Construction,
Reconstruction, or Modification commenced After July 23, 1984

40 CFR Part 61, Subpart FF, National Emission Standards for Benzene Waste Operations

40 CFR Part 63, Subpart DD, National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants
from Off-Site Waste and Recovery Operations
40 CFR Part 63, Subpart LLL, National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air
Pollutants From the Portland Cement Manufacturinf? Industry
40 CFR Part 63, Subpart EEE, National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air
Pollutants From Hazardous Waste Combustors

The following table is a summary of emissions from the facility. This table, in itself, is not an
enforceable condition of the permit.
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Emission Summary (Three Kiln Scenario)

EMISSION SUMMARY

Source Emission Rates

Number
Description Pollutant

lb/hr tpy

PM 175.37 721.35

PM10 135.4 555.25

S02 2563.4 5741.1
Total Allowable Emissions

VOC 81.8 287.17

CO 551.4 1214.9

NOx 3349.6 9128.9

1,1,I-trichloroethane* 0.03 0.05
1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane* 0.03 0.10

1,1,2-trichloroethane* 0.03 0.11
1,I-dichloroethane* 0.03 0.05
1,I-dichloroethene* 0.33 lAO

1,2,4-trichlorobenzene* 0.17 0.72
1,2-dichloroethane* 1.69 7.42

1,2-dichloropropene* 0.03 0.10
1,2-epoxybutane* 0.09 0.32

1,3-butadiene* 0.53 2.27
1,4-dichlorobenzene* 0.39 1.63

l,4-phenylene-diamine* 0.08 0.32
2,4,5-trichlorophenol* 0.03 0.08

HAPs*
2,4,6-trichlorophenol* 0.19 0.86

2,4-dinitrophenol* 0.07 0.25
2,4-dinitrotoluene* 0.014 0.03

2-butanone* 0.62 2.69
3,3-dichlorobenzidine* 0.03 0.09

3,3-dimethoxybenzidine* 0.03 0.1
4-methyl-2-pentanone* 0.03 0.21

4-nitrophenol* 0.05 0.17
acrylonitrile* 0.09 DAD
allyl chloride* 0.53 2.34

aniline* 0.02 0.06
antimony 30.5 57.37

arsenic 0.00566 0.02459
benzene* 0.81 3.56

benzidine* 0.05 0.2
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EMISSION SUMMARY

Source Emission Rates

Number
Description Pollutant

lb/hr tpy

beryllium 0.00063 0.002734
bis(2-chloroethyl)ether* 0.03 0.08

bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate* 0.748 3.28
bromodichloromethane* 0.04 0.13

bromoform* 0.03 0.12
bromomethane* 0.78 3.43

cadmium 0.06513 0.2843
carbon disulfide 0.17 0.75

carbon tetrachloride* 0.03 0.06
chlorine 1.3432 5.8656

chlorobenzene* 0.35 1.52
chloroethane* 2.11 9.19
chloroform* 0.24 1.07

chloromethane* 2.19 9.55
- ----------------"- chromium ···0:01559 0.068-)-- ......

cis-1,3-dichloropropene* 0.03 0.18
cobaltt 66.0 289.12

cumene* 0.03 0.10
diethanolamine* 1.1 4.6

dimethylphthalate* 0.014 0.03
ethyl acrylate* 0.35 1.5
ethylbenzene* 0.21 0.87

ethylene dibromide* 0.03 0.04
ethylene glycol* 0.35 1.6

hexachlorobenzene* 0.03 0.05
hexachlorobutadiene* 0.03 0.09

hexachlorocyclopentadiene* 0.03 0.08
hexachloroethane* 0.03 0.1
hydrogen chloride 171 749.0

hydroquinone* 0.04 0.17
iodomethane* 0.07 0.29

lead 1.42 .9640
manganese 0.1462 0.64

mercury 0.2147 0.94
methyl methacrylate* 0.03 0.15

methylene chloride 4.72 20.63
naphthalene* 0.96 4.26

n-hexane* 0.19 0.87
nickel 66.0 289.12

nitrobenzene* 0.03 0.11
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EMISSION SUMMARY

Source Emission Rates

Number
Description Pollutant

lb/hr tpy

N-nitrosoddiphenylamine* 0.016 0.03
N-nitrosomorpholine* 0.03 0.13

ortho-anisidine* 0.03 0.11
ortho-toluidine* 0.018 0.05

o-xylene* 0.36 1.56
pentachlorophenol* 0.05 0.15

phenol* 0.19 0.82
selenium 0.0255 0.1118
styrene* 0.07 0.26

tert-butyl methyl ether* 0.03 0.05
tetrachloroethene* 0.03 0.16

toluene* 0.16 0.76
trans-1,3-dichloropropene* 0.03 0.12

trichloroethene* 0.13 0.59
vinyl acetate* 0.03 0.06

vinyl bromide* 0.13 0.61
vinyl chloride* 0.89 3.83

xylene* 1.45 3.83

Air Contaminants ** None

PM 19.5 85.4
PM10 19.5 85.4
S02 849.0 1960.0

VOC 9.6 42.1
CO 172.0 368.0

NOx 889.0 2400.0
1,1, I-trichloroethane 0.01 0.02

1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane 0.01 0.03
1,1,2-trichloroethane 0.01 0.04

PI Kiln #1
1,I-dichloroethane 0.01 0.02
1,1-dichloroethene 0.16 0.69

1,2,4-trichlorobenzene 0.08 0.35
1,2-dichloroethane 0.01 0.05

1,2-dichloropropane 0.01 0.04
1,2-epoxybutane 0.01 0.01

l,3-butadiene 0.02 0.07
l,4-dichlorobenzene 0.19 0.81

l,4-phenylene-diamine 0.01 0.03
2,4,5-trichlorophenol 0.01 0.03
2,4,6-trichlorophenol 0.01 0.05
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EMISSION SUMMARY

Source Emission Rates

Number
Description Pollutant

1b/hr tpy

2,4-dinitrophenol 0.03 0.11
2,4-dinitrotoluene 0.002 0.01

2-butanone 0.21 0.91
3,3-dichlorobenzidine 0.01 0.04

3,3-dimethoxybenzidine 0.01 0.04
4-methyl-2-pentanone 0.01 0.09

4-nitrophenol 0.02 0.07
acrylonitrile 0.03 0.11
allyl chloride 0.19 0.84

aniline 0.005 0.02
antimony 8.8 38.5

arsemc 0.00258 0.0112
benzene 0.22 0.95

benzidine 0.02 0.07
~- ~-~ ~ ~ ~---------cberyltium------ 0;00028-- 0.00123

bis(2-chloroethyl)ether 0.01 0.03
bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate 0.004 0.02

bromodichloromethane 0.01 0.02
bromofonn 0.01 0.03

bromomethane 0.26 1.15
cadmium 0.0307 0.134

carbon disulfide 0.08 0.37
carbon tetrachloride 0.01 0.02

chlorine 0.0016 0.0078
chlorobenzene 0.17 0.73
cWoroethane 1.05 4.59
cWorofonn 0.01 0.06

chloromethane 0.12 0.51
chromium 0.00578 0.0253

cis-1,3-dichloropropene 0.02 0.08
coba1tt 19.5 85.41
cumene 0.01 0.03

dimethylphthalate 0.002 0.01
ethyl acrylate 0.11 0.46
ethyl benzene 0.1 0.41

ethylene dibromide 0.01 0.01
hexachlorobenzene 0.01 0.02

hexachlorobutadiene 0.01 0.03
hexachlorocyclopentadiene 0.01 0.03

hexachloroethane 0.01 0.04
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EMISSION SUMMARY

Source Emission Rates

Number
Description Pollutant

lb/hr tpy

hydrogen chloride 50.0 219.0
hydroquinone 0.01 0.05
iodomethane 0.03 0.13

lead 0.06 0.263
manganese 0.043 0.188

mercury 0.0694 0.304
methyl methacrylate 0.01 0.05
methylene chloride 2.24 9.8

naphthalene 0.29 1.29
n-hexane 0.06 0.27
nickel t 19.5 85.41

nitrobezene 19.5 0.02
N-nitrosoddiphenylamine 0.003 0.01

n-nitrosomorpholine 0.01 0.04
ortho-aniside 0.01 0.04

ortho-toluidine 0.004 0.02
o-xylene 0.08 0.35

pentachlorophenol 0.02 0.07
phenol 0.05 0.22

selenium 0.0075 0.0329
styrene 0.03 0.12

tert-butyl methyl ether 0.01 0.02
tetrachloroethene 0.02 0.07

toluene 0.04 0.19
trans-l,3-dichloropropene 0.01 0.05

trichloroethene 0.06 0.28
vinyl acetate 0.01 0.02

vinyl bromide 0.01 0.06
vinyl chloride 0.44 1.91

rn/p xylene 0.21 0.92
PM 19.5 85.4

PMIO 19.5 85.4
S02 753.0 1690.0

VOC 9.6 42.1

P2 Kiln #2 CO 152.0 333.0
NOx 882.0 2453.0

1,1,I-trichloroethane 0.01 0.02
1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane 0.01 0.03

1,1,2-trichloroethane 0.01 0.04
1,I-dichloroethane 0.01 0.02
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EMISSION SUMMARY

Source Emission Rates

Number
Description Pollutant

lb/hr tpy

1,1-dichloroethene 0.16 0.69
1,2,4-trichlorobenzene 0.08 0.35

1,2-dichloroethane 0.01 0.05
1,2-dichloropropane 0.01 0.04

1,2-epoxybutane 0.01 0.01
1,3-butadiene 0.02 0.07

l,4-dichlorobenzene 0.19 0.81
1,4-pheny1ene-diamine 0.01 0.03
2,4,5-trichloropheno1 0.01 0.03
2,4,6-trich1orophenol 0.01 0.05

2,4-dinitrophenol 0.03 0.11
2,4-dinitrotoluene 0.002 0.01

2-butanone 0.21 0.91
3,3-dichlorobenzidine 0.01 0.04

----------- -- - 3;3"dimethoxybenzidine-------0.01 0;04
4-methyl-2-pentanone 0.01 0.09

4-nitrophenol 0.02 0.07
acrylonitrile 0.03 0.11
allyl chloride 0.19 0.84

aniline 0.005 0.02
antimony 8.80 38.5
arsenic 0.00258 0.0112

benzene 0.22 0.95
benzidine 0.02 0.07
beryllium 0.00028 0.00123

bis(2-chloroethyl)ether 0.01 0.03
bis(2-ethylhexy1)phthalate 0.004 0.02

bromodich1oromethane 0.01 0.02
bromoform 0.01 0.03

bromomethane 0.26 1.15
cadmium 0.0307 0.134

carbon disulfide 0.08 0.37
carbon tetrachloride 0.01 0.02

chlorine 0.0016 0.0078
chIorobenzene 0.17 0.73
cWoroethane 1.05 4.59
cWoroform 0.01 0.06

chloromethane 0.12 0.51
chromium 0.00578 0.0253

cis-1,3-dichloropropene 0.02 0.08
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EMISSION SUMMARY

Source Emission Rates

Number
Description Pollutant

Ib/hr tpy

cobalt; 19.5 85.41
cumene 0.01 0.03

dimethyIphthalate 0.002 0.01
ethyl acrylate 0.11 0.46

ethyl benzene - listed twice 0.09 0.38
ethyl benzene - listed twice 0.01 0.03

ethylene dibromide 0.01 0.01
hexachlorobenzene 0.01 0.02

hexachlorobutadiene 0.01 0.03
hexachlorocyclopentadiene 0.01 0.03

hexachloroethane 0.01 0.04
hydrogen chloride 50 219.0

hydroquinone 0.01 0.05
iodomethane 0.03 0.13

lead 0.06 0.263
manganese 0.043 0.188

mercury 0.0694 0.304
methyl methacrylate 0.01 0.05
methylene chloride 2.24 9.8

naphthalene 0.29 1.29
n-hexane 0.06 0.27
nickelt 19.50 85.41

nitrobezene 0.005 0.02
N-nitrosoddiphenylamine 0.003 0.01

n-nitrosomorpholine 0.01 0.04
ortho-aniside 0.01 0.04

ortho-toluidine 0.004 0.02
o-xylene 0.08 0.35

pentachlorophenol 0.02 0.07
phenol 0.05 0.22

selenium 0.0075 0.0329
Silver - in Application

styrene 0.03 0.12
tert-butyl methyl ether 0.01 0.02

tetrachloroethene 0.01 0.07
toluene 0.01 0.19

trans-I,3-dichloropropene 0.01 0.05
trichloroethene 0.06 0.28

vinyl acetate 0.01 0.02
vinyl bromide 0.01 0.06
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EMISSION SUMMARY

Source Emission Rates

Number
Description Pollutant

Ib/hr tpy

vinyl chloride 0.44 1.91
m/p xylene 0.21 0.92

PM 27.0 118.3
PM IO 27.0 118.3
S02 961.0 2090.0

VOC 13.4 58.87
CO 220.0 482.0
NOx 1568.0 4230.0

1,1, I-trichloroethane 0.01 0.01
1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane 0.01 0.04

1,1,2-trichloroethane 0.01 0.03
1,I-dichloroethane 0.01 0.01
1,I-dichloroethene 0.01 0.02

1,2,4-tricWorobenzene 0.01 0.02
- -- -l;2;;;dicWoroethane-- - 1.67 --- - ------7:32 -

1,2-dichloropropane 0.01 0.02
1,2-epoxybutane 0.07 0.3

1,3-butadiene 0.49 2.13
(cis/trans)1,3-

dichloropropene 0.01 0.02

P3 Kiln #3
1,4-dichlorobenzene 0.01 0.01

1,4-phenylene-diamine 0.06 0.26
2,4,5-tricWorophenol 0.01 0.02
2,4,6-tricWorophenol 0.17 0.76

2,4-dinitrophenol 0.01 0.03
2,4-dinitrotoluene 0.01 0.01

2-butanone 0.20 0.87
3,3-dichlorobenzidine 0.01 0.01

3,3-dimethoxybenzidine 0.01 0.02
4-dinitrophenol 0.01 0.03

4-methyl-2-pentanone 0.01 0.03
acrylonitrile 0.03 0.14
allyl chloride 0.15 0.66

aniline 0.01 0.02
antimony 12.9 56.6

arsemc 0.0005 0.00219
benzene 0.37 1.63

benzidine 0.02 0.07
beryllium 0.00007 0.000274

bis(2-chloroethyl)ether 0.01 0.02
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EMISSION SUMMARY

Source Emission Rates

Number
Description Pollutant

lb/hr tpy

bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthlate 0.74 3.24
bromodichloromethane 0.02 0.09

bromoform 0.01 0.06
bromomethane 0.26 1.13

cadmium 0.00373 0.0163
carbon disulfide 0.01 0.01

carbon tetrachloride 0.01 0.02
chlorine 1.34 5.85

chlorobenzene 0.01 0.06
chioroethane 0.01 0.01
chloroform 0.22 0.95

chloromethane 1.95 8.53
chromium 0.00403 0.0177

cobaltt 27.0 118.3
cumene 0.01 0.04

dimethylphthalate 0.01 0.01
ethyl acrylate 0.13 0.58
ethylbenzene 0.01 0.05

ethylene dibromide 0.01 0.02
hexachlorobenzene 0.01 0.01

hexachlorobutadiene 0.01 0.03
hexachlorocyclopentadiene 0.01 0.02

hexachloroethane 0.01 0.02
hydrogen chloride 71.0 311.0

hydroquinone 0.02 0.07
iodomethane 0.01 0.03

lead 0.10 0.438
m/p xylene 0.43 1.89
manganese 0.0602 0.264

mercury 0.0759 0.332
methyl methacrylate 0.01 0.05
methylene chloride 0.24 1.03

naphthalene 0.38 1.68
n-hexane 0.07 0.33
nicke1t 27.0 118.3

nitrobenzene 0.02 0.07
N-nitrosoddiphenylamine 0.01 0.01

N-nitrosomorpholine 0.01 0.05
ortho-anisidine 0.01 0.03
ortho-toluidine 0.01 0.01
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EMISSION SUMMARY

Source Emission Rates

Number
Description Pollutant

lb/hr tpy

o-xylene 0.20 0.86
pentachlorophenol 0.01 0.01

phenol 0.09 0.38
selenium 0.0105 0.046

Silver - In Application
styrene 0.01 0.02

tert-butyl methyl ether 0.01 0.01
tetrachloroethene 0.01 0.02

toluene 0.04 0.18
trichloroethene 0.01 0.03
vinyl acetate 0.01 0.02

vinyl bromide 0.11 0.49
vinyl chloride 0.03 0.14
4-Nitrophenol 0.01 0.03

I ~ -f)ischargeinto-eoal··~ PM ----- --(T.-J-- ..~. ···0:2
P4

Mill #1 PM10 0.1 0.1
P5 Discharge from Kiln PM 0.2 0.8

#1 to #1 Bucket PM IO 0.1 0.3
Conveyor

P6 3 Clinker Cooler PM 25.0 110.0
Baghouse PM10 25.0 110.0

P7 Discharge into Coal PM 0.1 0.1
Mill #2 PM IO 0.1 0.1

P8 Discharge from Kiln PM 0.2 0.8
#2 to #2 Bucket PM10 0.1 0.3

Conveyor
P9 Discharge into Coal PM 0.1 0.1

Mill #3 PM IO 0.1 0.1
PIO Discharge from Kiln PM 0.6 2.3

#3 to #3 Bucket PM IO 0.2 0.8
Conveyor

Pll Discharge from Bin PM 0.1 0.1
#48 PM10 0.1 0.1

P12 Discharge from Bin PM 0.1 0.1
#48 PM IO 0.1 0.1

P13 Discharge from Bin PM 0.1 0.1
#47 PMlO 0.1 0.1
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EMISSION SUMMARY

Source Emission Rates

Number
Description Pollutant

lb/hr tpy

PI5 Baghouse Discharge PM 0.4 1.6
to PM IO 0.2 0.6

#2 Bucket Conveyor
PI6 Baghouse Discharge PM 0.4 1.6

to #3 Bucket PM10 0.2 0.6
Conveyor

PI7 Bin #49 Sock Filter PM 0.5 1.9
PM10 0.5 1.9

P20 Truck Loading of PM 0.1 0.2
CKD PM10 0.1 0.1

P2I Truck Unloading of PM 0.1 0.2
CKD PM IO 0.1 0.1

P22 Trailer Unloading of PM 0.1 0.2
CKD PM IO 0.1 0.1

P23 CKD Pile PM 1.2 5.2
PM10 0.6 2.6

P24 Transfer from PM 0.2 0.6
Main Coal Pile PM10 0.1 0.2

P32 1500 TonCKD PM 0.4 1.6
Storage Bin PM10 0.4 1.6

P33 CKD Handling Screw PM 0.1 0.4
Conveyor Bin Vent PM10 0.1 0.4

P34 Kiln #3 Dust Scoop PM 0.2 0.5
Bin Vent PM10 0.2 0.5

P35 CKD Handling 500 PM 0.3 1.1
P39 Ton Silo Baghouse PM IO 0.3 1.1
P36 Truck Loading of PM 0.1 0.3

CKD (North ofHwy. PM10 0.1 0.1
108)

P37
1500 ton CKD PM 0.3 1.2

Storage Bin PM10 0.3 1.2

P38 CKD Truck Loadout
PM 0.2 0.6

PM10 0.2 0.6
M3 Gypsum Discharge PM 0.1 0.1

into Finish Mill #4 PM10 0.1 0.1
M4 Gypsum Discharge to PM 0.1 0.1

Gypsum Elevator PM10 0.1 0.1
M9 Tripper Discharge PM 0.1 0.2

into Bins PM10 0.1 0.1
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EMISSION SUMMARY

Source Emission Rates

Number
Description Pollutant

lb/hr tpy

M10 Discharge from Bin PM 0.1 0.1
#45 PM10 0.1 0.1

MIl Discharge into Bin PM 0.3 1.0
#43 PMIO 0.1 0.4

M12 Discharge from Bin PM 0.1 0.4
#44 PM10 0.1 0.2

M13 Discharge from Bin PM 0.3 1.0
#43 PMIO 0.1 0.4

M14 Transfer from Admix PM 0.3 1.0
Weigh Feeder to B PM IO 0.1 0.4

Belt
M15 Transfer from Bin #42 PM 0.1 0.1

Feeder to B Belt PMIO 0.1 0.1
M16 #2 Finish Mill PM 0.7 3.0

- --------- ........... Baghouse .... .. -- PMi-o ... - ---------- --rr:7----- 3.0
--~- -

M17 #2 Finish Mill PM 0.5 2.0
Baghouse-Mill Sweep PM10 0.5 2.0

I VOC 3.8 16.3
Diethanolamine 0.2 0.6
Ethylene Glycol 0.1 0.2

M18 #4 Finish Mill PM 1.1 4.7
Baghouse PMlO 1.1 4.7

M19 #4 Finish Mill PM 1.6 6.7
Discharge Baghouse- PMIO 1.6 6.7

Mill Sweep VOC 27.8 122.0
Diethanolamine 1.0 4.1
Ethylene Glycol 0.4 1.4

M20 Dryer Scrubber PM 0.4 1.8
PMlO 0.2 0.9
S02 0.1 0.2

VOC 0.5 1.9
CO 6.3 27.6
NOx 7.5 32.9

M21 Discharge from Bin PM 0.1 0.1
#42 to Feeder PM IO 0.1 0.1

M22 Discharge from Bin· PM 0.1 0.1
#41 PMIO 0.1 0.1

M23 Transfer from Bin #41 PM 0.1 0.1
Conveyor Belt to Al PMlO 0.1 0.1
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EMISSION SUMMARY

Source Emission Rates

Number
Description Pollutant

lb/hr tpy

Conveyor Belt

M24 Discharge from Bin PM 0.1 0.1
#40 PM 10 0.1 0.1

M25 Discharge from D PM 0.2 0.6
Belt into Chalk Dryer PM10 0.1 0.2

M26 Transfer to D Belt PM 0.1 0.1
PM10 0.1 0.1

M27 Discharge from Bin PM 0.1 0.4
#39 PM10 0.1 0.2

M28 Transfer to Dry Feed PM 0.1 0.4
Belt PM10 0.1 0.2

M29 Transfer to Dry Feed PM 0.1 0.1
Belt PM10 0.1 0.1

M30 Transfer from #1 PM 0.4 1.6
Clinker Bin to Dry PM IO 0.2 0.6

Feed Belt
M31 Discharge from Bin PM 0.1 0.1

#38 PM10 0.1 0.1
M32 Discharge from Bin PM 0.1 0.1

#38 PM10 0.1 0.1
M33 Discharge from Bin PM 0.1 0.1

#37 PM10 0.1 0.1
M34 Transfer from Bin #37 PM 0.1 0.1

to PM10 0.1 0.1
Al Belt

M35 Discharge from Bin PM 0.1 0.1
#36 PM IO 0.1 0.1

M36 Transfer to Al Belt PM 0.1 0.1
PM10 0.1 0.1

M37 Transfer to Al Belt PM 0.1 0.1
PM IO 0.1 0.1

M38 Transfer to Al Belt PM 0.1 0.1
PM10 0.1 0.1

M39 Discharge Into Raw PM 0.2 0.5
Mill #3 PM10 0.1 0.2

M40 Discharge from PM 0.1 0.1
Gypsum Elevator into PM10 0.1 0.1

Feed Mill #4
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EMISSION SUMMARY

Source Emission Rates

Number
Description Pollutant

lb/hr tpy

M42 Bin #36 Dust PM 0.3 0.9
Collector PM 10 0.3 0.9

M43 Bin #37 Dust PM 0.3 0.9
Collector PM10 0.3 0.9

M44 Bin #39 Dust PM 0.3 0.9
Collector PM 10 0.3 0.9

M45 Bin #44 Dust PM 0.3 0.9
Collector PM IO 0.3 0.9

M46 Transfer from PM 0.2 0.5
Limestone Feeder to PM IO 0.1 0.2

Belt Conveyor
F4 Long Tenn Coal Pile PM 0.2 0.9

PM IO 0.1 0.5
F5 Active Coal Pile PM 0.2 0.6

--- --- ------------- 1--- ---PM1o
----- ----- -tU --------- e--------- -

0.3
F6 Discharge into Feed PM 0.6 1.7

Hopper #5 PM10 0.3 0.6
F8 Transfer from #208 PM 0.1 0.1

Belt to #210 Belt PM10 0.1 0.1
F9 Discharge into Feed PM 0.6 1.7

Hopper #4 PM10 0.3 0.6
Fll Discharge from PM 0.1 0.1

Hopper #4 Vibrating PM10 0.1 0.1
Feeder to #206 Belt

F12 Discharge from PM 0.1 0.1
Hopper #5 Vibrating PM10 0.1 0.1
Feeder to #206 Belt

F13 Transfer from #206 PM 0.1 0.1
Belt PM10 0.1 0.1

to #208 Belt
F14 Transfer from Stacker PM 0.6 1.7

Belt to Active Coal PMIO 0.3 0.6
Pile

F15 Unloading into Long PM 0.5 1.2
Tenn Coal Pile PMIO 0.2 0.5

F16 Transfer from Long PM 0.5 1.2
Tenn Coal Pile to PMIO 0.2 0.5

Active Pile
F17 Transfer from Coal PM 0.2 0.6
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EMISSION SUMMARY

Source Emission Rates

Number
Description Pollutant

lb/hr tpy

Feeders to Underbelt PM lO 0.1 0.2

F18 Railcar Unloading PM 0.6 2.7
into Coal Hoppers 4 PM 10 0.3 1.0

and 5
F19, LWDFTanks PM 0.1 0.2
F20 Thermal Oxidizer and PM10 0.1 0.2

Carbon Adsorption S02 0.1 0.1
System VOC 16.9 3.0

CO 0.5 2.0
NOx 0.6 2.4

Xylene 1.3 0.3
Toluene 0.7 0.2

Methylene Chloride 0.1 0.1
Ethyl Benzene 0.2 0.1

Styrene 0.1 0.1
Tetrachloroethane 0.1 0.1

1,1,2-trichloroethane 0.1 0.1
Benzene 0.1 0.1

SI Truck Loadout DC PM 0.2 0.8
#31 PM10 0.2 0.8

S3 Truck Loadout DC PM 0.7 3.0
#49 PM10 0.7 3.0

S4 Kaiser Silos DC #21 PM 0.5 2.1
PM10 0.5 2.1

S5 Kaiser Silos DC #22 PM 0.2 0.7
PM10 0.2 0.7

S6 Delta Silo DC #23 PM 0.6 2.5
PM10 0.6 2.5

S7 Rail Silos DC #24 PM 0.7 3.0
PM10 0.7 3.0

S8 Kaiser Silos DC #29 PM 0.2 0.8
PM10 0.2 0.8

S9 Kaiser Silos DC #30 PM 0.2 0.7
PM10 0.2 0.7

SIO Rail Silos DC #25 PM 0.3 1.6
PM10 0.3 1.0

Sll Packer DC #26 PM 0.7 3.0
PM10 0.7 3.0
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EMISSION SUMMARY

Source Emission Rates

Number
Description Pollutant

lb/hr tpy

S12 Packer DC #27 PM 0.6 2.5
PM10 0.6 2.5

S13 Truck Loadout DC PM 0.5 2.0
#28 PM10 0.5 2.0

S14
Bins 26 and 27 Dust

Source never installed
Collector

SIS
Rail Load Out Dust PM 0.3 1.0

Collector PM10 0.3 1.0

SI6
North Truck Load Out PM 0.1 0.4
Spout Dust Collector PM10 0.1 0.4

SI7
North Truck Load Out PM 0.1 0.4
Spout Dust Collector PM10 0.1 0.4

S18
South Truck Load Out PM 0.3 1.0

Dust Collector PM IO 0.3 1.0

SI9
Delta Silos Pump PM 0.1 0.3
Hopper Baghouse PM10 0.1 0.3

East Rail Load Out
PM 0.2 0.6

S20 Spout Dust Collector
PM10 0.2 0.6

# 1
East Rail Load Out

PM 0.2 0.6
S2I Spout Dust Collector

PM10 0.2 0.6
#2

C1 Clinker Transfer PM 1.8 7.6
Tower Baghouse PM10 1.8 7.6

C2 Outside Clinker Truck PM 1.3 . 5.4
Unloading PM lO 0.5 1.9

C3 Outside Clinker PM 0.6 2.3
Reclaim Hopper PM IO 0.2 0.8

Loading
C4 Outside Clinker PM 0.1 0.3

Storage Pile PM10 0.1 0.2
C5 Discharge from PM 0.6 2.3

Clinker Reclaim PM10 0.2 0.8
Hopper

C6 Clinker Railcar and PM 0.2 0.8
Truck Hopper PM10 0.1 0.3

Loading
C7 Clinker Discharge to PM 0.2 0.8

Railcar/Truck PM lO 0.1 0.3
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EMISSION SUMMARY

Source Emission Rates

Number
Description Pollutant

lb/hr tpy

C8 Transfer from PM 0.6 2.3
Reclaim Belt to #7 PMIO 0.2 0.8

Belt
C9 Transfer to #7 Belt PM 0.2 0.6

PM IO 0.1 0.2
CI0 Transfer from #7 Belt PM 0.7 2.8

to #8 Belt PMIO 0.3 1.0
Cll Transfer from #8 Belt PM 0.9 3.6

to #9 Belt PM IO 0.3 1.3
C19 Discharge from #1 PM 0.1 0.4

Clinker Bin PM IO 0.1 0.2
C20 Transfer to Belt PM 0.1 0.4

Conveyor PM IO 0.1 0.2
C21 Discharge into #1 PM 0.1 0.4

Clinker Bin PM IO 0.1 0.4
C26 West Clinker Silo PM 0.8 3.2

Dust Collector PMIO 0.8 3.2
C27 4A2 Belt Dust PM 0.6 2.7

Collector PMIO 0.6 2.7
C28 Transfer to 4A Belt PM 0.2 0.7

PM IO 0.1 0.3
C32 East Clinker Silo Dust PM 0.8 3.2

Collector PM10 0.8 3.2
C34 West Clinker Tank PM 0.2 0.8

Dust Collector PM IO 0.2 0.8
C41 Off-SPEC Bin and PM 0.4 1.4

Ancillary Equipment PMIO 0.4 1.4
Dust Collector

C42 Clinker Dome Dust PM 0.6 1.9
Collector PMIO 0.6 1.9

C43 Reclaim Belt Dust PM 0.2 0.5
Collector PMIO 0.2 0.5

C44 Off-Spec Bin Dust PM 0.17 0.75
Collector PMlO 0.17 0.75

C45 Clinker Silo Baghouse PM 0.3 1.2
PMIO 0.3 1.2

C46 Clinker Silo Baghouse PM 0.3 1.2
PMIO 0.3 1.2

C47 Clinker Unloading PM 0.1 0.1
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EMISSION SUMMARY

Source Emission Rates

Number
Description Pollutant

lblhr tpy

Dust Collector PM 10 0.1 0.1

Rl Truck Unloading for PM 1.9 8.0
SandlIron Ore PM IO 0.7 2.8

R2 Chalk Storage Pile PM 0.1 0.3
PM10 0.1 0.2

R3 Discharge from Chalk PM 0.1 0.2
Feeder PM10 0.1 0.1

R4 Discharge from PM 0.3 1.0
Gypsum Feeder PM 10 0.1 0.4

R5 Gypsum Storage Pile PM 0.1 0.1
PM IO 0.1 0.1

R6 Discharge from PM 0.1 0.1
Sand/Iron-ore Feeder PM IO 0.1 0.1

R8--- Sand/Iron-Ore Storage PM .- -004 ------ .... _. 1.$----- .
Transfer PM IO 0.2 0.5

R9
Discharge from PM 0.3 1.0

Emergency Feeder PM10 0.1 0.4
RIO Discharge of Gypsum PM 0.8 3.2

Belt PM10 0.3 1.2
Rll Discharge into PM 0.1 0.2

Secondary Crusher PM10 0.1 0.1
R12 Secondary Crusher PM 0.2 0.8

PM10 0.2 0.8
R13 Secondary Crusher PM 0.1 0.2

Discharge PM10 0.1 0.1
R14 Transfer to #2 Belt PM 0.1 0.2

PM10 0.1 0.1
R15 Discharge from

Source removed from service
Gypsum Hopper

R16 Gypsum Truck PM 0.8 3.2
Discharge into PM10 0.3 1.2

Hopper
R17 Long Tenn Sand Pile PM 0.1 0.4

PMIO 0.1 0.2
R18 Iron Ore Storage Pile PM 0.2 0.6

PMlO 0.1 0.3
R19 Sand Storage Pile PM 0.1 0.1

PM10 0.1 0.1
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EMISSION SUMMARY

Source Emission Rates

Number
Description Pollutant

lb/hr tpy

R20 Emissions from Haul PM 13.1 47.2
Roads PM10 3.6 13.4

R22 Portable Crusher PM 0.3 1.3
PM 10 0.3 1.0
S02 0.2 0.8

VOC 0.2 0.9
CO 0.6 2.3
NOx 2.5 10.6

R24 Transfer from PM 0.3 1.3
Portable Crusher to PM IO 0.2 0.5

Main Conveyor
R25 Emergency Gypsum PM 0.1 0.1

Storage Pile PM10 0.1 0.1
Q1 Quarry Haul Road PM 23.5 102.8

PM10 5.133 22.5
Q2 Primary Crusher PM 0.5 1.9

PM10 0.5 1.9
Q3 Quarry Belt Turning PM 0.1 0.4

Point PM10 0.1 0.4
Transfer from 2N to

IN
Q4 Transfer from Belt 1N PM 0.1 0.4

to Tripper Belt PM10 0.1 0.4
Q5 Discharge of Tripper PM 0.1 0.4

Belt to Chalk Storage PM10 0.1 0.4
Q6 Scraper Dumping to PM 0.1 0.2

Auxiliary System PM10 0.1 0.2
Q7 Hopper 3 Discharge to PM 0.1 0.2

1.12 Belt (Auxiliary PMIO 0.1 0.2
System)

Q8 Auxiliary Crusher PM 1.1 4.7
PM10 0.5 2.2

Q9 Discharge ofBelt 1 to PM 0.1 0.2
Tripper Belt PM10 0.1 0.2

*HAPs mcluded m the VOC totals. Other HAPs are not included in any other totals unless
specifically stated.
**Air Contaminants such as ammonia, acetone, and certain halogenated solvents are not VOCs
or HAPs.
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t While it is assumed that these metals are indeed emitted, as they are naturally occurring metals
present in the raw materials used to manufacture cement, Ash Grove was not able to calculate an
emission rate. Ash Grove requests the use of the particulate matter emission rate of 19.5 lb/hr
and 85.41 tpy for Kiln 1 and 2, 27.0 lb/hr and 118.3 tpy for Kiln 3, as stated in the HWC
NESHAP (September 29, 1999, 64 FR 52879) preamble be incorporated as limits for nickel and
cobalt.
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SECTION III: PERMIT mSTORY

Pennit #75-A was issued to Arkansas Cement Corporation Foreman Production facilities on or
about September 21, 1971. This pennit allowed the installation of three "Precipitair"
electrostatic precipitators and supporting equipment at the existing facility. Proposed emissions
were 29.58 lb/hr of particulates.

Pennit #75-A (modification) allowed the facility to use coal instead of natural gas as the primary
fuel to fire the three cement kilns and to replace the three previously approved electrostatic
precipitators. This amendment was issued on September 15, 1976.

Pennit #75-A (modification) was issued on March 26, 1982. This modification allowed
Arkansas Cement to install a gravel bed filter to control particulate discharge from the clinker
coolers to replace the multiclone that was being used. Pennitted emission rates dropped from
475 lb/hr to 25 lb/hr of particulate.

Pennit #75-AR-3 was issued on May 27, 1983, and it rescinded the modification issued on
March 26, 1982, because the facility decided to install a Fuller fabric filter with heat recovery
instead of the gravel bed filter. This modification also included the replacement of part of the
clinker handling system and the installation of a baghouse to control emissions generated at this
crossover point. This modification added 1 lb/hr of particulate emissions.

Pennit #75-AR-4 was issued on January 29, 1988. This modification changed the name of the
facility to Ash Grove Cement Company and consolidated the existing emissions sources into one
pennit and placed restrictions on the use ofwaste-derived fuel at this facility. This pennit
allowed emissions of99.91b/hr ofTSP, 787 lb/hr of S02, 39lb/hr of chlorine, 0.048 lb/hr of
lead, and 0.006 lb/hr of chromium.

Permit #75-AR-5 was issued on June 30, 1989. This pennit allowed Ash Grove to burn solid
hazardous waste in the cement kilns. This pennit allowed emissions of 92.2 Ib/hr TSP, 1574
lb/hr of S02, 164.61b/hr ofHCI, 0.221b/hr oflead, and 0.3161b/hr of chromium.

Pennit #75-AR-6 was issued on July 8, 1991. This pennit allowed Ash Grove to change the
outlet nozzles of the ESPs so that each kiln could vent to a single stack. Emissions were not
increased due to this modification.

Pennit #75-AR-7 was issued on November 13, 1991. This modification allowed all sources,
regardless of size, to be pennitted. No changes in operation were made. Emissions consisted of
553 tpy TSP, 6,894.1 tpy S02, 721 tpy HCI, 0.964 tpy lead, and 1.39 tpy chromium.

Pennit #75-AR-8 was issued on June 15, 1994. This pennit covered the installation ofCEMS
required by the BIF rule. Pennit #75-AR-7 was modified so that the Air Pennit monitoring
requirements for S02, NOx, and CO could be satisfied by the new CEMS. This modification also
added two product storage silos and related materials handling equipment to improve the loading
and shipping of finished product, and modified four existing dust control baghouses in a manner
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that resulted in four new point discharge stacks. The carbon adsorption system on the liquid
waste fuel storage tanks was replaced by a liquid nitrogen recovery condenser. These changes
did not result in any changes to the emission rates at this facility.

Permit #75-AR-9 was issued on February 11, 1998. This modification authorized Ash Grove to
bum waste tires as fuel. Emission rates for S02 were increased and emission rates for NOx and
CO were added. Emission totals listed in this permit were 567 tpy PM IO, 5,740 tpy S02, 1,183
tpy CO, 9,080 tpy NOx, 0.964 tpy lead, and 3.0 tpy VOC.

Permit 1235-AR-l was issued on November 7, 1995. This permit is for the limestone quarry
located at the Ash Grove site. The requirements for this quarry are being incorporated into this
permit. The quarry is permitted to emit 4.3 lb/hr and 19.0 tpy ofPMlPM IO•

Permit 75-AOP-RO was the initial Title V permit issued to Ash Grove Cement in Foreman,
Arkansas. This permit allowed for several changes at this facility. The portable crusher (SN
R22) was permitted for the first time. Ash Grove installed 10 new LWDF tanks and changed the
control device to a thermal oxidizer with a carbon adsorption backup system. A clinker storage
dome was added to the facility and the ESPs used to control emissions from the kilns were
refurbished. Also, the quarry (formerly permitted under permit #1235-AR-l) which supplies
limestone_foLusejn_the-cementkilns-wa&includedinJhis_pennit.. _Ihe_p_ermitals(lincm'Porate_~ __ ._.
the requirements of 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart LLL, National Emission Standards for Hazardous
Air Pollutants From the Portland Cement Manufacturing Industry, and40 CFR Part 63, Subpart
EEE, National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants From Hazardous Waste
Combustors.

Permit 75-AOP-R1 was issued on May 30, 2003. This modification allowed Ash Grove to
construct a new cement kiln dust (CKD) handling system (SN-P32, SN- P33, SN-P34, SN-P35
and SN-P36) and remove baghouses P18 and P19. This system allowed the CKD to be
pneumatically conveyed across the highway to a new CKD landfill and it also allowed some of
the CKD to be recycled to kiln #3. This modification resulted in net PM/PM IO emissions
increases of 0.8 lb/hr and 2.6 tpy from the CKD handling equipment and 4 proposed new fabric
filter dust collectors. Also, Ash Grove constructed a baghouse (SN-C44). This change resulted
in an increase ofPMlPM IO emissions of0.17lb/hr and 0.75 tpy. Finally, Ash Grove Cement
Company added 3 drag conveyors and replaced 2 bucket conveyors and a belt conveyor that
were part of the clinker handling system. The two bucket conveyors were the number 6 and
number 7 bucket conveyors. The belt conveyor was the 440 belt. These conveyors are subject to
all applicable sections of 40 CFR 63, Subpart LLL. No additional emissions are resulted from
this modification.

Permit 75-AOP-R2 was issued on May 4, 2005. This modification combined and incorporated
several requests for minor modifications to the Title V permit. This modification allowed for a
redesign of the CKD handling system (SN-P32 through SN-P36) and the addition ofP37. It was
discovered that the system required additional conveying air. This modification also allowed
Ash Grove to install a belt conveyor with integrated dust collector (SN-P38) to the CKD
handling system.
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Ash Grove has been given approval to manufacture a new product named DURACEM OW.
Manufacture of this product will result in no increase in process emissions, however; there will
be an increase in fugitive emissions from the haul roads (SN-R20). Finally, the facility replaced
a bucket elevator in the Chalk Dryer System with a drag conveyor. No additional emissions
occurred as a result of this change.

These changes resulted in net emissions increases of 1.5 tpy of PM and 3.1 tpy PMIO emissions
from this facility.

Permit 75-AOP-R3 was issued on August 29, 2005. This modification allowed Ash Grove to
install an additional baghouse for bins 26 and 27. The increased air flow resulting from
installation of this new baghouse caused potential emissions increased by 4.5 tpy PM IO. This
modification also corrected typographical errors found in 75-AOP-R2.

Permit 75-AOP-R4 was issued on January 12, 2006. Hydrogen chloride emissions were
increased to match the emission rates allowed by 40 CFR 63, Subpart EEE. Other HAP emission
rates were increased based on recent stack testing. Permitted increases were 597.7 tpy hydrogen
chloride, 0.16 tpy acrylonitrile, 1.55 tpy benzene, 0.15 tpy bezidine, 0.11 tpy toluene, 0.16 tpy
vinyl chloride. Ash Grove also changed the minimum kVa for each electrostatic precipitator
based on data collected during the comprehensive performance test. The new minimum 3-hour
rolling average kVa values are 198, 202, and 101 for kilns 1, 2, and 3 respectively.

Permit 75-AOP-R5 was issued on May 12,2006. This modification allowed Ash Grove to
install an additional baghouse (SN-P-39) on the 500 ton CKD Bin (SN-P35) and to replace a
conveyor belt and add two baghouses (SN-C45 and C-46) to the clinker silos. These changes
resulted in a permitted emissions increase of2.4 tpy PMlPMIO.

Permit 75-AOP-R6 was issued on September 18, 2006. This modification allowed Ash Grove to
replace an existing screw conveyor with a weigh belt (SN-MI2) and add a conveyor belt to allow
the addition oflimestone to Mill No.4 (SN-M46). This project resulted in additional permitted
PM emissions of 0.5 tpy and PMIOemissions of 0.2 tpy.

Permit 75-AOP-R7 was issued on May 15,2007. This modification allowed Ash Grove to
construct a new dry-process preheater/precalciner (PH/PC) cement kiln system at this facility as
a modernized replacement for the three existing wet-process cement kilns. This change triggered
PSD review for VOC and CO.

Permit 75-AOP-R8 was issued on August 23, 2007. This minor modification affected only the
three kiln operating scenario. This modification allowed Ash Grove to replace an existing
conveyor belt and apron feeders. Also, this modification allowed the removal of sources C-14,
15, 16, 17, 18, 36 and 37. This project resulted in permitted emissions reductions of 16.3 tpy PM
and 6.4 tpy PMIO.
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Pennit 0075-AOP-R9 was issued on January 23, 2008. This modification allowed Ash Grove to
replace the existing loadout spouts at the North Truck Load in the Shipping Department, add a
baghouse at the south load out, and remove from the pennit a baghouse that was never installed.
This resulted in pennitted emissions reductions of2.7 tpy PM and PMlOfor the Three Kiln
Configuration Operating Scenario. Additionally, Ash Grove submitted an application for an
Administrative Amendment request for a one time clinker screening for the Three Kiln
Configuration Operating Scenario only. The temporary clinker screening was added to the
Insignificant Activities under Group A-13.

Pennit 0075-AOP-R1 0 was issued on December 19, 2008. This modification allowed Ash
Grove to install a baghouse (SN-S19) to the Delta Silos pump hopper, and install an additional
baghouse (SN-C47) at the Clinker Unloading area. This resulted in pennitted emissions
reductions of 0.4 tpy PM and PMlO for the Three Kiln Configuration Operating Scenario. Due to
errors in the emission summary table, the total PM, PMlO, S02, VOC, and NOx emissions were
updated to correctly sum the total emissions from all pennitted sources.
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SECTION IV: SPECIFIC CONDITIONS

SN-Pl
Kiln #1

Source Description

This kiln is used to produce the clinker product. It may be fired by coal, natural gas, tire-derived
fuel, liquid waste-derived fuel, or solid waste-derived fuel. This kiln can produce up to 50 tons
per hour of clinker. Particulate emissions are controlled by an electrostatic precipitator with an
efficiency of 99%.

Specific Conditions

66. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table. The
permittee shall demonstrate compliance with this condition by Specific Conditions 70, 71
and 73. [Regulation 19, §19.501 et seq., effective October 15,2007 and 40 CFR Part 52,
Subpart E]

Pollutant lb/hr tpy

PM10 19.5 85.4

VOC 9.6 42.1

67. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table. The
permittee shall demonstrate compliance with this condition by Specific Condition 69.
[Regulation 19, §19.501 et seq., effective October 15,2007 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart
E]

Pollutant lb/hr tpy

SOz 849.0 1960.0

CO 172.0 368.0

NOx 889.0 2405.0

68. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table. The
permittee shall demonstrate compliance with this condition by Specific Condition 73.
[Regulation 18, §18.801, effective February 15, 1999, and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced
by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]
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Pollutant lblhr tpy

PM 19.5 85.4

1,1, I-trichloroethane 0.01 0.02

1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane 0.01 0.03

1,1,2-trichloroethane 0.01 0.04

1,I-dichloroethane 0.01 0.02

1,I-dichloroethene 0.16 0.69

1,2,4-trichlorobenzene 0.08 0.35

1,2-dichloroethane 0.01 0.05

1,2-dichloropropane 0.01 0.04

1,2-epoxybutane 0.01 0.01

.._LJ-butadien~ ___ 0.02 0.07
..... .--------- .... - -- ------------

1,4-dichlorobenzene 0.19 0.18

1,4-phenylene-diamine 0.01 0.03

2,4,5-trichlorophenol 0.01 0.03

2,4,6-trichlorophenol 0.01 0.05

2,4-dinitrophenol 0.03 0.11

2,4-dinitrotoluene 0.02 0.01

2-butanone 0.21 0.91

3,3-dichlorobenzidine 0.01 0.04

3,3-dimethoxybenzidine 0.01 0.04

4-methyl-2-pentanone 0.02 0.09

4-nitrophenol 0.02 0.07

Acrylonitrile 0.03 0.11

allyl chloride 0.19 0.84

Aniline 0.005 0.02

Antimony 8.80 38.5
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Pollutant lb/hr tpy

Arsenic 0.00258 0.00112

Benzene 0.22 0.95

Benzidine 0.02 0.07

Beryllium 0.00028 0.00123

bis(2-chloroethyl)ether 0.01 0.03

bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate 0.004 0.02

Bromodichloromethane 0.01 0.02

Bromoform 0.01 0.03

Bromomethane 0.26 1.15

Cadmium .0307 0.134

carbon disulfide 0.08 0.37

carbon tetrachloride 0.01 0.02

Chlorine 0.00162 0.00780

Chlorobenzene 0.17 0.73

Chloroethane 1.05 4.59

Chloroform 0.01 0.06

Chloromethane 0.12 0.51

Chromium 0.00578 0.0253

cis-1,3-dich1oropropene 0.01 0.05

cobalt'1i' 19.5 85.41

Cumene 0.01 0.03

Dimethylphthalate 0.002 0.01

ethyl acrylate 0.11 0.46

Ethylbenzene 0.09 0.38

ethylene dibromide 0.01 0.01

Hexachlorobenzene 0.01 0.02

Hexachlorobutadiene 0.01 0.03
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Pollutant lb/hr tpy

Hexachlorocyclopentadiene 0.01 0.03

Hexachloroethane 0.01 0.04

hydrogen chloride 50.0 219.0

Hydroquinone 0.01 0.05

Iodomethane 0.03 0.13

Lead 0.06 0.263

Manganese 0.0430 0.188

Mercury 0.0694 0.304

methyl methacrylate 0.01 0.05

methylene chloride 2.24 9.80

Naphthalene 0.29 1.29

.. n~hexane 0.06 0.27

nickel'll' 19.5 85.41

Nitrobenzene 0.005 0.02

N-nitrosoddiphenylamine 0.03 0.01

N-nitrosomorpholine 0.01 0.04

ortho-anisidine 0.01 0.04

ortho-toluidine 0.04 0.02

o-xylene 0.08 0.35

Pentachlorophenol 0.02 0.07

Phenol 0.05 0.22

Selenium 0.0075 0.0329

Styrene 0.03 0.12

tert-butyl methyl ether 0.01 0.02

Tetrachloroethene 0.02 0.07

Toluene 0.04 0.19

trans-1,3-dichloropropene 0.01 0.05
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Pollutant lb/hr tpy

Trichloroethene 0.06 0.28

vinyl acetate 0.01 0.02

vinyl bromide 0.01 0.06

vinyl chloride 0.44 1.91

xylene 0.21 0.92

t While it is assumed that these metals are indeed emItted, as they are naturally occurring metals
present in the raw materials used to manufacture cement, Ash Grove was not able to calculate an
emission rate. Ash Grove requests the use of the particulate matter emission rate as limits for
nickel and cobalt.

69. The permittee shall maintain continuous emission monitors (CEMs) to record SOz, CO,
and NOx emissions at this source. These CEMs shall be operated in accordance with all
applicable conditions of the Department's Continuous Emission Monitoring Systems
Conditions as found in Appendix A ofthis permit. [Regulation 19, §19.703, 40 CFR Part
52, Subpart E, and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

70. The permittee shall operate the electrostatic precipitators used to control particulate
emissions at this source at a minimum kVA of electrical power input to the electrostatic
precipitator. This minimum kVA rating shall be the sum of the kVA levels for the
individual field of the ESP and shall be the level determined by the most recent passing
stack test performed. Ash Grove shall notify the Department, in writing, when the kVA
level is changed. This notification shall include a copy of the test results and the new
value for the rating. Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific
Condition 75. [Regulation 19, §19.705 of Regulation 19, A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced
by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311 and 40 CFR Part 70.6]

71. The permittee shall not produce more than 37,200 tons of clinker per month at this
source. Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with the record keeping
requirements set forth in Specific Condition 72. [Regulation 19, §19.705 ofRegulation
19, A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311 and 40 CFR Part
70.6]

72. The permittee shall maintain records of the amount of clinker produced at this source.
These records shall be kept on a monthly basis and updated by the 15th day of the month
fo~lowing the month to which the records pertain. A rolling twelve month total of these
amounts shall be kept on site and be made available to Department personnel upon
request. A report of these records shall be submitted to the Department in accordance
with General Provision 7. [Regulation 19, §19.705, A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by
A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311, and CFR Part 52, Subpart E]
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73. The pennittee shall not exceed the feed rates set forth in the following table. Compliance
shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 74. [Regulation 19,
§19.705, Regulation 18, §18.l004, A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304
and §8-4-311, and 40 CFR Part 70.6]

I Fuel I Monthly Amount I
Natural Gas 294.6MMfe

Coal 11,160 ton

Tire-derived Fuel 1,488 ton

LWDF 11,160 ton

SWDF 3,720 ton

LWDF = LIqUId Waste-denved Fuel

SWDF = Solid Waste-derived Fuel

74. The pennittee shall maintain records of the types and amounts of fuel used at this source.
.These records-shaUlJekeptun-a-monthlybasis-ana-upanted bythe .15th-dayof-rhe lhomh-· 
following the month to which the records pertain. A rolling twelve month total of these
amounts shall be kept on site and be made available to Department personnel upon
request. A report of these records shall be submitted to the Department in accordance
with General Provision # 7. [§19.705 ofRegulation 19,40 CFR Pati 52, Subpart E, and
A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

75. The pennittee shall record the sum of the electrical power input in kilovolt-amperes
(kVA) to each field of the electrostatic precipitator used to control particulate emissions
from this source. A reading of the electrical power input to each field of the electrostatic
precipitator shall be taken a minimum of once per day of operation. These records shall
be kept on site and made available to Department personnel upon request. [§19.703 of
Regulation 19,40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E, and A.C.A.§8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A.
§8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

76. Visible emissions from this source shall not exceed 20% opacity. No later than
September 30, 2002, compliance shall be demonstrated with a continuous opacity
monitor. Until installation and certification ofthe continuous opacity monitor occurs, the
pennittee shall continue to demonstrate compliance through compliance with Plantwide
Condition #10. [§19.703 of Regulation 19,40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E, 40 CFR Part
63. 1209(a)(l), and A.C.A.§8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]
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SN-P2
Kiln #2

Source Description

This kiln is used to produce the clinker product. It may be fired by coal, natural gas, tire-derived
fuel, liquid waste-derived fuel, or solid waste-derived fuel. This kiln can produce up to 50 tons
per hour of clinker. Particulate emissions are controlled by an electrostatic precipitator with an
efficiency of 99%.

Specific Conditions

77. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table. The
permittee shall demonstrate compliance with this condition by Specific Conditions 81, 82
and 83. [Regulation 19, §19.501 et seq. and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

Pollutant lb/hr tpy

PMIO 19.5 85.4

VOC 9.6 42.1

78. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table. The
permittee shall demonstrate compliance with this condition by Specific Condition 80.
[Regulation 19, §19.501 et seq. and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

Pollutant lb/hr tpy

S02 753.0 1690.0

CO 152.0 333.0

NOx 882.0 2450.0

79. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table. The
permittee shall demonstrate compliance with this condition by Specific Condition 83.
[Regulation 18, §18.801 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8
4-311]

Pollutant lb/hr tpy

PM 19.5 85.4

1,1,I-trichloroethane 0.01 0.02

1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane 0.01 0.03
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Pollutant lb/hr tpy

1,1,2-trichloroethane 0.01 0.04

1,I-dichloroethane 0.01 0.02

1,I-dichloroethene 0.16 0.69

1,2,4-trichlorobenzene 0.08 0.35

1,2-dichloroethane 0.01 0.05

1,2-dichloropropene 0.01 0.02

1,2-epoxybutane 0.01 0.01

1,3-butadiene 0.02 0.07

1,4-dichlorobenzene 0.19 0.18

1,4-phenylene-diarnine 0.01 0.03

2,4,5-trichlorophenol 0.01 0.03

- ... 2,4,6::;tncliloropheno[· ...... I········ 0:01 0.05
-- !.-

2,4-dinitrophenol 0.03 0.11

2,4-dinitrotoluene 0.02 0.01

2-butanone 0.21 0.91

3,3-dichlorobenzidine 0.01 0.04

3,3-dimethoxybenzidine 0.01 0.04

4-methyl-2-pentanone 0.02 0.09

4-nitrophenol 0.02 0.07

acrylonitrile 0.03 0.11

allyl chloride 0.19 0.84

aniline 0.005 0.02

antimony 8.80 38.5

arsemc 0.00258 0.00112

benzene 0.22 0.95

benzidine 0.02 0.07

beryllium 0.00028 0.00123
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Pollutant lb/hr tpy

bis(2-ch1oroethyl)ether 0.01 0.03

bis(2-ethylhexy1)phthlate 0.004 0.02

bromodichloromethane 0.01 0.02

bromofonn 0.01 0.03

bromomethane 0.26 1.15

cadmium 0.0307 0.134

carbon disulfide 0.08 0.37

carbon tetrachloride 0.01 0.02

chlorine 0.00162 0.00780

chIorobenzene 0.17 0.73

chloroethane 1.05 4.59

chlorofonn 0.01 0.06

chloromethane 0.12 0.51

chromium 0.00578 0.0253

cis-l,3-dichloropropene 0.01 0.05

cobalt'1l' 19.5 85.41

cumene 0.01 0.03

dimethylphthalate 0.002 0.01

ethyl acrylate 0.11 0.46

ethylbenzene 0.09 0.38

ethylene dibromide 0.01 0.01

hexachlorobenzene 0.01 0.02

hexachlorobutadiene 0.01 0.03

hexachlorocydopentadiene 0.01 0.03

hexachloroethane 0.01 0.04

hydrogen chloride 50.0 219.0

hydroquinone 0.01 0.05
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Pollutant Ib/hr tpy

iodomethane 0.03 0.13

manganese 0.0430 0.188

lead 0.06 0.263

mercury 0.0694 0.304

methyl methacrylate 0.01 0.05

methylene chloride 2.24 9.80

naphthalene 0.29 1.29

n-hexane 0.06 0.27

nickel'1l' 19.5 85.41

nitrobenzene 0.005 0.02

N-nitrosoddiphenylamine 0.03 0.01
.......

N-nifrosomorpliolme 0.01 0.04· .... f--

ortho-anisidine 0.01 0.04

ortho-toluidine 0.04 0.02

o-xylene 0.08 0.35

pentachlorophenol 0.02 0.07

phenol 0.05 0.22

selenium 0.0075 0.0329

styrene 0.03 0.12

tert-butyl methyl ether 0.01 0.02

tetrachloroethene 0.06 0.28

toluene 0.04 0.19

trans-1,3-dichloropropene 0.01 0.05

trichloroethene 0.06 0.28

vinyl acetate 0.01 0.02

vinyl bromide 0.01 0.06

vinyl cWoride 0.44 1.91
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Pollutant 1b/hr tpy

xylene 0.21 0.92
..

::: WhIle It IS assumed that these metals are mdeed emItted, as they are naturally occurring metals
present in the raw materials used to manufacture cement, Ash Grove was not able to calculate an
emission rate. Ash Grove requests the use of the particulate matter emission rate as limits for
nickel and cobalt.

80. The permittee shall maintain continuous emission monitors (CEMs) to record S02, CO,
and NOx emissions at this source. These CEMs shall be operated in accordance with all
applicable conditions of the Department's Continuous Emission Monitoring Systems
Conditions as found in Appendix A of this permit. [§19.703 of Regulation 19,40 CFR
Part 52, Subpart E, and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4
311 ]

81 . The permittee shall operate the electrostatic precipitators used to control particulate
emissions at this source at a minimum kVA of electrical power input to the electrostatic
precipitator. This minimum kVA rating shall be the sum of the kVA levels for the
individual field of the ESP and shall be the level determined by the most recent passing
stack test performed. Ash Grove shall notify the Department, in writing, when the kVA
level is changed. This notification shall include a copy of the test results and the new
value for the rating. Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific
Condition #86. [§19.705 ofRegulation 19, A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8
4-304 and §8-4-311 and 40 CFR Part 70.6]

82. The permittee shall not produce more than 37,200 tons of clinker per month at this
source. Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with the record keeping
requirements set forth on Specific Condition 84. [§19.705 of Regulation 19, A.C.A. §8
4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311 and 40 CFR Part 70.6]

83. The permittee shall not exceed the feed rates set forth in the following table. Compliance
shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 85. [§19.705 of
Regulation 19, §18.1004 of Regulation 18, A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8
4-304 and §8-4-311 and 40 CFR Part 70.6]

Fuel Monthly Amount

Natural Gas 294.6MMfe
Coal 11,160 ton

Tire-derived Fuel 1,488 ton
LWDF 11,160 ton
SWDF 3,720 ton

LWDF = LIqUId Waste-denved Fuel
SWDF = Solid Waste-derived Fuel
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84. The permittee shall maintain records of the amount of clinker produced at this source.
These records shall be kept on a monthly basis and updated by the 15th day of the month
following the month to which the records pertain. A rolling twelve month total of these
amounts shall be kept on site and be made available to Department personnel upon
request. A report of these records shall be submitted to the Department in accordance
with General Provision # 7. [§19.705 of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

85. The permittee shall maintain records of the types and amounts of fuel used at this source.
These records shall be kept on a monthly basis and updated by the 15th day of the month
following the month to which the records pertain. A rolling twelve month total of these
amounts shall be kept on site and be made available to Department personnel upon
request. A report of these records shall be submitted to the Department in accordance
with General Provision #7. [§19.705 ofRegulation 19, §18.1004 of Regulation 18,40
CFR Part 52, Subpart E, and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8
4-311]

86. The permittee shall record the sum of the electrical power input in kilovolt-amperes
(kVA) to each field of the electrostatic precipitator used to control particulate emissions
from this source. A reading of the electrical power input to each field of the electrostatic
precipitatorshallbe- takeu-a-minimum-(}i'-ence-per- day-ofoperation;--These-recordsshall--·
be kept on site and made available to Department personnel upon request. [§19.703 of
Regulation 19,40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E, and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A.
§8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

87. Visible emissions from this source shall not exceed 20% opacity. No later than
September 30, 2002, compliance shall be demonstrated with a continuous opacity
monitor. Until installation and certification of the continuous opacity monitor occurs, the
permittee shall continue to demonstrate compliance through compliance with Plantwide
Condition #10. [§19.703 of Regulation 19, 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E, 40 CFR Part
63.1209(a)(l), and A.C.A.§8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]
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SN-P3
Kiln #3

Source Description

This kiln is used to produce the clinker product. It may be fired by coal, natural gas, tire-derived
fuel, liquid waste-derived fuel, or solid waste-derived fuel. This kiln can produce up to 70 tons
per hour of clinker. Particulate emissions are controlled by an electrostatic precipitator with an
efficiency of 99%.

Specific Conditions

88. The permittee shall not exceed the emission limits set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Conditions 92,93,
and 94. [§19.501 et seq. Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

IPollutant I lblhr I tpy I
PM10 27.0 118.3

VOC 13.44 58.87

89. The permittee shall not exceed the emission limits set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 91.
[§19.501 et seq. ofRegulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

I Pollutant I lblhr I TpY I
SOz 961.0 2090.0

CO 220.0 482.0

NOx 1568.0 4231.0

90. The permittee shall not exceed the emission limits set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 94.
[§18.801 ofRegulation 18 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and
§8-4-311]

Pollutant lblhr tpy

PM 27.0 118.3

1,1,I-trichloroethane 0.01 0.01
1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane 0.01 0.04

1,1,2-trichloroethane 0.01 0.03
1,I-dichloroethane 0.01 0.01
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Pollutant Iblhr tpy

1,I-dichloroethene 0.01 0.02
1,2,4-trichlorobenzene 0.01 0.02

1,2-dichloroethane 1.67 7.32
1,2-dichloropropane 0.01 0.04

1,2-epoxybutane 0.07 0.3
1,3-butadiene 0.49 2.13
(cis, trans)1,3- 0.03 0.13

dichloropropene
1,4-dichlorobenzene 0.01 0.01

1,4-phenylene-diarnine 0.06 0.26
2,4,5-trichlorophenol 0.01 0.02
2,4,6-trichlorophenol 0.17 0.76

2,4-dinitrophenol 0.01 0.03
2,4-dinitrotoluene 0.01 0.01

2-butanone 0.2 0.87
3,3-dichlorobenzidine 0.01 0.01

3,3-dimethoxybenzidine 0.01 0.02
.--4-.::metllyl=TpeifHmone- ---------- -0.01--- _._ ....- ···-U.OT---+

4-dinitrophenol 0.01 0.03
acrylonitrile 0.03 0.14
allyl chloride 0.15 0.66

Aniline 0.01 0.02
antimony 12.9 56.6

arsemc 0.0005 0.00219
benzene 0.37 1.63

benzidine 0.02 0.07
beryllium 0.00007 0.000274

bis(2-chloroethyl)ether 0.01 0.02
bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthlate 0.74 3.24
bromodichloromethane 0.02 0.09

bromoform 0.01 0.06
bromomethane 0.26 1.13

cadmium 0.00373 0.0163
carbon disulfide 0.01 0.01

carbon tetrachloride 0.01 0.02
chlorine 1.34 5.85

chlorobenzene 0.01 0.06
chIoroethane 0.01 0.01
chloroform 0.22 0.95

cWoromethane 1.95 8.53
chromium 0.00403 0.0177
Cobalt0 27.0 118.3
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Pollutant Iblhr tpy

cumene 0.01 0.04
dimethylphthalate 0.01 0.01

ethyl acrylate 0.13 0.58
ethylbenzene 0.01 0.05

ethylene dibromide 0.01 0.02
hexachlorobenzene 0.01 0.01

hexachlorobutadiene 0.01 0.03
hexachlorocyclopentadiene 0.01 0.02

hexachloroethane 0.01 0.02
hydrogen chloride 71.0 311.0

hydroquinone 0.02 0.07
iodomethane 0.01 0.03

Lead 0.10 0.438
m/p xylene 0.43 1.89
manganese 0.0602 0.264

mercury 0.0759 0.332
methyl methacrylate 0.01 0.05
methylene chloride 0.24 1.03

naphthalene 0.38 1.68
n-hexane 0.07 0.33

nickel 27.0 118.3
nitrobenzene 0.02 0.07

N-nitrosoddiphenylamine 0.01 0.01
N-nitrosomorpholine 0.01 0.05

ortho-anisidine 0.01 0.03
ortho-toluidine 0.01 0.01

o-xylene 0.2 0.86
pentachlorophenol 0.01 0.01

phenol 0.09 0.38
selenium 0.0105 0.046
styrene 0.01 0.02

tert-butyl methyl ether 0.01 0.01
tetrachloroethene 0.01 0.02

toluene 0.04 0.18
trans-l,3-dichloropropene 0.01 0.02

trichloroethene 0.01 0.03
vinyl acetate 0.01 0.02

vinyl bromide 0.11 0.49
vinyl chloride 0.03 0.14

t While it is assumed that these metals are indeed emitted, as they are naturally occurring metals
present in the raw materials used to manufacture cement, Ash Grove was not able to calculate an
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emission rate. Ash Grove requests the use of the particulate matter emission rate of 19.5 Ib/hr and
85.41 tpy for Kiln 1 and 2,27.0 Ib/hr and 118.3 tpy for Kiln 3, as stated in the HWC NESHAP
(September 29, 1999,64 FR 52879) preamble be incorporated as limits for nickel and cobalt.

91. The permittee shall maintain continuous emission monitors (CEMs) to record S02, CO,
and NOx emissions at this source. These CEMs shall be operated in accordance with all
applicable conditions of the Department's Continuous Emission Monitoring Systems
Conditions as found in Appendix A of this permit. [§ 19.703 of Regulation 19, 40 CFR
Part 52, Subpart E, and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4
311 ]

92. The permittee shall operate the electrostatic precipitators used to control particulate
emissions at this source at a minimum kVA of electrical power input to the electrostatic
precipitator. This minimum kVA rating shall be the sum of the kVA levels for the
individual field of the ESP and shall be the leveldetermined by the most recent passing
stack test performed. Ash Grove shall notify the Department, in writing, when the kVA
level is changed. This notification shall include a copy of the test results and the new
value for the rating. Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific
Condition 97. [§19.705 ofRegulation 19, A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8
4-304 and §8-4-311 and 40 CFR Part 70.6]

93. The permittee shall not produce more than 52,080 tons of clinker per month at this
source. Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with the record keeping
requirements set forth in Specific Condition 95. [§19.705 ofRegulation 19, A.C.A. §8-4
203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311 and 40 CFR Part 70.6]

94. The permittee shall not exceed the feed rates set forth in the following table. Compliance
shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 96. [§19.705 of
Regulation 19, §18.1004 of Regulation 18, A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8
4-304 and §8-4-311 and 40 CFR Part 70.6]

I Fuel I Monthly Amount I
Natural Gas 412.2 MMfe

Coal 18,600 tons

Tire-derived Fuel 2,231 ton

LWDF 11,160 ton

SWDF 3,720 ton

LWDF = LIqUId Waste-denved Fuel

SWDF = Solid Waste-derived Fuel
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95. The permittee shall maintain records of the amount of clinker produced at this source.
These records shall be kept on a monthly basis and updated by the 15th day of the month
following the month to which the records pertain. A rolling twelve month total of these
amounts shall be kept on site and be made available to Department personnel upon
request. A report of these records shall be submitted to the Department in accordance
with General Provision# 7. [§19.705 of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

96. The permittee shall maintain records of the types and amounts of fuel used at this source.
These records shall be kept on a monthly basis and updated by the 15th day of the month
following the month to which the records pertain. A rolling twelve month total of these
amounts shall be kept on site and be made available to Department personnel upon
request. A report of these records shall be submitted to the Department in accordance
with General Provision 7. [§19.705 of Regulation 19, §18.1004 ofRegulation 18,40
CFR Part 52, Subpart E, and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8
4-311]

97. The permittee shall record the sum of the electrical power input in kilovolt-amperes
(kVA) to each field of the electrostatic precipitator used to control particulate emissions
from this source. A reading of the electrical power input to each field of the electrostatic
precipitator shall be taken a minimum of once per day of operation. These records shall
be kept on site and made available to Department personnel upon request. [§19.703 of
Regulation 19,40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E, and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A.
§8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

98. Visible emissions from this source shall not exceed 20% opacity. No later than
September 30, 2002, compliance shall be demonstrated with a continuous opacity
monitor. Until installation and certification of the continuous opacity monitor occurs, the
permittee shall continue to demonstrate compliance through compliance with Plantwide
Condition #9. [§19.703 of Regulation 19,40 CFRPart 52, Subpart E, 40 CFR Part
63.1209(a)(1), and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]
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Transfer points for Pyroprocessing Unit

Source Description

These are various transfer points associated with the pyroprocessing unit. Emissions from these
points are considered uncontrolled and were calculated based on equipment maximum capacity
using the formula contained in AP-42 §13.2.4-3 as found in Appendix B.

Specific Conditions

99. The permittee shall not exceed the emission limits set forth in the following table.
Compliance is based on the maximum capacity of the equipment and continuous
operation. [§19.501 et seq. ofRegulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

I Source I Source Name I Pollutant I Iblhr I tpy I
P4 Discharge into Coal Mill #1 PM IO 0.1 0.1

P5* Discharge from Kiln #1 PMIO 0.2 0.3
to #1 Bucket Conveyor

-PT---- --- Dis·cbatge-ifitoCoal Mill1/:2 -----PMlO-- ----
-0~1-----0:1---

P8* Discharge from Kiln #2 PM IO 0.1 0.3
to #2 Bucket Conveyor

P9 Discharge into Coal Mill #3 PMIO 0.1 0.1

P10* Discharge from Kiln #3 PMIO 0.2 0.8
to #3 Bucket Conveyor

P11* Discharge from Bin #48 PMIO 0.1 0.1

P12* Discharge from Bin #48 PMIO 0.1 0.1

P13* Discharge from Bin #47 PMIO 0.1 0.1

P15* Baghouse Discharge to PMIO 0.2 0.6
#2 Bucket Conveyor

P16* Baghouse Discharge to PMIO 0.2 0.6
#3 Bucket Conveyor

P20* Truck Loading of CKD PMIO 0.1 0.1

P21 Truck Unloading of CKD PMIO 0.1 0.1

P22 Trailer Unloading of CKD PM IO 0.1 0.1

P24 Transfer from PMIO 0.1 0.2
Main Coal Pile

P32* 1500 Ton CKD Storage Bin PMIO 0.4 1.6

P33* CKD Handling Screw PMIO 0.1 0.4
Conveyor Bin Vent
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Source Source Name Pollutant lb/hr tpy

P34* Kiln #3 Dust Scoop Bin Vent PM 10 0.2 0.5

P35* CKD Handling 500 Ton Silo PM 10 0.3 1.1
P391 Baghouse
P36* Truck Loading of CKD PM 10 0.1 0.1

(North ofHwy. 108)
P37* 1500 ton CKD Storage Bin PM10 0.3 1.2

P38* CKD Truck Loadout PM 10 0.2 0.6

*SubJect to 40 CFR 63, Subpart LLL
1. These baghouses are interlocked so only one may operate at any time.

100. The pennittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table.
Compliance is based on the maximum capacity of the equipment and continuous
operation. [§18.801 of Regulation 18 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8
4-304 and §8-4-311]

Source Source Name Pollutant lb/hr tpy

P4 Discharge into Coal Mill #1 PM 0.1 0.2

P5* Discharge from Kiln #1 PM 0.2 0.8
to #1 Bucket Conveyor

P7 Discharge into Coal Mill #2 PM 0.1 0.1

P8* Discharge from Kiln #2 PM 0.2 0.8
to #2 Bucket Conveyor

P9 Discharge into Coal Mill #3 PM 0.1 0.1

PI0* Discharge from Kiln #3 PM 0.6 2.3
to #3 Bucket Conveyor

Pll* Discharge from Bin #48 PM 0.1 0.1

P12* Discharge from Bin #48 PM 0.1 0.1

P13* Discharge from Bin #47 PM 0.1 0.1

P15* Baghouse Discharge to PM 0.4 1.6
#2 Bucket Conveyor

P16* Baghouse Discharge to PM 0.4 1.6
#3 Bucket Conveyor

P20* Truck Loading of CKD PM 0.1 0.2

P21 Truck Unloading ofCKD PM 0.1 0.2

P22 Trailer Unloading of CKD PM 0.1 0.2

P24 Transfer from PM 0.2 0.6
Main Coal Pile
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Source Source Name Pollutant Ib/br tpy

P32* 1500 Ton CKD Storage Bin PM 0.4 1.6

P33* CKD Handling Screw PM 0.1 0.4
Conveyor Bin Vent

P34* Kiln #3 Dust Scoop Bin Vent PM 0.2 0.5

P35* CKD Handling 500 Ton Silo PM 0.3 1.1
P39* Baghouses l

P36* Truck Loading of CKD PM 0.1 0.3
(North ofHwy. lOS)

P37* 1500 ton CKD Storage Bin PM 0.3 1.2

P3S* CKD Truck Loadout PM 0.2 0.6

*Sub]ect to 40 CFR 63, Subpart LLL
1. These baghouses are interlocked so only one may operate at any time.

101. Emissions from these sources shall not exceed 10% opacity. These sources are subject to
all applicable requirements listed in Plantwide Condition #12. Compliance with the
opacity standard shall be demonstrated through compliance with Plantwide Condition
#15:-[§TS.50TofRegUlati6nTS,A:C.A.··§S:'4:'20TasrefefeJiceaby-A~C~A~§S..A':304-and
§S-4-311 , §19.304 of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart LLL, National
Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants From the Portland Cement
Manufacturing Industry]

102. SN-P21 and SN-P22 shall be operated so that unnecessary air contaminants do not
become airborne. Compliance shall be demonstrated through a monthly visual
observation of operations at SN-P21 and SN-P22 and the recording of the findings of the
visual observations in the facility record. These records shall be kept on site and made
available to Department personnel upon request. [§ IS.901 of Regulation IS]

103. The permittee shall conduct initial compliance tests for all affected sources for which an
initial compliance test has not been previously performed. Any of the affected sources
for which the facility has already tested need not be tested again, provided that the facility
has documentation and the results of these tests. A copy of this documentation must
accompany the results of the initial tests required by this Specific Condition.
[§63.1349(a) of 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart LLL and A.C.A.. §S-4-203 as referenced by
A.C.A. §S-4-304 and §S-4-311]

104. Visual emissions for SN-P4, P7, P9, and P24 shall not exceed 20 percent opacity. The
permittee shall demonstrate compliance with this specific condition by conducting a
visible opacity observation of the source at least once each calendar week in which the
source operates, and keep a record of these observations. Ifvisible emissions appear to
exceed 20 percent opacity, the permittee shall take corrective action, and perform and
record the observation again. If visible emissions still appear to exceed 20 percent
opacity, the permittee shall conduct a six-minute opacity reading in accordance with the
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EPA reference method No.9. The records of visible emission observations and results of
any method No.9 reading shall be kept on site for five years and made available to
Department personnel upon request. [Regulation 19 §19.503 and 40 CFR 52, Subpart E]
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SN-P6
3 Clinker Coolers Baghouse

Source Description

This baghouse controls particulate emissions from the clinker coolers. Efficiency is assumed to
be 99%.

Specific Conditions

105. The permittee shall not exceed the emission limits set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 107.
[§19.501 et seq. of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

Pollutant

PM IO I
lblhr
25.0 I

Tpy
110.0

106. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table.
.... .Compliance shall be.demonstratedthrough.compliance withSpecific...Condition.101.

[§18.801 ofRegulation 18 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and
§8-4-311]

utant
PM

lblhr
25.0 110.0

107. The permittee shall operate the control equipment associated with this source in a manner
consistent with good air pollution control practices in order to comply with the applicable
emission limits. [§19.303 ofRegulation 19 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by
A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

108. Emissions from this clinker cooler shall not contain particulate matter in excess of 0.050
kg per Mg (O.llb per ton) offeed (dry basis) to the kiln and visible emissions from this
source shall not exceed 10% opacity. Pursuant to 40 CFR 63.1350(d)(l), compliance
shall be demonstrated with a continuous opacity monitor. [40 CFR 63.1345, §19.503 of
Regulation 19 and 40 CFR 52, Subpart E]

109. The permittee shall conduct initial compliance tests for all affected sources for which an
initial compliance test has not been previously performed. Any of the affected sources
for which the facility has already tested need not be tested again, provided that the facility
has documentation and the results of these tests. A copy of this documentation must
accompany the results of the initial tests required by this Specific Condition.
[§63.1349(a) of40 CFR Part 63, Subpart LLL and A.C.A.. §8-4-203 as referenced by
A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]
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SN-P17
Bin #49 Sock Filter

Source Description

This filter controls particulate emissions resulting from material transfer in and out of this bin.
Efficiency is assumed to be 95%.

Specific Conditions

110. The permittee shall not exceed the emission limits set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 112.
[§19.50l et seq. of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

II PoUutant 1;==I=b=/h=r==ii==T==p!:!y~
. PMIO 1L--__0_.5 1._9_

111. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 112.
[§18.80l of Regulation 18 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and
§8-4-311]

nt lb/hr
0.5 1.9

112. The permittee shall operate the control equipment associated with this source in a manner
consistent with good air pollution control practices in order to comply with the applicable
emission limits. [§19.303 ofRegulation 19 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by
A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-3ll]

113. Emissions from this source shall not exceed 10% opacity. This source is subject to all
applicable requirements listed in Plantwide Condition #12. Compliance with the opacity
standard shall be demonstrated through compliance with Plantwide Condition #15.
[§19.304 of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart LLL, National Emission
Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants From the Portland Cement Manufacturing
Industry]

114. The permittee shall conduct initial compliance tests for all affected sources for which an
initial compliance test has not been previously performed. Any of the affected sources
for which the facility has already tested need not be tested again, provided that the facility
has documentation and the results of these tests. A copy of this documentation must
accompany the results of the initial tests required by this Specific Condition.
[§63.1349(a) of 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart LLL and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by
A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-3ll]
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SN-P23
CKD Pile

Source Description

This storage pile has a total area of 40 acres. Emissions from the cement kiln dust pile are
controlled by surface watering.

Specific Conditions

115. The pennittee shall not exceed the emission limits set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 117.
[§19.501 et seq. ofRegulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

Pollutant Ib/hr Tpy

PM 10 0.6 2.6

116. The pennittee shall not exceed the emission limits set forth in the following table.
. Complianc.eshaILbe.demonstratedthroughc.ompliance_with.Sp.e.cific_Condition.117 .

[§18.801 of Regulation 18 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and
§8-4-311]

[Pollutant Ib/hr tpy

PM 1.2 5.2

117. The pennittee shall maintain the area of this storage pile at or below 40 acres.
Compliance shall be demonstrated by surveying the boundary perimeter of this pile. The
pennittee shall demarcate and record the perimeter of this pile with a global positioning
system (GPS) instrument. A minimum of once per calendar year, the pennittee shall
certify in the facility record that the footprint of the pile is within the confines of the
established perimeter. These records shall be kept on site and made available to
Department personnel upon request. A copy of these records shall be submitted in
accordance with General Provision 7. [§19.705 ofRegulation 19, §18.1004 of
Regulation 18,40 CFR Part 70.6 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304
and §8-4-311]

118. This source shall be operated so that unnecessary air contaminants do not become
airborne. Compliance shall be demonstrated through a monthly visual observation of
operations at this SOlJIce in accordance with EPA Method22. The pennittee shall
maintain records of the observations perfonned. These records shall be maintained on
site and made available to Department personnel upon request. A copy of these records
shall be submitted in accordance with General Provision # 7. [§18.901 of Regulation 18]
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Uncontrolled Transfer points in the Mill Area

Source Description

The Mill area consists of many different pieces of equipment. The uncontrolled emission rates
were found based on equipment maximums using a fonnula contained in AP-42 page 13.2.4-3 as
found in Appendix B.

Specific Conditions

119. The pennittee shall not exceed the emission limits set forth in the following table.
Compliance is based on the maximum capacity of the equipment and continuous
operation. [§19.501 et seq. of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

I SN Source Name Pollutant Iblhr tpy

M3 Gypsum Discharge into PM 10 0.1 0.1
Finish Mill #4

M4 Gypsum Discharge to PM10 0.1 0.1
Gypsum Elevator

M9 Tripper Discharge into Bins PM IO 0.1 0.1

MI0 Discharge from Bin #45 PM IO 0.1 0.1

Mll Discharge into Bin #43 PM10 0.1 0.4

M12 Discharge from Bin #44 PM10 0.1 0.2

M13 Discharge from Bin #43 PM10 0.1 0.4

M14 Transfer to B Belt PM IO 0.1 0.4

M15 Transfer to B Belt PM IO 0.1 0.1

M21 Discharge from Bin #42 PM IO 0.1 0.1

M22 Discharge from Bin #41 PM10 0.1 0.1

M23 Transfer from Bin #41 PM10 0.1 0.1

M24 Discharge from Bin #40 PM10 0.1 0.1

M25 Discharge from D Belt into PMIO 0.1 0.2
Chalk Dryer

M26 Transfer to D Belt PM IO 0.1 0.1

M27 Discharge from Bin #39 PMIO 0.1 0.2

M28 Transfer to Dry Feed Belt PM10 0.1 0.2

M29 Transfer to Dry Feed Belt PM10 0.1 0.1
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SN Source Name Pollutant Iblhr tpy
M30 Transfer from #1 Clinker Bin PM 10 0.2 0.6

to Dry Feed Belt
M31 Discharge from Bin #38 PM 10 0.1 0.1

M32 Discharge from Bin #38 PM 10 0.1 0.1

M33 Discharge from Bin #37 PM 10 0.1 0.1

M34 Transfer to Al Belt PM IO 0.1 0.1

M35 Discharge from Bin #36 PM IO 0.1 0.1

M36 Transfer to A1 Belt PM IO 0.1 0.1

M37 Transfer to Al Belt PM IO 0.1 0.1

M38 Transfer to Al Belt PM IO 0.1 0.1

M39 Discharge Into Raw Mill #3 PM 10 0.1 0.2

M40 Discharge from Gypsum PM 10 0.1 0.1
Elevator into Feed Mill #4

---M46· - . .. -'fransfer-from-bimestone - ·--PM ------ ---(};l- .. ---0.2 . _..

Feeder to Belt Conveyor

120. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table.
Compliance is based on the maximum capacity of the equipment and continuous
operation. [§18.801 of Regulation 18 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8
4-304 and §8-4-311]

SN Source Name Pollutant Iblhr tpy

M3 Gypsum Discharge into PM 0.1 0.1
Finish Mill #4

M4 Gypsum Discharge to PM 0.1 0.1
Gypsum Elevator

M9 Tripper Discharge into Bins PM 0.1 0.2

M10 Discharge from Bin #45 PM 0.1 0.1

Mll Discharge into Bin #43 PM 0.3 1.0

M12 Discharge from Bin #44 PM 0.1 0.4

M13 Discharge from Bin #43 PM 0.3 1.0

M14 Transfer to B Belt PM 0.3 1.0

M15 Transfer to B Belt PM 0.1 0.1

M21 Discharge from Bin #42 PM 0.1 0.1
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SN Source Name Pollutant Iblhr tpy

M22 Discharge from Bin #41 PM 0.1 0.1

M23 Transfer from Bin #41 PM 0.1 0.1

M24 Discharge from Bin #40 PM 0.1 0.1

M25 Discharge from D Belt into PM 0.2 0.6
Chalk Dryer

M26 Transfer to D Belt PM 0.1 0.1

M27 Discharge from Bin #39 PM 0.1 0.4

M28 Transfer to Dry Feed Belt PM 0.1 0.4

M29 Transfer to Dry Feed Belt PM 0.1 0.1

M30 Transfer from #1 Clinker Bin PM 0.4 1.6
to Dry Feed Belt

M31 Discharge from Bin #38 PM 0.1 0.1

M32 Discharge from Bin #38 PM 0.1 0.1

M33 Discharge from Bin #37 PM 0.1 0.1

M34 Transfer to Al Belt PM 0.1 0.1

M35 Discharge from Bin #36 PM 0.1 0.1

M36 Transfer to Al Belt PM 0.1 0.1

M37 Transfer to Al Belt PM 0.1 0.1

M38 Transfer to Al Belt PM 0.1 0.1

M39 Discharge Into Raw Mill #3 PM 0.2 0.5

M40 Discharge from Gypsum PM 0.1 0.1
Elevator into Feed Mill #4

M46 Transfer from Limestone PM 0.2 0.5
Feeder to Belt Conveyor

121. Emissions from these sources shall not exceed 10% opacity. These sources are subject to
all applicable requirements listed in Plantwide Condition #12. Compliance with the
opacity standard shall be demonstrated through compliance with Plantwide Condition
#15. [§18.501 of Regulation 18, A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and
§8-4-311 , §19.304 ofRegulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart LLL, National
Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants From the Portland Cement
Manufacturing Industry]

122. The permittee shall conduct initial compliance tests for all affected sources for which an
initial compliance test has not been previously performed. Any of the affected sources
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for which the facility has already tested need not be tested again, provided that the facility
has documentation and the results of these tests. A copy of this documentation must
accompany the results of the initial tests required by this Specific Condition.
[§63.l349(a) of40 CFR Part 63, Subpart LLL and A.C.A.. §8-4-203 as referenced by
A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]
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SN-M16
#2 Finish Mill Baghouse

Source Description

This baghouse controls emission from. the finish mill. Emissions are estimated to be 0.01
grains/ft3

. Efficiency is assumed to be 99%.

Specific Conditions

123. The pennittee shall not exceed the emission limits set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 125.
[§19.501 et seq. of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

124. The pennittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 125.
[§18.801 ofRegulation 18 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and
§8-4-311]

Pollutant Iblhr tpy
PM 0.7 3.0

125. The pennittee shall operate the control equipment associated with this source in a manner
consistent with good air pollution control practices in order to comply with the applicable
emission limits. [§19.303 ofRegulation 19 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by
A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

126. Emissions from this source shall not exceed 10% opacity. This source is subject to all
applicable requirements listed in P1antwide Condition #12. Compliance with the opacity
standard shall be demonstrated through daily visible emissions observations using
Method 22, corrective action and subsequent visible emissions observations in
accordance with 40 CFR 63.1350(e). The visible observation requirement will be
superseded if the pennittee chooses the use of a continuous opacity monitor or bag leak
detection system in place of the visible observations in accordance with 40 CFR
63.1350(m). The pennittee shall notify the Department, in writing, of the date a COM or
BLDS is put into service at this facility. [§19.304 of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 63,
Subpart LLL, National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants From the
Portland Cement Manufacturing Industry]
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127. The pennittee shall conduct initial compliance tests for all affected sources for which an
initial compliance test has not been previously perfonned. Any of the affected sources
for which the facility has already tested need not be tested again, provided that the facility
has documentation and the results of these tests. A copy of this documentation must
accompany the results of the initial tests required by this Specific Condition.
[§63.1349(a) of 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart LLL and A.C.A.. §8-4-203 as referenced by
A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]
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SN-M17
#2 Finish Mill Discharge Baghouse

Source Description

After milling, the cement is discharged. Grinding aids containing HAPs and VOC are used in
these mills. Particulate emissions from this discharge are controlled by a baghouse with an
assumed efficiency of 99%.

Specific Conditions

128. The permittee shall not exceed the emission limits set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 130.
[§19.501 et seq. of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

Pollutant lb/hr tpy

PM IO 0.5 2.0

VOC 3.8 16.3

129. The permittee shall not exceed the emission limit set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 130 and
141. [§18.801 of Regulation 18 and A.C.A §8-4-203 as referenced by AC.A §8-4-203
and §8-3-311]

Pollutant Ib/hr tpy

PM 0.5 2.0

Diethanolamine 0.2 0.6

Ethylene Glycol 0.1 0.2

130. The permittee shall operate the control equipment associated with this source in a manner
consistent with good air pollution control practices in order to comply with the applicable
emission limits. [§19.303 ofRegulation 19 and AC.A §8-4-203 as referenced by
A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

131. Emissions from this source shall not exceed 10% opacity. This source is subject to all
applicable requirements listed in Plantwide Condition #12. Compliance with the opacity
standard shall be demonstrated through daily visible emissions observations using
Method 22, corrective action and subsequent visible emissions observations in
accordance with 40 CFR 63.1350(e). The visible observation requirement will be
superceded if the permittee chooses the use of a continuous opacity monitor or bag leak
detection system in place of the visible observations in accordance with 40 CFR
63.1350(m). The permittee shall notify the Department, in writing, of the date a COM or
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BLDS is put into service at this facility. [§19.304 of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 63,
Subpart LLL, National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants From the
Portland Cement Manufacturing Industry]

132. The pennittee shall conduct initial compliance tests for all affected sources for which an
initial compliance test has not been previously perfonned. Any of the affected sources
for which the facility has already tested need not be tested again, provided that the facility
has documentation and the results of these tests. A copy of this documentation must
accompany the results of the initial tests required by this Specific Condition.
[§63.1349(a) of 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart LLL and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by
A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]
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SN-M18
#4 Finish Mill Baghouse

Source Description

After milling, the cement is discharged. Emissions from this discharge are controlled by a
baghouse with an assumed efficiency of 99%.

Specific Conditions

133. The permittee shall not exceed the emission limits set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 135.
[§19.501 et seq. of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

Pollutant lb/hr tpy

PM 10 1.1 4.7

134. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 135.
[§18.801 of Regulation 18 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and
§8-4-311]

I
I PoUutant 1==lb=/h=r====1===tp~y====\
. PM 1 1._1 4._7_-----'

135. The permittee shall operate the control equipment associated with this source in a manner
consistent with good air pollution control practices in order to comply with the applicable
emission limits. [§19.303 of Regulation 19 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by
A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

136. Emissions from this source shall not exceed 10% opacity. This source is subject to all
applicable requirements listed in Plantwide Condition #12. Compliance with the opacity
standard shall be demonstrated through daily visible emissions observations using
Method 22, corrective action and subsequent visible emissions observations in
accordance with 40 CFR 63.1350(e). The visible observation requirement will be
superceded if the permittee chooses the use of a continuous opacity monitor or bag leak
detection system in place of the visible observations in accordance with 40 CFR
63.1350(m). The permittee shall notify the Department, in writing, of the date a COM or
BLDS is put into service at this facility. [§19.304 of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 63,
Subpart LLL, National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants From the
Portland Cement Manufacturing Industry]
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137. The permittee shall conduct initial compliance tests for all affected sources for which an
initial compliance test has not been previously performed. Any of the affected sources
for which the facility has already tested need not be tested again, provided that the facility
has documentation and the results of these tests. A copy of this documentation must
accompany the results of the initial tests required by this Specific· Condition.
[§63.1349(a) of 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart LLL and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by
A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]
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SN-M19
#4 Finish Mill Discharge Baghouse

Source Description

After milling, the cement is discharged. Grinding aids containing HAPs and VOC are used in
these mills. Particulate emissions from this discharge are controlled by a baghouse with an
assumed efficiency of 99%.

Specific Conditions

138. The permittee shall not exceed the emission limits set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 140.
[Pursuant to §19.501 et seq. of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

Pollutant lblhr tpy
PMIO 1.6 6.7

VOC 27.8 122.0

139. The permittee shall not exceed the emission limit set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Conditions 140 and
141. [§18.801 ofRegulation 18 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304
and §8-4-311]

Pollutant lblhr tpy
PM 1.6 6.7

Diethanolamine 1.0 4.1

Ethylene Glycol 0.4 1.4

140. The permittee shall operate the control equipment associated with this source in a manner
consistent with good air pollution control practices in order to comply with the applicable
emission limits. [§19.303 ofRegulation 19 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by
A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

141. The grinding aid used at this facility shall have a density less than or equal to 9.996Ib/gal
and shall not contain more than 90% VOC or 4.0% HAP by weight. The HAPs contained
in the grinding aid shall have a TLV greater than or equal to 2 mg/m3

. The permittee
shall not use more than 196,910 lb of grinding aid per month. Compliance shall be
demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 142. [§19.7050fRegulation
19, §18.1004 ofRegulation 18, A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and
§8-4-311 , and 40 CFR Part 70.6]
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142. The permittee shall maintain records of the density, VOC content and HAP content of the
grinding aid used. These records shall be in the form of an MSDS or the equivalent and
shall be updated as necessary. The permittee shall maintain records of the amount of
grinding aid used on a monthly basis. These records shall be updated on a monthly basis
and made available to Department personnel upon request. [§19.705 of Regulation 19,
§18.1004 of Regulation 18,40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E, and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as
referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

143. Emissions from this source shall not exceed 10% opacity. This source is subject to all
applicable requirements listed in Plantwide Condition #12. Compliance with the opacity
standard shall be demonstrated through daily visible emissions observations using
Method 22, corrective action and subsequent visible emissions observations in
accordance with 40 CFR 63.1350(e). The visible observation requirement will be
superceded if the permittee chooses the use of a continuous opacity monitor or bag leak
detection system in place of the visible observations in accordance with 40 CFR
63.1350(m). The permittee shall notify the Department, in writing, of the date a COM or
BLDS is put into service at this facility. [§19.304 of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 63,
Subpart LLL, National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants From the
Portland Cement Manufacturing Industry]

144. The permittee shall conduct initial compliance tests for all affected sources for which an
initial compliance test has not been previously performed. Any of the affected sources
for which the facility has already tested need not be tested again, provided that the facility
has documentation and the results of these tests. A copy of this documentation must
accompany the results of the initial tests required by this Specific Condition.
[§63.1349(a) of 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart LLL and A.C.A.. §8-4-203 as referenced by
A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]
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SN-M20
Dryer Scrubber

Source Description

Emissions from the dryer consist of products of combustion and additional particulate matter.
Particulate matter is controlled using a wet scrubber with an efficiency of 95%. This scrubber
operates at a gas flow of 18,000 ft3/min and a liquid flow rate of 10 gal/min.

Specific Conditions

145. The pennittee shall not exceed the emission limits set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 148.
[§19.501 et seq. of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

Pollutant Iblhr tpy

PM IO 0.2 0.9

SOz 0.1 0.2

VOC 0.5 1.9

CO 6.3 27.6

NOx 7.5 32.9

146. The pennittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 148.
[§18.801 of Regulation 18 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and
§8-4-311]

Pollutant lblhr tpy

PM 0.4 1.8

147. Emissions from this source shall not exceed 10% opacity. This source is subject to all
applicable requirements listed in Plantwide Condition #12. Compliance with the opacity
standard shall be demonstrated by observations of opacity from SN-M20 at least once
each calendar week in which the dryer is in operation. These observations shall be
perfonned using EPA Reference Method 22. Records of the operating periods of the
dryer and the opacity observations shall be maintained in the facility record. These
records shall be kept on site and made available to Department personnel upon request.
[§19.304 ofRegulation 19 and 40 CFR 63.1348]

148. The pennittee shall not use more than 55.8 MMft3ofnatural gas per month at this source.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with the requirements set forth in
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Specific Condition #149. [§19.705 of Regulation 19, A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by
A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311 , and 40 CFR 70.6]

149. The permittee shall maintain records of the amount of natural gas used at this source.
These records shall be maintained on a monthly basis and updated by the 15th day of the
month following the month to which the records pertain. The records shall be maintained
on site and made available to Department personnel upon request. A report of these
records shall be submitted to the Department in accordance with General Provision # 7.
[§19.705 ofRegulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

150. The permittee shall conduct initial compliance tests for all affected sources for which an
initial compliance test has not been previously performed. Any of the affected sources
for which the facility has already tested need not be tested again, provided that the facility
has documentation and the results of these tests. A copy of this documentation must
accompany the results of the initial tests required by this Specific Condition.
[§63.1349(a) of 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart LLL and A.C.A.. §8-4-203 as referenced by
A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]
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S~-~42,~43,~44,~45

Bin Dust Collectors

Source Description

These baghouses are used to control emissions resulting from material transfer to storage bins.
The efficiency of each baghouse is assumed to be 99%.

Specific Conditions

151. The pennitlee shall not exceed the emission limits set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 153.
[§19.501 et seq. of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

I S~ I Pollutant I Iblhr I Tpy I
M42 PM10 0.3 0.9

M43 PM10 0.3 0.9

M44 PM IO 0.3 0.9

M45 PM 10 0.3 0.9

152. The pennitlee shall not exceed the emISSIOn rates set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 153.
[§18.801 of Regulation 18 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and
§8-4-311 ]

S~ Pollutant Iblhr tpy
M42 PM 0.3 0.9

M43 PM 0.3 0.9

M44 PM 0.3 0.9

M45 PM 0.3 0.9

153. The pennitlee shall operate the control equipment associated with these sources in a
manner consistent with good air pollution control practices in order to comply with the
applicable emission limits. [§19.303 ofRegulation 19 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as
referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

154. Emissions from these sources shall not exceed 10% opacity. These sources are subject to
all applicable requirements listed in Plantwide Condition #12. Compliance with the
opacity standard shall be demonstrated through compliance with Plantwide Condition
#15. [§18.501 of Regulation 18, A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and
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§8-4-311, §19.304 of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart LLL, National
Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants From the Portland Cement
Manufacturing Industry]

155. The permittee shall conduct initial compliance tests for all affected sources for which an
initial compliance test has not been previously performed. Any ofthe affected sources
for which the facility has already tested need not be tested again, provided that the facility
has documentation and the results of these tests. A copy of this documentation must
accompany the results of the initial tests required by this Specific Condition.
[§63.1349(a) of40 CFR Part 63, Subpart LLL and A.C.A.. §8-4-203 as referenced by
A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]
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SN-F4
Long Term Coal Pile

Source Description

Coal is stored in this pile until it is moved to the active coal pile and fed to the kilns.

Specific Conditions

156. The permittee shall not exceed the emission limits set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 158.
[§19.501 et seq. of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

Pollutant Ib/hr tpy

PM 10 0.1 0.5

157. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 158.
[§ 18.801 ofRegulation 18 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and
§8-4-311 ]

0.9
tpy

0.2
Ib/hr

PM IIPoUutant I

158. The permittee shall maintain the area of this storage pile at or below 3.0 acres.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 159.
[§19.70S ofRegulation 19, §18.1004 ofRegulation 18,40 CFR Part 70.6 and A.C.A. §8
4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

159. Within thirty days of the effective date of this operating air permit, the permittee shall
survey a boundary perimeter to the long term coal pile that encompasses an area no
greater than 3.0 acres. The permittee shall demarcate the perimeter on the ground by
stakes, monuments or other permanent markers. At a minimum of once every three
months, the permittee shall certify in the facility record that the footprint of the pile is
within the confines of the established perimeter. If the footprint of the pile exceeds the
established perimeter at any location, the permittee shall survey the pile to ascertain the
true area of the pile and make appropriate notations in the facility record. These records
shall be kept on site and made available to Department personnel upon request. A copy
of these records shall be submitted in accordance with General Provision #7. [§19.705 of
Regulation 19, §18.1004 ofRegulation 18,40 CFR 52, Subpart E and A.C.A. §8-4-203
as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]
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160. This source shall be operated so that unnecessary air contaminants do not become
airborne. Compliance shall be demonstrated through a monthly visual observation of
operations at this source in accordance with EPA Method 22. The permittee shall
maintain records of the observations performed. These records shall be maintained on
site and made available to Department personnel upon request. A copy of these records
shall be submitted in accordance with General Provision # 7. [§ 18.901 of Regulation 18]
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SN-F5
Active Coal Pile

Source Description

This is where the coal from the long term pile is transferred. Coal is fed to the kilns from this
pile.

Specific Conditions

161. The pennittee shall not exceed the emission limits set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 163.
[§19.501 et seq. ofRegulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

Iblhr tp
0.1 0.3

162. The pennittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 163.
[§18.80l of Regulation 18 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and
§8-4-311]

Pollutant Iblhr tpy

PM 0.2 0.6

163. The permittee shall maintain the area of this storage pile at or below 1.0 acre.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 164.
[§19.705 of Regulation 19, §18.1004 of Regulation 18,40 CFR Part 70.6 and A.C.A. §8
4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-3ll]

164. Within thirty days of the effective date of this operating air pennit, the pennittee shall
survey a boundary perimeter to the active coal pile that encompasses an area no greater
than 1.0 acre. The pennittee shall demarcate the perimeter on the ground by stakes,
monuments or other pennanent markers. At a minimum of once every three months, the
permittee shall certify in the facility record that the footprint of the pile is within the
confines of the established perimeter. If the footprint of the pile exceeds the established
perimeter at any location, the pennittee shall survey the pile to ascertain the true area of
the pile and make appropriate notations in the facility record. These records shall be kept
on site and made available to Department personnel upon request. A copy of these
records shall be submitted in accordance with General Provision # 7. [§19.705 of
Regulation 19, §18.1004 of Regulation 18,40 CFR 52, Subpart E and A.C.A. §8-4-203
as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]
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165. This source shall be operated so that unnecessary air contaminants do not become
airborne. Compliance shall be demonstrated through a monthly visual observation of
operations at this source in accordance with EPA Method 22. The permittee shall
maintain records of the observations performed. These records shall be maintained on
site and made available to Department personnel 'upon request. A copy of these records
shall be submitted in accordance with General Provision # 7. [§ 18.901 ofRegulation 18]
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Uncontrolled Emission Points in the Fuel Area

Source Description

The fuel area consists of many different pieces of equipment. The uncontrolled emission rates
were found based on equipment maximums using a formula contained in AP-42 page 13.2.4-3 as
found in Appendix B.

Specific Conditions

166. The permittee shall not exceed the emission limits set forth in the following table.
Compliance is based on the maximum capacity of the equipment and continuous
operation. [§19.50l et seq. of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

SN Source Description Pollutant lb/hr tpy

F6 Discharge into Feed Hopper PM 10 0.3 0.6
#5

F8 Coal Stacker Belt PMIO 0.1 0.1

F9 Discharge into Feed Hopper PM 10 0.3 0.6
#4

Fll Transfer to #206 Belt PMIO 0.1 0.1

F12 Transfer to #206 Belt PMIO 0.1 0.1

F13 Transfer to #208 Belt PM10 0.1 0.1

F14 Transfer to Stacker Belt PM10 0.3 0.6

F15 Unloading into Long Term PM10 0.2 0.5
Coal Pile

F16 Transfer from Long Term PM10 0.2 0.5
Coal Pile to Active Pile

F17 Coal Feeders PM10 0.1 0.2

F18 Railcar Unloading into Coal PMIO 0.3 1.0
Hoppers 4 and 5

167. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following. Compliance
is based on the maximum capacity of the equipment and continuous operation. [§18.80l
ofRegulation 18 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-3ll]

SN Source Description Pollutant lblhr T
F6 Discharge into Feed Hopper PM 0.6 1.7

#5
F8 Coal Stacker Belt PM 0.1 0.1
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SN Source Description Pollutant Ib/hr T
F9 Discharge into Feed Hopper PM 0.6 1.7

#4
F11 Transfer to #206 Belt PM 0.1 0.1

F12 Transfer to #206 Belt PM 0.1 0.1

F13 Transfer to #208 Belt PM 0.1 0.1

F14 Transfer to Stacker Belt PM 0.6 1.7

F15 Unloading into Long Term PM 0.5 1.2
Coal Pile

F16 Transfer from Long Term PM 0.5 1.2
Coal Pile to Active Pile

F17 Coal Feeders PM 0.2 0.6

F18 Railcar Unloading into Coal PM 0.6 2.7
IHoppers 4 and 5

168. Visual emissions for these sources shall not exceed 20 percent opacity. The permittee
shall demonstratecomplianeewiththis speeifie-eonclition byconducting-a-visible opacity
observation of the source at least once each calendar week in which the source operates,
and keep a record of these observations. If visible emissions appear to exceed 20 percent
opacity, the pennittee shall take corrective action, and perform and record the observation
again. Ifvisible emissions still appear to exceed 20 percent opacity, the permittee shall
conduct a six minute opacity reading in accordance with the EPA reference method No.
9. The records ofvisible emission observations and results of any method No.9 reading
shall be kept on site for five years and made available to Department personnel upon
request. [§19.503 of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

169. SN-FI5 and SN-FI6 shall be operated so that unnecessary air contaminants do not
become airborne. Compliance shall be demonstrated through a monthly visual
observation of operations at SN-F15 and SN-F16 and the recording of the findings of the
visual observations in the facility record. These records shall be kept on site and made
available to Department personnel upon request. [§18.901 of Regulation 18]
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SN-F19, F20
Liquid Waste-derived Fuel Tanks

Source Description

LWDF is received in rail tank cars and in tank trucks and stored in above ground storage tanks
before being transferred to the kilns. There are ten above ground storage tanks. To control VOC
emissions, tanks are vented to a thermal oxidizer with a back up carbon adsorption system.

Specific Conditions

170. The pennittee shall not exceed the emission limits set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 182.
[§19.501 et seq. ofRegulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

t Ib/hr
PM lO 0.1 0.2

S02 0.1 0.2

VOC 16.9 3.0

CO 0.5 2.0

NOx 0.6 2.4

171. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 182.
[§18.8 ofRegulation 18 and A.C.A. §8-3-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8
4-311]

Pollutant Ib/hr tpy
PM 0.1 0.2

Xylene (mixed 1.26 0.2
isomers)
Toluene 0.7 0.2

Methylene Chloride 0.1 0.1

Ethyl Benzene 0.33 0.1

Styrene 0.20 0.1

Tetrachloroethene 0.1 0.1
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I Pollutant I Ib/hr I tpy I
1,1,2 trichloroethane 0.1 0.1

Benzene 0.1 0.1

172. This subpart applies to each storage vessel with a capacity greater than 40 cubic meters
(m3

) that is used to store volatile organic liquids (VOLs) for which construction,
reconstruction, or modification is commenced after July 23, 1984. [§19.304 of
Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart Kb, Standards of Performance for Volatile
Organic Liquid Storage Vessels (Including Petroleum Liquid Storage Vessels) for which
Construction, Reconstruction, or Modification Commenced after July 23, 1984,
§60.110b(a)]

173. Each storage vessel with a design capacity greater than or equal to 151 m3 containing a
VOL that, as stored, has a maximum true vapor pressure equal to or greater than 5.2 kPa.
but less than 76.6 kPa or with a design capacity greater than or equal to 75 m3

, but less
than 151 m3 containing a VOL that, as stored, has a maximum true vapor pressure equal
to or greater than 27.6 kPa, but less than 76.6 kPa, shall equip each storage vessel with
the following: [§19.304 of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 60, §60.112b(a)]

a. These vessels shall be equipped with a closed vent system and control device
meeting the following specifications: [§60.112b(a)(3)]

i. The closed vent system shall be designed to collect all VOC vapors and
gases discharged from the storage vessel and operated with no detectable
emissions as indicated by an instrument reading of less than 500 ppm
above background and visual inspections as determined in Part 60,
Subpart VV, §60.485(b).

11. The control device shall be designed and operated to reduce inlet VOC
emissions by 95 percent or greater.

174. Each source that is equipped with a closed vent system and control device (the thermal
oxidizer at this facility) as required in §60.112b(a)(3) or (b)(2) (other than a flare) is
exempt from §60.8 of the General Provisions and shall meet the following requirements.
[§19.304 of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 60, §60.113b(c)]

a. Submit for approval by the Administrator as an attachment to the notification
required by §60.7(a)(l) or, if the facility is exempt from §60.7(a)(l), as an
attachment to the notification required by §60.7(a)(2), an operating plan
containing the information listed below.

1. Documentation demonstrating that the control device will achieve the
required control efficiency during maximum loading conditions. This
documentation is to include a description of the gas stream which enters
the control device, including flow and VOC content under varying liquid
level conditions (dynamic and static) and manufacturer's design
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specifications for the control device. If the control device or the closed
vent capture system receives vapors, gases, or liquids other than fuel types
from sources that are not designated sources under this subpart, the
efficiency demonstration is to include consideration of all vapors, gases,
and liquids received by the closed vent capture system and control device.
If an enclosed combustion device with a minimum residence time of 0.75
seconds and a minimum temperature of 816°C is used to meet the 95
percent requirement, documentation that those conditions will exist is
sufficient to meet the requirements of this paragraph.

11. A description of the parameter or parameters to be monitored to insure that
the control device will be operated in conformance with its design and an
explanation of the criteria used for selection of that parameter (or
parameters).

b. Operate the closed vent system and control device and monitor the parameters of
the closed vent system and control device in accordance with paragraph (c)(1) of
Subpart Kb, unless the plan was modified by the Administrator during the review
process. In this case, the modification applies.

175. The permittee shall maintain records and furnish reports as required by paragraphs (a),
(b), or (c) of Subpart Kb depending upon the control equipment installed to meet the
requirements of §60.112b. The owner or operator shall keep copies of all reports and
records required by Subpart Kb, except for the record required by (c)(1), for at least two
years. The record required by (c)(1) will be kept for the life of the control equipment.
[§19.304 of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR 60, §60.l15b]

176. After installing control equipment in accordance with §60.112b(a)(3) or (b)(l) (closed
vent system and control device other than a flare), the permittee shall keep the following
records. [§19.304 of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR 60, §60.115b(c)]

a. A copy of the operating plan.
b. A record ofthe measured values of the parameters monitored in accordance with

§60.112b(c)(2).

177. The permittee shall keep copies of all records required by Subpart Kb, except for records
required by paragraph (b) of Subpart Kb, for at least 2 years. The record required by
paragraph (b) of Subpart Kb shall be kept forthe life of the source. [§19.304 of
Regulation 19 and 40 CFR 60, §60.116b(a)]

178. The permittee shall keep readily accessible records showing the dimension of the storage
vessel and an analysis showing the capacity ofthe storage vessel. Each storage tank with
a design capacity less than 75 m3 is subject to no provision of this subpart other than
those required by this paragraph. [§19.304 of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR 60,
§60.116b(b)]
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179. For vessels operated above or below ambient temperatures, the maximum true vapor
pressure is calculated based on the highest expected calendar month average of the
storage temperature. For vessels operated at ambient temperatures, the maximum true
vapor pressure is calculated based on the maximum local monthly average ambient
temperature as reported by the National Weather Service. [§19.304 of Regulation 19 and
40 CFR 60, §60.116b(e)]

180. The owner or operator of each vessel storing a waste mixture of indeterminate or variable
composition shall be subject to the following requirements. [§19.304 ofRegulation 19
and 40 CFR 60, §60.116b(f)]

a. Prior to the initial filling of the vessel, the highest maximum true vapor pressure
for the range of anticipated liquid compositions to be stored will be determined
using the methods described in paragraph (e) of Subpart Kb.

b. For vessels in which the vapor pressure of the anticipated liquid composition is
above the cutoff for controls as defined in §60.112b(a), an initial physical test of
the vapor pressure is required; and a physical test at least once every 6 months
thereafter is fequiredas determined by the-following methods:·

1. ASTM Method D2879-83 (incorporated by reference-see §60.17); or
n. ASTM Method D323-82 (incorporated by reference-see §60.17); or

111. As measured by an appropriate method as approved by the Administrator.

181. Visible emissions from this source shall not exceed 10% opacity. Compliance shall be
demonstrated by using only natural gas as fuel in the thermal oxidizer. [§18.5010f
Regulation 18 and A.C.A. §8-4-230 as referenced by AC.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

182. The permittee shall determine the destruction efficiency of the thermal oxidizing unit
either using an appropriate test method or through the use of engineering calculations. If
testing is used, the test shall be performed a minimum of once every five years. The
initial test shall be performed no later than 180 days after the initial startup date. This test
shall be performed with this unit operating at or above 90% of its design capacity. This
unit shall achieve a VOC destruction rate ofnot less than 95%. If engineering
calculations are used, the permittee shall maintain a complete design analysis of the unit
which shall contain documentation necessary to demonstrate the performance of the unit.
[§19.702 of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

183. The permittee shall maintain the temperature in the combustion chamber of the thermal
oxidizer at or above 1500°F. To demonstrate compliance, the permittee shall install,
calibrate, and maintain a continuous temperature recorder on the catalytic oxidizer used
to control emissions from these sources. These records shall be maintained on site and
made available to Department personnel upon request. [§19.703 ofRegulation 19,40
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CFR Part 52, Subpart E, and A.c.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8
4-311]

184. During operation of the dual carbon canister system as a replacement for thermal oxidizer
at this source, the permittee shall use good engineering judgment and/or vendor
recommendations to determine the frequency to observe the condition of the
breakthrough indicators on the carbon canisters in the absorption train. Observation of
the breakthrough indicators on the carbon canisters shall occur no less often than the
conclusion of each operating shift in which working losses were directed through the
carbon canister absorption train. If breakthrough is detected, the system shall be
reconfigured and, as necessary, canisters shall be recharged. The permittee shall
maintain a log of the observations ofthe breakthrough indicators and the recharging of
the carbon canisters. These records shall be maintained on site and made available to
Department personnel upon request. [§19.703 of Regulation 19,40 CFR 52, Subpart E
and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]
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SN-Sl,S3,S13,S16,S17,S18
Truck Loadout Dust Collectors

Source Description

Trucks are loaded at these points. Emissions are controlled using baghouses assumed to be 99%
efficient.

Specific Conditions

185. The permittee shall not exceed the emission limits set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 187.
[§19.501 et seq. of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

SN Pollutant Ib/hr tpy
Sl, DC#31 PM IO 0.2 0.8

S3, DC#49 PM10 0.7 3.0

S13, DC #28 PM10 0.5 2.0
~--~ --- -~-~- .. .~-~------ ~ .. . ..~.- - -- -- - - -_._-_._-_._-

S16 PMIO 0.1 0.4

S17 PM10 0.1 0.4

S18 PMIO 0.3 1.0

186. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 187.
[§18.801 of Regulation 18 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and
§8-4-311]

SN Pollutant Ib/hr tpy

SI,DC#31 PM 0.2 0.8

S3, DC#49 PM 0.7 3.0

S13, DC #28 PM 0.5 2.0

S16 PM 0.1 0.4

S17 PM 0.1 0.4

S18 PM 0.3 1.0

187. The permittee shall operate the control equipment associated with these sources in a
manner consistent with good air pollution control practices in order to comply with the
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applicable emission limits. [§ 19.303 of Regulation 19 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as
referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

188. Emissions from these sources shall not exceed 10% opacity. These sources are subject to
all applicable requirements listed in Plantwide Condition #12. Compliance with the
opacity standard shall be demonstrated through compliance with Plantwide Condition
#15. [§18.501 of Regulation 18, A.c.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and
§8-4-311 , §19.304 of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart LLL, National
Emission Standardsfor Hazardous Air Pollutants From the Portland Cement
Manufacturing Industry]

189. The pennittee shall conduct initial compliance tests for all affected sources for which an
initial compliance test has not been previously perfonned. Any of the affected sources
for which the facility has already tested need not be tested again, provided that the facility
has documentation and the results of these tests. A copy ofthis documentation must
accompany the results of the initial tests required by this Specific Condition.
[§63.1349(a) of 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart LLL and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by
A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]
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SN-S4,S5,S6,S7,S8,S9,S10,Sll,S12,S15,S19,S20,S21
Silo Dust Collectors

Source Description

These baghouses control particulate emissions resulting from material transfer in and out of silos.
Efficiencies are assumed to be 99%.

Specific Conditions

190. The pennittee shall not exceed the emission limits set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 192.
[§19.501 et seq. of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

I SN I Pollutant I lblhr I Tpy I
S4, DC #21 PM 10 0.5 2.1

S5, DC #22 PM10 0.2 0.7

S6, DC #23 PM10 0.6 2.5
_.....

S7, DC #24 PMIO 0.7 3.0

S8, DC #29 PM10 0.2 0.8

S9, DC #30 PM10 0.2 0.7

SIO, DC #25 PMIO 0.3 1.0

SIl, DC #26 PM IO 0.7 3.0

S12, DC #27 PM10 0.6 2.5

S15 PM10 0.3 1.0

S19 PM10 0.1 0.3

S20 PMIO 0.2 0.6

S21 PM10 0.2 0.6

191. The pennittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 192.
[§18.801 of Regulation 18 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and
§8-4-3Il]

I SN I Pollutant I lblhr I tpy I
S4, DC #21 PM 0.5 2.1

S5, DC #22 PM 0.2 0.7
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SN Pollutant Iblhr tpy

S6, DC #23 PM 0.6 2.5

S7, DC #24 PM 0.7 3.0

S8, DC #29 PM 0.2 0.8

S9, DC #30 PM 0.2 0.7

S1O, DC #25 PM 0.4 1.6

Sl1, DC #26 PM 0.7 3.0

S12, DC #27 PM 0.6 2.5

S15 PM 0.3 1.0

S19 PM 0.1 0.3

S20 PM 0.2 0.6

S21 PM 0.2 0.6

192. The permittee shall operate the control equipment associated with these sources in a
manner consistent with good air pollution control practices in order to comply with the
applicable emission limits. [§19.303 ofRegulation 19 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as
referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

193. Emissions from these sources shall not exceed 10% opacity. These sources are subject to
all applicable requirements listed in Plantwide Condition #12. Compliance with the
opacity standard shall be demonstrated through compliance with Plantwide Condition
#15. [§18.501 of Regulation 18, A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and
§8-4-311 , §19.304 ofRegulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart LLL, National
Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants From the Portland Cement
Manufacturing Industry]

194. The permittee shall conduct initial compliance tests for all affected sources for which an
initial compliance test has not been previously performed. Any of the affected sources
for which the facility has already tested need not be tested again, provided that the facility
has documentation and the results of these tests. A copy of this documentation must
accompany the results of the initial tests required by this Specific Condition.
[§63.1349(a) of 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart LLL and A.C.A.. §8-4-203 as referenced by
A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]
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SN-Cl
Clinker Transfer Tower Baghouse

Source Description

This baghouse controls particulate emissions resulting from material transfer at this source.
Efficiency is assumed to be 99%.

Specific Conditions

195. The pennittee shall not exceed the emission limits set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 197.
[§19.501 et seq. of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

Pollutant lblhr tpy

PM10 1.8 7.6

196. The pennittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table.
Complianc~_shallbedemonstratedthrough.compliancewithSllecificCQnditiQu J 97...
[§18.801 of Regulation 18 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and
§8-4-311]

lblhr
1.8 7.6

197. The pennittee shall operate the control equipment associated with this source in a manner
consistent with good air pollution control practices in order to comply with the applicable
emission limits. [§19.303 ofRegulation 19 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by
A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

198. Emissions from these sources shall not exceed 10% opacity. These sources are subject to
all applicable requirements listed in Plantwide Condition #12. Compliance with the
opacity standard shall be demonstrated through compliance with Plantwide Condition
#15. [§18.501 of Regulation 18, A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and
§8-4-311 , §19.304 of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart LLL, National
Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants From the Portland Cement
Manufacturing Industry]

199. The pennittee shall conduct initial compliance tests for all affected sources for which an
initial compliance test has not been previously performed. Any of the affected sources
for which the facility has already tested need not be tested again, provided that the facility
has documentation and the results of these tests. A copy of this documentation must
accompany the results of the initial tests required by this Specific Condition.
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[§63.1349(a) of 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart LLL and A.C.A.. §8-4-203 as referenced by
A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]
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Uncontrolled Emission Points in the Clinker Area

Source Description

The clinker area consists of many different pieces of equipment. The uncontrolled emission
rates were found based on equipment maximums using a fonnu1a contained in AP-42 page
13.2.4-3 as found in Appendix B.

Specific Conditions

200. The pennittee shall not exceed the emission limits set forth in the following table.
Compliance is based on the maximum capacity of the equipment and continuous
operation. [§19.501 et seq. of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

SN Source Name Pollutant lblhr tpy

C2 Outside Clinker Belt PM IO 0.5 1.9
Discharge

C3 Outside Clinker Reclaim PM IO 0.2 0.8
Hopper Loading

~~

C4 Dischargerrom Clinker PM10
~ .~~~ ~

0.029 0.13
I -~ -

Reclaim Hopper
C5* Clinker Railcar and Truck PMIO 0.180 0.79

Hopper Loading
C6 Clinker Discharge to PM10 0.1 0.3

Railcar/Truck
C7* Transfer from Reclaim Belt PMIO 0.060 0.26

to #7 Belt
C8* Transfer to #7 Belt PM10 0.180 2.26

C9* Transfer from #7 Belt to #8 PM10 0.042 0.18
Belt

C10* Transfer from #8 Belt to #9 PM10 0.222 0.97
Belt

Cl1* Discharge from #2 Clinker PMIO 0.282 1.24
Bin

C19* Transfer to Belt Conveyor PM10 0.030 0.13

C20* Discharge into #1 Clinker PMIO 0.030 0.13
Bin

C21* Transfer to 4A Belt PMIO 0.086 0.38

C28* Discharge into Clinker PMIO 0.055 0.24
Elevator

*Subject to 40 CFR 63, Subpart LLL
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201. The pennittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table.
Compliance is based on the maximum capacity of the equipment and continuous
operation. [§18.801 of Regulation 18 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8
4-304 and §8-4-311]

I SN I Source Name I Pollutant I lblhr I tpy I
C2 Outside Clinker Belt PM 1.3 5.4

Discharge
C3 Outside Clinker Reclaim PM 0.6 2.3

Hopper Loading
C4 Outside Clinker Storage Pile PM 0.1 0.3

C5* Discharge from Clinker PM 0.6 2.3
Reclaim Hopper

C6 Clinker Railcar and Truck PM 0.2 0.8
Hopper Loading

C7* Clinker Discharge to PM 0.2 0.8
Railcar/Truck

C8* Transfer from Reclaim Belt PM 0.6 2.3
to #7 Belt

C9* Transfer to #7 Belt PM 0.2 0.6

C1O* Transfer from #7 Belt to #8 PM 0.7 2.8
Belt

Cll* Transfer from #8 Belt to #9 PM 0.9 3.6
Belt

C19* Discharge from #1 Clinker PM 0.1 0.4
Bin

C20* Transfer to Belt Conveyor PM 0.1 0.4

C21* Discharge into #1 Clinker PM 0.1 0.4
Bin

C28* Transfer to 4A Belt PM 0.2 0.7

*Sub]ect to 40 CFR 63, Subpart LLL

202. Emissions from these sources shall not exceed 10% opacity. These sources are subject to
all applicable requirements listed in Plantwide Condition #12. Compliance with the
opacity standard shall be demonstrated through compliance with Plantwide Condition
#15. [§18.501 of Regulation 18, A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and
§8-4-311 , §19.304 ofRegulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart LLL, National
Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants From the Portland Cement
Manufacturing Industry]

203. SN-C2, SN-C3, and SN-C6 shall be operated so that unnecessary air contaminants do not
become airborne. Compliance shall be demonstrated through a monthly visual
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observation of operations at SN-C2, SN-C3, and SN-C6 and the recording of the findings
of the visual observations in the facility record. These records shall be kept on site and
made available to Department personnel upon request. [§18.901 of Regulation 18]

204. The permittee shall conduct initial compliance tests for all affected sources for which an
initial compliance test has not been previously performed. Any of the affected sources
for which the facility has already tested need not be tested again, provided that the facility
has documentation and the results of these tests. A copy of this documentation must
accompany the results of the initial tests required by this Specific Condition.
[§63.1349(a) of40 CFR Part 63, Subpart LLL and A.C.A.. §8-4-203 as referenced by
A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]
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SN-C4
Outside Clinker Storage Pile

Source Description

Clinker is stored in this pile prior to being transported by conveyors to mill feed bins.

Specific Conditions

205. The permittee shall not exceed the emission limits set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 207.
[§19.501 et seq. of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

Iblhr
0.029 0.13

206. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 207.
[§18.801 of Regulation 18 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and
§8-4-311]

Pollutant Iblhr tpy

PM 0.058 0.25

207. The permittee shall maintain the area of this storage pile at or below 2.0 acres.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 208.
[§19.705 of Regulation 19, §18.1004 of Regulation 18,40 CFR Part 70.6 and A.C.A. §8
4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

208. Within thirty days of the effective date ofthis operating air permit, the permittee shall
survey a boundary perimeter to the outside clinker storage pile that encompasses an area
no greater than 2.0 acres. The permittee shall demarcate the perimeter on the ground by
stakes, monuments or other permanent markers. At a minimum of once every three
months, the permittee shall certify in the facility record that the footprint of the pile is
within the confines of the established perimeter. If the footprint of the pile exceeds the
established perimeter at any location, the permittee shall survey the pile to ascertain the
true area of the pile and make appropriate notations in the facility record. These records
shall be kept on site and made available to Department personnel upon request. A copy
of these records shall be submitted in accordance with General Provision # 7. [§19.705
of Regulation 19, §18.1004 of Regulation 18,40 CFR 52, Subpart E and A.C.A. §8-4
203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]
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209. This source shall be operated so that unnecessary air contaminants do not become
airborne. Compliance shall be demonstrated through a monthly visual observation of
operations at this source in accordance with EPA Method 22. The permittee shall
maintain records of the observations performed. These records.shall be maintained on
site and made avc,tilable to Department personnel upon request. A copy of these records
shall be submitted in accordance with General Provision 7. [§ 18.901 of Regulation 18]
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SN-C26,C27,C32,C34,C41,C42,C43,C44,C45,C46,C47
Clinker Handling Dust Collectors

Source Description

These baghouses control particulate emissions resulting from material transfer in the clinker
portion of this facility. Efficiencies are assumed to be 99%.

Specific Conditions

210. The permittee shall not exceed the emission limits set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 212.
[§19.501 of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

I SN I Source Name I Pollutant I Lblhr I tpy I
C26* West Clinker Silo PM 10 0.8 3.2

Dust Collector
C27* 4A2 Belt Dust Collector PM10 0.6 2.7

C32* East Clinker Silo PM10 0.8 3.2
Dust Collector

C34* West Clinker Tank PM10 0.2 0.8
Dust Collector

C41* Off-spec Bin and PM10 0.4 1.4
Ancillary Equipment

Dust Collector
C42* Clinker Dome PM10 0.6 1.9

Dust Collector
C43* Reclaim Belt PMIO 0.2 0.5

Dust Collector
C44* Off-Spec Bin Dust PM10 0.17 0.75

Collector
C45* Clinker Silo Baghouse PM10 0.3 1.2

C46* Clinker Silo Baghouse PM10 0.3 1.2

C47* Clinker Unloading PM10 0.1 0.1
Baghouse

*Subject to 40 CFR 63, Subpart LLL

211. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 212.
[§18.801 of Regulation 18 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and
§8-4-311 ]
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SN Source Name Pollutant Ib/hr tpy

C26* West Clinker Silo PM 0.8 3.2
Dust Collector

C27* 4A2 Belt Dust Collector PM 0.6 2.7

C32* East Clinker Silo PM 0.8 3.2
Dust Collector

C34* West Clinker Tank PM 0.2 0.8
Dust Collector

C41* Off-spec Bin and PM10 0.4 1.4
Ancillary Equipment

Dust Collector
C42* Clinker Dome PM10 0.6 1.9

Dust Collector
C43* Reclaim Belt PM 10 0.2 0.5

Dust Collector
C44* Off-Spec Bin Dust PM 0.17 0.75

Collector
··--C45* ··-ClinkerSilo-Baghouse--' ·· PM 0.3 1.2 - - -----

C46* Clinker Silo Baghouse PM 0.3 1.2

C47* Clinker Unloading PM 0.1 0.1
Baghouse

*Subject to 40 CFR 63, Subpart LLL

212. The pennittee shall operate the control equipment associated with these sources in a
manner consistent with good air pollution control practices in order to comply with the
applicable emission limits. [§19.303 ofRegulation 19 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as
referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

213. The pennittee shall not operate sources SN-41 , SN-42, and SN-43 more than 7,250 hours
per year based on a rolling twelve month total. Compliance shall be demonstrated by
maintaining records ofthe hours of operation of these sources. These records shall be
maintained on a weekly basis and updated weekly. These records shall be maintained on
site and made available to Department personnel upon request. [§19.7050fRegulation
19, §18.1004 ofRegulation 18, A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and
§8-4-311 , and 40 CFR Part 70.6]

214. Emissions from these sources shall not exceed 10% opacity. These sources are subject to
all applicable requirements listed in Plantwide Condition #12. Compliance with the
opacity standard shall be demonstrated through compliance with Plantwide Condition
#15. [§18.501 of Regulation 18, A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and
§8-4-311 , §19.304 ofRegulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart LLL, National
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Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants From the Portland Cement
Manufacturing Industry]

215. The permittee shall conduct initial compliance tests for all affected sources for which an
initial compliance test has not been previously performed. Any of the affected sources
for which the facility has already tested need not be tested again, provided that the facility
has documentation and the results of these tests. A copy of this documentation must
accompany the results of the initial tests required by this Specific Condition.
[§63.1349(a) of40 CFR Part 63, Subpart LLL and A.C.A.. §8-4-203 as referenced by
A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]
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Uncontrolled Emission Points in the Raw Material Storage Area

Source Description

The Raw Material Storage area consists ofmany different pieces of equipment. The
uncontrolled emission rates were found based on equipment maximums using a fonnula
contained in AP-42 page 13.2.4-3 as found in Appendix B.

Specific Conditions

216. The pennittee shall not exceed the emission limits set forth in the following table.
Compliance is based on the maximum capacity of the equipment and continuous
operation. [§19.501 et seq. of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

SN Source Name Pollutant Iblhr tpy

R1 Truck Unloading for PM10 0.7 2.8
Sand/Iron are

R3 Discharge from Chalk PM IO 0.1 0.1
Feeder

RzJ: .. Discharge from-CJypSlill1 ··_-P~;tlo·· 0.1 ... ··0.4
Feeder

R6 Discharge from Sand/Iron- PM10 0.1 0.1
ore Feeder

R8 Sand/Iron are Storage PMIO 0.2 0.5
Transfer

R9 Discharge from Emergency PM10 0.1 0.4
Feeder

RIO Discharge of Gypsum Belt PMIO 0.3 1.2

Rll Discharge into Secondary PM10 0.1 0.1
Crusher

R13 Secondary Crusher PM10 0.1 0.1
Discharge

R14 Transfer to #2 Belt PM10 0.1 0.1

R16 Gypsum Truck Discharge PMIO 0.3 1.2
into Hopper

R24 Transfer from Portable PMIO 0.2 0.5
Crusher to Main Conveyor

217. The pennittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table.
Compliance is based on the maximum capacity of the equipment and continuous
operation. [§18.801 of Regulation 18 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8
4-304 and §8-4-311]
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Source Name Pollutant Iblhr ~ _.
';:'1.,

Rl Truck Unloading for PM 1.9 8.0
Sand/Iron Ore

R3 Discharge from Chalk PM 0.1 0.2
Feeder

R4 Discharge from Gypsum PM 0.3 1.0
Feeder

R6 Discharge from Sand/lron- PM 0.1 0.1
ore Feeder

R8 Sand/Iron Ore Storage PM 0.4 1.5
Transfer

R9 Discharge from Emergency PM 0.3 1.0
Feeder

RIO Discharge of Gypsum Belt PM 0.8 3.2

Rll Discharge into Secondary PM 0.1 0.2
Crusher

R13 Secondary Crusher PM 0.1 0.2
Discharge

R14 Transfer to #2 Belt PM 0.1 0.2

R16 Gypsum Truck Discharge PM 0.8 3.2
into Hopper

R24 Transfer from Portable PM 0.3 1.3
Crusher to Main Conveyor

218. The opacity from sources R3, R4, R11, Rl3, R14, and R16 shall not exceed 40%.
Compliance with the opacity standard shall be demonstrated through compliance with
Plantwide Condition #10. [§19.503 of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

219. The opacity from sources R6, R9, RIO, and R24 shall not exceed 20%. Compliance with
the opacity standard shall be demonstrated through compliance with Plantwide Condition
#10. [§19.503 ofRegulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

220. SN-Rl and SN-R8 shall be operated so that unnecessary air contaminants do not become
airborne. Compliance shall be demonstrated through a monthly visual observation of
operations at SN-R1 and SN-R8 and the recording of the findings of the visual
observations in the facility record. These records shall be kept on site and made available
to Department personnel upon request. [§18.901 of Regulation 18]
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SN-R2
Chalk Storage Pile

Source Description

Chalk used to create the clinker at this facility is stored in a pile.

Specific Conditions

221. The permittee shall not exceed the emission limits set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 223.
[§19.501 et seq. of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

lb/hr
0.1 0.2

222. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 223.
[§ 18.8010fRegulatiull_18and A.C.A~§B-4-203asJ~ferencedbyA.C.A. §8-4-3Q4and
§8-4-311]

lb/hr
0.1

tpy
0.3

223. The permittee shall maintain the area of this storage pile at or below 1.50 acres.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 224.
[§19.705 ofRegulation 19, §18.1004 of Regulation 18,40 CFR Part 70.6 and A.C.A. §8
4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

224. Within thirty days of the effective date of this operating air permit, the permittee shall
survey a boundary perimeter to the sand storage pile that encompasses an area no greater
than 1.50 acres. The permittee shall demarcate the perimeter on the ground by stakes,
monuments or other permanent markers. At a minimum of once every three months, the
permittee shall certify in the facility record that the footprint of the pile is within the
confines of the established perimeter. If the footprint of the pile exceeds the established
perimeter at any location, the permittee shall survey the pile to ascertain the true area of
the pile and make appropriate notations in the facility record. These records shall be kept
on site and made available to Department personnel upon request. A copy of these
records shall be submitted in accordance with General Provision # 7. [§19.705 of
Regulation 19, §18.1004 of Regulation 18,40 CFR 52, Subpart E and A.C.A. §8-4-203
as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]
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225. Visible emissions from this source shall not exceed 20% opacity. Compliance shall be
demonstrated through compliance with Plantwide Condition #10. [18.901 (A) of
Regulation 18 and A.C.A § 8-4-230 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]
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SN-RS
Gypsum Storage Pile

Source Description

Gypsum used to manufacture Portland cement at this facility is stored in a pile.

Specific Conditions

226. The permittee shall not exceed the emission limits set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 228.
[§19.501 et seq. of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

IPollutant I
PM IO I

Iblhr I
0.1 I

tpy
0.1

227. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 228.
[§ 18.80LQfRegulationJ8JludA.C.A. §8-4-201a~referenced byA.C.A. §8-4-304 and
§8-4-311]

I Pollutant Iblhr tpy

PM 0.1 0.1

228. The permittee shall maintain the area ofthis storage pile at or below 0.22 acre.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 229.
[§19.705 ofRegulation 19, §18.1004 ofRegulation 18,40 CFR Part 70.6 and A.C.A. §8
4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

229. Within thirty days of the effective date of this operating air permit, the permittee shall
survey a boundary perimeter to the gypsum storage pile that encompasses an area no
greater than 0.22 acre. The permittee shall demarcate the perimeter on the ground by
stakes, monuments or other permanent markers. At a minimum of once every three
months, the permittee shall certify in the facility record that the footprint of the pile is
within the confines of the established perimeter. If the footprint of the pile exceeds the
established perimeter at any location, the permittee shall survey the pile to ascertain the
true area of the pile and make appropriate notations in the facility record. These records
shall be kept on site and made available to Department personnel upon request. A copy
of these records shall be submitted in accordance with General Provision # 7. [§19.705
of Regulation 19, §18.l004 of Regulation 18,40 CFR 52, Subpart E and A.C.A. §8-4
203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]
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230. Visible emissions from this source shall not exceed 20% opacity. Compliance shall be
demonstrated through compliance with Plantwide Condition #10. [18.901 (A) of
Regulation 18 and A.C.A § 8-4-230 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]
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SN-R12
Secondary Crusher

Source Description

This crusher is used to crush the raw materials used at this facility. Chalk, sand, and iron ore are
crushed and then transported to the mill building by a conveyor belt.

Specific Conditions

231. The permittee shall not exceed the emission limits set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 234.
[§19.501 et seq. of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

Pollutant Ib/hr tpy

PM IO 0.2 0.8

232. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table.
.Compliance shalLhe..demonstrated_throughcompliance..with. Specific Condition 234.
[§18.801 of Regulation 18 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and
§8-4-311 ]

Ib/hr
0.2

y
0.8

233. Visible emissions from this source shall not exceed 20% opacity. Compliance shall be
demonstrated through compliance with Plantwide Condition #10. [§19.5030fRegulation
19, §18.901 ofRegulation 18 and, A.C.A § 8-4-230 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304
and §8-4-311]

234. The permittee shall not crush more than 744,000 tons of material per month at this
source. Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition
#235. [§19.705 of Regulation 19, A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304
and §8-4-311 , and 40 CFR 70.6]

235. The permittee shall maintain records ofthe amount ofmaterial crushed at this source.
These records shall be maintained on a weekly basis. These records shall be kept on site
and made available to Department personnel upon request. A report of these records
shall be submitted to the Department in accordance with General Provision # 7. [§19.705
of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

236. The permittee shall conduct initial compliance tests for this source provided an initial
compliance test has not been previously performed. Any sources for which the facility
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has already tested need not be tested again, provided that the facility has documentation
and the results of these tests. A copy of this documentation must accompany the results
of the initial tests required by this Specific Condition. [§ 19.503 of Regulation 19,
§18.901 of Regulation 18 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and
§8-4-311]
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SN-R17
Long Term Sand Pile

Source Description

Sand used to create the clinker at this facility is stored in a pile.

Specific Conditions

237. The permittee shall not exceed the emission limits set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 239.
[§19.50l et seq. of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

Pollutant Iblhr tpy

PM IO 0.1 0.2

238. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 239.
[§18.8Ql ofRegulationJ8.andA.C.A.§8:-4-2Ql_asreferencedh)'_A.C.A.§8-4-304 and
§8-4-311]

Iblhr
0.1 0.4

239. The pelmittee shall maintain the area of this storage pile at or below 1.0 acre.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 240.
[§19.705 ofRegulation 19, §18.1004 of Regulation 18,40 CFR Part 70.6 and A.C.A. §8
4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

240. Within thirty days of the effective date of this operating air permit, the permittee shall
survey a boundary perimeter to the long term sand storage pile that encompasses an area
no greater than 1.0 acre. The permittee shall demarcate the perimeter on the ground by
stakes, monuments or other permanent markers. At a minimum of once every three
months, the permittee shall certify in the facility record that the footprint of the pile is
within the confines of the established perimeter. If the footprint ofthe pile exceeds the
established perimeter at any location, the permittee shall survey the pile to ascertain the
true area of the pile and make appropriate notations in the facility record. These records
shall be kept on site and made available to Department personnel upon request. A copy
of these records shall be submitted in accordance with General Provision # 7. [§19.705
of Regulation 19, §18.1004 of Regulation 18,40 CFR 52, Subpart E and A.C.A. §8-4
203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]
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241. Visible emissions from this source shall not exceed 20% opacity. Compliance shall be
demonstrated through compliance with Plantwide Condition #10. [18.901 (A) of
Regulation 18 and A.C.A § 8-4-230 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]
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SN-R18
Iron Ore Storage Pile

Source Description

Iron ore used to create the clinker at this facility is stored in a pile.

Specific Conditions

242. The permittee shall not exceed the emission limits set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 244.
[§19.501 et seq. of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

Pollutant Iblhr tpy

PM IO 0.1 0.3

243. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 244.
[§18.80LofRegulation 18 andA.C.A. §8-4_-2DJasTefer_enc~dhyA.C.A._§B-4-304and
§8-4-311 ]

Iblhr
0.2 0.6

244. The permittee shall maintain the area of this storage pile at or below 0.5 acre.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 245.
[§19.705 of Regulation 19, §18.1004 of Regulation 18,40 CFR Part 70.6 and A.C.A. §8
4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

245. Within thirty days of the effective date of this operating air permit, the permittee shall
survey a boundary perimeter to the iron ore storage pile that encompasses an area no
greater than 0.5 acre. The permittee shall demarcate the perimeter on the ground by
stakes, monuments or other permanent markers. At a minimum of once every three
months, the permittee shall certify in the facility record that the footprint of the pile is
within the confines of the established perimeter. If the footprint of the pile exceeds the
established perimeter at any location, the permittee shall survey the pile to ascertain the
true area of the pile and make appropriate notations in the facility record. These records
shall be kept on site and made available to Department personnel upon request. A copy
of these records shall be submitted in accordance with General Provision # 7. [§19.705
of Regulation 19, §18.l004 ofRegulation 18,40 CFR 52, Subpart E and A.C.A. §8-4
203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]
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246. Visible emissions from this source shall not exceed 20% opacity. Compliance shall be
demonstrated through compliance with Plantwide Condition #10. [18.901 (A) of
Regulation 18 and A.C.A § 8-4-230 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]
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SN-R19
Sand Storage Pile

Source Description

Sand used to create the clinker at this facility is stored in this pile after being moved from the
long term storage pile until it is fed to the clinker.

Specific Conditions

247. The permittee shall not exceed the emission limits set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 249.
[§19.501 et seq. of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

Ib/hr
0.1 0.1

248. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table.
Compliance shallbe_demonstratedthrou~compliancewithSpecific Condition24-9.
[§18.801 of Regulation 18 and A.c.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and
§8-4-311]

Pollutant Ib/hr mv
PM 0.1 0.1

249. The permittee shall maintain the area of this storage pile at or below 0.25 acre.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 250.
[§19.705 of Regulation 19, §18.1004 of Regulation 18,40 CFR Part 70.6 and A.C.A. §8
4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

250. Within thirty days of the effective date of this operating air permit, the permittee shall
survey a boundary perimeter to the sand storage pile that encompasses an area no greater
than 0.25 acre. The permittee shall demarcate the perimeter on the ground by stakes,
monuments or other permanent markers. At a minimum of once every three months, the
permittee shall certify in the facility record that the footprint of the pile is within the
confmes of the established perimeter. If the footprint of the pile exceeds the established
perimeter at any location, the permittee shall survey the pile to ascertain the true area of
the pile and make appropriate notations in the facility record. These records shall be kept
on site and made available to Department personnel upon request. A copy of these
records shall be submitted in accordance with General Provision # 7. [§19.705 of
Regulation 19, §18.1004 of Regulation 18,40 CFR 52, Subpart E and A.C.A. §8-4-203
as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]
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251. Visible emissions from this source shall not exceed 20% opacity. Compliance shall be
demonstrated through compliance with Plantwide Condition #10. [18.901 (A) of
Regulation 18 and A.C.A § 8-4-230 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]
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SN-R20
Fugitive Emissions from Plant Haul Roads

Source Description

Equipment and material are moved around the plant via a series of unpaved haul roads.
Emissions from these roads were calculated using an equation contained in AP-42 §13.2.2 for
unpaved roads.

Specific Conditions

252. The permittee shall not exceed the emission limits set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 254.
[§19.501 et seq. of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

IPollutant I
PM lO I

Ib/hr I
3.6 I

tpy
13.4

253. TheI'ef1!li!t~eshall not e)(ceed_the emis§iQ!Lrates set f9rtlLin_Jl1e fQllQ\Vil1gtable.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 254.
[§ 18.801 of Regulation 18 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and
§8-4-311]

Pollutant Ib/hr tpy
PM 13.1 47.2

254. The permittee shall follow the plant haul road fugitive dust control plan contained in
Appendix H of the permit. [§19.705 ofRegulation 19, §18.1004 of Regulation 18,
A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311 , and 40 CFR Part 70.6]
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SN-R22&R23
Portable Crusher Diesel Engine and Portable Crusher

Source Description

This crusher is powered by a diesel engine and is used to crush spent kiln brick so that it may be
added to the raw materials stored in the mill building, then fed to Kiln #3.

Specific Conditions

255. The permittee shall not exceed the emission limits set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 258.
[§19.501 et seq. ofRegulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

I SN I Pollutant I lblhr I Tpy I
PMJO 0.2 0.8

SOz 0.2 0.8

R-22 VOC 0.2 0.9

CO 0.6 2.3

NOx 2.5 10.6

R-23 PMJO 0.5 0.5

256. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 258.
[§18.801 of Regulation 18 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and
§8-4-311]

SN Pollutant lblhr tpy

R-22 PM 0.2 0.8

R-23 PM 0.5 0.5

257. Visible emissions from these sources shall not exceed 20% opacity. The permittee shall
demonstrate compliance with this Specific Condition by conducting a visible opacity
observation of these sources at least once each calendar week in which these sources
operate and keep a record of these observations. If visible emissions appear to exceed
20% opacity, the permittee shall take corrective action, and perform and record the
observation again. If visible emissions still appear to exceed 20% opacity, the permittee
shall conduct a 6-minute opacity reading in accordance with EPA Reference Method #9.
The records of visible emission observations and results of any Method #9 readings shall
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be kept on site for five years and made available to Department personnel upon request.
[§ 19.503 of Regulation 19, and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

258. The pennittee shall not crush more than 59,520 tons of material per month at SN-R23.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition #259.
[§19.705 of Regulation 19, A.CA. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.CA. §8-4-304 and §8-4
311 , and 40 CFR 70.6]

259. The pennittee shall maintain records ofthe amount ofmaterial crushed at SN-R23.
These records shall be maintained on a weekly basis. These records shall be kept on site
and made available to Department personnel upon request. A report of these records
shall be submitted to the Department in accordance with General Provision # 7. [§19.705
of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

260. The permittee shall use only #2 fuel oil as fuel at SN-R22. [§ 19.§19.705 of Regulation
19, A.CA. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.CA. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311 , and 40 CFR 70.6]
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SN-R25
Emergency Gypsum Storage Pile

Source Description

This pile is in place to allow for storage of gypsum so that production may continue if gypsum
deliveries are interrupted.

Specific Conditions

261. The permittee shall not exceed the emission limits set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 263.
[§19.501 et seq. ofRegulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

Ib/hr
0.1 0.1

262. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 263.
[§18.801 of Regulation 18 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and
§8-4-311]

ollutant
PM

Ib/hr
0.1 0.1

263. The permittee shall maintain the area of this storage pile at or below 0.28 acre.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 264.
[§19.705 ofRegulation 19, §18.1004 ofRegulation 18,40 CFR Part 70.6 and A.C.A. §8
4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-31l]

264. Within thirty days of the construction ofthis source, the permittee shall survey a
boundary perimeter to the emergency gypsum storage pile that encompasses an area no
greater than 0.28 acre. The permittee shall demarcate the perimeter on the ground by
stakes, monuments or other permanent markers. At a minimum of once every three
months, the permittee shall certify in the facility record that the footprint of the pile is
within the confines of the established perimeter. If the footprint of the pile exceeds the
established perimeter at any location, the permittee shall survey the pile to ascertain the
true area of the pile and make appropriate notations in the facility record. These records
shall be kept on site and made available to Department personnel upon request. [§19.705
of Regulation 19, §18.l004 ofRegulation 18,40 CFR 52, Subpart E and A.C.A. §8-4
203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311
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SN-Ql
Quarry Haul Road

Source Description

Quarried material is hauled to the crushing area via this road.

Specific Conditions

265. The permittee shall not exceed the emission limits set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 267.
[§19.501 et seq. of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

..,.u ant Iblhr tpy

PM IO 5.2 22.5

266. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 267.
[§18.~801_QfRegul(l,tMmJ8 anctA__ C.A.§8:A--_2Q3as refer~:IlceilJ:>Yl\"C_,A-"_§~-4 ..J_Qi<:U1d
§8-4-311]

Pollutant Iblhr tpy
PM 23.5 102.8

267. The permittee shall water this haul road in accordance with a haul road watering plan.
This plan shall be designed to minimize emissions from this source. A copy of this plan
shall be kept on site and made available to Department personnel upon request. [§19.705
of Regulation 19, §18.l004 of Regulation 18, A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A.
§8-4-304 and §8-4-311 , and 40 CFR Part 70.6]
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SN-Q2
Primary Crusher

Source Description

Quarried chalk is crushed at this source before being hauled to the raw materials storage area.
This source was installed prior to the applicability date ofNSPS Subpart 000.

Specific Conditions

268. The permittee shall not exceed the emission limits set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 270.
[§ 19.501 et seq. ofRegulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

Pollutant lblhr tpy

PM10 0.5 1.9

269. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 270.
[§18.801 of Regulation 18 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and
§8-4-311]

Pollutant lblhr tpy
PM 0.5 1.9

270. The permittee shall not crush more than 1,116,000 tons per month at this source.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 271.
[§19.705 of Regulation 19, §18.1004 of Regulation 18, A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by
A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311 , and 40 CFR Part 70.6]

271. The permittee shall maintain records of the amount ofmaterial crushed at this source.
These records shall be maintained on a monthly basis and updated by the 15th day of the
month following the month to which the records pertain. These records shall be kept on
site and made available to Department personnel upon request. A report of these records
shall be submitted to the Department in accordance with General Provision # 7. [§19.705
ofRegulation 19, §18.l004 ofRegulation 18, A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A.
§8-4-304 and §8-4-311 , and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

272. Visible emissions from this source shall not exceed 20% opacity. Compliance shall be
demonstrated through compliance with Plantwide Condition #10. [§19.5010fRegulation
19 and 40 CFR part 52, Subpart E]
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Uncontrolled Emission Points in the Quarry

Source Description

The quarry contains many different pieces of equipment. Emissions sources primarily consist of
transfer points. The uncontrolled emission rates were found based on equipment maximums
using emission factors contained in AP-42 table 11.19.2-2. These sources were installed prior to
the applicability date ofNSPS Subpart 000.

Specific Conditions

273. The permittee shall not exceed the emission limits set forth in the following table.
Compliance is based on the maximum capacity of the equipment and continuous
operation. [§19.501 et seq. of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

SN Source Name Pollutant lblhr tpy
Q3 Transfer from Belt 2N to PMlO 0.1 0.4

Belt IN
Q4 Transfer from Belt IN to PM10 0.1 0.4

... _. Tripper-Selt - -_._-----

Q5 Discharge from Tripper Belt PM10 0.1 0.4
to Chalk Storage

Q6 Scraper Dumping to PM10 0.1 0.2
Auxiliary Crusher

Q7 Hopper 3 Discharge to 1.12 PM10 0.1 0.2
Belt (Auxiliary System)

Q9 Discharge from Belt 1 to PM10 0.1 0.2
Tripper Belt (Auxiliary

System)

274. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table.
Compliance is based on the maximum capacity of the equipment and continuous
operation. [§18.801 of Regulation 18 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8
4-304 and §8-4-311]

SN Source Name Pollutant lb/hr tpy

Q3 Transfer from Belt 2N to PM 0.1 0.4
Belt IN

Q4 Transfer from Belt IN to PM 0.1 0.4
Tripper Belt

Q5 Discharge from Tripper Belt PM 0.1 0.4
to Chalk Storage

Q6 Scraper Dumping to PM 0.1 0.2
Auxiliary Crusher
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I SN I Source Name I Pollutant I lb/hr I tpy I
Q7 Hopper 3 Discharge to 1.12 PM 0.1 0.2

Belt (Auxiliary System)
Q9 Discharge from Belt 1 to PM 0.1 0.2

Tripper Belt (Auxiliary
System)

275. Visible emissions from this source shall not exceed 20% opacity. Compliance shall be
demonstrated through compliance with Plantwide Condition #10. [§19.5010fRegulation
19 and 40 CFR part 52, Subpart E]
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SN-Q8
Auxiliary Crusher

Source Description

This crusher serves as a backup to SN-Q2.

Specific Conditions

276. The permittee shall not exceed the emission limits set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 278.
[§19.501 et seq. of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

Pollutant Iblhr tpy
PM IO 0.5 2.2

277. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 278.
[-§l&.&QLofRegulation 18 andA.C.A. §8-4-203.as referenced byA.C.A.~8..4..3_0~Land
§8-4-311]

Ipo~~tant 1===1~=~=1r====tp~4.:!o'~==

278. The permittee shall not crush more than 632,400 tons per month at this source.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 279.
[§19.705 of Regulation 19, §18.1004 of Regulation 18, AC.A §8-4-203 as referenced by
A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311 , and 40 CFR Part 70.6]

279. The permittee shall maintain records of the amount ofmaterial crushed at this source.
These records shall be maintained on a monthly basis and updated by the 15th day of the
month following the month to which the records pertain. These records shall be kept on
site and made available to Department personnel upon request. This source was installed
prior to the applicability date ofNSPS Subpart 000. [§19.705 of Regulation 19,
§18.1004 of Regulation 18, A.C.A §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4
311 , and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

280. Visible emissions from this source shall not exceed 20% opacity. The permittee shall
demonstrate compliance with this Specific Condition by conducting a visible opacity
observation ofthe source at least once each calendar week in which the source operates
and keep a record of these observations. If visible emissions appear to exceed 20%
opacity, the permittee shall take corrective action, and perform and record the observation
again. If visible emissions still appear to exceed 20% opacity, the permittee shall conduct
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a 6-minute opacity reading in accordance with EPA Reference Method #9. The records
of visible emission observations and results of any Method #9 readings shall be kept on
site for five years and made available to Department personnel upon request. [§ 19.501 of
Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]
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SECTION V: COMPLIANCE PLAN AND SCHEDULE

Ash Grove Cement Company will continue to operate in compliance with those identified
regulatory provisions. The facility will examine and analyze future regulations that may apply
and determine their applicability with any necessary action taken on a timely basis.
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SECTION VI: PLANTWIDE CONDITIONS

1. The permittee shall notify the Director in writing within thirty (30) days after
commencing construction, completing construction, first placing the equipment andlor
facility in operation, and reaching the equipment andlor facility target production rate.
[Regulation 19, §19.704, 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E, and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced
by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-3ll]

2. If the permittee fails to start construction within eighteen months or suspends
construction for eighteen months or more, the Director may cancel all or part ofthis
permit. [Regulation 19, §19.4l0(B) and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

3. The permittee must test any equipment scheduled for testing, unless stated in the Specific
Conditions of this permit or by any federally regulated requirements, within the following
time frames: (1) new equipment or newly modified equipment within sixty (60) days of
achieving the maximum production rate, but no later than 180 days after initial start up of
the permitted source or (2) operating equipment according to the time frames set forth by
the Department or within 180 days of permit issuance if no date is specified. The
permittee must notify the Department of the scheduled date of compliance testing at least
fifteen (15) days in advance of such test. The permittee shall submit the compliance test
results to the Department within thirty (30) days after completing the testing. [Regulation
19, §19.702 andlor Regulation 18 §18.l002 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by
AC.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-3ll]

4. The permittee must provide: [Regulation 19, §19.702 andlor Regulation 18, §18.1002
and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A §8-4-304 and §8-4-3l1]

c. Sampling ports adequate for applicable test methods;
d. Safe sampling platforms;
e. Safe access to sampling platforms; and
f. Utilities for sampling and testing equipment.

5. The permittee must operate the equipment, control apparatus and emission monitoring
equipment within the design limitations. The permittee shall maintain the equipment in
good condition at all times. [Regulation 19, §19.303 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced
by A.C.A §8-4-304 and §8-4-31l]

6. This permit subsumes and incorporates all previously issued air permits for this facility.
[Regulation 26 and AC.A §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

7. A treatment process or waste stream is in compliance with the requirements of this
subpart and exempt from the requirements of paragraph (c) of Subpart FF provided that
the owner or operator documents that the treatment process or waste stream is in
compliance with other regulatory requirements as follows:
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v. The treatment process is a hazardous waste incinerator for which the
owner or operator has been issued a final permit under 40 CFR Part 270
and complies with the requirements of 40 CFR Part 264, Subpart 0;

VI. The treatment process is an industrial furnace or boiler burning hazardous
waste for energy recovery for which the owner or operator has been issued
a final permit under 40 CFR Part 270 and complies with the requirements
of 40 CFR Part 266, Subpart D.

[A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-203 and §3-4-311 and 40 CFR Part 61,
Subpart FF, Benzene Waste Operations, §61.348(d)]

8. The facility shall develop and implement a written startup, shutdown, and malfunction
plan for those sources indicated as being subject to 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart FF, National
Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants from Benzene Waste Operations. The
plan shall include those items listed in 40 CFR 63.6(e)(3) et seq. The plan shall be
maintained on site and be available to Department personnel upon request. [§19.304 of
Regulation 19 and 40 CFR 63.6(e)(3)(i)]

9. --The-pennittee ise;lH~mpteEl froffieeFtain requirements of thi-s-subpart,sp€eifieally-§§
63.685 (tanks), 63.688 (containers) and 63.693 (closed vent/containment devices)
because the unit is subject to equivalent requirements imposed pursuant to 40 CFR 61,
Subpart FF, Benzene Waste Operations. [40 CFR Part 63, Subpart DD, National
Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants from Off-Site Waste and Recovery
Operations]

10. Visible emission observations shall be used as a method of compliance verification for
the opacity limits assigned for the sources whose Specific Conditions reference this
Plantwide Condition. The weekly observations shall be conducted by someone familiar
with the facility's visible emissions.

g. If during the observations, visible emissions are detected which appear to be in
excess of the permitted opacity limit, the permittee shall:

1. Take immediate action to identify the cause ofthe visible emissions,
11. Implement corrective action, and

111. If excessive visible emissions are still detected, an opacity reading shall be
conducted in accordance with EPA Reference Method 9 for point sources
and in accordance with EPA Method 22 for non-point sources. This
reading shall be conducted by a person trained and certified in the
reference method. If the opacity reading exceeds the permitted limit,
further corrective measures shall be taken.

IV. If no excessive visible emissions are detected, the incident shall be noted
in the records as described below.
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h. The pennittee shall maintain records related to all visible emission
observations and Method 9 readings. These records shall be updated on an as
perfonned basis. These records shall be kept on site and made available to
Department personnel upon request. These records shall contain:

1. The time and date of each observation/reading any observance ofvisible
emissions appearing to be above pennitted limits or any Method 9 reading
which indicates exceedance,

11. The cause of any observed exceedance of opacity limits, corrective actions
taken, and results of the reassessment, and

111. The name of the person conducting the observation/reading.

[§18.l004 of Regulation 18 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and
§8-4-31l]

11. This facility is considered an affected source and is subject, but not limited to, the
following requirements. The referenced requirements will also include the applicable
Subpart EEE NESHAP amendments promulgated by the EPA and as incorporated in the
Code of Federal Regulations. Alternatives to the requirements contained in this permit
must be approved by the Administrator. Once the Department has received written
notification of approval of alternative requirements, the alternate requirements may be
implemented. These requirements shall not be in effect for existing affected sources until
September 30, 2003, unless an extension of this deadline is granted by the Administrator.
[§19.304 of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR 63, Subpart EEE, National Emission Standards
for Hazardous Air Pollutants From Hazardous Waste Combustors]

Emission Limits

a. The pennittee shall not discharge or cause combustion gases to be emitted into
the atmosphere that contain Pursuant to §63.l204(a),:

I. For dioxins and furans:
1. Emissions in excess of 0.20 ng TEQ/dscm corrected to 7 percent

oxygen; or
2. Emissions in excess of 0040 ng TEQ/dscm corrected to 7 percent

oxygen provided that the combustion gas temperature at the inlet to
the initial dry particulate matter control device is 400 OF or lower
based on the average of the test run average temperatures;

11. Mercury in excess of 120 Ilg/dscm corrected to 7 percent oxygen;
111. Lead and cadmium in excess of 330 Ilg/dscm, combined emissions,

corrected to 7 percent oxygen;
IV. Arsenic, beryllium, and chromium in excess of 56 Ilg/dscm, combined

emissions, corrected to 7 percent oxygen;
v. Carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons.
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3. For kilns equipped with a by-pass duct or midki1n gas sampling
system, either:

a. Carbon monoxide in the by-pass duct or midkiln gas
samplingsystem in excess of 100 parts per million by
volume, over an hourly rolling average (monitored
continuously with a continuous emissions monitoring
system), dry basis and corrected to 7 percent oxygen, and
hydrocarbons in the by-pass duct in excess of 10 parts per
million by volume over an hourly rolling average
(monitored continuously with a continuous emissions
monitoring system), dry basis, corrected to 7 percent
oxygen, and reported as propane, at any time during the
destruction and removal efficiency (DRE) test runs or their
equivalent as provided by §63.l206(b)(7); or

b. Hydrocarbons in the by-pass duct or midkiln gas sampling
system in excess of 10 parts per million by volume, over an
hourly rolling average (monitored continuously with a
continuous emissions monitoring system), dry basis,
corrected to 7 percent oxygen and reported as propane;

-4. For kilns-notequipped-with a by-pass duct or midkiln-gas sampling
system, either;

a. Hydrocarbons in the main stack in excess of 20 ppm by
volume, over an hourly rolling average (monitored
continuously with a continuous emissions monitoring
system), dry basis, corrected to 7 percent oxygen, and
reported as propane; or

b. Carbon monoxide in the main stack in excess of 100 ppm
by volume, over an hourly rolling average (monitored
continuously with a continuous emissions monitoring
system), dry basis and corrected to 7 percent oxygen, and
hydrocarbons in the main vent stack in excess of 20 ppm by
volume over an hourly rolling average (monitored
continuously with a continuous emissions monitoring
system), dry basis, corrected to 7 percent oxygen and
reported as propane, at any time during the DRE test runs
or their equivalent as provided by §63 .1206(b)(7).

VI. Hydrochloric acid and chlorine gas in excess of 130 ppm by volume,
combined emissions, expressed as hydrochloric acid equivalents, dry
basis, corrected to 7 percent oxygen; and

Vll. Particulate matter in excess of 0.15 kg/Mg dry feed and opacity greater
than 20 percent.

5. The permittee must use suitable methods to determine the kiln raw
material feedrate.
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6. Except as provided in paragraph (a)(7)(iii) of Subpart EEE, the
pennittee must compute the particulate matter emission rate, E,
from the following equation:

Where:
E = emission rate of particulate matter, kg/Mg of raw material
feed;
Cs= concentration of particulate matter, kg/dscm
Qsd= volumetric flowrate of effluent gas, dscm/hr
P = total kiln raw material feed (dry basis), Mg/hr.

7. If the pennittee operates a preheater or preheater/precalciner kiln
with dual stacks, they must test simultaneously and compute the
combined particulate matter emission rate, Ec, from the following
equation:

Ec = (Csk x Qsdk + Csb x Qsdb)/P

Where:

Ec = the combined emission rate ofparticulate matter from the kiln
and bypass stack, kg/Mg of raw material feed;
Csk = concentration ofparticulate matter in the kiln effluent,
kg/dscm;
Qsdk = volumetric flowrate ofkiln effluent gas, dscm/hr;
Csb = concentration of particulate matter in the bypass stack
effluent, kg/dscm;
Qsdb = volumetric flowrate of bypass stack effluent gas, dscm/hr;
P = total kiln raw material feed (dry basis), Mg/hr

Destruction and removal efficiency (DRE) standard

b. Except as provided in paragraph (c)(2) of Subpart EEE, the permittee must
achieve a destruction and removal efficiency of99.99% for each principle
organic hazardous constituent (POHC) designated under paragraph (c)(3) of
Subpart EEE. The permittee must calculate DRE for each POHC from the
following equation:

DRE = [1-(Wout/Win)]xlOO%
Where:
Win=mass feedrate of one POHC in a waste feedstream; and
Wout= mass emission rate of the same POHC present in exhaust emissions prior to
release to the atmosphere.
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[§63.1204(c)(1)]

c. If the permittee bums dioxin-listed hazardous wastes F020, F021, F022,
F023, F026, or F027 (see §261.31 ofthis chapter), the permittee must
achieve a DRE of99.9999% for each POHC that is designated under paragraph
(c)(3) of Subpart EEE. The permittee must demonstrate this DRE performance
on POHCs that are more difficult to incinerate than tetro-, penta, and
hexachlorodibenzo-p-dioxins and dibenzofurans. The equation in paragraph
(c)(1) of Subpart EEE shall be used to calculate DRE for each POHC. Tn
addition, the permittee must notify the Administrator of the intent to bum
hazardous wastes F020, F021, F022, F023, F026, or F027.
[§63.1204(c)(2)]

d. The permittee must treat the POHCs in the waste feed that are specified under
paragraph (c)(3)(ii) of Subpart EEE to the extent required by paragraphs (c)(1)
and (c)(2) of Subpart EEE. [§63.1204(c)(3)(i)]

e. The permittee must specify one or more POHCs from the list of hazardous air
pollutants established by 42 U.S.C. 7412(b)(1), excluding caprolactam (CAS

. .number LQ5.602)aspro.\Lidedby§63.60, for each.waste to be burned. The
permittee must base this specification on the degree of difficulty of
incineration of the organic constituents in the waste and on their concentration
or mass in the waste feed, considering the results of waste analyses or other
data and information. [§63 .1204(c)(3)(ii)]

Compliance Date:

f. The permittee must comply with the standards set forth in this subpart no later
than September 30, 2003 unless the Administrator grants an extension oftime
under §63.6(i) or §63.1213. [§63.1206(a)(1)]

g. The emission standards and operating requirements set forth in this subpart
apply at all times except:

1. During startup, shutdown, and malfunction, provided that hazardous waste
is not in the combustion chamber (i.e., the hazardous waste feed to the
combustor has been cutoff for a period time not less than the hazardous
waste residence time) during those periods of operation, as provided by
paragraph (c)(2)(ii) of Subpart EEE; and

11. When hazardous waste is not in the combustion chamber (i.e., the
hazardous waste feed to the combustor has been cutoff for a period time
not less than the hazardous waste residence time) , and the permittee has

1. submitted a written, one-time notice to the Administrator
documenting compliance with all applicable requirements and
standards promulgated under authority of the Clean Air Act,
including sections 112 and 129; and
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2. Documented in the operating record that you are complying with
such applicable requirements in lieu of the emission standards and
operating requirements of this subpart.

[§63.1206(b)(1 )]

Applicability ofparticulate matter and opacity standards during particulate matter correlation
tests

h. Any particulate matter and opacity standards or any permit or other emissions
operating parameter limits or conditions, including any limitation on
workplace practices, that are applicable to hazardous waste combustors to
insure compliance with any particulate matter or opacity standard of parts 60,
61,63,264,265, and 266 ofthis chapter (i.e., any title 40 particulate or opacity
standards) applicable to hazardous waste combustor do not apply while the
permittee conducts particulate matter continuous emissions monitoring system
(CEMS) correlation tests. [§63.1206(b)(8)(i) and (ii)]

1. For provisions of Subpart EEE to apply, the permittee must develop a
particulate matter CEMS correlation test plan that includes the following
information. This test plan may be included as part of the comprehensive
performance test plan required under §§63.1207(e) and (f):

i. Number of test conditions and number of runs for each test condition;
ii. Target particulate matter emission level for each test condition;

iii. How you plan to modify operations to attain the desired particulate matter
emission levels; and

IV. Anticipated normal emission levels; and
v. Submit the test plan to the Administrator for approval at least 90 calendar

days before the correlation test is scheduled to be conducted.

[§63.1206(b)(8)(iii)(A) and (B)]

J. If the Administrator fails to approve or disapprove the correlation test plan
with the time period specified by §63.7(c)(3)(i), the plan is considered
approved, unless the Administrator has requested additional information.
[§63.1206(b)(8)(iv)]

k. The particulate matter and associated operating limits and conditions will not
be waived for more than 96 hours, in the aggregate, for a correlation test,
including all runs of all test conditions, unless more time is approved by the
Administrator. [§63 .1206(b)(8)(v)]

1. The permittee must return to operating conditions indicative of compliance
with the applicable particulate matter and opacity standards as soon as possible
after correlation testing is completed. [§63.1206(b)(8)(vii)]
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Alternative Standards for Existing Hazardous Waste Burning Cement Kilns Using MACT

m. The permittee may petition the Administrator to recommend alternative
semivolatile, low volatile metal, mercury, and/or hydrochloric acid/chlorine
gas emission standards if:

i. The permittee cannot achieve one or more of the standards while using
MACT because of raw material contributions to emissions of the regulated
metals or hydrochloric acid/chlorine gas; or

11. The permittee determines that mercury is not present at detectable levels
in the raw material.

[§63.1206(b)(1 O)(i)]

n. The alternative standard recommended under paragraph (b)(1O)(i)(A) of
Subpart EEE may be an operating requirement, such as a hazardous waste
feedrate limitation for metals and/or chlorine and/or an emission limitation.
[§63.1206~b-)~l-0)( ii)]

o. The alternative standard must include a requirement to use MACT, or better,
applicable to the standard for which the source is seeking relief, as defined in
paragraphs (b)(10)(viii) and (ix) of Subpart EEE. [§63.1206(b)(l0)(iii)]

p. The alternative standard petitions submitted under Subpart EEE must include
data or information required by Subpart EEE. [§63.1206(b)(10)(iv)(A)
through §63.1206(b)(1 O)(ix)(D)]

Calculation ofhazardous waste residence time

q. The permittee must calculate the hazardous waste residence time and include
the calculation in the performance test plan under §63.1207(f) and the
operating record. The permittee must also provide the hazardous waste
residence time in the Documentation of Compliance under §63,1211(d) and the
Notification of Compliance under §§63.1207(j) and 63.1210(d).
[§63.1206(b)(11)]

Documenting compliance with the standard based on performance testing

r. The permittee must conduct a minimum of three runs of a performance test
required under §63.1207 to document compliance with the emission standards
ofthis subpart. [§63.1206(b)(12)(i)]
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s. The permittee must document compliance with the emission standards based
on the arithmetic average of the emission results of each run, except that the
permittee must document compliance with the destruction and removal
efficiency standard for each run of the comprehensive performance test
individually. [§63.1206(b)(12)(ii)]

Cement kilns which feed hazardous waste at a location other than the end where products are
normally discharged and where fuels are normallyfired.

t. Cement kilns that feed hazardous waste at a location other than the end where
products are normally discharged and where fuels are normally fired must
comply with the carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon standards of §63 .1204 as
follows:

I. Existing sources must comply with the 20 parts per million by volume
hydrocarbon limit, over an hourly rolling average (monitored continuously
with a continuous emissions monitoring system), dry basis, corrected to
7% oxygen, and reported as propane.

[§63.1206(b)(13)(i)]

General Operating Requirements

u. The permittee must operate only under the operating requirements specified in
the Documentation of Compliance under §63.12ll(d) or the Notification of
Compliance under §§63.l207(j) and 63.l210(d), except:

I. During performance tests under approved test plans according to
§63.l207(e), (t), and (g), and [§63.1206(c)(1)(i)(A)]

II. Under the conditions ofparagraph (b)(1 )(i) or (ii) of Subpart EEE
[§63.l206(c)(1 )(i)(B)(i)]

1. The Documentation of Compliance and the Notification of
Compliance must contain operating requirements including, but
not limited to, the operating requirements of Subpart EEE and
§63.l209. [§63.1206(c)(1 )(i)(B)(ii)]

2. Failure to comply with the operating requirements is failure to
ensure compliance with the emissions standards of this subpart.
[§63.l206(c)(1 )(i)(B)(iii)]

3. Operating requirements in the Notification of Compliance are
applicable requirements for purposes ofparts 70 and 71 of this
chapter. [§63.1206(c)(1 )(i)(B)(iv)]

4. The operating requirements specified in the Notification of
Compliance will be incorporated in the Title V permit.
[§63.1206(c)(1 )(i)(B)(v)]
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[§63.1206(c)(1 )(i)]

v. Except as provided in by paragraph (c)(2)(ii) of Subpart EEE, the permittee is
subject to the startup, shutdown, and malfunction plan requirements of
§63.6(e)(3).

1. The permittee is subject to the startup, shutdown, and malfunction plan
requirements of §63.6(e)(3) even if the permittee follows the startup and
shutdoWn procedures and the corrective measures upon malfunction that
are prescribed in the startup, shutdown, and malfunction plan, the
emission combustion chamber. [§63.1206(c)(2)(ii)]

11. The permittee must identify in the plan the projected oxygen correction
factor based on normal operations to use during periods of startup and
shutdown. [§63.1206(c)(2)(iii)]

lll. The permittee must record the plan in the operating record.
[§63.1206(c)(2)(iv)]

[§63.1206(c)(2)(i)]

w. Upon the Gompliance-date, the pennittee must operate the combustor with a
functioning system that immediately and automatically cuts off the hazardous
waste feed, except as provided by paragraph (c)(3)(viii) of Subpart EEE, when
the following conditions apply:

1. When operating parameter limits specified under §63.1209; an emission
standard monitored by CEMS; and the allowable combustion chamber
pressure; [§63.1206(c)(3)(i)(A)]

11. When the span value of any CMS detector, except a CEMS, is met or
exceeded; [§63.1206(c)(3)(i)(B)]

111. Upon malfunction of a CMS monitoring an operating parameter limit
specified under §63.1209 or an emission level; or [§63.1206(c)(3)(i)(C)]

IV. When any component of the automatic waste feed cutoff system fails.
[§63.1206(c)(3)(i)(D)]

[§63.1206(c)(3)(i)]

x. During an automatic waste feed cutoff (AWFCO) the permittee must continue
to duct combustion gases to the air pollution control system while hazardous
waste remains in the combustion chamber. [§63.1206(c)(3)(ii)]

y. The permittee must continue to monitor during the cutoff the operating
parameters for which limits are established under §63.1209 and the emissions
required under that section to be monitored by a CEMS, and the permittee shall
not restart the hazardous waste feed until the operating parameters and
emission levels are within specified limits. [§63.1206(c)(3)(iii)]
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z. If the AWFCO system fails to automatically and immediately cutoff the flow
of hazardous waste upon exceedance of a parameter required to be interlocked
with the AWFCO system under paragraph (c)(3)(i) of Subpart EEE, the
permittee has failed to comply with the AWFCO requirements of paragraph
(c)(3) of Subpart EEE. [§63.1206(c)(3)(iv)]

aa. If, after any AWFCO, there is an exceedance of any emission standard or
operating requirement, irrespective ofwhether the exceedance occurred while
hazardous waste remained in the combustion chamber, the permittee shall
investigate the cause of the AWFCO, take appropriate corrective measures to
minimize future AWFCOs and record the findings and corrective measures in
the operating record. [§63.l206(c)(3)(v)]

bb. For each set of 10 exceedances of an emissions standard or operating
requirement while hazardous waste remains in the combustion chamber during
a 60-day block period, the permittee must submit to the Administrator a written
report within 5 calendar days of the 10th exceedance documenting the
exceedances and the results of the investigation and corrective measures taken.
[§63.1206(c)(3)(vi)(A)]

cc. On a case-by-case basis, the Administrator may require excessive exceedance
reporting when fewer than 10 exceedances occur during a 60-day block period.
[§63.1206(c)(3)(vi)(B)]

dd. The AWFCO system and associated alarms must be tested at least weekly to
verify operability, unless the permittee documents in the operating record that
weekly inspections will unduly restrict or upset operations and that less
frequent inspection will be adequate. At a minimum, the permittee must
conduct operability testing at least monthly. The permittee must document and
record in the operating record AWFCO operability test procedures and results.
[§63.1206(c)(3)(vii)]

ee. The permittee shall use a COMS to demonstrate and monitor compliance with
the opacity standard under §§63.l204(a)(7) and (b)(7) at each point where
emissions are vented from these affected sources including the bypass stack of
a preheater/precalciner kiln with dual stacks. [§63 .1209(a)(1)(ii)]

ff. The permittee is subject to the combustion system leak control system
operating and reporting requirements set forth in Subpart EEE.
[§63 .1206(c)(5)(i through ii)]

gg. . The permittee is subject to the operator training and certification standards set
forth in Subpart EEE. [§63.1206(c)(6)(i through v)]
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hh. The permittee must prepare and at all times operate according to an operation
and maintenance plan which complies with the requirements set forth in these
sections. [§63.1206(c)(7)(i)(A-D)]

Performance Testing Requirements

11. The permittee must conduct performance testing in accordance with the
applicable requirements contained in Subpart EEE. [§63.1207(a-n)]

JJ. The permittee must commence the initial comprehensive performance test not
later than six months after the compliance date. [§63.1207(c)(l)]

kk. The permittee may request that previous emissions test data serve as
documentation of conformance with the emission standards of this subpart
provided that the previous testing:

i. Results in data that meet quality assurance objectives (determined on a
site-specific basis) such that the results adequately demonstrate
compliance with the applicable standard;

11. Was in conformance with the requirements ofparagraph (g)(I) of Subpart
EEf,;-and,-

111. Was sufficient to establish the applicable operating parameter limits under
§63.1209.

[§63.1207(C)(2)(i)]

11. The permittee must conduct testing periodically as described in paragraphs
(d)(l) through (3) of Subpart EEE. The date of commencement of the initial
comprehensive performance test is the basis for establishing the deadline to
commence the initial confirmatory performance test and the next
comprehensive performance test. The permittee may conduct performance
testing at any time prior to the required date. The deadline for commencing
subsequent confirmatory and comprehensive performance testing is based on
the date of commencement of the previous comprehensive performance test.

1. The permittee must commence testing no later than 61 months after the
date of commencing the previous comprehensive performance test.

11. The permittee must commence confirmatory performance testing no later
than 31 months after the date of commencing the previous comprehensive
performance test. To insure that the confirmatory test is conducted
approximately midway between comprehensive performance tests, the
Administrator will not approve a test plan that schedules testing within 18
months of commencing the previous comprehensive performance test.

lll. The permittee must complete performance testing within 60 days after the
date of commencement, unless the Administrator determines that a time
extension is warranted based on documentation in writing of factors
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beyond the permittee's control that prevent testing from being completed
within 60 days.

[§63.1207(d)(l) through (3)]

nun. The permittee must submit to the Administrator a notification of intent to
conduct a comprehensive performance test and CMS performance evaluation
and a site specific test plan and CMS performance evaluation plan at least one
year before the performance test and performance evaluation are scheduled to
begin. [§63.1207(e)(i)]

llll. The permittee must submit to the Administrator a notification of intent to
conduct the comprehensive performance test at least 60 calendar days before
the test is scheduled to begin. [§63.1207(e)(i)(B)]

00. The permittee must submit to the Administrator a notification of intent to
conduct a confirmatory performance test and CMS performance evaluation and
a test plan and CMS performance evaluation plan at least 60 calendar days
before the performance test is scheduled to begin. [§63.1207(e)(ii)]

Test Methods

pp. The permittee shall use the test methods contained in Subpart EEE when
determining compliance with the emissions standards of this subpart.
[§63.1208(a-b)]

Monitoring Requirements

qq. The pennittee is subject to the applicable monitoring requirements contained in
these sections. [§63.1209 (a-q)]

rr. The permittee must use a CEMS to demonstrate and monitor compliance with
the carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon standards under this subpart. The
permittee must also use an oxygen CEMS to continuously correct the carbon
monoxide and hydrocarbon levels to 7 percent oxygen. [§63.1209(a)(l)(i)]

ss. The permittee must install, calibrate, maintain, and operate a particulate matter
CEMS to demonstrate and monitor compliance with the particulate matter
standards under this subpart. However, compliance with the requirements in
their section to install, calibrate, maintain, and operate the PM CEMS is not
required until such time that the Agency promulgates all performance
specifications and operational requirements applicable to PM CEMS.
[§63.1209(a)(l )(iii)]
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tt. The permittee must install, calibrate, maintain, and continuously operate the
COMS and CEMS in compliance with the quality assurance procedures
provided in the appendix to this subpart and Performance. Specifications 1
(opacity), 4B (carbon monoxide and oxygen), and 8A (hydrocarbons) in
Appendix B, Part 60 of this chapter: [§63.1209(a)(2)]

uu. Prior to feeding the material, the permittee must obtain an analysis of each
feedstream that is sufficient to document compliance with the applicable
feedrate limits provided in Subpart EEE. [§63.1209(c)(l)]

vv. The permittee must develop and implement a feedstream analysis plan and
record it in the operating record. [§63.1209(c)(2)]

ww. The permittee must submit the feedstream analysis plan to the Administrator
for review and approval, if requested. [§63.1209(c)(3)]

xx. To comply with the applicable feedrate limits of Subpart EEE, the permittee
must monitor and record the feedrates as follows:

1. Determine and record the value of the parameter for each feedstream by
.sampling and.anal¥sisorother.method;-.

11. Determine and record the mass or volume flowrate of each stream by a
CMS. If the permittee determines flowrate of a feedstream by volume, the
permittee must determine and record the density of the feedstream by
sampling and analysis (unless the permittee reports the constituent
concentration in units ofweight per volume); and

111. Calculate and record the mass feedrate of the parameter per unit time.

[§63.1209(c)(4)]

yy. The requirements of §§63.8(d) (Quality control program) and (e) (Performance
evaluation of continuous monitoring systems) apply, except that the permittee
must conduct performance evaluations components of the CMS under the
frequency and procedures (for example, submittal of performance evaluation
test plan for review and approval) applicable to performance tests as provided
by §63.1207. [§63.1209(d)(l)]

zz. To remain in compliance with the destruction and removal efficiency (DRE)
standards, the permittee must establish operating limits during the
comprehensive performance test (or during a previous DRE test under
provisions of§63.1206(b)(7)) for the following parameters, unless the limits
are based on manufacturer specifications and comply with those limits at all
times that hazardous waste remains in the combustion chamber. [§63.1209G)]

aaa. The permittee must measure the temperature of each combustion chamber at a
location that best represents, as practicable, the bulk gas temperature in the
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combustion zone. The permittee must document the temperature measurement
location in the test plan submitted under §63.1207(e). [§63.1209(j)(l)(i)]

bbb. As an indicator of gas residence time in the control device, the permittee must
establish and comply with a limit on the maximum flue gas flowrate, the
maximum production rate, or another parameter that is documented in the site
specific test plan as an appropriate surrogate for gas residence time, as the
average of the maximum hourly rolling averages for each run.
[§63.1209(j)(2)(i)]

ccc. The permittee must establish limits on the maximum pumpable and total (i.e.,
pumpable and nonpumpable) hazardous waste feedrate for each location where
hazardous waste is fed. [§63.1209G)(3)(i)]

ddd. The permittee must specify operating parameters and limits to insure that good
operation of each hazardous waste firing system is maintained.
[§63.1209(j)(4)]

eee. The permittee must comply with the dioxin and furans emission standard by
establishing and complying with the following operating parameter limits.
You must base the limits on operations during the comprehensive performance
test, unless the limits are based on manufacturer specifications. [§63.1209(k)]

fff. The permittee must establish a limit on the maximum temperature of the gas at
the inlet to the device on an hourly rolling average. The permittee must
establish the hourly rolling average limit as the average of the test run
averages. [§63.1209(k)(l)(i)]

ggg. The permittee must measure the temperature of each combustion chamber at a
location that best represents, as practicable, the bulk gas temperature in the
combustion zone. The permittee must document the temperature measurement
location in the test plan. [§63.1209(k)(2)(i)]

hhh. As an indicator of gas residence time in the control device, the permittee must
establish and comply with a limit on the maximum flue gas flowrate, the
maximum production rate, or another parameter which is an appropriate
surrogate for residence time. [§63.1209(k)(3)(i)]

111. The permittee must establish limits on the maximum pumpable and total
(pumpable and nonpumpable) waste feedrate for each location where waste is
fed. [§63.1209(k)(4)(i)]

JJJ. The permittee must comply with the particulate matter emission standard by
establishing and complying with the operating parameter limits found in
§63.1209(m) ofthis subpart. [§63.1209(m)]
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kkk. If the combustor is equipped with a baghouse, the permittee must establish a
limit on the minimum pressure drop and the maximum pressure drop across
each baghouse cell based on manufacturer's specifications. The permittee
must comply with the limit on an hourly rolling average. [§63.1209(m)(1)(ii)]

111. The permittee must comply with the semivo1ati1e metal (cadmium and lead)
and low volatile metal (arsenic, beryllium, and chromium) emission standards
by establishing and complying with the following operating parameter limits.

1. The permittee must establish a limit on the maximum inlet temperature to
the primary dry metals emissions control device on an hourly rolling basis
as the average of the test run averages. [§63.1209(n)(1)]

11. The permittee must establish feedrate limits for semivolatile metals and
low volatile metals. [§63.1209(n)(2)(i)]

Ill. The permittee must establish operating parameter limits on the particulate
matter control device as specified by paragraph 63 .1209(m)(1).
[§63.1209(n)(3)]

IV. The permittee must establish a 12-hour rolling average limit for the
feedrate oftotal chlorine-and-chloride in all feedstreams-as the average of
the average hourly rolling averages for each run. [§63.1209(n)(4)]

[§63.1209(n)]

mmm. If the permittee complies with the requirements for combustion system leaks
under §63.1206(c)(5) by maintaining combustion chamber zone pressure lower
than ambient pressure, the permittee must monitor the pressure instantaneously
and the automatic waste feed cutoff system must be engaged when negative
pressure is not maintained at any time. [§63.1209(p)]

Notification Requirements

nnn. The permittee shall submit all of the applicable notifications prior to the
deadlines established in this subpart. [§63.121O(a)(1)]

000. The permittee must submit the required notifications outlined in Subpart EEE
to the Administrator in order to request or elect to comply with the alternative
requirements contained in this subpart. [§63.1210(a)(2)]

ppp. Upon postmark of the Notification of Compliance, the operating parameter
limits identified in the NotificCltion of Compliance, as applicable, shall be
complied with, the limits identified in the Document of Compliance or a
previous Notification of Compliance are no longer applicable.
[§63.1210(d)(2)]
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Recordkeeping and Reporting Requirements

qqq. The permittee shall submit the reports required by this subpart to the
Administrator prior to the deadlines set forth in this subpart. [§63.l2ll]

Procedure for Extending the Compliance Date

m. The permittee may request an extension of the compliance date to install
pollution prevention or waste minimization controls provided that the
conditions outlined in Subpart EEE are met. [§63.l213]

12. This facility is considered an affected facility and is subject, but not limited to, the
following requirements. The referenced requirements will also include the applicable
Subpart LLL NESHAP amendments promulgated by the EPA and as incorporated in the
Code ofFederal Regulations. [§19.304 of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart
LLL, National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants from the Portland
Cement Manufacturing Industry]

Standards for kilns

a. The permittee shall not cause to be discharged into the atmosphere from these
affected sources any gases which:

i. Contain particulate matter (PM) in excess of 0.15 kg per Mg (0.30 lb per
ton) of feed (dry basis) to the kiln. When there is an alkali bypass
associated with a kiln or in-line kiln/raw mill, the combined particulate
matter emissions from the kiln or in-line kiln/raw mill and the alkali
bypass are subject to this emission limit.

11. Exhibit opacity greater than 20 percent.
lll. Contain D/F in excess of:

1. 0.20 ng per dscm (8.7 x 10-11 gr per dscf) (TEQ) corrected to seven
percent oxygen; or

2. 0040 ng per dscm (1.7 x 10-10 gr per dscf) (TEQ) corrected to seven
percent oxygen, when the average ofthe performance test run
average temperatures at the inlet to the particulate matter control
device is 204°C (400 OF) or less.

[§63.l343(b)]

b. A kiln subject to the D/F limitation under §63.1343 must operate the kiln such
that the temperature of the gas at the inlet to the kiln particulate matter control
device (PMCD) and alkali bypass PMCD, if applicable, does not exceed the
applicable temperature limit specified in paragraph (b) of Subpart LLL.
[§63.1344(a)]
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c. The temperature limit for affected sources meeting the limits of paragraph (a)
of Subpart LLL or paragraphs (a)(l) through (a)(3) of Subpart LLL is
determined in accordance with §63.l49(b)(3)(iv). [§63.l344(b)]

Standards for Clinker Coolers

d. The permittee shall not cause to be discharged into the atmosphere from any
clinker cooler any gases which:

i. Contain particulate matter in excess of 0.050 kg per Mg (0.10 lb per ton)
of feed (dry basis) to the kiln.

11. Exhibit opacity greater than 10 percent.

[§63.1345(a)]
Standards for Raw and Finish Mills

e. The permittee shall not cause to be discharged from the mill sweep or air
separator air pollution control devices for each finish mill any gases which
exhibit opacity in excess often percent. [§63.1347]

Standardsfol" affected sources other than-kilns;· in-line-kilnslrawmills; newandreeonstructed
raw material dryers; and raw andfinish mills

f. The owner or operator of each new or existing raw material, clinker or finished
product storage bin; conveying system transfer point; bagging system; and
bulk loading or unloading system; and each existing raw material dryer, at a
facility which is a major source subject to the provision of this subpart shall
not cause to be discharged any gases from these affected sources which exhibit
opacity in excess often percent. [§63.1348]

Performance testing requirements

g. The permittee shall use the test methods and procedures contained in Subpart
LLL to demonstrate compliance with the emissions limits set forth by this
subpart. [§63 .1349]

Monitoring requirements

h. The owner or operator of each portland cement plant shall prepare for each
affected source subject to the provisions of this subpart, a written operations
and maintenance plan. The permittee shall also comply with all applicable
monitoring requirements contained in Subpart LLL. [§63.1350]
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Compliance dates

l. Existing sources shall comply with this subpart no later than June 14, 2002.
[§63.1351 (a)]

J. The compliance date for new construction or reconstruction after March 24,
1998 is immediately upon start of operations. [§63.1351(b)]

Notification requirements

k. The permittee shall comply with all applicable notification requirements set
forth in Subpart LLL. [§63.1353(a)]

Reporting Requirements

I. The permittee shall comply with all applicable reporting requirements set forth
in Subpart LLL. [§63.1354(a)]

Recordkeeping Requirements

m. The permittee shall comply with all applicable recordkeeping requirements set
forth in Subpart LLL. [§63.l355(a)]

13. The facility shall develop and implement a written startup, shutdown, and malfunction
plan for sources subject to 40 CFR 63, Subpart EEE, National Emission Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollutants From Hazardous Waste Combustors. The plan shall include
those items listed in 40 CFR 63.6(e)(3) et seq. The plan shall be maintained on site and
be available to Department personnel upon request. [§19.304 and 40 CFR 63.6(e)(3)(i)]

14. The facility shall develop and implement a written startup, shutdown, and malfunction
plan for sources subject to 40 CFR 63, Subpart LLL, National Emission Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollutants From the Portland Cement Manufacturing Industry. The plan
shall include those items listed in 40 CFR 63.6(e)(3) et seq. The plan shall be maintained
on site and be available to Department personnel upon request. [§19.304 and 40 CFR
63.6(e)(3)(i)]

15. The visible emission observations shall be used as a method of compliance verification
for the opacity limits assigned for the sources whose Specific Conditions reference this
Plantwide Condition. The monthly observations shall be conducted by someone familiar
with the facility's visible emissions.

n. If during the observations, visible emissions are detected which appear to be in
excess ofthe permitted opacity limit, the permittee shall:

iii. Take immediate action to identify the cause of the visible emissions,
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IV. Implement corrective action, and
v. If excessive visible emissions are still detected, an opacity reading shall be

conducted in accordance with EPA Reference Method 9. This reading
shall be conducted by a person trained and certified in the reference
method. If the opacity reading exceeds the permitted limit, further
corrective measures shall be taken.

VI. If no excessive visible emissions are detected, the incident shall be noted
in the records as described below.

o. The permittee shall maintain records related to all visible emission
observations and Method 9 readings. These records shall be updated on an as
performed basis. These records shall be kept on site and made available to
Department personnel upon request. These records shall contain:

VII. The time and date of each observation/reading any observance of visible
emissions appearing to be above permitted limits or any Method 9 reading
which indicates exceedance,

Vlll. The cause of any observed exceedance of opacity limits, corrective actions
taken, and results of the reassessment, and

. IX•. The name ofthe-perseneonducting-theebservation!reading.

[§ 18.1 004 of Regulation 18, 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart LLL and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as
referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

16. The permittee may choose to comply with the emission standards set forth in 40 CFR part
63, Subpart LLL when hazardous waste is not in the combustion chamber (i.e., the
hazardous waste feed to the combustor has been cutoff for a period time not less than the
hazardous waste residence time). The permittee must document in the facility record
when they are operating under 40 CFR 63, Subpart LLL. These records shall be
maintained on site and made available to Department personnel upon request. [§19.304
ofRegulation 19, and 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart EEE, §63.1206(b)(1)]

Title VI Provisions

17. The permittee must comply with the standards for labeling ofproducts using ozone
depleting substances. [40 CFR Part 82, Subpart E]

p. All containers containing a class I or class II substance stored or transported,
all products containing a class I substance, and all products directly
manufactured with a class I substance must bear the required warning
statement if it is being introduced to interstate commerce pursuant to §82.1 06.

q. The placement of the required warning statement must comply with the
requirements pursuant to §82.108.

r. The form ofthe label bearing the required warning must comply with the
requirements pursuant to §82.llO.
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s. No person may modify, remove, or interfere with the required warning
statement except as described in §82.ll2.

18. The permittee must comply with the standards for recycling and emissions reduction,
except as provided for MVACs in Subpart B. [40 CFR Part 82, Subpart F]

t. Persons opening appliances for maintenance, service, repair, or disposal must
comply with the required practices pursuant to §82.156.

u. Equipment used during the maintenance, service, repair, or disposal of
appliances must comply with the standards for recycling and recovery
equipment pursuant to §82.l58.

v. Persons performing maintenance, service repair, or disposal of appliances must
be certified by an approved technician certification program pursuant to
§82.161.

w. Persons disposing of small appliances, MVACs, and MVAC like appliances
must comply with record keeping requirements pursuant to §82.l66. ('"MVAC
like appliance" as defined at §82.152)

x. Persons owning commercial or industrial process refrigeration equipment must
comply with leak repair requirements pursuant to §82.l56.

y. Owners/operators of appliances normally containing 50 or more pounds of
refrigerant must keep records of refrigerant purchased and added to such
appliances pursuant to §82.166.

19. If the permittee manufactures, transforms, destroys, imports, or exports a class I or class
II substance, the permittee is subject to all requirements as specified in 40 CFR Part 82,
Subpart A, Production and Consumption Controls.

20. If the permittee performs a service on motor (fleet) vehicles when this service involves
ozone depleting substance refrigerant (or regulated substitute substance) in the motor
vehicle air conditioner (MYAC), the permittee is subject to all the applicable
requirements as specified in 40 CFR part 82, Subpart B, Servicing ofMotor Vehicle Air
Conditioners.

The term "motor vehicle" as used in Subpart B does not include a vehicle in which final
assembly ofthe vehicle has not been completed. The term "MVAC" as used in Subpart
B does not include the air tight sealed refrigeration system used as refrigerated cargo, or
the system used on passenger buses using HCFC 22 refrigerant.

21. The permittee can switch from any ozone depleting substance to any alternative listed in
the Significant New Alternatives Program (SNAP) promulgated pursuant to 40 CFR Part
82, Subpart G.
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Permit Shield

22. Compliance with the conditions of this pennit shall be deemed compliance with all
applicable requirements, as of the date of pennit issuance, included .in and specifically
identified in the following table of this condition. The permit specifically identifies the
following as applicable requirements based upon the information submitted by the
permittee in an application dated October 1996, as amended in September 1997,
December 1998, April 1999, and October 2000.

Applicable Regulations

Source No. Regulation Description

F19,F20 40 CFR 60, Subpart Kb Standards of Performance for Volatile
Organic Liquid Storage Vessels (Including

Petroleum Liquid Storage Vessels) for
which Construction, Reconstruction, or
Modification Commenced after July 23,

1984
Pl,P2, P3 40 CFR63, SubpartEEE Emission Standards~QLHazardQus_Waste

Combustors
P5, P6, P8, PI0, Pll, 40 CFR 63, Subpart LLL Emission Standards for Portland Cement
P12, P13, P15, P16, Plants
P17, P18, P19, P20,
P26,P27,P28,P29,

P30, P31, M1, M3, M4,
M8,M9,M10,M11,

M12,M13,M14,M15,
M16,M17,M18,M19,
M20, M21, M22, M23,
M24, M25, M26, M27,
M28, M29, M30, M31,
M32,M33,M34,M35,
M36,M37,M38,M39,
M40,M42,M43,M44,
M45, Sl, S3-S13, S15-

S18, C1-C11, C13-
C21, C26-C28, C32-

C35, C41-C44
F19,F20 40 CFR 61, Subpart FF Benzene Waste Operations
Facility 40 CPR 63, Subpart DD
Facility Arkansas Regulation 19 Compilation of Regulations of the

Arkansas State Implementation Plan for
Air Pollution Control
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Source No. Regulation Description

Facility Arkansas Regulation 26 Regulations of the Arkansas Operating Air
Permit Program

The permit specifically identifies the following as inapplicable based upon information
submitted by the permittee in an application dated October 1996, as amended September
1997, December 1998, and April 1999.

Inapplicable Regulations

Description of Regulatory Affected Basis for Determination
Re.,.lation Citation Source
New Source 40 CFR 60, PI, P2, P3, P6, Units were constructed prior to the

Performance Standards Subpart F M16, M17, effective date of the subpart
M18, M19,
M20, M42,

M43, M44, S4,
S6, S7, S8, S9,
S10, SII, S12,

S13, C13
New Source 40 CFR60, P4,P7,P9,P24 Final Direct Rule (April 5, 2002)

Performance Standards Subpart Y [FR-7168-11
New Source 40 CFR60, Facility Sources installed before

Performance Standards Subpart applicability date or subject to
000 Subpart F are exempt from 000.

National Emission 40 CFR 61, Facility Facility subject to FF exempt from
Standards for Hazardous SubpartDD requirements of this subpart.

Air Pollutants
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SECTION Vll: INSIGNIFICANT ACTIVITIES

The following sources are insignificant activities. Any activity that has a state or federal
applicable requirement shall be considered a significant activity even if this activity meets the
criteria of §26.304 of Regulation 26 or listed in the table below. Insignificant activity
detenninations rely upon the infonnation submitted by the pennittee in an application dated
October 24,2007. [Regulation 26, §26.304]

I Description I Category I
Piles associated with clean-up Group A, #13

Auxiliary drive to tum kilns Group A, #13

11,000 gallon oil tank Group A, #13

11,000 gallon oil tank Group A, #13

250 gallon fuel tank Group A, #2

10,000 gallon diesel UST Group A, #3

- 10,000gallon unleaded UST - - ------~.

_ Gr_Qup-Ao- #J J_ _ __

8,000 diesel tank Group A, #3

600 gallon tank Group A, #3

Temporary Clinker Screening Group A, #13
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SECTION VITI: GENERAL PROVISIONS

1. AnyAny terms or conditions included in this permit which specify and reference
Arkansas Pollution Control & Ecology Commission Regulation 18 or the Arkansas Water
and Air Pollution Control Act (A.C.A. §8-4-101 et seq.) as the sole origin of and
authority for the terms or conditions are not required under the Clean Air Act or any of its
applicable requirements, and are not federally enforceable under the Clean Air Act.
Arkansas Pollution Control & Ecology Commission Regulation 18 was adopted pursuant
to the Arkansas Water and Air Pollution Control Act (A.C.A. §8-4-101 et seq.). Any
terms or conditions included in this permit which specify and reference Arkansas
Pollution Control & Ecology Commission Regulation 18 or the Arkansas Water and Air
Pollution Control Act (A.C.A. §8-4-101 et seq.) as the origin of and authority for the
terms or conditions are enforceable under this Arkansas statute. [40 CFR 70.6(b)(2)]

2. This permit shall be valid for a period offive (5) years beginning on the date this permit
becomes effective and ending five (5) years later. [40 CFR 70.6(a)(2) and §26.701(B) of
the Regulations of the Arkansas Operating Air Permit Program (Regulation 26)]

3. The permittee must submit a complete application for permit renewal at least six (6)
months before permit expiration. Permit expiration terminates the permittee's right to
operate unless the permittee submitted a complete renewal application at least six (6)
months before permit expiration. If the permittee submits a complete application, the
existing permit will remain in effect until the Department takes final action on the
renewal application. The Department will not necessarily notify the permittee when the
permit renewal application is due. [Regulation 26, §26.406]

4. Where an applicable requirement of the Clean Air Act, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 7401, et
seq. (Act) is more stringent than an applicable requirement ofregulations promulgated
under Title IV ofthe Act, the permit incorporates both provisions into the permit, and the
Director or the Administrator can enforce both provisions. [40 CFR 70.6(a)(l)(ii) and
Regulation 26, §26.701(A)(2)]

5. The permittee must maintain the following records ofmonitoring information as required
by this permit.

a. The date, place as defined in this permit, and time of sampling or measurements;
b. The date(s) analyses performed;
c. The company or entity performing the analyses;
d. The analytical techniques or methods used;
e. The results of such analyses; and
f. The operating conditions existing at the time of sampling or measurement.

[40 CFR 70.6(a)(3)(ii)(A) and Regulation 26, §26.701(C)(2)]
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6. The permittee must retain the records of all required monitoring data and support
information for at least five (5) years from the date of the monitoring sample,
measurement, report, or application. Support information includes all calibration and
maintenance records and all original strip chart recordings for continuous monitoring
instrumentation, and copies of all reports required by this permit. [40 CFR
70.6(a)(3)(ii)(B) and Regulation 26, §26.701(C)(2)(b)]

7. The permittee must submit reports of all required monitoring every six (6) months. If
permit establishes no other reporting period, the reporting period shall end on the last day
of the anniversary month ofthe initial Title V permit. The report is due within thirty (30)
days of the end of the reporting period. Although the reports are due every six months,
each report shall contain a full year of data. The report must clearly identify all instances
of deviations from permit requirements. A responsible official as defined in Regulation
No. 26, §26.2 must certify all required reports. The permittee will send the reports to the
address below:

Arkansas Department of Environmental Quality
Air Division
ATTN: Compliance Inspector Supervisor
530-1 Northshore Drive
North Little Rock, AR 72118-5317

[40 C.F.R. 70.6(a)(3)(iii)(A) and Regulation 26, §26.701(C)(3)(a)]

8. The permittee shall report to the Department all deviations from permit requirements,
including those attributable to upset conditions as defined in the permit.

a. For all upset conditions (as defined in Regulation19, § 19.601), the permittee will
make an initial report to the Department by the next business day after the
discovery of the occurrence. The initial report may be made by telephone and
shall include:

1. The facility name and location;
11. The process unit or emission source deviating from the permit limit;

lll. The permit limit, including the identification of pollutants, from which
deviation occurs;

IV. The date and time the deviation started;
v. The duration of the deviation;

VI. The average emissions during the deviation;
V11. The probable cause of such deviations;

Vlll. Any corrective actions or preventive measures taken or being taken to
prevent such deviations in the future; and

IX. The name of the person submitting the report.
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The permittee shall make a full report in writing to the Department within five (5)
business days of discovery of the occurrence. The report must include, in addition to
the information required by the initial report, a schedule of actions taken or planned
to eliminate future occurrences and/or to minimize the amount the permit's limits
were exceeded and to reduce the length of time the limits were exceeded. The
permittee may submit a full report in writing (by facsimile, overnight courier, or other
means) by the next business day after discovery of the occurrence, and the report will
serve as both the initial report and full report.

b. For all deviations, the permittee shall report such events in semi-annual reporting
and annual certifications required in this permit. This includes all upset
conditions reported in 8a above. The semi-annual report must include all the
information as required by the initial and full reports required in 8a.

[Regulation 19, §19.601 and §19.602, Regulation 26, §26.701(C)(3)(b), and 40 CFR
70.6(a)(3)(iii)(B)]

9. If any provision of the permit or the application thereof to any person or circumstance is
held invalid, such invalidity will not affect other provisions or applications hereof which
can be given effect without the invalid provision or application, and to this end,
provisions of this Regulation are declared to be separable and severable. [40 CFR
70.6(a)(5), Regulation 26, §26.70I(E), and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8
4-304 and §8-4-3II]

10. The permittee must comply with all conditions of this Part 70 permit. Any permit
noncompliance with applicable requirements as defined in Regulation 26 constitutes a
violation of the Clean Air Act, as amended, 42 U.S.C. §740I, et seq. and is grounds for
enforcement action; for permit termination, revocation and reissuance, for permit
modification; or for denial of a permit renewal application. [40 CFR 70.6(a)(6)(i) and
Regulation 26, §26.70I(F)(1)]

11. It shall not be a defense for a permittee in an enforcement action that it would have been
necessary to halt or reduce the permitted activity to maintain compliance with the
conditions of this permit. [40 CFR 70.6(a)(6)(ii) and Regulation 26, §26.701(F)(2)]

12. The Department may modify, revoke, reopen and reissue the permit or terminate the
permit for cause. The filing of a request by the permittee for a permit modification,
revocation and reissuance, termination, or of a notification of planned changes or
anticipated noncompliance does not stay any permit condition. [40 CFR 70.6(a)(6)(iii)
and Regulation 26, §26.70I(F)(3)]

13. This permit does notconvey any property rights of any sort, or any exclusive privilege.
[40 CFR 70.6(a)(6)(iv) and Regulation 26, §26.70I(F)(4)]
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14. The permittee must furnish to the Director, within the time specified by the Director, any
information that the Director may request in writing to determine whether cause exists for
modifying, revoking and reissuing, or terminating the permit or to determine compliance
with the permit. Upon request, the permittee must also furnish to the Director copies of
records required by the permit. For information the permittee claims confidentiality, the
Department may require the permittee to furnish such records directly to the Director
along with a claim of confidentiality. [40 CFR 70.6(a)(6)(v) and Regulation 26,
§26.701 (F)(5)]

15. The permittee must pay all permit fees in accordance with the procedures established in
Regulation 9. [40 CFR 70.6(a)(7) and Regulation 26, §26.701(G)]

16. No permit revision shall be required, under any approved economic incentives,
marketable permits, emissions trading and other similar programs or processes for
changes provided for elsewhere in this permit. [40 CFR 70.6(a)(8) and Regulation 26,
§26.70I(H)]

17. Ifthe permit allows different operating scenarios, the permittee shall, contemporaneously
with making a change from one operating scenario to another, record in a log at the
permitted facility a record of the operational-scenario. [40-CER70.6(a)~9-)(i}and

Regulation 26, §26.701(I)(l)]

18. The Administrator and citizens may enforce under the Act all terms and conditions in this
permit, including any provisions designed to limit a source's potential to emit, unless the
Department specifically designates terms and conditions of the permit as being federally
unenforceable under the Act or under any of its applicable requirements. [40 CFR
70.6(b) and Regulation 26, §26.702(A) and (B)]

19. Any document (including reports) required by this permit must contain a certification by
a responsible official as defined in Regulation 26, §26.2. [40 CFR 70.6(c)(l) and
Regulation 26, §26.703(A)]

20. The permittee must allow an authorized representative of the Department, upon
presentation of credentials, to perform the following: [40 CFR 70.6(c)(2) and Regulation
26, §26.703(B)]

a. Enter upon the permittee's premises where the permitted source is located or
emissions related activity is conducted, or where records must be kept under the
conditions of this permit;

b. Have access to and copy, at reasonable times, any records required under the
conditions of this permit;

c. Inspect at reasonable times any facilities, equipment (including monitoring and air
pollution control equipment), practices, or operations regulated or required under
this permit; and
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d. As authorized by the Act, sample or monitor at reasonable times substances or
parameters for assuring compliance with this permit or applicable requirements.

21. The permittee shall submit a compliance certification with the terms and conditions
contained in the permit, including emission limitations, standards, or work practices. The
permittee must submit the compliance certification annually within 30 days following the
last day of the anniversary month of the initial Title V permit. The permittee must also
submit the compliance certification to the Administrator as well as to the Department.
All compliance certifications required by this permit must include the following: [40
CFR 70.6(c)(5) and Regulation 26, §26.703(E)(3)]

a. The identification of each term or condition of the permit that is the basis of the
certification;

b. The compliance status;
c. Whether compliance was continuous or intermittent;
d. The method(s) used for determining the compliance status of the source, currently

and over the reporting period established by the monitoring requirements of this
permit; and

e. Such other facts as the Department may require elsewhere in this permit or by
§114(a)(3) and §504(b) of the Act.

22. Nothing in this permit will alter or affect the following: [Regulation 26, §26.704(C)]

a. The provisions of Section 303 of the Act (emergency orders), including the
authority of the Administrator under that section;

b. The liability of the permittee for any violation of applicable requirements prior to
or at the time of permit issuance;

c. The applicable requirements of the acid rain program, consistent with §408(a) of
the Act; or

d. The ability of EPA to obtain information from a source pursuant to §114 of the
Act.

23. This permit authorizes only those pollutant emitting activities addressed in this permit.
[A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

24. The permittee may request in writing and at least 15 days in advance of the deadline, an
extension to any testing, compliance or other dates in this permit. No such extensions are
authorized until the permittee receives written Department approval. The Department
may grant such a request, at its discretion in the following circumstances:

a. Such an extension does not violate a federal requirement;
b. The permittee demonstrates the need for the extension; and
c. The permittee documents that all reasonable measures have been taken to meet

the current deadline and documents reasons it cannot be met.
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[Regulation 18, §18.1 02(C-D), Regulation 19, §19.1 03(D), A.C.A. §8-4-203 as
referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311, and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

25. The permittee may request in writing and at least 30 days in advance, temporary
emissions and/or testing that would otherwise exceed an emission rate, throughput
requirement, or other limit in this permit. No such activities are authorized until the
permittee receives written Department approval. Any such emissions shall be included in
the facility's total emissions and reported as such. The Department may grant such a
request, at its discretion under the following conditions:

a. Such a request does not violate a federal requirement;
b. Such a request is temporary in nature;
c. Such a request will not result in a condition of air pollution;
d. The request contains such information necessary for the Department to evaluate

the request, including but not limited to, quantification of such emissions and the
dateltime such emission will occur;

e. Such a request will result in increased emissions less than five tons of any
individual criteria pollutant, one ton of any single HAP and 2.5 tons of total
HAPs; and

f. The permittee maintains-records ofthe dates and results of such-temporaJ¥
emissions/testing.

[Regulation 18, §18.102(C-D), Regulation 19, §19.103(D), A.C.A. §8-4-203 as
referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311, and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

26. The permittee may request in writing and at least 30 days in advance, an alternative
to the specified monitoring in this permit. No such alternatives are authorized until the
permittee receives written Department approval. The Department may grant such a
request, at its discretion under the following conditions:

a. The request does not violate a federal requirement;
b. The request provides an equivalent or greater degree of actual monitoring to the

current requirements; and
c. Any such request, if approved, is incorporated in the next permit modification

application by the permittee.

[Regulation 18, §18.102(C-D), Regulation19, §19.103(D), A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced
by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311, and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]
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Temporary Three Kiln Configuration Operating Scenario

SECTION I: FACILITY INFORMATION

PERMITTEE: Ash Grove Cement Company

AFIN: 41-00001

PERMIT NUMBER: 0075-AOP-Rll

FACILITY ADDRESS: 4457 Highway 108
Foreman, AR 71836

MAILING ADDRESS: 4457 Highway 108
Foreman, Arkansas 71836

COUNTY: Little River

CONTACT POSITION: Dan Peterson, Plant Manager

TELEPHONE NUMBER: (870) 542-6217

REVIEWING ENGINEER: Joseph Hurt

UTM North South (Y):

UTM East West (X):

Zone 15: 3728.9

Zone 15: 368.35
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SECTION II: INTRODUCTION

Summary of Permit Activity

Ash Grove Cement Company(AFIN: 41-00001) operates a portland cement plant located at
4457 Hwy 108 West in Foreman, Arkansas 71836. This modification will allow Ash Grove to
temporarily continue operating certain sources associated with coal unloading, gypsum
unloading, and limestone (chalk) drying for six (6) months after the start-up of the new
operations. The pennitted emissions from these sources for six (6) months include 5.8 tpy of
PMlPM IO, 0.2 tpy ofS02, 1.9 tpy ofVOC, 27.6 tpy of CO, and 32.9 tpy ofNOx.

Process Description

After operations at the Pyroprocess Unit Operating Scenario begin, the facility will require the
continued operation from the coal unloading, gypsum unloading, and limestone drying for an
additional six months. These operations include the Mill Area (SN-Mx), Dryer Scrubber (SN
M20), Active Coal Pile (SN-F5), Fuel Area (SN-Fx), Raw Material Storage Area (SN-Rx),
Gypsum Storage Pile (SN-R5), and the Secondary Crusher (SN-R12). Additional information
pertaining to these operations can be found in the Source Description provided in Section IV.

Regulations

The following table contains the regulations applicable to this permit.

Regulations

Arkansas Air Pollution Control Code, Regulation 18, effective January 25,2009

Regulations of the Arkansas Plan of Implementation for Air Pollution Control,
Regulation 19, effective January 25, 2009
Regulations of the Arkansas Operating Air Pennit Program, Regulation 26, effective
January 25, 2009

40 CFR Part 60 Subpart F, Standards ofPerformance for Portland Cement Plants,

40 CFR Part 60 Subpart Kb, Standards ofPerformance for Volatile Organic Liquid
Storage Vessels(Including Petroleum Liquid Storage Vessels) for Which Construction,
Reconstruction, or Modification commenced After July 23, 1984

40 CFR Part 61, Subpart FF, National Emission Standards for Benzene Waste Operations

40 CFR Part 63, Subpart DD, National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants
from Off-Site Waste and Recovery Operations
40 CFR Part 63, SubpartLLL, National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air
Pollutants From the Portland Cement Manufacturing Industry
40 CFR Part 63, Subpart EEE, National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air
Pollutants From Hazardous Waste Combustors
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The following table is a summary of emissions from the facility. This table, in itself, is not an
enforceable condition of the permit.

Emission Summary (Temporary Three Kiln Scenario)

EMISSION SUMMARY

Source Emission Rates

Number
Description Pollutant

lb/hr tpy

PM 4.0 5.8

PMIO 4.0 5.8

S02 0.1 0.2
Total Allowable Emissions

VOC 0.5 1.9

CO 6.3 27.6

NOx 7.5 32.9

HAPs* None

Air Contaminants ** None

M9 Tripper Discharge PM 0.1 0.1
into Bins PMIO 0.1 0.1

M20 Dryer Scrubber PM 0.2 0.5
PMIO 0.2 0.5
S02 0.1 0.2

VOC 0.5 1.9
CO 6.3 27.6

NOx 7.5 32.9
M24 Discharge from Bin PM 0.1 0.1

#40 PMIO 0.1 0.1
M25 Discharge from D PM 0.1 0.1

Belt into Chalk Dryer PMIO 0.1 0.1
M26 Transfer to D Belt PM 0.1 0.1

PMIO 0.1 0.1
F5 Active Coal Pile PM 0.1 0.2

PMIO 0.1 0.2
F6 Discharge into Feed PM 0.3 0.3

Hopper #5 PMIO 0.3 0.3
F8 Transfer from #208 PM 0.1 0.1

Belt to #210 Belt PMIO 0.1 0.1
F9 Discharge into Feed PM 0.3 0.3

Hopper #4 PMIO 0.3 0.3
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EMISSION SUMMARY

Source Emission Rates

Number
Description Pollutant

Ib/hr tpy

Fll Discharge from PM 0.1 0.1
Hopper #4 Vibrating PM 10 0.1 0.1
Feeder to #206 Belt

F12 Discharge from PM 0.1 0.1
Hopper #5 Vibrating PM10 0.1 0.1
Feeder to #206 Belt

F13 Transfer from #206 PM 0.1 0.1
Belt PM IO 0.1 0.1

to #208 Belt
F14 Transfer from Stacker PM 0.3 0.3

Belt to Active Coal PM10 0.3 0.3
Pile

F15 Unloading into Long PM 0.2 0.4
Tenn Coal Pile PM10 0.2 0.4

F18 -KailCaiUnloaofng
------ -- --

PM 0.2
- ..... _-----

0.4
into Coal Hoppers 4 PM10 0.2 0.4

and 5
R3 Discharge from Chalk PM 0.1 0.1

Feeder PM10 0.1 0.1
R4 Discharge from PM 0.1 0.1

Gypsum Feeder PM10 0.1 0.1
R5 Gypsum Storage Pile PM 0.1 0.1

PM10 0.1 0.1
RIO Discharge of Gypsum PM 0.3 0.6

Belt PMIO 0.3 0.6
Rll Discharge into PM 0.1 0.1

Secondary Crusher PMIO 0.1 0.1
R12 Secondary Crusher PM 0.6 1.3

PM10 0.6 1.3
R13 Secondary Crusher PM 0.1 0.1

Discharge PMIO 0.1 0.1
R14 Transfer to #2 Belt PM 0.1 0.1

PMIO 0.1 0.1
R15 Discharge from PM 0.1 0.1

Gypsum Hopper PMIO 0.1 0.1
*HAPs included in the VOC totals. Other HAPs are not included ill any other totals unless specIfically stated.
**Air Contaminants such as ammonia, acetone, and certain halogenated solvents are not VOCs or HAPs.
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SECTION III: PERMIT mSTORY

Permit #75-A was issued to Arkansas Cement Corporation Foreman Production facilities on or
about September 21, 1971. This permit allowed the installation of three "Precipitair"
electrostatic precipitators and supporting equipment at the existing facility. Proposed emissions
were 29.58 lblhr of particulates.

Permit #75-A (modification) allowed the facility to use coal instead ofnatural gas as the primary
fuel to fire the three cement kilns and to replace the three previously approved electrostatic
precipitators. This amendment was issued on September 15, 1976.

Permit #75-A (modification) was issued on March 26, 1982. This modification allowed
Arkansas Cement to install a gravel bed filter to control particulate discharge from the clinker
coolers to replace the multiclone that was being used. Permitted emission rates dropped from
475lblhrto 25lblhr of particulate.

Permit #75-AR-3 was issued on May 27, 1983, and it rescinded the modification issued on
March 26, 1982, because the facility decided to install a Fuller fabric filter with heat recovery
instead of the gravel bed filter. This modification also included the replacement of part of the
clinker handling system and the installation of a baghouse to control emissions generated at this
crossover point. This modification added 1 lblhr of particulate emissions.

Permit #75-AR-4 was issued on January 29, 1988. This modification changed the name of the
facility to Ash Grove Cement Company and consolidated the existing emissions sources into one
permit and placed restrictions on the use ofwaste-derived fuel at this facility. This permit
allowed emissions of99.91b/hr ofTSP, 787lblhr ofS02, 39lblhr of chlorine, 0.0481blhr of
lead, and 0.006 lblhr of chromium.

Permit #75-AR-5 was issued on June 30, 1989. This permit allowed Ash Grove to burn solid
hazardous waste in the cement kilns. This permit allowed emissions of92.2lblhr TSP, 1574
lblhr of S02, 164.6 lblhr ofHCI, 0.22 lblhr oflead, and 0.316 lblhr of chromium.

Permit #75-AR-6 was issued on July 8, 1991. This permit allowed Ash Grove to change the
outlet nozzles of the ESPs so that each kiln could vent to a single stack. Emissions were not
increased due to this modification.

Permit #75-AR-7 was issued on November 13, 1991. This modification allowed all sources,
regardless of size, to be permitted. No changes in operation were made. Emissions consisted of
553 tpy TSP, 6,894.1 tpy S02, 721 tpy HCI, 0.964 tpy lead, and 1.39 tpy chromium.

Permit #75-AR-8 was issued on June 15, 1994. This permit covered the installation ofCEMS
required by the BIF rule. Permit #75-AR-7 was modified so that the Air Permit monitoring
requirements for S02, NOx, and CO could be satisfied by the new CEMS. This modification also
added two product storage silos and related materials handling equipment to improve the loading
and shipping of finished product, and modified four existing dust control baghouses in a manner
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that resulted in four new point discharge stacks. The carbon adsorption system on the liquid
waste fuel storage tanks was replaced by a liquid nitrogen recovery condenser. These changes
did not result in any changes to the emission rates at this facility.

Permit #75-AR-9 was issued on February 11, 1998. This modification authorized Ash Grove to
bum waste tires as fuel. Emission rates for S02 were increased and emission rates for NOx and
CO were added. Emission totals listed in this permit were 567 tpy PM lO, 5,740 tpy S02, 1,183
tpy CO, 9,080 tpy NOx, 0.964 tpy lead, and 3.0 tpy VOC.

Permit 1235-AR-l was issued on November 7, 1995. This permit is for the limestone quarry
located at the Ash Grove site. The requirements for this quarry are being incorporated into this
permit. The quarry is permitted to emit 4.3 lb/hr and 19.0 tpy ofPMlPM lO•

Permit 75-AOP-RO was the initial Title V permit issued to Ash Grove Cement in Foreman,
Arkansas. This permit allowed for several changes at this facility. The portable crusher (SN
R22) was permitted for the first time. Ash Grove installed 10 new LWDF tanks and changed the
control device to a thermal oxidizer with a carbon adsorption backup system. A clinker storage
dome was added to the facility and the ESPs used to control emissions from the kilns were
refurbished. Also, the quarry (formerly permitted under permit #1235-AR-l) which supplies
limestone-for use inthe-eement-kilns-wasincluded-in thispermit;- '[he permitalsoineorporated-
the requirements of 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart LLL, National Emission Standards for Hazardous
Air Pollutants From the Portland Cement Manufacturing Industry, and 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart
EEE, National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants From Hazardous Waste
Combustors.

Permit 75-AOP-Rl was issued on May 30, 2003. This modification allowed Ash Grove to
construct a new cement kiln dust (CKD) handling system (SN-P32, SN- P33, SN-P34, SN-P35
and SN-P36) and remove baghouses P18 and P19. This system allowed the CKD to be
pneumatically conveyed across the highway to a new CKD landfill and it also allowed some of
the CKD to be recycled to kiln #3. This modification resulted in net PMlPM lO emissions
increases of 0.8 lb/hr and 2.6 tpy from the CKD handling equipment and 4 proposed new fabric
filter dust collectors. Also, Ash Grove constructed a baghouse (SN-C44). This change resulted
in an increase ofPMlPMlO emissions ofO.17lb/hr and 0.75 tpy. Finally, Ash Grove Cement
Company added 3 drag conveyors and replaced 2 bucket conveyors and a belt conveyor that
were part of the clinker handling system. The two bucket conveyors were the number 6 and
number 7 bucket conveyors. The belt conveyor was the 440 belt. These conveyors are subject to
all applicable sections of 40 CFR 63, Subpart LLL. No additional emissions are resulted from
this modification.

Permit 75-AOP-R2 was issued on May 4, 2005. This modification combined and incorporated
several requests for minor modifications to the Title V permit. This modification allowed for a
redesign of the CKD handling system (SN-P32 through SN-P36) and the addition ofP37. It was
discovered that the system required additional conveying air. This modification also allowed
Ash Grove to install a belt conveyor with integrated dust collector (SN-P38) to the CKD
handling system.
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Ash Grove has been given approval to manufacture a new product named DURACEM OW.
Manufacture of this product will result in no increase in process emissions, however; there will
be an increase in fugitive emissions from the haul roads (SN-R20). Finally, the facility replaced
a bucket elevator in the Chalk Dryer System with a drag conveyor. No additional emissions
occurred as a result of this change.

These changes resulted in net emissions increases of 1.5 tpy of PM and 3.1 tpy PM IO emissions
from this facility.

Permit 75-AOP-R3 was issued on August 29, 2005. This modification allowed Ash Grove to
install an additional baghouse for bins 26 and 27. The increased air flow resulting from
installation of this new baghouse caused potential emissions increased by 4.5 tpy PMIO. This
modification also corrected typographical errors found in 75-AOP-R2.

Permit 75-AOP-R4 was issued on January 12,2006. Hydrogen chloride emissions were
increased to match the emission rates allowed by 40 CFR 63, Subpart EEE. Other HAP emission
rates were increased based on recent stack testing. Permitted increases were 597.7 tpy hydrogen
chloride, 0.16 tpy acrylonitrile, 1.55 tpy benzene, 0.15 tpy bezidine, 0.11 tpy toluene, 0.16 tpy
vinyl chloride. Ash Grove also changed the minimum kVa for each electrostatic precipitator
based on data collected during the comprehensive performance test. The new minimum 3-hour
rolling average kVa values are 198, 202, and 101 for kilns 1, 2, and 3 respectively.

Permit 75-AOP-R5 was issued on May 12,2006. This modification allowed Ash Grove to
install an additional baghouse (SN-P-39) on the 500 ton CKD Bin (SN-P35) and to replace a
conveyor belt and add two baghouses (SN-C45 and C-46) to the clinker silos. These changes
resulted in a permitted emissions increase of2.4 tpy PMlPMIO.

Permit 75-AOP-R6 was issued on September 18, 2006. This modification allowed Ash Grove to
replace an existing screw conveyor with a weigh belt (SN-MI2) and add a conveyor belt to allow
the addition oflimestone to Mill No.4 (SN-M46). This project resulted in additional permitted
PM emissions of 0.5 tpy and PMIOemissions of 0.2 tpy.

Permit 75-AOP-R7 was issued on May 15,2007. This modification allowed Ash Grove to
construct a new dry-process preheater/precalciner (PH/PC) cement kiln system at this facility as
a modernized replacement for the three existing wet-process cement kilns. This change triggered
PSD review for VOC and CO.

Permit 75-AOP-R8 was issued on August 23,2007. This minor modification affected only the
three kiln operating scenario. This modification allowed Ash Grove to replace an existing
conveyor belt and apron feeders. Also, this modification allowed the removal of sources C-14,
15, 16, 17, 18,36 and 37. This project resulted in permitted emissions reductions of 16.3 tpy PM
and 6.4 tpy PMIO.
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Permit 0075-AOP-R9 was issued on January 23, 2008. This modification allowed Ash Grove to
replace the existing loadout spouts at the North Truck Load in the Shipping Department, add a
baghouse at the south load out, and remove from the permit a baghouse that was never installed.
This resulted in permitted emissions reductions of2.7 tpy PMand PM IO for the Three Kiln
Configuration Operating Scenario. Additionally, Ash Grove submitted an application for an
Administrative Amendment request for a one time clinker screening for the Three Kiln
Configuration Operating Scenario only. The temporary clinker screening was added to the
Insignificant Activities under Group A-13.

Permit 0075-AOP-RI0 was issued on December 19,2008. This modification allowed Ash
Grove to install a baghouse (SN-SI9) to the Delta Silos pump hopper, and install an additional
baghouse (SN-C47) at the Clinker Unloading area. This resulted in permitted emissions
reductions of 0.4 tpy PM and PMlO for the Three Kiln Configuration Operating Scenario. Due to
errors in the emission summary table, the total PM, PM lO, S02, VOC, and NOx emissions were
updated to correctly sum the total emissions from all permitted sources.
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SECTION IV: SPECIFIC CONDITIONS

Uncontrolled Transfer points in the Mill Area

Source Description

The Mill area consists of many different pieces of equipment. The uncontrolled emission rates
were found based on equipment maximums using a formula contained in AP-42 page 13.2.4-3 as
found in Appendix B.

Specific Conditions

281. The permittee shall not exceed the emission limits set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Plantwide Condition 7 and
based on maximum capacity of the equipment and continuous operation. [Regulation 19,
§19.501 et seq. and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

~1"" Source Name Pollutant Iblhr tpy

M9 Tripper Discharge into Bins PM10 0.1 0.1

M24 Discharge from Bin #40 PM10 0.1 0.1

M25 Discharge from D Belt into PM10 0.1 0.1
Chalk Dryer

M26 Transfer to D Belt PM10 0.1 0.1

282. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Plantwide Condition 7 and
based on maximum capacity of the equipment and continuous operation. [Regulation 18,
§18.801 andA.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-31l]

I SN I Source Name I Pollutant I lblhr I tpy I
M9 Tripper Discharge into Bins PM 0.1 0.1

M24 Discharge from Bin #40 PM 0.1 0.1

M25 Discharge from D Belt into PM 0.1 0.1
Chalk Dryer

M26 Transfer to D Belt PM 0.1 0.1

283. Emissions from these sources shall not exceed 10% opacity. These sources are subject to
all applicable requirements listed in Plantwide Condition # 14. Compliance with the
opacity standard shall be demonstrated through compliance with Plantwide Condition #
17. [Regulation 18, §18.501; A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8
4-311 ; Regulation 19, §19.304; and 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart LLL, National Emission
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Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants From the Portland Cement Manufacturing
Industry]

284. The permittee shall conduct initial compliance tests for all affected sources for which an
initial compliance test has not" been previously performed.. Any of the affected sources
for which the facility has already tested need not be tested again, provided that the facility
has documentation and the results of these tests. A copy of this documentation must
accompany the results of the initial tests required by this Specific Condition.
[§63.1349(a) of 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart LLL and A.C.A.. §8-4-203 as referenced by
A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]
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SN-M20
Dryer Scrubber

Source Description

Emissions from the dryer consist of products of combustion and additional particulate matter.
Particulate matter is controlled using a wet scrubber with an efficiency of 95%. This scrubber
operates at a gas flow of 18,000 fe/min and a liquid flow rate of 10 gal/min.

Specific Conditions

285. The pennittee shall not exceed the emission limits set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 288 and
Plantwide Condition 7. [Regulation 19, §19.501 et seq. and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

Pollutant Ib/hr tpy
PM IO 0.2 0.5

S02 0.1 0.2

VOC 0.5 1.9

CO 6.3 27.6

NOx 7.5 32.9

286. The pennittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 288 and
Plantwide Condition 7. [Regulation 18, §18.801 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by
A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

Pollutant Ib/hr tpy

PM 0.2 0.5

287. Emissions from this source shall not exceed 10% opacity. This source is subject to all
applicable requirements listed in Plantwide Condition # 14. Compliance with the opacity
standard shall be demonstrated by observations of opacity from SN-M20 at least once
each calendar week in which the dryer is in operation. These observations shall be
perfonned using EPA Reference Method 22. Records of the operating periods of the
dryer and the opacity observations shall be maintained in the facility record. These
records shall be kept on site and made available to Department personnel upon request.
[Regulation 19, §19.304 and 40 CFR 63.1348]

288. The pennittee shall not use more than 55.8 MMfe ofnatural gas per month at this source.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with the requirements set forth in
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Specific Condition #149. [Regulation 19, §19.705; A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by
A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311; and 40 CFR 70.6]

289. The permittee shall maintain records ofthe amount of natural gas used at this source.
These records shall be maintained on a monthly basis and updated by the 15th day of the
month following the month to which the records pertain. The records shall be maintained
on site and made available to Department personnel upon request. A report of these
records shall be submitted to the Department in accordance with General Provision # 7.
[Regulation 19, §19.705 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]
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SN-F5
Active Coal Pile

Source Description

This is where the coal from the long term pile is transferred. Coal is fed to the kilns from this
pile.

Specific Conditions

290. The permittee shall not exceed the emission limits set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 292 and
Plantwide Condition 7. [Regulation 19, §19.501 et seq. and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

Pollutant Iblhr tpy

PM IO 0.1 0.2

291. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 292 and
Plantwide Condition 7. [Regulation 18, §18.80l and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by
A.c.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

Pollutant Iblhr tpy

PM 0.1 0.2

292. The permittee shall maintain the area of this storage pile at or below 1.0 acre.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 293.
[Regulation 19, §19.705; Regulation 18, §18.1004; 40 CFR Part 70.6; and A.C.A. §8-4
203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-31l]

293. Within thirty days of the effective date of this operating air permit, the permittee shall
survey a boundary perimeter to the active coal pile that encompasses an area no greater
than 1.0 acre. The permittee shall demarcate the perimeter on the ground by stakes,
monuments or other permanent markers. At a minimum of once every month, the
permittee shall certify in the facility record that the footprint of the pile is within the
confines of the established perimeter. If the footprint of the pile exceeds the established
perimeter at any location, the permittee shall survey the pile to ascertain the true area of
the pile and make appropriate notations in the facility record. These records shall be kept
on site and made available to Department personnel upon request. A copy of these
records shall be submitted in accordance with General Provision # 7. [Regulation 19,
§19.705; Regulation 18, §18.1004; 40 CFR 52, Subpart E; and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as
referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]
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294. This source shall be operated so that unnecessary air contaminants do not become
airborne. Compliance shall be demonstrated through a monthly visual observation of
operations at this source in accordance with EPA Method 22. The pennittee shall
maintain records of the observations perfonne~. These records shall be maintained on
site and made available to Department personnel upon request. A copy of these records
shall be submitted in accordance with General Provision # 7. [Regulation 18, §18.901]
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Uncontrolled Emission Points in the Fuel Area

Source Description

The fuel area consists ofmany different pieces of equipment. The uncontrolled emission rates
were found based on equipment maximums using a formula contained in AP-42 page 13.2.4-3 as
found in Appendix B.

Specific Conditions

295. The permittee shall not exceed the emission limits set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Plantwide Condition 7 and
based on maximum capacity of the equipment and continuous operation. [Regulation 19,
§19.50l et seq. and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

SN Source Description Pollutant lb/hr tpy

F6 Discharge into Feed Hopper PM10
0.3 0.3

#5
F8 Coal Stacker Belt PM10 0.1 0.1

F9 Discharge into Feed Hopper PM10
0.3 0.3

#4
Fll Transfer to #206 Belt PM10 0.1 0.1

F12 Transfer to #206 Belt PM10 0.1 0.1

F13 Transfer to #208 Belt PM10 0.1 0.1

F14 Transfer to Stacker Belt PM10 0.3 0.3

F15 Unloading into Long Term PMlO 0.2 0.4
Coal Pile

F18 Railcar Unloading into Coal PM10 0.2 0.4
Hoppers 4 and 5

296. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following. Compliance
shall be demonstrated through compliance with Plantwide Condition 7 and based on
maximum capacity of the equipment and continuous operation. [Regulation 18, §18.801
and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

I SN I Source Description I Pollutant I lblhr I Tpy I
F6 Discharge into Feed Hopper PM

0.3 0.3
#5

F8 Coal Stacker Belt PM 0.1 0.1

F9 Discharge into Feed Hopper PM
0.3 0.3#4
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SN Source Description Pollutant Iblhr Tpy
Fll Transfer to #206 Belt PM 0.1 0.1

F12 Transfer to #206 Belt PM 0.1 0.1

F13 Transfer to #208 Belt PM 0.1 0.1

F14 Transfer to Stacker Belt PM 0.3 0.3

F15 Unloading into Long Tenn PM
0.2 0.4

Coal Pile
F18 Railcar Unloading into Coal PM

0.2 0.4
Hoppers 4 and 5

297. Visual emissions for these sources shall not exceed 20 percent opacity. The pennittee
shall demonstrate compliance with this specific condition by conducting a visible opacity
observation of the source at least once each calendar week in which the source operates,
and keep a record of these observations. If visible emissions appear to exceed 20 percent
opacity, the pennittee shall take corrective action, and perfonn and record the observation
again. Ifvisible emissions still appear to exceed 20 percent opacity, the permittee shall
conduct a six minute opacity reading in accordance with the EPA reference method No.
9. The records of VISIble emIssion observations-and results of any-nietho<:fNo.9reading
shall be kept on site for five years and made available to Department personnel upon
request. [Regulation 19, §19.503 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

298. SN-FI5 shall be operated so that unnecessary air contaminants do not become airborne.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through a monthly visual observation of operations at
SN-FI5 and the recording of the findings of the visual observations in the facility record.
These records shall be kept on site and made available to Department personnel upon
request. [Regulation 18, §18.901]
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Uncontrolled Emission Points in the Raw Material Storage Area

Source Description

The Raw Material Storage area consists of many different pieces of equipment. The
uncontrolled emission rates were found based on equipment maximums using a formula
contained in AP-42 page 13.2.4-3 as found in Appendix B.

Specific Conditions

299. The permittee shall not exceed the emission limits set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Plantwide Condition 7 and
based on maximum capacity of the equipment and continuous operation. [Regulation 19,
§19.501 et seq. and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

Source Name Pollutant lblhr mv
R3 Discharge from Chalk PM IO 0.1 0.1

Feeder
R4 Discharge from Gypsum!All. PM10 0.1 0.1

Materials Feeder
RIO Discharge of Gypsum Belt PM10 0.3 0.6

Rll Discharge into Secondary PM10 0.1 0.1
Crusher

R13 Secondary Crusher PM10 0.1 0.1
Discharge

R14 Transfer to #2 Belt PMIO 0.1 0.1

R15 Discharge from Gypsum PM 10 0.1 0.1
Hopper

300. The permittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Plantwide Condition 7 and
based on maximum capacity of the equipment and continuous operation. [Regulation 18,
§18.801 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

I SN I Source Name I Pollutant I lblhr I tpy I
R3 Discharge from Chalk PM

0.1 0.1
Feeder

R4 Discharge from Gypsum!All. PM
0.1 0.1

Materials Feeder
RIO Discharge of Gypsum Belt PM 0.3 0.6

Rll Discharge into Secondary PM
0.1 0.1Crusher
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SN Source Name Pollutant Iblhr tpy

Rl3 Secondary Crusher PM
0.1 0.1

Discharge
R14 Transfer to #2 Belt PM 0.1 0.1

R15 Discharge from Gypsum PM
0.1 0.1

Hopper

301. The opacity from sources R3, R4, Rll, Rl3, and R14 shall not exceed 40%. Compliance
with the opacity standard shall be demonstrated through compliance with Plantwide
Condition # 12. [Regulation 19, §19.503 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

302. The opacity from sources RIO and R15 shall not exceed 20%. Compliance with the
opacity standard shall be demonstrated through compliance with Plantwide Condition
#12. [Regulation 19, §19.503 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]
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SN-RS
Gypsum Storage Pile

Source Description

Gypsum used to manufacture Portland cement at this facility is stored in a pile.

Specific Conditions

303. The pennittee shall not exceed the emission limits set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 305 and
Plantwide Condition 7. [Regulation 19, §19.50l et seq. and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

Pollutant Iblhr tpy

PM IO 0.1 0.1

304. The pennittee shall not exceed the emission rates set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 305 and
Plantwide Condition 7. [Regulation 18, §18.80l and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by
A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-3ll]

!Po~~tant I Iblhr
0.1

tpy
0.1

305. The pennittee shall maintain the area of this storage pile at or below 0.22 acre.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 306.
[Regulation 19, §19.705~ Regulation 18, §18.l004~ 40 CFR Part 70.6~ and A.C.A. §8-4
203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-3ll]

306. Within thirty days of the effective date of this operating air pennit, the pennittee shall
survey a boundary perimeter to the gypsum storage pile that encompasses an area no
greater than 0.22 acre. The pennittee shall demarcate the perimeter on the ground by
stakes, monuments or other pennanent markers. At a minimum of once every month, the
pennittee shall certify in the facility record that the footprint of the pile is within the
confines of the established perimeter. If the footprint of the pile exceeds the established
perimeter at any location, the pennittee shall survey the pile to ascertain the true area of
the pile and make appropriate notations in the facility record. These records shall be kept
on site and made available to Department personnel upon request. A copy of these
records shall be submitted in accordance with General Provision # 7. [Regulation 19,
§19.705~ Regulation 18, §18.l004~ 40 CFR 52, Subpart E; and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as
referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]
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307. Visible emissions from this source shall not exceed 20% opacity. Compliance shall be
demonstrated through compliance with Plantwide Condition # 12. [Regulation 18,
§18.90l(A) and A.C.A § 8-4-230 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-3ll]
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SN-R12
Secondary Crusher

Source Description

This crusher is used to crush the raw materials used at this facility. Chalk, sand, and iron ore are
crushed and then transported to the mill building by a conveyor belt.

Specific Conditions

308. The permittee shall not exceed the emission limits set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 311 and
Plantwide Condition 7. [Regulation 19, §19.501 et seq. and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

Pollutant Iblhr tpy
PM IO 0.6 1.3

309. The permittee shall not exceed the emISSIOn rates set forth in the following table.
Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition 311 and
Plantwide Condition 7. [Regulaton 18, §18.801 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by
A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

Iblhr
0.6 1.3

310. Visible emissions from this source shall not exceed 20% opacity. Compliance shall be
demonstrated through compliance with Plantwide Condition # 12. [Regulation 19,
§19.503; Regulation 18, §18.901; and A.C.A § 8-4-230 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304
and §8-4-311]

311. The permittee shall not crush more than 744,000 tons ofmaterial per month at this
source. Compliance shall be demonstrated through compliance with Specific Condition
#312. [Regulation 19, §19.705; A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and
§8-4-311; and 40 CFR 70.6]

312. The permittee shall maintain records of the amount of material crushed at this source.
These records shall be maintained on a weekly basis. These records shall be kept on site
and made available to Department personnel upon request. A report of these records
shall be submitted to the Department in accordance with General Provision # 7.
[Regulation 19, §19.705 and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]
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SECTION V: COMPLIANCE PLAN AND SCHEDULE

Ash Grove Cement Company will continue to operate in compliance with those identified
regulatory provisions. The facility will examine and analyze future regulations that may apply
and detennine their applicability with any necessary action taken on a timely basis.
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SECTION VI: PLANTWIDE CONDITIONS

1. The permittee shall notify the Director in writing within thirty (30) days after
commencing construction, completing construction, first placing the equipment and/or
facility in operation, and reaching the equipment and/or facility target production rate.
[Regulation 19, §19.704, 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E, and AC.A §8-4-203 as referenced
by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

2. If the permittee fails to start construction within eighteen months or suspends
construction for eighteen months or more, the Director may cancel all or part of this
permit. [Regulation 19, §19.41 O(B) and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

3. The permittee must test any equipment scheduled for testing, unless stated in the Specific
Conditions of this permit or by any federally regulated requirements, within the following
time frames: (1) new equipment or newly modified equipment within sixty (60) days of
achieving the maximum production rate, but no later than 180 days after initial start up of
the permitted source or (2) operating equipment according to the time frames set forth by
the Department or within 180 days of permit issuance if no date is specified. The
permittee must notify the Department of the scheduled date of compliance testing at least
fifteen (15) days in advance of such test. The permittee shall submit the compliance test
results to the Department within thirty (30) days after completing the testing. [Regulation
19, §19.702 and/or Regulation 18 §18.1002 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by
A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

4. The permittee must provide: [Regulation 19, §19.702 and/or Regulation 18, §18.1002
and AC.A §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

a. Sampling ports adequate for applicable test methods;
b. Safe sampling platforms;
c. Safe access to sampling platforms; and
d. Utilities for sampling and testing equipment.

5. The permittee must operate the equipment, control apparatus and emission monitoring
equipment within the design limitations. The permittee shall maintain the equipment in
good condition at all times. [Regulation 19, §19.303 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced
by AC.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

6. This permit subsumes and incorporates all previously issued air permits for this facility.
[Regulation 26 and A.C.A §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

7. The permittee shall operate all sources associated with the Temporary Three Kiln
Configuration Operating Scenario in accordance with the Specific Conditions and
Plantwide Conditions outlined in Permit # 0075-AOP-R11 under the Temporary Three
Kiln Configuration Operating Scenario for a maximum of six (6) months once the
facility begins operating under the Pyroprocess Unit Operating Scenario. [Regulation 19,
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§19.303 of Regulation 19 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and
§8-4-311]

8. The permittee shall maintain monthly records which demonstrate compliancewith the
limit set in Plantwide Condition 7. These may be used by the Department for
enforcement purposes. Compliance shall be determined by maintaining a record when
the facility begins operating under the Pyroprocess Unit Operating Scenario and
maintaining monthly records that the Temporary Three Kiln Configuration Operating
Scenario does not exceed six (6) months of operation. Each month's record shall be
available for inspection by the last day of the month following the month to which the
record pertains. These records shall be maintained on site and shall be provided to
Department personnel upon request. These records shall be submitted in accordance with
General Provision 7. [Regulation 19, §19.705; A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by §8-4
304 and §8-4-311; and 40 CFR Part 70.6]

9. A treatment process or waste stream is in compliance with the requirements of this
subpart and exempt from the requirements ofparagraph (c) of Subpart FF provided that
the owner or operator documents that the treatment process or waste stream is in
compliance with other regulatory requirements as follows:

1. The treatment process is a hazardous waste incinerator for which the
owner or operator has been issued a final permit under 40 CFR Part 270
and complies with the requirements of 40 CFR Part 264, Subpart 0;

11. The treatment process is an industrial furnace or boiler burning hazardous
waste for energy recovery for which the owner or operator has been issued
a final permit under 40 CFR Part 270 and complies with the requirements
of40 CFR Part 266, Subpart D.

[A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-203 and §3-4-311 and 40 CFR Part 61,
Subpart FF, Benzene Waste Operations, §61.348(d)]

10. The facility shall develop and implement a written startup, shutdown, and malfunction
plan for those sources indicated as being subject to 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart FF, National
Emission Standardsfor Hazardous Air Pollutants from Benzene Waste Operations. The
plan shall include those items listed in 40 CFR 63.6(e)(3) et seq. The plan shall be
maintained on site and be available to Department personnel upon request. [§19.304 of
Regulation 19 and 40 CFR 63.6(e)(3)(i)]

11. The permittee is exempted from certain requirements of this subpart, specifically §§
63.685 (tanks), 63.688 (containers) and 63.693 (closed vent/containment devices)
because the unit is subject to equivalent requirements imposed pursuant to 40 CFR 61,
Subpart FF, Benzene Waste Operations. [40 CFR Part 63, Subpart DD, National
Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants from Off-Site Waste and Recovery
Operations]
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12. Visible emission observations shall be used as a method of compliance verification for
the opacity limits assigned for the sources whose Specific Conditions reference this
Plantwide Condition. The weekly observations shall be conducted by someone familiar
with the facility's visible emissions.

a. If during the observations, visible emissions are detected which appear to be in
excess of the permitted opacity limit, the permittee shall:

1. Take immediate action to identifY the cause of the visible emissions,
11. Implement corrective action, and

111. If excessive visible emissions are still detected, an opacity reading shall be
conducted in accordance with EPA Reference Method 9 for point sources
and in accordance with EPA Method 22 for non-point sources. This
reading shall be conducted by a person trained and certified in the
reference method. If the opacity reading exceeds the permitted limit,
further corrective measures shall be taken.

IV. If no excessive visible emissions are detected, the incident shall be noted
in the records as described below.

b. The permittee shall maintain records related to all visible emission
observations and Method 9 readings. These records shall be updated on an as
performed basis. These records shall be kept on site and made available to
Department personnel upon request. These records shall contain:

1. The time and date ofeach observation/reading any observance ofvisible
emissions appearing to be above permitted limits or any Method 9 reading
which indicates exceedance,

11. The cause of any observed exceedance of opacity limits, corrective actions
taken, and results of the reassessment, and

111. The name ofthe person conducting the observation/reading.

[§18.1004 of Regulation 18 and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and
§8-4-3l1]

13. This facility is considered an affected source and is subject, but not limited to, the
following requirements. The referenced requirements will also include the applicable
Subpart EEE NESHAP amendments promulgated by the EPA and as incorporated in the
Code of Federal Regulations. Alternatives to the requirements contained in this permit
must be approved by the Administrator. Once the Department has received written
notification of approval of alternative requirements, the alternate requirements may be
implemented. These requirements shall not be in effect for existing affected sources until
September 30, 2003, unless an extension of this deadline is granted by the Administrator.
[§19.304 of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR 63, Subpart EEE, National Emission Standards
for Hazardous Air Pollutants From Hazardous Waste Combustors]
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Emission Limits

a. The pennittee shall not discharge or cause combustion gases to be emitted into
the atmosphere that contain Pursuant to §63.1204(a),:

i. For dioxins and furans:
1. Emissions in excess of 0.20 ng TEQ/dscm corrected to 7 percent

oxygen; or
2. Emissions in excess of 0.40 ng TEQ/dscm corrected to 7 percent

oxygen provided that the combustion gas temperature at the inlet to
the initial dry particulate matter control device is 400 OF or lower
based on the average of the test run average temperatures;

11. Mercury in excess of 120 Ilg/dscm corrected to 7 percent oxygen;
111. Lead and cadmium in excess of 330 Ilg/dscm, combined emissions,

corrected to 7 percent oxygen;
IV. Arsenic, beryllium, and chromium in excess of 56 Ilg/dscm, combined

emissions, corrected to 7 percent oxygen;
v. Carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons.

3. For kilns equipped with a by-pass duct or midkiln gas sampling
system, either:

a. CarbonmOll0xideintheb-y-passdu0tor-midkiln gas
sampling system in excess of 100 parts per million by
volume, over an hourly rolling average (monitored
continuously with a continuous emissions monitoring
system), dry basis and corrected to 7 percent oxygen, and
hydrocarbons in the by-pass duct in excess of 10 parts per
million by volume over an hourly rolling average
(monitored continuously with a continuous emissions
monitoring system), dry basis, corrected to 7 percent
oxygen, and reported as propane, at any time during the
destruction and removal efficiency (DRE) test runs or their
equivalent as provided by §63.1206(b)(7); or

b. Hydrocarbons in the by-pass duct or midkiln gas sampling
system in excess of 10 parts per million by volume, over an
hourly rolling average (monitored continuously with a
continuous emissions monitoring system), dry basis,
corrected to 7 percent oxygen and reported as propane;

4. For kilns not equipped with a by-pass duct or midkiln gas sampling
system, either;

c. Hydrocarbons in the main stack in excess of 20 ppm by
volume, over an hourly rolling average (monitored
continuously with a continuous emissions monitoring
system), dry basis, corrected to 7 percent oxygen, and
reported as propane; or

d. Carbon monoxide in the main stack in excess of 100 ppm
by volume, over an hourly rolling average (monitored
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continuously with a continuous emissions monitoring
system), dry basis and corrected to 7 percent oxygen, and
hydrocarbons in the main vent stack in excess of20 ppm by
volume over an hourly rolling average (monitored
continuously with a continuous emissions monitoring
system), dry basis, corrected to 7 percent oxygen and
reported as propane, at any time during the DRE test runs
or their equivalent as provided by §63 .1206(b)(7).

VI. Hydrochloric acid and chlorine gas in excess of 130 ppm by volume,
combined emissions, expressed as hydrochloric acid equivalents, dry
basis, corrected to 7 percent oxygen; and

VB. Particulate matter in excess of 0.15 kg/Mg dry feed and opacity greater
than 20 percent.

5. The pennittee must use suitable methods to detennine the kiln raw
material feedrate.

6. Except as provided in paragraph (a)(7)(iii) of Subpart EEE, the
pennittee must compute the particulate matter emission rate, E,
from the following equation:

Where:
E = emission rate of particulate matter, kglMg of raw material
feed;
Cs= concentration of particulate matter, kg/dscm
Qsd= volumetric flowrate of effluent gas, dscm/hr
P = total kiln raw material feed (dry basis), Mg/hr.

7. If the pennittee operates a preheater or preheater/precalciner kiln
with dual stacks, they must test simultaneously and compute the
combined particulate matter emission rate, Ee, from the following
equation:

Where:

Ee = the combined emission rate of particulate matter from the kiln
and bypass stack, kglMg of raw material feed;
Csk = concentration of particulate matter in the kiln effluent,
kg/dscm;
Qsdk = volumetric flowrate of kiln effluent gas, dscm/hr;
Csb = concentration ofparticulate matter in the bypass stack
effluent, kg/dscm;
Qsdb = volumetric flowrate ofbypass stack effluent gas, dscm/hr;
P = total kiln raw material feed (dry basis), Mg/hr
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Destruction and removal efficiency (DRE) standard

b. Except as provided in paragraph (c)(2) of Subpart EEE,the permittee must
achieve a destruction and removal efficiency of 99.99% for each principle
organic hazardous constituent (POHC) designated under paragraph (c)(3) of
Subpart EEE. The permittee must calculate DRE for each POHC from the
following equation:

DRE = [l-(WoutlWin)]xlOO%
Where:
Win=mass feedrate of one POHC in a waste feedstream; and
Wout= mass emission rate of the same POHC present in exhaust emissions prior to
release to the atmosphere.

[§63.1204(c)(1)]

c. If the permittee bums dioxin-listed hazardous wastes F020, F021, F022,
F023, F026, or F027 (see §261.31 of this chapter), the permittee must
achieve a DRE of 99.9999% for each POHC that is designated under paragraph

._(c)P)0£ SubpartEEE. .Thepermitteemust-demonstrat€-this-DRE-performance
on POHCs that are more difficult to incinerate than tetro-, penta, and
hexachlorodibenzo-p-dioxins and dibenzofurans. The equation in paragraph
(c)(1) of Subpart EEE shall be used to calculate DRE for each POHC. In
addition, the pemlittee must notify the Administrator of the intent to bum
hazardous wastes F020, F021, F022, F023, F026, or F027.
[§63.1204(c)(2)]

d. The permittee must treat the POHCs in the waste feed that are specified under
paragraph (c)(3)(ii) of Subpart EEE to the extent required by paragraphs (c)(1)
and (c)(2) of Subpart EEE. [§63.1204(c)(3)(i)]

e. The permittee must specify one or more POHCs from the list ofhazardous air
pollutants established by 42 U.S.C. 7412(b)(1), excluding caprolactam (CAS
number 105602) as provided by §63.60, for each waste to be burned. The
permittee must base this specification on the degree of difficulty of
incineration of the organic constituents in the waste and on their concentration
or mass in the waste feed, considering the results ofwaste analyses or other
data and information. [§63.1204(c)(3)(ii)]

Compliance Date:

f. The permittee must comply with the standards set forth in this subpart no later
than September 30, 2003 unless the Administrator grants an extension of time
under §63.6(i) or §63.1213. [§63.1206(a)(I)]
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g. The emission standards and operating requirements set forth in this subpart
apply at all times except:

I. During startup, shutdown, and malfunction, provided that hazardous waste
is not in the combustion chamber (i.e., the hazardous waste feed to the
combustor has been cutoff for a period time not less than the hazardous
waste residence time) during those periods of operation, as provided by
paragraph (c)(2)(ii) of Subpart EEE; and

II. When hazardous waste is not in the combustion chamber (i.e., the
hazardous waste feed to the combustor has been cutoff for a period time
not less than the hazardous waste residence time) , and the permittee has

1. submitted a written, one-time notice to the Administrator
documenting compliance with all applicable requirements and
standards promulgated under authority of the Clean Air Act,
including sections 112 and 129; and

2. Documented in the operating record that you are complying with
such applicable requirements in lieu of the emission standards and
operating requirements of this subpart.

[§63.1206(b)(1 )]

Applicability ofparticulate matter and opacity standards during particulate matter correlation
tests

h. Any particulate matter and opacity standards or any permit or other emissions
operating parameter limits or conditions, including any limitation on
workplace practices, that are applicable to hazardous waste combustors to
insure compliance with any particulate matter or opacity standard of parts 60,
61,63,264,265, and 266 of this chapter (i.e., any title 40 particulate or opacity
standards) applicable to hazardous waste combustor do not apply while the
permittee conducts particulate matter continuous emissions monitoring system
(CEMS) correlation tests. [§63.1206(b)(8)(i) and (ii)]

I. For provisions of Subpart EEE to apply, the permittee must develop a
particulate matter CEMS correlation test plan that includes the following
information. This test plan may be included as part of the comprehensive
performance test plan required under §§63.1207(e) and (f):

i. Number of test conditions and number of runs for each test condition;
11. Target particulate matter emission level for each test condition;

lll. How you plan to modify operations to attain the desired particulate matter
emission levels; and

IV. Anticipated normal emission levels; and
v. Submit the test plan to the Administrator for approval at least 90 calendar

days before the correlation test is scheduled to be conducted.

[§63.1206(b)(8)(iii)(A) and (B)]
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J. If the Administrator fails to approve or disapprove the correlation test plan
with the time period specified by §63.7(c)(3)(i), the plan is considered
approved, unless the Administrator has requested additional information.
[§63 .1206(b)(8)(iv)]

k. The particulate matter and associated operating limits and conditions will not
be waived for more than 96 hours, in the aggregate, for a correlation test,
including all runs of all test conditions, unless more time is approved by the
Administrator. [§63.1206(b)(8)(v)]

I. The permittee must return to operating conditions indicative of compliance
with the applicable particulate matter and opacity standards as soon as possible
after correlation testing is completed. [§63 .1206(b)(8)(vii)]

Alternative Standards for Existing Hazardous Waste Burning Cement Kilns Using MACT

The permittee may petition the Administrator to recommend alternative
semivolatile, low volatile metal, mercury, and/or hydrochloric acid/chlorine
gas emission standards if:

-- ---- --i Thepennittee cannot achieve one-or more o£the-standards while-using
MACT because of raw material contributions to emissions of the regulated
metals or hydrochloric acid/chlorine gas; or

11. The permittee determines that mercury is not present at detectable levels
in the raw material.

[§63 .l206(b)(1 O)(i)]

n. The alternative standard recommended under paragraph (b)(1 O)(i)(A) of
Subpart EEE may be an operating requirement, such as a hazardous waste
feedrate limitation for metals and/or chlorine and/or an emission limitation.
[§63.1206(b)(10)(ii)]

o. The alternative standard must include a requirement to use MACT, or better,
applicable to the standard for which the source is seeking relief, as defined in
paragraphs (b)(10)(viii) and (ix) of Subpart EEE. [§63.1206(b)(10)(iii)]

p. The alternative standard petitions submitted under Subpart EEE must include
data or information required by Subpart EEE. [§63.1206(b)(10)(iv)(A)
through §63.1206(b)(10)(ix)(D)]

Calculation ofhazardous waste residence time

q. The permittee must calculate the hazardous waste residence time and include
the calculation in the performance test plan under §63.1207(f) and the
operating record. The permittee must also provide the hazardous waste
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residence time in the Documentation of Compliance under §63, 1211 (d) and the
Notification of Compliance under §§63.1207G) and 63.121O(d).
[§63 .1206(b)(11)]

Documenting compliance with the standard based on performance testing

r. The permittee must conduct a minimum ofthree runs of a performance test
required under §63 .1207 to document compliance with the emission standards
of this subpart. [§63.1206(b)(12)(i)]

s. The permittee must document compliance with the emission standards based
on the arithmetic average of the emission results of each run, except that the
permittee must document compliance with the destruction and removal
efficiency standard for each run of the comprehensive performance test
individually. [§63.1206(b)(12)(ii)]

Cement kilns which feed hazardous waste at a location other than the end where products are
normally discharged and where fuels are normally fired.

1. Cement kilns that feed hazardous waste at a location other than the end where
products are normally discharged and where fuels are normally fired must
comply with the carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon standards of §63.1204 as
follows:

1. Existing sources must comply with the 20 parts per million by volume
hydrocarbon limit, over an hourly rolling average (monitored continuously
with a continuous emissions monitoring system), dry basis, corrected to
7% oxygen, and reported as propane.

[§63.1206(b)(13)(i)]

General Operating Requirements

u. The permittee must operate only under the operating requirements specified in
the Documentation of Compliance under §63.1211(d) or the Notification of
Compliance under §§63.1207(j) and 63.1210(d), except:

1. During performance tests under approved test plans according to
§63.1207(e), (t), and (g), and [§63.1206(c)(l)(i)(A)]

11. Under the conditions of paragraph (b)(l)(i) or (ii) of Subpart EEE
[§63.1206(c)(l )(i)(B)(i)]

1. The Documentation of Compliance and the Notification of
Compliance must contain operating requirements including, but
not limited to, the operating requirements of Subpart EEE and
§63.1209. [§63.1206(c)(l )(i)(B)(ii)]
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2. Failure to comply with the operating requirements is failure to
ensure compliance with the emissions standards of this subpart.
(§63 .1206(c)(1 )(i)(B)(iii)]

3. Operating requirements in the Notification of Compliance are
applicable requirements for purposes of parts 70 and 71 of this
chapter. [§63.1206(c)(1 )(i)(B)(iv)]

4. The operating requirements specified in the Notification of
Compliance will be incorporated in the Title V permit.
[§63.1206(c)(1 )(i)(B)(v)]

[§63 .1206(c)(1)(i)]

v. Except as provided in by paragraph (c)(2)(ii) of Subpart EEE, the permittee is
subject to the startup, shutdown, and malfunction plan requirements of
§63.6(e)(3).

1. The permittee is subject to the startup, shutdown, and malfunction plan
requirements of §63.6(e)(3) even if the permittee follows the startup and
shutdown procedures and the corrective measures upon malfunction that
are prescribedin the startup, shutdown, and-malfunction plan, the-
emission combustion chamber. [§63.1206(c)(2)(ii)]

11. The permittee must identify in the plan the projected oxygen correction
factor based on normal operations to use during periods of startup and
shutdown. [§63.1206(c)(2)(iii)]

111. The permittee must record the plan in the operating record.
[§63.1206(c)(2)(iv)]

[§63.1206(c)(2)(i)]

w. Upon the compliance date, the permittee must operate the combustor with a
functioning system that immediately and automatically cuts off the hazardous
waste feed, except as provided by paragraph (c)(3)(viii) of Subpart EEE, when
the following conditions apply:

1. When operating parameter limits specified under §63.1209; an emission
standard monitored by CEMS; and the allowable combustion chamber
pressure; [§63.1206(c)(3)(i)(A)]

11. When the span value of any CMS detector, except a CEMS, is met or
exceeded; [§63.1206(c)(3)(i)(B)]

111. Upon malfunction of a CMS monitoring an operating parameter limit
specified under §63.12090ran emission level; or [§63.l206(c)(3)(i)(C)]

IV. When any component of the automatic waste feed cutoff system fails.
[§63.1206(c)(3)(i)(D)]

[§63.1206(c)(3)(i)]
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x. During an automatic waste feed cutoff (AWFCO) the permittee must continue
to duct combustion gases to the air pollution control system while hazardous
waste remains in the combustion chamber. [§63.1206(c)(3)(ii)]

y. The permittee must continue to monitor during the cutoff the operating
parameters for which limits are established under §63.1209 and the emissions
required under that section to be monitored by a CEMS, and the permittee shall
not restart the hazardous waste feed until the operating parameters and
emission levels are within specified limits. [§63.1206(c)(3)(iii)]

z. If the AWFCO system fails to automatically and immediately cutoff the flow
ofhazardous waste upon exceedance of a parameter required to be interlocked
with the AWFCO system under paragraph (c)(3)(i) of Subpart EEE, the
permittee has failed to comply with the AWFCO requirements of paragraph
(c)(3) of Subpart EEE. [§63.1206(c)(3)(iv)]

aa. If, after any AWFCO, there is an exceedance of any emission standard or
operating requirement, irrespective ofwhether the exceedance occurred while
hazardous waste remained in the combustion chamber, the permittee shall
investigate the cause of the AWFCO, take appropriate corrective measures to
minimize future AWFCOs and record the findings and corrective measures in
the operating record. [§63.1206(c)(3)(v)]

bb. For each set of 10 exceedances of an emissions standard or operating
requirement while hazardous waste remains in the combustion chamber during
a 60-day block period, the permittee must submit to the Administrator a written
report within 5 calendar days of the 10th exceedance documenting the
exceedances and the results of the investigation and corrective measures taken.
[§63.1206(c)(3)(vi)(A)]

cc. On a case-by-case basis, the Administrator may require excessive exceedance
reporting when fewer than 10 exceedances occur during a 60-day block period.
[§63 .1206(c)(3)(vi)(B)]

dd. The AWFCO system and associated alarms must be tested at least weekly to
verify operability, unless the permittee documents in the operating record that
weekly inspections will unduly restrict or upset operations and that less
frequent inspection will be adequate. At a minimum, the permittee must
conduct operability testing at least monthly. The permittee must document and
record in the operating record AWFCO operability test procedures and results.
[§63.1206(c)(3)(vii)]

ee. The permittee shall use a COMS to demonstrate and monitor compliance with
the opacity standard under §§63.1204(a)(7) and (b)(7) at each point where
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emissions are vented from these affected sources including the bypass stack of
a preheater/precalciner kiln with dual stacks. [§63.1209(a)(l)(ii)]

ff. The permittee is subject to the combustion system leak control system
operating and reporting requirements set forth in Subpart EEE.
[§63.l206(c)(5)(i through ii)]

gg. The permittee is subject to the operator training and certification standards set
forth in Subpart EEE. [§63.l206(c)(6)(i through v)]

hh. The permittee must prepare and at all times operate according to an operation
and maintenance plan which complies with the requirements set forth in these
sections. [§63.1206(c)(7)(i)(A-D)]

Performance Testing Requirements

11. The permittee must conduct performance testing in accordance with the
applicable requirements contained in Subpart EEE. [§63.1207(a-n)]

JJ ... 1'he-permitteemust commence-the initial comprehensive performance-test not
later than six months after the compliance date. [§63.l207(c)(l)]

kk. The permittee may request that previous emissions test data serve as
documentation of conformance with the emission standards of this subpart
provided that the previous testing:

i. Results in data that meet quality assurance objectives (determined on a
site-specific basis) such that the results adequately demonstrate
compliance with the applicable standard;

11. Was in conformance with the requirements of paragraph (g)(l) of Subpart
EEE; and,

lll. Was sufficient to establish the applicable operating parameter limits under
§63.1209.

[§63.1207(C)(2)(i)]

11. The permittee must conduct testing periodically as described in paragraphs
(d)(l) through (3) of Subpart EEE. The date of commencement of the initial
comprehensive performance test is the basis for establishing the deadline to
commence the initial confirmatory performance test and the next
comprehensive performance test. The permittee may conduct performance
testing at any time prior to the required date. The deadline for commencing
subsequent confirmatory and comprehensive performance testing is based on
the date of commencement of the previous comprehensive performance test.
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I. The pennittee must commence testing no later than 61 months after the
date of commencing the previous comprehensive perfonnance test.

II. The pennittee must commence confinnatory perfonnance testing no later
than 31 months after the date of commencing the previous comprehensive
perfonnance test. To insure that the confinnatory test is conducted
approximately midway between comprehensive perfonnance tests, the
Administrator will not approve a test plan that schedules testing within 18
months of commencing the previous comprehensive perfonnance test.

111. The pennittee must complete perfonnance testing within 60 days after the
date of commencement, unless the Administrator detennines that a time
extension is warranted based on documentation in writing of factors
beyond the pennittee's control that prevent testing from being completed
within 60 days.

[§63.1207(d)(l) through (3)]

mm. The pennittee must submit to the Administrator a notification of intent to
conduct a comprehensive perfonnance test and CMS perfonnance evaluation
and a site specific test plan and CMS perfonnance evaluation plan at least one
year before the perfonnance test and perfonnance evaluation are scheduled to
begin. [§63.1207(e)(i)]

TIll. The pennittee must submit to the Administrator a notification of intent to
conduct the comprehensive perfonnance test at least 60 calendar days before
the test is scheduled to begin. [§63.1207(e)(i)(B)]

00. The pennittee must submit to the Administrator a notification of intent to
conduct a confinnatory perfonnance test and CMS perfonnance evaluation and
a test plan and eMS perfonnance evaluation plan at least 60 calendar days
before the perfonnance test is scheduled to begin. [§63 .1207(e)(ii)]

Test Methods

pp. The pennittee shall use the test methods contained in Subpart EEE when
detennining compliance with the emissions standards of this subpart.
[§63.1208(a-b)]

Monitoring Requirements

qq. The pennittee is subject to the applicable monitoring requirements contained in
these sections. [§63.1209 (a-q)]

IT. The pennittee must use a CEMS to demonstrate and monitor compliance with
the carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon standards under this subpart. The
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permittee must also use an oxygen CEMS to continuously correct the carbon
monoxide and hydrocarbon levels to 7 percent oxygen. [§63.l209(a)(l)(i)]

ss. The permittee must install, calibrate, maintain, and operate a particulate matter
CEMS to demonstrate and monitor compliance with the particulate matter
standards under this subpart. However, compliance with the requirements in
their section to install, calibrate, maintain, and operate the PM CEMS is not
required until such time that the Agency promulgates all performance
specifications and operational requirements applicable to PM CEMS.
[§63.1209(a)(l )(iii)]

tt. The permittee must install, calibrate, maintain, and continuously operate the
COMS and CEMS in compliance with the quality assurance procedures
provided in the appendix to this subpart and Performance Specifications 1
(opacity), 4B (carbon monoxide and oxygen), and 8A (hydrocarbons) in
Appendix B, Part 60 of this chapter. [§63.l209(a)(2)]

uu. Prior to feeding the material, the permittee must obtain an analysis of each
feedstream that is sufficient to document compliance with the applicable

-feedratelimitspr0videdin SubpartEEE. [§63.1209(e-)E1)]

vv. The permittee must develop and implement a feedstream analysis plan and
record it in the operating record. [§63.l209(c)(2)]

ww. The permittee must submit the feedstream analysis plan to the Administrator
for review and approval, if requested. [§63.1209(c)(3)]

xx. To comply with the applicable feedrate limits of Subpart EEE, the permittee
must monitor and record the feedrates as follows:

1. Determine and record the value of the parameter for each feedstrearn by
sampling and analysis or other method;

11. Determine and record the mass or volume flowrate of each stream by a
CMS. If the permittee determines flowrate of a feedstream by volume, the
permittee must determine and record the density of the feedstream by
sampling and analysis (unless the permittee reports the constituent
concentration in units of weight per volume); and

lll. Calculate and record the mass feedrate of the parameter per unit time.

[§63.1209(c)(4)]

yy. The requirements of §§63.8(d) (Quality control program) and (e) (Performance
evaluation of continuous monitoring systems) apply, except that the permittee
must conduct performance evaluations components of the CMS under the
frequency and procedures (for example, submittal of performance evaluation
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test plan for review and approval) applicable to performance tests as provided
by §63.1207. [§63.1209(d)(l)]

zz. To remain in compliance with the destruction and removal efficiency (DRE)
standards, the permittee must establish operating limits during the
comprehensive performance test (or during a previous DRE test under
provisions of §63.1206(b)(7)) for the following parameters, unless the limits
are based on manufacturer specifications and comply with those limits at all
times that hazardous waste remains in the combustion chamber. [§63.1209(j)]

aaa. The permittee must measure the temperature of each combustion chamber at a
location that best represents, as practicable, the bulk gas temperature in the
combustion zone. The permittee must document the temperature measurement
location in the test plan submitted under §63.1207(e). [§63.1209(j)(1)(i)]

bbb. As an indicator of gas residence time in the control device, the permittee must
establish and comply with a limit on the maximum flue gas flowrate, the
maximum production rate, or another parameter that is documented in the site
specific test plan as an appropriate surrogate for gas residence time, as the
average of the maximum hourly rolling averages for each run.
[§63 .1209(j)(2)(i)]

ccc. The permittee must establish limits on the maximum pumpable and total (i.e.,
pumpable and nonpumpable) hazardous waste feedrate for each location where
hazardous waste is fed. [§63.1209(j)(3)(i)]

ddd. The permittee must specify operating parameters and limits to insure that good
operation of each hazardous waste firing system is maintained.
[§63.1209G)(4)]

eee. The permittee must comply with the dioxin and furans emission standard by
establishing and complying with the following operating parameter limits.
You must base the limits on operations during the comprehensive performance
test, unless the limits are based on manufacturer specifications. [§63.1209(k)]

fff. The permittee must establish a limit on the maximum temperature of the gas at
the inlet to the device on an hourly rolling average. The permittee must
establish the hourly rolling average limit as the average of the test run
averages. [§63.1209(k)(l)(i)]

ggg. The permittee must measure the temperature of each combustion chamber at a
location that best represents, as practicable, the bulk gas temperature in the
combustion zone. The permittee must document the temperature measurement
location in the test plan. [§63.1209(k)(2)(i)]
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hhh. As an indicator of gas residence time in the control device, the permittee must
establish and comply with a limit on the maximum flue gas flowrate, the
maximum production rate, or another parameter which is an appropriate
surrogate for residence time. [§63.1209(k)(3)(i)]

Ill. The permittee must establish limits on the maximum pumpable and total
(pumpable and nonpumpable) waste feedrate for each location where waste is
fed. [§63.1209(k)(4)(i)]

JJJ. The permittee must comply with the particulate matter emission standard by
establishing and complying with the operating parameter limits found in
§63.1209(m) of this subpart. [§63.1209(m)]

kkk. If the combustor is equipped with a baghouse, the permittee must establish a
limit on the minimum pressure drop and the maximum pressure drop across
each baghouse cell based on manufacturer's specifications. The permittee
must comply with the limit on an hourly rolling average. [§63.1209(m)(1)(ii)]

111. The permittee must comply with the semivolatile metal (cadmium and lead)
and low volatile met-alEarsenic, beryllium; and chromium)emission-standards·
by establishing and complying with the following operating parameter limits.

1. The permittee must establish a limit on the maximum inlet temperature to
the primary dry metals emissions control device on an hourly rolling basis
as the average of the test run averages. [§63.1209(n)(1)]

11. The permittee must establish feedrate limits for semivolatile metals and
low volatile metals. [§63.1209(n)(2)(i)]

111. The permittee must establish operating parameter limits on the particulate
matter control device as specified by paragraph 63. 1209(m)(1).
[§63.1209(n)(3)]

IV. The permittee must establish a 12-hour rolling average limit for the
feedrate of total chlorine and chloride in all feedstreams as the average of
the average hourly rolling averages for each run. [§63.1209(n)(4)]

[§63.1209(n)]

mmrn. If the permittee complies with the requirements for combustion system leaks
under §63.1206(c)(5) by maintaining combustion chamber zone pressure lower
than ambient pressure, the permittee must monitor the pressure instantaneously
and the automatic waste feed cutoff system must be engaged when negative
pressure is not maintained at any time. [§63.1209(p)]
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Notification Requirements

nnn. The permittee shall submit all of the applicable notifications prior to the
deadlines established in this subpart. [§63.l21O(a)(l)]

000. The permittee must submit the required notifications outlined in Subpart EEE
to the Administrator in order to request or elect to comply with the alternative
requirements contained in this subpart. [§63.l210(a)(2)]

ppp. Upon postmark of the Notification of Compliance, the operating parameter
limits identified in the Notification of Compliance, as applicable, shall be
complied with, the limits identified in the Document of Compliance or a
previous Notification of Compliance are no longer applicable.
[§63.121O(d)(2)]

Recordkeeping and Reporting Requirements

qqq. The permittee shall submit the reports required by this subpart to the
Administrator prior to the deadlines set forth in this subpart. [§63.l211]

Procedure for Extending the Compliance Date

fIT. The permittee may request an extension of the compliance date to install
pollution prevention or waste minimization controls provided that the
conditions outlined in Subpart EEE are met. [§63.1213]

14. This facility is considered an affected facility and is subject, but not limited to, the
following requirements. The referenced requirements will also include the applicable
Subpart LLL NESHAP amendments promulgated by the EPA and as incorporated in the
Code of Federal Regulations. [§ 19.304 of Regulation 19 and 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart
LLL, National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants from the Portland
Cement Manufacturing Industry]

Standards for kilns

a. The permittee shall not cause to be discharged into the atmosphere from these
affected sources any gases which:

i. Contain particulate matter (PM) in excess of 0.15 kg per Mg (0.30 lb per
ton) offeed (dry basis) to the kiln. When there is an alkali bypass
associated with a kiln or in-line kiln/raw mill, the combined particulate
matter emissions from the kiln or in-line kiln/raw mill and the alkali
bypass are subject to this emission limit.

11. Exhibit opacity greater than 20 percent.
111. Contain D/F in excess of:
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1. 0.20 ng per dscm (8.7 x 10-11 gr per dscf) (TEQ) corrected to seven
percent oxygen; or

2. 0.40 ng per dscm (1.7 x 10-10 gr per dscf) (TEQ) corrected to seven
percent oxygen, when the average of the performance test run
average temperatures at the inlet to the particulate matter control
device is 204°C (400 OF) or less.

[§63.1343(b)]

b. A kiln subject to the D/F limitation under §63.1343 must operate the kiln such
that the temperature of the gas at the inlet to the kiln particulate matter control
device (PMCD) and alkali bypass PMCD, if applicable, does not exceed the
applicable temperature limit specified in paragraph (b) of Subpart LLL.
[§63.1344(a)]

c. The temperature limit for affected sources meeting the limits of paragraph (a)
of Subpart LLL or paragraphs (a)(1) through (a)(3) of Subpart LLL is
determined in accordance with §63.149(b)(3)(iv). [§63.1344(b)]

Standards for Clinker Coolers

d. The permittee shall not cause to be discharged into the atmosphere from any
clinker cooler any gases which:

i. Contain particulate matter in excess of 0.050 kg per Mg (0.10 lb per ton)
of feed (dry basis) to the kiln.

11. Exhibit opacity greater than 10 percent.

[§63.1345(a)]

Standards for Raw and Finish Mills

e. The permittee shall not cause to be discharged from the mill sweep or air
separator air pollution control devices for each finish mill any gases which
exhibit opacity in excess often percent. [§63.1347]

Standards for affected sources other than kilns; in-line kilns/raw mills; new and reconstructed
raw material dryers; and raw andjinish mills

f. The owner or operator of each new or existing raw material, clinker or finished
product storage bin; conveying system transfer point; bagging system; and
bulk loading or unloading system; and each existing raw material dryer, at a
facility which is a major source subject to the provision of this subpart shall
not cause to be discharged any gases from these affected sources which exhibit
opacity in excess often percent. [§63.1348]
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Performance testing requirements

g. The permittee shall use the test methods and procedures contained in Subpart
LLL to demonstrate compliance with the emissions limits set forth by this
subpart. [§63.1349]

Monitoring requirements

h. The owner or operator of each portland cement plant shall prepare for each
affected source subject to the provisions of this subpart, a written operations
and maintenance plan. The permittee shall also comply with all applicable
monitoring requirements contained in Subpart LLL. [§63.1350]

Compliance dates

1. Existing sources shall comply with this subpart no later than June 14, 2002.
[§63.1351 (a)]

J. The compliance date for new construction or reconstruction after March 24,
1998 is immediately upon start of operations. [§63.1351(b)]

Notification requirements

k. The permittee shall comply with all applicable notification requirements set
forth in Subpart LLL. [§63.1353(a)]

Reporting Requirements

1. The permittee shall comply with all applicable reporting requirements set forth
in Subpart LLL. [§63.1354(a)]

Recordkeeping Requirements

m. The permittee shall comply with all applicable recordkeeping requirements set
forth in Subpart LLL. [§63.1355(a)]

15. The facility shall develop and implement a written startup, shutdown, and malfunction
plan for sources subject to 40 CFR 63, Subpart EEE, National Emission Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollutants From Hazardous Waste Combustors. The plan shall include
those items listed in 40 CFR 63.6(e)(3) et seq. The plan shall be maintained on site and
be available to Department personnel upon request. [§19.304 and 40 CFR 63.6(e)(3)(i)]

16. The facility shall develop and implement a written startup, shutdown, and malfunction
plan for sources subject to 40 CFR 63, Subpart LLL, National Emission Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollutants From the Portland Cement Manufacturing Industry. The plan
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shall include those items listed in 40 CFR 63.6(e)(3) et seq. The plan shall be maintained
on site and be available to Department personnel upon request. [§ 19.304 and 40 CFR
63.6(e)(3)(i)]

17. The visible emission observations shaH be used as a method of compliance verification
for the opacity limits assigned for the sources whose Specific Conditions reference this
Plantwide Condition. The monthly observations shall be conducted by someone familiar
with the facility's visible emissions.

a. If during the observations, visible emissions are detected which appear to be in
excess of the pennitted opacity limit, the pennittee shall:

1. Take immediate action to identify the cause of the visible emissions,
11. Implement corrective action, and
lll. If excessive visible emissions are still detected, an opacity reading shall be

conducted in accordance with EPA Reference Method 9. This reading
shaH be conducted by a person trained and certified in the reference
method. If the opacity reading exceeds the pennitted limit, further
corrective measures shall be taken.

lV. lino excessivevisilJle-emissions are detected, the incident shall be noted
in the records as described below.

b. The pennittee shall maintain records related to all visible emission
observations and Method 9 readings. These records shall be updated on an as
perfonned basis. These records shall be kept on site and made available to
Department personnel upon request. These records shall contain:

1. The time and date of each observation/reading any observance of visible
emissions appearing to be above pennitted limits or any Method 9 reading
which indicates exceedance,

11. The cause of any observed exceedance of opacity limits, corrective actions
taken, and results of the reassessment, and

111. The name of the person conducting the observation/reading.

[§18.1004 of Regu1ation 18,40 CFR Part 63, Subpart LLL and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as
referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-311]

18. The pennittee may choose to comply with the emission standards set forth in 40 CFR part
63, Subpart LLL when hazardous waste is not in the combustion chamber (i.e., the
hazardous waste feed to the combustor has been cutoff for a period time not less than the
hazardous waste residence time). The pennittee must document in the facility record
when they are operating under 40 CFR 63, Subpart LLL. These records shall be
maintained on site and made available to Department personnel upon request. [§19.304
of Regulation 19, and 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart EEE, §63.1206(b)(1)]
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SECTION VII: INSIGNIFICANT ACTIVITIES

The following sources are insignificant activities. Any activity that has a state or federal
applicable requirement shall be considered a significant activity even if this activity meets the
criteria of §26.304 of Regulation 26 or listed in the table below. Insignificant activity
determinations rely upon the information submitted by the permittee in an application dated
October 24,2007. [Regulation 26, §26.304]

Description

N/A
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SECTION VIII: GENERAL PROVISIONS

1. AnyAny terms or conditions included in this permit which specify and reference
Arkansas Pollution Control & Ecology Commission Regulation 18 or the Arkansas Water
and Air Pollution Control Act (A.C.A. §8-4-1 01 et seq.) as the sole origin of and
authority for the terms or conditions are not required under the Clean Air Act or any of its
applicable requirements, and are not federally enforceable under the Clean Air Act.
Arkansas Pollution Control & Ecology Commission Regulation 18 was adopted pursuant
to the Arkansas Water and Air Pollution Control Act (A.C.A. §8-4-101 et seq.). Any
terms or conditions included in this permit which specify and reference Arkansas
Pollution Control & Ecology Commission Regulation 18 or the Arkansas Water and Air
Pollution Control Act (A.C.A. §8-4-101 et seq.) as the origin of and authority for the
terms or conditions are enforceable under this Arkansas statute. [40 CFR 70.6(b)(2)]

2. This permit shall be valid for a period of five (5) years beginning on the date this permit
becomes effective and ending five (5) years later. [40 CFR 70.6(a)(2) and §26.701(B) of
the Regulations of the Arkansas Operating Air Permit Program (Regulation 26)]

3. The permittee must submit a complete application for permit renewal at least six (6)
months beforepermitexpiratioll; Permit expiration terminatesthepermittee'sright to
operate unless the permittee submitted a complete renewal application at least six (6)
months before permit expiration. If the permittee submits a complete application, the
existing permit will remain in effect until the Department takes final action on the
renewal application. The Department will not necessarily notify the permittee when the
permit renewal application is due. [Regulation 26, §26.406]

4. Where an applicable requirement ofthe Clean Air Act, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 7401, et
seq. (Act) is more stringent than an applicable requirement of regulations promulgated
under Title IV ofthe Act, the permit incorporates both provisions into the permit, and the
Director or the Administrator can enforce both provisions. [40 CFR 70.6(a)(1)(ii) and
Regulation 26, §26.701(A)(2)]

5. The permittee must maintain the following records ofmonitoring information as required
by this permit.

a. The date, place as defined in this permit, and time of sampling or measurements;
b. The date(s) analyses performed;
c. The company or entity performing the analyses;
d. The analytical techniques or methods used;
e. The results of such analyses; and
f. The operating conditions existing at the time of sampling or measurement.

[40 CFR 70.6(a)(3)(ii)(A) and Regulation 26, §26.701(C)(2)]
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6. The permittee must retain the records of all required monitoring data and support
information for at least five (5) years from the date of the monitoring sample,
measurement, report, or application. Support information includes all calibration and
maintenance records and all original strip chart recordings for continuous monitoring
instrumentation, and copies of all reports required by this permit. [40 CFR
70.6(a)(3)(ii)(B) and Regulation 26, §26.701(C)(2)(b)]

7. The permittee must submit reports of all required monitoring every six (6) months. If
permit establishes no other reporting period, the reporting period shall end on the last day
ofthe anniversary month of the initial Title V permit. The report is due within thirty (30)
days of the end of the reporting period. Although the reports are due every six months,
each report shall contain a full year of data. The report must clearly identify all instances
ofdeviations from permit requirements. A responsible official as defined in Regulation
No. 26, §26.2 must certify all required reports. The permittee will send the reports to the
address below:

Arkansas Department of Environmental Quality
Air Division
ATTN: Compliance Inspector Supervisor
5301 Northshore Drive
North Little Rock, AR 72118-5317

[40 C.F.R. 70.6(a)(3)(iii)(A) and Regulation 26, §26.701(C)(3)(a)]

8. The permittee shall report to the Department all deviations from permit requirements,
including those attributable to upset conditions as defined in the permit.

a. For all upset conditions (as defined in Regulationl9, § 19.601), the permittee will
make an initial report to the Department by the next business day after the
discovery of the occurrence. The initial report may be made by telephone and
shall include:

1. The facility name and location;
11. The process unit or emission source deviating from the permit limit;

111. The permit limit, including the identification of pollutants, from which
deviation occurs;

IV. The date and time the deviation started;
v. The duration of the deviation;

VI. The average emissions during the deviation;
V11. The probable cause of such deviations;

V111. Any corrective actions or preventive measures taken or being taken to
prevent such deviations in the future; and

IX. The name of the person submitting the report.
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The permittee shall make a full report in writing to the Department within five (5)
business days of discovery of the occurrence. The report must include, in addition to
the information required by the initial report, a schedule of actions taken or planned
to eliminate future occurrences and/or to minimize the amount the permit's limits
were exceeded and to reduce the length oftime the limits were exceeded. The
permittee may submit a full report in writing (by facsimile, overnight courier, or other
means) by the next business day after discovery of the occurrence, and the report will
serve as both the initial report and full report.

b. For all deviations, the permittee shall report such events in semi-annual reporting
and annual certifications required in this permit. This includes all upset
conditions reported in 8a above. The semi-annual report must include all the
information as required by the initial and full reports required in 8a.

[Regulation 19, §19.601 and §19.602, Regulation 26, §26.701(C)(3)(b), and 40 CFR
70.6(a)(3 )(iii)(B)]

9. If any provision of the permit or the application thereof to any person or circumstance is
held invalid, such invalidity will not affect other provisions or applications hereof which
can be given effect withouttheinvalid-pm:vision-orapplication,and to this€nd,
provisions of this Regulation are declared to be separable and severable. [40 CFR
70.6(a)(5), Regulation 26, §26.701(E), and A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8
4-304 and §8-4-311]

10. The permittee must comply with all conditions of this Part 70 permit. Any permit
noncompliance with applicable requirements as defined in Regulation 26 constitutes a
violation of the Clean Air Act, as amended, 42 U.S.C. §7401, et seq. and is grounds for
enforcement action; for permit termination, revocation and reissuance, for permit
modification; or for denial of a permit renewal application. [40 CFR 70.6(a)(6)(i) and
Regulation 26, §26.701(F)(l)]

11. It shall not be a defense for a permittee in an enforcement action that it would have been
necessary to halt or reduce the permitted activity to maintain compliance with the
conditions of this permit. [40 CFR 70.6(a)(6)(ii) and Regulation 26, §26.701(F)(2)]

12. The Department may modifY, revoke, reopen and reissue the permit or terminate the
permit for cause. The filing of a request by the permittee for a permit modification,
revocation and reissuance, termination, or of a notification of planned changes or
anticipated noncompliance does not stay any permit condition. [40 CFR 70.6(a)(6)(iii)
and Regulation 26, §26.701(F)(3)]

13. This permit does not convey any property rights of any sort, or any exclusive privilege.
[40 CFR 70.6(a)(6)(iv) and Regulation 26, §26.701(F)(4)]
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14. The permittee must furnish to the Director, within the time specified by the Director, any
information that the Director may request in writing to determine whether cause exists for
modifying, revoking and reissuing, or terminating the permit or to determine compliance
with the permit. Upon request, the permittee must also furnish to the Director copies of
records required by the permit. For information the permittee claims confidentiality, the
Department may require the permittee to furnish such records directly to the Director
along with a claim of confidentiality. [40 CFR 70.6(a)(6)(v) and Regulation 26,
§26.701(F)(5)]

15. The permittee must pay all permit fees in accordance with the procedures established in
Regulation 9. [40 CFR 70.6(a)(7) and Regulation 26, §26.701(G)]

16. No permit revision shall be required, under any approved economic incentives,
marketable permits, emissions trading and other similar programs or processes for
changes provided for elsewhere in this permit. [40 CFR 70.6(a)(8) and Regulation 26,
§26.701(H)]

17. If the permit allows different operating scenarios, the permittee shall, contemporaneously
with making a change from one operating scenario to another, record in a log at the
permitted facility a record of the operational scenario. [40 CFR 70.6(a)(9)(i) and
Regulation 26, §26.701(I)(l)]

18. The Administrator and citizens may enforce under the Act all terms and conditions in this
permit, including any provisions designed to limit a source's potential to emit, unless the
Department specifically designates terms and conditions of the permit as being federally
unenforceable under the Act or under any of its applicable requirements. [40 CFR
70.6(b) and Regulation 26, §26.702(A) and (B)]

19. Any document (including reports) required by this permit must contain a certification by
a responsible official as defined in Regulation 26, §26.2. [40 CFR 70.6(c)(I) and
Regulation 26, §26.703(A)]

20. The permittee must allow an authorized representative of the Department, upon
presentation of credentials, to perform the following: [40 CFR 70.6(c)(2) and Regulation
26, §26.703(B)]

a. Enter upon the permittee's premises where the permitted source is located or
emissions related activity is conducted, or where records must be kept under the
conditions of this permit;

b. Have access to and copy, at reasonable times, any records required under the
conditions of this permit;

c. Inspect at reasonable times any facilities, equipment (including monitoring and air
pollution control equipment), practices, or operations regulated or required under
this permit; and
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d. As authorized by the Act, sample or monitor at reasonable times substances or
parameters for assuring compliance with this permit or applicable requirements.

21. The pennittee shall submit a compliance certification with the tenns and conditions.
contained in the permit, including emission limitations, standards, or work practices. The
permittee must submit the compliance certification annually within 30 days following the
last day ofthe anniversary month of the initial Title V permit. The pennittee must also
submit the compliance certification to the Administrator as well as to the Department.
All compliance certifications required by this permit must include the following: [40
CFR 70.6(c)(5) and Regulation 26, §26.703(E)(3)]

a. The identification of each term or condition of the permit that is the basis of the
certification;

b. The compliance status;
c. Whether compliance was continuous or intermittent;
d. The methodes) used for detennining the compliance status of the source, currently

and over the reporting period established by the monitoring requirements of this
pennit; and

e. Such other facts as the Department may require elsewhere in this permit or by
§114(a)(3)-and§50-4(b-}-0f-theAct.

22. Nothing in this permit will alter or affect the following: [Regulation 26, §26.704(C)]

a. The provisions of Section 303 of the Act (emergency orders), including the
authority of the Administrator under that section;

b. The liability of the permittee for any violation of applicable requirements prior to
or at the time ofpermit issuance;

c. The applicable requirements of the acid rain program, consistent with §408(a) of
the Act; or

d. The ability ofEPA to obtain information from a source pursuant to §114 of the
Act.

23. This pennit authorizes only those pollutant emitting activities addressed in this permit.
[A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-3ll]

24. The pennittee may request in writing and at least 15 days in advance of the deadline, an
extension to any testing, compliance or other dates in this permit. No such extensions are
authorized until the permittee receives written Department approval. The Department
may grant such a request, at its discretion in the following circumstances:

a. Such an extension does not violate a federal requirement;
b. The permittee demonstrates the need for the extension; and
c. The permittee documents that all reasonable measures have been taken to meet

the current deadline and documents reasons it cannot be met.
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[Regulation 18, §18.1 02(C-D), Regulation 19, §19.1 03(D), A.C.A. §8-4-203 as
referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-3ll, and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

25. The permittee may request in writing and at least 30 days in advance, temporary
emissions and/or testing that would otherwise exceed an emission rate, throughput
requirement, or other limit in this permit. No such activities are authorized until the
permittee receives written Department approval. Any such emissions shall be included in
the facility's total emissions and reported as such. The Department may grant such a
request, at its discretion under the following conditions:

a. Such a request does not violate a federal requirement;
b. Such a request is temporary in nature;
c. Such a request will not result in a condition of air pollution;
d. The request contains such information necessary for the Department to evaluate

the request, including but not limited to, quantification of such emissions and the
date/time such emission will occur;

e. Such a request will result in increased emissions less than five tons of any
individual criteria pollutant, one ton of any single HAP and 2.5 tons of total
HAPs; and

f. The permittee maintains records of the dates and results of such temporary
emissions/testing.

[Regulation 18, §18.102(C-D), Regulation 19, §19.l03(D), A.C.A. §8-4-203 as
referenced by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-3ll, and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]

26. The permittee may request in writing and at least 30 days in advance, an alternative
to the specified monitoring in this permit. No such alternatives are authorized until the
permittee receives written Department approval. The Department may grant such a
request, at its discretion under the following conditions:

a. The request does not violate a federal requirement;
b. The request provides an equivalent or greater degree of actual monitoring to the

current requirements; and
c. Any such request, if approved, is incorporated in the next permit modification

application by the permittee.

[Regulation 18, §18.102(C-D), Regulation19, §19.l03(D), A.C.A. §8-4-203 as referenced
by A.C.A. §8-4-304 and §8-4-3ll, and 40 CFR Part 52, Subpart E]
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PREAMBLE

These conditions are intended to outline the requirements for facilities required to operate Continuous Emission
Monitoring Systems/Continuous Opacity Monitoring Systems (CEMS/COMS). Generally there are three types of
sources required to operate CEMS/COMS:

1. CEMS/COMS required by 40 CFR Part 60 or 63,
2. CEMS required by 40 CFR Part 75,
3. CEMS/COMS required by ADEQ pennit for reasons other that Part 60, 63 or 75.

These CEMS/COMS conditions are not intended to supercede Part 60, 63 or 75 requirements.

• Only CEMS/COMS in the third category (those required by ADEQ pennit for reasons other than Part 60,
63, or 75) shall comply with SECTION II, MONJTORlNG REQUIREMENTS and SECTION IV,
QUALITy ASSURANCE/QUALITY CONTROL.

• All CEMS/COMS shall comply with Section III, NOTIFICJ\TION AND RECORDKEEPING.
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SECTION I

DEFINITIONS

Continuous Emission Monitoring System (CEMS) - The total equipment required for the detennination ofa gas
concentration and/or emission rate so as to include sampling, analysis and recording of emission data.

Continuous Opacity Monitoring System (COMS) - The total equipment required for the detennination ofopacity
as to include sampling, analysis and recording of emission data.

Calibration Drift (CD) - The difference in the CEMS output reading from the established reference value after a
stated period of operation during which no unscheduled maintenance, repair, or adjustments took place.

Back-up CEMS (Secondary CEMS) - A CEMS with the ability to sample, analyze and record stack pollutant to
determine gas concentration and/or emission rate This CEMS is to serve as a back-up to the primary CEMS to
minimize monitor downtime.

Excess Emissions - Any period in which the emissions exceed the pem1it limits.

Monitor Downtime -Any period during which the CEMS/COMS is unable to sample, analyze and· record a
minimum offour evenly spaced data points over an hour, except during one daily zero-span check during which two
data points per hour are sufficient.

Out-of-Control Period - Begins with the time corresponding to the completion ofthe fifth, consecutive, daily CD
check with a CD in excess of two times the allowable limit, or the time corresponding to the completion ofthe daily
CD check preceding the daily CD check that results in a CD in excess offour times the allowable limit and the time
corresponding to the completion ofthe sampling for the RATA, RAA, or CGA which exceeds the limits outlined in
Section IV. Out-of-Control Period ends with the time corresponding to the completion ofthe CD check following
corrective action with the results being within the allowable CD limit or the completion of the sampling of the
subsequent successful RATA, RAA, or CGA.

Primary CEMS - The main reporting CEMS with the ability to sample, analyze, and record stack pollutant to
determine gas concentration and/or emission rate.

Relative Accuracy (RA) - The absolute mean difference between the gas concentration or emission rate
determined by the CEMS and the value determined by the reference method plus the 2.5 percent error
confidence coefficient of a series of tests divided by the mean of the reference method tests of the applicable
emission limit.

Span Value - The upper limit of a gas concentration measurement range.
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SECfIONU

MONITORING REQUIREMENTS

A. For new sources, the installation date for the CEMS/COMS shall be no later than thirty (30) days from the
date of start-up of the source.

B. For existing sources, the installation date for the CEMS/COMS shall be no later than sixty (60) days from
the issuance of the permit unless the permit requires a specific date.

C. Within sixty (60) days of installation of a CEMS/COMS, a performance specification test (PST) must be
completed. PST's are defined in 40 CFR, Part 60, Appendix B, PS ]-9. The Department may accept
alternate PST's for pollutants not covered by Appendix B on a case-by-case basis. Alternate PST's sha]] be
approved, in writing, by the ADEQ CEM Coordinator prior to testing.

D. Each CEMS/COMS shall have, 3S a minimum, a daily zero-span check. The zero-span shall be adjusted
whenever the 24-hour zero or 24-hour span drift exceeds two times the limits in the applicable performance
specification in 40 CFR, Part 60, Appendix B. Before any adjustments are made to either the zero or span
drifts measured at the 24-hour interval the excess zero and span drifts measured must be quantified and
recorded.

E. All CEMS/COMS shall be in continuous operation and shall meet minimum frequency of operation
requirements of 95% up-time for each quarter for each pollutant measured. Percent of monitor down-time
is calculated by dividing the total minutes the monitor is not in operation by the total time in the calendar

quarter and multiplying by one hundred. Failure to maintain operation time shall constitute a violation ofthe
CEMS conditions.

F. Percent ofexcess emissions are calculated by dividing the total minutes ofexcess emissions by the total time
the source operated and multiplying by one hundred. Failure to maintain compliance may constitute a
violation of the CEMS conditions.

G. All CEMS measuring emissions shall complete a minimum ofone cycle ofoperation (sampling, analyzing,
and data recording) for each successive fifteen minute period unless more cycles are required by the permit.
For each CEMS, one-hour averages shall be computed from four or more data points equa]]y spaced over
each one hour period unless more data points are required by the permit.

H. All COMS shall complete a minimum ofone cycle ofsampling and analyzing for each successive 10-second
period and one cycle of data recording for each successive 6-minute period.

1. When the pollutant from a single affected facility is released through more than one point, a CEMS/COMS
shall be installed on each point unless installation of fewer systems is approved, in writing, by the ADEQ
CEM Coordinator. When more than one CEM/COM is used to monitor emissions from one affected facility
the owner or operator shall report the results as required from each CEMS/COMS.
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SECTION ill

NOTIFICATION AND RECORD KEEPING

A. When requested to do so by an owner or operator, the ADEQ CEM Coordinator will review plans for
installation or modification for the purpose of providing technical advice to the owner or operator.

B. Each facility which operates a CEMS/COMS shall notify the ADEQ CEM Coordinator ofthe date for which
the demonstration of the CEMS/COMS performance will commence (i.e. PST, RATA, RAA, CGA).
Notification shall be received in writing no less than 15 days prior to testing. Performance test results shall
be submitted to the Department within thirty days after completion of testing.

C. Each facility which operates a CEMS/COMS shall maintain records ofthe occurrence and duration ofstart
up/shut down, cleaning/soot blowing, process problems, fuel problems, or other malfunction in the operation
of the affected facility which causes excess emissions. This includes any malfunction of the air pollution
control equipment or any period during which a continuous monitoring device/system is inoperative.

D. Except for Part 75 CEMs, each facility required to install a CEMS/COMS shall submit an excess emission
and monitoring system performance report to the Department{AUention: AirDivision, CEMCoordinator)
at least quarterly, unless more frequent submittals are warranted to assess the compliance status of the
facility. Quarterly reports shall be postmarked no later than the 30th day ofthe month following the end of
each calendar quarter. Part 75 CEMs shall submit this infonnation semi-annually and as part ofTitle V six
(6) month reporting requirement if the facility is a Title V facility.

E. All excess emissions shall be reported in terms ofthe applicable standard. Each report shall be submitted on
ADEQ Quarterly Excess Emission Report Forms. Alternate forms may be used with prior written approval
from the Department.

F. Each facility which operates a CEMS/COMS must maintain on site a file ofCEMS/COMS data induding all
raw data, corrected and adjusted, repair logs, calibration checks, adjustments, and test audits. This file must
be retained for a period ofat least five years, and is required to be maintained in such a condition that It can
easily be audited by an inspector.

G. Except for Part 75 CEMs, quarterly reports shall be used by the Department to determine compliance
with the permit. For Part 75 CEMs, the semi-annual report shall be used.
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SECTION IV

QUALITY ASSURANCE/QUALITY CONTROL

A. For each CEMS/COMS a Quality Assurance/Quality Control (QAlQC) plan shall be submitted to the
Department (Attn.: Air Division, CEM Coordinator). CEMS quality assurance procedures are defined in 40
CFR, Part 60, Appendix F. This plan shall be submitted within 180 days ofthe CEMS/COMS installation.
A QNQC plan shall consist of procedure and practices which assures acceptable level of monitor data
accuracy, precision, representativeness, and availability.

B. The submitted QNQC plan for each CEMS/COMS shall not be considered as accepted until the facility
receives a written notification of acceptance from the Department.

C. Facilities responsible for one, or more, CEMS/COMS used for compliance monitoring shall meet these
minimum requirements and are encouraged to develop and implement a more extensive QAlQC program, or
to continue such programs where they already exist. Each QAIQC program must include written procedures
which should describe in detail, complete, step-by-step procedures and operations for each of the following
activities:

I. Calibration of CEMS/COMS
a. Daily calibrations (including the approximate time(s) that the daily zero and span

drifts will be checked and the time required to perform these checks and return to
stable operation)

2. Calibration drift determination and adjustment of CEMS/COMS
a. Out-of-control period determination
b. Steps ofcorrective action

3. Preventive maintenance ofCEMS/COMS
a. CEMS/COMS information

1) Manufacture
2) Model number
3) Serial number

b. Scheduled activities (check list)
c. Spare part inventory

4. Data recording, calculations, and reporting
5. Accuracy audit procedures including sampling and analysis methods
6. Program of corrective action for malfunctioning CEMS/COMS

D. A Relative Accuracy Test Audit (RATA), shall be conducted at least once every four calendar quarters.
A Relative Accuracy Audit (RAA), or a Cylinder Gas Audit (CGA), may be conducted in the other three
quarters but in no more than three quarters in succession. The RATA should be conducted in accordance
with the applicable test procedure in 40 CFR Part 60 Appendix A and calculated in accordance with the
applicable performance specification in 40 CFR Part 60 Appendix B. eGA's and RAA's should be
conducted and the data calculated in accordance with the procedures outlined on 40 CFR Part 60
Appendix F.
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If alternative testing procedures or methods of calculation are to be used in the RATA, RAA or
CGA audits prior authorization must be obtained from the ADEQ CEM Coordinator.

E. Criteria for excessive audit inaccuracy.

RATA
All Pollutants

> 20% Relative Accuracy
except Carbon

Monoxide

Carbon Monoxide > IO% Relative Accuracy

All Pollutants
except Carbon > 10% of the Applicable Standard

Monoxide

Carbon Monoxide > 5% of the Applicable Standard

Diluent (02 & CO2) > 1.0 % 02 or CO2

Flow > 20% Relative Accuracy

eGA

Pollutant
> 15% ofaverage audit value
or 5 ppm difference

Diluent (02 & CO2)
> 15% ofaverage audit value
or 5 ppm difference

RAA
> 15% of the three run

Pollutant average or > 7.5 % ofthe
applicable standard

> 15% of the three run
Diluent (02 & CO2) average or > 7.5 % ofthe

applicable standard
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F. If either the zero or span drift results exceed two times the applicable drift specification in 40 CFR, Part
60, Appendix B for five consecutive, daily periods, the CEMS is out-of-control. If either the zero or
span drift results exceed four times the applicable drift specification in Appendix B during a calibration
drift check, the CEMS is out-of-controL If the CEMS exceeds the audit inaccuracies listed above, the
CEMS is out-of-control. If a CEMS is out-of-control, the data from that out-of-control period is not
counted towards meeting the minimum data availability as required and described in the applicable
subpart. The end of the out-of-control period is the time corresponding to the completion of the
successful daily zero or span drift or completion of the successful CGA, RAA or RATA.

G. A back-up monitor may be placed on an emission source to minimize monitor downtime. This back-up
CEMS is subject to the same QNQC procedure and practices as the primary CEMS. The back-up CEMS
shall be certified by a PST. Daily zero-span checks must be performed and recorded in accordance with
standard practices. When the primary CEMS goes down, the back-up CEMS may then be engaged to
sample, analyze and record the emission source pollutant until repairs are made and the primary unit is
placed hack in service. Records must be maintained on site when the back-up CEMS is placed in service,
these records shall include at a minimum the reason the primary CEMS is out of service, the date and time
the primary CEMS was out of service and the date and time the primary CEMS was placed back in service.
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13.2.4 Aggregate Handling And Storage Pjles

13.2.4.1 General

Jnherent in operations that use minerals in aggregate form is the maintenance ofoutdoor
storage piles. Storage piles are usually left uncovered, partially because of the need for frequent
material transfer into or out of storage.

Dust emissions occur at several points in the storage cycle, such as material loading onto the
pile, disturbances by strong wind currents, and loadout from the pile. The movement of trucks and
loading equipment in the storage pile area is also a substantial source of dust.

13.2.4.2 Emissions And Correction Parameters

The quantity of dust emissions from aggregate storage operalions varies with the volume of
aggregate passing through the storage cycle. Emissions also depend on 3 parameters of the condition
of a particular storage pile: age of the pIle, moisture cpnt~nt, and proportion of aggregale fines.

When freshly processed aggregate is loaded onto a storage pile, the potential for dust emissions
is at a maximum. Fines are easily disaggregated and released to the atmosphere upon exposure to air
CUlTents, either from aggregate transfer itself or from high winds. As the aggregate pile weathers,
however. potential for dust emissions is greatly reduced. Moisture causes aggregation and cementation
of fiI1estb tlie -surfaces6fTarger particles. Any significant rainfall soaks-me-interior of the pile, and
then the drying process is very slow.

Silt (particles equal to or less lhan 75 micrometers [!-Lm} in diameter) content is detelTnined by
measuring the portion of dry aggregate material that passes through a 200-mesh screen, using
ASTM-C-136 method.' Table 13.2.4-1 summarizes measured silt and moisture values for industrial
aggregate materials.
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Table J3.2.4-1. TYPICAL SILT AND MOISTURE CONTENTS OF MATERIALS AT VARIOUS INDUSTRIESa

Silt Content (%) Moisture Content (%)

No. Of No. Of I
RanL;e I Mean

No. Of I I MeanIndustry . Facilities Material Samples Samples Range
Iron and steel production 9 Pellet ore 13 IJ - 13 4.3 11 0.64 - 4.0 2.2

Lump ore 9 2.8 - I l) 9.5 6 1.6 - 8.0 5.4
Coal 12 2.0-7.7 4.6 11 2.8 - J J 4.8
Slag 3 3.0·7.3 5.3 3 0.25 - 2.0 0.92
Flue dust 3 2.7·23 13 I - 7
Coke breeze ") 4.4 • 5.4 4.9 2 6.4 • 9.2 7.8-
Blended ore I - 15 1 - 6.6

Sinter I _. 0.7 0 - -
Limestone 3 0.4 • 2.3 1.0 2 NO 0.2

Stone quarrying and processing 2 Crushed limestone 2 1.3 . 1.9 1.6 2 0.3 • I. J 0.7
Various limestone products 8 0.8· 14 3.9 8 0.46 - 5.0 2.1

Taconite mining and processing J Pellets 9 2.2 - 5.4 3.4 7 0.05 - 2.0 0.9
Tailings 2 NO 11 1 - 0.4

Western surface coal mining 4 Coal 15 3.4· 16 6.2 7 2.8 - 20 6.9
Overburden J 5 3.8 . 15 7.5 0 - -
Exposed ground 3 5.1 • 21 15 3 0.8 - 6.4 3.4

Coal-fired power plant 1 Coal (as received) 60 0.6 - 4.8 2.2 59 2.7 - 7.4 4.5
Municipal solid waste landfills 4 Sand 1 - 2.6 1 - 7.4

Slag 2 3.0-4.7 3.8 2 2.3 • 4.9 3.6
Cover 5 5.0 - 16 9.0 5 8.9 - 16 12
Clay/dirt mix J - 9.2 I - 14

Clay 2 4.5 - 7.4 6.0 2 8.9· 11 10
Fly ash 4 78·81 80 4 26 - 29 27
Misc. fiJI materials I - 12 1 - 11

• References 1-10. NO = no data.



13.2.4.3 Predictive Emission Factor Equations

Total dust emissions from aggregate storage piles resuh fi-om several distinct source activities
within the storage cycle:

I. Loading of aggregate onto storage piles (batch or continuous drop operations).
2. Equipment traffic in storage area.
3. Wind erosion ofpile surfaces and ground areas around piles.
4. Loadout of aggregate for shipment or for return to the process stream (batch or continuous

drop operations).

Either adding aggregate material to a storage pile or removing it usually involves dropping the
material onto a receiving surface. Truck dumping on the pile or loading out from the pile to a truck
with a front-end loader are examples of batch drop operations. Adding material to the pile by a
conveyor stacker is an example of a continuous drop operation.
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The quantity of paniculate emissions generated by either type of drop operation, per kilogram
(kg) (ton) of material transferred, may be estimated. with a rating of A, using the following empirical
expression: ll

E= k(O.OO16)
( ~)1.32.2
--- (kglmegagram [Mg])

( ~) 1.4

where:

E = k(O.0032)

(¥) 1.3

(-W)L4
(pound [lb]/ton)

(I

E = emission factor
k = panicle size multiplier (dimensionless)
U = mean wind speed. meters per second (m/s) (miles per hour [mph])
M = material moisture content ('Yo)

The panicle size multiplier in the equation, k, varies with aerodynamic panicle size range, as follows:

Aerodynamic Panicle Size Multiplier (k) For Equation 1

< 30 11m <\5I1m <\Ollm < 5 11m <2.5 11m

0.74 0.48 0.35 0.20 0.053B

a Multiplier for < 2.5 11m taken from Reference 14.

The equation retains the assigned quality rating if applied within the ranges of source
conditions that were tested in developing the equation, as follows. Note that silt content is included,
even though silt content does not appear as a correction parameter in the equation. While it is
reasonable to expect that silt content and emission factors are interrelated, no significant correlation
between the 2 was found during the derivation of the equation, probably because most tests with high
silt contents were conducted under lower winds, and vice versa. It is recommended that estimates from
the equation be reduced 1 quality rating level if the silt content used in a particular application falls
outside the range given:

Ranges Of Source Conditions For Equation 1

Silt Content Moisture Content
Wind Speed

(%) (%) mls I mph

0.44 - 19 0.25 - 4.8 0.6 - 6.7 1.3 - 15

To retain the quality rating of the equation when it is applied to a specific facility, reliable
correction parameters must be determined for specific sources of interest. The field and laboratory
procedures for aggregate sampling are given in Reference 3. In the event that site-specific values for
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correction parameters cannot be obtained, the appropriate mean from Table J3.2.4-1 may be used. but
the quality rating of the equation is reduced by I lener

For emissions from equipment traffic (trucks, front-end loaders, dozers, etc.) traveling between
or on piles, it is recommended that the equations for vehicle traffic on unpaved surfaces be used (see
Section] 3.2.2). For vehicle travel between storage piles, the silt value(s) for the areas among the piles
(which may differ from the silt values for the stored materials) should be used.

Worst-case emissions from storage pile areas occur under dry, windy conditions. Worst-case
emissions from materials-handling operations may be calculated by substituting into the equation
appropriate values for aggregate material moisture content and for anticipated wind speeds during the
worst case averaging period, usually 24 hours. The treatment of dry conditions for Section] 3.2.2,
vehicle traffic, "Unpaved Roads", follows the methodology described in that section centering on
parameter p. A separate set of nonclimatic correction parameters and source extent values
corresponding to higher than normal storage pile activity also may be justified for the worst-case
averaging period.

I 3.2.4.4 Controls 12·13

Watering and the use of chemical wetting agents (Ire the principal means for control of
aggregate storage pile emissions. Enclosure or covering of inactive piles to reduce wind erosion can
also reduce emissions. Watering is useful mainly to reduce emissions from vehicle traffic in the
storage pile area. Watering of the storage piles themselves typically has only a very temporary slight
etTect on total emissions. A much more effective technique is to apply chemical agents (such as
surfactantsj thal permit more extensive wetting. C .•"tinuGu:; chemical treating of material loaded onto
piles. coupled with watering or treatrifen16f roadways. can reduce total particulate emissions from
aggregate storage operations by up to 90 percent. l?
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Environmental Protection Agency §63.1340

TABLE 9 TO SUBPART JJJ OF PART 63--ROUTINE REPORTS REQUIRED BY THIS
SUBPART

Reference Description of report Due date

§63.1335(b} and subpart A ...•...•..•••.....•.... Refer 10 Tabla 1 and subpart A
§63.1335(e)(3} Precompliance Report· .

_,_. PetiodlC Reports

Noliticahon of Complianc~ Stalus. D

under
sub·

of lhe

Refer 10 subpan A.
Exisliog affected sources.-December

19. 2000. New affected sources-with
applicatton for approval of construcliOJl
or recons.truction_

Seplember 19.2000
120 days prior 10 making lhe change ne·

cessifating (he updafe
WIthIn 1SO days. sher Ine complfan(.~

t1altO'
SemlannlJatly. ('10 l;:lle, Ihan flO oay.c.

after thf ~;)d of E:ach 6- monlh pen('l:1
See §63 1335Ie)(6)(I) for Ihe duE" dale
10( Ihe- fllst report

No taler than 60 days after the end 01
e-ach Quartet ~ ItS1 repon rs due WIth

the NofiflcatJon ot Comphance $ldluS

No lalet Ihan 60 o""S af1N the end 01
each Quarter

At--least 30_aays. ··Pflor .10. the re-IIltmg. 01
each storage vessel OJ me lnspectton

0' each storage vessel.
Ininal submIttal IS due WIth Ihe EmIS

s)ons AveragIng Plan speclf:ed In
§ 63. 1335(e)(4)(ii), later submittals a.re
made Be. the discretion of lhe owner or
operator as. specified in
§63.1335(0)(7)(ii} (B)

1. For notification
§ 63.1310(f)(3)(ii}-notiflQloon
mi'ltal date at the disaelioo
owner or operalol,t

2. For notiftCation unde,
§ 63.1310(f){4){ii}-withit'l 5 months of
making the determination.

in the Primary

Emissions: Averaging Plan
Updates to Emissions A\/erag~n9 Plan

Quarteny reporfs rOI EmlsSlons Aver~

aging.

Quartertv reports uPon reauesl of lhe
Administrator

Storaga .. Vessels.. Notification of lospec~

lion.

Requests for ApPfOval ()f a Nominal
ContrOl £fflCtency for Use In Emis
sions Averaging.

NotifICation of Change
Product.

§631335(0)(,)

§ 63.1335(e}(4}
§63.1335(e)(4)(iv)

§ 630 133510)(7)(i)

§63.1335(e)(7)(iii) ..

§631335(e)16)

§ 63133'le)(7)(,,)

§ 63.1335(0)(6)(,i)

-Thera may be two versions of this repart due at different times; one for equ'pment subject to §63.1331 and one for other
emission points subject to this subpart.

bThere \Wilt be two versions of this report due at different times; one r~ equipment subject 10 §63.1331 and one for other
emlssion poln1S sUbject to this subpart.

""Nole that the TPPU lemains SUbject to tt\is subp3lt until 'he notificatton under §63.13tO(f)(3}{i) is made.

[66 FR 36939. July 16. 200lJ

which is a major source or an area
source as defined in §63.2.

(b) The affected sources subject to
this subpart are:

(I) Each kiln and each in· line kilnl
raw mill at any major or area source.
including alkali bypasses. except for
kilns and in-line kiln/raw mills that
burn hazardous waste and are subject
to and regulated under subpart EEE of
this part;

(2) Each clinker cooler at any port·
land cement plant which is a major
source;

(3) Each raw mill at any portland ce
ment plant which is a major source;

(4) Each finish mill at any portland
cement plant which is a major source;

(5) Each raw material dryer at any
portland cement plant which Is a major

Emission
Air

SUbpart KKK [Reserved]

GENERAL

§63.1340 Applicability and designation
of affected sources.

(a) Except as specified in paragraphs
(b) and (c) of this section. the provi
sions of this subpart apply to each new
and existing portland cement plant

SUbpart LLL-National
Standards for Hazardous
Pollutants From the Portland
Cement Manufacturing Indus
try

SOURCE: 64 FR 31925. June lC. 1999. unless
otherwise noted.
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§63.134J

source and each greenfield raw mate
rial dryer at any portland cement plant
which Is a major or area source;

(6) Each raw material. clinker. or fin
ished product storage bin at any port
land cement plant which is a major
source;

(7) Each conveying system transfer
point including those associated With
coal preparation used to ronv"y eo,,1
from the mill to the kiln at any pon
land cement plant which i" a milJor
source: and

(8) Each bagging and h"lk loading
and unloading system at <lny port lanel
cement plant which is a major source.

(c) For portland cement plants with
on-site nonmetallic mineral processing
facilities_ the nrst a[fpeted source in
the sequence of matpriab handling op
erations subject to this subpan is thE'
raw material storage. which is just
prior to the raw mill. Any equipment
of the on-site nonmetallic mineral
processing plant which precedes thE'
raw material storage is not subject to
this subpart. In addition. the primary
and secondary crushers of the on-site
nonmetallic minerai processing plant.
regardless of whether they precede the
raw material storage. are not subject
to this subpart. Furthermore. the first
conveyor transfer point subject to this
subpart Is the transfer point associated
with the conveyor t.ransferring mate
rial from the raw material storage to
the raw mill_

(d) The owner or operator of any af
fected source subject to the prOViSions
of this subpart is subject to title V per
mitting requirements.

[64 FR 31925. June 14. 1999. as amended at 67
FR 16619. Apr. 5. 2002; 67 FR 72584. Dec. 6.
20021

§ 63.1341 Definitions.

All terms used in this subpart that
are not defined in this section have the
meaning given to them in the CAA and
in subpart A of this part.

Alkali bypass means a duct between
the feed end of the kiln and the pre
heater tower through which a portion
of the kiln exit gas stream is With
drawn and quickly cooled by air or
water to avoid excessive buildup of al
kali. chloride andlor sulfur on the raw
feed. This may also be referred to as
the "kiln exhaust gas bypass".

40 CFR Ch. I 0-1-07 Edition)

Bagging system means the equipment
which fills bags with portland cement_

Bin means a manmade enclosure for
storage of raw materials. clinker. or
finished product prior to further proc
essing at a portland cement plant.

Clinker cooler means equipment into
which clinker product leaving the kiln
is placed to be cooled by air supplied by
a forceel draft or natural draft supply
Sy<,(£'nl

- COI1£inuvu:-,. nlonjfor nJcans a device
winch, ,ml illuously s<lmples the r('gu
lin eel p""ometer specified in § 6~.lJ50· of
till" '>uop<lrt without interruption.
evaluat,·s th(' detector response at
Ip<lst once every 15 seconds. and com
putP:> and rpcords the average value at
I('ast every 60 seconds. except during
illlowable periods of calibration and ex
ec-pt <IS defined otherwise by the con
r illuous erni:>sion monitoring system
pl'rfonnancl' specifications in appendiX
B to part 60 of this chapter.

Conveying system means a device for
transporting materials from one piece
of equipment or location to another 10
c<ltion within a facility. Conveying sys
tems include but are not limited to the
follOWing: feeders. belt conveyors.
bucket elevators and pneumatic sys
tems.

Conveying system transfer point means
a point wher~ any material including
but not limited to feed material. fuel.
clinker or product. is transferred to or
from a conveying system. or between
separate parts of a conveying system.

Dioxins and furans (DIF}means tetra-.
penta-. hexa-. hepta-. and octa
chlorinated dibenzo dioxins and furans.

Facility means all contiguous or ad
joining property that is under common
ownership or control. including prop
erties that are separated only by a road
or other public right-of-way.

Feed means the prepared and mixed
materials. which Include but are not
limited to materials such as limestone.
clay, shale. sand. iron ore, mill scale.
cement kiln dust amI nyash. that are
fed to the kiln. Feed does not include
the fuels used in the kiln to produce
heat to form the clinker product.

Finish mill means a roll crusher. ball
and tube mill or other size reduction
equipment used to grind clinker to a
fine powder. Gypsum and other mate
rials may be added to and blended with
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clinker in a finish mill. The finish mill
also includes the air separator associ
ated with the finish mill.

Greenfield kiln. in-line kiln/raw mj]}, or
raw material dryer means a kiln. in-line
kiln/raw mill. or raw material dryer for
which construction is commenced at a
plant site (where no kilns and no in
line kiln/raw mills were in operation at
any time prior to March 24. 1998) after
Metreh 24. 1998.

J1a7i1rdous waste is defined in § 261.3 of
1 his .. h;,pter.

In· lint' kiln/raw mill means a system
in a portland cement production proc·
ess where a dry kiln system is inte
gratl:'d with the raw mill su that all or
" portin" ()f the kiln exhaust gases arf'
used I () perfonn thE' dryiflg_()peratjon_of
lhe raw mill. with no auxiliary heat
suuree used. In this system the kiln is
capable of operating without the raw
mill operating. but ·.the raw mill cannot
operate Without the kiln gases, and
consequently. the raw mill does not
generate a separate exhaust gas
stream.

Kiln means a device. including any
associated preheater or precalciner de
Vices. that produces clinker by heating
limestone and other materials for sub
sequent production of portland cement.

Kiln exhaust gas bypass means alkali
bypass.

Monovent means an exhaust configu
ration of a building or emission control
device (e. g. positive pressure fabric fil
ter) that extends the length of the
structure and has a width very small 1n
relation to its length (I. e., length to
width ratio is typically greater than
5:1). The exhaust may be an open vent
with or without a roof. louvered vents.
or a conlbination of such features.

New brownfield kiln. in-llne kiln raw
mm. or raw material dryer means a kiln.
in-line kiln/raw mill or raw material
dryer for which construction is com
menced at a plant site (where kilns
andlor in-line kiln/raw mills were in
operation prior to March 24, 1998) after
March 24. 1998.

One-minute average means the aver
age of thermocouple or other sensor reo
sponses calculated at least every 60
seconds from responses obtained at
least once during each consecutive 15
second period.

§63.1343

Ponland cement plant means any fa·
cility manufacturing portland cement.

Raw material dryer means an impact
dryer. drum dryer, paddle-equipped
rapid dryer. air separator, or other
eqUipment used to reduce the moisture
content of feed materials.

Raw mill means a ball and tube mill.
vertical roller mill or other size reduc
tion equipment. that is not parI of an
in-line kiln/raw mill. used 10 grine! f('pd
to thE> appropriate size. MoislUTl' may
be actcted or removed frum Ihl' feed dUl'

ing the grinding operation If the raw
mill is used to remove moiSI urf> from
feed materials. it is alsu. by definition.
a raw material dryer. The raw rIli II also
includes the air separator· associaled
with the raw mill.

Rolling average means Ihe averagE' of
all one-minute averages. over th~' aver
aging period.

Run average means the average of the
one-minute paralneter values for a run.

TEQ means the international method
of expressing toxicity equivalents for
dioxins and furans as defined in U.s.
EPA, Interim Procedures for Esti
mating Risks Associated with Expo
sures to Mixtures of Chlorinated
Dibenzo-p-dioxins and -dibenzofurans
(CDDs and CDFs) and 1989 Update,
March 1989.

164 FR 31925, June 14. 1999. as amended at 67
FR 16619. Apr. 5, 20021

EMISSION STANDARDS AND OPERATING
LIMITS

§63.1342 Standards: General.

Table J to this subpart provides cross
references to the 40 CFR part 63. sub
part A, general provisions. indicating
the applicability of the general provi
sions reqUirements to subpart LLL.

171 FR 76549, Dec. 20. 20061

§ 63.1343 Standards for kilns and in
line kiln/raw mills.

(a) General. The provisions in this
section apply to each kiln. each in-line
kiln/raw mill. and any alkaJibypass as
sociated with that kiln or In-line kiln/
raw mii!. All gaseous. mercury and DfF
emission limits are on a dry basis. cor
rected to 1 percent oxygen. All total
hydrocarbon (THC) emission limits are
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measured as propane. The block aver
aging periods to demonstrate compli·
ance are hourly for 20 ppmv total hy
drocarbon (THe) limits and monthly
for the 50 ppmv THC limit.

(b) Existing kilns located at major
sources. No owner or operator of an ex
Isting kiln or an existing kiln/raw mill
located at a facility that is a major
source subject to the provisions of this
subpart shall cause to be <lischargpd
into the atmosphere frOln these af
fected sources. any gases whirh

(I) Contain particulate mattcr (1'1\1)
in excess of 0.15 kg per Mg (0.30 Ib per
ton) of feed (dry basis) to the kiln_
When there is an alkali bypass associ
ated with a kiln or in-line kiln/raw
mill. the combined particulate mat ter
emissions from the kiln or in-line kiln!
raw mill and the alkali bypass arc sub
ject to this emission limit

(2) Exhibit opacity greater than 20
percent.

(3) Contain D/F in excess of:
(i) 0.20 ng per dscm (8.7 x Io--JI gr per

dscf) (TEQ); or
(ii) 0.40 ng per dscm (1.7 x 10--'0 gr per

dscf) (TEQ) when the average of the
performance test run average tempera·
tures at the inlet to the particulate
matter control device is 204°C (400 OF)
or less.

(c) Reconstructed or new kilns located
at major sources. No owner or operator
of a reconstructed or new kiln or re
constructed or new Inline kiln/raw mill
located at a facility which is a major
source subject to the provisions of this
subpart shall cause to be discharged
into the atmosphere from these af
fected sources any gases which:

(I) Contain particulate matter In ex
cess of 0.15 kg per Mg (0.30 Ib per ton)
of feed (dry basis) to the kiln. When
there is an alkali bypass associated
with a kiln or in-line kiln/raw mill. the
combined particulate matter emissions
from the klln or in-line kiln/raw mill
and the bypass stack are subject to
this emission limit.

(2) Exhibit opacity greater than 20
percent.

(3) Contain D/F in excess of:
(i) 0.20 ng per dscm (8.7 XlO-il gr per

dscf) (TEQ); or
(li) 0.40 ng per dscm (1.7 x 10-10 gr per

dscf) (TEQ) when the average of the
performance test run average tempera-

40 CFR Ch. I (7-1-07 Edition)

tures at the inlet to Lhe particulate
matter control device is 204°C (400 OF)
or less_

(4) Contain total hydrocarbons
(THC) , from the main exhaust of the
kiln. or main exhaust of the in-line
kiln/raw mill. in excess of 20 ppmv if
the Source is a new or reconstructed
source that commenced construction
after December 2. 2005_ As an alter
n"t ive 10 nwet ing the 20 ppmv standard
yOll m"y delJlons! ratl' a 98 percent re
dunion 01 THe elllissions from the exit
of tlIP kiln to discharge to the atmos
pherl' If the source is a greenfield kiln
Ihat COlllllll'llced construct ion on or
priOJ lo Dl'cemher 2. 2005. then the THe
limit is SO ppmv_

(5) ConI <.in men-ury from the main
pxhaust of I he kiln. 01- main exhaust of
the inlilll' kiln/raw mill. or the alkali
bypass in excess of 41)Jg/dscm if the
sourn~ is a new or reconstructed source
that commenced construction after De
cember 2. 2005. As an alternative to
meeting the 41 )Jgldscm standard you
may route the emissions through a
packed bed or spray tower wet scrubber
with a liquid-to-gas (JIg) ratio of 30 gal
lons per 1000 actual cubic feet per
minute (acfm) or more and meet a site·
specific emissions limit based on the
measured performance of the wet
scrubber.

(d) Existing kilns located at area
sources_ No owner or operator of an ex·
Isting kiln or an existing in-line kiln/
raw mill located at a facility thaL Is an
area source subject to the provisions of
this subpart shall cause to be dis
charged into the atmosphere from
these affected sources any gases which:

(I) Contain D/F in excess of 0.20 ng
per dscm (8.7 x 10- 11 gr per dscf) (TEQ);
or

(2) Contain D/F in excess of 0.40 ng
per dscm (1.1 x 10-- 10 gr per dscf) (TEQ)
when the average of the performance
test run average temperatures at the
inlet to the particulate matter control
device is 204°C (400 OF) or less.

(e) New or reconstructed kilns located
at area sources. No owner or operator of
a new or reconstructed kiln or new or
reconstructed in-line kiln/raw mill lo
cated at a faCility that is an area
source subject to the provisions of this
subpart shall cause LO be discharged
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into the atmosphere from these af
fected sources any gases which:

(I) Contain DfF in excess of:
(il 0_20 ng per dscm (8.7 x Io-It gr per

dscf) (TEQ; or
(ii) 0040 ng per dscm (1.7 x 10-'0 gr per

dscf) (TEQ) when the average of the
performance test run average tempera
tures at the inlet to the particulate
m<lttcr cont rol device is 204°C (400 OF)
01' less.

(2) COnT ain total hydrocarbons
(THe). from the main exhaust of the
kiln. Or main exhaust of the in-line
kilnfraw mill. in excess of 20 ppmv if
the source is a new or reconstructed
source that commenced construction
"ft ..r Derpmhpr 2. 2005. As an alter·
n,Hive to meet ing_tb~20_PJlmvstandard
you may demonstrate a 98 percent re
duction of THe emissions from the exit
of the kiln to discharge to the atmos
phere. If the sourC!~ is a greenfield kiln
that commenced construction on or
prior to December 2. 2005. then the THe
limit is 50 ppmv.

(3) Contain mercury from the main
exhaust of the kiln. or maIn exhaust of
the in-line kilnlraw mill, or the alkali
bypass in excess of 41 lJgldscm if the
source is a new or reconstructed source
that commenced construction after De
cember 2. 2005. As an alternative to
meeting the 41 J.lg/dscm standard you
may route the emissions through a
packed bed or spray tower wet scrubber
with a liquid-to-gas (JIg) ratio of 30 gal
lons per 1000 actual cubic feet per
minute (acfm) or more and meet a site
specific emissions limit based on the
measured performance of the wet
scrubber.

17t FR 76549. Dec. 20. 20061

§ 63.1344 Operating limits for kilns
and in-line kiln/raw mills.

(a) The owner or operator of a kiln
subject to a OfF emission limitation
under §63.J343 must operate the kiln
such that the temperature of the gas at
the inlet to the kiln particulate matter
control device (pMCD) and alkali by
pass PMCD, if applicable. does not ex
ceed the applicable temperature limit
specified in paragraph (b) of this sec
tion. The owner or operator of an in~

line kilnlraw mill subject to a DIF
emission limitation under §63.1343

§63.1344

must operate the in-line kiln/raw mill.
such that:

(l) When the raw mill of the in· line
kiln/raw mill is operating, the applica
ble temperature limit for the main in
line kilnlraw mill exhaust, specified in
paragraph (b) of this section and estab
lished during the performance test
when the raw mill was operating is not
exceeded_

(2) When the raw mill of (he in linE'
kilnlraw mill is not ope,'ating, Ihe ap
plicable tempt:>rature limit fur llrp
main in-line kHn/r'aw mill ,'xh"",,1
specified in paragraph (b) of this Set

lion and established during thE' per·
formance test when the raw mi II was
not operating. is nOf pxcp('opo.

(3LILJhe in· line kiln/rawmill is
eqUipped with an alkali bypass, the ap
plicable temperature limit for the al
kali bypass specified in paragraph (b)
of this section and established during
the performance test, with or without
the raw mill operating. is not exceeded.

(b) The temperature limit for af
fected sources meeting the limits of
paragraph (a) of this senion or para
graphs (a) (l) through (a)(3) of this sec·
tion is determined in accordance with
§63.1349(b) (3) (iv).

(c) The owner or operator of an af
fected source subject to a mercury.
THe or D/F emission limitation under
§63.1343 that employs carbon Injection
as an emission control technique must
operate the carbon injection system in
accordance with paragraphs (c)(1) and
(c) (2) of this section.

(I) The three-hour rolling average ac·
tivated carbon injection rate shall be
equal to or greater than the activated
carbon injectlon rate determined in ac·
cordance with §63.1349(b)(3)(vi).

(2) The owner or operator shall ei
ther:

(I) Maintain the minimum activated
carbon injection carrier gas flow rate.
as a three-hour rolling average. based
on the manufacturer's specifications.
These specifications must be docu
mented in the test plan developed in
accordance with §63.7(c), or

(ii) Maintain the minimum activated
carbon injection carrier gas pressure
drop. as a three-hour rolling average.
based on the manufacturer's specifica
tions. These specifications must be
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documented in the test plan developed
in accordance with §63.7(c).

(d) Except as provided in paragraph
(e) of this section, the owner or oper
ator of an affected source subject to a
mercury, THC or DfF emission limita
tion under §63.J343 that employs car
bon injection as an emission control
technique must specify and use the
brand and type of act iva ted carbon
used during the performance test until
a subsequent performance test is con
ducted, unless the site-specific per
formance test plan contains doc"
mentation of key parameters that af·
feet adsorption and the owner or oper
ator establishes limits based on thosp
parameters. and the limits on these pa·
rameters are maintained.

(e) The owner or operator of an af
fected source subject to a DfF. THC. or
mercury emission limitation under
§63.1343 that employs carbon injection
as an emission control technique may
substitute, at any time. a different
brand or type of activated carbon pro·
vided that the replacement has equiva·
lent or improved properties compared
to the activated carbon specified in the
site-specific performance test plan and
used in the performance test. The
owner or operator must maintain docu
mentation that the substitute acti
vated carbon will prOVide the same or
better level of control as the original
activated carbon.

(f) Existing kilns and in-line kilnsl
raw mills must implement good com·
bustion practices (GC?) designed to
minimize THC from fuel combustion.
GC? include training all operators and
supervisors to operate and maintain
the kiln and calciner, and the pollution
control systems in accordance with
good engineering practices. The train·
ing shall include methods for mini
mizing excess emissions.

(g) No kiln and in-line kiln/raw mill
may use as a raw material or fuel any
fly ash where the mercury content of
the fly ash has been increased through
the use of activated carbon, or any
other sorbent unless the facility can
demonstrate that the use of that fly
ash will not result in an increase in
mercury emissions over baseline emis
sions (i.e. emissions not using the fly
ash). The facility has the burden of
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proving there has been no emissions in
crease over baseline.

(h) All kilns and in· line kilns/raw
mills must remove (Le. not recycle to
the kiln) from the kiln system suffi·
cient cement kiln dust to maintain the
desired product quality.

(I) New and reconstructed kilns and
in-line kilns/raw mills must not exceed
the average hourly CKD re('ycJe rate
measured Juring mer,urv performance
te"ting. Any (,X{f'f'nall"p of thi~ av(>rage
hourly ratC' i" con"idf"Td.'l violillion of
the st<mdard

164 FR 3)92~ Junp /4. 1999 ", amendptl "I 67
FR 72585. Dpc 6. 2002 71 FR 76550 Dpc 20.
2006]

§ 63.1345 Standards for clinker coolers.

(a) No owner or operator of a new or
existing cI inker coolC'r at a facility
which is a major sourCl' subject to the
provisions of this subpart shall cause
to be discharged into the atmosphere
from the clinker cooler any gases
which:

(I) Contain particulate matter in ex
cess of 0.050 kg per Mg (0.10 Ib per ton)
of feed (dry basis) to the kiln.

(2) Exhibit opacity greater than ten
percent.

(b) (Reserved]

§ 63.1346 Standards for new or recon
structed raw material dryers.

(a) New or reconstructed raw mate
rial dryers located at facilities that are
major sources can not discharge to the
atmosphere any gases which:

(I) Exhibit opacity greater than ten
percent, or

(2) Contain THC in excess of 20 ppmv.
on a dry basis as propane corrected to
7 percent oxygen if the source com
menced construction after December 2,
2005. As an alternative to the 20 ppmv
standard, you may demonstrate a 98
percent reduction in THe emissions
from the exit of the raw materials
dryer to discharge to the atmosphere.
If the source is a greenfield dryer con
structed on or prior to December 2.
2005. then the THC limit is 50 ppmv, on
a dry basis corrected to 7 percent oxy
gen.

(b) New or reconstructed raw mate
rials dryers located at a facility that is
an area source cannot discharge to the
atmosphere any gases which contain
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THe In excess of 20 ppmv. on a dry
basis as p~opane corrected to 7 percent
oxygen if the source commenced con
struction afte~ December 2, 2005. As an
alte~native to the 20 ppmv standard.
you may demonst~ate a 98 percent re
duction in THC emissions from the exit
of the raw materials dryer to discharge
to the atmosphc~e. If the source is a
grecnfic Jd d~yer constructed on or
prior to De-ce-mbcr 2. 2005, then the THC
limit h 50 pprnv. on a dry basis cor
rpet pd to 7 percl'll! oxygen.

171 F R 76SS1 D('[ 20. 2006;

*63.1347 Standards for raw and finish
mills.

T~c 0\'V!1e!'" 0~' operator of each ne\v or
('xis! ingraw mill OL finisQrnilLat a fa
rilily which is a major source subject
(0 the- provisions of this subpart shall
/lol ('cHlSP to he discharged from the
mill sweep or air separator air pollu-.
lion control devices of these affected
sources any gases which exhibit opac
ity in excess of ten percent.

§63.1348 Standards for affected
sources other than kilns; in-line
kiln/raw miDs; clinker coolers; new
and reconstructed raw material
dryers; and raw and finish mills.

The owner Or operator of each new or
existing ~aw mate~ial. clinker. or fin
ished product storage bin; conveying
system t~ansfer point; bagging system;
and bulk loading or unloading system;
and each existing raw material dryer.
at a facility which Is a major source
subject to the p~ovisions of this sub
part shall not cause to be discharged
any gases from these affected sources
which exhibit opacity In excess of ten
percent.

MONITORING AND COMPLIANCE
PROVISIONS

§ 63.1349 Perfonnance testing require
ments.

(a) The owner or operator of an af
fected source subject to this subpart
shall demonstrate ini.ti.alcompliance
With the emission limits of § 63.1343 and
§§63.J345 through 63.1348 using the test
methods and procedures In paragraph
(b) of this section and § 63.7. Perform
ance test ~esults shall be documented
in complete test reports that contain

§63.1349

the information required by paragraphs
(a){l) through (a)(lO) of this section, as
welJ as all other relevant information.
The plan to be followed during testing
shall be made available to the Admin
istrator prior to testing. if requested.

(1) A brief description of the process
and the air pollution control system;

(2) Sampling location description(s);
(3) A description of sampling and an

alytical procedu~es <lnd any modifica·
tions to standard procedm es:

(4) Test results;
(S) Quality assurance procedures and

results;
(6) Records of operating conditions

during the test, preparation of stand
2rds, and calibration procedures;

(7) Raw data sheets for field sampling
and field and laboratory analyses;

(8) Documentation of calculations;
(9) All data ~ccordcd and used to es

tablish parameters for compliance
monitoring; and

(10) Any other information required
by the test method.

(b) Performance tests to demonstrate
initial compliance with this subpart
shall be conducted as specified in para
graphs (b)(l) through (b)(4) of this sec
tion.

(I) The owner o~ operator of a kiln
subject to limitations on particulate
matter emissions shall demonstrate
initial compliance by conducting a per
formance test as specified in para
graphs (b)(J)(i) through (b)(J)(iv) of this
section. The owner or operator of an
in-line kiln/raw mill subject to limita
tions on particulate matter emissions
shall demonstrate initial compliance
by conducting separate performance
tests as specified in paragraphs (b)(J)(i)
through (b)(I)(iv) of this section while
the raw mill of the in-line kiln/raw
mill is under normal operating condi
tions and while the raw mill of the in
line kiln/raw mill is not operating. The
owner or operator of a clinker cooler
subject to limitations on particulate
matter emissions shall demonstrate
initial compliance by conducting a per
formance test as speCified in para
graphs (b)(J)(i) through (b)(J){iii) of
this section. The opacity exhibited dur
ing the period of the Method 5 of Ap
pendiX A to part 60 of this chapter per
formance tests required by paragraph
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(b){I)(i) of this section shall be deter
mined as required in paragraphs
(b)(l)(v) through (vi) of this section.

(i) Method 5 of appendix A to part 60
of this chapter shall be used to deter
mine PM emissions. Each performance
test shall consist of three separate runs
under the conditions that exist when
the affected source is operating at the
rep.·csentative performance conditions
in accordance with §63.7(e). Each run
shall be conducted for at least I hour.
and the rninimurn sample volume shall
be 0.85 dscm (30 dscf). The average of
the three runs shall bc used to deter·
mine compliance. A determination of
t he PM collected in the impingers
(' 'back haW') of the Method 5 particu·
late sampling train is not required to
demonstratc initial compliance with
the PM standards of this subpart. How
ever, this shall not preclude the per·
mitting authority from requiring a de·
termination of the "back half' for
other purposes.

(ii) Suitable methods shall be used to
determine the kiln or inline kiln/raw
mill feed rate, except for fuels. for each
run.

(iii) The emission rate, E, of PM shall
be computed for each run using equa
tion I:

(Eq. I)
Where:
E - emission rate of particulate matter. kg!

Mg of kiln feed.
c, - concentration of PM. kgldscm.
Q", = volumetric flow rate of effluent gas,

dscm/hr.
P - total kiln feed (dry basis). Mglhr.

(Iv) When there is an alkali bypass
associated with a kiln or in-line kiln/
raw mill, the main exhaust and alkali
bypass of thc kiln or in-line kiln/raw
mill shall be tested simultaneously and
the combined emission rate of particu
late matter from the kiln or in-line
kiln/raw mill and alkali bypass shall be
computed for each run using equation
2.

Eo = (CskQ sdk +CsbQsdb)/P
Where:
Ec = the combined emIssion rate of particu

late matter from the kiln or In-line kiln!
raw mill and bypass stack, kgIMg of kiln
feed.

40 CFR Ch. I (7-1-07 Edition)

COol = concentration of particulate matter in
th.. kiln or in-line kiln/raw mill ernuent.
kgldscm.
Q... = vo)umelric now rate of kiln or in

line kiln/raw mlll effluent. dscm/hr.
Cab = concentration of particulate matter in

the alkali bypass gas. kgldscm.
Q",. ~ volum..tric flow rat .. of alkali bypass

gas. dscmlhr.
P=t<J1al kiln r....d (dry basis). Mglhr.

(v) Exn'pt as providpd in paragraph
(b)(I)(vi) of Ihis spetion the opacity f'X

hihit ..d during {he period of (he Melhod
5 pcrfOlI\l;,nlT lests required by I'ara·
graph (b)f1)(i) of this section shall be
determinC'd through th!' use of a con
tinuous opacity monitor (COM). The
maximum siX· minute average opacity
during the three Method 5 test runs
shall be dNermined during pach MNh·
od 5 tpst run. and used to demonstrate
initial rumpliancp wilh the applicablp
opacity limits of §63.1343(b)(2).
§ 63.I343(c)(Z). or § 63.1345(a)(2)

(vi) Each owner or operator of a kiln,
in-line kiln/raw mill. or clinker cooler
subject to the provisions of this sub·
part using a fabriC filter with multiple
stacks or an electrostatic precipitator
with multiple stacks may. in lieu of in
stalling the continuous opacity moni
toring system required by paragraph
(b) (I)(v) of this section, conduct an
opacity test in accordance with Method
9 of appendix A to part 60 of this chap
ter during each Method 5 performance
test required by paragraph (b)(I)(i) of
this section. If the control device ex
hausts through a monovent. or if the
use of a COM in accordance wi th the
installation speCifications of Perform·
ance Specification I (PS-I) of appendix
B to part 60 of this chapter is not fea
sible. a test shall be conducted in ac
cordance with Method 9 of appendix A
to part 60 of this chapter during each
Method 5 performance test reqUired by
paragraph (b)(I)(l) of this section. The
maximum six·minute average opacity
shaJI be determined during the three
Method 5 test runs. and used to dem
onstrate initial compliance with the
applicable opacity limits of
§ 63. 1343(b)(2) , §63. 1343(c)(2) , or
§63.1345(a)(2) .

(2) The owner or operator of any af
fected source subject to limitations on
opacity under this subpart that is not
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subject to paragraph (b)(l) of this sec
tion shall demonstrate initial compli
ance with the affected source opacity
limit by conducting a test in accord
ance with Method 9 of appendix A to
part 60 of this chapter. The perform
ance test shall be conducted under the
conditions that exist when the affected
source is operating at the representa
tive performance conditions in accord·
ance wilh §63.7Ie). The maximum 6·
minUlp ,}V(>rage opacity l'xhibiled duro
ing the I(>Sl period shall be used lO de·
t elJoinl· whether the affecl ed source is
in initial compliance wilh the sland·
ard Thp duration of the Method 9 per·
formilnce t(>st shall be 3 hours (30 6
minute averages). excepl thal the dura
tion of the Method 9 performance test
may be reduced to I hour if the caridi·
tiom of paragraphs Ib)(2)(i) through (ii)
of this section apply:

(i) There are nC> individual readings·
greater than !O percent opacity:

(Ii) There are no more than three
readings of JO percent for the first 1
hour period_

(3) The owner or operator of an af
fected source subject to limitations on
D/F emissions under this subpart shaJJ
demonstrate initial compliance with
the OfF emission limit by conducting a
performance test using Method 23 of
appendix A to part 60 of this chapter.
The owner or operator of an in-line
kiln/raw mill shall demonstrate initial
compllance by conducting separate
performance tests while the raw mill of
the in-line kiln/raw mill is under nor
mal operating conditions and while the
raw mill of the in-line kiln/raw mill is
not operating. The owner or operator
of a kiln or in-line kiln/raw mill
equipped with an alkali bypass shall
conduct simultaneous performance
tests of the kiln or In-line kiln/raw
mill exhaust and the alkali bypass.
However, the owner or operator of an
in-line kiln/raw mill may conduct a
performance test of the alkali bypass
exhaust when the raw mill of the in·
line kiln/raw mill Is operating or not
operating.

(i) Each performance test shall con
sist of three separate runs: each run
shall be conducted under the condi
tions that exist when the affected
source is operating at the representa
tive performance conditions in accord-
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ance with §63_7(e). The duration of each
run shall be at least 3 hours, and the
sample volume for each run shall be at
least 2.5 dscm (90 dscf). The concentra·
tion shall be determined for each run,
and the arithmetic average of the con
centrations measured for the three
runs shall be calculated and used to de·
termine compliance_

(ij) The temperature at the inlet to
the kiln or in-line kiln/raw mill PMCD.
and where applicable. the ternperatufl>
at the inlet to the alkali bypass PMClJ.
must be continuously recorded clUJ illg
the period of the Method 23 test. and
the continuous temperature re("onl(~)

must be included in the performamp
test report.

(lii).. One~minuteaverage tempera
tures must be calculated for cach
minute of each run of the test.

(iv) The run average temperature
must be calculated for each run. and
the average of the run average tem
peratures must be determined and in·
cluded in the performance test report
and will determine the applicable tern
perature limit in accordance with
§63.1344(b).

(v) If activated carbon injection is
used for D/F control. the rate of actio
vated carbon injection to the kiln or
In-line kiln/raw mllI exhaust. and
where applicable, the rate of activated
carbon injection to the alkali bypass
exhaust, must be continuously reo
corded during the period of the Method
23 test, and the continuous injection
rate record(s) must be included in the
performance test report. In addition.
the performance test report must in·
clude the brand and type of activated
carbon used during the performance
test and a continuous record of either
the carrier gas flow rate· or the carrier
gas pressure drop for the duration of
the test. Activated carbon injection
rate parameters must be determined in
accordance with paragraphs (b)(3)(vi) of
this section.

(vi) The run average injection rate
must be calculated for each run, and
the average of the run average injec
tion ratcs must be determined and in
cluded in the performance test report
and will determine the applicable in
jection rate limit in accordance with
§63.J344(c)(1)_
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(4)(i) The owner or operator of an af
fected source subject to limitations on
emissions of THC shall demonstrate
initial compliance with the THC limit
by operating a continuous emission
monitor in accordance with Perform
ance Specification 8A of appendix B to
part 60 of this chapter. The duration of
the performance test shall be three
hours. and the average THC concentra
tion (as calculated from the one·
minute averages) during the threp-hour
performance test shall be calculated
The owner or operator of an in· line
kiln/raw mill shall demonstrate initial
compliance by conducting separate
performance tests while the raw mill of
the in-line kiln/raw mill is under nor
mal operating conditions and while the
raw mill of the in-line kiln/raw mill is
not operating.

(ii) The owner or operator of an af
fected source subject to limitations on
emissions of THC who elects to dem
onstrate compliance with the alter
native THC emission limit of 98 percent
weight reduction must demonstrate
compliance by also operating a contin
uous emission monitor in accordance
with Performance Specification 8A of
appendix B to part GO at the inlet to
the THC control device of the kiln.
inline kiln raw mill. or raw materials
dryer in the same manner as prescribed
in paragraph (I) above. Alternately.
you may elect to demonstrate a 98
weight percent reduction in THC across
the control device using the perform
ance test requirements in 40 CFR part
63. subpart SS.

(5) The owner or operator of a kiln or
In-line kiln/raw mill subject to the 41
J-lgldscm mercury standard shall dem
onstrate compliance using EPA Method
29 of 40 CFR part GO. ASTM D6784-02.
Standard Test Method for Elemental.
Oxidized, Particle-Bound and Total
Mercury Gas Generated from Coal
Fired Stationary Sources (Ontario
Hydro Method), Is an acceptable alter
native to EPA Method 29 (portion for
mercury only). If the kiln has an in
line raw mill, you must demonstrate
compliance with both raw mill off and
raw mill on. You must record the hour
ly recycle rate of CKD during both test
conditions and calculate an average
hourly rate for the three test runs for
each test condition.
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(c) Except as prOVided in paragraph
(e) of this section, performance tests
required under paragraphs (b)(l) and
(b)(2) of thi5 section shall be repeated
every five years. except that the owner
or operator of a kiln. in-line kiln/raw
mill or clinker cooler is not reqUired to
repeat the initial performance test of
opacity for the kiln. in-line kiln/raw
mill or clinker cooler.

(d) Performancp tesls rpquiH'd undpr
paragraph (b)[3) of I hi>. ,>eLl ion shall bp
repeated every 30 month.,.

(1')(1) If a source plans to undertake a
change in operat ions I hat lllay ad
versely affect compliance with an ap·
plicable D/F standard under this sub
part. the source must conduct a per'
formance test and establish new tem
perature limit Is) as 'Specified in para
graph (b)(3) of this section

(2) If a source plans to undertake a
change in operat ions that may ad
versely affect compliance with an ap
plicable PM standard under § 63. 1343,
the source must conduct a performance
test as specified in paragraph (b)(l) of
this section.

(3) In preparation for and while con
ducting a performance test required in
paragraph (eHI) of this section, a
source may operate under the planned
operational change conditions for a pe
riod not to exceed 360 hours. prOVided
that the conditions in paragraphs
(e)(3)(i) through (iv) of this section are
met. The source shall submit tempera
ture and other monitoring data that
are recorded during the pretest oper
ations.

(i) The source must proVide the Ad
ministrator written notice at least 60
days prior to undertaking an oper
ational change that may adversely af
fect compliance with an applicable
standard under this subpart. or as soon
as practicable where 60 days advance
notice is not feasible. Notice provided
under this paragraph shall include a
description of the planned change, the
emissions standards that may be af
fected by the change. and a schedule
for completion of the performance test
required under paragraph (eHI) of this
section, including when the planned
operational change period would begin.

(ii) The performance test results
must be documented in a test report
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according to paragr-aph (a) of this sec
tion.

(iii) A test plan must be made avail
able to the Administrator prior to test
ing. if requested.

(iv) The performance test must be
conducted. and it must be completed
within 360 hours after the planned
operational ('hange period begins.

164 FR 3192,. jllr'" J4 1999. as ..mended a' 67
FR 16619. Apr S. 2002: 67 FR 72,85. ON' 6.
2002: 71 F R 76» I Dpc 20 20061

§ 63.]350 Muni!""i"g requirements.

(a) The owner or operator of each
port land cement plant shall prepare for
each affected sourCt' subject to the pro·
vision.<- of rhj ..... _~lJhpan ~ writtpn oppr·
at ions and maintenance plan. The plan
shall be submil ted to the' AdriirJ11s-,
trator lor review and approval ·as part
of the application for a part 70 permit
and shall in.-luoe the following infoI"
matio:-::

(I) Procedures for proper operation
and maintenance of the affected source
and air pollution control devices in
order to meet the emission limits and
operating limits of §§63.1343 through
63.1348;

(2) Corrective actions to be taken
when required by paragraph (e) of this
section;

(3) Procedures to be used during an
inspection of the components of the
combustion system of each kiln and
each in-line kiln raw mill located at
the facility at least once per year; and

(4) Procedures to be used to periodi·
cally monitor affected sources subject
to opacity standards under §§ 63.]346
and 63.1348. Such procedures must in
clude the provisions of paragraphs
(a)(4)(i) through (a)(4)(iv) of this sec
tion.

(i) The owner or operator must can·
duct a monthly I-minute visible emis
sions test of each affected source in ac
cordance with Method 22 of Appendix A
to part 60 of this chapter. The test
must be conducted while the affected
source is in operation.

(ii) If no visible emissions are ob·
served in six consecutive monthly tests
for any affected source. the owner or
operator may decrease the frequency of
testing from monthly to semi-annually
for that affected source. If visible emis
sions are observed during any semi-an·
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nual test. the owner or operator must
resume testing of that affected source
on a monthly basis and maintain that
schedule until no visible emissions are
observed in six consecutive monthly
tests.

(iii) If no visible emissions are ob
served during the semi-annual test for
any affected source. the owner or oper
ator may decrease the frequency of
testing from semi'annually to annually
for that affecteci source If visiblp emis·
sions are observed during any annual
lest. the owner or operator must re
sume testing of that affected source 011

a monthly basis and maintain that
schedule until no visible emissions are
observed in six consecutive monthly
tests.
---CfvrlfvisiOleemfssionsare observed
during any Method 22 test. the owner
or operator must conduct a 6-minute
test of opacity in accordance with
Method 9 of appendix A to part 60 of
this chapter. The Method 9 test must
begin within one hour of any observa
tion of visible emissions.

(v) The requirement to conduct
Method 22 visible emissions monitoring
under this paragraph shall not apply to
any totally enclosed conveying system
transfer point. regardless of the loca
tion of the transfer point. "Totally en
closed conveying system transfer
point" shall mean a conveying system
transfer point that is enclosed on all
sides. top. and bottom. The enclosures
for these transfer points shall be oper·
ated and maintained as total enclo.
sures on a continuing basis in accord·
ance with the facility operations and
maintenance plan.

(vi) If any partially enclosed or
unenclosed conveying system transfer
point is located in a building, the
owner or operator of the portland ce
ment plant shall have the option to
conduct a Method 22 visible emissions
monitoring test according to the re
quirements of paragraphs (a)(4)(i)
through (iv) of this section for each
such conveying system transfer pojnt
located Within the building. or for the
building itself-according to paragraph
(a)(4) (vii) of this section.

(vii) If visible emissions from a build
ing are monitored. the requirements of
paragraphs (a)(4){i) through (lv) of this
section apply to the monitoring of the
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building. and you must also test visible
emissions from each side. roof and vent
of the building for at least I minute.
The test must be conducted under nor
maJ operating conditions.

(b) Failure to comply with any provi
sion of the operations and maintenance
plan developed in accordance with
paragraph (a) of this section shall be a
violation of the standard.

(e) The owner or operator of a kiln or
in-line kiln/raw mill shall monitor
opacity at each point where emissions
~..e vented from these njfected sources
induding alkali bypasses in accordance
with paragraphs (d(J) through (c)(3) of
this section_

(I) Except as provided in pClragraph
(")(2) of this section. the owner or oper
ator shall install. calibrate. maintain.
and continuously operate a continuous
opacity monitor (COM) located at the
outipt of the PM control device to con
tinuously monitor the opacity. The
COM shall be installed. maintained.
calibrated. and operated as required by
subpart A. general provisions of this
part. and according to PS-I of appendiX
B to part 60 of this chapter.

(2) The owner or operator of a kiln or
in-line kiln/raw mill subject to the pro
visions of this subpart using a fabric
filter with multiple stacks or an elec
trostatic precipitator with multiple
sLacks may. in lieu of installing the
continuous opacity monitoring system
required by paragraph (c)(l) of thIs sec
tion. monitor opacity in accordance
with paragraphs (c)(2)(i) through (ii) of
thiS section. If the control device ex
hausts through a monovent. or If the
use of a COM in accordance with the
installation specifications of PS-l of
appendiX B to part 60 of this chapter is
not feasible. the owner or operator
must monitor opaCity in accordance
with paragraphs (c)(2)(i) through (li) of
this section.

(D Perform daily visual opacity ob
servations of each stack in accordance
with the procedures of Method 9 of ap
pendiX A to part 60 of this chapter. The
Method 9 test shall be conducted while
the affected source is operating at the
representative performance conditions.
The duration of the Method 9 test shall
be at least 30 minutes each day_

(i i) Use the Method 9 procedures to
monitor and record the average opacity
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for each six·minute period during the
test.

(3) To remain in compliance. the
opacity must be maintained such that
the 6-minute average opacity for any 6
minute biock period does not exceed 20
percent. If the average opacity for any
6-minute block period exceeds 20 per
cent. this shall constitute a violation
of the standard.

(d) The owner or operator of a clinker
cooler shall monitor opaci' y at each
point where emiSSIons are ve'Hl"d frum
the (linker cooler in accordnllce with
pClragraphs (d)(J) through (d)(3) of thb
sectiun

(I) Except as prOVided in paragraph
(d)(2) of this section. the owner or oper
ator shall install. calibrate. maintain.
and continuously operate a COM 10
cated at the outlet of the clinker cool·
er PM control device to continuously
monitor the opacity. The COM shall be
installed. maintained. calibrated. and
operated as reqUired by subpart A. gen
eral provisions of this part. and accord
ing to PS- J of appendix B to part 60 of
this chapter.

(2) The owner or operator of a clinker
cooler subject to the provisions of this
subpart using a fabric filter with mul
tiple stacks or an electrostatic precipi.
tator with multiple stacks may. in lieu
of installing the continuous opacity
monitoring system reqUired by para
graph (d)(J) of this section. monitor
opaCity in accordance with paragraphs
(d)(2)(i) through (ii) of this section. If
the control device exhausts through a
monovent. or if the use of a COM in ac
cordance with the Installation speci
fications of PS-I of appendix B to part
60 of this chapter is not feasible. the
owner or operator must monitor opac
ity in accordance with paragraphs
(d){2)(i) through (ii) of this section.

(i) Perform daily visual opacity ob
servations of each stack in accordance
with the procedures of Method 9 of ap·
pendlx A to part 60 of this chapter. The
Method 9 test shall be conducted while
the affected source is operating at the
representative performance conditions.
The duration of the Method 9 test shall
be at least 30 minutes each day.

(li) Use the Method 9 procedures to
monitor and record the average opacity
for each six-minute period during the
test.
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(3) To remain in compliance. the in-line kiln/raw mill and/or alkali by
opacity must be maintained such that pass PM control devices.
the 6-minute average opacity for any 6- (i) The recorder response range must
minute block period does not exceed 10 include zero and 1.5 times either of the
percent. If the average opacity for any average temperatures established ac
6-minute block period exceeds 10 per- cording to the requirements in
cent. this shall constitute a violation §63.1349(b)(3)(iv).
of the standard. (ii) The reference method must be a

(e) The owner or operator of a raw National Institute of Standards and
mill or finish mill shall monitor opac- Technology calibrated reference ther
ity by conduct mg daily vi~u<J1 emis·
sions ob~('rvation~ of tlw mill sweep mocouple·potentiometer system or al·
and air SCpoli al or PMCO of these af- ternate reference. subject to approval
fened sources in accOItbnce with the by the Administrator.
procedures of Method 22 of appendix A (2) The owner or operator shall mon
to part 60 of this chapler. The Method itor and continuously record the tern·
22 test shall be conducred whilf' the af- perature of the exhaust gases from the
fected source is opt'raling 'II thf' rep- kiln, in·line kiln/raw mill and alkali
resentative performance conditions. bypass. if applicable, at the inlet to the
Thf' duration of the Method- 22· test--- kiln~-in-line-kilntf'awmilland/or alkali
shall be 6 minutes. If visible emissions bypass PMCD.
are observed during any Mf'l hod 22 visi- (3) The three-hour rolling average
ble emissions test. t he owner or oper- temperature shall be calculated as the
ator must: average of 180 successive one-minute

(I) Initiate. within one· hour, the cor· average temperatures.
rective actions specified in the site spe- (4) Periods of time when one-minute
cific operating and maintenance plan averages are not available shall be ig
developed in accordance with para· nored when calculating three-hour 1-011.

graphs (a)(I) and (a)(2) of this section: ing averages. When one-minute aver
and

(2) Within 24 hours of the end of the ages become available. the first one-
Method 22 test in which visible emis- minute average is added to the pre
sions were observed, conduct a fol. vious 119 values to calculate the three
lowup Method 22 test of each stack hour rolling average.
from which visible emissions were ob. (5) When the operating status of the
served during the previous Method 22 raw mill of the in-line kiln/raw mill is
test. If visible emissions are observed changed from off to on. or from on to
during the followup Method 22 test off the calculation of the three-hour
from any stack from which visible rolling average temperature must
emissions were observed during the begin anew. without considering pre
previous Method 22 test. conduct a vis- vious recordings.
ual opacity test of each stack from (6) The calibration of all
which emissions were observed during thermocouples and other temperature
the follow up Method 22 test in accord· sensors shall be verified at least once
ance with Method 9 of appendix A to every three months.
part 60 of this chapter. The duration of (g) The owner or operator of an af·
the Method 9 test shall be 30 minutes. fee ted source subject to an emissions

(f) The owner or operator of an af- limitation on D/F. THC or mercury
fected source subject to a limitation on emissions that employs carbon injee
O/F emissions shall monitor D/F emis- tion as an emission control technique
sions in accordance with paragraphs shall comply with the monitoring re-
(f)(I) through (f) (6) of this section. quirements of paragraphs (f) (I) through

(I) The owner or operator. shall in- )
stall, calibrate. maintain. and contlnu- (f)(6) and (g)(l) through (g)(6 of this

section to demonstrate continuousously operate a continuous monitor to
record the temperature of the exhaust compliance with the OfF. THe or mer
gases from the kiln, in-line kiln/raw cury emissions standard.
mill and alkali bypass. if applicable. at (I) Install. operate. calibrate and
the inlet to, or upstream of. the kiln, maintain a continuous monitor to
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record the mte of activated carbon in
jection. The accumcy of the rate meas·
urement device must be ±I percent of
the rate being measured.

(2) Verify the calibration of the de·
vice at least once every three months.

(3) The three-hour rolling average ac·
tivated carbon injection !"ate shall be
calculated as the average of 180 succes·
sive one· minute average activated car
bon inject ion rates.

(4) Periods of time when oop-minute
averages are not ilvailable shall be ig
nOied WItl'lI cillculating three- hour roll·
ing averages. When one-minute aver,
ages become available. the first one·
mioute average is added to the pre
viuus 179 values to calculate the three·
hour rolling average.

(5) When the operating status of the
raw mill of the in-line kiln/raw mill is
changed from off to on. Or from on to
off. the calculation of the three-hoUl'
rolling average activated carbon injec
tion rate must begin anew. without
considering previous recordings.

(6) The owner or operator must in·
stall. operate. calibrate and maintain a
continuous monitor to record the acti
vated carbon Injection system carrier
gas parameter (either the carrier gas
flow rate Or the carrier gas pressure
drop) established during the mercury.
THC or DfF pedormance test in accord
ance with paragraphs (g)(6)(i) through
(g)(6)(iii) of this section.

(I) The owner or operator shall in
stall. calibrate. operate and maintain a
device to continuously monitor and
record the parameter value.

(Ii) The owner or operator must cal
culate and record three-hour rolling
averages of the parameter value.

(iii) Periods of time when one-minute
averages are not available shall be ig
nored when calculating three-hour roll
ing averages, When one-minute aver
ages become available. the first one
minute average shall be added to the
previous 179 values to calculate the
three-hour rolling average.

(h) The owner or operator of an af·
fected source subject to a llmltation on
THC emissions under this subpart shall
comply with the monitoring require
ments of paragraphs (h)(J) through
(h) (3) of this section to demonstrate
continuous compliance With the THe
emission standard:
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(1) The owner or operator shall in·
stall. operate and maintain a THC con
tinuous emission monitoring system in
accordance with Performance Speci
fication 8A. of appendiX B to part 60 of
this chapter and comply with all of the
requirements for continuous moni
toring systems found in the general
provisions. subpart A of this part.

(2) The owner or operator is not rE"
quired to calculate hourly rolling ave,
ages in accordancp with seclion 49 of
Performance Sp,'c ifil at ion 8A if t he\
are only complying with thE' 50 pplllV
THC emissions limit.

(3) For facilities complying with ,he
50 ppmv THC emissions limit. any t hir
ty-day block average THC conceTH ra
tion in any gas discharged from a
greenfield raw material dryer. the
main exhaust of a greenfield kiln, or
the main exhaust of a greenfield in-line
kiln/raw mW. exceeding 50 ppmvd. re
ported as propane. corrected to seven
percent oxygen, is a violation of the
standard.

(4) For new facilities complying with
the 20 ppmv THC emissions limit, any
hourly average THC concentration in
any gas discharged from a raw material
dryer. the main exhaust of a greenfield
kiln. or the main exhaust of a kiln or
In-line kiln/.-aw mill, exceeding 20
ppmvd. reported as propane. corrected
to seven percent oxygen. is a violation
of the standard.

(i) The owner or operator of
any kiln Or in-line kiln/raw mill
subject to a DfF emission limit
under this subpart shall conduct an in
spection of the components of the com
bustion system of each kiln or in-line
kiln raw mill at least once per year_

(j) The owner or operator of an af
fected source subject to a limitation on
opacity under §63.1346 or §63.1348 shall
monitor opacity in accordance with the
operation and maintenance plan devel
oped in accordance with paragraph (a)
of this section.

(k) The owner or operator of an af
fected source subject to a particulate
matter standard under §63.1343 shall in
stall, calibrate. maintain. and operate
a particulate matter continuous emis·
slon monitoring system (PM CEMS) to
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measure the particulate matter dis·
charged to the atmosphere. All require
ments relating to installation, calibra
tion. maintenance, operation or per
formance of the PM CEMS and imple
mentation of the PM CEMS require
ment are deferred pending further rule
making.

(I) An owner or operator may submit
an app! ieat ion to th€' Administrator for
approval of alternate rnonitoring rp
quirements to (If"rnonstrate compliance
with the emission standards of rhl"
subpart. ('Xl eflt for crnission stand,,, ds
for THe. subject to the provisions of
paragraphs (I) (I) through (1)(6) of {his
section.

()) TIIP I\rfm;nisrr<l(nr will n,>' rip
prove averaging periods .ot her than
those specified in this sect ion, unless
the owner or operator documents,
using data or infOrmation. that the
longer averaging period will ensure
that emissions do not exceed levels
achieved during the performance test
over any increment of time equivalent
to the time reqUired to conduct three
runs of the performance test.

(2) If the application to use an alter
nate monitoring requirement is ap
proved. the owner or operator must
continue to use the original moni·
toring requirement until approval is
received to use another monitoring re
quirement_

(3) The owner or operator shall sub
mit the application for approval of aI,
ternate monitoring requirements no
later than the notification of perform
ance test. The application must con
tain the information specified in para
graphs (I) (3)(1) through (l)(3)(iil) of this
section:

(I) Data or information justifying the
request. such as the technical or eco·
nomic infeasibility. or the imprac
ticality of using the required approach:

(iI) A description of the proposed a],
ternative monitoring requirement. in
cluding the operating parameter to be
monitored. the monitoring approach
and technique. the averaging period for
the limit, and how the limit i~ to be
calculated: and "

(iii) Data or information docu
menting that the alternative moni
toring requirement would provide
equivalent or better assurance of com-
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pliance with the relevant emission
standard.

(4) The Administrator will notify the
owner or operator of the approval or
denial of the application within 90 ca]
endar days after receipt of the original
request, or within 60 calendar days of
the receipt of any supplementary infor
mation. whichever is later. The Admin
istrator will not approve an alternate
monitoring application unless it would
provide equivalent or better assurance
of complianct> with the relevant emis
sion standard" Before disapproving any
alternatt> monitoring application. the
Administrator will provide:

(I) Notice of the information and
findings upon whil'h the intended ells
apP[Q\lj\J_i1;_l>.~.5.~(:L,!n.ct_.

Oi) Notice of opportunity for the
owne"r 0" operator to present additional
supporting information before final ac
tion is taken on the application. This
notice will specify how much addi
tional time is allowed for the owner or
operator to provide additional sup
porting information.

(5) The owner or operator is respon
sible for submitting any supporting in
formation in a timely manner to en
able the Administrator to consider the
application prior to the performance
test. Neither submittal of an applica
tion, nor the Administrator's failure to
approve or disapprove the application
relieves the owner or operator of the
responsibility to comply with any pro
vision of this subpart.

(6) The Administrator may decide at
any time, on a case-by-case basis that
additional or alternative operating
limits, or alternative approaches to es
tablishing operating limits, are nec
essary to demonstrate compliance with
the emission standards of this subpart.

(m) The requirements under para
graph (e) of this section to conduct
daily Method 22 testing shall not apply
to any specific raw mill or finish mill
equipped wi th a continuous opacity
monitor COM or bag leak detection
system (BLDS).. If the owner or oper
ator chooses to install a COM· in lieu of
conducting the dally visual emissions
testing required under paragraph (e) of
this section, then the COM must be in
stalled at the outlet of the PM control
device of the raw mill or finish mill,
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and the COM must be installed. main'
tained. calibrated. and ope..-ated as re
quired by the general provisions in sub
part A of this part and according to
PS-I of appendix B to part 60 of this
chapter. To remain in compliance, the
opacity must be maintained such that
the 6-minute average opacity for any 6·
minute block period does not exceed 10
percent. If the average opacity for any
6 minute hlock period exceeds 10 per
cpnt. this shall constitute a violation
of the standanl. If the owner or oper
<:ltor chooses to install a BLDS in lieu
of conduct ing the daily visual emis
sions testing required under paragraph
(e) of this section. the requirements in
paragmphs (m)(J) through (9) of this
S('C! iOIl apply to each BLDS:

(I) The BLDS must be cel-tified by
the Illanufacturer to be capable of de
tecling PM emissions at concentra
tions of 10 milligrams per actual cubic
meter (0.0044 grains per actual cubic
foot) or less_ "Certify" shall mean that
the instrument manufacturer has test
ed the instrument on gas streams hav
ing a range of particle size distribu
tions and confirmed by means of valid
filterable PM tests that the minimum
detectable concentration Hmit is at or
below 10 milligrams per actual cubic
meter (0.0044 grains per actual cubic
foot) or less.

(2) The sensor on the BLDS must pro
vide output of relative PM emissions_

(3) The BLDS must have an alarm
that will activate automatically when
it detects a significant increase in rel
ative PM emissions greater than a pre
set level.

(4) The presence of an alarm condi
tion should be clearly apparent to fa
cility operating personneL

(5) For a positive-pressure fabric fil
ter. each compartment or cell must
have a bag leak detector. For a nega
tive-pressure or induced-air fabric fil
ter. the bag leak detector must be in
stalled downstream of the fabric filter.
If multiple bag leak detectors are re
quired (for either type of fabric filter),
detectors may share the system instru
mentation and alarm_

(6) All BLDS must be installed, oper
ated, adjusted. and maintained so that
they are based on the manufacturer's
written specifications and rec·
ommendations. The EPA recommends
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that where appropriate. the standard
operating procedures manual fOT each
bag leak detection system include con
cepts from EPA's "Fabric Filter Bag
Leak Detection Guidance" (EPA-454/R
98-015, September 1991).

(1) The baseline output of the system
must be established as follows:

(i) Adjust the range and the aver
aging period of the device: and

(ii) Establish the alarm set points
and the alarm delay time.

(8) After initial adjustment. th('
range. averaging pf'riod. alarm sel
points. or alarm delay time may not bf'
adjusted except as specified in the op
erations and maintenance plan rp
quired by paragraph (a) of this section
In no event may the range be increased
by more than 100 percent or decreaseu
by more than 50 percent over a I cal
endar year period unless a responsible
official as defined in §63_2 certifies in
writing to the Administrator that the
fabric filter has been inspected and
found to be in good operating condi
tion_

(9) The owner or operator must main
tain and operate the fabric filter such
that the bag leak detector alarm is not
activated and alarm condition does not
exist for more than 5 percent of the
total operating time in a 6-month
block period. Each time the alarm acti
vates. alarm time will be counted as
the actual amount of time taken by
the owner or operator to initiate cor
rective actions. If inspection of the fab·
ric filter demonstrates that no corree
tive actions are necessary. no alarm
time will be counted. The owner or op
erator must continuously record the
output from the BLDS during periods
of normal operation. Normal operation
does not include periods when the
BLDS is being maintained or during
startup. shutdown or malfunction.

(n) Any kiln or kiln/in-line raw miJl
using a control device (other then ACl)
to comply with a mercury emissions
limit or equipment standard will mon
itor the control device parameters as
specified in 40 CFR part 63 subpart SS.

(0) For kilns and in-line kilns/raw
mills complying with the requirements
in Section 63.1344(g). each owner or op
erator must obtain a certification from
the supplier for each shipment of fly
ash received to demonstrate that the
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fly ash was not derived from a source
in which the use of activated carbon. or
any other sorbent. is used as a method
of mercury emissions control. The cer
tification shaJI include the name of the
supplier and a signed statement from
the supplier confirming that the fly
ash was not derived from a source in
which the use of activated carbon. or
any other sorbent. is used as a method
of emission conlfol

(p) If the- bcilily OpTS To use- a fly <.Ish
derive-d from a sourcp In which the use
of activated Cdrbon. or any other SOl

bent. is used as a mct horl of mercury
emissions control and demonstruTe
that the use of this fly ash dops nOI in·
crease mercurv emissions. Ihpv must
obtain daily tiy ash samp]ps.cOlTlP.()S'
ites monthly. and analyze Ihe samples
for mercury.

164 FR 31925. June 14. 1999. ;>., :lmC'n<ll"<1 ,,' 64
FR 53070. Sept. 30. 1999: 67 FR 16620. Apr. 5.
2002; 67 FR ~4769. July 5. 2002: 1>7 FR 12585.
Dec. 6. 2002; 71 FR 76551. Dec. 20. 20061

§ 63.1351 Compliance dates.

(a) Except as noted in paragraph (c)
below. the compliance date for an
owner or operator of an existing af·
fected source subject to the provisions
of this subpart is June 14. 2002.

(b) Except as noted in paragraph (d)
below. the compliance date for an
owner or operator of an affected source
subject to the provisions of this sub
part that commences new construction
or reconstruction after March 24. 1998.
is June 14. 1999. or upon startup of op
erations. whichever is later.

(c) The compliance date for an exist·
ing source to meet the requirements of
GCP for THC is December 20. 2007.

(d) The compliance date for a new
source which commenced construction
after December 2. 2005. and before De
cember 20. 2006 to meet the THC emis
sion limit of 20 ppmv/98 percent reduc
tion or the mercury standard of 41 Ilg!
dscm or a site-specific standard based
on application of a wet scrubber will be
December 21. 2009.

[71 FR 76552. Dec. 20. 20(6)

§ 63.1352 Additional test methods.

(a) Owners or operators conducting
tests to determine the rates of emis·
sion of hydrogen chloride (HCn from

§63.1353

kilns. in-line kiln/raw mills and associ
ated bypass stacks at portland cement
manufacturing facilities. for use in ap
plicability determInations under
§ 63.1340 are permUted to use Method
320 or Method 321 of appendix A of this
part.

(b) Owners or operators conducting
tests to determine the rates of emis
sion of hydrogen chloride (HCI) from
kilns. in·line kiln/raw mills and associ·
ated bypass stacks at portland cement
m<lnufacturing facilities. for use in ap·
plicability dctenninations under
§63.1340 are permitted to use Methods
26 or 26A of appendix A to part 60 of
this chapter. except that the results of
these tests shall not be used to estab·
lish status as an area source.

(c) Dwnersor6perai.ors conauc-ting
tests to determine the rates of emis
sion of specific organic HAP from raw
material dryers. kilns and in-line kilnl
raw mi!ls at portland cement manufac·
turing facilities. for use in applica
bility determinations under §63.1340 of
this subpart are permitted to use Meth
od 320 of appendiX A to this part. or
Method 18 of appendix A to part 60 of
this chapter.

NOTIFICATION, REPORTING AND
RECORDKEEPING

§ 63.1353 Notification requirements.

(a) The notification provisions of 40
CFR part 63. subpart A that apply and
those that do not apply to owners and
operators of affected sources subject to
this subpart are listed in Table 1 of this
subpart. If any State requires a notice
that contains all of the information re
quired in a notification listed In this
section, the owner or operator may
send the Administrator a copy of the
notice sent to the State to satisfy the
requirements of this section for that
notification.

(b) Each owner or operator subject to
the requirements of this subpart shall
comply with the notification require-
ments In § 63.9 as follows: .

(1) Initial notifications asrequired by
§63.9(b) through (d). For the purposes
of this .subpart, a Title V or 40 CFR
part 70 permit application may be used
in lieu of the initial notification re
qUired under § 63.9(b). provided the
same information is contained in the
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permit application as required by
§63.9{b). and the State to which the
permit application has been submitted
has an approved operating permit pro
gram under part 10 of this chapter and
has received delegation of authority
from the EPA. Permit applications
shall be submitted by the same due
dates as those specified for the initial
not ification.

(2) Norirication of performance tests.
as required by ~§637 and &39«(').

(3) Notification of opaCity and visible
emission ubservat ion... reqUIred by
§ &3 1349 in an'ordance wi th §§ 63.6(h)(5)
and 639(1)

(4) NO! ifi,at ion. as requi"ed by
§63.9(g). of the datI' that the contin
uous emission monitor performance
evaluation required by §63.8(e) is sched
uled to begin

(5) Not jncat ion of compl iance st atus.
as ,-equired by §639(h).

§ 63.1354 Reporting requirements.

(a) The reporting provisions of sub
part A of this part that apply and those
that do not apply to owners or opera
tors of affected sources subject to this
subpart are listed in Table J of this
subpart. If any State requires a report
that contains all of the information re
quired in a report listed in this section.
the owner or operator may send the
Administrator a copy of the report sent
to the Stale to satisfy the reqUire
ments of thiS section for that report.

(b) The owner or operator of an af
fected source shall comply with the re
porting reqUirements specified in 563.10
of the general provisions of thiS part
63. subpart A as follows:

(}) As required by 563.JO{d}(2). the
owner Or operator shall report the re
sults of performance tests as part of
the notification of compliance status.

(2) As required by 563.10{d){3). the
owner or operator of an affected source
shall report the opaCity results from
tests required by §63.1349.

(3) As required by §63.IO{d)(4). the
owner or operator of an affected source
who is required to submit progress re
ports as a condition of receiving an ex
tension of compliance under §G3_6(i)
shall submit such reports by the dates
specified in the written extension of
compliance.
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(4) As required by §6310{d)(5). if ac
tions taken by an owner or operator
during a startup. shutdown. or mal
function of an affected source (includ
ing actions taken to correct a malfunc
tion) are consistent with the proce
dures specified in the source's startup.
shutdown. and malfunction plan speci
fied in §G3.6{e){3). the owner or operator
shall state such information in a semi
annual report. Reports shall only be re
quired if a startup. shutdown. ur mal
function occurred during the report in~
period. The stal tup. shutdown, and
malfunction report may be submitted
simultaneously with the excess emis
sions and continuous monitoring sys
tem performance reports: and

(5) Any time an action taken by an
owner or operator during a startup.
shutdown. or malfunction (including
actions taken to correct a malfunction)
is not consistent with the procedures
in the startup. shutdown. and malfunc·
tion plan. the owner or operator shall
make an immediate report of the ac
tions taken for that event within 2
working days. by telephone call or fac
simile (FAX) transmission. The imme
diate report shall be followed by a let
ter. certified by the owner or operator
or other responsible official. explaining
the circumstances of the event. the
reasons for not following the startup.
shutdown. and malfunction plan. and
whether any excess emissions andlor
parameter monitoring exceedances are
believed to have occurred_

(6) As required by §63.10(e){2). the
owner or operator shall submit a writ
ten report of the results of the per
formance evaluation for the continuous
monitoring system required by §G3.8(e)_
The owner or operator shall submit the
report simultaneously with the results
of the performance test.

(1) As required by § G3.1 O(e){2). the
owner or operator of an affected source
using a continuous opacity monitoring
system to determine opacity compli
ance during any performance test re
quired under §63.1 and described In
§63.6(d)(6) shall report the results of
the continuous opacity monitoring sys
tem performance evaluation conducted
under §63.8(e).

(8) As required by §G3.IO(e)(3). the
owner or operator of an affected source
eqUipped with a continuous emission
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monitor shall submit an excess emis
sions and continuous monitoring sys
tem performance report for any event
when the continuous monitoring sys
tem data indicate the source is not in
compliance with the applicable emis
sion limitation or operating parameter
limiL

(9) The owner or operator shall sub
mit a summary report semiannually
which cont<lins the information speci
fied in §53.1O(e)(3)(vi) In additioTl. the
summary report shall include·

(i) All exceedences of maximum ,on·
trol device inlet gas temperature lim·
its speCified in §63.1344(a) and (b):

(ii) All failures to calibratE'
thermocouples and other t cmpprat lln>

sensors as required under §63.I3~O(f)(7)

of this subpart: and
(iii) All failures to maintain the acti

vated carbon ir~e,tion rate. and the <.Ie
tivated carbon injection ranier gas
flow rate or pressure drop. as applica
ble. as required under §63_1344(c).

(iv) The results of any combustion
system component inspections con
ducted within the reporting period as
required under §63.1350(i).

(v) Ali failures to comply with any
provision of the operation and mainte
nance plan developed in accordance
with §63.1350(a).

(10) If the total continuous moni
toring system downtime for any CEM
or any continuous monitoring system
(CMS) for the reporting period is ten
percent or greater of the total oper·
ating time for the reporting period. the
owner or operator shall submit an ex
cess emissions and continuous moni
toring system performance report
along with the summary report.

§63.131>5 Recordkeeping requirements.
(a) The owner or operator shall main

tain files of all information (including
all reports and notifications) required
by this section recorded in a form suit
able and readily available for inspec
tion and review as required by
§63.IO(b){I). The files shall be retained
for at least five years following the
date of each occurrence. meaSurement.
maintenance. corrective action. report.
or record. At a minimum. the most re
cent two years of data shall be retained
on site. The remaining three years of
data may be retained off site. The files

§63.1356

may be maintained on microfilm. on a
computer. on floppy disks. on magnetic
tape. or on microfiche.

(b) The owner or operator shall main
tain records for each affected source as
required by § 63.10(b)(2) and (b)(3) of this
part; and

(l) All documentation supporting ini
tial notifications and notifications of
compliance status under §63.9;

(2) All r('cords of applicability deter·
mination. including supporting anal·
yses; and

(3) If the owner or operator has been
granted a waiver under §63.8(f)(6). any
information demonstrating whether a
,;ource is meeting the requirements for
i> waivpr of n~cordkcepingOT r('porting
requirements.

Ie') llladditi6rito therecofokeepihg
requirements in paragraph (b) of this
sect ion. the owner or operator of an af·
fected source equipped with a contin
uous monitoring system shall maintain
all records required by §63.IO(c).

(d) You must keep annual records of
the amount of CKD which is removed
from the kiln system and either dis
posed of as sol id waste or otherwise re
cycled for a beneficial use outside of
the kiln system.

(e) You must keep records of the
amount of CKD recycled on an hourly
basis.

(0 You must keep records of all fly
ash supplier certifications as required
by §63.1350(0).

164 FR 31925. June 14. 1999, as amended at 71
FR 76552. Dec. 20. 20061

OTHER

§ 63.1356 Exemption from new source
performance standards.

(a) Except as provided In paragraphs
(3)(1) and (2) of this section. any af
fected source subject to the provisions
of this subpart Is exempt from any oth
erwise applicable new source perform
ance standard contained in subpart F
or subpart 000 of part 50 of this chap·
ter.

(I) Kilns and in-line kiln/raw mills. as
applicable, under 40 CFR 60.60(b). lo
cated at area sources are subject to PM
and opacity limits and associated re
porting and recordkeeplng. under 40
CFR part 60. subpart F.
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(2) Greenfield raw material dl"yers. as
applicable under 40 CFR 6O.60(b). lo
cated at area sources. are subject to
opacity limits and associated reporting
and recordkeeping under 40 CFR part
60. subpart F.

(b) The requirements of subpart Y of
part 60 of this chapter. "Standards of
Perfol"mance for Coal Pl"eparation
Plants.·· do not apply to conveying sys·
tenl transfer points w,ed 10 convey coal
frorn l he mill to l he kiln thaI are asso·
ciated wilh coell preparation at a port
land l (Illent plant thaI is a major
source under Ihis subpart.

164 FR 3192~. Jun.. 14. 1999. a~ am..nd ..d al 67
FR 16627 ApI· S. 2002, 71 fOR 76S~2. D"c 20.
20061

§ 63. ) 357 Temporary, conditioned ex
emption from particulate matter
and opacity slandards.

(a) Subject 10 the limitations of
paragraphs (b) through (f) of this sec
tion. an ownel" 01" opel"atol" conducting
PM CEMS corTelation tests (that is.
correlation with manual stack meth·
ods) is exempt from:

(I) Any particulate matter and opac·
ity standards of part 60 or part 63 of
this chapter that are applicable to ce
ment kilns and in-line kiln/raw mills.

(2) Any permit or othel" emissions or
operating parameter or other limita
tion on wOl"kplace practices that are
applicable to cement kilns and in· line
kiln I"aw mills to ensure compliance
with any particulate matter and opac
ity standards of this part 01" part 60 of
this chapter.

(b) The owner or opel"ator must de·
velop a PM CEMS correlation test
plan. The plan must be submitted to
the Administratol" for approval at least
90 days before the correlation test is
scheduled to be conducted. The plan
must include:

(J) The number of test conditions and
the numbel" of runs fOI" each test condi
tion:

(2) The target particulate matter
emission level for each test condition;

(3) How the operation of the affected
source will be modified to attain the
desired particulate matter emission
rate: and

(4) The anticipated normal particu
late matter emission level.

40 CFR Ch. I (7-1-07 Edition)

(c) The Administrator wi]) review
and appl"ove 01" disappl"ove the conela
tion test plan in accordance with
§63.7(c)(3)(i) and (iii). If the Adminis
tratol" fails to approve or disapprove
the correlation test plan within the
time period specified in §63.1(c)(3)(ili).
the plan shall be considered appmved.
unless the Administl"ator has requested
additional information.

(d) The stack sampI lng t('am muSI b"
on-site and prepared to perform cor·
relation testing no later than 24 hours
after operations are modified to attain
the desired particulate matter emis·
sions concentrations. unless the Cor·
relation test plan documents that a
longer period is appropriate.

(e) The PM and opacity standards
and associated operating limits and
conditions will not be waived for more
than 96 hours. in the aggregate. for the
purposes of conducting tests to cor·
relate PM CEMS with manual method
test results. including all runs and con
ditions. except as described in this
paragraph. Where additional time is re
quired to correlate a PM CEMS device.
a source may petition the Adminis
trator for an extension of the 96-hour
aggregate waiver of compliance with
the PM and opacity standards_ An ex
tension of the 96-houT aggregate waiver
is renewable at the discretion of the
Administrator.

(f) The owner or operator must re
turn the affected source to operating
conditions indicative of compliance
with the applicable particulate matter
and opacity standards as soon as pos
sible after correlation testing is. com
pleted.

164 FR 31925. June 14. 1999. as amended at 67
FR 16&22. Apr. 5. 20021

§ 63.1358 Implementation and enforce
ment.

(a) This subpart can be implemented
and enforced by the U.S. EPA. or a del
egated authority such as the applicable
State. local. or Tribal agency. If the
U.S. EPA Administrator has delegated
authority to a State. local. or Tribal
agency. then that agency. in addition
to the U.S. EPA. has the authority to
implement and enforce this subpart.
Contact the applicable U.S. EPA Re
gional Office to find out jf this subpart
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is delegated to a State. local. or Ttibal
agency.

(b) In delegating implementation and
enfon.:ement authority of this subpart
to a State. local. or Tribal agency
under subpart E of this part. the au·
thoritles contained in paragraph (c) of
this section are retained by the Admin·
istrator of U.S. EPA and cannot be
transferred to the State. local. or Trib·
al agency.

(c) The authorities thal cannot 1)(>
delegated to Slate. loC<11. or Tribal
agencies are 3.'> ~p('c i !ictl ill paragraphs
(c)(I) through (4) of this ~ection

(I) Approval of alternatives to the reo
quirements in §§63.1340, 63.1342 through
63.1348, and 63.1351.

(2) Approval of major alternatives to
test methods under §63.7(e)(2)(ii) and
(0. as defined in §63.90. and as required
in this subpart.

(3) Approval of major alternatives to
monitoring under §63.8(O. as defined in
§63.90. and as required in this subpart.

(4) Approval of major alternatives to
IP("ordkeeping and ['eporting under
§63.JO(O. as defined in ~63.90. and as reo
quired ill this subpart.

IG8 FR 37359. Junt> 23. 20031
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Ve.
No.

No
No .
Yes.
Yes .

Yes.
Yes .

Yes .

Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes.

Ves.

Yes_

Yes _•......•..

Yes.
Yes.

Yes.
Yes.

Yes.
Yes.
Yes .......

No .................................•..•_....
Yes ..........• "." .....................•..._

E;c.ptainalion

IR"...rved)

Test duration specJled in sub-
part LU

fReserveet)

§63_1349 has specific reo
quirements

§63.1350 induaes CEMS re
quirements.

IReserved]
Flares not applicable

Performance specification su
persedes requirements for
mc CEMS TemperahKe
8nd activated carbon injec
tion monitoring dala reduc
tlon requirements given in
subpart LLL.

Performance specification su
persedes requirements '0{
THCCEMS

Addilionaf requirements in
§63.135O(1).

Notification not required fOf
VEJopacity lest under
§63.135O(e) and (j).

PS--8A supersedes require
ments lor mc CEMS.

IReserved]
PS-8A supersedes reQtrir.

menls 10, THC CEMS.
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Cilation

53.10(c){9) ..
63.10(c){10H1S} .

53.10(d){1) ..

63.10(d){2)
63.10{d}{3)
53.10(d}(4} .
63 10(d)(S) ..

63.10(e){1}-(2)
63.l0(eX3)

53.10(f)

63.11(.)--(b) .
63.12(.He)

63. 13(a)--(e)
63. 14(a}-(b)
63. 15(aHb)
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ReQuirement

AdditKmal eMS Record
keepi1lQ-

General Reporflng Require-
ments.

Performance Test Results
Opadly or VE Obse",.!ions .
Progress Reports.
Startup. Shutdown, Malfunc·

tion Reopons
Addilionaf eMS Reports

E)tcess Emissions an" eMS
Pe~ofrnancp.Repons

Waiver tor Recoru)..eep,ngiKf"

portIng
Control De\"ce ReQu.relT1enl~

Sla'e Aulhorrty and Deleg<l

lions
State/Regional AdOJesses
Incorporalion b'Y Reot€"f€"n(:p'
AvailabIlity of Informahon

Applies to Subpart lLL

No

Ves

Yes.

Ves
Ves
Ves
Ves

Explaination

fRese",ed]
PS-8A supersedes require

menlS lor THe CEMS.

E}lceed.<lnc~s ara defIned in
subpart Lll

Flares n01 applicable.

SUbpart MMM-National. Emission
Standards for Hazardous Air
Pollutants for Pesticide Active
Ingredient Production

SOURCE: 64 FR 33589. June 23. 1999. unless
otherwise noted.

§ 63.1360 Applicability.

(a) Definition of affected source. The
affected source subject to this subpart
is the facility-wide collection of pes
ticide active ingredient manufacturing
process units (PAl process units) that
process, use, or produce HAP, and are
located at a plant site that is a major
source, as defined in section 112(a) of
the CAA. An affected source also in
cludes waste management units. heat
exchange systems. and cooling towers
that are associated with the PAl proc
ess units. Exemptions from an affected
source are specified in paragraph (d) of
this section.

(b) New source applicability. A new af
fected source subject to this subpart
and to which the requirements for new
sources apply is defined according to
the criteria in paragraph (b){l) or (2) of
this section.

(I) An affected source for whJch con
struction or reconstruction commenced
after November 10, 1997.

(2) Any dedicated PAl process unit
that meets the criteria specified in

paragraphs (b)(2)(i) and (ii) of this sec-
tion.

(i) For which construction. as defined
in §63.J36J. commenced after November
10. 1997. or reconstruction commenced
after September 20. 2002.

(Ii) That has the potential to emit 10
tons/yr of anyone HAP or 25 tonslyr of
combined HAP.

(c) General provisions. Table I of this
subpart specifies the provisions of sub
part A of this part that apply to an
owner or operator of an affected source
subject to this subpart, and clarifies
specific provisions in subpart A of this
part as necessary for this subpart_

(d) Exemptions From the requirements of
this subpart. The provisions of this sub
part do not apply to:

(I) Research and development facili
ties:

(2) PAl process units that are subject
to subpart F of this part;

(3) Production of ethylene:
(4) Coal tar distillation; and
(5) The following emission points

listed:
(i) Storm water from segregated sew

ers:
(ii) Water from fire-fighting and del

uge systems. including testing of such
systems;

(iii) Spills:
(iv) Water from safety showers;
(v) Noncontact steam boiler blow

down and condensate;
(vi) Laundry water;
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TABLE 8 TO SUBPART PPP-RotJTINE REPORTS
REQUIRED BY Tms SUBPART

AUTHORITY: 42 U.S.c. 7401 el seq.

SOURCE: 57 FR 61992. Dec. 29. 1992. unless
otherwise noted.

SUbpart EEE-National Emission
Standards for Hazardous Air
Pollutants from Hazardous
Waste Combustors

SUlJl?Cl b4 FR '>103&. S"p' 30. 1999. unle~~

n( hf"rw 'Sf' no( ed

GENERAL

§ 63.1200 Who is subject to these regu·
lations?

The provisions of this sUbpart apply
to all hazardous waste combustors:
hazardous waste incinerators. haz·
ardous """ste cemCIIt kilns. hazardou~

§63.1201

waste lightweight aggregate kilns, haz
ardous waste solid fuel boilers, haz·
ardous waste liqUid fuel boilers. and
hazardous waste hydrochloric acid pro
duction furnaces. Hazardous waste
combustors are also subject to applica
ble requirements under parts 260
through 210 of this chapter.

(a) What jf I am an area source? (I)
Both area sources and major sources
me subject to this subpart.

(2) Both area sources and major
sources subjf'ct to this subpan. but /lot
preViously subject to title V. arc im
mediately subject to the requirement
to apply for and obtain a title V permil
in all States. and in areas covercd by
p<::rt 7! of this chapter.

(b) These regulations in this subpan
do not apply to sources that meet the
criteria in Table I of this Section. as
follows:

TABL!O 1 TO § 63. 120Q-HAZ/\RDOUS WASTE COMBUSTORS EXEMPT FROM SUBPART EEE

(') You are a previously af
fected source

(2) You are a research, devel.
opment and demonstration
source.

(3) The only hazardous wastes
you burn are exempt trom
regulation undm- § 266. 100(c)
01 this chapter_

(4) You meetlhe definition of a
small quanUty bumer under
§266.108 of til;'; chapler.

And if

(i) You ceased feeding hazardous. waste for a period of lime
greater than the hazardous waste residence time (te.. haz.·
ardous wasle no longer resides. in the combustion cham
ber);.

(ii) You have initiated the C.osure requiremenlS of subpart G,
parts 264 or 265 of this Chapter;.

(iii) You begin comp~tng wilh \he requirements of all oLher
applicable standards of til's part (Part 63); and.

(iv) You notify the Adm.nistrator in writing Ihat you are no
longer an affected source under this subpart (Subpart EEE).

You operate for no longe. Ulan one year after f~ buming
hazardous waste (Note that the: Admmistrator can extend
this one-year restriction on a case-by-case basis upOtl your
written request documenting when you first burned haz
ardous wasle and the justifcation for needing additional
lime to perform research. davelopmenL or demonstration
operations)..

Then

You are no longer SUbject to
this subpart (Subpart EEE).

You BrB not subject to Ihis
subpar1 (Subpart EEE). Thos
exemption applies even if
there is a hazardous waste
combustor at the plant site
that is regulated under this
subpart. You stm, however,
remain subject to § 210.65
of this cnapter.

Vou are not SUbject 10 the re
quirements of thie subpart
(Subpart EEE).

Yau are not subject to the re
qLJilerneots of this subpar1
(Subpart EEE).

(c) Table I of this section specifies
the provisions of subpart A (General
Provisions. §§63.1-63.15) that apply and
those that do not apply to sources af
fected by this subpart.

164 FR 53038. Sept. 30. 1999, as amended at 65
FR 42297, July 10. 2000; 67 FR 6986. Feb. 14,
2002; 70 FR 595.0. Oct. IZ. 2oo5J
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§ 63.1201 Definitions and acronyms
used in this subpart.

(a) The terms used in this subpart are
defined in the Act. in subpart A of this
part, or in this section as follows;

Air po/lutJon control system means the
equipment used to reduce the release of
particulate matter and other pollut
ants to the atmosphere.



§63.J20J

Auramaric waste reed curaff fA WFCUj
system means a system comprised of
cutoff valves. actuator. sensor. data
manager, and other necessary compo~

nents and electrical circuitry designed.
operated and maintained to stop the
flow of hazardous waste to the combus~

tion unit automatically and imme~

diately (except as provided by
§63.1206(c)(3)(viii)) when any Opl""! ing
requirement is exceeded~

Btu means British TtlPrmal Unit".
By-pass dUN means a device whie h dj

verts a minimum of 10 pern~nt of a ce
ment kiln's off gas. or a device which
the Administrator determines 011 a
case·by-case basis diverts a samp'" of
kiln gas that contains levels of carbon
monoxide or hydnxarbonsreprt>->PJH"
dveof the levels in the kiln.

Combustion chamber means the area in
which conrrolled flame combust ion of
hazardous waste occurs_

Continuous moniror means a device
which continuously samples the regu
lated parameter specified in §63.1209
without interruption. evaluates the de
tector response at least once every 15
seconds. and computes and records the
average value at least every 60 seconds.
except during allowable periods of cali
bration and except as defined otherwise
by the CEMS Performance Specifica
tions in appendix B, part 60 of this
chapter.

Dioxin/furan and dioxins and furans
mean tetra-. penta-. hexa-. hepta-. and
octa-chlorinated dibenzo diOXins and
furans.

Existing source means any affected
source that is not anew source.

Feedrate operating limits means limits
on the feedrate of materials (e.g_. met
als. chlorine) to the combustor that are
established based on comprehensive
performance testing_ The limits are es
tablished and monitored by knOWing
the concentration of the limited mate
rial (e.g., chlorine) in each feedstream
and the flowrate of each feedstream.

Feedstream means any material fed
Into a hazardous waste combustor. in
cluding, but not limited to. any pump
able or nonpumpable solid. liquid. or
gas.

Flowrate means the rate at which a
feedstream is fed into a hazardous
waste combustor.

40 CFR Ch. I (7-1-07 Edition)

Hazardous waste is defined in §261.3 of
this chapter.

Hazardous waste burning cement kiln
means a rotary kiln and any associated
preheater or precalciner devices that
produce clinker by heating limestone
and other materials for subsequent pro
duction of cement for use in commerce.
and that burns hazardous waste at any
time.

Hazardous wast£> combustor means a
hazardous waste incinerator. hazardous
wa"le burning cerne-nt kiln. hazardous
waste burning lightweight aggregate
kiln. hazardous waste liquid fuel boiler.
h<lzardous waste solid fuel boiler. or
hazardous waste hydrochloric acid pro
ciuet ion furnace~

Hazardous wasfehydrochloric acidpro~
dutrion furnace and Hazardous Waste
Jiel produtrion furnace mean a halogen
acid furnace defined under §260_10 of
this chapter that produces aqueous hy
drochloric acid (HCl) product and that
burns hazardous waste at any time.

Hazardous waste incinerator means a
device defined as an incinerator in
§260.10 of this chapter and that bums
hazardous waste at any time. For pur
poses of this subpart. the hazardous
waste incinerator includes all associ
ated firing systems and air pollution
control devices. as well as the combus
tion chamber equipment.

Hazardous waste lightweight aggregate
kiln means a rotary kiln that produces
clinker by heating materials such as
slate. shale and clay for subsequent
production of lightweight aggregate
used in commerce. and that burns haz
ardous waste at any time.

Hazardous waste liquid fuel boiler
means a boiler defined under § 260.10 of
this chapter that does not burn solid
fuels and that bums hazardous waste
at any time. Liquid fuel boiler Includes
boilers that only burn gaseous fuel.

Hazardous waste residence time means
the time elapsed from cutoff of the
flow of hazardous waste into the com
bustor (including, for example. the
time required for liquids to flow from
the cutoff valve into the combustor)
until solid. liquid. and gaseous mate
rials from the hazardous waste (exclud
ing residues that may adhere to com
bustion chamber surfaces and exclud
ing waste-derived recycled materials

10
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such as cement kiln dust and inter
nally recycled metals) exit the combus
tion chamber- For combustors with
multiple firing systems whereby the
residence time may vary for the firing
systems. the hazardous waste residence
time for purposes of complying with
this subpart means the longest resi
dence time for any firing system in use
at the time of the waste cutoff

Hazardous waSIf' sulid fupl boiler
mean" a boiler defined under §260.IO of
this chapt er that bur-ns a sol id fud and
that btJrns hazardous waste at any
lime.

lnilial comprehensivP performallce IPSI
means Ihe comprehensive performance
tesl Ihat is useo as the basis for ill;
tially demonstrating compliance with
the standaros.

In-line kiln raw mill means a haz·
ardou,> waste burning cemenl kiln de
sign whereby kiln gas is ducted
th.-ough the raw material mill fo.- po'-
tions of time to facilitate drying and
heating of the raw material.

Instantaneous monitoring fo.- combus
tion system leak control means detect
ing and recording pressure. without use
of an ave.-aging period. at a frequency
adequate to detect combustion system
leak events from hazardous waste com
bustion.

Monovent means an exhaust configu
ration of a building or emission control
device (e.g. positive p.-essure fabric fil
te.-) that extends the length of the
structure and has a width very small in
relation to its length (i_e., length to
width ratio is typically greater than
5:l). The exhaust may be an open vent
with 0.- without a .-oof. louvered vents.
or a combination of such features.

MTEC means maximum theoretical
emissions concentration of metals or
HCI/CI. expressed as jJgldscm, and is
calculated by dividing the feedrate by
the gas flowrate.

New source means any affected source
the construction or .-econstruction of
which is commenced afte.- the dates
specified under §§ 63_1206{a)( I)(i)(8).
(a)(l){ii){B), and (a){2){ii).

One-minute average means the a~er

age of detector responses calculated at
least every 60 seconds from responses
obtained at least every 15 seconds.

Operating record means a documenta
tion retained at the facility for .-eady

§63.1201

inspection by autho.-ized officials of all
information requi.-ed by the standa.-ds
to document and maintain compliance
with the applicable .-egulations, includ
ing data and information. reports, noti
fications. and communications with
.-egulatory officials,

Operating requirements means oper
ating terms 0.- conditions, limits, 0.
operating pa.-ameter limits developed
under this subpart thai ensure compl i
ance with tIlE' emission standa.-ds.

Prehearer (0\1:('1 CO/1Jbllstivn ga5 mUII;

LOring location means a location within
the p.-eheate.- tower of a dry process.ce
ment kiln downst.-cam (in terms of gas
flow) of all haza.-dous waste f1.-ing loca
tinn~ anrl whe-rf3' a ,.~orespntat ivp <;'r'HTI

pIe of combustion ga; to measure com·
bustion efficiency can be monitored.

Raw material feed means the p.-epared
and mixed mate.-iab. which include but
a.-e not limited to mate.-ials such as
limestone, clay, shale, sand, iron ore,
mill scale, cement: kiln dust and flyash.
that are fed to a cement or lightweight
aggregate kiln. Raw material feed does
not include the fuels used in the kiln to
pmduce heat to form the clinker prod
uct.

Research. development. and demonsrra
tion source means a sou.-ce engaged in
laboratory, pilot plant. or pmtotype
demonstration ope.-ations:

(I) Whose p.-imary purpose is to con
duct resea.-ch. development, or short
te.-m demonstration of an innovative
and experimental hazardous waste
treatment technology or process; and

(2) Where the operations are unde.
the close supervision of technically
trained personnel.

Rolling average means the ave.-age of
all one-minute ave.-ages over the aver
aging period.

Run means the net period of time
during which an air emission sample is
collected under a given set of operating
conditions. Three or more .-uns con·
stitutes a test_ Unless othe.-wise speci
fied. a .-un may be either intermittent
or continuous.

Run average means the average of the
one-minute average parameter values
for a run.

System removal efficiency means \1 
Emission Rate (mass/time) I Feedrate
(mass/time)} X 100.

1\
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TEQ means the international method
of expressing toxicity equivalents for
dioxins and furans as defined in U.S.
EPA. Interim Procedures for Esti·
mating Risks Associated with Expo·
sures to Mixtures of Chlorinated
Oibenzo-p-dioxins and -dibenzofurans
(COOs and CDFs) and 1989 Update.
March 1989.

You means the owner or operator of a
hazardous waste combustor.

(b) The acronyms used in this sub·
pan refer to the following:

AWFCO means automdtic waste feed
cutoff.

CAS means chemical abstract serv
ices registry.

CEMS means cont inuous emissions
monitoring system.

CMS meansTorHiImOlismbnitoriiig
system.

DRE means destruction and removal
efficiency_

MACT means maximum achievable
control technology.

MTEC means maximum theoretical
emissions concentration.

NIC means notification of intent to
comply.

/64 FR 53038. Sept. 30. 1999. as amended at 65
FR 42291. July 10. 2000: 65 FR 61211. Nov. 9.
2000: 66 FR 35103. July 3. 2001: 61 FR 6986. Feb.
14.2002: 61 FR 11691. Dec. 19. 2002; 10 FR 59540.
Oct. 12. 20051

§ 63.1202 [Reserved]

INTERIM EMISSIONS STANDARDS AND OP·
ERATING LIMITS FOR INCINERATORS.
CEMENT KILNS. AND LIGHTWEIGHT AG
GREGATE KILNS

§ 63.1203 What are the standards for
hazardous waste incinerators that
are effective until compliance with
the standards under § 63.J219?

(a) Emission limits [or eXisting sources.
You must not discharge or cause com·
bustion gases to be emitted into the at
mosphere that contain:

(I) For dioxins and furans;
(i) Emissions in excess of 0.20 ng TEQI

dscm corrected to 7 percent oxygen; or
(il) Emissions in excess of 0040 ng

TEQ/dscm corrected to 7 percent oxy·
gen prOVided that the combustion gas
temperature at the inlet to the initial
particulate matter control device is 400
OF or lower based on the average of the
test run average temperatures. (For

40 CFR Ch. I (7-1-07 Edition)

purposes of compliance. operation of a
wet particulate control device is pre
sumed to meet the 400 of or lower reo
quirement);

(2) Mercury in excess of 130 l-lgldscm
corrected to 7 percent oxygen;

(3) Lead and cadmium in excess of 240
l-lgldscm. combined emissions. corrected
to 7 percent oxygen:

(4) Arsenic. beryllium. and chromium
in excess of 97 f'gldscm. combined emis·
sions. corrl?ctpd to 7 percent oxygl?n;

(5) For carbon monoxide and hydro
carbuns. eit her:

(i) Carbon monoxide in excess of 100
parts per million by volume. over an
hourly rolling average (monitored con·
tinuously with a continuous emissions
monitoring system). dry basis and cOr'
reeted to 7 pelTent oxygen. If you eject
to comply with this carbon monoxide
standard rather than the hydrocarbon
standard under paragraph (a)(5)(ii) of
this section. you must also document
that. during the destruction and reo
moval efficiency (DRE) test runs or
their equivalent as provided by
§63.1206(b){7). hydrocarbons do not ex·
ceed 10 parts per million by volume
during those runs. over an hourly roll
ing average (monitored continuously
with a continuous emissions moni·
toring system). dry basis. corrected to
7 percent oxygen. and reported as pro
pane; or

(il) Hydrocarbons in excess of 10 parts
per million by volume. over an hourly
rolling average (monitored continuo
ously with a continuous emissions
monitoring system). dry basis. cor·
rected to 7 percent oxygen. and reo
ported as propane;

(6) Hydrochloric acid and chlorine
gas in excess of 77 parts per million by
volume. combined emissions, expressed
as hydrochloric acid equivalents. dry
basis and corrected to 7 percent oxy
gen: and

(7) Particulate matter in excess of 34
mgldscm corrected to 7 percent oxygen.

(b) Emission limits [or new S<Jurces. You
must not discharge or cause combus
tion gases to be emitted into the at
mosphere that contain:

(I) Dioxins and furans in excess of
0.20 ng TEQ/dscm. corrected to 7 per
cent oxygen;

(2) Mercury in excess of 45 l!gldscm
corrected to 7 percent oxygen:

12
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(3) Lead and cadmium in excess of 120
J.1g1dscm. combined emissions. corrected
to 7 percent oxygen;

(4) Arsenic. beryllium. and chromium
in excess of 97 JIgldscm. combined emis
sions. corrected to 7 percent oxygen;

(5) For carbon monoxide and hydro
carbons. either:

(i) Carbon monoxide in excess of 100
parts per million by volume. over an
hourly ,-ulling average (monitored con
tinuuusly with a continuous emissIons
monitoring s"srem). dry b<J"is <lnd tur
,'enl'd to 7 percent oxygen. If you elect
to comply with this carbon monoxicie
standard rather than the hydrocarbon
standard under paragraph (b){5){ii) of
[b,s see lion. you mUSt also document
that. during the dest ruction and reo
moval efficiency (DRE) test runs or
their equivalent as provided by
§63.1206(b)(7}. hydrocarbons do not ex·
ceed lO parts per million by volume
during those runs. over an hourly roll
Ing average (monitored continuously
with a continuous emissions moni
toring system). dry basis. corrected to
7 percent oxygen. and reported as pro
pane; or

(ii) Hydrocarbons in excess of 10 parts
per million by volume. over an hourly
rolling average (monitored continu
ously with a continuous emissions
monitoring system). dry basis. cor
rected to 7 percent oxygen. and re
ported as propane;

(&) Hydrochloric acid and chlorine
gas in excess of ZI parts per million by
volume. combined emissions. expressed
as hydrochloric acid eqUivalents. dry
basis and corrected to 7 percent oxy
gen;and

(7) Particulate maner In excess of 34
mgldscm corrected to 7 percent oxygen.

(c) DeslrucCion and removal efficiency
(DRE) standard-(J) 99.99% DR£. Except
as provided in paragraph (c)(2) of this
section. you must achieve a destruc·
tion and removal efficiency (DRE) of
99.99% for each principle organic haz
ardous constituent (POHC) designated
under paragraph (c)(3) of this section.
You must calculate ORE for each
POHC from the follOWing equation:

ORE = 11- (Wou' I W,.)] x 100%

Where:

13
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W~ = mass feedrate of one principal organic
hazardous constituent (POHC) in a waste
feedstrearn; and

W...., % mass emission rate of the same POHC
present In exhaust emissions prior to re
lease to the atmosphere.

(2) 99.9999% DR£. If you burn the
dioxin-listed hazardous wastes FOZO.
F021. F022. F023. F026. or F027 (see
§ 261.3\ of this chapter). you must
achieve a destruction and removal effi·
ciency (DRE) of 99.9999% for each prin
ciple organic hazardous const ituen[
(POHC) that you deSignate under par<J
graph (c)(3) of this section. You must
demonstrate this ORE performance on
POHC" that arE' morE' difficult to incin·
crate than tetra·. iJe~t;:l. :tr:~

h"xachlorodibenzo·p-dioxins and
dibenzofurans. You must use the equa
tion in paragraph (c)(l) of this section
to calculate DRE for each POHC. In ad
dition. you must notify the Adminis
trator of your intent to incinerate haz
ardous wastes F020, F021. FOZ2. F023.
F026. or F027.

(3) Principal organic hazardous con
stituents (POHCs). (i) You must treat
the Principal Organic Hazardous Con
stituents (POHCs) In the waste feed
that you specify under paragraph
(c)(3)(11) of this section to the extent
reqUired by paragraphs (c)(J) and (c)(2)
of this section.

(ii) You must specify onc or more
POHCs that are representative of the
most difficult to destroy organic com
pounds In your hazardous waste
feedstream. You must base this speci
fication on the degree of difficulty of
incineration of the organic constitu
ents in the hazardous waste and on
their concentration or mass in the haz
ardous waste feed, considering the re
sults of hazardous waste analyses or
other data and information.

(d) Significant figures. The emission
limits prOVided by paragraphs (a) and
(b) of this section are presented with
two significant figures. Although you
must perform intermediate calcula
tions using at least three significant
figures. you may round the resulta'nt
emission levels to two significant fig
ures to document compliance.

167 FR 6809. Feb. 13. 2002. as amended at 70
FR 59541, Oct. \2. 20051
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§63.1204 What are the standards for
hazardous waste burning cement
kilns that are effective until compli
ance with the standards under
§63.1220?

(a) Emission limirs for existing sources.
You must not discharge or cause com
bustion gases to be emitted into the at
mosphere that contain:

(I) For dioxins and furans:
(i) Emissions in excess of 0.20 ng TEQ!

dscm corrected to 7 percent oxygen: or
(ii) Emis~ions in excess of 0.40 ng

TEQ!dscm correcled to 7 percent oxy·
gen prOVided that the combustion gas
temperature at the inlet to the initial
dry particulate matter control devicE'
is 400 OF or lower based on the averagE'
of the test run average temperat ures;
-- (Z}Mercury in excess of 120 PgtOSC'1'
con-erted to 7 percent oxygen;

(3) Lead and cadmium in excess of 330
)lgldscm. combined emissions. corrected
to 7 percent oxygen;

(4) Arsenic. beryllium. and chromium
in excess of 56 ~gfdscm. combined emis
sions. corrected to 7 percent oxygen;

(5) Carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons.
(i) For kilns equipped with a by-pass
duct or midkiln gas sampling system.
either:

(A) Carbon monoxide in the by-pass
duct or mid-kiln gas sampling system
in excess of 100 parts per million by
volume. over an hourly rolling average
(monitored continuously with a contin
uous emissions monitoring system).
dry basis and corrected to 7 percent ox
ygen. If you elect to comply with this
carbon monoxide standard rather than
the hydrocarbon standard under para·
graph (a)(5)(i)(B) of this section. you
must also document that. during the
destruction and removal efficiency
(DRE) test runs or their equivalent as
provided by §63.1206(b)(7). hydrocarbons
in the by-pass duct or mid-kiln gas
sampling system do not exceed 10 parts
per million by volume during those
runs. over an hourly rolling average
(monitored continuously with a contin
uous emissions monitoring system).
dry basis. corrected to 7 percent oxy
gen. and reported as propane; or

(B) Hydrocarbons in the by-pass duct
or midklln gas sampling system in ex·
cess of 10 parts per ml1lion by volume.
over an hourly rolling average (mon
itored continuously with a continuous

40 CFR Ch. I (7-1-07 Edition)

emissions monitoring system). dry
basis. corrected to 7 percent oxygen.
and reported as propane;

(ii) For kilns not equipped with a by·
pass duct or midkiln gas sampling sys
tem. either:

(A) Hydrocarbons in the main stack
in excess of 20 parts per million by vol
ume. over an hourly rolling average
(monitored continuously with a contin·
uous emissions. monitoring system).
dry basis. corrected to 7 pprcent oxy·
gen. and report pd as propane: or

(8) Carbon monoxide in the main
stack in excess of 100 parts per million
by volume. over an hourly rolling aver·
age (monitored conlinuously with a
continuous emissions monitoring sys·
tern). dry basis and corrected to 7 per
cent oxygen. If you elect to comply
with this carbon monoxide standard
rather than the hydrocarbon standard
under paragraph (a)(5)(ii)(A) of this
section. you also must document that.
during the destruction and removal ef
ficiency (DRE) test runs or their equiv
alent as prOVided by §63.1206(b)(7). hy
drocarbons in the main stack do not
exceed 20 parts per million by volume
during those runs. over an hourly roil
ing average (monitored continuously
with a continuous emissions moni
toring system). dry basis. corrected to
7 percent oxygen. and reported as pro
pane.

(6) Hydrochloric acid and chlorine
gas in excess of 130 parts per million by
volume. combined emissions, expressed
as hydrochloric acid equivalents. dry
basis. corrected to 7 percent oxygen;
and

(7) Particulate matter in excess of
0.15 kglMg dry feed and opacity greater
than 20 percent.

(i) You must use suitable methods to
determine the kiln raw material
feed rate.

(li) Except as provided in paragraph
(a)(7)(iii) of this section. you must
compute the particulate matter emis
sion rate, E. f!"om the following equa
tion:

Where:
E-emission rate of particulate maUer. kg!

Mg of kiln raw material feed;
C.-concentration of particulate matler. kg!

dscm:
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Q,.=voJumetric nowrate of effluent gas.
dscmlhr; and

P=total kiln raw material feed (dry basis).
Mglhr.

(iii) If you operate a preheater or pre
heater/precalciner kiln with dual
stack5. you must test simultaneously
and compute the combined particulate
matter emission rate. E,. from the fol·
lowing equation'

E,~ (C""Q",, +C ,""Q,uh)/P

Where'
L~=lhe- comhined f;>olission rote of particul~te

matlPr from Iht' kiln and bypas~ ... tack. kg;
Mg of kiln raw material feed.

C"k=cOnt"entfil1ion of particulatE:" nlatler in
the kiln "fflu..n •. kR/dscm:

Cki.. =-vo:un1€"u:':- flawr':-Hc' c( ki!n tff!uE>nt g~5

dscJn/hr;
C)b"""conCp.nt ("lion of port iculale rnal tel- in

,he bypass stack emuen! kgldscm:
Q."b=volumetric flowratE' of bypass stack ef

fluent gas. ds.cHl/hr; and
P = total kiln raw rna, erial feed (dry basis).

Mglhr.

(b) Emission limits for new sources. You
must not discharge or cause combus
tion gases to be emitted into the at
mosphere that contain;

(I) For dioxins and furans:
(i) Emissions in excess of 0.20 ng TEQI

dscm corrected to 7 percent Oxygen; or
(ii) Emissions in excess of 0.40 ng

TEQ/dscm cOfTected to 7 percent oxy
gen prOVided that the combustion gas
temperature at the inlet to the initial
dry particulate matter control device
is 400 OF or lower based on the average
of the test run average temperatures;

(2) Mercury in excess of 120 Ilgfdscm
corrected to 7 percent oxygen:

(3) Lead ami cadmium in excess of 180
lIg1dscm. combined emissions. corrected
to 7 percent oxygen;

(4) Arsenic. beryllium. and chromium
in excess of 54 lIgfdscm. combined emis
sions. corrected to 7 percent oxygen;

(5) Carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons.
(i) For kilns equipped with a by-pass
duct or midkiln gas sampling system.
carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons
emissions are limited in both the by
pass duct or midkiln gas sampling sys
tem and the main stack as follows:

(A) Emissions in the by-pass or
midklln gas sampling system are lim
ited to either:

(1) Carbon monoxide in excess of )00
parts per million by volume. over an

§63.1204

hourly rolling average (monitored con
tinuously with a continuous emissions
monitoring system). dry basis and cor
rected to 7 percent oxygen. If you elect
to comply with this carbon monoxide
standard rather than the hydrocarbon
standard under paragraph (b)(5)(i)(A)(2)
of this section, you also must docu
ment that. during the destruction and
removal efficiency (ORE) test runs or
their equivalent as provided by
§63 1206(1))(7). hydrocarbons do not ex
ceed 10 parts per million by volume
during tbose runs. over an hourly roil
ing average (monitored continuously
with a continuous emissions moni
toring system). dry basis, corrected to
7 pE'rcpnt oxygpn and reportE',1 as prn
pane; or

(2) Hydrocarbons in the by-pass duct
or midkiln gas sampling system in ex
cess of )0 parts per million by volume.
over an hourly rolling average (mon
itored continuously with a continuous
emissions monitoring system). dry
basis. corrected to 7 percent oxygen.
and reported as propane; and

(B) Hydrocarbons In the main stack
are limited. If construction of the kiln
commenced after April 19. 1996 at a
plant site where a cement kiln (wheth
er burning hazardous waste or not) did
not previously exist. to 50 parts per
million by volume. over a 30-day block
average (monitored continuously with
a continuous monitoring system), dry
basis. corrected to 7 percent oxygen.
and reported as propane.

(ii) For kilns not equipped with a by
pass duct or midkiln gas sampling sys·
tern, hydrocarbons and carbon mon
oxide are limited in the main stack to
either:

(A) Hydrocarbons not exceeding 20
parts per million by volume. over an
hourly rolling average (monitored con
tinuously with a continuous emissions
monitoring system). dry basis. cor
rected to 7 percent oxygen. and re
ported as propane; or

(B) (1) Carbon monoxide not exceeding
100 parts per million by volume. over
an hourly rolllng average (monitored
continuously with a continuous emis
sions monitoring system). dry basis.
corrected to 7 percent oxygen; and

(2) Hydrocarbons not exceeding 20
parts per million by volume. over an

]5
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hourly rolling average (monitored con
tinuously with a continuous moni·
toring system). dry basis, corrected to
7 percent oxygen, and reported as pro
pane at any time during the destruc
tion and removal efficiency (ORE) test
runs or their equivalent as provided by
§63.1206(b)(7); and

(3) If construction of the kiln com·
menced after April 19. 1996 at a plant
site where a cement kiln (whether
burning hazardous waste Or not) did
not preViously exist. hydrocarbons are
limited to 50 parts per million I:>y vol
ume. over a 30·day block average (mon
itored continuously with a continuous
monitoring system). dry basis. cor·
rected to 7 percent oxygen. and reo
ported as pr~ar1.eo __

(6) -F1yi:irochToric acid and chlorine
gas in excess of 86 parts per million.
combined emissions. expressed as hy
drochloric acid eqUivalents. dry basis
and corrected to 7 percent oxygen; and

(7) Particulate matter in excess of
0.15 kglMg dry feed and opacity greater
than 20 percent.

(i) You must use suitable methods to
determine the kiln raw material
feedrate.

(ii) Except as provided in paragraph
(a)(7)(i1i) of this section. you must
compute the particulate matter emis
sion rate. E. from the equation speci
fied in paragraph (a)(7)(ii) of this sec
tion.

(iii) If you operate a prcheater or pre
heaterlprecalciner kiln with dual
stacks. you must test simultaneously
and compute the combined particulate
matter emission rate. Eo. from the
equation specified in paragraph
(a)(7) (iii) of this section.

(c) Destruction and removal efl1cfency
(DRE) standard-(l) 99.99% DRE. Except
as provided in paragraph (c)(2) of this
section. you must achieve a destruc
tion and removal efficiency (ORE) of
99.99% for each principle organic haz·
ardous constituent (POHC) designated
under paragraph (c)(3) of this section.
You must calculate ORE for each
POHC from the follOWing equation:

ORE-II - (Wou,lWin)JxlOO%

Where:
W..=mass feedrate of one principal organic

hazardous constituent (POHC) in a waste
feedstream; and

40 CFR Ch. I (7-J-07 Edition)

Wour=mass emission rate of the same POHC
present in exhaust emissions prior to re
lease to the atmosphere.

(2) 99.9999% DR£. If you burn the
diOXin-listed hazardous wastes F020.
FOll. F022. F023. FOl6. or F027 (see
§261.31 of this chapter), you must
achieve a destruction and removal effi
ciency (ORE) of 99.9999% for each prin
ciple organic hazardous const ituent
(POHC) t hat you designate under para
graph (c)(3) of this sect ion. You must
dplllOnst rat e this DRE performance on
POHCs that an: more difficult to incin·
erat e than tetra·. penta-. and
hexachlorodibenzo-p-dioxins and
dibenzofurans. You must use the equa·
tioll in paragraph (c)(l) of this section
to calculate ORE for eachPOHC. In ad·
dition. yOll must not ify the Adminis·
trator of your intent to incinerate haz·
ardous wastes F020. FOlI, F022. F023.
F026. or F027.

(3) Principal organic hazardous can·
stituents (POHCs)_ (i) You must treat
the Principal Organic Hazardous Con
stituents (POHCs) in the waste feed
that you specify under paragraph
(c)(3)(ii) of this section to the extent
required by paragraphs (c){J) and k)(2)
of this section_

(ii) You must specify one or more
POHCs that are representative of the
most difficult to destroy organic com
pounds in your hazardous waste
feedstream_ You must base this speci
fication on the degree of difficulty of
inclneration of the organic constitu
ents in the hazardous waste and on
their concentration or mass in the haz
ardous waste feed. considering the re
sults of hazardous waste analyses or
other data and information.

(d) Cement kilns with in-line kiln raw
mjJ]s-(1) General. (i) You must conduct
performance testing when the raw mill
is on· line and when the mill is off-line
to demonstrate compliance with the
emission standards, and you must es·
tablish separate operating parameter
limits under §63.Jl09 for each mode of
operation. except as provided by para
graph (d)(l){iv) of this section.

(II) You must document In the oper-'
atlng record each time you change
from one mode of operation to the al
ternate mode and begin complying
with the operating parameter limits
for that alternate mode of operation.
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(iii) You must calculate rolling aver
ages for operating parameter limits as
provided by §63.1209(q}{2).

(iv) If your in-line kiln raw mill has
dual stacks. you may assume that the
dioxin/furan emission levels in the by
pass stack and the operating parameter
limits determined during performance
testing of the by-pass stack when the
raw mi)l is off-line are the same as
when the mill is on-line.

(2) EmissioTls aJ'eraging. You may com·
ply with Ihe mercury. sellllvolatiJe
metal. low volatile metal. and hydro.
chloric acidlchlorinE' gas emission
slandards on a time-weighted averagE'
basis under the following procE'dures:

(j) Av{"rag;ng methodolof!v, You must
calculate the time-weighted average
emission concentration with the fol
lOWing equation:

C'uu,]={ C miJl_o.1JTx(Tmiil-urr/(TOllu-Urr+'rnnii-v"
»}+ I C m ,lI.onx (Tm,1I on I(T~,l~ofr+T m.llo,,})}

Where:
C'Dtal=time-weighted average concentration of

a regUlated constituent considering both
raw mill on time and orf time:

Cmlll-<>f,=average performance te.st concentra
lion of regulated constituent with the raw
mill off· line:

CrniH-o,,=average performance test concentra
tion of regulated constituent with the raw
millon-line;

T mill_o,,=time when kiln gases are not routed
through the raw mill; and

T rniU.on=tjme when kiln gases are routed
through the raw mill.

(ii) Compliance. (A) If you use this
emission averaging provision. you
must document in the operating record
compliance with the emission stand
ards on an annual basis by using the
equation provided by paragraph (d)(2)
of this section.

(B) Compliance is based on one-year
block averages beginning on the day
you submit the initial notification of
compliance.

(iii) Notification. (A) If you elect 1:0

document compliance with one or more
emission standards using this emission
averaging provision. you must notify
the Administrator in the initial com
prehensive performance test plan sub
mitted under § 63. 1201(e).

(B) You must include historical raw
mill operatlon data in the performance
test plan to estimate future raw mill
down-time and document in the per-
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formance test plan that estimated
emissions and estimated raw mill
down-time will not result in an exceed
ance of an emission standard on an an
nual basis.

(e) You must document in the notifi
cation of compliance submitted under
§63.1201(j) that an emission standard
will not be exceeded based on the docu
mented emissions from the perform
ance test and prediCted raw mill down
time.

(p} Pn,healer or preheaterlprecalciner
hilns with dual slacks- (I) General. You
must conduct performance testing on
each stack to demonstrate compliancE'
wilh the emission standards. and you
musl establish operating parameter
Iimit~ undN §63.l209 lor each stack. ex·
cepl as provided by paragraph (d)(J)(iv)
of this seclion for dioxin/furan emis
sions testing and operating parameter
limits for the by-pass stack of in-line
raw mills.

(2) Emissions averaging. You may com
ply with the mercury. semivolatile
metal, low volatile metal, and hydro
chloric acid/chlorine gas emission
standards specified in this section on a
gas nowrate-weighted average basis
under the follOWing procedures;

(i) Averaging methodology. You must
calculate the gas fiowrate-weighted av
erage emission concentration using the
follOWing equation:

C'o. = {C~.;n x (Qm.;n I(Qm.;n + Q.,yp...»} +
{Cbyp....x(Qbyp... 1 (Q~.in + Q"yp...»}

Where:
c'm ~ gas f]owrate-welghted average con

centration of the regulated constltuent;
C,.,.i.. = average performance test COncentra~

tion demonstrated In the main stack;
Cbyp...... - average performance t.est concentra

tion demonstrated In the bypass stack;
Q_in ~ volumetric f]owrate of main stack ef·

fluent gas; and
Qbyp'~ = volumetric flowrate of bypass efflu·

ent gas.

(ii) Compliance. (A) You must dem
onstrate compliance with the emission
standard(s) using the emission con
centrations determined from the per
formance tests and the equation pro·
vided by paragraph (e)(I) of this SeC
tion; and

(B) You must develop operating pa
rameter limits for bypass stack and
main stack fiowrates that ensure the
emission concentrations calculated
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with the equation in paragraph (e)(l) of
this section do not exceed the emission
standards on a 12-hour rolling average
basis. You must include these flowrate
limits in the Notification of Compli
ance.

(iii) Notification. If you elect to docu
ment compliance under this emissions
averaging provision. you must:

(A) Notify the Administrator in the
initial comprehensive performance test
plan submitted under §63.1207(e). Thc
performunce test plan must include. al
a minimum. information describing the
flowrate Jimits established under para·
graph (e)(2)(ii)(B) of this section: and

(B) Document in the Notification 01
Compliance submitted under §63. J207 U)
the demonstrated gas flowrate·weight
ed average ernj~si6hs lnaryoucal·
culate with the equation provided by
paragraph (e)(2) of this section.

(f) Significanr figures. The emission
limits prOVided by paragraphs (a) and
(b) of this section are presented with
two significant figures. Although you
must perform Intermediate calcula
tions using at least three significant
figures. you may round the resultant
emission levels to two significant fig·
ures to document complIance.

(g) IReserved)
(h) When you comply with the partic

ulate matter requirements of para
graphs (a)(1) or (b)(1) of this section.
you are exempt from the New Source
Performance Standard for particulate
matter and opacity under § GO.60 of this
chapter.

167 FR 6809. Feb. 13. 2002. as amended at 67
FR 6987. Feb. 14. 2002; 70 FR 5954/, Oct. 12.
2005)

§ 63.1205 What are the standards for
hazardous waste burning light
weight aggregate kilns that are ef
fective until compliance with the
standards under § 63.1221?

(a) Emission limits for e'xisting sources.
You must. not discharge or cause com
bust.ion gases to be emitted Into the at
mosphere that contain;

(I) For dioxins and furans;
(i) Emissions In excess of 0.20 ng TEQI

dscm corrected to 7 percent oxygen; or
(ii) Rapid quench of the combustion

gas temperature at the exit of the
(Jast) combust.ion chamber (or exit of
any waste heat recovery system) to 400

40 CFR Ch.1 (7-1~7 Edition)

OF or lower based on the average of the
test run average temperatures. You
must also notify in writing the RCRA
authority that you are complying with
this option;

(2) Mercury in excess of 120 I-Ig/dscm
corrected to 7 percent oxygen;

(3) Lead and cadmium in excess of 2SO
I-Ig/dscm. combined emissions. corrected
101 percent oxygen;

(4) Arsenic. beryllium. and chromium
in excess of 110 IJgldscm. combinf'd
emissiuns. corrected to 7 percent oxy·
gen:

(5) Carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon!>
(i) Carbon monoxide in excess ur 100
parts per million by volume. over an
hourly rolling average (monitorcd run·
tinuously with a continuous emissions
ii,onJt6drig system). dry basis and cor
rected to 7 percent oxygen. If you elect
to comply with this carbon monoxide
standard rather than the hydrocarbon
standard under paragraph (a) (5) (ii) of
this section. you also must document
that. during the destruction and re
moval efficiency (DRE) test runs or
their equivalent as provided by
§63.l206(b)(7). hydrocarbons do not ex·
ceed 20 parts per million by volume
during those runs. over an hourly roil
ing average (monitored continuously
with a continuous emissions moni
toring system). dry basis. corrected to
7 percent oxygen. and reported as pro
pane; or

(ii) Hydrocarbons In excess of 20 parts
per million by volume. over an hourly
rolling average. dry basis. corrected to
7 percent oxygen. and reported as pro
pane;

(6) Hydrochloric acid and chlorine
gas in excess of 600 parts per million by
volume. combined emissions. expressed
as hydrochloric acid equivalents. dry
basis and corrected to 7 percent oxy
gen; and

(7) Particulate matter In excess of 57
mg/dscm corrected to 7 percent oxygen.

(b) Emission limits for new sources. You
must not discharge or cause combus
tion gases to be emitted into the at·
mosphere that contain;

(I) For dioxins and furans:
(i) Emissions in excess of 0.20 ng TEQI

dscm corrected to 7 percent oxygen; or
(ii) Rapid quench of the combustion

gas temperature at the exit of the
(last) combustion chamber (or exit of
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any waste heat .-ecovery system) to 400
of 0.- lowe.- based on the ave.-age of the
test run ave.-age tempe.-atu.-es. You
must also notify in w.-iting the RCRA
authority that you a.-e complying with
this option;

(2) Mercury in excess of 120 J.Ig1dscm
corrected to 7 pe.-cent oxygen:

(3) Lead and cadmium in excess of 43
J.Ig1dscm. combiIl(,(} ernhsioIlS. corrpC!po
to 7 pea'ent uxygpn,

(4) Arsellic. beryllium. and chrumium
in excess of 110 pg/dscm. (ombillPo
pmissions. conpeted to 7 percent oxy·
gen:

(5) Carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons
Ii) Carbon monoxide in excess of 100
pa:rts pel i•• inion by VOIUlllC. over an
hourly rolling average (monitored con·
tinuously with a continuous emissions
monituring system). dry basis and cor
rected to 7 percent oxygen. If you elect
to comply with this carbon monoxide
standard rathe.- than the hydrocarbon
standard under pa.-ag.-aph (b)(5){ii) of
this section. you also must document
that. during the destruction and reo
moval efficiency (ORE) test runs or
their equivalent as prOVided by
§63.1206(b)(7). hydl'Ocarbons do not ex·
ceed 20 parts per million by volume
during those runs. over an houdy roil
ing average (monitored continuously
with a continuous emissions moni·
toring system). dry basis. cor.-ected to
7 percent oxygen. and reported as pro·
pane; or

(ii) Hydrocarbons in excess of 20 pa.-ts
per million by volume. ove.- an hourly
rolling average. dry basis. corrected to
7 pe.-cent oxygen. and reported as p.-o·
pane;

(6) Hydrochloric acid and chlodne
gas in excess of 600 parts per million by
volume, combined emissions. expressed
as hydrochloric acid equivalents. dry
basis and corrected to 7 percent oxy·
gen;and

(7) Particulate matter in excess of 57
mgldscm corrected to 7 percent oxygen.

(c) Destruction and removal efficiency
(DRE) standard-(l) 99.99% DR£. Except
as provided in paragraph (c)(2) of this
section, you must achieve a destruc
tion and removal efficiency (ORE) of
99.99% for each principal organic haz
ardous constituent (POHC) designated
under paragraph (c)(3) of this section.
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You must calculate ORE for each
POHC from the following equation:

DRE ~ IJ-(W"", I W;Jl x ]00%

Where:

W,n - mass feedrale of one principal organic
hazardous constituent (POHC) In a waste
feedstream; and

W~U.I = mass emission rate of the same POHC
presenl in exhaust e-mfsstons prior to re
1f'".a50e to the aunospherE".

(2) 999999% DRE If you hurn the
dioxin· listed hazardous wastes F020.
F021. F022. F023. F026, or F027 (see
§261.31 of thiS chapter). you must
achieve a destruction and removal effi
ciency (ORE) of 99.9999% for each prin
cipal organic hazardous constituent
(POHC) that you deSignate under para·
g.-aph (c)(3) of this section. You must
demonstrate this ORE performance on
POHCs that are more difficult to incin·
erate than tetra·, penta-, and
hexachlorodibenzo-dioxins and
dibenzofurans. You must use the equa
tion in paragraph (c)(J) of this section
to calculate DRE for each POHC. In ad
dition. you must notify the Adminis
trator of your intent to burn haza.-dous
wastes F020, F021, F022, F023. F026, or
F027.

(3) Principal organic hazardous con
stituents (POHCs). (i) You must treat
the Principal Organic Hazardous Con
stituents (POHCs) in the waste feed
that you specify under paragraph
(c)(3)(U) of this section to the extent
required by pa.-agraphs (c)(l) and (c)(2)
of this section.

(ii) You must specify one or more
POHCs that are representative of the
most difficult to destroy organic com
pounds in your hazardous waste
feedstream. You must base this speci
fication on the degree of difficulty of
incineration of the organic constitu·
ents in the hazardous waste and on
their concentration or mass in the haz·
ardous waste feed, considering the re
sults of hazardous waste analyses or
other data and information.

(d) Significant figures. The emission
limits provided by paragraphs (a) and
(b) of this section are presented with
two significant figures. Although you
must perfonn intermediate calcula
tions using at least three significant
figures. you may round the resultant
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emission levels to two significant fig
ures to document compliance.

[67 FR 6812. Feb. 13. 2002. as amended at 67
FR 17691. Dec. 19. 2002; 70 FR 59541. Oct. 12.
2005)

MONITORING A."ID COMPLIANCE
PROVISIONS

§63.1206 When and how must you
comply with the standards and op
erating requirements?

(a) Complianct> dares-(l} Compliance
dare:> for incinerarors. cemenr kilns. and
lighrweighr aggrpgarp kilns rhar burn haz
ardous wasre-- (i) Comp/iancl' darl' [ur
srandards under §§63./203. 53.1204. and
53./205-(A) Compliance dart>s for exisling
sources Youcnust complY with the
emission standards under §§ 63.1203.
63.1204. and 63.1205 and the other reo
quirements of this subpart no later
than the compliance date. September
30. 2003. unless the Administrator
grants you an extension of time under
§63.6(j} or §63.12J3. except:

(1) Cement kilns are exempt from the
bag leak detection system require·
ments under paragraph (c) (8) of this
section;

(2) The bag leak detection system re
quired under §63.1206(c)(8) must be ca·
pable of continuously detecting and re
cording particulate matter emissions
at concentrations of 1.0 milligram per
actual cubic meter unless you dem
onstrate under §63.1209(g) (I) that a
higher detection limit would ade
quately detect bag leaks. in lieu of the
requirement for the higher detection
limit under paragraph (c)(8)(ii)(A) of
this section; and

(3) The excessive exceedances notifi
cation requirements for bag leak detec
tion systems under paragraph (c)(8)(iv)
of this section are waived.

(B) New or reconstructed sources. (1) If
you commenced construction or recon
struction of your hazardous waste com
bustor after April 19. 1996. you must
comply with the emission standards
under §§63.1203; 63.1204. and 63.1205 and
the other requirements of this subpart
by the later of September 30. 1999 or
the date the source starts operations,
except as prOVided by paragraphs
(a)(I)(l)(A)(J) through (3) and
(a)(l)(i)(8)(2) of this section. The costs
of retrofitting and replacement of
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equipment that is installed specifically
to comply with this subpart. between
April 19. 1996 and a source's compliance
date. are not considered to be recon
struction costs.

(2) For a standard under §§63.1203.
63.1204. and 63.1205 that is more strin·
gent than the standard proposed on
April 19. 1996. you may achieve compJi
ance no later than September 30. 2003 if
you (omply with the standard proposed
on Apr!! 19. 1996 ilfter September 30.
)999 Thh exception does not apply.
however. to new or reconstructed area
sourn' hazardous waste combustors
that become major sources after Sep·
tember 30. 1999. As prOVided by
§63.6(b)(7}, such sources must comply
with the standards under §§63.1203.
63.1204. and 63.1205 at sta.tup.

(ii) Cumpliance date for srandards
undt>r §§53.1219. 63.1220. and 63.122/. (A)
Compliance dares for existing sources.
You must comply with the emission
standards under §§63.1219. 63.1220. and
63.1221 and the other requirements of
this subpart no later than the compli
ance date. October 14. 2008. unless the
Administrator grants you an extension
of time under § 63.6(i) or § 63.1213.

(B) New or reconstructed sources. (1) If
you commenced construction or recon
struction of your hazardous waste com
bustor after April 20. 2004. you must
comply with the new source emission
standards under §§63.1219. 63.1220. and
63.1221 and the other requirements of
this subpart by the later of October 12.
2005 or the date the source staTts oper·
ations. except as provided by para·
graphs (a)(l)(lI)(B)(2) and (a)(l)(ii) (B)(3)
of this section. The costs of retro·
fitting and replacement of equipment
that is installed specifically to comply
with this subpart. between AprH 20.
2004, and a source's compliance date.
are not considered to be reconstruction
costs.

(2) For a standard under §§63.1219.
63.1220. and 63.1221 that is more strin
gent than the standard proposed on
April 20.2004. you may achieve compli
ance no later than October 14. 2008~ if
you comply with the standard proposed
on April 20. 2004. after October 12. 2005.
This exception does not apply. how
ever. to new or reconstructed area
source hazardous waste combustors
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that become major sources after Octo
ber 14. 2008. As provided by §63.6(b)(7),
such sources must comply with the
standards under §§63.1219. 63.1220. and
63.1221 at startup.

(.1) Temporary particulate matter stand
ard under §63.1220 [or new cement kilns.
You are not required to comply with
the particulate matter standard speci·
fied under §63.1220(b)(7)(i) until EPA
takes final action with regard to the
particulate matter sranrtaro pursuam
to reconsideration p,-oceedings. If you
start up a new or reLonstrunert haz
ardous waste burning cement kiln ilS

defined by this subpart. you must not
emit particulate mat ter in excess of
0.15 kglMg dry feed. as determined at
cordin-g to the requi rements under
§63.1204(b)(7)(i) through (iii).

(2) Comp/iane<> dates [or so/id fuel boiJ.
ers. liquid fuel boilers. and hydrogen chlo
ride production furnaces that burn haz
ardous waste [or standards under
§§63.1216. 63.1217. and 63.1218. (i) Compli
ance date [or existing sources. You must
comply with the standards of this sub·
part no later than the compliance date,
October 14. 2008, unless the Adminis
trator grants you an extension of time
under §63.6(1) or §63.1213.

(Ii) New or reconstructed sources. (A) If
you commenced construction or recon·
struction of your hazardous waste com
bustor after October 12, 2005, you must
comply with the new source emission
standards of this subpart by the later
of October 12. 2005. or the date the
source starts opcrations. except as pro
vided by paragraph (a)(2)(ii)(B) of this
section. The costs of retrofitting and
replacement of equipment that Is in·
stalled specifically to comply with this
subpart. between April 20, 2004, and a
source's compliance date, are not can·
sidcred to be reconstruction costs.

(8) For a standard in the subpart
that is more stringent than the stand·
ard proposed on Aprll 20. 2004, you may
achieve compliance no later than Octo
ber 14, 2008. if you comply with the
standard proposed on April ZO. 2004.
after October lZ. 2005..This exception
does not apply. however. to new or re
constructed area source hazardous
waste combustors that become major
sources after October 14, 2008. As pro·
vlded by §63.6(b) (7), such sources must
comply with this subpart at startup.
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(3) Early compliance. If you choose to
comply With the emission standards of
this subpart prior to the dates spccified
in paragraphs (a)(l) and (a)(2) of this
section. your compliance date is the
earlier of the date you postmark the
Notification of Compliance under
§63.1207{j)(J) or the dates specified in
paragraphs (a)(1) and (a)(2) of this sec
tion.

(b) Compliance wilh standards,--- (I) Ap·
plicabiJiry. The emission standard5 and
operating requirements set forth ill
this subpar t apply at all times except

(i) During periods of startup. shut
down. and malfunction; and

(ii) When hazardous waste is not in
the combustion chamber (i.e.. the haz·
ardous waste feed to the combustor has
been cut off for a period of time not
less than the hazardous waste resi·
dence time) and you have documented
in the operating record that yo\.! are
complying with all otherwise applica·
ble requirements and standards pro
mulgated under authority of sections
112 (e.g.. 40 CFR part 63, subparts LLL.
DDDDD, and NNNNN) or 129 of the
Clean Air Act in lieu of the emission
standards under §§63.1203. 63_1204,
63.1205, 63.1215. 63.1216. 63.1217. 63.1218,
63.1219. 63.1220. and 63.1221; the moni
toring and compliance standards of
this section and §§63.1207 through
63.1209. except the modes of operation
requirements of §63.1209(q); and the no·
tificatlon, reporting. and record
keeping requirements of §§ 63.1210
through 63.1212.

(2) Methods for determining compliance.
The Administrator will determine com
pliance with the emission standards of
this subpart as prOVided by § 63.6(f) (2).
Conducting performance testing under
opcrating conditions representative of
the extreme range of normal conditions
Is consistent with the requirements of
§§63.6(f)(2)(ili)(B) and 63.7(e)(1) to con·
duct performance testing under rep·
resentative operating conditions.

(3) Finding o[ compliance. The Admin·
istrator will make a finding concerning
compliance with the emission stand·
ards and other requirements of this
subpart. as provided by §63.6(f)(3).

(4) Extension of complIance with emis·
sion standards. The Administrator may
grant an extension of compliance with
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the emission standards of this subpart
as provided by §§63.6(i) and 63.1213.

(5) Changes in design, operation, or
maintenance-(i) Changes that may ad
versely affect compliance_ If you plan to
change (as defined in paragraph
(b)(5)(iil) of this section) the design. op
eration. or maintenance practices of
the source in a manner that may ad
versely affect compliance with any
emission standard that is not mono
itored with a CEMS:

(A) Notification_ YOll must notify the
Administrator at least 60 days prior to
the change. unless you document cir
cumstances that dictate that such
priDr not ice is not reasonably feaSible.
The notifie-at ion must include:

(1) A descriptiOILQLlbechanges and
which emission standards may be af
fected; and

(2) A comprehensive performance test
schedule and test plan under the re
quirements of §63.1207(f) that will docu
ment compliance with the affected
emission standard(s);

(B) Performance test. You must can·
duct a comprehensive perfonnance test
under the requirements of §§ 63.1207(f){J)
and (g)(J) to document compliance with
the affected emission standard (s) and
establish operating parameter limits as
required under §63.1209. and submit to
the Administrator a Notification of
Compliance under §§63.1207{j) and
63.12JO(d); and

(C) Restriction on waste burning. (1)
Except as provided by paragraph
(b)(S)(j)(C) (2) of this section, after the
change and prior to submitting the no
tification of compliance. you must not
burn hazardous waste for more than a
total of 720 hours (renewable at the dis
cretion of the Administrator) and only
fDr the purposes of pretesting or com
prehensive performance testing. Pre
testing is defined at § 63.1207 (h) (2)(i) and
(II) .

(2) You may petition the Adminis
trator to obtain written approval to
burn hazardous waste in the interim
prior to submitting a Notification of
Compliance for purposes other than
testing or pretesting. You must specify
operating requirements. including lim
its on operating parameters. that you
detennine will ensure compliance with
the emission standards of this subpart
based on available infonnation. The
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Administrator will review. modify as
necessary. and approve jf warranted
the interim operating requirements.

(il) Changes that will not affect compli·
ance. If you determine that a change
wUI not adversely affect compliance
with the emission standards or oper
ating requirements. you must docu
ment the change In the operating
record upon making such change. You
must revise as necessary the perfDrm
ance test plan. Documentat ion of Com
pJiancl'. Notification of Compliance.
and start-up. shutdown. and malfunc
tion plan to renect these changes.

(iii) Definition or "change_ .. For pur
poses of paragraph (b)(5) of this sec
tion. "change" means any change in
design. Dperation. Dr maintenancE'
practices that were documented in thE'
comprehensive pE'rformance test plan.
Notification of Compliance. or startup.
shutdown. and malfunction plan_

(6) Compliance with the carbon man·
oxide and hydrocarbon emission stand
ards. This paragraph applies to sources
that elect to comply with the carbon
monoxide and hydrocarbon emissions
standards of this subpart by docu
menting continuous compliance with
the carbon monoxide standard using a
continuous emissions monitoring sys
tem and documenting compliance with
the hydrocarbon standard during the
destruction and removal efficiency
(ORE) performance test or its equiva
lent.

0) If a ORE test performed pursuant
to .§ 63. I207(c)(2) is acceptable as docu·
mentation of compliance with the ORE
standard. you may use the highest
hourly rolling average hydrocarbon
level achieved during the DRE test
runs to document compliance with the
hydrocarbon standard. An acceptable
ORE test is any test for which the data
and results are determined to meet
quality assurance objectives (on a site·
specific basis) such that the results
adequately demonstrate compliance
with the DRE standard.

(il) If during this acceptable DRE
test you did not obtain hydrocarbon
emissions data sufficient to document
compliance with the hydrocarbon
standard. you must either:

(A) Perform, as part of the perform
ance test. an "equivalent DRE test" to
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document compliance with the hydro
carbon standard. An equivalent ORE
test is comprised of a minimum of
three runs each with a minimum dura
tion of one hour during which you op
erate the combustor as close as reason
ably possible to the operating param
eter limits that you established based
on the initial ORE test. You must use
the highest hourly rolling average hy
drocarbon emission level achieved dur
ing the equivalent DRE test to doru
ment compliance with the hydrocarbon
standard; or

(B) Perform a ORE test as pan of the
performance test.

(1) Compliance wich chI' DRE scandard.
0) Except as provided :n paragraphs
(b)(l)(ii) and (b)(l)(iii) of this section

(A) You must docUinent compliance
with the Oesr.-uction and Removal Effi
ciency (ORE) standard under this sub
part only once provided that you do
not modify the source after the ORE
test in a manner that could affect the
ability of the source to achieve the
ORE standard.

(B) You may use any ORE test. dat.a
that documents that your source
achieves the required level of ORE pro
vided:

(1) You have not modified the design
or operation of your source in a man·
ner that could effect the ability of your
source to achieve the ORE standard
since the ORE test was performed; and.

(2) The ORE test data meet quality
assurance objectives determined on a
site-specific basis.

(i i) Sources that feed hazardous waste
at locations ocher than (he normal flame
zone. (A) Except as provided by para
graph (b)(l)(ii)(B) of this section. if you
feed hazardous waste at a location in
the combustion system other than the
normal flame zone. then you must
demonstrate compliance with the ORE
standard during each comprehensive
performance test;

(B)(1) A cement klln that feeds haz·
ardous waste at a location other than
the normal flame zone need only dem
onstrate compliance with the ORE
standard during three consecutive com
prehensive performance tests prOVided
that:

(J) All three tests achieve the DRE
standard in this subpart; and
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(m The design. operation. and main·
tenance features of each of the three
tests are similar;

(iiI) The data in lieu restriction of
§63.1207(c)(2)(iv) does not apply when
complying with the provisions of para
graph (b)(l)(ii)(B) of this section;

(2) ]f at any time you change your de
sign. operation. and maintenance fea
tures in a manner that could reason
ahly be expected to affect your ability
to meet thp ORE stcmdard. then you
must comply with the requirements of
paragraph (b)(l)(ii)(A) of this section.

(iii) For sources that do not use ORE
previous testing to document conform
ance with the ORE standard pursuant
to §63.1201(c)(2l. vou must perform DRE
testing during the initial comprehen·
sive performance test.

(8) Applicabiljty of partjculate matter
and opacity standards during particulate
maccer CEMS corre/acion tests. (i) Any
particulate matter and opacity stand
ards of parts 60. 61. 63. 264. 265. and 266
of this chapter (i.e.. any title 40 partic
ulate or opacity standards) applicable
to a hazardous waste combustor do not
apply while you conduct particulate
matter continuous emissions moni
toring system (CEMS) correlation tests
(I.e.. correlation with manual stack
methods) under the conditions of para
graphs (b) (8) (iii) through (vii) of this
section.

(ii) Any permit or other emissions or
operating parameter limits or condi
tions. including any limitation on
workplace practices. that are applica
ble to hazardous waste combustors to
ensure compliance with any particu
late matter and opacity standards of
parts 60. 61, 63. 264. 265. and 266 of this
chapter (J.e.• any title 40 particulate or
opacity standards) do not apply while
you conduct particulate matter CEMS
correlation tests under the conditions
of paragraphs (b)(8)(iii) through (vii) of
this section.

(iii) For the provisions of this section
to apply. you must:

(A) Develop a particulate matter
CEMS correlation test plan that in
cludes the. follOWing information. This
test plan may be included as part of
the comprehensive performance test
plan required under §§63.1Z07(e) and (0:

(1) Number of test conditions and
number of runs for each test condition;
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(2) Target particulate matter emis
sion level for each test condition;

(3) How you plan to modify oper
ations to attain the desired particulate
matter emission levels; and

(4) Anticipated normal particulate
matter emission levels; and

(B) Submit the test plan to the Ad·
ministrator for approval at least 90 cal
endar days before the correlation test
is scheduled to be conducted_

(iv) The Atlministrator will reView
and approve/disapprove the correlation
lest plan under the procedures for re
view and approval of the site-specific
test plan prOVided by § 63.7 (c){3)(i) and
(iii) If thc' Administrator fails to ap
prove or t1isapprove the correlation
test plan within the tirn~I)eriod speci
fied by §63'lk)(3)(i}. the plan is comiid
ered approvpd_ unless the Adminis
t rat or has requested additional infor
mation.

(v) The particulate matter and opac
ity standards and associated operating
limits and conditions will not be
waived for more than 96 hours. in the
aggregate. for a correlation test. in
cluding all runs of all test conditions.
unless more time is approved by the
Administrator.

(vi) The stack sampling team must
be on-site and prepared to perform cor
relation testing no later than 24 hours
after you modify operations to attain
the desired particulate matter emis
sions concentrations. unless you docu·
ment in the correlation test plan that
a longer period of conditioning is ap
propriate.

(vii) You must return to operating
conditions indicative of compliance
with the applicable particulate matter
and opacity standards as soon as pos
sible after correlation testing is com
pleted.

(9) Alternative standards for existing or
new hazardous waste burning lightweight
aggregate kilns using MACT. (i) You may
peti tion the Administrator to request
alternative standards to the mercury
or hydrogen chloride/chlorine gas emis
sion standards of this subpart. to the
semivolatile metals emission standards
under §§63.1205. 63.122l(a)(3)(ii). or
63.1Z2I(b)(3)(ii). or to the low volatile
metals emissions standards . under
§§63_1205. 63. I22I(a)(4)(ii). or
63.122l(b)(4)(ij) if:
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(A) You cannot achieve one or more
of these standards while using max
imum achievable control technology
(MACn because of raw material con
tributions to emissions of mercury.
semivolatile metals. low volatile met
als. or hydrogen chloride/chlorine gas:
or

(B) You determine that mercury is
not present at detectable levels in your
raw material.

(i i) The al ternat ive standard that
you recommend under paragrapll
(b) (9)(i)(A) of tllb sect ion may .be an
operating requirement. such as a haz
ardous waste feedrate limitation for
metal::. and/or chlorine. and/or an emis
sion limitation.

(iii) The alternative standi'lrdrnust
include a reyuirement to use MACT. or
better. applicable to the standard for
which the source is ::.eeking relief. as
defined in paragraphs (b)(9)(viii) and
(ix) of this section.

(iv) Documentation required_ (A) The
alternative standard petition you sub
mit under paragraph (b)(9)(i)(A) of this
section must include data or informa
tion documenting that raw material
contributions to emissions prevent you
from complying with the emission
standard even though the source is
using MACT. as defined under para
graphs (b)(9)(vili) and (ix) of this sec·
tion. for the standard for which you are
seeking relief.

(B) Alternative standard petitions
that you submit under paragraph
(b)(9)(i)(B) of this section must include
data or information documenting that
mercury is not present at detectable
levels In raw materials_

(v) You must include data or infor
mation with semivolatile metal and
low volatility metal alternative stand
ard petitions that you submit under
paragraph (b)(9)(i)(A) of this section
documenting that Increased chlorine
feedrates associated with the burning
of hazardous waste. when compared to
non·hazardous waste operations. do not
significantly increase metal emissions
attributable to raw materials_

(vi) You must include data or infor
mation with semivolatile metals. low
volatile metals. and hydrogen chloride!
chlorine gas alternative standard peti
tions that you submit under paragraph
(b)(9)(i)(A) of this section documenting
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thar semlvolatlle merals. low volatile
metals. and hydrogen chloride/chlorine
gas emissions attributable to the haz
ardous waste only will not exceed the
emission standards of this subpart.

(vii) You must not operate pursuant
to your recommended alternative
standards in lieu of emission standards
speclfled in this subpart:

(A) Unless the Admini"trator ap
proves the provisions of the alternativ('
standard petition request or ('stab·
lishes other alternative standards; and

(8) Until you submit a revis-pd Not Hi·
cation of Compliance that incorporat('s
the revised standards.

(viii) For purposes of this al ternat iv('
standard provision. MACT for' existing
hazardous waSle burning lightweight
aggregate kilns is defined as:

(A) For mercury. a hazardous waste
feedrate corresponding to an MTEC of
24 llg/dscm or less;

(8) For semivolatilf> metals. a haz
ardous waste feedrate corresponding to
an MTEC of 280.000 llg/dscm or less. and
use of a partlculate matter control de
vice that achieves particulate matter
emissions of 57 mg/dscm or less;

(e) For low volatile metals, a haz
ardous waste feedrate corresponding to
an MTEC of 120,000 llgldscm or less. and
use of a particulate matter control de
vice that achieves particulate matter
emissions of 57 mg/dscm or less; and

(D) For hydrogen chloride/chlorine
gas. a hazardous waste chlorine
feedrate corresponding to an MTEC of
2.000.000 llgmldscm or less. and use of an
air pollution control device with a hy·
drogen chloride/chlorine gas removal
efficiency of 85 percent or greater.

(ix) For purposes of this alternative
standard provision. MACT for new haz
ardous waste burning lightweight ag
gregate kilns is defined as:

(A) For mercury. a hazardous waste
feed rate corresponding to an MTEC of 4
llgldscm or less;

(B) For semivolatile metals. a haz
ardous waste feed rate corresponding to
an MTEC of 280.000 llgldscm or less. and
use of a particulate matter control de
vice that achieves particulate matter
emissions of 57 rng/dscm or less;

(C) For low volatile metals. a haz
ardous waste feedrate corresponding to
an MTEC of 46.000 ~g/dscm or less. and
use of a particulate matter control de-
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vice that achieves particulate matter
emissions of 57 mgldscm or less;

(D) For hydrogen chloride/chlorine
gas. a hazardous waste chlorine
feedrate corresponding to an MTEC of
14.000.000 llgm/dscm or less, and use of
an air pollution control device with a
hydrogen chloride/chlorine gas removal
efficiency of 99.6 percent or greater.

(10) Alternarive srandards for exisfing
or nf'''' hazardous waste burning Cf'menr
f<illl5 using MACT (i) You may petit:ion
thl' Administrator to request alter
n"tive standards to the mercury or hy
drogen chloride/chlorine gas emission
standards of this subpart. to the
semivolatile metals emission standards
und('r §§ 63 1204. 63.1 220(a)(3)(i i). or
631220(b)(3)(ii). or to the low volatile
metals emissions standards under
§§63 1204. 63.1220(a)(4)(11). or
63 1220(b)(4)(ll) if:

(1\) You cannot achieve one or more
of these standards while using max
imum achievable control technology
(MACn because of raw material con
tributions to emissions of mercury.
semivolatile metals. low volatile met
als. or hydrogen chloride/chlorine gas;
or

(B) You determine that mercury is
not present at detectable levels in your
raw material.

(1I) The alternative standard that
you recommend under paragraph
(b)(IO)(i)(A) of this section may be an
operating requirement, such as a haz
ardous waste feedrate limitation for
metals and/or chlorine. and/or an emis
sion limitation.

(iii) The alternative standard must
include a requirement to use MACT. or
better, applicable to the standard for
which the source is seeking relief, as
defined in paragraphs (b)(IO)(viii) and
(Ix) of this section.

(iv) Documentation required_ (A) The
alternative standard petition you sub
mit under paragraph (b)(JO) (i)(A) of
this section must include data or infor
mation documenting that raw material
contributions to emissions prevent you
from complying with the emission
standard even though the source is
using MACT. as defined in paragraphs
(b)(IO)(vili) and (ix) of this section, for
the standard for which you are seeking
relief.
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(B) Alternative standard petitions
that you submit under paragraph
(b)(lO)(i)(B) of this section must in·
clude data or information documenting
that mercury is not present at detect
able levels in raw materials.

(v) You must include data or infor
mation with semivolatile metal and
low volatile metal alternative standard
petitions that you submit under para·
graph (b}(IO)(i)(A) of this section docu
ment ing that increased thlorlne
feedrates associated with the burning
of hazardous waste. when compared to
non hazardous waste operations. do not
Significantly increase metal emissions
attributable to raw materials_

(vi) You must include data or infor
maUonwith_semivolatile_ mcrals.-Iow
volatile metals. and hydrogen chloridei
chlorine gas alternative standard peti
tions that you submit under paragraph
(b)(IO)(i}(A) of this section docu
menting that emissions of the regu
lated metals and hydrogen chloride/
chlorine gas attributable to the haz
ardous waste only will not exceed the
emission standards in this subpart.

(vii) You must not operate pursuant
to your recommended alternative
standards in lieu of emission standards
specified in this subpart:

(A) Unless the Administrator ap
proves the provisions of the alternative
standard peti tion request or estab
lishes other alternative standards; and

(B) Until you submit a revised Notifi
cation of Compliance that incorporates
the revised standards.

(viii) For purposes of this alternative
standard provision. MACT for existing
hazardous waste burning cement kilns
is defined as:

(A) For mercury. a hazardous waste
feedrate corresponding to an MTEC of
88 lIg1dscm or less;

(B) For semivolatile metals. a haz
ardous waste feedrate corresponding to
an MTEC of 31.000 J.lgldscm or less, and
use of a particulate matter control de
vice that achieves particulate matter
emissions of 0.15 kgIMg dry feed or less;

(C) For low volatile metals. a haz
ardous waste feedrate corresponding to
an MTEC of 54,000 J.lgldscm or less. and
use of a particulate matter control de
vice that achieves particulate matter
emissions of 0.15 kgIMg dry feed or less:
and
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(D) For hydrogen chloride/chlorine
gas. a hazardous waste chlorine
feedrate corresponding to an MTEC of
720,000 ~grnldscm or less.

(ix) For purposes of this alternative
standard provision. MACT for new haz
ardous waste burning cement kilns is
defined as:

(A) For mercury. a hazardous waste
feedrate corresponding to an MTEC of 7
lIg1dscm or less:

(8) For semivolatile metals. a haz
ardous waste feedrate corresponding to
an MTEC of 31.000 llg/dscm or less. and
use of a particulate maller control de
vice that achieves particulate matter
emissions of 0.15 kg/Mg dry feed or less:

(C) For low volatile metals. a haz·
ardous· waste feedrate--c-or-responding to
an MTEC of 15.000 lIg1dscm or less. and
use of a particulate matter control de
vice that achieves particulate matter
emissions of 0.15 kglMg dry feed or less;

(D) For hydrogen chloride/chlorine
gas, a hazardous waste chlorine
feed rate corresponding to an MTEC of
420.000 Ilgrnldscm or less_

(J I) Calculation ofhazardous waste res
idencf! timf!. You must calculate the
hazardous waste residence time and in
clude the calculation in the perform
ance test plan under §63.1207{O and the
operating record. You must also pro
vide the hazardous waste residence
time in the Documentation of Compl i
ance under §63.12Jl (c) and the Notifica
tion of Compliance under §§63.1207(j)
and 63.1210{d).

(12) Documenting compliancf! with the
standards based on performancf! testing.
(i) You must conduct a minimum of
three runs of a performance test re
qUired under §63.1207 to document com
pliance wIth the emission standards of
this subpart.

(li) You must document compliance
with the emission standards based on
the arithmetic average of the emission
results of each run. except that you
must document compliance with the
destruction and removal efficiency
standard for each run of the com
prehensive performance test individ
ually.

(3) Cement kilns and lightweight ag
gregate kilns that feed hazardous waste at
a location other than the end where prod·
ucts are normally discharged and where
fuels are normally fired.
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(i) Cement kilns that feed hazardous
waste at a location other than the end
where products arc normally dis
charged and where fuels are normally
fired must comply with the carbon
monoxide and hydrocarbon standards
of this sUbpart as follows:

(A) For existing sources. you must
not discharge or cause combustion
gases to be emitted into the atmos
phere that contain either:

(1) Hydrocarbons in tht> main stack
in excess of 20 parts per million by vol
ume. over an houdy rolling average
(monitored continuously with a contin
uous emissions monitoring system),
dry basis. corrected to 7 percent oxy
gen. and reported as propane: or

(2) Hydrocarbons both in the by-pass
duct and at a preheater tower combus
tion gas monitoring location in excess
of 10 parts per million by volume. at
each location. over an hourly rolling
average (monitored continuously with
a continuous emissions monitoring sys
tem). dry basis. corrected to 7 percent
oxygen. and reported as propane; or

(3) If the only firing location of haz
ardous waste upstream (In terms of gas
flow) of the point where combustion
gases are diverted into the bypass duct
Is at the kiln end where products are
normally discharged. then both hydro
carbons at the preheater tower com
bustion gas monitoring location in ex
cess of 10 parts per million by volume.
over an hourly rolling average (mon
itored continuously with a continuous
emissions monitoring system). dry
basis. corrected to 7 percent oxygen.
and reported as propane. and either hy
drocarbons in the by-pass duct in ex
cess of 10 parts per million by volume.
over an hourly rolling average (mon
itored continuously with a continuous
emissions monitoring system). dry
basis. corrected to 7 percent oxygen.
and reported as propane. or carbon
monoxide in excess of 100 parts per mil
lion by volume, over an hourly rolling
average (monitored continuously with
a continuous emissions monitoring sys·
tern). dry basis. and corrected to 7 per
cent oxygen. If you comply with the
carbon monoxide standard of 100 parts
per million by volume in the by-pass
duct. then you must also not discharge
or cause combustion gases to be emit
ted into the atmosphere that contain
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hydrocarbons in the by-pass duct in ex
cess of 10 parts per million by volume.
over an hourly rolling average (mon
itored continuously with a continuous
emissions monitoring system). dry
basis. corrected to 7 percent oxygen,
and reported as propane. at any time
during the destruction and removal ef
ficiency (DRE) test runs or their equiv
alent as plOvided by §63_1206(b)(7)_

(R) For new sources. you must not
discharge or cause combustion gases to
be pm;tted into the atmosphere that
contain either:

(1) Hydrocarbons in the main stack
in excess of 20 parts per million by vol
ume. ove' an hourly rolling average
(monitored continuously with a contin
uous emissions monitoring system).
dry basis. corrected to 7 percent oxy
gen. and reported as propane; or

(2)(J) Hydrocarbons both in the by
pass duct and at a preheater tower
combustion gas monitoring location in
excess of 10 parts per million by vol
ume. at each location. over an hourly
rolling average (monitored continu
ously with a continuous emissions
monitoring system). dry basis. cor·
rected to 7 percent oxygen. and re
ported as propane, and

(il) Hydrocarbons In the main stack.
if construction of the kiln commenced
after April 19. 1996 at a plant site where
a cement kiln (whether burning haz
ardous waste or not) did not previously
exist. to 50 parts per million by vol
ume. over a 30-day block average (mon
itored continuously with a continuous
emissions monitoring system). dry
basis. corrected to 7 percent oxygen.
and reported as propane; or

(3)(1) ]f the only firing location of
hazardous waste upstream (in terms of
gas flow) of the point where combus
tion gases are diverted into the bypass
duct is at the kiln end where products
are normally discharged. then both hy
drocarbons at the preheater tower com
bustion gas monitoring location in ex
cess of 10 parts per million by volume,
over an hourly rolling average (mon
itored continuously with a continuous
emissions monitoring system). dry
basis. corrected to 7 percent oxygen.
and reported as propane, and either hy
drocarbons in the by-pass duct in ex
cess of 10 parts per million by volume,
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over an hourly rolling average (mon
itored continuously with a continuous
emissions monitoring system). dry
basis. corrected to 1 percent oxygen.
and reported as propane, or carbon
monoxide in excess of 100 parts per mil
lion by volume. over an hourly roiling
average (monitol"ed continuously with
a continuous emissions monitoring sys
tem). dry basis. and corrected to 1 per
cent oxygen. If you comply with the
carbon monoxide standard of 100 parts
per millioll by volume in the bypas~

duct. tl""11 you must also not discharge
or cause combustion gase~ to be emit·
ted into the atmosphere that contain
hydrocarbons in the by-pass duct in ex
ces~ of 10 part~ per million by volume.
over. an hourly ro.lliflg<tv_er:.<lg~Jm()Tl:

itol cd continuously with a continuous
emissions monitoring system}. dry
basis. corrected to 1 percent oxygen,
and reported as propane. at any time
during the destruction and removal ef
ficiency (DRE) test runs or their equiv
alent as provided by §63.1206(b)(7).

(il) If construction of the kiln com·
menced after April 19. 1996 at a plant
site where a cement kiln (whether
burning hazardous waste or not) did
not previously exist. hydrocarbons are
limited to 50 parts per million by vol
ume. over a 30-day block average (mon
itored continuously with a continuous
emissions monitoring system). dry
basis. conected to 1 percent oxygen.
and reported as propane.

(ii) Lightweight aggregate kilns that
feed hazardous waste at a location
other than the end where products are
normally discharged and where fuels
are normally fired must comply with
the hydrocarbon standards of this sub
part as follows:

(A) Existing sources must comply
with the 20 parts per million by volume
hydl"ocarbon standard of this subpart;

(B) New sources must comply with
the 20 parts per million by volume hy·
drocarbon standard of this subpart.

(14) Alternative to the particulate mat
ter standard for incinerators. (i). General.
In lieu of complying, with the particu
late matter standards under .§ 63. 1203.
you may elect to comply with the fol
lOWing alternative metal emission con
tl"ol requirements:

(ii) Alternative metal emission control
requirements for existing incinerators. (A)
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You must not discharge or cause com
bustion gases to be emitted into the at
mosphere that contain cadmium. lead.
and selenium in excess of 240 l-lgrnJ
dscm. combined emissions. corrected to
7 percent oxygen; and,

(B) You must not discharge or cause
combustion gases to be emitted into
the atmosphere that contain antimony.
arsenic. beryllium. chl"omium. cobalt.
manganese, and nickel in excess of 91
flgm/dscm. combined emissions. cor
rected to 1 percent oxygen.

(iii) Alternarive mNal emission control
requirements for new incinerators. (A)
You must not discharge 01" cause com
bustion gases to be emitted into the at
mosphere that contain cadmium. lead.
_an_c!.~~l.e.!liu[TL!ne)(cesSQf24.11gm/dscm.
combined emissions. corrected to 1 per
cent oxygen: and.

(B) You must not discharge or cause
combustion gases to be emitted into
the atmosphere that contain antimony.
arsenic. beryllium. chromium. cobalt.
manganese. and nickel in excess of 97
IIgrnJdscm, combined emissions. cor
rected to 7 percent oxygen.

(iv) Operating limits. Semivolatile and
low volatile metal operating parameter
limits must be established to ensure
compliance with the alternative emis
sion limitations described in para
graphs (e)(2) and (e)(3) of this section
pursuant to §63.1209(n). except that
semivolatile metal feedrate limits
apply to lead. cadmium, and selenium.
combined. and low volatile metal
feedrate limits apply to arsenic, beryl.
lIum, chromium. antimony. cobalt.
manganese. and nickel. combined.

(IS) Alternative to the interim standards
for mercury for cement and lightweight
aggregate kilns. (i) General. In lieu of
complying with the applicable mercury
standards of §§63.1204(a)(2) and (b)(2) for
existing and new cement kilns and
§§ 63.1205(a)(2) and (b)(2) for existing and
new lightweight aggregate kilns. you
may instead elect to comply with the
alternative mercury standard described
in paragraphs (b)(15)(ii) through
(b)(I5)(v) of this section.

(ii) Operating. requirement. You must
not exceed a hazardous waste feedrate
corresponding to a maximum theo
retical emission concentration (MTEC)
of 120 J-lgldscm on a twelve-hour rolling
average.
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(iii) To document compliance with
the operating requirement of para
graph (b)(J5)(ii) of this section, you
must:

(A) Monitor and record the feedrate
of mercury for each hazardous waste
feedstream according to §63.1209(c);

(B) Monitor with a CMS and record in
the operating record the gas flowrate
(either directly or by monitoring a sur·
rogate parameter that you have cor
related to gas flowrate);

(e) Continuously calculate ami
record in the operating record a MTI::::C
assuming mercury from all hazardou5
waste feedstreams is emitted;

(D) Interlock the MTEC calculatpd in
poragrnph (b)(15)(iii)(C) cf this sccticl1
to the AWl-TO system to 5top haz
ardous waste burning when the MTI::::C
exceeds the operating requirement of
paragraph (b)(15)(ii) of this section.

(iv) In lieu of the requirement in
paragraph (b)(15)(iil) of this section,
you may:

(A) Identify in the Notification of
Compliance a minimum gas flowrate
limit and a maximum feedrate limit of
mercury from all hazardous waste
feedstreams that ensures the MTEC
calculated in paragraph (b)(15)(iii)(C) of
this section is below the operating re
quirement of paragraph (b)(J5)(1I) of
this section; and

(B) Interlock the mInimum gas
flowrate limit and maximum feedrate
limits in paragraph (b)(J5)(iv)(A) of this
section to the AWFCO system to stop
hazardous waste burning when the gas
flowrate or mercury feed rate exceeds
the limits in paragraph (b)(J5)(iv)(A) of
this section.

(v) Notification requirement. You must
notify in writing the RCRA authority
that you Intend to comply with the al·
ternative standard.

{I6) Compliance with subcategory
standards for liquid fuel boilers. You
must comply with the mercury.
semivolatile. low volatile metal. and
total chlorine standards for liquid fuel
boilers under §63.1211 as follows:

(i) You must determine the as-fired
heating value of each batch of haz
ardous waste fired by each firing sys
tem of the boiler so that you know the
mass-weighted heating value of the
hazardous waste fired at all times.
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(ii) If the as-fired heating value of
the hazardous waste is 10,000 Btu per
pound or greater. you are subject to
the thermal emission concentration
standards (Ib1million Btu) under
§63.l211.

(iii) If the as-fired heating value of
the hazardous waste is less than 10.000
Btullb. you are subject to the mass or
volume emission concentration stand·
ards (~gm/dscm or ppmv) under
§&3_1217.

(iv) If the as-fired heating value of
hazardous wastes varies above and
be low 10.000 Btu/lb over time. you 'He
subject to the thermal concentration
standards when the heating value is
10,000 Btullb or greater and the mass
concentration standards when the
heating value is Jess than 10.000 Btu/lb.
You may elect to comply at all times
with the more stringent operating re
quirements that ensure compliance
with both the thermal emission con
centration standards and the mass or
volume emission concentration stand
ards.

(c) Operating requirements-(J) Gen·
eral. (i) You must operate only under
the operating requirements specified in
the Documentation of Compliance
under §63.1211(c) or the Notification of
Compliance under §§63.l207(j) and
63.1210(d), except:

(A) During performance tests under
approved test plans according to
§&3.l207(e). CO. and (g). and

(B) Under the conditions of para
graph (b)(l)(i) or (ii) of this section:

(ii) The Documentation of Compli
ance and the Notification of Compli
ance must contain operating require
ments including. but not limited to.
the operating requirements in this sec
tion and §63. J209

(iii) Failure to comply with the opel"
ating requirements is fallure to ensure
compliance with the emission stand
ards of this subpart;

(Iv) Operating requirements in the
Notification of Compliance are applica·
ble requirements for purposes of parts
70 and 71 of this chapter: .

(v) The operating requirements speci
fied in the Notification of Compliance
will be incorporated in the title V per
mit.

(2) Startup. shutdown, and malfunction
plan. (I) You are subject to the startup.
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shutdown. and malfunction plan re
quirements of § 63.6(e)(3).

(ii) If you elect to comply with
§§210.Z35(a)(I)(iii). 210. 235 (a)(2)(ii i). or
210.235(b)(l)(ji) of this chapter to ad·
dress RCRA concerns that you mini
mize emissions of toxic compounds
from startup. shutdown. and malfunc
tion events (including releases from
emergency safety vents):

(A) The startup. shutdown. and mal·
function plan mUSI lncludl' a descrip·
tion of potential couses of malfunc
tions. including I deases from emer
gency safety ve;)(s. that may result in
significant n,-Ieases of hazardous air
pollutants. and act ions the source is
taking to minimize the frequency and
severity of those rnalfunct ions.

(8) YOUliILJ~1 submitthp starlLJp.
shutdown. and malfunction plan to the
Administlator for review and approval.

(1) Approval procedure. The Adminis·
trator will notify you of approval or in
tention to deny approval of the start·
up. shutdown, and malfunction plan
within 90 calendar days after receipt of
the original request and within 60 cal
endar days after receipt of any supple
mental information that you submit_
Before djsapproving the plan. the Ad·
ministrator will notify you of the Ad
ministrator's intentlon to disapprove
the plan together with:

(J) Notice of the information and
findings on which intended disapproval
is based; and

(m Notlce of opportunity for you to
present additional information to the
Administrator before final action on
disapproval of the plan. At the time
the Administrator notifies you of in
tention to disapprove the plan. the Ad
ministrator will specify how much
time you will have after being notified
on the Intended disapproval to submit
additional information.

("? ResponSibility of owners and opera
tors. You are responsible for ensuring
that you submit any supplementary
and additional information supporting
your plan in a timely manner to enable
the Administrator to consider whether
to approve the plan. Neither your sub
mittal of the plan. nor the Administra
tor's failure to approve or disapprove
the plan. relieves you of the responsi
bility to comply with the provisions of
this subpart.
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(C) Changes to the plan that may sig
nificantly increase emissions_ (1) You
must request approval in writing from
the Administrator within 5 days after
making a change to the startup, shut
down. and malfunction plan that may
significantly increase emissions of haz
ardous air pollutants.

(2) To request approval of such
changes to the startup. shutdown. and
malfunction plan. you must follow the
procedures prOVided by paragraph
(c){2)(ii)(B) of this section for inilial
approval of the plan.

(iii) You must identify in the plan a
projected oxygen correction factor
based on normal operations to use dur
ing periods of startup and shutdown.

(iv),yOU--ffiustn:cordth@ plan in the
operating record.

(v) Operating under the startup. shut·
down, and malfunction plan. (A) Compli
ance with A WFCO requirements during
malfunctions. (1) During malfunctions.
the automatic waste feed cutoff reo
quirements of §63.J206(c)(3) continue to
apply. except for paragraphs (c)(3)(v)
and (c)(3)(vl) of this section. If you ex
ceed a part 63. Subpart EEE. of this
chapter emission standard moni tored
by a CEMS or CaMs or operating limit
specified under §63.J209. the automatic
waste feed cutoff system must imme
diately and automatically cutoff the
hazardous waste feed. except as pro
vided by paragraph (c)(3)(vill) of this
section. If the malfunction itself pre
vents immediate and automatic cutoff
of the hazardous waste feed. however.
you must cease feeding hazardous
waste as quickly as possible.

("? Although the automatic waste
feed cutoff requirements continue to
apply during a malfunction. an exceed
ance of an emission standard mon
itored by a CEMS or CaMS or oper
ating limit specified under §63.J209 is
not a violation of this subpart EEE if
you operate in accordance with
§63.6(e) (I).

(3) Excessive exceedances during mal
functions. For each set of 10
exceedances of an emission standard or
operating requirement while hazardous
waste remains in the combustion
chamber (i.e., when the hazardous
waste residence time has not tran
spired since the hazardous waste feed
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was cutoff) during a 50-day block pe
riod, you must:

(J) Within 45 days of the 10th exceed
ance. complete an investigation of the
cause of each exceedance and evalua
tion of approaches to minimize the fre
quency. duration. and severity of each
exceedance. and revise the startup.
shutdown. and malfunction plan as
warranted by the evaluation to mini·
mize the frequency. duration. and se·
verity of each cxceedance; and

(il) RecOI'd the n'st,)ts of the inves·
tigation and evaluation in the oper·
ating record. and include a summary of
the investigation and evaluation. and
any changes to the startup. shutdown.
and malfunction plan. in the excess
emissions report required under
§63.IO(e}(3).

(B) Compliancl' with A WFCO require
ments whl'n burning hazardous wastl'
during startup and shutdown. (1) If you
feed hazardous waste during startup or
shutdown. you must include waste feed
restrictions (e.g., type and quantity).
and other appropriate operating condi
tions and limits in the startup. shut
down, and malfunction plan.

("? You must interlock the operating
limits you establish under paragraph
(c)(2)(v)(B)(1) of this section with the
automatic waste feed cutoff system re
quired under §63.1206(c)(3). except for
paragraphs (c) (3) (v) and (c) (3) (vI) of this
section.

(3) When feeding hazardous waste
during startup or shutdown. the auto
matic waste feed cutoff system must
immediately and automatically cutoff
the hazardous waste feed if you exceed
the operating limits you establish
under paragraph (c)(2)(v)(B)(1) of this
section, except as prOVided by para
graph (c)(3)(viii) of this section.

(4) Although the automatic waste
feed cutoff requirements of this para
graph (c)(2)(v)(B}(4) apply during start
up and shutdown. an exceedance of an
emission standard or operating limit is
not a violation of this subpa...t EEE if
you ope...ate in accordance with
§63.6(e)(1).

(3) Automatic waste feed cutoff
(AWFCO)-(i) General. Upon the com
pliance date, you must operate the haz
ardous waste combustor with a func
tioning system that immediately and
automatically cuts off the hazardous
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waste feed. except as provided by para
graph (c)(3)(viii) of this section:

(A) When any of the foHowing are ex
ceeded: Operating paramete... limits
specified under § 63.1209; an emission
standard monitored by a CEMS: and
the allowable combustion chambe...
pressure;

(B) When the span value of any CMS
detector. except a CEMS. is met or ex·
ceeded:

(e) Upon "'cHunn ion of a eMS mOlli
toring an operat ing parameter limit
specified under §63.1209 or an ('mission
level; or

(D) When any component of the auto·
matic waste feed cutoff system fails.

(ii) Dueting of combustion gases. Our·
ing an AWFCO. you must continue to
duct combust ion gasses to the air pol·
lution control system while hazardous
waste remains in the combustion
chamber (i. e.. if the hazardous waste
residence time has not transpired since
the hazardous waste feed cutoff system
was activated).

(iii) Restarting waste feed. You must
continue to monitor dUring the cutoff
the operating pa...ameters for which
limits are established under §63.1209
and the emissions required unde... that
section to be monitored by a CEMS.
and you must not restart the hazardous
waste feed until the operating param
eters and emission levels are within
the specified limits.

(iv) Failure of the A WFCO system. If
the AWFCO system fails to automati
cally and immediately cutoff the flow
of hazardous waste upon exceedance of
a parameter required to be Inte.-locked
with the AWFCO system under para
graph (c) (3) (I) of this section. you have
failed to comply with the AWFCO re
qul.-ements of paragraph (c)(3) of this
section. If an equipment or other fail
ure prevents immediate and automatic
cutoff of the hazardous waste feed.
however. you must cease feedIng haz
ardous waste as quickly as possible.

(v) Corrective measures. If, after any
AWFCO, there is an exceedance of an
emission standard or operal;Jng ...equire
ment, irrespective of whether the ex
ceedance occurred while hazardous
waste remained in the combustion
chamber (i.e.. whether the hazardous
waste residence time has transpired
since the hazardous waste feed cutoff
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system was activated), you must inves·
tigate the cause of the AWFCO, take
appropriate corrective measures to
minimize future AWFCOs. and record
the findings and corrective measures in
the operating record.

(Vi) Excessive exceedance reponing (A)
For each set of 10 exceedances of an
emission standard or operating require
ment while hazardous waste remains in
the combustion chamber (i.c_, when the
hazardous waste residence t imp has not
transpired since t he hazardous W<lste
feed wa.;, tutoff) during a GO-day block
period. you must submit to thp Admin
istrator a written report within 5 cal·
endar days of the 10th exceedance docu
metlt ing the exceedances and results of
the investigation and corrective meas
ures taken -

(8) On a case- by-case basis. the Ad·
ministrator may require excessive ex·
eeedance reporting when fewer than 10
exceedances occur during a GO-day
block period.

{vii} Testing. The AWFCO system and
associated alarms must be tested at
least weekly to verify operability. un
less you document in the operating
record that weekly inspections will un
duly restrict or upset operations and
that less frequent inspection will be
adequate. At a minimum. you must
conduct operability testing at: least
monthly. You must document and
record in the operating record AWFCO
operability test procedures and results.

(viii) Ramping down waste feed. (A)
You may ramp down the waste fecdrate
of pumpable hazardous waste over a pe
riod not to exceed one minute. except
as provided by paragraph (c) (3)(viii) (B)
of this section. If you elect to ramp
down the waste feed. you must docu
ment ramp down procedures in the op
erating and maintenance plan. The pro
cedures must speCify that the ramp
down begins immediately upon initi
ation of automatic waste feed cutoff
and the procedures must prescribe a
bona fide ramping down. If an emission
standard or operating limit Is exceeded
during the ramp.down. you have failed
to comply with the emission standards
or operating reqUirements of this sub
part.

(B) If the automatic waste feed cutoff
is triggered by an exceedance of any of
the following operating limits. you
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may not ramp down the waste feed cut
off: Minimum combustion chamber
temperature. maximum hazardous
waste feedrate, or any hazardous waste
firing system operating limits that
may be established for your combustor.

(4) ESV openings-(i) Failure to meet
standards. If an emergency safety vent
(ESV) opens when hazardous waste reo
mains in the combustion chamber u.P.,
when the hazardous waste residence
tim£> has not expired) during an event
other than a malfunction as defined in
the staltup. shutdown. and malfunc
tion plan such that combustion gases
are not treated as during the most re
cent comprehensive performance test
(e.g.. if the combustion gas by· passes
any emission control device. that was
operating during the performance test).
you must document in the operating
record whether you remain in compli·
ance with the emission standards of
this subpart considering emissions dur
ing the ESV opening event.

(ii) ESV operating plan. (A) You must
develop an ESV operating plan. comply
with the operating plan. and keep the
plan in the operating record.

(B) The ESV operating plan must
prOVide detailed procedures for rapidly
stopping the waste feed. shutting down
the combustor. and maintaining tem
perature and negative pressure in the
combustion chamber during the haz
ardous waste residence time, if fea
sible. The plan must Include calcula
tions and information and data docu
menting the effectiveness of the plan's
procedures for- ensuring that combus·
tion chamber temperature and nega
tive pressure are maintained as is rea
sonably feasible.

(iii) Corrective measures. After any
ESV vpening that results in a failure
to meet the emission standards as de
fined in paragraph (c)(4)(i) of this sec
tion, you must investigate the cause of
the ESV opening, take appropriate cor
rective measures to minimize such fu
ture ESV openings. and record the find
ings and corrective measures in the op'
eratlng record.

(iv) Reporting requirements. You must
submit to the Administrator a written
report within 5 days of an ESV opening
that results in failure to meet the
emission standards of this subpart {as
determined in paragraph (c)(4)(i) of this
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section) documenting the result of the
investigation and corrective measures
taken.

(5) Combustion system leaks. (i) Com
bustion system leaks of hazardous air
pollutants must be controlled by:

(A) Keeping the combustion zone
sealed to prevent combustion system
leaks; or

(B) Maintaining the maximum com
bust ion zone pressure lower t.han ambi·
ent prt>ssurc using an illst.antan<,ous
rnonitor; or

(C) Upon prior written approval of
the Administ.rator. an alternative
means of control t.o provide control of
combustion syst.em leaks equivalent to
maintenance of combustion zont> pres·
sure lower than ambient pressure: or

(D) Upon prior writt.en approval of
the Administrator. other technique(s)
which can be demonstrated to prevent
fugitive emissions without use of in
stantaneous pressure limits; and

(ii) You must specify in the perform
ance test workplan and Notification of
Compliance the method that will be
used to control combustion system
leaks. If you control combustion sys
tem leaks by maintaining the combus
tion zone pressure lower than ambient
pressure using an instantaneous mon
itor. you must also specify in the per
formance test workplan and Notifica
tion of Compliance the monitoring and
recording frequency of the pressure
monitor, and specify how the moni
toring approach will be integrated into
the automatic waste feed cutoff sys·
tern.

(6) Operator training and certification.
(i) You must establish training pro
grams for all categories of personnel
whose activities may reasonably be ex
pected to directly affect emissions of
hazardous air pollutants from the
source. Such persons Include. but are
not limited to, chief facility operators.
control room operators. continuous
monitoring system operators. persons
that sample and analyze feedstreams,
persons that manage and charge
feedstreams to the combustor. persons
that operate emission control devices,
and ash and waste handlers. Each
training program shall be of a tech
nical level commensurate with the per
son's Job duties specified in the train
ing manual. Each commensurate train-
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ing program shall require an examina
tion to be administered by the instruc
tor at the end of the training course.
Passing of this test shall be deemed the
"certification" for personnel. except
that, for control room operators. the
training and certification program
shall be as specified in paragraphs
(c)(6)(iii) through (c)(6)(vi) of this sec
tion.

(ij) You must ensure that the source
is operated and maintained at all times
by persons who are trained and cer
tified to perforn! these anti any other
duties that may affect emissions of
hazardous air pollutants. A certified
control room operator rnust be on duty
at thp .... HI"'.::H cdl tjmp"~ thp '5ourre- i:3 i~

operation.
(iii) Hazardous wa::.te incinerator con

trol room operators must:
(A) Be trained and certified under a

site-specific, source-developed and im
plemented program that meets the re
quirements of paragraph (c)(6)(v) of
this section; or

(B) Be trained under the reqUire
ments of, and certified under, one of
the follOWing American Society of Me
chanical Engineers (ASME) standards:
QHO--I-1994, QHO-la-1996, or QHO-I
2004 (Standard for the Qualification
and Certification of Hazardous Waste
Incinerator Operators). If you elect to
use the ASME program:

(1) Control room operators must,
prior to the compliance date, achieve
provisional certification. and must sub
mit an application to ASME and be
scheduled for the full certification
exam. Within one year of the compli
ance date, control room operators must
achieve full certification;

(2) New operators and operators of
new sources must. before assuming
their duties, achieve provisional cer
tification, and must submit an applica
tion to ASME, and be scheduled for the
full certification exam. Within one
year of assuming their duties, these op
erators must achieve full certification:
or

(C) Be trained and certified under a
State program.

(Iv) Control room operators of ce
ment kilns, lightweight aggregate
kilns, solid fuel boilers. liquid fuel boil
ers, and hydrochloric acid production
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furnaces must be trained and certified
under:

(A) A site-specific. source-developed
and implemented program that meets
the requirements of paragraph (c)(6)(v)
of this section; 0.-

(B) A State program_
(v) Site-specific. source developed

and implemented training programs for
control room opl'rators must include
the following elements:

(A) Training on tl1l' following ':>ub
jects:

(I) Environmental concl'rns. includ
ing types of {'missions_

(2) Basic combust ion principles_ in
cluding pr-oduns of combustion:

(3) Operat ion of thl' specific type of
combustor uspd by the operator. in
cluding proper startup. waste firing.
and shutdown procedures:

(4) Combustion controls and contin
uous monitoring systems;

(5) Operation of air pollution control
equipment and factors affecting per
formance;

(6) lnspection and maintenance of the
combustor. continuous monitoring sys
tems. and air polIution control devices;

(7) Actions to correct malfunctions
or conditions that may lead to mal
function;

(8) Residue characteristics and han
dling procedures: and

(9) Applicable Federal, state. and
local regulations. including Occupa
tional Safety and Health Administra
tion workplace standards: and

(B) An examination designed and ad
ministered by the instructor; and

(C) Written material covering the
training course topics that may serve
as reference material follOWing comple
tion of the course_

(vi) To maintain control room oper
ator qualification under a site-specific,
source developed and implemented
training program as prOVided by para
graph (c)(6)(v) of this section. control
room operators must complete an an
nual review or refresher course cov
ering. at a minimum, the follOWing
topics; .

(A) Update of regulations;
(B) Combustor operation. including

startup and shutdown procedures.
waste firing. and residue handling;

(C) Inspection and maintenance;
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(D) Responses to malfunctions or
conditions that may lead to malfunc
tion: and

(E) Operating problems encountered
by the operator.

(vii) You must record the operator
training and certification program in
the operating record.

(7) Operation and maintenance plan
(i) You must prepare and at all times
operate according to an operation and
maintenance plan that describes in de
tail procedures for operation. inspec
tiun, maintenance. anti corrective
measures for all components of the
combustor. including associated pollu
tion control equipment. that could af
fect emissions of regulated hazardous
air pollutants_

(ii) The plan must prescribe how you
will operate and maintain the com
buslor in a manner consistent with
good air pollution control practices for
minimizing emissions at least to the
levels achieved during the comprehen
sive performance test.

(iii) This plan ensures compliance
with the opera1:lon and maintenance
requirements of §63.G(e} and minimizes
emissions of pollutants. automatic
waste feed cutoffs. and malfunctions.

(iv) You must record the plan in the
operating record.

(8) Bag leak detection system require
ments. (I) If your combustor is equipped
with a baghouse (fabric filter). you
must continuously operate either:

(A) A bag leak detection system that
meets the specifications and require
ments of paragraph (c) (8) (ii) of this sec
tion and you must comply with the
corrective measures and notification
requirements of paragraphs (c)(8)(iii)
and (iv) of this section; or

(B) A particulate matter detection
system under paragraph (cl (9) of this
section.

(ii) Bag leak detection system specifica
tion and requirements. (A) The bag leak
detection system must be certified by
the manufacturer to be capable of con
tinuously detecting and recording par
ticulate matter emissions at con
centrations of 1.0 milligrams per actual
cubic meter unless you demonstrate.
under §63.1209(g)(l). that a higher de
tection limit would routinely detect
particulate matter loadings during nor
mal operations;
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(B) The bag leak detection system
shall provide output of relative or ab
solute particulate matter loadings;

(e) The bag leak detection system
shall be equipped with an alarm system
that will sound an audible alarm when
an increase in relative particulate
loadings is detected over a preset level;

(I) The bag leak detection system
shall be installed and operated in a
manner consistenl with available writ
ten guidance from the U.S. Environ
mental Protection Agency or. in tlw
<lhsence of such writlen guidance. the
rnanufacturer's written specifications
and recommendations for installation.
operation. and adjustment of the sys·
tern;

(E) The initial adjustment of the sys
tem shall. at a minimum, consist of es·
tablishing the baseline output by ad
justing the sensitivity (range) and the
averaging period of the device. and es
tablishing the alarm set points and the
alarm delay time;

(F) Following initial adjustment. you
must not adjust the sensitivity or
range. averaging period. alarm set
points. or alarm delay time, except as
detailed in the operation and mainte
nance plan required under paragraph
(c)(7) of this section. You must not in
crease the sensitivity by more than 100
percent or decrease the sensitivity by
more than 50 percent over a 365 day pe
riod unless such adjustment follows a
complete baghouse inspection which
demonstrates the baghouse is in good
operating condition:

(G) For negative pressure or induced
air baghouses. and positive pressure
baghouses that are discharged to the
atmosphere through a stack. the bag
leak detector shall be Installed down
stream of the baghouse and upstream
of any wet acid gas scrubber; and

(H) Where multiple detectors are re
quired. the system's instrumentation
and alarm system may be shared
among the detectors.

(iii) Bag leak detection system correc
tive measures requirements. The oper
ating and maintenance plan required
by paragraph (c)(7) of this section must
Include a corrective measures plan that
specifies the procedures you will follow
In the case of a bag leak detection sys
tem alarm. The corrective measures
plan must Include. at a minimum. the
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procedures used to determine and
record the time and cause of the alarm
as well as the co......ective measures
taken to correct the control device
malfunction or minimize emissions as
sPecified below. Failure to initiate the
co......ectlve measures required by this
paragraph is failure to ensure compli
ance with the emission standards in
this subpart.

(A) You must inilialC' lhe procedures
uspd to cJetprmine the cause of lhp
alarm within 30 minutes of the timp
the alarm first sounds; and

(B) You must alleviate the cause of
the alarm by taking lhe necessary cor·
rective measure(s) which may include.
but are not to be limited to. the foJ
lowing:

(1) Inspecting the baghouse for air
leaks. torn or broken filter elements.
or any other malfunction that may
cause an increase in emissions;

:"? Sealing off defective bags or filter
media;

(3) Replacing defective bags or filter
media. or otherwise repairing the con
trol device;

(4) Sealing off a defective baghouse
compartment;

(5) Cleaning the bag leak detection
system probe. or otherwise repairing
the bag leak detection system; or

(6) Shutting down the combustor.
(Iv) Excessive exceedances notification.

If you operate the combustor when the
detector response exceeds the alarm
set-point more than 5 percent of the
time during any 6-month block time
period. you must submit a notification
to the Administrator within 30 days of
the end of the 6-month block t.ime pe
riod that describes the causes of the
exceedances and the revisions to the
design. operation. or maintenance of
the combustor or baghouse you are
taking to minimize exceedances. To
document compliance with this re
quirement:

(A) You must keep records of the
date. time. and duration of each alarm.
the time corrective action was Initi
ated and completed. and a brief de
scription of the cause of the alarm and
the corrective action taken;

(B) You must record the percent of
the operating time during each 6
month period that the alarm sounds:
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(C) In calculating the opcr-ating time
percentage. if inspection of the fabric
filter- demonstrates that no conective
action is requir-ed. no alarm time is
counted; and

(D) If corrective action is r-equired,
each alar-m shall be counted as a min
imum of I hOUT-

(9) Particulate matter detection system
requirements for electrostatic precipitators
and ionizing wet scrubbf>fs. If your n,m
bust or is equipped with an electro·
sl at ic precipitat or- or ionizing wet
scrubber, and you elect not to establish
under §63_1209(m)(l){iv) site· specific
control device operating parameter
limits that are linked to the automatk
waste feed cutoff system under para
graph (c)(3) of this section. you must
continuously operate a p"rt iculaH'
matter detection system that meets
the specifications and requir-ements of
paragraph (c)(9)(i) through (iii) of this
section and you must comply with the
corrective measures and notification
requirements of paragraphs (c)(9)(iv)
through (v) of this section,

(i) Particulate matter detection system
requirements,-(A) The particulate mat
ter detection system must be cer-tified
by the manufactur-er- to be capable of
continuously detecting and r-ecording
particulate matter emissions at con
centrations of 1.0 milligrams per actual
cubic meter unless you demonstrate,
under §63,1209(g)(l). that a higher de
tection limit would r-outincly detect
par-ticulate matter- loadings during nor-
rna) operations;

(B) The particulate matter detector
shall provide output of relative or ab
solute particulate matter loadings;

(C) The particulate matter detection
system shall be equipped with an alarm
system that will sound an audible
alarm when an increase in relative or
absolute particulate loadings is de
tected over the set-point

(D) You must install, operate. and
maintain the particulate matter detec
tion system in a manner consistent
with the provisions of paragraph (c)(9)
of this section and available written
guidance from the U.s. Environmental
Protection Agency or. in the absence of
such written guidance, the manufac
turer's written specifications and rec
ommendations for installation. oper-
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ation. maintenance and quality assur-
ance of the system;

(E) You must include procedures for
installation, operation. maintenance,
and quality assurance of the particu
late matter detection system in the
Site-specific continuous monitoring
system test plan required under
§63.8(e)(3) of this chapter.

(F) Where multiple detectors are re
quired to monitor multiple control de
vic"s, the system's instrumentation
and alarm system may be shared
among the detectors.

(G) You must establish the alarm set
point as provided by either paragraph
(cj(9)(ii) or paragraph (c)(9)(iii) of this
sect ion,

(ij) Establishing--the-alarm set-point
without extrapolation (A) The alarm
set· point is the average of the test run
averages of the detector response
achieved during the comprehensive
performance test demonstrating com
pliance with the particulate matter
emission standard.

(8) During the comprehensive per
formance test. you may simulate emis
sion concentrations at the upper end of
the range of normal oper-ations by
means including feeding high levels of
ash and detuning the emIssion control
equipment_

(C) You must comply with the alarm
set-point on a 6-hour rolling average.
updated each hour with a one-hour
block average that is the average of
the detector responses over each 15
minute block;

(iii) Establishing the alann set-point
with extrapolation. You may extrapolate
the average of the test run averages of
the detector response achieved during
the comprehensive performance test as
provided by paragraph (c)(9)(lii)(A) of
this section to establish an alarm level
after you approximate the correlation
of the detector response to particulate
matter concentration as prescribed by
paragraph (c)(9)(lii)(B) of this section,
You must comply with the extrapo
lated alarm set-point on a 6-hour roll·
ing average~ updated each hour with a
one-hour block average that is the av
erage of the detector responses over
each IS-minute block.

(A) You may extrapolate the detector
response up to a particulate matter
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concentration that is 50% of the partic
ulate matter emission standard or 125%
of the highest particulate matter con
centration used to develop the correIa·
tion under paragraph (c)(9)(iii)(B) of
this section. whichever is greater. The
extrapolated emission concentration
must not exceed the particulate matter
emission standard.

(B) To establish an approximate cor
relat ion of the detector response to
particulate> matter emission concentra
t iOllS. you should use as guidance Per
formance Specificat ion· I I lor PM
CEMS (10 CFR Part 60. Appendix B).
except that you need only conduct 5
runs to establish the initial correlation
under Sect ion 8.6 of Performance Spec·
ificat ion 11.

(C) For quality assurance, you should
IJse as guidance Procedure 2 of Appen·
dix F to Part 60 of this chapter and the
detector manufacturer's recommended
procedures for periodic quality assur
ance checks and tests, except that:

(1) You must conduct annual Rel
ative Response Audits as prescribed by
Procedure 2 of Appendix F to Part 60 of
this chapter (Section 10.3(6»;

(2) You need only conduct Relative
Response Audits on a 3-year interval
after passing two sequential annual
Relative Response Audits.

(D) An exceedance of the particulate
matter emission standard by a particu
late matter detection system for which
particulate emission concentrations
have been approximately correlated
with the detector response under para
graph (c)(9)(lli) of this section is not
evidence that the standard has been ex
ceeded. The approximate correlation is
used for compliance assurance to deter
mine when corrective measures must
be taken rather than for compliance
monitoring.

(iv) Particulate matter detection system
corrective measures requirements. The op
erating and maintenance plan required
by paragraph (c)(7) of this section must
include a corrective measures plan that
specifies the procedures you will follow
in the case of a particulate matter de
tection system alarm. The corrective
measures plan must include, at a min
imum. the procedures used to deter
mine and record the time and cause of
the alarm as well as the corrective
measures taken to correct the control
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device malfunction or mlmmize emis
sions as specified below. Failure to ini
tiate the corrective measures required
by this parag..-aph is failure to ensure
compliance with the emission stand
ards in this subpart.

(A) You must initiate the procedures
used to determine the cause of the
alarm within 30 minutes of the time
the alarm first sounds: and

(S) You must alleviate the cause of
the alarm by taking the necessary cor·
rective measure(s) which may include
shutting doy,n tlw combustor.

(v) Excessjve excl'f"dances noejficaeiull
If you operate the combustor when th..
detector response exceeds the alarm
set-noinr more than S oercent of rll('
time during any 6·mon·th block time
period. you must submit a notification
to the Administrator within 30 days of
the end of the 6·month block time pe·
riod that describes the causes of the
exceedances and the revisions to the
design, operation. or maintenance of
the combustor or emission control de
vice you are taking to minimize
exceedances. To document compliance
with this requirement:

(A) You must keep records of the
date, time. and duration of each alarm.
the time corrective action was initi
ated and completed. and a brief de
scription of the cause of the alarm and
the corrective action taken:

(B) You must record the percent of
the operating time during each 6
month period that the alarm sounds:

(C) In calculating the operating time
percentage, if inspection of the emis
sion control device demonstrates that
no corrective action is required. no
alarm time is counted; and

(D) If corrective action is required.
each alarm shall be counted as a min
imum of I hour.

164 FR 53038. Sept. 30. 1999. as amended at 65
FR 42298. July 10. 2000: 65 FR 67271. Nov. 9.
2000; 66 FR 2427Z, May 14. 2001; 66 FR 35103,
July 3, 2001; 66 FR 63317. Dec. 1. 2001: 67 FR
6813, Feb. 13. 2002; 67 FR 6989, Feb. 14, 2002; 67
FR 17691, Dec. 19, 2002; 70 FR 59541, Oct. 12.
2005; 70 FR 75041. Dec. 19. 2005; 71 FR 20459,
Apr. 20. 2006; 11 FR 62393. Oct. 25. 2oo6J

§ 63.1207 What are the performance
testing requirements?

(a) General. The provisions of §63.7
apply, except as noted below.
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(b) Types ofperformance rests- (1) Com
prehensive performance tf>Sr. You must
conduct comprehensive performance
tests to demonstrate compliance with
the emission standards prOVided by
this subpart. establish limits for the
operating parameters prOVided by
§63.1209. and demonstrate compliance
with the performance specifications for
continuous monitoring systems.

(2) Cunfirmatury performancE' tesl. You
must conduu confirmatory perform·
ance te"'l stu:

0) Delllonstrdlt.' compliance with lhl
dioxin/furan emission standard when
the source operates under normal opc-r·
ating conditions: and

(ii) Conduct a performance evalua
tion of continuous monitoring ...ystem...
reqUired for cornptianc€' assuraf)te with
the dioxin/furan emission standard
under §63.1209(k).

(3) One- Time Dioxin/Furan Tesr for
Sourcf>s NO( Subjecr CO a Numerical
Dioxin!Furan Srandard. For solid fuel
boilers and hydrochloric acid p.oouc
tion furnaces. for lightweight aggre
gate kilns that are not subject to a nu
merical dioxin/furan emission standard
under §63.1221. and liquid fuel boilers
that are not subject to a numerical
dioxin/furan emission standard under
§63.1217. you must conduct a one-time
emission test for dioxin/furan under
feed and operating conditions that are
most likely to reflect daily maximum
operating variability. similar to a
dioxinlfuran comprehensive perform
ance test_

(i) You must condun the dioxin/furan
emissions test no later than the dead
line for conducting the initial com·
prehensive performance test.

(fi) You may use dioxin/furan emis
sions data from previous testing to
meet this requirement. prOVided that:

(A) The testing was conducted under
feed and operating conditions that are
most likely to reflect daily maximum
operating variability. similar to a
dioxinlfuran compliance test;

(B) You have not changed the design
or operation of the source in a manner
that could significantly affect stack
gas dioxinlfuran emission concentra
tions; and

(C) The data meet quality assurance
objectives that may be determined on a
site-specific basis.
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(iii) You may use dloxin/furan emis
sions data from a source to represent
emissions from another on-site source
in lieu of testing (i.e.. data in lieu of
testing) if the design and operation. in
cluding hazardous wast.e feed and other
feedstreams. of the sources are iden
tical.

(iv) You must include the results of
the one-lime dioxin/furan emissions
test with thp results of the initial com
prehensive pprformance test in the No·
tlfication of Compliance.

(v) You must repe~t the dioxin/furan
emissions lest if you change the design
or operation of the source in a manner
that may increase dioxin/furan emis
sions.

(el lnirial comprehensive performancE'
re5(~(lrh,i ddt';. Except as provided
by paragraphs (c)(2) and (c)(3) of this
section. you must commence the ini
t ial comprehensive performance test
not later than six months after the
compliance date.

(2) Data in ]jeu of the inirial com
prehensive performance tesr. (i) You may
request that previous emissions test
data serve as documentation of con
formance with the emission standards
of this subpart prOVided that the pre
vious testing:

(A) Was initiated after 54 months
prior to the compliance date. except as
prOVided by paragraphs (c) (2)(ii I) or
(c) (2) (Iv) of this section;

(8) Results in data that meet quality
assurance objectives (determined on a
site-specific basis) such that the re
sults demonstrate compliance with the
applicable standards;

(C) Was in conformance with the re
quirements of paragraph (g) (I) of this
section; and

(D) Was suffiCient to establish the ap
plicable operating parameter limits
under §63.1209.

(ii) You must submit data in lieu of
the initial comprehensive performance
test in lieu of (i.e.. if the data are in
lieu of all performance testing) or with
the notification of performance test re·
quired under paragraph (e) of this sec
tion.

(iii) The data in lieu test age restric
tion provided in paragraph (c)(2)(i){A)
of this section does not apply for the
duration of the interim standards (i.e.,
the standards published in the FEDERAL
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REGISTER on February 13. 2002. 67 FR
6792). See 40 CFR parts 63. 264. 265, 266.
270. and 211 revised as of July I. 2002.
Paragraph (c)(2) (J}(A) of this section
does not apply until EPA promulgates
pennanent replacement standards pur
suant to the Settlement Agreement no
ticed in the FEDERAL REGISTER on No
vember 16. 2001 (66 FR 51115).

(iv) The data in lieu test age restric
tion provid£'d in paragraph (c:){2)(i)(A)
of this sE'etion does not apply to DRE
nata provicJE'd you do not feed haz
ardous W<lste at d location in the com
bustion syst('rn other than the norrnal
name zone.

(3) For incinerators. cement kilns.
and IightwE'ight aggregate kilns. you
must commence the initial comprehen·
sive performance test to demonstrate
compliance with the standards under
§§63.1219. 63.1220. and 63.1221 not later
than 12 months after the compliance
date_

(d) Frequency of testing. Except as
otherwise specified in paragraph (d) (4)
of this section. you must conduct test
ing periodically as prescribed in para
graphs (d)(J) through (d)(3) of this sec
tion. The date of commencement of the
initial comprehensive performance test
is the basis for establishing the dead
line to commence the initial confirm
atory performance test and the next
comprehensive performance test. You
may conduct performance testing at
any time prior to the required date.
The deadline for commencing subse
quent confirmatory and comprehensive
performance testing is based on the
date of commencement of the previous
comprehensive performance test. Un
less the Administrator grants a time
extension under paragraph (I) of this.
section. you must conduct testing as
follows:

(I) Comprehensive performance testing.
Except as otherwise specified in para
graph (d)(4) of this section. you must
commence testing no later than 61
months after the date of commencing
the previous comprehensive perform
ance test. If you subm!t data in )jeu of
the Initial performance test. you must
commence the subsequent comprehen
sive performance test within 61 months
of commencing the test used to prOVide
the data In lieu of the initial perform
ance test.
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(2) Confirmatory performance testing.
Except as otherwise specified in para
graph (d)(4) of this section. you must
commence confirmatory performance
testing no later than 31 months after
the date of cOlnmencing the previous
comprehensive performance test. If you
submit data in lieu of the initial per
formance test. you must commence the
initial confirmatory performance test
within 31 months of the date six
months after the compliance datE'. To
ensure that the confirmatory test is
conducted approximately midway be
tween comprehensive performancp
tests, the Administrator will not ap
prove a test plan that schedules testing
within IS months of commencing thE'
previous comprehensive performance
test.

(3) Duration of testing. You must com
plete performance testing within 60
days after the date of commencement.
unless the Administrator determines
that a time extension is warranted
based on your documentation in writ
ing of factors beyond your control that
prevent you from meeting the 60-day
deadline.

(4) Applicable testing requirements
under the interim standards. (i) Waiver of
periodic comprehensive performance tests.
Except as provided in paragraph (c) (2)
of this section. you must conduct only
an initial comprehensive performance
test under the interim standards (I.e ..
the standards published in the FEDERAL
REGISTER on February 13. 2002): all sub
sequent comprehensive performance
testing requirements are waived under
the interim standards. The provIsions
in the introductory text to paragraph
(d) and in paragraph (d)(J) of this sec
tion do not apply until EPA promul
gates permanent replacement stand
ards pursuant to the Settlement Agree·
ment noticed in the FEDERAL REGISTER
on November 16. 2001.

(ii) Waiver of confirmatory performance
tests. You are not required to conduct a
confirmatory test under the interIm
standards (i.e.• the standards published
in the FEDERAL REGISTER ·on February
13. 2002. The confirmatory testing re
quirements in the introductory text to
paragraph (d) and in paragraph (d) (2) of
this section are waived until EPA pro
mulgates permanent replacement
standards pursuant to the Settlement
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Agreement noticed in the FEDERAL
REGISTER on November 16. 2ooi.

(e) Notification ofpeTformance test and
CMS perfonnance evaluation, and ap
proval of test plan and CMS performance
evaluation plan. (I) The provisions of
§63.7(b) and (c) and §63.8(e) apply, ex
cept:

(i) Comprehensive performance test.
You must submit to the Adminbtrator
a notification of your intention to con·
duct a comprehensive per for mance tesl
and CMS performance evaluation and a
::.ite-specific test plan dnd CMS per·
formance evaluation test plan at lea::'1
one year before the performance test
and performance evaluation are sched
uled to begin.

(ALTbe ..,b,dmjnjstratoL will nutify
you of approval ur intent to deny ap
proval of the site·specific tesl plan and
CMS peTionnance evaluation test plan
within 9 months after receipt of the
original plan.

(B) You must submit to the Adminis
trator a notification of your Intention
to conduct the comprehensive perform
ance test at least 60 calendar days be
fore the test Is scheduled to begin.

(ii) Confirmatory performance test. You
must submit to the Administrator a
notification of your Intention to con
duct a confirmatory performance test
and CMS performance evaluation and a
site-specific test plan and CMS per·
formance evaluation test plan at least
60 calendar days before the perform
ance test is scheduled to begin. The Ad·
ministrator will notify you of approval
or intent to deny approval of the site
specific test plan and CMS performance
evaluation test plan within 30 calendar
days after receipt of the original test
plans.

(2) You must make your Site-specific
test plan and CMS performance evalua·
tion test plan available to the public
for review no later than 60 calendar
days before Initiation of the test. You
must issue a public notice to all per·
sons on your facility/public mailing list
(developed pursuant to 40 CFR 70.7(h).
11.11 (d)(3)(i)(E) and J?4.10(c)(l)(ix» an·
nouncing the avallability of the test
plans and the location where the test
plans are avallable for review. The test
plans must be accessible to the public
for 60 calendar days, beginning on the
date that you Issue your public notice.
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The location must be unrestrIcted and
proVide access to the public during rea·
sonable hours and prOVide a means for
the public to obtain copies. The notifi·
cation must include the follOWing in
formation at a minimum:

(i) The name and telephone number
of the source's contact person;

(ii) The name and telephone number
of the- regulatory agency's contact per·
son:

(iii) TllP location where the test
pi iJllS <lnd any necessary support ing
dOCu01c-ntation can be reviewed and
copied.

(iv) The time period for which the
( ..st plans will be available for public
review: and

(v) An expected _tirne.peciod- for com
[))c-ncement and completion of the per·
formance test and CMS performance
evaluation test.

(3) Petitions for time extension if Ad·
ministrator fails to approve or deny test
plans. You may petition the Adminis
trator under § 63. 7{h) to obtain a
"waiver" of any performance test-ini
tial or periodic performance test; com
prehensive or confirmatory test. The
"waiver" would be Implemented as an
extension of time to conduct the per
formance test at a later date.

(i) Qualifications for the waiver. (A)
You may not petition the Adminis
trator for a waiver under this section if
the Administrator has issued a notlfi·
cation of intent to deny your test
plan(s) under § 63.7(c){3)(i){B);

(B) You must submit a site·specific
emissions testing plan and a contln·
uous monitoring system performance
evaluation test plan at least one year
before a comprehensive performance
test is scheduled to begin as required
by paragraph (c)(1) of this section, or
at least 60 days before a confirmatory
performance test is scheduled to begin
as required by paragraph (d) of this sec·
tion. The test plans must include all
required documentation, including the
substantive content requirements of
paragraph (0 of this section and
§63.8(e); and

(C) You must make a good faith ef
fort to accommodate the Administra·
tor's comments on the test plans.

(ii) Procedures for obtaining a waiver
and duration of the waiver: (A) You
must submit to the Administrator a
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waiver petition or request to renew the
petition under §63.1(h) separately for
each source at least 60 days prior to
the scheduled date of the performance
test;

(B) The Administrator will approve
or deny the petition within 30 days of
receipt and notify you promptly of the
decision;

(C) The Administrator will not ap
prov!' an individual waiver petition for
a nuration exceeding 6 months;

(D) The Administrator will include a
sunset provision in the waiver ending
the waiver within 6 months;

(E) You may submit a revised peti
tion to rr~new the waiver under
~ 63. 7(h)(3) (ji i) <It least 60 davs prior to
the end date of the most recently ap
proved waiver petition;

(F) The Administrator may approve a
revised petition for a total waiver pe
riod up to 12 months.

(iii) Content of the waiver. (A} You
must provide documentation to enable
the Administrator to determine that
the source is meeting the relevant
standard(s) on a continuous basis as re
quired by §63.1(h)(2). For extension re
quests for the initial comprehensive
performance test. you must submit
your Documentation of Compliance to
assist the Administrator In making
this determination.

(B) You must include in the petition
information justifying your request for
a waiver. such as the technical or eco
nomic infeasibility. or the Imprac
ticality. of the affected source per
forming the required test. as required
by §63.7(h)(3)(i1i).

(iv) Public notice. At the same time
that you submit your petition to the
Administrator. you must notify the
public (e.g.. distribute a notice to the
facility/public mailing list developed
pursuant to 40 CFR 70.1(h).
71.11 (d)(3)(i)(E) and 124.10(c)(l)(ix» of
your petition to waive a performance
test. The notification must include all
of the follOWing information at a min
imum;

(A) The name and telephone number
of the source's contact person;

(B) The name and telephone number
of the regulatory agency's contact per
son;

(C) The date the source submitted its
site-specific performance test plan and
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CMS performance evaluation test
plans; and

(O) The length of time requested for
the waiver.

(0 Content of performance test plan.
The provisions of §§63.1{c)(2)(l)-(Iii) and
(v) regarding the content of the test
plan apply. In addition. you must in
clude the follOWing information in the
test plan:

(I) ConrC'nt of cOl1lpTf'hensive perform·
ance rest plan. (i) An <Ina lysis of each
feedstl-eam. including h<lz<lr'dous waste.
other fuels. and industrial furnace feed·
stocks. as fired. that includes:

(A) Heating value. levels of ash (for
hazardous waste incinerators only).
levels of semivolatile metals. low vola
tile metals. mercury: and total chlo·
rine (organic and inorganic); and

(B) Viscosity or deSCription of the
physical form of the feedstream;

(ii) For organic hazardous air pollut
ants established by 42 V.S.c. 1412(b)(I).
excluding caprolactam (CAS number
105602) as provided by §63.60:

(A) Except as prOVided by paragraph
(O{l){li){D) of this section. an identi
fication of such organic hazardous air
pollutants that are present in each haz
ardous waste feedstream. You need not
analyze for organic hazardous air pol
lutants that would reasonably not be
expected to be found in the feedstream.
You must identify any constituents
you exclude from analysis and explain
the basis for excluding them. You must
conduct the feedstream analysis ac-
cording to §63.1208(b)(8); .

(B) An approximate quantification of
such identified organic hazardous air
pollutants in the hazardous waste
feedstreams. within the precision pro
duced by analytical procedures of
§63.1208{b)(8); and

(C) A description of blending proce
dures. if applicable. prior to firing the
hazardous waste feedstream. Including
a detailed analysis of the materials
prior to blending. and blending ratios.

(D) The Administrator may approve
on a case-by-case basis a hazardous
waste feedstream analysis for organic
hazardous air pollutants in lieu of the
analysis reqUired under paragraph
(0 (l)(ii){A) of this section if the re
duced analysis is sufficient to ensure
that the POHCs used to demonstrate
compliance with the applicable DRE
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standards of this subpart continue to
be representative of the most difficult
to destroy organic compounds in your
hazardous waste feedstreams;

(iii) A detailed engineering descrip
tion of the hazardous waste combustor.
including:

(A) Manufacturer's name and model
number of the hazardous waste com
bustor;

(8) Type of hazardous wastp com
bustor:

(el Maximum design ("pacily in "p
propriate units;

(D) Description of the feed system for
each feedstream:

(E) Capacity of each feed "'ystem:
(F) Description of automatic haz~

ardous waste feedcutoffsystem (s),
(G) Description of the design, opcr~

at ion. and maintenance practices for
any air pollu.tion control system: and

(H) Description of the design, oper~

ation, and maintenance practices of
any stack gas monitoring and pollution
control monitoring systems;

(Iv) A detailed description of sam
pling and monitoring procedures in
cluding sampling and monitoring loca
tions in the system. the eqUipment to
be used. sampling and monitoring fre
quency. and planned analytical proce
dures for sample analysis;

(v) A detailed test schedule for each
hazardous waste for which the perform
ance test Is planned. including date(s).
duration. quantity of hazardous waste
to be burned. and other relevant fac
tors;

(vi) A detailed test protocol. includ
ing. for each hazardous waste identi
fied. the ranges of hazardous waste
feedrate for each feed system. and. as
appropriate. the feed rates of other
fuels and feedstocks. and any other rel
evant parameters that may affect the
ability of the hazardous waste com
bustor to meet the emission standards;

(vii) A description of. and planned op
erating conditions for. any emission
control equipment that will be used:

(viii) Procedures for rapidly stopping
the hazardous waste feed and control
ling emissions In the event of an equip
ment malfunction;

(Ix) A determination of the hazardous
waste residence time as required by
§63.1206(b)(1l);
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(x) ]f you are requesting to extrapo
late metal feedrate limits from com
prehensive perfonnance test levels
under §§ 63~1209(1)(I)(v) or
63.1209(n)(2)(vii):

(A) A description of the extrapolation
methodology and rationale for how the
approach ensures compliance with the
emission standards:

(8) Documentation of the historical
range of normal (j~P. other than during
compliancp testing) metals feedrates
for erich fe"ds[rl'am;

(e) Documentation that the level of
spiking recommended during the per
formance test will mask sampling and
analysis imprecision and inaccuracy to
the extent that the extrapolated
feedrate limits adequately assure com
pliance with the emission standards;

(xi) If you do not continuously mon
itor regulated constituents in natural
gas. process air feedstreams. and
feedstreams from vapor recovery sys
tems under §63.1209(c)(5), you must in
clude documentation of the expected
levels of regulated constituents in
those feedstreams;

(xii) Documentation justifying the
duration of system conditioning re
qUired to ensure the combustor has
achieved steady-state operations under
performance test operating conditions.
as provided by paragraph (g)(l)(iii) of
this section;

(xiii) For cement kilns with in-line
raw mills. if you elect to use the emis
sions averaging provision of this sub
part. you must notify the Adminis
trator of your intent in the initial (and
subsequent) comprehensive perform
ance test plan. and prOVide the infor
mation required by the emission aver
aging provision;

(xiv) For preheater or preheaterl
precalciner cement kilns with dual
stacks. if you elect to use the emis
sions averaging provision of this sub
part. you must notify the Adminis
trator of your intent In the initial (and
subsequent) comprehensive perform
ance test plan. and provide the infor
mation required by the emission aver
aging proVision;

(xv) If you request to use Method 23
for dioxin/furan you must prOVide the
information required under
§63.1208(b) (J)(i) (8);
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(xvi) If you are not required to con
duct performance testing to document
compliance with the mercury.
semivolatlle metals. Jow volatile met
als, or hydrogen chloride/chlorine gas
emission standards under paragraph
(m) of this section, you must include
with the comprehensive performance
test plan documentation of compliance
with the provisions of that section.

(xvii) If yOtl propose to use a surro
gatp for measuring or monitoring gas
llowratp. you must document in the
comprehen~jve performance test plan
thaI the' surrogate adequately cor
relates with gas llowrate. as required
by paragraph (m)(7) of this section. and
§ 63. J209(j)(2). (k)(3). (m)(2)(i). (n) (5) (I).
"'HI (0)(2)(i).

(xviii) You must submit an applica·
t iun to request alternative monitoring
under §63.l209(g)(I) not later than with
the comprehensive performance test
plan, as required by
§ 63. I209(g) (1)(lli)(A).

(xix) You must document the tem
perature location measurement In the
comprehensive performance test plan.
as required by §§ &3.1209(j) (I)(i) and
63 .1209{k)(2)(i) .

(xx) If your source Is equipped with
activated carbon Injection, you must
document in the comprehensive per
formance test plan:

(A) The manufacturer specifications
for minimum carrier fluid flowrate or
pressure drop. as required by
§63.1209(k){6)(ii); and

(B) Key parameters that affect car
bon adsorption. and the operating lim
its you establish for those parameters
based on the carbon used during the
performance test. if you elect not to
specify and use the brand and type of
carbon used during the comprehensive
performance test. as reqUired by
§ 63. J209(k) (6) (ii i).

(xxi) If your source is equipped with
a carbon bed system. and you elect not
to specify and use the brand and type
of carbon used during the comprehen
sive performance test, you must in
clude in the comprehenslvl;! 'perform
ance test plan key parameters that af
fect carbon adsorptlon. and the oper·
atlng limits you establish for those pa
rameters based on the carbon used dur
Ing the performance test, as required
by §63.1209(k)(7)(ii).
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(xxii) If you feed a dloxln/furan inhib
itor Into the combustion system. you
must document in the comprehensive
performance test plan key parameters
that affect the effectiveness of the in
hibitor. and the operating limits you
establish for those parameters based on
the Inhibitor fed during the perform
ance test, if you elect not to specify
and use the brand and type of inhibitor
used during the comprehensive per·
formance test. as required by
§63.1209(k)(9)(ii).

(xxiii) If your source is equipped with
a wet scrubber and you elect to mono
itor solids content of the scrubber liq·
uid manually but believe that hourly
monitoring of ~olids content is nOt
warrant.ed. you must support an alter·
native monitoring frequency in the
comprehensive performance test plan.
as required by §63.1209(m)(I)(i)(B)(I)(I).

(xxiv) If your source is equipped with
a particulate matter control device
other than a wet scrubber. baghouse. or
electrostatic precipitator. you must in
clude in the comprehensive perform·
ance test plan:

(A) Documentation to support the op
erating parameter limits you establish
for the control device, as reqUired by
§63.1209(m)(J){iv)(A)(4); and

(B) Support for the use of manufac
turer specifications if you recommend
such specifications in lieu of basing op
erating limits on performance test op·
erating levels, as required by
§63.1209(m) (I) (iv)(D).

(xxv) Jf your source is equipped with
a dry scrubber to control hydrogen
chloride and chlorine gas. you must
document in the comprehensive per·
formance test plan key parameters
that affect adsorption, and the limits
you establish for those parameters
based on the sorbent used during the
performance test. If you elect not to
specify and use the brand and type of
sorbent used during the comprehensive
performance test. as required by
§63.1209(o)(4)(iii)(A); and

(xxvi) For purposes of calculating
semivolatile metal, low volatile metal,
mercury. and total chlorine (organic
and Inorganic), and ash feedrate limits.
a description of how you will handle
performance test feedstream analytical
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results that determines these constitu
ents are not present at detectable lev
els.

(xxvii) Such other information as the
Administrator reasonably finds nec
essary to determine whether to ap
prove the performance test plan.

(2) Content of confirmatory test plan_
(I) A description of your normal hydro
carbon or carbon monoxide operating
levels. as specified in paragraph
(g)(2)(i) of this section. and an expla
nation of how these normal levels were
determined:

(ii) A description of your normal ap
plicable operating parameter levels. a"
specified in paragraph (g)(2)(ii) of this
section. and an explanation of how
these normal levels were delermined:

-(H1)-A description of your normal
chlorine operating levels. as specific-o
in paragraph (g)(2)(iii) of this section.
and an explanation of how these nor·
mal levels were determined;

(iv) If you use cal'bon iI~ection or a
carbon bed. a description of your nor
mal cleaning cycle of the particulate
matter control device. as speCified in
paragraph (g)(2){iv) of this section. and
an explanation of how these normal
levels were determined;

(v) A detailed description of sampling
and monitoring procedures including
sampling and monitoring locations in
the system. the equipment to be used.
sampling and monitoring frequency.
and planned analytical procedures for
sample analysis;

(vI) A detailed test schedule for each
hazardous waste for which the perform
ance test Is planned. including date(s).
duration. quantity of hazardous waste
to be burned. and other relevant fac·
tors:

(vii) A detailed test protocol, includ
ing. for each hazardous waste identi
fied. the ranges of hazardous waste
feedrate for each feed system, and. as
appropriate. the feedrates of other
fuels and feedstocks. and any other reI·
evant parameters that may affect the
ability of the hazardous waste com
bustor to meet the dioxln/furan emis
sion standard;

(viii) A description of. and planned
operating conditions for. any emission
control equipment that will be used:

(ix) Procedures for rapidly stopping
the hazardous waste feed and control-
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ling emissions in the event of an eqUip
ment malfunction; and

(x) Such other information as the Ad
ministrator reasonably finds necessary
to determine whether to approve the
confirmatory test plan.

(g) Operating conditions during testing.
You must comply with the provisions
of §63.7(e). Conducting performance
lesl ing under operating conditions rep
resent at ive of Ihe extreme range of
normal condi I ions is consistent with
ItIP requirement of §63.1(e)(J) to con
due t performance tesl ing under rep
resentative operating conditions.

(I) Comprehensive performance test
ing-(i) Opera/ions during r(>sring_ For
tht' following parameters. you must op
eratp the combustor during the per
formance test under normal conditions
(or conditions that will result in higher
than normal emissions):

(A) Chlorine feedrate. You must feed
normal (or higher) levels of chlorine
during the dioxin/furan performance
test;

(B) Ash feedrate. For hazardous waste
incinerators. you must conduct thefol
lOWing tests when feeding normal (or
higher) levels of ash: The semivolatile
metal and low volatile metal perform
ancetests; and the dioxin/furan and
mercury performance tests if activated
carbon injection or a carbon bed is
used: and

(e) Cleaning cycle of the particulate
matter control device. You must conduct
the following tests when the particu
late matter control device undergoes
its normal (or more frequent) cleaning
cycle: The particulate matter,
semivolatile metal. and low volatile
metal performance tests; and the
dioxinlfuran and mercury performance
tests if activated carbon injection or a
carbon bed is used.

(ii) Modes ofoperation. Given that you
must establish limits for the applicable
operating parameters specified in
§63.1209 based on operations during the
comprehensive performance test, you
may conduct testing under two or more
operating modes to provide operating
flexibility.

(iii) Steady-state conditioTls. (A) Prior
to obtaining performance test data,
you must operate under performance
test conditions until you reach steady-
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state operations with respect to emis
sions of pollutants you must measure
during the performance test and oper
ating parameters under §63_l209 for
which you must establish limits_ Dur
ing system conditioning. you must en
sure that each operating parameter for
which you must establish a limit is
held at the level planned for the per
formance test. You must include docu
rncnt <It iOIl in t he performance test plan
under paragraph (f) of this section jus
tHying the dur<triun of <,ystern condi
t iOllillg.

(B) If you own or operate a hazardous
waste cement kiln that recycles col
lected parlicul<lte matter (i.e_. cement
kiln dust) into the kiln. you must sam
ple and analyze the recycled particu
late matter prior to obtaining perform·
ance test data for levels of selected
metals that must be measured during
performance testing to document that
the system has reached steady-state
conditions (i.e.. that metals levels have
stabilized). You must document the ra
tionale for selecting metals that are in
dicative of system equilibrium and in
clude the information in the perform
ance test plan under paragraph If) of
this section. To determine system equi
librium. you must sample and analyze
the recycled particulate matter hourly
for each selected metal. unless you sub
mit in the performance test: plan a jus
tification for reduced sampling and
analysis and the Administrator ap
proves in writing a reduced sampling
and analysis frequency.

(2) Confirmatory performance testing.
You must conduct confirmatory per
formance testing for dioxinlfuran under
normal operating conditions for the
following parameters:

(I) Carbon monoxide (or hydrocarbon)
CEMS emissions levels must be within
the range of the average value to the
maximum value allowed. except as pro
vided by paragraph (g)(2){iv) of this
section_ The average value is defined as
the sum of the hourly rolling average
values recorded (each minute) over the
previous 12 months. divIded by the
number of rolling averages recorded
during that time. The average 'value
must not include calIbration data.
startup data. shutdown data, malfunc
tion data. and data obtained when not
burning hazardous waste;
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(ii) Each operating limit (specified in
§63.l209) established to maintain com
pliance with the dioxinlfuran emission
standard must be held within the range
of the average value over the previous
12 months and the maximum or min
imum. as appropriate. that is allowed,
except as provided by paragraph
(g)(Z)(iv) of this section. The average
value is defined as the sum of the roll
ing average values recorded over the
p"evious 12 mont hs. divided by the
number of ro1 ling aver"ges recorded
during that time. The average vdlue
must not include calibration dat a.
startup data, shutdown data, malfunc·
tion data. and data obtained when not
burning hazardous waste;

(iii) You must feed chlorine at nor
mal feed rates or greater: and

(Iv) If the combustor is equipped with
carbon iruection or carbon bed_ normal
cleaning cycle of the particulate mat·
ter control device.

(v) The Administrator may approve
an alternative range to that required
by paragraphs (g)(2){i) and (Ii) of this
section if you document in the con
firmatory performance test plan that it
may be problematic to maintain the
required range during the test. In addi
tion. when making the finding of com
pliance. the AdmInistrator may con·
sider test conditions outside of the
range specified in the test plan based
on a finding that you could not reason
ably maIntain the range specified in
the test plan and considering factors
Including whether the time duration
and level of the parameter when oper
ations were out of the specified range
were such that operations durIng the
confirmatory test are determined to be
reasonably representative of normal
operations. In addition, the AdminIs
trator wIll consider the proximity of
the emission test results to the stand·
ard.

(h) Operating conditions during subse
quent testing. (I) Current operating pa
rameter limits establIshed under
§63.1209 are waived during subsequent
comprehensive performance testing.

(2) Current operating parameter lim
its are also waived during pretesting
prior to comprehensive performance
testing for an aggregate tIme not to ex
ceed no hours of operation (renewable
at the discretion of the Administrator)
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under an approved test plan or if the
source records the results of the pre
testing. Pretesting means:

(i) Operations when stack emissions
testing for dioxin/furan. mercury.
semivolatile metals, low volatile met·
als. particulate matter. or hydrogen
chloride/chlorine gas is being per
formed; and

(ii) Operations to reach steady state
operating conditions prior to stack
emissions testing under paragraph
(g)(I)(iii) of this section.

(i) Time extension for subsequenc per
formance tests. After the initial com·
prehensive performance test. you may
request up to a one-year time exten·
sion for conducting a comprehensive or
confirmatory performance test to cun
solidate-jYerforman'ce testing with
other state or federally required emis
sion testing. or for other reasons
deemed acceptable by the Adminis
trator. If the Administrator grants a
time extension for a comprehensive
performance test, the deadlines for
commencing the next comprehensive
and confirmatory tests are based on
the date that the subject comprehen
sive performance test commences.

(I) You must submit in writing to the
Administrator any request under this
paragraph for a time extension for con
ducting a performance test.

(2) You must include in the request
for an extension for conducting a per
formance test the following:

(i) A description of the reasons for re
questing the time extension;

(Ii) The date by which you will com
mence performance testing.

(3) The Administrator will notify you
in writing of approval or intention to
deny approval of your request for an
extension for conducting a perform·
ance test within 30 calendar days after
receipt of sufficient information to
evaluate your request. The 30·day ap·
proval or denial period will begin after
you have been notified in writing that
your application is complete. The Ad·
ministrator will notify you in writing
whether the application contains suffi
cient information to make a deter·
mination within 30 calendar days after
receipt of the original application and
within 30 calendar days after receipt of
any supplementary information that
you submit.
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(4) When notifying you that your ap·
plication is not complete. the Adminis
trator will specify the information
needed to complete the application.
The Administrator will also provide
notice of opportunity for you to
present. in writing. within 30 calendar
days after notification of the incom·
plete application. additional informa·
tion or arguments to the Adminis
trator to ('nab Ie further action on the
applicat ion

(:,) Befure denying any request fur an
exten"l011 for per formanee testing. the
Administrator will notify you in writ
ing of the Administrator's intention to
issue the denial. together with:

(i) Not ice of the information and
finding" on which the intended denial
is based: and

(i i) Not ice of opport unily for you to
present in writing. within 15 calendar
davs after notification of the intended
denial. additional information or argu
ments to the Administrator before fur
ther action on the request.

(6) The Administrator's final deter
mination to deny any request for an
extension will be in writing and will
set forth specific grounds upon which
the denial is based. The final deter
mination will be made within 30 cal
endar days after the presentation of ad
ditional information or argument (if
the application Is complete). or within
30 calendar days after the final date
specified for the presentation if no
presentation is made.

(j) Notification of compJiance-(l) Com
prehensive performance test. (i) Except as
provided by paragraphs 0)(4) and (j)(5)
of this section. within 90 days of com
pletion of a comprehensive perform
ance test. you must postmark a Notifi
cation of Compliance documenting
compliance with the emission stand·
ards and continuous monitoring sys·
tern requirements. and identifying op
erating parameter limits under
§63_1209.

(Ii) Upon postmark of the Notifica·
tion of Compliance. you must comply
with all operating requirements speci
fied in the Notification of CompliGlnce
in lieu of the limits specified in the
Documentation of Compliance required
under §63.121 J{c).

(2) Confirmatory performance tesr~ Ex
cept as provided by paragraph 0)(4) of
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this section. within 90 days of comple
tion of a confirmatory performance
test. you must postmark a Notification
of Compliance documenting compli
ance or noncompliance with the appli
cable dioxin/furan emission standard_

(3) See §§63.7(g). 63.9(h). and 63.1210(d)
for additional requirements pertaining
to the Notification of Compliance (e.g..
you must include results of perform
ann' tests in the Notification of Com
pliance).

(4) Time exrension. You may submit a
written rcyuest to the Administrator
for a rimp extension documenting th<'lt.
for reasons beyond your control. you
may not be able to meet the 90-day
d('adlin(' for submilling the Not inca
t ion of Compliance after- completion of
tcst ing. The Administrator will deter
Illirw whether a time extension is war
ranted.

(5) l::arly compliBnce_ If you conduct
the initial comprehensive performance
test prior to the compliance date. you
must postmark the Notification of
Compliance within 90 days of comple
tion of the performance test or by the
compliance date, whichever is later.

(k) Failure to submit B timely notifica·
tion ofcompliance. (I) If you fall to post
mark a Notification of Compliance by
the specified date. you must cease haz
ardous waste burning immediately.

(2) Prior to submitting a revised No
tification of Compliance as prOVided by
paragraph (k)(3) of this section, you
may burn hazardous waste only for the
purpose of pretesting or comprehensive
performance testing and only for a
maximum of 720 hours (renewable at
the discretion of the Administrator).

(3) You must submit to the Adminis
trator a Notification of Compliance
subsequent to a new comprehensive
performance test before resuming haz
ardous waste burning.

(I) Failure of perfonnance test-(I)
Comprehensive performance test. The pro
visions of this paragraph do not apply
to the initial comprehensive perform
ance test If you conduct the test prior
to your compliance date. .

(i) If you determine (based on CEM
recordings. results of analyses of stack
samples. or results of CMS perform
ance evaluations) that you have ex
ceeded any emission standard during a
comprehensive performance test for a
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mode of operation, you must cease haz
ardous waste burning immediately
under that mode of operation. You
must make this determination within
90 days following completion of the
performance test.

(ii) If you have failed to demonstrate
compliance with the emission stand
ards for any mode of operation:

(A) Prior to submitting a revised No
tification of Compliance as prOVided by
paragraph (I) (J)(ii)(C) of this sect ion.
you may burn hazardous waste only for
the purpose of pretesting or rom
prehensive performance testing under
revised uperating conditions. and only
for <l maximum of 720 hours (renewable
at the discretion of the Adrninist>utor).
except as provided by paragraph (1)(3)
of this section;

(B) You must conduct a comprehen
sive performance test under revised op
erating conditions following the reo
quirements for performance testing of
this section; and

(e) You must submit to the Adminis
trator a Notification of Compliance
~ubsequent to the new comprehensive
performance test.

(2) Confirmatory performance test. If
you determine (based on CEM record
ings, results of analyses of stack sam
ples. or results of CMS performance
evaluations) that you have failed the
dioxin/furan emission standard during
a confirmatory performance test. you
must cease burning hazardous waste
immediately. You must make this de
termination within 90 days following
completion of the performance test. To
burn hazardous waste in the future:
. (I) You must submit to the Adminis

trator for review and approval a test
plan to conduct a comprehensive per
formance test to identify revised limits
on the applicable dioxin/furan oper
ating parameters speCified in
§63.1209(k);

(ii) You must submit to the Adminis
trator a Notification of Compliance
with the dioxin/furan emission stand
ard under the provisions of paragraphs
(j) and (k) of this Section and this para
graph (I). You must include in the No
tIfication of Compliance the revised
limits on the applicable dioxin/furan
operating parameters specified in
§63.J209(k); and
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(iii) Until the Notification of Compli
ance Is submitted. you must not burn
hazardous waste except for purposes of
pretesting or confirmatory perform
ance testing. and for a maximum of no
hours (renewable at the discretion of
the Administrator). except as prOVided
by paragraph (I) (3) of this section.

(3) You may petition the Adminis·
trator to obtain written approval to
burn hazardous waste in the interim
prior to submitting a Notificat ion of
Compliance for purposes other than
testing Or pretesting. 'You must spec ify
operating requirements. including lim·
its on operating parameters. that you
determine will ensure compliance with
the emission standards of this subpart
based on available information indud
ing-rlaiaTiom'ihefailed -'performance
test. The Administrator will review.
modify as necessary. and approve il
warranted the interim operating reo
quirements. An approval of interim op
erating requirements will include a
schedule for submitting a Notification
of Compliance.

(m) Waiver ofperfonnance CesC. (I) The
waiver provision of this paragraph ap
pI ies in addition to the provisions of
§63.7(h).

(2) You are not required to conduct
performance tests to document compli
ance with the mercury. semivolatile
metals. low volatile metals. or hydro·
gen chloridelchlorlne gas emission
standards under the conditions speCi
fied in this paragraph (m)(2). You are
deemed to be in compliance with an
emission standard If the twelve-hour
rolling average maximum theoretical
emission concentration (MTEC) does
not exceed the emission standard:

(I) Determine the feedrate of mer
cury. semlvolatlle metals. low volatile
metals. or total chlorine and chloride
from all feedstreams;

(ii) Determine the stack gas fJowrate;
and

(Ill) Calculate a MTEC for each
standard assuming all mercury.
semivolatile metals. low volatile met
als. or total chlorine (organic and inor
ganic) from aU feedstreams is emitted:

(3) To document compliance with this
provision. you must:

(i) Monitor and record the feedrate of
mercury. semlvolatile metals, low
volatile metals. and total chlorine and
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chloride from all feedstreams accord·
ing to §63.l209(c);

(ii) Monitor with a eMS and record in
the operating record the gas fJowrate
(either directly or by monitoring a sur
rogate parameter that you have cor·
related to gas fJowrate):

(iii) Continuously calculate and
record in the operating record the
MTEC under the procedures of para
graph (01)(2) of this section: and

(iv) Interlock the MTEC calculated
in paragraph (01)(2)(iii) of [his section
to the AWFCO system to stop haz
ardous waste burning when the MTEC
exceeds the emission standard.

(4) In lieu of the requirement in para
graphs (01)(3)(jii) and (iv) of this sec
tion. you may:

(i) Ident ify in th(' Not ilin,tion of
Compl iance a minimum gas fJowrate
limit and a maximum feedrate limit of
mercury. semivolatiJ(, metals. low
volatile metals. and/or total chlorine
and chloride from all feedstreams that
ensures the MTEC as calculated in
paragraph (01)(2)(iii) of this section is
below the applicable emission stand
ard; and

(ii) Interlock the mInimum gas
fJowrate limit and maximum feedrate
limit of paragraph (m)(4)(i) of this sec
tion to the AWFCO system to stop haz
ardous waste burning when the gas
flowrate or mercury. semivolatHe met
als. low volatile metals. and/or total
chlorine and chloride feedrate exceeds
the limits of paragraph (m)(4)(i) of this
section.

(5) When you determine the feedrate
of mercury. semlvolatile metals. low
volatile metals. or total chlorine and
chloride for purposes of this provision.
except as provided by paragraph (01)(6)
of this section. you must assume that
the analyte is present at the full detec
tion limit when the feedstream anal·
ysis determines that the analyte is not
detected in the feedstream.

(6) Owners and operators of haz
ardous waste burning cement kilns and
llghtweight aggregate kilns may as
sume that mercury is present in raw
material at half the detection limit
when the raw material feedstream
analysis determines that mercury is
not detected.

(7) You must state in the site-specific
test plan that you submit for review
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and approval under paragraph (e) Df
this sectiDn that YDU intend tD comply
with the prDvisions of this paragraph.
You must include in the test plan docu
mentation that any surrogate that is
proposed for gas llowrate adequately
correlates with the gas !lowrate.

164 FR 53038. Sept- 30. 1999. as amended at 65
FR 42299. July 10. 2000: 65 FR 67271. Nov 9.
2000; 66 FR 35106. July 3. 2001; 66 FR 63318.
Dec. 6. 2001: 61 l-'R 6814 reb. 13. 2002. 61 FR
6990. Feb. 14. 2002; 61 FR 11691. Dec 19. 2002
10 FR 59546. DC!. 12.200'1

§ 63.] 208 What are the test methods?

(a) (Reserved)
(b) Test methods. You must use rhe

follOWing test mel hods to determ ine
compliance \\'ith the e:nission~ 5t2!1d

ards of this subpart.
(I) Dioxins and furans 0) To deter·

mine compliance with the emission
standard for dioxins and furan .... you
must use:

(A) Method 0023A. Sampling Method
for Polychlorinated Oibenzo-p-Oioxins
and Polychlorinated Oibenzofurans
emissions from Stationary Sources.
EPA Publication SW-846 (incorporated
by reference-see §63.14); or

(B) Method 23. provided in appendix
A. part 60 of this chapter. after ap
proval by the Administrator.

(1) You may request approval to use
Method 23 in the performance test plan
required under §63.1207(e)(i) and (ii).

(2) In determining whether to grant
approval to use MethDd 23. the Admin·
istrator may consider factors Including
whether dioxin/furan were detected at
levels substantially below the emission
standard In previous testing. and
whether previous Method 0023 analyses
detected low levels of dioxin/furan in
the front half of the sampling train.

(3) Sources that emit carbonaceous
particulate matter. such as cDal-fired
boilers. and sources eqUipped with acti
vated carbon injection. wllI be deemed
not suitable for use of Method 23 unless
YDU document that there would not be
a significant improvement in quality
assurance with Method OOZ3A.

(Ii) You must sample for a minimum
Df three hours, and you must collect a
minimum sample volume of 2.5 dscm;
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(iii) You may assume that nondetects
are present at zero cDncentration.

(2) Mercury. You must use Method 29.
provided in appendix A. part 60 of this
chapter. to demonstrate compliance
with emission standard for mercury.

(3) Cadmium and lead. You must use
Method 29. provided in appendix A, part
60 of this chapter. to determine compli
ance with the emission standard for
cadmium and lead (combined).

(4) Arscnic. b('ryJ/jum. and chromium.
Yeu must use Method 2!l. prOVided in
appendix A. part 60 Df this chapter. to
liNermine compliance with the emis
siDn standard for arsenic. beryllium.
alld chromium (combined).

(:J; Hydroger; chloride and clJlorinr
Kils- (i) Compliallce with MACT srand
ards. To determine compliance with
the emission standard for hydrogen
chloride and chlDrine gas (combined).
you must use:

(A) Method 26/26A as proVided in ap
pendiX A. part 60 of this chapter; or

(B) Methods 320 or 321 as proVided in
appendiX A. part 63 Df this chapter. Dr

(C) ASTM 0 6735-01, Standard Test
Method for Measurement of Gaseous
Chlorides and Fluorides from Mineral
Calcining Exhaust Sources-Impinger
Method to measure emissions of hydro
gen chloride. and Method 26/26A to
measure emissions of chlorine gas. pro
vided that you follow the provisions in
paragraphs (b)(5)(C)(1) through (6) Df
this section. ASTM 0 6735-01 is avail
able for purchase from at least one of
the following addresses: American So·
ciety for Testing and Materials
(ASTM). JOO Barr Harbor. Drive. Post
Office Box C100. West Conshohocken.
PA 19428-2959; or ProQuest. 300 North
:z.eeb Road. Ann Arbor. MI 48106.

(1) A test must Include three or more
runs in which a pair of samples is ob·
tained simultaneously for each run ac
cording to section 11.2.6 of ASTM
Method 06735-01.

(2) YDU must calculate the test run
standard deviation of each set of paired
samples to quantify data precision, ac
cording to Equation I of this section:
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[
Cl - C2 ]RSD. =(100) AbsoJuteValue • •
CI. +C2.

(Eq. I)

Where:
RSD. = The test run relative standard devi·

ation of sample pair a. percent.
CI. and C2. = The Hel concentrations. mil1i~

gram/dry standard cubic meter (mgldscm).
horn (hE> paired salnplp,

Ll) You must c<lleulate thp test aver~

age 1~e1alive standard deviation accord~

ing to Equ<ltion 2 of this section:

Wh"r".
RSDT.-\ = The les.t averLlge relat ive standard

deviation. percent.
RSD. = The test run relative standard devi·

ation for sample pair a.
p = The number of test run_. ~3~

(4) If RSDTA is greater than 20 per
cent. the data are invalid and the test
must be repeated.

(5) The post-test analyte spike proce
dure of section 11.2.1 of ASTM Method
D6135-01 is conducted. and the percent
recovery is calculated according to sec
tion 12.6 of ASTM Method D6135-01.

(6) If the percent recovery is between
70 percent and 130 percent. inclusive.
the test is valid. If the percent recov
ery is outside of this range, the data
are considered invalid. and the test
must be repeated.

(ii) Compliance with risk-based limits
under §63.l2l5. To demonstrate compli
ance with emission limits established
under §63.1215, you must use Method 26/
26A as provided in appendix A, part 60
of this chapter. Method 320 as provided
in appendiX A. part 63 of this chapter.
Method 321 as provided in appendix A.
part 63 of this chapter. or ASTM D
6735-01, Standard Test Method for
Measurement of Gaseous Chlorides and
Fluorides from Mineral Calcining Ex
haust Sources-Impinger Method (fol·
lowing the provisions of paragraphs
(b)(5)(C)(J) through (6) of this section).
except: .

(A) For cement kilns and sources
equipped with a dry acid gas scrubber.

- - -V ~_tEq. 2)

you must use Methods 320 or 321 as pro
vided in appendix A. part 63 of this
chapter. or ASTM D 6735-01 to measure
hydrogpn chloride. and tilt' back~half.

caustic impingers of Method 26/2liA as
provided In apppndix A. pari fiO of this
chapter to measure chlorill<:> gas: i'llld

(B) For incinerators. boiJ<:>rs. <lnd
lightweight aggregate kilns. you must
use Ml.'t hods 320 or 321 as prov ided in
appendix A. part li3 of this chapter. or
ASTM D 6735-01 to measure hydrogen
chloride. and Method 26/26A as provided
in appendix A. part ~fiO~of this chapter
to measure total chlorine. and cal·
culate chlodne gas by difference if

(I) The bromine/chlorine ratio in
feedstreams is greater than 5 percent:
or

(2) The sulfur/chlorine ratio in
feedstreams is greater than 50 percent.

(6) Particulate matter. You must use
Methods 5 or 51. prOVided in appendix
A. part 60 of this chapter. to demo
onstrate compliance with the emission
standard for particulate matter.

(7) Other Test Methods. You may use
applicable test methods in EPA Publi
cation SW-846. as incorporated by l'ef
erence in paragraph (a) of this section.
as necessary to demonstl'ate compli
ance with requirements of this subpart.
except as otherwise specified in para
graphs (b)(2)-(b)(6) of this section.

(8) Ff>edstream analytical methods. You
may use any reliable analytical meth
od to determine feedstream concentra
tions of metals. chlorine, and other
constituents. It is your l'esponsibility
to enSUl'e that the sampling and anal
ysis procedures al'e unbiased, precise,
and that the results are representative
of the feedstream.

(9) Opacity. If you determine compli
ance with the opacity standard under
the monitoring requirements of
§§63.1209(a)(I)(iv) and (a)(J)(v), you
must use Method 9. prOVided in appen
dix A. part 60 of this chapter.

164 FR 53038. Sept. 30. 1999. as amended at 69
FR 18803. Apr. 9. 2004: 70 FR 59541. Oct. 12.
2005)
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§ 63.1209 What are the monitoring reo
quirements?

(a) Continuous emissions monitoring
systems (CEMS) and continuous opacity
monitoring systems (COMS). (I)(i) You
must use either a carbon monoxide or
hydrocarbon CEMS to demonstrate and
monitor compliance with the carbon
monoxide and hydrocarbon standard
under this subpart. You must also usc
an oxygen CEMS to continuously cor·
n"et thE' carbon monoxide or hydro
carbon level to 7 percent oxygC!l

(ii) (A) Cemenr kilns under §6Jl204
Except as provided by paragraphs
(a)(J)(iv) and (a) (J)(v) of the section.
you must use a COMS to demonstrate
i'lnd monitor complii'lncl' with rhp Or;}'
ity standard under §§63. J204(a) (7) ancl
(b)(7) at each point where emissions are
vented from these affected sources in
cluding the bypass stack of a preheater
or preheater/precaJciner kiln with dual
stacks.

(B) Cement kilns under §63.lZZo-Ex·
cept as prOVided by paragraphs
(a)(l){iv) and (a)(I) (v) of the section and
unless your source is equipped with a
bag leak detection system under
§ 63.1206(c)(8) or a particulate matter
detection system under §63.1206(c)(9).
you must use a COMS to demonstrate
and monitor compliance with the opac
ity standard under §§ 63.1 220(a)(7) and
(b) (7) at each point where emissions are
vented from these affected sources in
cluding the bypass stack of a preheater
or preheater/precalclner klln with dual
stacks.

(C) You must maintain and operate
each COMS in accordance with the re
quirements of § 63.8(c) except for the re
quirements under §63.8(c){3). The re
quirements of §63.1211(c) shall be com
plied with instead of §63.8(c){3); and

(D) Compliance is based on a six
minute block average.

(ill) You must install. calibrate.
maintain. and operate a particulate
matter CEMS to demonstrate and mono
itor compliance with the particulate
matter standards under this subpart.
However. compliance with the require·
ments In this section to install. cali·
brate. maintain and operate the PM
CEMS is not required until such time
that the Agency promulgates all per
formance specifications and oper·
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ational requirements applicable to PM
CEMS.

(iv) If you operate a cement kiln sub
ject to the provisions of this subpart
and use a fabric filter with multiple
stacks or an electrostatic precipitator
with multiple stacks. you may. in lieu
of installing the COMS required by
paragraph (a)(J)(ii) of this section.
comply with the opacity standard in
accordance with the procedures of
Methut! 9 to part 60 of this chapter:

(A) You must conduct the Method 9
test whilp the affected sourCe is opel"
al ing at the highe:;t load OJ capacity
level reasonably expected to occur
within the day;

(B) The duration of the Method 9 test
~hdll Leo al le,,~1. 30 lllinute:> each day;

(e) You must use the Method 9 proce
dUrI's to monitor and record the aver
age opacity for each six-minute block
period during the test; and

(D) To remain in compliance. all six
minute block averages must not exceed
the opacity standard.
. (v) If you operate a cement kiln sub·

ject to the provisions of this subpart
and use a particulate matter control
device that exhausts through a
monovent. or if the use of a COMS in
accordance with the installation speci
fication of Performance Specification I
(PS-I) of appendiX B to part 60 of this
chapter is not feasible. you may. in
lieu of installing the COMS required by
paragraph (a) (I)(ii) of this section.
comply with the opacity standard in
accordance with the procedures of
Method 9 to part 60 of this chapter:

(A) You must conduct the Method 9
test whlle the affected source is oper
ating at the highest load or capacity
level reasonably expected to occur
within the day;

(B) The duration of the Method 9 test
shall be at least 30 minutes each day;

(C) You must use the Method 9 proce·
dures to monitor and record the aver·
age opacity for each six-minute block
period during the test; and

(D) To remain in complian(;e. all slx
minute block averages must 'not exceed
the opacity standai'd.

(2) Performance .specifications. You
must install. calibrate. maintain. and
continuously operate the CEMS and
COMS in compliance with the quality
assurance procedures provided in the
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appendix to this subpa.-t and Pe.-form
ance Specifications 1 (opacity). 4B (ca.-
bon monoxide and oxygen). and SA (hy·
d.-oca.-bons) in appendix B, pa.-t 60 of
this chapter.

(3) Carbon monoxide readings exceeding
the span. (i) Except as p.-ovided by
paragraph (a){3)(ii) of this section, if a
carbon monoxide CEMS detects a .-e
sponsE> that results in a one-minute av
eragE> al or above Lhe 3.000 ppmv span
level reqtlin~d by Performance Speci
fication 4B in appendix B. parl 60 of
this chdpler. the one-minute average
must be recorded as 10.000 pprnv. The
one-minute 10.000 ppmv vCllue must be
uscd for calculating the hourly rolling
average carbon rnonoxide level.

(ii) Carbon monoxide CEMS that use
a spon value of ·JO.Ooopprnv when one
minute carbon monoxide levels are
equal Lo or exceed 3.000 ppmv are not
subject to pa.-ag.-aph (a)(3)(i) of thi:;
section. Carbon monOXide CEMS that
use a span value of 10.000 are subject to
the same CEMS performance and
equipment specifications when oper
ating in the range of 3.000 ppmv to
10.000 ppmv that are provided by Per
formance Specification 46 for other
carbon monoxide CEMS. except:

(A) Calibration drift must be less
than 300 ppmv; and

(B) Calibration error must be less
than 500 ppmv.

(4) Hydrocarbon readings exceeding the
span. (i) Except a5 provided by para
graph (a)(4) (ij) of this section. if a hy
drocarbon CEMS detects a response
that results in a one-minute average at
or above the 100 ppmv span level re
quired by Performance Specification
SA in appendiX B. part 60 of this chap
ter. the one-minute average must be
recorded as 500 ppmv. The one-minute
500 ppmv value must be used for calcu
lating the hourly .-oiling average HC
level.

(ij) Hydrocarbon CEMS that use a
span value of 500 ppmv when one
minute hydrocarbon levels are equal to
or exceed 100 ppmv are not subject to
paragraph (a)(4)(i) of this section. Hy.
drocarbon CEMS that use a span value
of 500 ppmv are subject to the same
CEMS performance and equipment
specifications when operating in the
range of 100 ppmv to 500 ppmv that are
provided by Performance SpecificaUon
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SA for other hydrocarbon CEMS. ex
cept:

(A) The zero and high-level calibra
tion gas must have a hydrocarbon level
of between 0 and 100 ppmv, and between
250 and 450 ppmv. respectively;

(6) The strip chart recorder. com
puter. or digital recorder must be capa
ble of recording all readings within the
CEM measurement range and must
have a resolution of 2.5 pprnv;

(C) The CEMS calibration mUSI nol
differ by more than ±I S ppmv aher each
24-hour pcr'iod of lhe seven day test at
both zero and high levels;

(D) The calibration error must be no
gr'eater (han 25 ppmv; and

(E) The zero level. mid· level. and
high level cal ibration gas used to de
termine calibration errOrmllsthave a
hydrocarbon level of 0-200 ppmv, 150
200 ppmv. and 350-400 pprnv. rE>spec
tively.

(5) Petitions to use CEMS for ocher
standards. You may petition the Ad
ministrator to use CEMS for compli
ance monitoring for particulate mat
ter, mercury. semivolatile metals. low
volatile metals. and hydrogen chloride
and chlorine gas under §63_S(f) in lieu
of compliance with the corresponding
operating parameter limits under this
section.

(6) Calculation of rolling averages---{i}
Calculation of rolling averages initially.
The carbon monoxide or hydrocarbon
CEMS must begin recording one
minute average values by 12:01 a.m.
and hourly rolling average values by
1:01 a.m., when 60 one-minute values
will be available for calculating the
initial hourly rolling average for those
sources that come into compliance on
the regulatory compliance date.
Sources that elect to come into com
pliance before the regulatory compli
ance date must begin recording one
minute and hourly rolling average val
ues within 60 seconds and 60 minutes
(when 60 one-minute values will be
available for calculating the Initial
hourly rolling average), respectively,
from the time at which compliance be
gins.

(li) Calculation ofroJ/ing averages upon
intermittent operations. You must Ignore
periods of time when one-minute val
ues are not available for calculating
the hourly rolling average. When one-
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minute values become available again.
the first one-minute value is added to
the previous 59 values to calculate the
hourly rolling average.

(iii) Calculation of roIling averages
when the hazardous waste feed is cutoff.
(A) Except as proVided by paragraph
(a)(6)(iii)(B) of this section. you must
continue monitoring carbon monoxide
and hydrocarbons when the hazardous
waste feed is cutoff if \ he sourn' is op~

erating. You must not resume fet'ding
hazardous waste if the emission lpveb
pxceed the standard.

(8) You arc not subject \0 the CEMS
requirements of this subpart during pp
dods of time you meet the require~

ments of §63.1206(b)(J)(ii} (complianu'
with emissions standards for nonhaz
ardous waste burning sources when you
are not burning hazardous waste)~

(7) Operatin/? parameter limits fW lJy
drocarbons. If you elect to comply with
the carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon
emission standard by continuously
monitoring carbon monoxide with a
CEMS. you must demonstrate that hy~

drocarbon emissions during the com~

prehensive performance test do not ex·
ceed the hydrocarbon emissions stand·
ard. In addition. the limits you estab
lish on the destruction and removal ef·
ficiency (ORE) operating parameters
reqUired under paragraph 0) of this
section also ensure that you maintain
compliance with the hydrocarbon emis·
slon standard. If you do not conduct
the hydrocarbon demonstration and
DRE tests concurrently. you must es·
tablish separate operating parameter
limits under paragraph 0) of t.his sec·
tion based on each test and the more
restrictive of the operating paramet.er
limi ts applies.

(b) Other continuous monitoring sys~

terns (CMS). (I) You must use CMS (e.g..
thermocouples. pressure transducers.
flow meters) to document compliance
with the applicable operating paramo
eter limits under this section.

(2) Except as specified In paragraphs
(b)(2)(1) and (ii) of this section. you
must install and operate continuous
monitoring systems other than CEMS
in conformance with §63.8(c)(3) that reo
quires you. at a minimum. to comply
with the manufacturer's written speci
fications or recommendations for in·
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stallation. operation. and calibration
of the system:

(i) Calibration of thennocoupJes and
pyrometers. The calibration of
thermocouples must be verified at a
frequency and in a manner consistent
with manufacturer specifications. but
no less frequent than once per year.
You must. operate and maintain optical
pyrometers in accordance with manu
facturer spec-ifications unless other·
wise approved by the Administrator.
You must calibra! ... opt ical pyrometers
in accordance with the frequency and
proc-edures recommended by the manu·
facturer. but 110 less frequent than once
per year. unless otherwise approved by
the Adrninisl rator. And.

(iij ACCUriJLY and caiibrarion of weIght
measurement devices (or activated carbon
injection systems. If you operate a CaI··

bon injection system. the accuracy of
the weight measuren,ent device Hlust
be ± 1 percent of the weight being
measured. The calibration of the device
must be verified at least once each cal
endar quarter at a frequency of ap·
proximately 120 days.

(3) CMS must sample the regulated
parameter without interruption. and
evaluate the detector response at least
once each 15 seconds. and compute and
record the average values at least
every 60 seconds.

(4) The span of t.he non-CEMS CMS
detector must not be exceeded. You
must interlock the span limits into the
automatic waste feed cutoff system re
quired by §63.1206(c)(3)~

(5) Calculation of rolling averages-(I)
Calculation of rolling averages initially.
Continuous monitoring systems must
begin recording one·minute average
values by 12:01 a.m.. hourly rolling av
erage values by 1:01 a.m.(e.g.• when 60
one-minute values will be available for
calculating the initial hourly rolling
average). and twelve-hour rolling aver·
ages by 12:01 p.m.(e.g.• when no one·
minute averages are available to cal·
culate a 12-hour rolling average). for
those sources that come into compli"
ance on the regulatory compliance
date. Sources that elect to come into
compliance before the regulatory com·
pi iance date must begin recording one·
minute. hourly rolling average. and 12
hour rolling average values within 60
seconds. 60 minutes (when 60 one·
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minute values will be available for cal
culating the initial hourly wiling aver
age). and 720 minutes {when 720 one
minute values will be available for cal
culating the initial lZ-hour hourly roll
ing average} respectively. fwm the
time at which compliance begins.

(ii) Calculation of roJJJng averages upon
intermittent operations_ You must ignore
periods of time when one-minute val
ues are not available for calculating
rolling averages. When one-minute val
ues become availLlble again. the first
one-minute value is added to the pre
vious one-minutp values to calculatp
rolling averages.

-(iii) Calculation of ralfing averages
when the hazardous wastf' feed is cutoff
(A) Except as provided by paragraph
(b)(5)(iii)(B) ofrhis-section-;-you-must
continue monitoring operating paramo
eter limits with a eMS when the haz
ardous waste feed is cutoff if the SOUl c('
is operating. You must not resume
feeding hazardous waste if an operating
parameter exceeds its limit.

(B) You are not subject to the CMS
requirements of this subpart during pe
riods of time you meet the reqUire
ments of §63.J206(b){l){ii) (compliance
with emissions standards for nonhaz
ardous waste burning sources when you
are not burning hazardous waste).

(c) Analysis of feedstream~(J) Gen
eral. Prior to feeding the material. you
must obtain an analysis of each
feedstream that is sufficient to docu
ment compliance with the applicable
feedrate limits prOVided by this sec
tion.

(2) Feedstream analysis plan. You must
develop and implement a feedstream
analysis plan and record it in the oper
ating record. The plan must specify at
a minimum:

(I) The parameters for which you will
analyze each feedstream to ensure
compliance with the operating param
eter limits of this section;

(II) Whether you will obtain the anal
ysis by performing sampling and anal
ysis or by other methods. such as using
analytical information obtained from
others or using other published or doc
umented data or Information;

(iii) How you will use the analysis to
document compliance with applicable
feedrate limits (e.g.. if you blend haz
ardous wastes and obtain analyses of
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the wastes prior to blending but not of
the blended. as-fired. waste. the plan
must describe how you will determine
the pertinent parameters of the blend
ed waste);

(iv) The test methods which you will
use to obtain the analyses;

(v) The sampling method which you
will use to obtain a representative
sample of each feedstream to be ana
lyzed using sampling methods de·
snibed in appendix IX. part 266 of this
chapter. or an equivalent method. and

(vi) The frequency ",ith which you
will review or repear the initial anal·
ysis of the feedstream to ensure that
the analysis is accurate and up to date.

(3) Review and approval of analysis
plan. You mllst submit thp feedstream

. analysis plan to the-Administrator for
review and approval. if requt'sted.

(1) Compliance wich feedrace limits. To
comply with the applicable feedrate
limits of this section. you must mon
itor and record feedrates as follows:

(I) Determine and record the value of
the parameter for each feedstream by
sampling and analysis or other method;

(ii) Determine and record the mass or
volume fiowrate of each feedstream by
a eMS. If you determine fiowrate of a
feedstream by volume. you must deter
mine and record the density of the
feedstream by sampling and analysis
(unless you report the constituent con
centration in units of weight per unit
volume (e.g.. mglJ»; and

(iii) Calculate and record the mass
feedrate of the parameter per unit
Urne.

(5) Waiver ofmonitoring of constituents
in certain feedstreams. You are not re
Quired to monitor levels of metals or
chlorine In the follOWing feedstreams
to document compliance with the
feedrate limits under this section pro
vided that you document in the com
prehensive performance test plan the
expected levels of the constituent in
the feedstream and account for those
assumed feedrale levels in docu
menting compliance with feedrate Jim
Its: natural gas. process air. and
feedstreams from vapor recovery sys
tems.

(d) Performance evaluations. (I) The
requirements of §§63.8(d) (Quality con
trol program) and (e) (Performance
evaluation of continuous monitoring
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systems) apply. except that you must
conduct performance evaluations of
components of the CMS under the fre
quency and procedures (for example.
submittal of performance evaluation
test plan for review and approval) ap
plicable to performance tests as pro
vided by §63.1207.

(2) You must comply with the quality
assurance procedures for CEMS pre
scribed in the appendix to this suhpart.

(e) ConduCI of monituring. The provi
sions of § 63.8(b) apply.

(f) Operation and maint"nance uf ("un·
tinuou5 monitonng systems_ The provi.
sions of §63.8(c) apply except:

(I) Section 6J.8(c)(3). The requirements
of§63.121J(c). that requires eMSs to be
installed. caiibrated. and operational
on the compliance date. shall be com·
plied with instead of section 63.8(c)(3);

(2) Section 6J.8(c){4)(ii). The perform
anee specifications fOl' ca.-lJoll mono
oxide. hydrocarbon. and oxygen CEMSs
in subpart B. part 60 of this chapter
that requires detectors to measure the
sample concentration at least once
every 15 seconds for calculating an av
erage emission ,-ate once every 60 sec
onds shall be complied with instead of
section 63.8(c)(4)(ii); and

(3) Sections 63.8(c)(4){i). (c)(5). and
(c)(7)(i)(C) pertaining to COMS apply
only to owners and operators of haz·
ardous waste burning cement ki Ins.

(g) Alternative monitoring requirements
other than continuous emissions moni
toring systems (CEMS)-(I) Requests to
use altetTlatives to operating parameter
monitoring requirements. (i) You may
submit an application to the Adminis
trator under this paragraph for ap
proval of alternative operatlng param
eter monitoring requirements to docu
ment compliance with the emission
standards of this subpart_ For requests
to use additional CEMS. however. you
must use paragraph (a) (5) of this sec
tion and §63.8(f). Alternative requests
to operating parameter monitoring re
quirements that include unproven
monitoring methods may not be made
under this paragraph and must be made
under §63.8(f).

(Ii) You may submit an application
to waive an operating parameter limit
specified in this section based on docu·
mentation that neither that operating
parameter limit nor an alternative op-
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erating parameter limit is needed to
ensure compliance with the emission
standards of this subpart.

(iii) You must comply with the fol
lOWing p,-ocedures for applications sub
mitted under paragraphs (g)(J)(i) and
(ii) of this section:

(A) Timing of the applieaCion. You
must submit the application to the Ad·
minist rator not later than with the
comprehensive performance test plan.

(R) Content of the application. You
must lIIc1udc in t he application:

(l) Data or information justifying
your r(>quest for an alternative moni
toring requirement (or for a waiver of
an operating parameter limit). such as
[he technic,,; III economic infeasibiiity
or the impracticality of using the re
quired approach;

(2) A description of the proposed al
ternative monitoring require,ncnt. in
cluding the operating parameter to be
monitored. the monitoring approach!
technique (e.g.. type of detector. moni
toring location). the averaging period
for the limit. and how the limit is to be
calculated; and

(3) Data or information documenting
th~t the alternative monitoring re
quirement would provide equivalent or
better assurance of compliance with
the relevant emission standard. or that
it is the monitoring requirement that
best assures compliance with the
standard and that is technically and
economically practicable.

(e) Approval of request to use an alter
native monitoring requirement or waive
an operating parameter limit. The Ad·
ministrator will notify you of approval
or intention to deny approval of the reo
quest within 90 calenda,- days afte,- re
ceipt of the original request and within
60 calendar days afte,- receipt of any
supplementary information that you
submit. The Administrator will not ap·
prove an alternative monitoring re
quest unless the alternative moni
t~ring requirement prOVides equivalent
or better assurance of compliance with
the relevant emission standard. or is
the monitoring requirement that best
assures compliance with the standard
and that is technically and economi
cally practicable. Befo,-e disapproving
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any request. the Administrator will no·
tify you of the Administrator's inten·
tion to disapprove the request together
with:

(1) Notice of the information and
findings on which the intended dis
approval is based; and

(2) Notice of opportunity for you to
present additional information to the
Administrator before final action on
the re-quest At the tim", the Adminis·
trator notifies you of intention to dis
approve- the relJul'st. the Administr<Jtor
will specify how much time you will
hav!' after being notified of the in
tended disapproval to submit the addi
tional information.

(0) Rcspomibi/ity of owners and opera·
IOrs. You arc responsible for ensuring
thal y().u submit.<lfJy.5upplementary
and additional information supporting
your application in a timely manner to
enable the Administrator to consider
your application during review of the
comprehensive performance test plan.
Neither your submittal of an applica·
tion, nor the Administrator's failure to
approve or disapprove the application,
relieves you of the responsibility to
comply with the provisions of this sub
part.

(iv) Dual Standards that incorporate
the Interim Standards for HAP metals.
(A) Semivo/atile and Low Volatile Metals.
You may petition the Administrator to
waive a feed rate operating parameter
limit under paragraph (n)(2) of this sec·
tion for either the emission standards
expressed in a thermal emissions for·
mat Dr the interim standards based on
documentation that the feed rate oper
ating parameter limit Is not needed to
ensure compliance with the relevant
standard on a continuous basis.

(B) Mercury. You may petition the
Administrator to waive a feed rate op
erating parameter limit under para
graph (J)(I) of this section for either
the feed concentration standard under
§§63.1220(a)(2)(i) and (b)(2)(i) or the in
terim standards based on documenta·
tion that the feedrate operating param
eter limit is not needed to ensure com
pliance with the rdevant standard on a
continuous basis.

(2) Administrator's discretion to specify'
additional or alternative requirements.
The Administrator may determine on a
case-by.case basis at any time (e.g.,
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during review of the comprehensive
performance test plan, during compli
ance certification review) that you
may need to limit additional or alter·
native operating parameters (e.g..
opacity in addition to or In lieu of op·
erating parameter limits on the partic
ulate matter control device) or that al
ternative approaches to establish lim
its on operating parameter~ may be
necessary to document compliancE'
with the emission standard5 of thi5
subpart

(h) Reduction of monitoring dara The
provisions of §638(g) apply.

(i) Whell all operating parameter is ap
plicable to multiple standards. Para·
graph~ (j) through (p) of this section re
quire you to establish limits on oper
a ting 'pnrmneters-based tin- comprehen
sive performance test ing to ensure you
maintain compliance with the emission
standards of this subpart. For several
parameters, you must establish a limit
for the parameter to ensure compliance
with more than one emission standard.
An example is a limit on minimum
combustion chamber temperature to
ensure compliance with both the DRE
standard of paragraph (j) of this sec
tion and the dioxin/furan standard of
paragraph (k) of this section. If the
performance tests for such standards
are not performed simultaneously. the
most stringent limit for a parameter
derived from Independent performance
tests applies.

0) DRE. To remain in compliance
with the destruction and removal effi
ciency (DRE) standard, you must es
tablish operating limits during the
comprehensive performance test (or
during a previous DRE test under pro
visions of §63.1206(b)(7» for the fol·
lowing parameters. unless the limits
are based on manufacturer specifica
tions. and comply with those limits at
all times that hazardous waste remains
in the combustion chamber (i.e.. the
hazardous waste residence time has not
transpired since the hazardous waste
feed cutoff system was activated):

(I) Minimum combustion chamber tem
perature. (i) You must measure the
temperature of each combustion cham
ber at a location that best represents.
as practicable, the bulk gas tempera
ture in the combustion zone. You must
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document the temperature measure
ment location in the test plan you sub
mit under §63_1207{e);

Iii) You must establish a minimum
hourly rolling average limit as the av
erage of the test run averages;

(2) Maximum fJu~ cas fJoWTat~ or pro
duction rate_ (i) As an indicator of gas
residence time in the control device.
you must establish and comply wilh a
limit on the maximum flue gas
flowrate. the maximum production
rate. or anotheI' parameter that you
document in the site-specific test plan
as an appropriate surrogate for gas res
idence time, as the average of the max
imum hourly rolling averages for each
run.

(in You must comply with this limit
on a hourly rolling averag~ basis:

(3) fWaximum hazardous waSH' feedrate
(i) You must establish limits on the
maximum pumpable and total (i.e ..
pumpable and nonpumpable) hazardous
waste feedrate for each location where
hazardous waste is fed.

Iii) You must establish the limits as
the average of the maximum hourly
rolling averages for each run_

(iii) You must comply with the
feedrate Iimit(s) on a hourly roliing av
erage basis;

(4) Operation of waste firing system_
You must specify operating parameters
and limits to ensure that good oper
ation of each hazardous waste firing
system is maintained.

(k) Dioxins and furans_ You must
comply with the dioxin and furans
emission standard by establishing and
complying with the following operating
parameter limits. You must base the
limits on operations during the com
prehensive performance test. unless the
limits are based on manufacturer spec
ifications.

(l) Gas temperature at the inlet to a dry
particulate matter control device. (i) For
sources other than a lIghtweight aggre·
gate kiln, if the combustor is equipped
with an electrostatic precipitator.
baghouse (fabric filter), or other dry
emissions control device where partic
ulate matter is suspended in contact
with combustion gas. you must estab
lish a limit on the maximum tempera
ture of the gas at the inlet to the de
vice on an hourly rolling average_ You
must establish the hourly rolling aver-
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age limit as the average of the test run
averages_

Iii) For hazardous waste burning
lightweight aggregate kilns. you must
establish a limit on the maximum tern·
perature of the gas at the exit of the
(last) combustion chamber (or exit of
any waste heat recovery system) on an
houriy rolling average. The limit must
be established as the average of the
tesl run averages:

(2) Minimum combustion chamber tem
periJ/ure 0) For sources other than ('p

menl kilns. you Inust measure the ton·
perature of each combustion chamber
at a location that best represents. as
practicable. the bulk gas temperature
in the combustion zone. You must doc
Uln~nt thE tei.l'lpeaa\ure mea~Url:nH::l\~

location in the test plan you submit
under §§ 63. 1207(e) and (I);

(ii) You must establish a mInImUm
hourly rolling average limit as the av
erage of the test run averages.

(3) Maximum flue cas f10wrare or pro
duction rare_ (i) As an indicator of gas
residence time in the control device.
you must establish and comply with a
limit on the maximum flue gas
flowrate. the maximum production
rate. or another parameter that you
document in the site-specific test plan
as an appropriate surrogate for gas res
idence time. as the average of the max
imum houriy rolling averages for each
run.

(ii) You must comply with this limit
on a hourly rolling average basis;

(4) Maximum hazardous waste feedrare_
(I) You must establish limits on the
maximum pumpable and total (pump
able and nonpumpable) hazardous
waste fecdrate for each location where
waste is fed.

(ii) You must establish the limits as
the average of the maximum houriy
rolling averages for each run.

(iii) You must comply with the
feedrate Iimlt{s) on a hourly roiling av
erage basis;

(5) Particulare matter operating limit_ If
your combustor is equipped with an ac
tivated -carbon injection system. you
must establish operating parameter
limits on the particulate matter con·
trol device as specified by paragraph
(m){l) of this section;

(6) Activated carbon it?Jection parameter
limits. If your combustor is equipped
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with an activated carbon injection sys
tem:

(i) Carbon feedrate. You must estab
lish a limit on minimum carbon injec
tion rate on an hourly rolling average
calculated as the average of the test
run averages. If your carbon injection
system injects carbon at more than one
location. you must establish a carbon
feedrate limit for each location.

(ii) Carrier fluid. You must establish a
limit on minimum carrier fluid (gas or
liquid) f10wrate or pressure drop as all
hourly rolling average based on the
manufactun',"s specifications. You
must document the specification:> in
the test plan you submit under
§§ 63.1207 (e) and (f);

(iii) Carbon. speci[jcation.(A2 You
must specify and usc the brand -(Tc~
manufacturer) and type of carbon used
during the comprehensive performance
test until a subsequent comprehensive
performance test is conducted. unless
you document in the site-specific per
formance test plan required under
§§63.1207(e) and (f) key parameters that
affect adsorption and establish limits
on those parameters based on the car
bon used in the performance test.

(B) You may substitute at any time a
different brand or type of carbon pro
vided that the replacement has equiva
lent or improved properties compared
to the carbon used in the performance
test and conforms to the key sorbent
parameters you identify under para
graph (k)(6)(1Ii)(A) of this section_ You
must include in the operating record
documentation that the substitute car·
bon will provide the same level of con
trol as the original carbon.

(7) Carbon bed parameter limits. I f your
combustor is equipped with a carbon
bed system:

(i) Monitoring bed life. You must:
(A) Monitor performance of the car

bon bed consistent with manufacturer's
specifications and recommendations to
ensure the carbon bed (or bed segment
for sources with multiple segments)
has not reached the end of its useful
life to minimize dioxin/furan and mer
cury emissions at least to the levels re
quired by the emission standards;

(B) Document the monitoring proce·
dures in the operation and mainte
nance plan;
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(C) Record results of the performance
monitoring in the operating record;
and

(D) Replace the bed or bed segment
before it has reached the end of its use
ful life to minimize dioxin/furan and
mercury emissions at least to the lev
els required by the emission standards.

(ii) Carbon specification. (A) You must
specify and use the brand (i.c. manu
facturer) and type of carbon used dur
ing the comprehensive performance
lest until a subsequent cOlllprehensive
performance test is conducted. unless
you document in the site· specific per·
formance test plan required under
§§63.1207(e) and (f) key parameters that
affect adsorption and establish limits
on those parameters based on the car
bont-Liedin the performance test.

(B) You may substitute at any time a
different brand or type of carbon pro
vided that the replacement has equiva
lent or improved properties compared
to the carbon used in the performance
test_ You must include in the operating
record documentation that the sub
stitute carbon will provide an equiva
lent or improved level of control as the
original carbon. .

(iii) Maximum temperature. You must
measure the temperature of the carbon
bed at either the bed inlet or exit and
you must establish a maximum tern·
perature limit on an hourly rolling av
erage as the average of the test run
averages.

(8) Catalytic oxidizer parameter limits.
If your combustor is equipped with a
catalytic oxidizer. you must establish
limits on the following parameters:

(I) Minimum flue gas temperature at the
entrance of the catalyst. You must es
tablish a limit on minimum flue gas
temperature at the entrance of the cat
alyst on an hourly rolling average as
the average of the test run averages.

(il) Maximum time in-use. You must
replace a catalytic oxidizer with a new
catalytic oxidizer when it has reached
the maximum service time specified by
the manufacturer.

(ili) Catalyst replacement speclflcations.
When you replace a catalyst with a
new one. the new catalyst must be
equivalent to or better than the one
used during the previous comprehen
sive test. as measured by:
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(A) Catalytic metal loading for each
metal;

(B) Space time. expressed in the units
S-I. the maximum rated volumetric
flow of combustion gas through the
catalyst divided by the volume of the
catalyst; and

(C) Substrate construction. including
materials of construction, washcoat
type, and pore density.

(iv) Maximum flue gas temperature.
You must establish a maximum flue
gas temperature limit at the entrance
of the catalyst as an hourly rolling av
erage. based on manufacturer's speci·
fications.

(9) Inhibitur feedrate parameter /imits.
If you feed a dioxin/furan inhibitor into
the combustion system, you must es
tablish limits for the following paramo
eters:

(i) Minimum inhibitor fcedrate. You
lnust establish a Ihnit on minimum in·
hibitor feedrate on an hourly rolling
average as the average of the test run
averages.

(ij) Inhibitor specifications. (A) You
must specify and use the brand (i.e.,
manufacturer) and type of inhibitor
used during the comprehensive per
formance test until a subsequent com
prehensive performance test Is con
ducted. unless you document in the
site-specific performance test plan re
quired under §§ 63. 1207(e} and (f) key pa
rameters that affect the effectiveness
of the inhibitor and establish limits on
those parameters based on the inhib
itor used in the performance test.

(B) You may substitute at any time a
different brand or type of inhibitor pro·
vlded that the replacement has equiva·
lent or improved properties compared
to the inhibitor used in the perform
ance test and conforms to the key pa
rameters you identify under paragraph
(k}(9}(ii}(A) of this section. You must
include In the operating record docu·
mentation that the substitute inhib
itor wllI provide the same level of con
trol as the original inhibltor.

(I) Mercury. You must comply with
the mercury emission stalldard by es
tablishing and complying with the fol
lowing operating parameter limits.
You must base the IJmits on operations
during the comprehensive performance
test, unless the limits are based on
manufacturer specifications.
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(I) Feedratp or mercury (I) For incin
erators and solid fuel boilers. when
complying with the mercury emission
standards under §§63.1203. 63.1216 and
63.1219. you must establish a 12-hour
rolling average limit fOT the total
feedrate of mercury In all feedstreams
as the average of the test run averages.

(ii) For liquid fuel boilers. when com
plying with the mercury emission
standards of §63.IZI7. you must estab
Jisha rolling average limit for· the mer·
cury leedrate as follows on an aver
aging period not to exceed an annual
rolling average:

(A) You must calculate a mercury
system removal efficiency for each test
run and calculatp the average system
removai efficiency of t he test run aver·
ages. If ernissir>ns exceed the mercury
emission standard during the com·
prehensive performance test. it Is not a
violation because the ave"aging period
for the mercury emission standard is
{not· to-exceed} one year and compli
ance is based on compliance with the
mercury feed rate limit with an aver
aging period not· to-exceed one year.

(B) If you burn hazardous waste with
a heating value of 10.000 Btullb or
greater. you must calculate the mer
cury feedrate limit as follows:

(1) The mercury feed rate limit is the
emission standard divided by II - sys
tem removal efficiency).

("? The mercury feedrate limit is a
hazardous waste thermal concentration
limit expressed as pounds of mercury
in hazardous waste feedstreams per
million Btu of hazardous waste fired.

(3) You must comply with the haz
ardous waste mercury thermal con
centration limit by determining the
feed rate of mercury in all hazardous
waste feedstreams (lb/hr) at least once
a minute and the hazardous waste ther
mal feedrate (MM Btulhr) at least once
a minute to calculate a 60-minute aver
age thermal emission concentration as
(hazardous waste mercury feedrate ObI
hr) / hazardous waste thermal feedrate
(MM Btulhr}).

(4) You must calculate a rolling aver
age hazardous waste mercury thermal
concentration that is updated each
hour.

{S} If you select an averaging period
for the feed rate limit that is greater
than a IZ-hour rolling average. you
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must calculate the initial rolling aver
age as though you had selected a 12
hour rolling average. as provided by
paragraph (b)(5)(i) of this section. You
must calculate rolling averages there
after as the average of the available
one-minute values until enough one
minute values are available to cal
culate the rolling average period you
select. At that time and thereafter.
you update the rolling average feedrate
each hoor with a 60·rninute average
fcedrate.

(e) If you burn hazanlous waste with
a heating value of Jess than 10.000 Btu!
lb. you must calculate the mercury
feedrate limit as follows:

(1) You must calculate the mercury
feed rate limit as the men:ury emission
standard divided by -II _. System Re·
moval Efficiency].

(2) The feedrate I imit is expressed as
a nlass concentration per unit volume
of stack gas (Jlgm/dscm) and is con
verted to a mass [eedrate (lblhr) by
multiplying it by the average stack gas
flowrate of the test run averages.

(3) You must comply with the
[eedrate limit by determining the mer
cury feedratc (lblhr) at least once a
minute to calculate a GO-minute aver
age feedrate.

(4) You must update the rolling aver
age feedrate each hour with this 60
minute feedrate measurement.

(5) If you select an averaging period
for the feedrate limit that is greater
than a 12-hour rolling average. you
must calculate the InitIal roilIng aver
age as though you had selected a 12
hour rolling average. as provided by
paragraph (b)(5)(i) of this section. You
must calculate roilIng averages there
after as the average of the available
one-minute values until enough one
minute values are available to cal
culate the rolling average period you
select. At that time and thereafter,
you update the rolling average feedrate
each hour with a GO-minute average
feedrate.

(D) If your boiler is equipped with a
wet scrubber. you must comply with
the follOWing unless you document in
the performance test plan that you do
not feed chlorine at rates that may
substantially affect the system re
moval efficiency of mercury for pur
poses of establishing a mercury
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feed rate limit based on the system re
moval efficiency during the test:

(1) Scrubber blowdown must be mini
mized during a pretest conditioning pe
riod and during the performance test:

(2) Scrubber water must be
preconditioned so that mercury in the
water is at equillbrium with stack gas
at the mercury feedrate level of the
performance test; and

(3) You must establish an operating
limit on minimum pH of scrubber
water as the average of rhE' IE'st run
averages and comply wit h the limit on
an hourly rolling average.

(iii) For cement kilns:
(A) When complying with the emis

sion standards under §§63.1220(a)(2)(i)
and (b)(2) (i).-you must;.

(J) Comply with the mercury haz·
ardous waste feed concentration opel'
ating requirement on a twelve·hour
rolling average;

(2) Monitor and record in the oper
ating record the as-fired mercury con
centration in the hazardous waste (or
the weighted-average mercury con
centration for multiple hazardous
waste feedstreams);

(3) Initiate an automatIc waste feed
cutoff that immediately and automati
cally cuts off the hazardous waste feed
when the as-fired mercury concentra
tion operating requirement is exceed
ed:

(B) When complying with the emis
sion standards under §§63.1204.
63.1220(a)(2)(1i) and (b)(2)(ii). you must
establish a I Z-hour rolling average
limit for the total feedrate of mercury
in all feedstreams as the average of the
test run averages;

(C) Except as provided by paragraph
(I)(J)(iii)(D) of this section. when com
plying with the hazardous waste
[eedrate corresponding to a maximum
theoretical emission concentration
(MTEC) under §§ 63. I220(a)(Z)(iii) and
(b)(2)(iii) , you must:

(1) Comply with the MTEC operating
requirement on a twelve-hour rolling
average;

(2) Monitor and record the feedrate of
mercury for each hazardous waste
feedstream according to §63.1209(c):

(3) Monitor with a eMS and record in
the operating record the gas flowrate
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(either directly or by monitoring a sur
rogate parameter that you have cor
related to gas fiowrate);

If) Continuously calculate and record
in the operating record a MTEC assum
ing mercury from all hazardous waste
feedstreams is emitted;

(5) lnitiate an automatic waste feed
cutoff that immediately and automati
cally cuts off the hazardous waste feed
when the MTEC operating requirement
is exceecied;

(0) In lieu of complying with para
graph (I)(l)(iii)(C) of this section. you
may:

(1) Identify in the Notification of
Compliance a minimum gas nowrate
limit and a maximum feedrate limit of
mercury ["Olll ail hazardous waste
feedstreams that ensures the MTEC
cal culated in paragraph (I) (l)(iii)(B)( 4)
of this section is below the operating
requirement under paragraphs
§§63.1220{a)(2)(iii) and (b)(2)(iii); and

(2) lnitiate an automatic waste feed
cutoff that immediately and automati
cally cuts off the hazardous waste feed
when either the gas flowrate or mer
cury feedrate exceeds the limits identi
fied in paragraph (l)(I)(iv){D)(1) of this
section.

(iv) For lightweight aggregate kilns:
(A) When complying with the emis

s.ion standards under §§63.1205,
63.122I(a)(2)0) and (b)(2)(i), you must
establish a 12-hour rolling average
limit for the total feed rate of mercury
in all feedstreams as the average of the
test run averages;

(B) Except as provided by paragraph
(1)(l)(iv)(C) of this section. when com·
plying with the hazardous waste
feedrate corresponding to a maximum
theoretical emission concentration
(MTEC) under §§63.1221 (a)(2)(ii} and
(b)(2)(ii). you must:

(1) Comply with the MTEC operating
requirement on a twelve-hour rolling
average;

(2) Monitor and record the feedrate of
mercury for each hazardous waste
feedstream according to §63.1209(c);

(3) Monitor with a CMS and record in
the operating record the gas flowrate
(either directly or by monitoring a sur
rogate parameter that you have cor
related to gas nowrate);

(f) Continuously calculate and record
in the operating record a MTEC aS5um·
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ing mercury from all hazardous waste
feedstreams is emitted;

(5) Initiate an automatic waste feed
cutoff that immediately and automati
cally cuts off the hazardous waste feed
when the MTEC operating requirement
is exceeded;

(C) In lieu of complying with para
graph (I){J)(iv)(B) of this section. you
may:

(I) Ident ify in the Notification of
Compliunce a minimum gas Oowrate
limit and a muximum feeurute limit of
mercury from all hazardous w"sle
fcctJstreams that ensu,"es the MTEC
calculuted in paragraph (J}(J) (iv)(B)(4)
of this section is below the operating
requirement under paragraphs
§§63.i22l(a}(Z)(ji} and (b)(2}iij); Clno

(2) Initiate an automatic waste feed
cutoff that immediately and automati·
cally cuts off the hazardous waste feed
when either the gas nowrate or mer
cury feedrate exceeds the limits identi·
fied in paragraph (l){l)(iv){C){1) of this
section.

(v) Extrapolation of feedrate levels. In
lieu of establishing mercury feedrate
limits as specified in paragraphs
(l){I){i) through (Iv) of this section, you
may request as part of the performance
test plan under §§63.7{b} and (c) and
§§63.J207 (e) and (f) to use the mercury
feedrates and associated emission rates
during the comprehensive performance
test to extrapolate to higher allowable
feedrate limits and emission rates. The
extrapolation methodology will be re
viewed and approved. as warranted, by
the Administrator. The review will
consider in particular whether:

(A) Performance test metal feed rates
are appropriate (i.e., whether feedrates
are at least at normal levels; depending
on the heterogeneity of the waste.
whether some level of spiking would be
appropriate; and whether the physical
form and species of spiked material is
appropriate}; and

(B) Whether the extrapolated
feedrates you request are warranted
considering historical metal feedrate
data.

(2) Wet scrubber. If your combustor is
equipped with a wet scrubber. you
must establish operating parameter
limits prescribed by paragraph (o){3) of
this section, except for paragraph
(0)(3)(iv).
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(3) Activated carbon injection. If your
combustor is equipped with an actio
vated carbon injection system. you
must establish operating parameter
limits prescribed by paragraphs (k)(5)
and (k)(6) of this section.

(4) Activated carbon bed. If your com
bustor is equipped with an activated
carbon bed system. you must comply
with the requirements of (k)(7) of this
sen ion to assure compliance with the
mercury emission standard.

(m) Parriculille marrero You must com·
ply with the particulate maHl'r emis·
sion standard by establishing and com
plying with the following operating pa
rameter limits. You must base the lim·
its on operations during the corn
prchensive performance test, unless the
limits are based on'man'uraC!Urer spec·
ifications

(I) Conrrol device operating parameter
limits (OPLs). (;) Wet scrubbers Fur
sources equipped with wet scrubbers,
including ionizing wet scrubbers, high
energy wet scrubbers such as venturi,
hydrosonlc. collision. or free jet .,\ret
scrubbers, and low energy wet scrub·
bel'S such as spray towers, packed beds.
or tray towers, you must establish lim·
Its on the following parameters:

(A) For high energy scrubbers only,
minimum pressure drop across the wet
scrubber on an hourly rolling average,
established as the average of the test
run averages;

(B) For all wet scrubbers:
(1) To ensure that the solids content

of the scrubber liquid does not exceed
levels during the performance test. you
must either:

(I) Establish a limit on solids content
of the scrubber liquid using a CMS or
by manual sampling and analysis. If
you elect to monitor solids content
manually. you must sample and ana·
Iyze the scrubber liquid hourly unless
you support an alternative monitoring
frequency In the performance test plan
that you submit for review and ap'
proval; or

(b) Establish a minimum blowdown
rate using a eMS and either a min·
imum scrubber tank volume or liquid
level using a eMS.
(~ For maximum solids content mono

itored with a CMS. you must establish
a limit on a twelve-hour rolling aver-
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age as the average of the test run aver·
ages.

(3) For maximum solids content
measured manually. you must estab·
lish an hourly limit. as measured at
least once per hour. unless you support
an alternative monitoring frequency in
the performance test plan that you
submit for review and approval. You
must establish the maximum hourly
limit as the average of the manual
measurement averages for each run.

(1) For minimum hlowdown rate and
either a minimum scrubber tank vol·
ume or liquid level using a eMS, you
must establish a limit on an hourly
rolling average as the average of thp
test run averages.

[c)Eor..Iligh .eJlergy wet scrubbers
only. you must establish limits on ei·
ther the minimum liquid to gas ratio
or the minimum scrubber water
llowrate and maximum flue gas
flowrate on an hourly roHing average.
If you establish llmits on maximum
flue gas flowrate under this paragraph.
you need not establish a limit on max·
imum flue gas flowrate under para·
graph (m)(2) of this section. You must
establish these hourly rolling average
limits as the average of the test run
averages; and

(ii)-(iii) (Reserved]
(iv) Other particulate matter control de·

vices. For each particulate matter con·
trol device that is not a fabric filter or
high energy wet scrubber. or is not an
electrostatic precipItator or ionizing
wet scrubber for which you elect to
monitor particulate matter loadings
under §63.1206{c)(9) of this chapter for
process control. you must ensure that
the control device is properly operated
and maintained as reqUired by
§ 63.1206(c) (7) and by monitoring the op·
eration of the control device as follows:

(A) During each comprehensive per·
formance test conducted to demo
onstrate compliance with the particu·
late matter emissions standard. you
must establish a range of operating
values for the control device that is a
representative and reliable indicator
that the control device is operating
within the same range of conditions as
during the performance test. You must
establish this range of operating values
as follows:
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(I) You must select a set of operating
parameters appropriate for the control
device design that you determine to be
a representative and reliable indicator
of the control device performance.

(2) You must measure and record val·
ues for each of the selected operating
parameters duJ"ing each test run of the
performance test. A value for each se
lected parameter must be recorded
using a continuous monitor.

(3) For each selected operating pa
rameter measured in accordance with
the requirements of paragraph
(m)(l)(iv)(A)(J) of this section. you
must establish a minimum operating
parameter limit or a maximum oper
ating parameter limit. as appropriate
for the parameter. to define the oper
ating limits within which the control
device can operate and still continu
ously achieve the same operating con·
ditions as dUI-ing the perfol-mance test.

(4) You must prepare written docu
mentation to support the operating pa
rameter limits established for the con
trol device and you must include this
documentation in the performance test
plan that you submit for review and
approval. This documentation must in
clude a description for each selected
parameter and the operating range and
monitoring frequency required to en
sure the control device is being prop
erly operated and maintained.

(B) You must install, calibrate, oper
ate, and maintain a monitoring device
eqUipped with a recorder to measure
the values for each operating param
eter selected in accordance with the re
quirements of paragraph
(m)(l) (iv)(A)(l) of this section. You
must install, calibrate, and maintain
the monitoring equipment in accord
ance with the eqUipment manufactur
er's specifications. The recorder must
record the detector responses at least
every 60 seconds, as required in the def
inition of continuous monitor.

(C) You must regularly inspect the
data recorded by the operating param
eter monitoring system at a sufficient
frequency to ensure the control device
is operating properly. An excursion is
determined to have occurred any time
that the actual value of -a selected op
erating parameter is less than the min
imum operating limit (or, If applicable,
greater than the maximum operating
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limit) established for the parameter in
accordance with the requirements of
paragraph (m)(I)(iv)(A)(3) of this sec
tion.

(D) Operating parameters selected in
accordance with paragraph (m)(l)(iv) of
this section may be based on manufac
turer specifications provided you sup
port the use of manufacturer specifica·
tions in the perfo.-mance test plan thaI
you submil for revjpw and approval.

(2) Maximum flul' gas flowrale or pro
ducljon rail'. (i) As an indicator of gas
residence time in Ihe control device.
you must establish a limit on the max
imum flue gas Ilowrale. the maximum
production rate. or another parameter
that you document in the Site-speCific
test plan as an appropriate surrogate
for gas residence time. as the average
of the maximum hourly rolling aver
ages for each run.

(ii) You must comply with this limit
on a hourly rolling average basis;

(3) Maximum ash feedrate. Owners and
operators of hazardous waste inciner
ators. solid fuel boilers, and liquid fuel
boilers must establish a maximum ash
feedrate limit as a 12-hour rolling aver
age based on the average of the test
run averages. This requirement is
waived, however, if you comply with
the particulate matter detection sys
tem requirements under § 63. 1206(c)(9).

(n) Semiyolatfle metals and low Yola
tility metals. You must comply with the
semivolatile metal (cadmium and lead)
and low volatile metal (arsenic. beryl
lium. and chromium) emission stand
ards by establishing and complying
with the following operating pammete.
limits. You must base the limits on op
erations during the comprehensive per
formance test, unless the limits are
based on manufacturer speclfications_

(J) Maximum inlet temperature to dry
particulate matter air poJlution control
deyice. You must establish a limit on
the maximum inlet temperature to the
primary dry metals emissions control
device (e.g.• electrostatic precipitator.
baghouse) on an hourly rolling average
basis as the. average of the' test run
averages.

(2) Maximum feedrate of semivolatile
and low yolatile metals. (i) General. You
must establish feedrate limits for
semivolatile metals (cadmium and
lead) and low volatile metals (arsenic,
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beryllium. and chromium) as follows.
except as provided by paragraph
(n)(2) (vii) of this section.

(ii) For incinerators. cement kilns.
and lightweight aggregate kilns. when
complying with the emission standards
under §§63.1203. 63.1204. 63.1205. and
63.1219. and for solid fuel boilers when
complying with the emission standards
under §63.1216. you must establish 12·
hour rolling average limits for the
total feedrat!' of :'>l>mivolatile and low
volatile metals in all fecdstrearns as
the average of th£' tcst n..m averages.

(iii) Cement kilns under §63.l22V-IA)
When complying with the emission
standards under §§ 631220(a)(3) (i).
(a)(4) (i). (b)(3)(i). and (b)(4)(i). you must
est ablish 12·hour rolling average
fccdrate lirili(sTor scmivolatile' a/'id low
volatile metals as the thermal con
cennation of scrnivolatile nlelals or
low volatile metals in all hazardous
waste feedstreams. You must calculate
hazardous waste thermal concentra·
tions for semivolatile metals and low
volatile metals for each run as the
total mass feedrate of semivolatile
metals or low volatile metals for all
hazardous waste feedstreams divided
by the total heat input rate for all haz
ardous waste feedstreams. The 12-hour
roiling average feedrate limits for
semlvolatile metals and low volatile
metals are the average of the haz
ardous waste thermal concentrations
for the runs.

(B) When complying with the emis
sion standards under §§ 63. 1220(a){3)(1l) .
la)(4)(ii) .lb)(3)(ii). and (b){4)(ii). you
must establish 12-hour roiling average
limits for the total feedrate of
semivolatile and low volatile metals in
all feedstreams as the average of the
test run averages.

(Iv) Lightweight aggregate kilns under
§63.J21J-(A) When complying with the
emission standards under
§§ 63.122 I (a){3)(i). (a)(4) (I). (b)(3)(j). and
(b)(4)(i). you must establish 12-hour
rolling average feedrate limits for
semivolatile and low volatile metals as
the thermal concentration of
semlvolatile metals or low volatile
metals in all hazardous waste
feedstreams as specified in paragraphs
(n)(2)(iii) IA) of this section.

(B) When complying with the emis
sion standards under §§63.122J(a)(3)(1I).
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(a)(4)(1I). (b){3)(ii). and (b)(4)(ii). you
must establish 12-hour rolling average
limits for the total feed rate of
semivolatile and low volatile metals in
all feedstreams as the average of the
test run averages.

(v) Liquid fuel boilers under §63.l2l7.
(A) Semivolatile metals. You must estab
lish a rolling average limit for the
semivoiatile metal feedrate as follows
on an averaging period not to exceed
an annual rolling average.

(I) Sy"rpm removal efflciency You
n,ust calculate a semivolatile metal
system removal efficiency for each test
run and calculate the average system
removal efficiency of the test run aver·
ages. If emissions exceed the
semivolatile metal emission standard
during ffie-comprenen-srvl> performance
test. it is not a violation because the
averaging period for the semivolat ile
metal emission standard is one year
and compliance is based on compliance
with the semivolatile metal feed rate
limit that has an averaging period not
to exceed an annual rolling average.

(2) Boilers that feed hazardous waste
with a heating value of JO,OOO Brullb or
greater. You must calculate the
semivolatile metal feedrate limit as
the semivolatile metal emission stand
ard divided by II - System Removal
Efficiency) .

(1) The feedrate limit is a hazardous
waste thermal concentration limit ex
pressed as pounds of semivolatile met
als in all hazardous waste feedstreams
per million Btu of hazardous waste fed
to the boiler.

Iii) You must comply with the haz
ardous waste semivolatlle metal ther
mal concentration limit by deter
mining the feedrate of semivolatile
metal in all hazardous waste
feedstreams (Iblhr) and the hazardous
waste thermal feedrate (MM Btulhr) at
least once a minute to calculate a 60
minute average thermal emission con
centration as (hazardous waste
semivolatile metal feedrate (Iblhr) I
hazardous waste thermal feedrate (MM
Btufhr)].

(iiI) You must calculate a rolling av
erage hazardous waste semivolatile
metal thermal concentration that is
updated each hour.

(iv) If you select an averaging period
for the feedrate limit that is greater
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than a 12-hour rolling average. you
must calculate the initial rolling aver
age as though you had selected a 12
hour rolling average. as provided by
paragraph (b)(5)(i) of this section. You
must calculate rolling averages there
after as the average of the available
one-minute values until enough one
minute values are available to cal
culate the rolling average period you
select At that time and thereafter.
you update the ('olling average feedrate
"dell hour with a 60-minute average
te<:drate.

(3) Boilers Ihal feed hazardous waste
with a heating value less Ihan 10.000 Btu/
lb. (1) You must calculate the
semivolatile metal feedrate limit as
the scmivolatilc metal emission stand
ard divided by II - System Removal
Efficiency).

(ill The fccdrate limit is expressed as
a mass concentration per unit volume
of stack gas (jJgmJdscm) and is con
verted to a mass feedrate (lblhr) by
multiplying it by the average stack gas
flowrate (dscmlhr) of the test run aver
ages.

(iii) You must comply with the
feedrate limit by determining the
semivolatile metal feedrate (Iblhr) at
least once a minute to calculate a 60
minute average feed rate.

(iv) You must update the rolling av
erage feedrate each hour with this 60
minute feedrate measurement.

(v) If you select an averaging period
for the feedrate limit that is greater
than a 12-hour rolling average. you
must calculate the initial roiling aver
age as though you had selected a 12
hour rolling average. as provided by
paragraph (b)(5)(i) of this section. You
must calculate rolling averages there
after as the average of the available
one-minute values until enough one·
minute values are available to cal
culate the rolling average period you
select. At that time and thereafter.
you update the rolling average feedrate
each hour with a 60-minute average
feedratc.

(B) Chromium. (I) Boilers that feed haz
ardous waste with a heating value of
10.000 Btullb or greater. (1) The feed rate
limit is a hazardous waste thermal con
centration limit expressed as pounds of
chromium in all hazardous waste
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feedstreams per million Btu of haz
ardous waste fed to the boiler.

(il) You must comply with the haz
ardous waste chromium thermal con
centration limit by determining the
feedrate of chromium in all hazardous
waste feedstreams (Ib1hr) and the haz·
ardous waste thermaJ feedrate (MM
Btu/hr) at least once a minute to cal·
culate a GO· minute average thermal
emission concentration a!> Ihazardou~

waste chromium feedrate (Ib/hr) f haz·
anlou!> waste thermal fppd.-ClIP (MM
Btuihr»). You must update tbe rolling
average feedrate each hou.· with this
60-minute average feedrale measure·
ment.

(2) Boilers Ihat feed hazardous wasre
wirh a heating value les5 Ihan 10.000 Blu/
lb. You must establish a 12·hour rolling
average limit for the total feedrate (Ibl
hr) of chromium in all fef>ostreams as
the average of. the test run averages.
You must update the rolling average
fcedrate each hour with a GO-minute av
erage feedrate measurement.

(Vi) L \1M' limits for pumpabJe wastes.
You must establish separate feedratc
limits for low volatile metals in pump
able feedstreams using the procedures
prescribed above for total low volatile
metals. Dual feedrate llmlts for both
pumpable and total feedstreams are
not required. however. if you base the
total feedrate limit solely on the
feedrate of pumpable feedstreams.

(vii) Extrapolation of feedrate levels. In
lieu of establishing feedrate limits as
specified in paragraphs (I)(I)(i) through
(iii) of this section. you may request as
part of the performance test plan under
§§63.7{b) and (c) and §§63.1201(e) and (f)
to use the semlvolatiJe metal and low
volatile metal feedrates and associated
emission rates during the comprehen
sive performance test to extrapolate to
higher allowable feed rate limits and
emission rates. The extrapolation
methodology will be reviewed and ap
proved. as warranted. by the Admlnls·
trator. The review wJll consider In par
ticular whether:

(A) Performance test metal feedrates
are appropriate (J.e.• whether feedrates
are at least at normal levels; depending
on the heterogeneity of the waste.
whether some level of spiking would be
appropriate; and whether the physical
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form and species of spiked material is
appropriate); and

(B) VVhether the extrapolated
feedrates you request are warranted
considerlng historical metal feedrate
data.

(3) Control device operating parameter
limits (OPLs). You must establish oper
ating parameter limits on the particu·
late matter control device as specified
by paragraph (01)11) of this section:

(4) Maximum rora! chlorine and chloride
[eedrale. Y0u must establish a I?· huur
rolling average limit for the feedrate of
10tal chlorine and chloride HI all
feedst reams as the average of t he test
run averages.

(5) .Maximum flUF gas flowral(, or pro
duet ion rare. (i) As an indie-ator uf gas
residence lime in the control device.
you must establish a limit on t he max·
imum flue gas flowrate. the maximum
product ion rate. or another parameter
that you document in the site-specific
test plan as an appropriate surrogate
for gas residence time. as the average
of the maximum hourly rolling aver
ages for each run.

(ii) You must comply with this limit
on a hourly rolling average basis.

(0) Hydrogen chloride and chlorine gas.
Vou must comply with the hydrogen
chloride and chlorine gas emission
standard by establishing and com
plying with the following operating pa
rameter limits. You must base the lim
its on operations during the com
prehensive performance test. unless the
limits are based on manufacturer spec
ifications.

(1) Feedrare of total chlorine and chlo
rid,? (i) Incinerators, cement kilns. light·
weight aggregate kilns, solid fuel boilers,
and hydrochloric acid production fur
naces. You must establish a l2-hour
rolling average limit for the total
feedrate of chlorine (organic and Inor
ganic) in all feedstreams as the average
of the test run averages.

(ii) Liquid fuel boilers. (A) Boilers that
feed hazardous waste with a heating
value not less than 10.000 Btullb. (1) The
feed rate Hmit is a hazardous waste
thermal concentration limit expressed
as pounds of chlorine (organic and inor
ganic) in all hazardous waste
feedstreams per million Btu of haz
ardous waste fed to the boiler.
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(2) You must establish a 12-hour roll
ing average feedrate limit as the aver
age of the test run averages.

(3) You must comply with the
feedrate limit by determining the mass
feedrate of hazardous waste
feedstreams (lb/hr) at least once a
minute and by knowing the chlorine
(organic and inorganic) content and
heating value (million Btu/lb) of haz·
ardous waste fcedstreams at all times
to calculate a 60-minute average
[e('drate measurelnent as Ihazardnu"
waste chlorine feedrate (I blh r) / haz
arduu" waste thermal feedrate (mill ion
Btu/hr)l. You must update the rolling
average feedrate each hour with this
60-minute average feedrate measure·
ment.

(B) Boilers thal feeahazaraous,vaste
wieh a healing value less than 10.000 Brul
lb. You must establish a J2-hour rolling
average limit for the total fecurate of
chlorine (organic and inorganic) in all
fcedstreams as the average of the test
run averages. Vou must update the
rolling average feedrate each hour with
a 6Q-minute average feed rate measure
ment.

(2) Maximum flue gas fJowrate or pro
duction rate. (i) As an indicator of gas
residence time in the control device.
you must establish a limit on the max
imum flue gas flowrate. the maximum
production rate. or another parameter
that you document in the site-speCific
test plan as an appropriate surrogate
for gas residence time, as the average
of the maximum hourly rolling aver
ages for each run.

(Ii) You must comply with this limit
on a hourly rolling average basis;

(3) Wet scrubber. If your combustor is
equipped with a wet scrubber:

(i) If your source is equipped with a
high energy wet scrubber such as a
venturi, hydrosonlc. collision. or free
jet wet scrubber. you must establish a
limit on minimum pressure drop across
the wet scrubber on an hourly rolling
average as the average of the test run
averages:

(ii) If your source is eqUipped with a
low energy wet scrubber such as a
spray tower, packed bed. or tray tower.
you must establish a minimum pres
sure drop across the wet scrubber based
on manufacturer's specifications. You
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must comply with the limit on an
hourly rolling average;

(iii) ]f your source is equipped with a
low energy wet scrubber, you must es
tablish a limit on minimum liquid feed
pressure to the wet scrubber based on
manufacturer's specifications. You
must comply with the limit on an
hourly rolling average:

(iv) You must establish a limit on
minimum pH on an hourly rolling aver·
age as the average of the test run aver·
ages:

(v) You OIust establish limits 0n ei
ther the minimum liquid to gas ratio
or the minimum scrubber water
flowrate and maximum flue gas
flowrate on an hourly rolling average
i:l~ lile i:l\ll!I'agc of the test run averages.
If yuu establish limits on maximum
flue gas flowrate under this paragraph.
you need not establish a limit on max·
imum flue gas f10wrate under' para·
graph (0)(2) of this section; and

(4) Dry scrubber. If your combustor is
eqUipped with a dry scrubber. you must
establish the following operating pa
rameter limits:

(j) Minimum sorbent feedrate. You
must establish a limit on mInImum
sorbent feed rate on an hourly rolling
average as the average of the test run
averages.

(ii) Minimum carrier fluid {}owrate or
no=le pressure drop. You must establish
a limit on minimum carrier fluid (gas
or liquid) flowrate or nozzle pressure
drop based on manufacturer's specifica
tions.

(jii) Sorbent specifications. (A) You
must specify and use the brand (i.e..
manufacturer) and type of sorbent used
during the comprehensive performance
test until a subsequent comprehensive
performance test is conducted. unless
you document in the site-specific per
formance test plan required under
§§ 63.1207(1') and (f) key parameters that
affect adsorption and establish limits
on those parameters based on the sor
bent used in the performance test.

(B) You may substitute at any time a
different brand or type of sorbent pro
vided that the replacement has equiva
lent or improved properties compared
to the sorbent used in the performance
test and conforms to the key sorbent
parameters you Identify under para
graph (o)(4)(iii)(A) of this section. You
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must record in the operating record
documentation that the substitute sor
bent will provide the same level of con
trol as the original sorbent.

(p) Maximum combustion chamber pres
sure. If you comply with the require
ments for combustion system leaks
under §63.1206(c)(S) by maintaining the
maximum combustion chamber zone
pressure lower than ambient pressure
to prevent combust ion systems leaks
from hazardous waste combustion. you
must perform instantaneous moni
toring of pressure and the automat ic
waste feed cutoff system must be en·
gaged when negative pressure is not
adequately maintained.

(q) Operating under differenr mod(;s of
operation. If you operate under dif
ferent modes of operation. you must cs
tablish operating parameter limits for
each mode. You must document ill the
operating record when you change a
mode of operation and begin complying
with the operating limits for an alter
native mode of operation.

(I) Operating under otherwise applica
ble standards after the hazardous waste
residence time has transpired. As pro
vided by §63.1206(b)(J)(ii), you may op
erate under otherwise applicable re
quirements promulgated under sections
112 and 129 of the Clean Air Act in lieu
of the substantive requirements of this
subpart.

(I) The otherwise applicable require
ments promulgated under sections 112
and 129 of the Clean Air Act are appli
cable requirements under this subpart.

(ii) You must specify (e.g., by ref
erence) the otherwise applicable re
quirements as a mode of operation In
your Documentation of Compliance
under §63.121l(c). your Notification of
Compliance under §63.1207(j). and your
title V permit application. These re
quirements include the otherwise ap
plicable requirements governing emis
sion standards, monitoring and compli
ance, and notification, reporting. and
recordkeeplng_

(2) Calculating roJJing averages under
different modes of operation. When you
transition to a different mode of oper
ation, you must calculate rolling aver
ages as follows:
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(l) Retrieval approach. Calculate roll·
ing average.'> anew using the contin
uous monitoring system values pre
viously recorded for that mode of oper·
ation (i.e .. you ignore continuous mon
itoring system values subsequently re
corded under other modes of operation
when you transition back to a mode of
operation): or

(ij) Start anew Calculate rolling aver
ages anew WIthout considering pre
vious recordings.

(A) Rulling overages must be cal·
culated as tl,,· ilvl·r<.ge of the availablp
one· minute v;ilues for the parameter
until enough one· minute values are
available to calculate hourly or Jl·hour
rolling averages. whichever is appJica
ble to thE' parameter.

(B) You may nO! transition to a nc-w
mode of operal ion using this approach
if the most recent operation in that
mode resulted in an exceedance of an
applicable emission standard measured
with a CEMS or operating parameter
limit prior to the hazardous waste resi·
dence time expiring: or

(iii) Seamless transition. Continue cal·
culating rolling averages using data

Reference
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from the previous operating mode pro
vided that both the operating limit and
the averaging period for the parameter
are the same for both modes of oper
ation.

(r) Averaging periods. The averaging
periods specified in this section for op
erating parameters are not-to-exceed
averaging periods. You may elect to
use shorter averaging periods. For ex·
ample. you may elect to use a I-hour
rolling average rather than the Il-hour
rolling average specified in paragraph
(l)(J)(i) of this section for mercury.

164 FR 53038. Sept. 30. 1999. a5 amended at 65
FR 42300. July 10. 2000: 65 FR 61271. Nov. 9.
2000: 66 FR 24272. May 14. 2001: 66 FR 35106.
July 3. 2001: 67 FR 6815. Feb. 13. 2002; 67 FR
6991. F£>b. 14, 2002; 67 FR 71691. D£>E-.19.-2002;
70 FR 59548. OCI. 12, 2005l

NOTIFICATION. REPORTING AND
RECORDKEEPING

§ 63.1210 What are the notification re
quirements?

(a) Summary of requirements. (I) You
must submit the following notifica
tions to the Administrator:

Notification

63.9(b) .
63.9(d) ...
63.9U) ..
63.1206(b)(5)(i) .....
63. 1206(cX7XiiXC)
63.1207(e).63.9(e)

63.9(g)111 and 13)
63.1210(b)
63.1210(d), 63.12070).

63.1207(k).63.1207(1).
63.9(h), 63.10(dX2).
63.1O(aX2).

Initial nolificat~ns thai you are subject to Subpart EEE of this Part.
Notification that you are subject 10 special comptiance requirements.
Notification and documeolation of any change in information already provided under § 63.9.
Notification of changes in design, operation, or man,1enance.
Notif)catiO'l 0' 8;l1lcessive bag leak detection system 8xceeoances.
Notification of perfOimance tesl and continuous monitoring system evaluation, inclUding the perform

ance tQSl plan and eMS performance evaluatioll ~an.'
Notification of intent to comply.
Notification of compliance, inclUding results of performance tests and conlinuous monitoring syst~m

performance evatuation5.

1You may also be requfred on a case-by-case b3S~ to submit a feedstream anatysis plan under § 63.1209(c)(3).

(2) You must submit the following
notifications to the Administrator if

you request or elect to comply with al
ternative requirements:

Reference

63.9{i) ...

63.10(a)(3)lii)
63.10(1) ..
63.1204(d)(2)(iii),

63.1220(d)(2)(iii).
63.1204(a)(2)(iii),

63.1220(..)(2)(iii).
63.1206(b)(4). 63.1213.

63.6(i), 63.9(c).
63.1206(b)(5)(i)(C) ....

Notification. request. petition, or application

You may requesl an adjustment 10 time periods or pOSlmark deadlines for submittal and review of
required jnformation.

You may request to reduce the frequency of excess emissions and eMS performance reports.
You may request to waive recordkeeping or reporting requirements.
NotifICation that you elect to comply w.th the emtssion averaging rsQutrements for cemenl kifns with

in-line raw m~ls~

Notification that you elect to compfy with the emisslon averaging requirements for prehealer Of pre
healftr/prttealciner kilns with duat slacks.

You may request an extension oJ the compliance date for up to one year.

You may request to bum hazardous waste fOl more than 720 hours and 'or purposes other than
testing or pretesting aner mak.ing a change in the design or operation Ihat could affect compliance
with emission standards and prior to submitting a revised Notification of Compliance.
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Reference NotifICation. request petition. or application

53. 1206{bX810ii)(ill

63.1206(bX8Xv)

63 1205(b)(9) .

63. 1205(b)(10} ..

531206Ib){14)

63 1206(b)( 15)

63 1206lc){2)(n){C)
63 '206lc)(5Xi)(CI
63 '206lcX5)(;~D)

63 1207Ic){2)
631207(d)(3)

6312071_)(3).63.7{h)
63 '207Ih)12)

631207tf)(lll"XD)

53.'207(g)(2)(v)

63.1207(i) .

53. 12070)(4) .

63.1207(1)(3) ..

63.1209(8)(5).53.8(1)

63.1209(9)(1 1 .

53.120911)(1 )
63. 1209(n)(2}
63.121 1Id) .•...........

If yOu elect to conduct particulate matter CEMS correlalion lesting and wish to have federal particu
lale matter and opacity standards and associated operating hmils. watved during the teshng, you
must notify !he Administrator by sUbmitti1g the correlation \est plan tor review and approval.

You may request approv8' to have the particulate matter and opacity standards and assodated 0p

erating limits. and conditions waived for mOle than 96 hours for a correlation test.
Owners and operators 01 lightweight aggregate kilns may request approvat of alternative- emisston

standards for mercury, 58mNoJalile melal. IaN VOlatile melal. and hydrogen chiorideJchlorine gas
under cer1aln conditions.

Owners and operalOt$ of cement k·~nl may request approva. of aUernative emission standards for
mercury. semivolatile metal, low volatile metal, and hydrogen chk)1ideJchlorine gas under certain
conditions

Owners. and operators of InClneralors may elect lO cornply wtth an atternallve to Ihe partlculale mal
ter standard.

Owners and operalors of cernenl and lighlweight aggregale kilns may request 10 comply wilh the al-
terrartve 10 the inlerim sland'Hos for mercury.

You may request 10 make changes 10 the slartup. shutdown. and malfunction plan
You may reQuesl an atternahve means ot conlrol 10 provide control of combustion syslem leaks
You may raQuesl other techni'lUes 10 prevent fugitive emisSions wilhoul use of in::.tantaneou5 pIe::.

sure limlls
You may reQuesl to base iMial compliance on data in lieu of a comprehensive performanc.e lest
YOLI may request more !'han 60 days to complete a performance test il addlhc)Oal time is needed (()f

reasons beyond your c.ontrc"l.
You may request a bme ex!enston if Ihe Adrninislralor fails to appro\le 01 deny your leSI ptan
You may request to waive currenl operaling parameler limits during pretesting for more than 720

hours.
You may request a reduced hazardous wasle feedsb'eam analysis for organlc: hazardous air pOllut

ants jf the ,educed analysis conllnue~ to be representative of organic haZardous an polluCants In

your hazardous waste feedstreams.
You may request to operate under a wider operatKlg range for a parameter during confirmatory per

formance lesling.
'You may request up 10 a one-year rime axtension fat conducting: a periormance test (other than the

initial comprehensive performance 18SI) to consolidate testing with other state or federaJly-required
testing.

You mB)' request more than 90 days 10 submit a Notification of Complianc~after completing a per·
forrnance test if ad:fitional lime is needed for reasons beyond your conlrol.

After failure of a performance test, you may request 10 bum hazardous waste for more than 720
hours and for purposes other than testing or pr&testing_

You may request: ") Approval of ahemalivs monitoring methods for compliance with standards thai
are monitored with iI CEM5; and (2) approval \0 use a CEMS in IM3U of operating parameler lim
its.

You may request apprOYai 01: (1) Anematives to operating paratn&l... monitoring requirements. ex
cept for standards that you must monilor with a continuous emission monitoring system (CEMS)
and except for requests 10 use 9 CEMS in lieu of operstJng parameter limits; or (2) a waiver of an
operaling parameter "mit..

You may request to extrapolate mercury feedrate limilS.
You may request to extrapolate semivolatile and low volalile melal feedrate limils.
You may r&QUest 10 use data compression techniques. to record data on a less frequenl basis (han

required by § 63.1209.

(b) Notification of intent to comply
(NIC). These procedures apply to
sources that have not preViously com
plied with the requirements of para
graph (b) of this section. and to sources
that previously complied with the NIC
requirements of §63.121O. which were in
effect prior to October 11. 2000. that
must make a technology change re
quiring a Class 1 permit modification
to meet the standards of §§63.1219.
63.1220. and 63.1221.

(I) You must prepare a Notification
of Intent to Comply that includes all of
the following information:

(i) General Information:

(A) The name and address of the
owner/operator and the source;

(8) Whether the source Is a major or
an area source;

(C) Waste minimization and emission
control technique(s) being considered:

(D) Emission monitoring technlque(s)
you are considering;

(E) Waste minimization and emission
control technique(s) effectiveness;

(F) A description of the evaluation
criteria used or to be used to select
waste minimization and/or emission
control technique(s); and

(G) A general description of how you
intend to comply with the emission
standards of this subpart.
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(ii) As applicable to each SOUI"ce. in
formation on key activities and esti
mated dates for these activities that
will bring the source into compliance
with emission contI"ol requirements of
this subpart. You must include all of
the following key activities and dates
in yourNIC:

(A) The dates by which you antici
pate you will develop engineering de·
~ign~ for emis~ion cont rol ~y~tem~ or
process changes fOI- emissions:

(B) The date by which you anticipate
vou will commit intern,d Gl external
~esourres for inst al Iing emission con
[rol systems or making proces~

change~ for emission control. or the
date by which you will i~sue orders for
the purchase of component part~ to ac
compli~h emissioncont rol or process
changes.

(C) The date by which you anticipate
you will submit construction applica
tions;

(D) The date by which you anticipate
you will initiate on-site construction.
installation of emission control equip
ment. or process change;

(E) The date by which you anticipate
you will complete on-site construction.
installation of emission control eqUip
ment. or process change; and

(F) The date by which you anticipate
you will achieve final compliance. The
individual dates and milestones listed
in paragraphs (b)(l)(ii)(A) through (F)
of this section as part of the NIC are
not requirements and therefore are not
enforceable deadlines: the require
ments of paragraphs (b) (I)(ii)(A)
through (F) of this section must be in
cluded as part of the NIC only to in
form the public of how you intend to
comply with the emission standards of
this subpart.

(Iii) A summary of the public meet
Ing required under paragraph (c) of this
section;

(Iv) If you intend to cease burning
hazardous waste prior to or on the
compliance date. the requirements of
paragraphs (b)(l)(lI) and (b) (J)(iii) of
this section do not apply_ You must in
clude in your NIC a schedule of key
dates for the steps to be taken to stop
hazardous waste activity at your com
bustion unit. Key dates include the
date for submittal of RCRA closure
documents required under subpart G.
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part 264 or subpart G. part 265 of this
chapter.

(2) You must make a draft of the NIC
available for public review no later
than 30 days prior to the public meet
ing required under paragraph (c) (I) of
this section or no later than 9 months
after the effective date of the rule if
you intend to cease burning hazardous
waste prior to or on the compliance
dale.

(3) Yuu must submit the final NIC to
the Administrator no later than one
year folluwing the cffe<,;(ive date 01 the
emission standards of this subpart.

(c) NIC public meeting and nociee. (I)
Prior to the submission of the NIC to
the permitting agency. and no later
than 10 months after the effective date
of the emissi on--standards---of-th is sub"
part. you must hold at least one infor·
mal meeting with the public to discuss
anticipated activities described in the
draft NIC for achieving compliance
with t.he emission standards of this
subpart. You must post a sign-in sheet
or otherwise provide a voluntary op
portunity for attendees to provide
their names and addresses:

(2) You must submit a summary of
the meeting. along with the list of
attendees and their addresses devel
oped under paragraph (b)(l) of this sec
tion. and caples of any written com
ments or materials submitted at the
meeting. to the Administrator as part
of the final NIC. in accordance with
paragraph (b)(I)(Iii) of this section;

(3) You must provide public notice of
the NIC meeting at least 30 days prior
to the meeting and you must maintain.
and provide to the Administrator upon
request. documentation of the notice.
You must provide public notice in all
of the follOWing forms:

(I) Newspaper advertisement. You must
publish a notice in a newspaper of gen
eral circulation in the county or equiv
alent jurisdiction of your facility. In
addition. you must publish the notice
in newspapers of general circulation in
adjacent counties or equivalent juris
diction where such publication would
be necessary to Inform the affected
public. You must publish the notice as
a display advertisement.

(ii) Visible and accessible sign. You
must post a notice on a clearly marked
sign at or near the source. If you place
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the sign on the site of the hazardous
waste combustor. the sign must be
large enough to be readable from the
nearest spot where the public would
pass by the site.

(iii) Broadcast media announcement.
You must broadcast a notice at least
once on at least one local radio station
or television station.

(iv) NOlice 10 Ihe facility mailing Jist.
You mllst provide a copy of the notice
[Q r he fae ility mail ing list in accord·
arlC!'> with § 124 10(c)(1) Ox) of this chap·
ler.

(-I) YOLI must include all of the fol·
lOWing in the notices required under
paragraph (c)(3) of this section:

(i) The rlate. time. anrl location of the
:-r,cet :ng:

(ii) 1\ brief description of the purpose
of the meeting:

(iii) A brief description of the source
<'lnrl proposf>d oper<'ltions. including the
address or a map (e.g.. a sketched or
copied street map) of the source loca
tion;

(iv) A statement encouraging people
to contact the source at least 72 hours
before the meeting if they need special
access to participate in the meeting;

(v) A statement describing how the
draft NIC (and final NIC. if requested)
can be obtained; and

(vi) The name. address. and telephone
number of a contact person for the
NIC.

(5) The requirements of this para
graph do not apply to sources that in
tend to cease burning hazardous waste
prior to or on the compliance date.

Reference

§63.1211

(d) Notification of compliance. (I) The
Notification of Compliance status re
quirements of §63.9(h) apply. except
that:

(i) The notification is a Notification
of Compliance. rather than compliance
status;

(ii) The notification is required for
the initial comprehensive performance
test and each subsequent comprehen·
sive and confirmatory performance
test: and

(iii) You must postmark the notified
tion before the close of business on lIw
90th day following completion of reI
evant compliance demonstration activo
ity speCified in this subpart rather
than the 60th day as reqUired by
§ 63.9(h)(2)(ii).

(2) Upon postmark of the f\ot ineal ion
of Compliance. the operating param
eter limits identified in the Notifica·
tion of Compliance. as applicable, shall
be compiled with. the limits identified
in the Documentation of Compliance or
a previous Notification of Compliance
are no longer applicable.

(3) The Notification of Compliance
requirements of§63.J201(j) also apply.

[64 FR 53038. Sept. 30. 1999. as amended at 64
FR 63211. Nov. 19. 1999; 65 FR 42301. July 10,
2000; 66 FR 24272. May 14. 2001; 67 FR 6992.
Feb. 14. 2002; 70 FR 59552. Oct. 12. 2005J

§ 63.1211 What are the recordkeeping
and reporting requirements?

(a) Summary of reporting requirements.
You must submit the foJlowlng reports
to the Administrator:

Report

63.10(d)(4) .

63.10(d)(5)(;) .....
63.10(d)(5)(')
63.10(0)(3) .

63.1206{c)(2)(tI)(B) ....•........_ .
63. 1206{c)(3)(vi) , .
63.1206(c)(4)(;v) , .

Compliance progr8S5 reports. if required as a condition of an extension of
the compliance dalo granted under § 63.6(i).

Periodic startup. shutdown. and malfunction reports.
Immediate startup. shutdown, and malfunction reports.
Excessive emissions and continuous monitoring system perfOfmance re-

port and summary report.
Slartup. shutdown, and malfunction plan.
Excessive 8AcMtdanc&S reports.
Emergency safety vent opernng reports.

(b) Summary' of recordkeeping require
ments, You must retain the following in
the operating record:

Reference Document, 0118. or .nformation

63.1200, 63.10(b) and (c) General. Information required to document and maintain compliance with the regulations of Subpart
EEE. including data r&COrded by continuous monitoring systems (eMS), and copies of aft nobfic3
lions, reports. plans, and other dcx::uments submitted lo the Administrator.
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Reference

531204(d)(I){ii).
53. 1220{d)(I)(>i).

53.1204(d)(2)(ii}.
53.1220Id)(2)(>i)

53.1204(e)(2)(ii).
63. 1220(e)(2)(i;).

53.1205(b)(I)~;}

53.1206(b)(S)(nl

63 1206(b)(11)
53 1706(c)(?)
53.1206(c)(2)(")(A}
63. 1206Ic)(3)1")

&3. 1206(c)(3)(vJlI
631206(c)(4)(n)
63. 1206(cX4)(m)
63. 1206{e)(S){i.)
63 1206{e)(5)

_ 53.1206{e)(7){i)(D)
53 1209(e)(2)
53 1209(~)(5)(",}.

63. 1209(k){7)(nl.
53. 1209(k)(9)(,il.
63. 1209(0)(4)(iii).

53. 1209(k)(1)(i)(C)
53.1209(Q) . __
53.1211 (e) __
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DoctJmenl. Data. or information

Documentation of mode of operalion changes for cemenl kilns with Ill-line raw mills.

Documenlaboo of compliance with the emission a",ersging requirements for cement kilns with in-line
raw mills.

Documenla6on of compliance with the emission averaging requirements for prehealer or preheaterl
precalciner kilns with dual stacks

If you etect to comply with all applicabl!! requirements and slandards promulgated under authority of
the Dean Aj( Act. induding Sections 112 and 129. In 6eu of the requirements or Subpart EEE
when not burning hazardous waste. you mUSI document in the opemhng recotd that you are in
compliance with those requi femento;

Documentation that il change will nol adversely affect compliance with the emission standards Ot

operating reqUIrements
C~lculatioll of hazardous 'Na~te reSi{)ence hme
SI.anup. shutdown. and marlunChon plan
Documentation ot yOUt Inye-SIIQatJnn and ella:u3tlon 01 €:-:cessl .... e excpprfances dunng mallunCllons.
Corrective measures tOl' any automahc waste feed cufoff that fesulls in an exceedance 0' an f!n-,is-

sian standard 01 Operah"g par "meter Ilmit
Documenlalion and resull.~. 0' the aulomalic wasle leed culo" operability testing
Emergency satety venl operating plan
Corrective- measures 101 any e-mergency safety yenl opeOlng
Method used tOl contml of combustion syslem leak.s
Operator training and certit.calten pfOgram.
Operation CJnd maintenance plan
f eedslream analySIS plan
Oocumentahon that a subshtute activated carbon, dlo:x.inJfuran formation reachon inhll)ilor, or dry

scrubber ~orbenl Will prov,oe the same level of corlrol as the original material.

Results of carbon bed performance monitoring.
Documentaloo of changes in modes of Oper31H)o.
Documentalion or complian(;e.

(c) Documentation of compliance. (I)
By the compliance date. you must de
velop and include in the operating
record a Documentation of Compli·
ance. You are not subject to this .e·
quirement. however. if you submit a
Notification of Compliance unde.
§ 63.12070) prior to the compliance date.
Upon inclusion of the Documentation
of Compliance in the ope.ating .ecord.
hazardous waste burning incinerators.
cement kilns. and lightweight aggre
gate kilns regulated under the interim
standards of §§ 63. 1203. 63.1204. and
63.1205 are no longer subject to compli
ance with the previously applicable No
tification of Compliance.

(2) The Documentation of Compli
ance must identify the applicable emis
sion standards under this subpart and
the limits on the operating parameters
under §63.1209 that will ensure compli·
ance with those emission standards.

(3) You must include a signed and
dated certification in the Documenta
tion of Compliance that:

(i) Required CEMs and eMS are in
stalled. calibrated. and continuously
operating In compliance with the re
quirements of this subpart; and

(Ii) Based on an engineering evalua
tion prepared under your direction or
supervision in accordance with a sys
tem designed to ensure that qualified
personnel properly gathered and evalu
ated the info.mation and supporting
documentation. and considering at a
minimum the design. operation. and
maintenance characteristics of the
combustor and emissions control
equipment. the types. quantities. and
characteristics of feedstreams. and
available emissions data:

(A) You are in compliance with the
emission standards of this subpart; and

(B) The limits on the operating pa
rameters under §63.1209 ensure compli
ance with the emission standards of
this subpart.

(4) You must comply with the emis
sion standards and operating param
eter limits specified in the Documenta
tion of Compliance.

(d) Data compression. You may submit
a written request to the Administrator
for approval to use data compression
techniques to record data from eMS.
including CEMS, on a frequency less
than that required by §63.J209. You
must submit the request for review and
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app.-oval as part of the comp.-ehensive
perfo.-mance test plan.

(I) You must reco.-d a data value at
least once each ten minutes.

(2) Fo.- each CEMS 0'- operating pa
ramete.- for which you request to use
data comp.-ession techniques. you must
recommend:

(i) A fluctuation limit that defines
thp maximum permissible deviation of
a npw rlat a value from a previously
generated valup without requiring you
to revert to recording each one·minute
vallif>'.

(A) If you exceed a fluctuation limit.
vou must record each one-minute value
for a period of time not less than ten
minutes.

(~) II neither the fluctuation limit
nor the dat a compression limit are ex
ceeded during that period of time. you
may reinitiatE' recording data values
on" frequency of at least once each ten
tninutes: and

(Ii) A data compression limit defined
as the closest level to an operating pa
rameter limit or emission standard at
which reduced data recording is al
lowed.

(A) Within this level and the oper
ating parameter limit or emission
standard. you must record each one
minute average.

(8) The data compression limit
should reflect a level at which you are
unlikely to exceed the specific oper
ating parameter Umit or emission
standard. considering its averaging pe
riod. with the addition of a new one
minute average.

[64 FR 53038. Sept. 30. 1999. as amended at 64
FR 63212. Nov. 19. 1999: 65 FR 42301, July 10.
2000, 66 FR 24272. May 14. 2001: 66 FR 35106.
July 3. 2001: 67 FR 6993. Feb. 14. 2002: 70 FR
59554. Oct. 12.20051

OTHER

§ 63.1212 What are the other require
ments pertaining to the NIC?

(a) Certification of intent to comply.
The Notice of Intent to Comply (NIC)
must contain the following certifi
cation signed and dated by a respon
sible official as defined under §63.2 of
this chapter: I certify under penalty of
law that I have personally examined
and am familiar with the information
submitted in this document and all at-

§63.1212

tachments and that. based on my in
quiry of those individuals immediately
responsible for obtaining the informa
tion. I believe that the information is
true. accurate. and complete. I am
aware that there are significant pen
alties for submitting false information.
including the possibility of fine and
imprisonment.

(b) New units. Any source that files a
RCRA permit application or permit
modification request for construction
of a hazardous waste combustion unit
after October 12. 2005 must:

(I) Prepare a draft NIC according to
§63.i210(b) and make it available to the
public upon issuance of the notice of
NIC public meeting per §63.J2iO(c)(3};

(2) Prepare a draft comp.-ehensive
performance test plan pursuant to the
requirements of §63.J207 and make it
available for public review upon
issuance of the notice of NIC public
meeting;

(3) Provide notice to the publlc of a
pre-application meeting pursuant to
§ 124.30 or notice to the public of a per
mit modification request pursuant to
§ 270.42 and;

(4) Hold an informal public meeting
30 days following notice of NIC public
meeting and notice of the pre-applica
tion meeting or notice of the permit
modification request.

(c) Information Repository specific to
new combustion units. (1) Any source
that files a RCRA permit application
or modification request for construc
tion of a new hazardous waste combus
tion unit after October 12. 2005 may be
required to establish an information
repository if deemed appropriate.

(2) The Administrator may assess the
need. on a case-by-case basis for an in
formation repository. When assessing
the need for a repository. the Adminis
trator shall consider the level of public
interest. the presence of an existing re
pository. and any information avail
able via the New Source Review and
Title V permit processes. If the Admin
istrator determines a need for a reposi
tory. then the Administrator shall no
tify the facility that it must establish
and maintain an information reposi
tory_

(3) The Information repository shall
contain all documents. reports. data.
and information deemed necessary by
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the Administrator. The Administrator
shall have the discretion to limit the
contents of the repository.

(4) The information repository shall
be located and maintained at a site
chosen by the source. If the Adminis
trator finds the site unsuitable for the
purposes and persons for which it was
established. due to problems with loca
tion, hours of availability. access. or
other relevant considerations. then the
Administrator shall specify a more ap
propriate sHe.

(S) The Administrator shall require
the source to provide a written notice
about the informat ion repository to all
individuals on the source mailing list

(6) The source shall be responsible for
maintaining and updating the reposi·
tory with ·appropriate information
throughout a period specified by the
Administrator. The Administrator may
close the repository at his or her dis·
cretion based on the considerations in
paragraph (c)(Z) of this section.

[70 FR 59555. Ocl 12. 2005)

§63.1213 How can the compliance date
be extended to install pollution pre
vention or waste minimization con·
troIs?

(a) Applicability. You may request
from the Administrator or State with
an approved Title V program an exten
sion of the compliance date of up to
one year. An extension may be granted
if you can reasonably document that
the installation of pollution prevention
or waste minimization measures will
significantly reduce the amount and/or
toxicity of hazardous wastes entering
the feedstream (s) of the hazardous
waste combustor(s), and that you could
not install the necessary control meas
ures and comply with the emission
standards and operating requirements
of this subpart by the compliance date.

(b) Requirements for requesting an ex
tension. (I) You must make your re
quests for an (up to) one-year extension
in writing in accordance with
§63.6(i)(4)(B) and (C). The request must
contain the follOWing infonnation:

(I) A description of pollution preven
tion or waste minimization controls
that. when Installed. will significantly
reduce the amount and/or toxicity of
hazardous wastes entering the
feedstream(s) of the hazardous waste
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combustor(s). Pollution prevention or
waste minimization measures may in
clude: equipment or technology modi·
fications, reformulation or redesign of
products. substitution of raw mate
rials. improvements in work practices,
maintenance. training. inventory con
trol. or recycling practices conducted
as defined in § 261.1 (c) of this chapter;

(ii) A description of other pollution
controls to be installed that are nec~

essary to comply with the emission
standards and operating requirements;

(iii) A reduction go<rl or estimate of
the annual reductions in quantity and/
or toxicity of hazardous waste(s) enter~

ing combustion feedstream(s) that you
will achieve by installing the proposed
pollution prevention or waste mini
mization measures;

(iv) A comparison of reductions in
the amounts and/or toxicity of haz·
ardous wastes combusted after instal
lation of pollution prevention or waste
minimization measures to the amounts
and/or toxicity of hazardous wastes
combusted prior to the installation of
these measures. If the difference is less
than a fifteen percent reduction. in
clude a comparison to pollution pre
vention and waste minimization reduc
tions recorded during the previous five
years;

(v) Reasonable documentation that
installation of the pollution prevention
or waste minimization changes will not
result in a net increase (except for doc
umented increases in production) of
hazardous constituents released to the
environment through other emissions.
wastes or effluents;

(vi) Reasonable documentation that
the design and installation of waste
minimization and other measures that
are necessary for compliance with the
emission standards and operating re
quirements of this subpart cannot oth
erwise be installed within the three
year compliance period. and

(vii) The information required in
§ 63.6(1)(6)(I)(B) through (D).

(2) You may enclose documentation
prepared under an existing State-re
quired pollution prevention program
that contains the information pre
scribed in paragraph (b) of this section
with a request for extension in lieu of
complying with the time extension re
quirements of that paragraph.
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(c) Approval of requesr for extension of
compliance dare. Based on the informa·
tion provided in any request made
under paragraph (a) of this section. the
Administrator or State with an ap
proved title V program may grant an
extension of the compliance date of
this subpart. The extension will be in
writing in accordance with
§§ 636(i)(lO)(i) through 636(i) (lO)(v)(A).

157 FR 61992. Dec. 29. 1992. ,,~ amended al 67
FR 6994 reb 14 2002: 67 FR 77691. Dec 19,
20021

§63.1214 Implementation and enforce
ment.

(a) Thi~ subpart call be implemented
and enforced by the U.S. EPA. or a del
egated "ulho,itjt 5>uch "" the applicable
State, local or Tribal agency. If the
U.S. EPA Administrato.· has delegated
authority to a State. local, or Tribal
agency, then that agency. in addition
to the U.s. EPA. has the authority to
implement and enforce this subpart.
Contact the applicable U.S. EPA Re
gional Office to find out if this subpart
is delegated to a State. local. or Tribal
agency.

(b) In delegating implementation and
enforcement authority of this subpart
to a State. local. or Tribal agency
under subpart E of this part. the au
thorities contained in paragraph (c) of
this section are retained by t.he Admin
istrator of U.S. EPA and cannot be
transferred to the State. local. or Trib
al agency.

(c) The authorities that cannot be
delegated to State, local. or Tribal
agencies are as specified in paragraphs
(c)(l) through (4) of this section.

(I) Approval of alternatives to re
quirements in §§63.1200. 63.1203. 63.1204.
63.1205, 63.1206(a). 63.1215. 63.1216.
63.1211, 63.1218. 63.1219. 63.1220. and
63.1221.

(2) Approval of major alternatives to
test methods under §§63.1(e)(2)(ii) and
(f), 63.1208(b). and 63.1209(a)(I). as de
fined under § 63.90. and as required in
this subpart.

(3) Approval of major alternatives to
monitoring under §§ 63.8(f) and
63.1209(a)(5). as defined under §63.90.
and as reqUired in this subpart.

(4) Approval of major alternatives to
recordkeeping and reporting under
§§63.10(f) and 63.1211(a) through (c), as

§63.1215

defined under §63.90. and as required in
this subpart.

(68 FR 37356. June 23. 2003, as amended at 70
FR 59555. Oct. 12.2005)

§63.1215 What are the health-based
compliance alternatives for total
chlorine?

(a) Ceneral-(J) Overview. You may es
tablish and comply with health-based
compliance alternatives for total chlo·
rine under the procedures prescribed in
this section for your hazardous waste
combustors other than hydrochloric
acid production furnaces. You may
comply with these health-based com
pliance alternatives in lieu of the emis
sion standards for total chlorine pl'O'

vided under §§63.12J6. 63.1217, 63.1219,
63.1220. and 63.1221. To identify and
comply with the limits. you must:

(i) Identify a total chlorine emission
concentration (ppmv) expressed as
chloride (CII-» equivalent for each on·
site hazardous waste combustor. You
may select total chlorine emission con·
centrations as you choose to dem
onstrate eligibility for the risk-based
limits under this section. except as
provided by paragraph (b)(4) of this sec
tion;

(ii) Apportion the total chlorine
emission concentration between HCI
and CI, according to paragraph (b) (6) (i)
of this section, and calculate HCI and
CI, emission rates (lblhr) using the gas
flowrate and other parameters from
the most recent regulatory compliance
test.

(iii) Calculate the annual average
HCI-equivalent emission rate as pre
scribed in paragraph (b)(2) of this sec
tion.

(Iv) Perform an eligibility dem
onstration to determine if your HCI·
equivalent emission rate meets the na
tional exposure standard and thus is
below the annual average HCI-equiva
lent emission rate limit, as prescribed
by paragraph (c) of this section;

(v) Submit your eligibility demo
onstration for review and approval. as
prescribed by paragraph (e) of this sec
tion. which must include information
to ensure that the I-hour average HCI
equivalent emission rate limit is not
exceeded, as prescribed by paragraph
(d) of this section;
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(vi) Demonstrate compliance with
the annual average HCI-equivalent
emission rate limit during the com
prehensive performance test, as pre
scribed by the testing and monitoring
requirements under paragraph (e) of
this section;

(vii) Comply with compliance moni
toring requirements, including estab
lishing feedrate limits on total chlo
rine and chloride. and operating pa
rameter limits on emission control
equipment. as prescribed by paragraph
(I) of this section; and

(viii) Comply with the requirements
for changes. as prescribed by paragraph
(h) of this section_

(2) Definitions_ In addition to the defi
nitions under §63.120I. the follOWing
deTinitions apply to this section:

J-Hour Average HCf-Equivafenr Emis
sion Rate means the HCI-equivalent
emission rate (Iblhr) determined by
equating the toxicity of chlorine to
HCI using I-hour RELs as the health
risk metric for acute exposure_

J-Hour Average HCl-Equivalent Emis
sion Rate Limit means the HCI-equiva
lent emission rate (Iblhr) determined
by equating the toxicity of chlorine to
HCl using I-hour RELs as the health
risk metric for acute exposure and
which ensures that maximum I-hour
average ambient concentrations of
HCI-equivalents do not exceed a Hazard
Index of 1.0, rounded to the nearest
tenths decimal place (0_1), at an off-site
receptor location.

Acute Reference Exposure Level (aREL)
means health thresholds below which
there would be no adverse health ef
fects for greater than once in a lifetime
exposures of one hour. ARELs are de
veloped by the California Office of
Health Hazard Assessment and are
available at http://www.oehha.ca.gov/air/
acute relslacuterel.html.

Annual Average HCl-Equivalent Emis
sian Rate means the HCI-equivalent
emission rate (lbfhr) determined by
equating the toxicity of chlorine to
HCI using RfCs as the health risk met
ric for long-term exposure.

Annual Average HCl-Equivalent Emis
sion Rate limit means the HCI-equiva
lent emission rate (Ibfhr) determined
by equating the toxicity of chlorine to
HCI using RfCs as the health risk met
ric for long-term exposure and which
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ensures that maximum annual average
ambient concentrations of HCI equiva
lents do not exceed a Hazard Jndex of
1.0, rounded to the nearest tenths dec
imal place (0_1). at an off-site receptOl"
location.

Hazard lndex (HI) means the sum of
more than one Hazard Quotient for
multiple substances and/or multiple ex
posure pathways. In this section. the
Hazard Index is the sum of the Hazard
Quotients fOl- Hel and chlorine.

Hazard Quotient (HQ) means the ral io
of the predicted lIledia concentration of
a pollutant to the media concentration
at which no adverse effects are ex
peeled For chronic inhalation expo
sures. thE' HQ is calculated undE'r this
section as the air concentration di
videdby the RfC.I--0r"acut.e:"jiihalation
exposures. the HQ is calculated under
this section as the air concentration
divided by the aREL

Look-up cable analysis means a risk
screening analysis based on comparing
the HCI-equivalent emission rate from
the affected source to the appropriate
HCI-equivalent emission rate limit
specified in Tables I through 4 of this
section.

Reference Concencration (RfC) means
an estimate (with uncertainty span
ning perhaps an order of magnitude) of
a continuous inhalation exposure to
the human population (including sen
sitive subgroups) that is likely to be
without an appreciable risk of delete
rious effects during a lifetime. It can
be derived from various types of human
or animal data. with uncertainty fac
tors generally applied to reflect limita·
tions of the data used.

(b) HCl-equivalent emission rates_ (I)
You must express total chlorine emis
sion rates for each hazardous waste
combustor as HCI-equivalent emission
rates_

(2) Annual average races. You must
calculate annual average toxicity
weighted HCI-equivalent emission
rates for each combustor as follows:

ER<w ; ERHCI + ERC12 x (RfCHctlRfCcI2)

Where:

ERn~ Is the annual average Hel toxicity
weighted emission rate (HCl-equlvalent
emission rate) considering long-term expo
sures, Iblhr

ER"n Is the emission rate of Hel In Ibslhr
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ERc01 Is the emission Tate of chlorine in lbsJ
hr

RfCHc1 is the reference concentrallon of HC]
RfC<I? is the Teference concenual!on of chlo

rine

(3) I-hour average rates_ You must cal
culate l-hour average toxicity-weight
ed HCI-equivalent emission rates for
each combustor as follows:

ERsT~ = ERHn + ERn? x (aRELHnl
aREI,d

\AJhpr~:

ER~l'" is the J hour average Hel toxiriry
WelJ;hll?d emission fiJte UIClequivalent
elnis-sion rat e) con~ideriflg I hour (short·
term) exposurps. Iblhr

ER HCI 1<;' rhE' p-nlis.sion rate of flCl in Jl>.s./hr
ERl,? is the emis:>ion ratE' uf chlorjne in IbsJ

hr
nRF.L lItl is {he I hour ReferE'TKt' Exposurt>

Leve) of He!
aREL,,? Is lh" I-hour Reference Exposure

LpveJ of rhlnrinp

(4) You must use the RfC values for
hydrogen chloride and chlorine found
at http_·//epa.gov/ttnlatw/toxsource/ sum
mary.htm!.

(5) You must use the aREL values for
hydrogen chloride and chlorine found
at htep://wwwoehha_ca_gov/air/
acute rels/acutere!.htm!.

(6) Cl,HCl ratios--(i} Ratio for calcu
lating annual average HCl-equivalent
emission rates. (A) To calculate the an
nual average HCI-equivalent emission
ratee Ob/hr) for each combustor. you
must appoTtion the total chlorine
emission concentration (ppmv chloride
(CIH) equivalent) between HCI and
chlorine according to the historical av
erage CI,IHCI volumetric ratio for all
regulatory compliance tests.

(B) You must calculate HCI and Ch
emission rates [lblhr) using the appor
tioned emission concentrations and the
gas fJowrate and other parameters
from the most recent regulatory com
pliance test.

(C) You must calculate the annual
average HCI-equivalent emission rate
using these HCI and Cl, emission rates
and the equation in paragraph (b}(2) of
this section.

(Ii) Ratio for calculating l-hour average
HC/-equivalent emission rates. (A) To cal
culate the I-hour average HCI-equlva
lent emission rate for each combustor
as a criterion for you to determine
under paragraph (d) of this section if
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an hourly rolling average feedrate
limit on total chlorine and chloride
may be waived. you must apportion the
total chlorine emission concentration
(ppmv chloride (CII-» equivalent) be
tween HCI and chlorine according to
the historical highest CI,IHCI volu
metric ratio for all regulatory compli
ance tests.

(B) You must calculate HCI and CI?
emission rates Ob/hr) using the appor·
tioned emission concentrations and the
gas flowrate and other parameters
from the rnost recent regulatory cum·
pliance test.

(C) You must calculate the I-hour av
erage HC1-equivalent emission rate
using the se HCI and Ch emission rates
and the equation in paragraph (b)(3) 01
this section.

(iii) Ratios for new sources. (A) You
must use engineering information to
e~lirnatc the CI,IHCI volunlclric ratio
for a new source for the initial eligi
bility demonstration.

(B) You must use the CI,IHCl volu
metric ratio demonstrated during the
initial comprehensive performance test
to demonstrate in the Notification of
Compliance that your HCI-equivalent
emission rate does not exceed your
HCI-equivalent emission rate limit.

(C) When approving the test plan for
the initial comprehensive performance
test. the permitting authority will es
tablish a periodic testing requirement.
such as every 3 months for J year. to
establish a record of representative Chi
HCI volumetric ratios_

(1) You must revise your HCI-equlva
lent emission rates and HCI-equivalent
emission rate limits after each such
test using the procedures prescribed in
paragraphs (b)(6)(l) and (i1) of this sec
tion_

(2) If you no longer are eligible for
the health-based compliance alter
native. you must notify the permitting
authority immediately and either:

(J) Submit a revised eligibility dem
onstration requesting lower HCI-equiv
alent emission rate limits. establishing
lower HCI-equlvalent emission rates.·
and establishing by downward extrapo
lation lower feedrate limits for total
chlorine and chloride; or

(il) Request a compliance schedule of
up to three years to demonstrate com
pliance with the emission standards
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under §§63.1216, 63.1217, 63.1219, 63.1220,
and 63.1221.

(iv) Unrepresentative> or inadequate his·
torical ClzlHCl volumetric ratios. (A) If
you believe that the ClzIHC1 volumetric
ratio for one or more historical regu
latory compliance tests Is not rep
resentative of the current ratio, you
may request that the permitting au·
thority allow you to screen those ra·
tios from the analysis of historical ra·
tios.

(B) If the permitting authority be·
lieves that too few historical ratios "re
available to calculate a representat ive
average ratio or establish a maximum
ratio, the permitting authority may reo
quire you tD cDnduct periodic testing
to establish representative ratiDs.

---(v)--Hpdating' CI,IHCI· ratios. You' must
include the C"tHCI volumetric ratio
demonstrated during each performane"
test in your data base of historical C121
HCI ratios to update the ratios you es
tablish under paragraphs (b)(6)(1) and
(i1) of this section for subsequent cal·
culations of the annual average and I·
hour average HCI-equivalent emission
rates.

(7) Emission rates are cappe>d. The hy
drogen chloride and chlorine emission
rates you use to calculate the HC1
eqUivalent emIssion rate limit for in
cinerators. cement kilns. and light
weight aggregate kilns must not result
In total chlorine emission concentra
tions exceeding:

(I) For Incinerators that were exist
ing sources on April 19, 1996: 77 parts
per million by volume, combined emis
sions, expressed as chloride (CI(-»
equivalent. dry basis and corrected to 7
percent oxygen;

(Ii) For incinerators that are new or
reconstructed sources after April 19,
1996: 21 parts per million by volume.
combined emissions. expressed as chlo
ride (CIH) equivalent. dry basis and
corrected to 7 percent oxygen;

(iii) For cement kilns that were ex
isting sources on April 19, 1996: 130
parts per million by volume. combIned
emissions. expressed as chloride (CII')
eqUivalent. dry basis and corrected to 7
percent oxygen;

(iv) For cement kllns.that are new or
reconstructed sources after April 19,
1996: 86 parts per million by volume.
combined emissions. expressed as chlo-
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ride (CII'I) equivalent, dry basis and
corrected to 7 percent oxygen;

(v) For lightweight aggregate kilns
that were existing sources on April 19,
1996: 600 parts per million by volume.
combined emissions. expressed as chlo·
ride (Clf-I) equivalent, dry basis and
corrected to 7 percent oxygen;

(vi) For lightweight aggregate kilns
that are new or reconstructed sources
after Apri] 19. 1996: 600 parts per mil·
lion by volump. combinPlI pmissions.
pxpressed as chloridp (CI") equivalent,
dry basis and coneupd to 7 percpnt ox·
ygen.

(c) Eligibility demonstration---- (I) Gen·
praJ (i) You must perform an eligibility
demonstration to dpterminp whether
thp total chlorine emissionratps.you
select for each on·sitp hazardous waste
combustor meet the national exposure
standards using either a look-up table
analysis prescribed by paragraph (c)(3)
of this section. or a site-specific com
pliance demonstration prescribed by
paragraph (c)(4) of this section.

(Ii) You must also determine in your
eligibility demonstration whether each
combustor may exceed the I·hour HCI·
eqUivalent emission rate limit absent
an hourly rolling average limit: on the
feed rate of total chlorine and chloride.
as provided by paragraph (d) of this
section.

(2) Definition of eligibiliry. (i) Eligi
bility for the risk-based total chlorine
standard is determined by comparing
the annual average HCI-equlvalent
emission rate for the total chlorine
emission rate you select for each com·
bustor to the annual average HCl·
equivalent emission rate limit.

(Ii) The annual average HCI-equiva
lent emission rate limit ensures that
the Hazard Index for chronic exposure
from HCI and chlorine emissions from
all on-site hazardous waste combustors
is less than or equal to 1.0. rounded to
the nearest tenths decimal place (0.1).
for the actual individual most exposed
to the facility's emissions. considering
off-site locations where people reside
and where people congregate for work.
school. or recreation.

(Iii) Your facility is eligible for the
health-based compliance alternative
for total chlorine if either:
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(A) The annual average BCI-equiva
lent emission rate for each on-site haz
ardous waste combustor is below the
appropriate value in the look-up table
determined under paragraph (c){3) of
this section; or

(B) The annual average HCI-equlva
lent emission rate for each on-site haz
ardous waste combustDr is below the
annual average HCI-equivalent emis
siDn rate limit you calculate based on
a >ite-speciric complidnce demonst,-a
tion under paragraph (cH'I) of this sec
tiDn.

(3) Look- up cable analysis. Look-up ta
bles for the eligibilIty demonstration
are prOVided <:>s Table·s I and 2 to this
section.

0) T<:>ole i presenrs annuai average
HCI-e4uivaJent emission raIl' limits fDr
sources located in nal terrain_ For pur·
poses of this analysis. flat terrain is
terrain that rises to a level not exceed
ing one half the stack height within a
distance of 50 stack heights.

(II) Table 2 presents annual average
HCI-equivalent emission rate limits for
sources located in simple elevated ter
rain. For purposes of this analysis.
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simple elevated terrain is terrain that
rises to a level exceeding one half the
stack height. but that does not exceed
the stack height. within a distance of
50 stack heights.

(iii) To determine the annual average
BCI·equivalent emission rate limit for
a source from the look-up table. you
must use the stack heIght and stack di
ameter for your hazardous waste com
bustors and the distance between the
>tack and the property boundary_

(Iv) If any of these values for stack
height. stack diameter. and distance to
nearest property boundary do not
match the exact values in the look-up
table. you must use the next lowest
table value.

[vi AdjUSTed HC1-equivaJenr emission
rare limiT for muJripJe on-sitt> combustors.
(A) If you have more than one haz
ardous waste combustor on site. the
sunl across all hazal-dous waste conl
bustOfs of the ratio of the adjusted
HCI-equivalent emission rate limit to
the BCI-equivalent emission rate limit
prOVided by Tables 1 or 2 cannot exceed
1.0, according to the following equa
tion:

i HCl-Equivalent Emission Rate Limit Adjusted; < 1.0

,=, HCI-Equivalent Emission Rate Limit Table,

Where:

j = number of on-site hazardous waste com·
bustors;

HCI-Equivalent Emission Rate Limit Ad
justed j means the apportioned. alJowable
HCI-equlvalent emission rate limit faT
combustor i. and

HCI-Equivalent Emission Rate Limit Table,
means the HCl-equivaJent emission rate
limit from Table I or 2 to §63.1215 for com
bustor i.

(B) The adjusted HCI-equivalent
emissIon rate limit becomes the HCI
equivalent emission rate limit.

(4) Site-specific compliance demonstra
tion. (I) You may use any scientifically
accepted peer-reviewed risk assessment
methodology for your site-specific
compliance demonstration to calculate
an annual average BCI-equivalent
emission rate limIt for each on-site
hazardous waste combustor. An exam-

pIe of one approach for performIng the
demonstratIon for air toxlcs can be
found in the EPA's "AIr Toxics Risk
Assessment Reference Library. Volume
2, Site-SpecIfic Risk Assessment Tech
nical Resource Document," which may
be obtained through the EPA's Air
Toxlcs Web site at http://www.epa.gov/
ttn/fera/risk_ alra_ main.html.

(ii) The annual average HCI-equiva
lent emission rate limit is the HCI
equivalent emissIon rate that ensures
that the Hazard Index associated with
maximum annual average exposures is
not greater than ].0 rounded to the
nearest tenths decimal place (0.]).

(iii) To determIne the annual average
HCI-equivalent emission rate limit.
your site-specific compliance dem
onstration must. at a minimum:

(A) Estimate long-term inhalation
exposures through the estimation of
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annual or multi-year average ambient
concentr-ations;

(B) Estimate the inhalation exposure
for the actual individual most exposed
to the facility's emissions from haz
ar-dous waste combustor-so considering
off-site locations wher-e people r-eside
and wher-e people congr-egate for wmk.
school. or- recreation;

(C) Use site-specific. quality-assured
data wher-ever possible;

(0) Use health-protective dpfault as
sumptions wher-ever- site-specific data
are not available. and:

(E) Contain adequate documentation
of the data and methods used for the
assessment so that it is transparent
"nd can be r-eproduced by an experi
enced xis" assessor and emissions
measurement expert.

(Iv) Your site-specific comphanc!:
demonstration need not:

(A) Assume any attenuation of expo
sure concentr-ations due to the penetra
tion of outdoor- pollutants into indoor
exposure ar-eas;

(B) Assume any reaction or deposi
tion of the emitted pollutants dur-ing
transport from the emission point to
the point of exposure_

(d) Assurance that the I-hour Hel
equivalent emission rate limit wil/ not be
exceeded. To ensure that the I-hour
HCI-equivalent emission rate limit will
not be exceeded when complying with
the annual average HCI-equivalent
emission rate limit. you must establish
a I-hour average HCI-equivalent emis
sion rate for each combustor. establish
a I-hour average HCI-equivalent emis
sion rate limit for each combustor. and
consider site-specific factors including
prescribed criteria to determine if the
I-hour average HCI-equivalent emis
sion rate limit may be exceeded absent
an hourly rolling average limit on the
feed rate of total chlorine and chloride.
If the I-hour average HCI-equivalent
emission rate limit may be exceeded.
you must establish an hourly rolling
average feedrate limit on total chlo
rine as provided by paragraph (f)(3) of
this section.

(I) I-hour average He/-equivalent emis
sion rate_ You must calculate the 1
hour average HCI-equivalent emission
rate from the total chlorine emission
concentration you select for each
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source as prEscribed in paragraph
(b)(6) (ii)(C) of this section_

(2) I-hour average He/-equiya/ent emis
sion rate limit_ You must establish the
I-hour average HCI-equivalent emis
sion rate limit for each affected source
using either a look-up table analysis or
site-specific analysis;

(I) Look-up table analysis_ Look-up ta
bles are prOVided for I-hour average
HCl-equivalent emission rate limits as
Tetble 3 <JJIlI Table 4 to this section
Table 3 provides limits for farilities 10
catrd in nat terrain_ TablP 4 provides
limits for facilities located ill simple
elevated terrain. You must use the Ta
bles to eSlablish I-hour average HCl
equivalent emission r-ate limits as pre
scribed in paragraphs (c)(3)(iii) through
(c)(3)(v) of this section for annual aver
age HCl-equivalent emission rate lim
its.

(Ii) Site-speCific analysis_ The )-hour
average HCI-equivalent emission rate
limit is the HCI-equivalent emission
rate that ensures that the Hazard Index
associated with maximum I-hour aver
age exposures is not greater than 1.0
rounded to the nearest tenths decimal
place (O_I). You must follow the risk as
sessment procedures under paragraph
(c)(4) of this section to estimate short
term inhalation exposures through the
estimation of maximum I-hour average
ambient concentrations.

(3) Criteria for determining whether the
I-hour HCl-equiya/ent emission rate may
be exceeded absent an hourly roJling ayer
age limit on the feedrare of rotal chlorine
and chloride. An hourly rolling average
feedrate limit on total chlorine and
chloride is waived if you determine
considering the criteria listed below
that the long-term feedrate limit (and
averaging period) established under
paragraph (c)(4)(i) of this section will
also ensure that the I-hour average
HCI-equivalent emission rate will not
exceed the I-hour average HCI-equiva
lent emission rate limit you calculate
for each combustor.

(i) The ratio of the I-hour average
HCI-equivalent emission rate based on
the total chlorine emission rate you se
lect for each hazardous waste com
bustor to the I-hour average HCI-equiv
alent emission rate limit for the com
bustor; and
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(in The potentia) for the source to
vary total chlorine and chloride
feedrates substantially over the aver
aging period for the feedrate limit es
tablished under paragraph (c)(4)(i) of
this section_

(e) Review and approval of eligibility
demonstrations-(I) Content of the eligi
bility demonstration-(i) General. The
eligibility demonstration must include
the follOWing information. at a min
imum:

(A) Identification of eiic!l hazardous
waste combustor combust ion gas emis
sion point (e.g.. generilily. the flue gas
stilck).

(B) The maximum and average capac
ity at which each combustor will oper
ate. and the maxinlum raleo capacH_Y
for each combustor. using the metric of
stack gas volume (under both actual
and standard conditions) emitted per
unit of time. as well as any othe, met
ric that is appropriate for the com
bustor (e.g.. million Btu/hr heat input
for boilers; tons of dry raw material
feedlhour for cement kilns):

(C) Stack parameters for each com
bustor, including. but not limited to
stack height. stack diameter. stack gas
temperature. and stack gas exit veloc
ity:

(D) Plot plan showing all stack emis
sion points. nearby residences and
property boundary line:

(E) Identification of any stack gas
control devices used to reduce ern is
sions from each combustor;

(F) ldentifjcation of the RfC values
used to calculate annual average HCI
equivalent emission rates and the
aREL values used to calculate I-hour
average HCI-equivalent emission rates;

(G) Calculations used to determine
the annual average and I-hour average
HCI-equivalent. emission rates and rate
limits. including calculation of the Chi
HC! ratios as prescribed by paragraph
(b){6) of this section;

(ii) Additional content to implement the
annual average HCI-equivalent emission
rate limit. You must include the fol
lOWing in your eligibility demonstra
tion to implement· the annual average
HCI-equivalent emission rate limit:

(A) For incinerators. cement kilns.
and lightweight aggregate kilns. cal
culations to confirm that the annual
average HCl-equivalent emission rate
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that you calculate from the total chlo
rine emission rate you select for each
combustor does not exceed the limits
provided by paragraph (b)(7) of this sec
tion:

(B) Comparison of the annual average
HCI-equivalent emission rate limit for
each combustor to the annual average
HCI-equivalent. emission rate for the
total chlorine emission rate you select
for each combustor:

(e) Thf' annual average HCI-equiva
lent emission rate limit for each haz
ardous waste combustor. and the limits
on operating parameters required
under paragraph (g)(J) of this section:

(D) Determination of the long-term
Lhiorine ft:l';drate limil. including the
total chlorine system removal effi·
ciency for sources that establish an (up
to) annual rolling average feedrate
limit under paragraph (g)(2)(ii) of this
section;

(iii) Additional content CO implement
the l-hour average HC1-equivalent emis
sion rate limit. You must include the
follOWing in your eligibility dem
onstration to implement the I-hour av
erage HCI-equivalent emission rate
limit:

(A) Determination of whether the
combustor may exceed the I-hour HCI
equivalent emission rate limit absent
an hourly rolling average chlorine
feed rate limit, including:

(I) Determination of the I-hour aver
age HCI-equivalent emission rate from
the total chlorine emission rate you se
lect for the combustor;

('? Determination of the I-hour aver
age HCI-equlvalent emission rate limit
using either look-up Tables 3 and 4 to
this section or site-specific risk anal
ysis;

(3) Determination of the ratio of the
I-hour average HCI-equivalent emis
sion rate to the I-hour average HCI
equivalent emission rate limit for the
combustor; and

(4) The potential for .the source to
vary total chlorine and chloride
feed rates substantially over the aver·
aging period for the long-term feedrate
limit established under paragraphs
(g) (2)(i) and (g)(2)(ii) of this section;
and
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(B) Determination of the hourly mll~

ing average chlorine feedrate limit. in~

duding the total chlorine system re~

moval efficiency.
(iv) Additional content of a look-up

table demonstration. If you use the look
up table analysis to establish Hel
equivalent emission rate limits. your
eligibility demonstration must also
contain. at a minimum. the following:

(A) Documentation that the facility
is located in either nat or simple pJp

vatcd terrain; and
(B) For facilitks with more than one

on-site hazardous waste combustor.
documentation that the sum of the ra~

tios for all such combustors of the HCI~

equivalent emission rate to the HCI~

equivalent emission rate limit does not
.. exceed) ,0,

(v) Additional content of a site specific
compliance demonstration. If you use a
site-specific compliance demonstra~

tion. your eligibility demonstration
must also contain. at a minimum. the
follOWing information to support your
determination of the annual average
HCI~equivalentemission rate limit for
each combustor:

(A) Identification of the risk assess
ment methodology used;

(B) Documentation of the fate and
transport model used;

(C) Documentation of the fate and
transport model inputs. including the
stack parameters listed in paragraph
(d) (I)(i)(C) of this section converted to
the dimensions required for the model;

(D) As applicable:
(J) Meteorological data;
(.<? Building. land use. and terrain

data;
(J) Receptor locations and population

data. induding areas where people con
gregate for work. school. or recreation;
and

(4) Other facility-specific parameters
input Into the model;

(E) Documentation of the fate and
transport model outputs; and

(F) Documentation of any exposure
assessment and risk characterization
calculations.

(2) Review and approval-(i) Existing
sources. (A) If you operate an eXisting
source. you must submit the eligibility
demonstration to your permitting au
thority for review and approval not
later than 12 months prior to the com-
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pliance date. You must also submit a
separate copy of the eliglblllty dem
onstration to: U.S. EPA. Risk and Ex
posure Assessment Group, Emission
Standards Division (C404-0]). Attn:
Group Leader. Research Triangle Park.
North Carolina 27711. electronic mail
address REAG@epa.gov.

(8) Your permitting authority should
notify you of approval or intent to dis
approve your eligibility demonst rat ion
within 6 months after receipt of the
original demonstriltIOn. and within 3
months after receipt of any supple
mental informat ion that you submit. A
notice of intent to disapprove your el i·
gibility demonstrat ion. whether before
or after the compliance date. will iden·
tify incomplete or inaccurate informa
tion or noncompliance with prescribed
procedures and specify how much time
you will have to submit additional in
formation or to achieve the MACT
standards for total chlorine under
§§63.1216. 63]217. 63.1219. 63.]ZlO. and
63.1221. If your eligibility demonstra
tion is disapproved. the permitting au~

thority may extend the compliance
date of the total chlorine standards to
allow you to make changes to the de
sign or operation of the combustor or
related systems as quickly as prac
ticable to enable you to achieve com
pliance with the MACT total chlorine
standards.

(C) If your permitting authority has
not approved your eligibility dem
onstration by the compliance date, and
has not issued a notice of intent to dis
approve your demonstration. you may
nonetheless begin complying. on the
compliance date. with the HCI-equiva
lent emission rate limits you present
in your eligibility demonstration.

(D) If your permitting authority
issues a notice of Intent to disapprove
your eligibility demonstration after
the compliance date. the authority will
identify the basis for that notice and
specify how much time you will have
to submit additional information or to
comply with the MACT standards for
total chlorine under §§63.1216. 63.1217.
63.1219, 63.1220. and 63.1221. The permit
ting authority may extend the compli~

ance date of the total chlorine stand
ards to allow you to make changes to
the design or operation of the com
bustor or related systems as quickly as
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practicable to enable you to achieve
compliance with the MACT standards
for total chlorine.

(ii) New or reconstructed sources. (A)
General. The procedures for review and
approval of eligibility demonstrations
applicable to existing sources under
paragraph (e)(2)(i) of this section also
apply to new or reconstructed sources.
except that the date you must submit
the eligibility demonstration is as pre
scribed in this paragraph (e)(2)(ii).

(B) If you operate a new or recon
structed source that st arts up be-jore
April 12. 2007. or a solid fuel boiler or
liquid fuel boiler thaI is an area source
that increases its emissions or its po
tential to emit such that it becomes a
major source of lIAP before April 12.
2007. you must either:

(1) Comply with the final total chlo
rine emission standards under §§63.1216.
63.1217. 631219. 63.1220. and 63.1221. by
October 12, 2005. or upon startup.
whichever is lat.er. except. for a stand
ard that is more st.ringent t.han the
standard proposed on April 20. 2004 for
your source. If a final st.andard is more
stringent than the proposed standard.
you may comply with the proposed
standard until October 14. 200&. after
which you must comply with the final
standard: or

(2) Submit an eligibility demonstra
tion for review and approval under this
section by April 12. 2006. and comply
with the HCI-equivalent emission rate
limits and operating requirements you
establish in the eligibility demonstra
tion.

(C) If you operate a new or recon
structed source that starts up on or
after April 12, 2007. or a solid fuel boiler
or liquid fuel boiler t.hat is an area
source that increases Its emissions or
its potential to emit such that It be
comes a major source of HAP on or
after April 12. 2007, you must either:

(J) Comply with the final total chlo
rine emission standards under §§63.1216.
63.1217,63.1219,63.1220. and 631221 upon
startup. If the final standard is more
stringent than the standard proposed
for your source on April 20. 2004, how
ever, and if you start operations before
October 14, 2008, you may comply with
the proposed standard until October 14.
200&. after which you must comply with
the final standard; or

§63.l215

(2) Submit an eligibility demonstra
tion for review and approval under this
section 12 months prior to startup.

(I) Testing requirements-(I) General.
You must comply with the require
ments for comprehensive performance
testing under §63.1207.

(2) System removal effidency. (i) You
must calculate the total chlorine re
moval efficiency of the combustor duro
ing e"ch rUll of the comprehensive per
formance lest.

(ii) You must raleula!.p the average
system removal efficiency as the aver
age of the test run averages.

(iii) If your source does not control
emissions of t.otal chlorine. you must
"~~lIflle zero system removal efficiency.

(3) Annual average HCI-equivalent
em'55ion rate limit. If emissions during
the comprehensive performance test
exceed the annual average HCI-equiva.
lent emission rate limit. eligibility for
emission limits under this section is
not affected. This emission rate limit
is an annual average limit even though
compliance is based on a 12-hour or (up
to) an annual rolling average feedrate
limit on total chlorine and chloride be
cause the feedrate limit is also used for
compliance assurance for the
semivolatile metal emission standard

(4) I-hour average HCI-equJvalent emis
sion rate limit. Total chlorine emissions
during each run of the comprehensive
performance test cannot exceed the I·
hour average HCI-equiyalent emission
rate limit.

(5) Test methods. (i) If you operate a
cement kiln or a combustor eqUipped
with a dry acid gas scrubber. you must
use EPA Method 320/321 or ASTM D
6735-01. or an equivalent method. to
measure hydrogen chloride, and the
back-half (caustic impingers) of Meth
od 26/26A, or an equivalent method. to
measure chlorine gas.

(ii) Bromine and sulfur considerations.
If you operate an incinerator. boiler, or
lightweight aggregate kiln and your
feedstreams contain bromine or sulfur
during the comprehensive performance
test at levels specified under paragraph
(e)(2){ii){B) of this section. you must
use EPA Method 320/321 or ASTM D
6735-01. Dr an equivalent method. to
measure hydrogen chloride. and Meth
od 26/26A. or an equivalent method. to
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measur-e chlorine and hydrogen chlo
ride. and deter-mine your chlodne emis
sions as follows:

(A) You must detennine you chlorine
emissions to be the higher of the value
measured by Method Z6IZ6A. or an
equivalent method. or the value cal
culated by difference between the com
bined hydrogen chlor-ide and chlorine
levels measur-ed by Method 26/Z6a. or an
equivalent method, and the hydr-ogen
chloride measurement from EPA Meth·
od 320/321 or- ASTM D 6735-01. or- an
eqUivalent method.

(8) The procedures under paragraph
(f){Z)(ii) of this sl'ction for' deter-mining
hydrogen chloride and chlorine emis
sions apply if you feed bromine or sul
fur during the performance test at the
levels specified in this paragraph
(f) (5)( i i)(B)

(1) If the bromine/chlorine ratio in
feedstreams is greater than 5 percent
by mass; or-

(2) If the sulfur-/chlorine ratio in
feedstreams is greater than 50 percent
by mass.

(g) Monitoring requirements-(J) Gen
eral. You must establish and comply
with limits on the same oper-ating pa
rameters that apply to sources com
plying with the MACT standard for
total chlorine under §63.1209(0). except
that feedrate limits on total chlorine
and chloride must be established ac
cording to par-agraphs (g) (2) and (g) (3)
of this section:

(Z) Feedrate limit to ensure compliance
with the annual average HCl-equivaJent
emission rate limit. (i) For sources sub
ject to the feedrate limit for total chlo
rine and chlor-ide under §63.1209(n)(4) to
ensure compliance with the
semivolatile metals standard:

(A) The feedrate limit (and averaging
period) for total chlorine and chloride
to ensure compliance with the annual
average HCI-equivalent emission rate
limit is the same as required by
§63.1209(n)(4). except as provided by
paragraph (g) (2) (i) (B) of this section.

(B) The numerical value of the total
chlorine and chloride feedrate limit
(Le.. not considering the averaging pe
riod) you establish under §63.IZ09(n)(4)
must not exceed the value you cal
culate as the annual average HCI
eqUivalent emission rate limit (Iblhr)
divided by (I - system removal effi-

40 CFR Ch. I (7-1-07 Edition)

ciency). where the system removal effi
ciency is calculated as prescribed by
paragraph (f)(2) of this section.

(ii) For sources exempt from the
feedrate limit for total chlorine and
chloride under §63.1209(n)(4) because
they comply with §63.1207(m){2}, the
feedrate limit for total chlorine and
chloride to ensure compliance with the
annual average HCI-equivalent ernis·
sion rate mU5t be e5tabli5hed as fol
lows:

(A) You mU5t establi5h an ,weI-age
period for the feedrate limit that does
not exceed an annual rolling average;

(B) The numerical value of the total
chlorinl' and chloride feedrate limit
U e.. not considering the averaging pe·
riod) must not exceed the value you
calculate as the annual average HCI
equivalent emission rate limit (Ib/hr)
divided by II - system removal effi
ciency). where the system removal effi
ciency is calculated as prescribed by
paragraph (f)(Z) of this section.

(C) You must calculate the initial
rolling average as though you had se
lected a 12-hour rolling average. as pr-o
vided by paragraph (b)(5)(i) of this sec
tion. You must calculate rolling aver
ages thereafter as the average of the
available one-minute values until
enough one-minute values are avail
able to calculate the roiling average
period you select. At that time and
thereafter. you update the rolling aver
age feedrate each hour with a 60
minute average feedrate.

(3) Feedrate limit to ensurf> compliance
with thf> I-hour averagf> HCl-f>quivaJenl
emission rate limit. (i) You must estab
lish an hourly rolling average feedr-ate
limit on total chlorine and chloride to
ensure compliance with the I-hour av
erage HCI-equivalent emission rate
limit unless you determine that the
hourly r-olling average feedrate limit is
waived under paragraph (d) of this sec
tion.

(ii) You must calculate the hourly
rolling average feedrate limit for total
chlorine and chloride as the I-hour av
er-age HCI-equivalent emission rate
limit (Iblhr) diVided by [1 - system reo
moval efficiency]. where the system re
moval efficiency is calculated as pre
scribed by paragraph (f) (2)(ii) of this
section.
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(h) Changes-(J) Changes over which
you have control. (i) Changes that would
affect the HCl-equivalent emission rate
limit. (A) If you plan to change the de
sign, operation, or maintenance of the
facility in a manner than would de
crease the annual average or I-hour avo
erage HCI-equivalent emission rate
limit, you must submit to the permit
ting authority prior to the change a re
vised eligibility demonstration docu
menting the lower emission rate limits
and calculations of reduced total chlo
rine and chloride feed. ate !imi ts_

(B) If you plan 10 change the of."sign
operation. or maintenance of the facil
ity in a manner than would increase
the annual average or I-hour average
HCI-equivalellt ellli"sioll rate Illllil.
and you elect to increase your tot al
chlorine and chloride feedrate limits
You must also submit to the permit
ting authority prior to the change a re
vised eligibility demonstration docu
mentlng the increased emission rate
limits and calculations of the increased
feedrate limits prior to the change.

(ii) Changes that CDuld affect system re
moval emciency. (A) If you plan to
change the design, operation. or main
tenance of the combustor in a manner
than could decrease the system re
moval efficiency. you are subject to
the requirements of § 63.1 Z06(b)(5) for
conducting a perfonnance test to rees
tablish the combustor's system re
moval efficiency and you must submit
a revised eligibility demonstration doc
umenting the lower system removal ef
ficiency and the reduced feedrate lim
its on total chlorine and chloride.

(B) If you plan to change the design,
operation. or maintenance of the com
bustor In a manner than could increase
the system removal efficiency. and you
elect to document the increased system
removal efficiency to establish higher
feedrate limits on total chlorine and
chloride. you are subject to the re
quirements of §63.1206(b)(5) for con-

§63.1215

ducting a performance test to reestab
lish the combustor's system removal
efficlency_ You must also submit to the
permitting authority a revised eligi
bility demonstration documenting the
higher system removal efficiency and
the increased feedrate limits on total
chlorine and chloride.

(2) Changes over which you do not have
control Ihal may decrease the HCl-equiva
!pnl pmission rare limits. These require
ments apply if you use a site-specific
risk assessment under paragraph (c)(4)
of this seclion to demonsuate eligi
hility for the health-based Iimits_

0) -Proactive review. You must review
the documentation you use in your eli
gibility demonstration every five years
fr-om the date 01 trle comprehensive
performance test and submit for review
and approval with the comprehensive
performance test plan either a certifi·
cation that the information used in
your eligibility demonstration has not
changed in a manner that would de
crease the annual average or I-hour av
erage HCI-equivalent emission rate
limit. or a revised eligibility dem
onstration.

(i i) Reactive review_ If in the interim
between your comprehensive perform
ance tests you have reason to know of
changes that would decrease the an
nual average or I-hour average HCI
equivalent emission rate limit, you
must submit a revised eligibility dem
onstration as soon as practicable but
not more frequently than annually.

(iii) Compliance schedule. If you deter
mine that you cannot demonstrate
compliance with a lower annual aver
age HCI-equivalent emission rate limit
during the comprehensive performance
test because you need additional time
to complete changes to the design or
operation of the source. you may re
quest that the permitting authority
grant you additional time to make
those changes as quickly as prac
ticable.
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170 FR 59565. Oct. 12. 2005J

EMISSIONS STANDARDS AND OPERATING
LIMITS FOR SOLID FUEL BOILERS. LIQ
UID FUEL BoILERS. AND HYDROCHLORIC
ACID PRODUCTION FURNACES

§ 63.1216 What are the standards for
solid fuel boilers that burn haz
ardous waste?

(a) Emission limits for existing sources.
You must not discharge or cause com
bustion gases to be emitted into the at
mosphere that contain:

(I) For dioxins and furaos. either car
bon monoxide or hydrocarbon emis
sions in excess of the limits provided
by paragraph (a){5) of this section;

(2) Mercury in excess of I J IJgm/dscm
conected to 1 percent oxygen;

(3) For cadmium and lead combined.
except for an area source as defined
under §63.2. emissions in excess of 180
Ilgm/dscm. corrected to 1 percent oxy
gen;

(4) For arsenic. beryllium. and chro
mium combined. except for an area
source as defined under §63.2. emissions
in excess of 380 j.Igmldscm. corrected to
1 percent oxygen;

(5) For carbon monoxide and hydro
carbons. either:

(I) Carbon monoxide in excess of 100
parts per million by volume. over an
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hourly rolling average (monitored con
tinuously with a continuous emissions
monitoring system). dry basis and cor
rected to 7 percent oxygen_ ]f you elect
to comply with this carbon monoxide
standard rather than the hydrocarbon
standard under paragraph (a}(5}(ii) of
this section, you must also document
that. during the destruction and re
moval efficiency (ORE) test runs or
their equivalent as provided by
§ 63_1206(b)(71. hydrocarbons do not ex·
ceed 10 parts per million by volume
during those runs. over an hourly roll·
ing average (monl tored continuously
with a continuous emissions moni·
taring system). dry basis. corrected to
7 percent oxygen. and reported as pro·
pane: or

(ii) Hydrocarbons in excess oflO-pans
per million by volume. over an hourly
rolling average (monitored continu
ously with a continuous emissions
monitoring system). dry basis. cor
rected to 7 percent oxygen, and re
ported as propane:

(6) For hydrogen chloride and chlo
rine combined. except for an area
source as defined under §63.l, emissions
in excess of 440 parts per million by
volume, expressed as a chloride (ClH)
equivalent. dry basis and corrected to 7
percent oxygen: and

(7) For particulate matter. except for
an area source as defined under § 63.2 or
as prOVided by paragraph (e) of this
section. emissions in excess of 68 mgt
dscm corrected to 7 percent oxygen.

(b) Emission limits for new sources. You
must not discharge or cause combus
tion gases to be emitted Into the at·
mosphere that contain:

(I) For dioxins and furans. either car
bon monoxide or hydrocarbon emis
sions in excess of the limits prOVided
by paragraph (b) (5) of this section:

(l) Mercury in excess of 11 J-lgm/dscm
corrected to 7 percent oxygen;

(3) For cadmium and lead combined.
except for an area source as defined
under §63.2. emissions In excess of 180
J-lgrnldscm, corrected to 7 percent oxy
gen:

(4) For arsenic, beryllium. and chro
mium combined, except for an area
source as defined under §63.2. emissions
in excess of 190 J-lgmldscm. corrected to
7 percent oxygen:
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(5) For carbon monoxide and hydro
carbons. either:

(I) Carbon monoxide in excess of 100
parts per million by volume. over an
hourly rolling average (monitored con
tinuously with a continuous emissions
monitoring system). dry basis and cor
rected to 7 percent oxygen_ If you elect
to comply with this carbon monoxide
standard rather than the hydrQ{-arbon
standard under paragraph (b)(5)(ii) of
this section. you must also document
that. during the destruction and re
moval efficien<.y (ORE) test runs or
their equivalent as provided by
§63.1206(b)(7). hydrocarbons clo not ex
ceed 10 parts per million by volume
during those runs. over an hourly roll
ing average (monitored continuously
with- a· continuous emissions moni·
toring system). dry basis. corrected to
7 percent oxygen. and reported as pro
pane; or

(ij) Hydrocarbons in excess of 10 parts
per million by volume. over an hourly
rolling average (monitored continu
ously with a continuous emissions
monitoring system). dry basis, cor
rected to 7 percent oxygen. and re·
ported as propane:

(6) For hydrogen chloride and chlo
rine combined, except for an area
source as defined under § 63.l. emissions
in excess of 73 parts per million by vol
ume. expressed as a chloride (Clf·»
equivalent. dry basis and corrected to 7
percent oxygen; and

(7) For particulate matter, except for
an area source as defined under § 63.2 or
as proVided by paragraph (e) of this
section. emissions in excess of 34 mgt
dscm corrected to 7 percent oxygen.

(c) Destruction and removal efficiency
(DRE) standard-(I) 99.99% DRE. Except
as provided in paragraph (c) (2) of this
section. you must achieve a ORE of
99.99% for each principle organic haz
ardous constituent (POHC) designated
under paragraph (c){3) of this section.
You must calculate DRE for each
POHC from the follOWing equation:

ORE = (I - (WOUI + W;n)J x 100%

Where:
Wm = mass feedrate of one POHC in a waste

feedstream: and
W"", = mass emIssion rate of the same POHC

present in exhaust emissions prior to re
lease to the atmosphere.
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(2) 99.9999% DRE. If you burn the dioxin
listed hazardous wastes FOZO. FOZI. FOn.
F023. F026. or F027 (see §Z6L31 of this chap
ter). you must achieve a DRE of 99.9999% for
each POHC that you designate under para
graph (c)(3) of this section. You must demo
onstrate this DRE performance on POHCs
that are more difficult to incinerate than
tetra-. penta-. and hexachlorodibenzo-p
dioxins and dibenzofurans. You must use tht>
equation in paragraph (c)(1) of this section to
calculalt> DRE for each POHC In addItIon.
you Inu~t notify the Ad,ninisl ....alor of you.
intent to incinerate hazardou5 wastes F020
1'021. 1"022. F023. F026. or Fon.

(3) Principal organic hazardous mn
stitw?nts (POHCs). (i) You must tr<'at
the POHCs in the waste feed that you
specify under paragraph (c)(3)(ii) of
this section to the extent reqUired by
paragraphs (cHI) and (cH2) of this sec
tion.

(ii) You must specify one or more
POHCs that are representative of the
most difficult to destroy'organic com
pounds in your hazardous waste
feedstream_ You must base this speci
fication on the degree of difficulty of
incineration of the organic constitu
ents in the hazardous waste and on
their concentration or mass in the haz
ardous waste feed. considering the reo
suIts of hazardous waste analyses or
other data and information.

(d) Significant figures. The emission
limits provided by paragraphs (a) and
(b) of this section are presented with
two significant figures. Although you
must perform intermediate calcula
tions using at least three significant
figures. you may round the resultant
emission levels to two significant fig
ures to document compliance_

(e) Alternative to the particulate matter
standard-(l) General. In lieu of com
plying with the particulate matter
standards of this section. you may
elect to comply with the follOWing al
ternative metal emission control re
quirement:

(2) Alternative metal emission control
requirements for existing solid fuel boilerS.
(i) You must not discharge or cause
combustion gases to be emitted into
the atmosphere that contain cadmium.
lead. and selenium In excess of 180 llgmJ
dscm. combined emissions. corrected to
7 percent oxygen; and.

(ii) You must not discharge or cause
combustion gases to be emitted into
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the atmosphere that contain antimony,
arsenic. beryllium. chromium. cobalt.
manganese. and nickel in excess of 380
llgmJdscm. combined emissions. cor
rected to 7 percent oxygen.

(3) Alternative metal emission con
trol requirements for new solid fuel
boilers. (i) You must not discharge or
cause combustion gases to be emitted
into the atmosphere that contain cad·
mium. leau. and selenium in excess of
180 llgm/dscm, combined emissions. cor·
rened to 7 percent oxygen; and.

(i i) YOll must not discharge or cause
[ombu~1 ion gases to be emitted into
the atmosphere that contain antimony.
arsenic. beryllium. chromium. cobalt.
manganese. and nickel in excess of 190
ilgm.'dsc:n. combined emissions. cor·
rected to 7 percent oxygen.

(4) Operaring limits. Semivolatile and
low volatile metal operating parameter
limits must be established to ensure
compliance with the alternative emis
sion iimitations described in para
graphs (e)(2) and (1')(3) of this section
pursuant to §63.1209(n). except that
semlvolatile metal feedrate limits
apply to lead. cadmium. and selenium.
combined. and low volatile metal
feedrate Ilmits apply to arsenic. beryl
lium. chromium, antimony. cobalt.
manganese. and nickel. combined.

(f) Elective standards for area sources.
Area sources as defined under §63.2 are
subject to the standards for cadmium
and lead. the standards for arsenic. be
ryillum. and chromium. the standards
for hydrogen chloride and chlorine. and
the standards for particulate matter
under this section if they elect under
§266.JOO(b)(3) of this chapter to comply
with those standards in lieu of the
standards under 40 CFR 266.105. 266.106.
and 266.107 to control those pollutants.
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§63.1217 What are the standards for
liquid fuel boilers that burn haz·
ardous waste?

(a) Emission limits for existing sources.
You must n(lt discharge or cause com
bustion gases to be emitted into the at
mosphere that contain:

(I)(i) Dioxins and furans in excess of
OAO ng TEQ/dscm. corrected to 7 per
cent oxygen. for Ilquld fuel bollers
equipped with a dry air pollution con
trol system; or
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(il) Either carbon mDnoxide Dr hydro
carbon emissions in excess of the lim·
its provided by paragraph (a) (5) of this
section for sources not equipped with a
dry air pollutiDn control system;

(iii) A source equipped with a wet air
pDllution control system foJlowed by a
dry air pollution control system is not
considered to be a dry air pollution
control system, and a source eqUipped
wi th a dry air' pollution control system
followed by a wet air pDllutiDn control
system is considered to be a dry air
pollutiDn cuntrol system for purpuses
of this emission limit;

(2) For mercury. except as prOVided
for in paragraph (a)(2)(iii) of this sec·
tion:

(i) When you bur'n hazardous waste
with an as· fired heatingvalupless than
10.000 Btullb, emissions in excess of 19
~gmJdscm. corrected to 7 percent oxy·
gen. on an (not-to-exceed) annual aver·
aging period;

(ii) When you burn hazardous waste
with an as-fired heating value 10,000
Btu/lb or greater. emissions in excess
of 4.2 x 10-5 Ibs mercury attributable to
the hazardous waste per million Btu
heat input from the hazardous waste
on an (not-to-exceed) annual averaging
period;

(iii) The boiler operated by Diversi·
fied Scientific Services. Inc. with EPA
identification number TND982109142.
and which bums radioactive waste
mixed with hazardous waste, must
comply with the mercury emission
standard under §63.1219(a)(2);

(3) For cadmium and lead combined,
except for an area source as defined
under §63.2,

(i) When you burn hazardous waste
with an as-fired heating value less than
10.000 Btu/lb. emissions in excess of ISO
~gmJdscm. corrected to 7 percent oxy·
gen, on an (not-to-exceed) annual aver
aging period;

(ii) When you burn hazardous waste
with an as-fired heating value of 10.000
Btu/lb or greater. emissions in excess
of 8.2 x 10-5 Ibs combined cadmium and
lead emissions attributable to the haz·
ardous waste per million Btu heat
input from the hazarpous waste Dn an
(not-to-exceed) annual averaging pe
riod;

(4) For chromium. except for an area
source as defined under §63.2:
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(i) When you burn hazardous waste
with an as· fired heating value less than
10.000 Btu/lb. emissions in excess of 370
Ilgmldscm, corrected to 7 percent oxy
gen;

(ii) When you burn hazardous waste
with an as-fired heating value of 10.000
Btu/lb or greater, emissions in excess
of 1.3 x 10- 4 Ibs chromium emissions at·
trlbutable to the hazardous waste per
million Btu heat input from the haz
ardous waste:

(S) For carbon monoxide und hydro
carbons. either:

(i) Carbon monoxide in excess of 100
parts per million by volume. over an
hourly rolling average (monitored con·
tinuously with a continuous emissions
monitoring system). dry basis and cor
iecteatoTpercent oxygen. If you elecl
to comply with this carbon monoxide
standard rather than the hydrocarbon
standard under paragraph (a) (5) (ii) of
this section. you must also document
that. during the destruction and re
moval efficiency (ORE) test runs or
their equivalent as provided by
§63.1206(b){7). hydrocarbons do not ex
ceed 10 parts per million by volume
during those runs. over an hourly roil
ing average (monitored continuously
with a continuous emissions moni
toring system). dry basis. corrected to
7 percent oxygen. and reported as PrO
pane; or

(Il) Hydrocarbons in excess of 10 parts
per million by volume, over an hourly
rolling average (monitored continu
ously with a continuous emissions
monitoring system). dry basis. cor
rected to 7 percent oxygen. and re
ported as propane:

(6) For hydrogen chloride and chlo
rine. except for an area source as de
fined under §63.2:

(i) When you burn hazardous waste
with an as-fired heating value less than
10.000 Btullb, emissions in excess of 31
parts per million by volume. combined
emissions. expressed as a chloride (Clr·,)
eqUivalent. dry basis and corrected to 7
percent oxygen;

(iJ) When you burn hazardous waste
with an as-fired heating value of 10.000
Btu/lb or greater. emissions in excess
of 5.08 x 10- 2 Ibs combined emissions of
hydrogen chloride and chlorine gas at
tributable to the hazardous waste per
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million Btu heat input from the haz·
ardous waste;

(1) For particulate matter, except for
an area source as defined under §63.2 or
as provided by paragraph (e) of this
section, emissions In excess of 80 mw
dscm corrected to 1 percent oxygen.

(b) Emission limits for new sources. You
must not discharge or cause combus
tion gases to be emitted into the at·
mosphere that contain:

(I)(i) Dioxins and funms in excess of
0.40 ng TEQ/riscrn. corrected to 7 per·
cent oxygen. for liquid fuel boi lers
equipped with a dry air pollution con·
trol syst.em: or

(ii) Either carbon monoxide or hydro·
carbon emissions in excess of the lim·
its provided by paragraph ib) (S) of tn,s
section for sources not equipped with a
dry air pollution control system;

(iii) A source equipped with a wet air
pullution contr'O! system followed by a
dry air pollution control system is not
considered to be a dry air pollution
control system. and a source equipped
with a dry air pollution control system
followed by a wet air pollution control
system is considered to be a dry air
pollution control system for purposes
of this emission limit;

(2) For mercury:
(i) When you bum hazardous waste

with an as-fired heating value less than
10.000 Btu/lb. emissions In excess of 6.8
J.Igmldscm. corrected to 7 percent oxy·
gen. on an (not-to·exceed) annual aver
aging period;

(ii) When you burn hazardous waste
with an as-fired heating value of 10.000
Btu/lb or greater. emissions in excess
of 1.2 x 10- 6 lbs mercury emissions at
tributable to the hazardous waste per
million Btu heat input from the haz
ardous waste on an (not-to-exceed) an
nual averaging period:

(3) For cadmium and lead combined.
except for an area source as defined
under § 63.2:

(i) When you burn hazardous waste
with an as-fired heating value less than
10.000 Btu/lb, emissions in excess of 78
J.Igmldscm. corrected to 7 percent oxy
gen, on an (not·to-exceed) annual aver-'
aging period;

(iI) When you burn hazardous waste
with an as-fired heating value greater
than or equal to 10.000 Btu/lb. emis
sions in excess of 6.2 x 10- 6 lbs com-
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bined cadmium and lead emissions at
tributable to the hazardous waste per
million Btu heat input from the haz
ardous waste on an (not-to-exceed) an
nual averaging period;

(4) For chromium. except for an area
source as defined under §63.2:

(i) When you burn hazardous waste
with an as-fired heating value less than
10.000 Btu/lb. emissions in excess of 12
I'gmldscm. corrected to 7 percerll oxy
gpn:

(ii) When you burn hazardous waste
with an as-fired heal ing value of 10.000
Btu/lb or greater. emissions in excess
of 1.4 x 10- 5 Ibs chromium emissions at
tributable to the hazar-dous waste per
million Btu hpat input from the haz
anious wast.e:

(S) For carbon monoxide and hydro
carbons. pHher'

(I) Carbon monoxide in excess of 100
parts pel' Illiliion by volume. over an
hourly rolling average (monitored con
tinuously with a continuous emissions
monitoring system). dry basis and cor
rected to 7 percent oxygen. If you elect
to comply with this carbon monoxide
standard rather than the hydrocarbon
standard under paragraph (b) (5) (Ii) of
this section. you must also document
that. dUring the destruction and re
moval efficiency (ORE) test runs or
their equivalent as provided by
§63.1206(b)(7). hydrocarbons do not ex
ceed 10 parts per million by volume
during those runs. over an hourly roll·
ing average (monitored continuously
with a continuous emissions moni
toring system). dry basis. corrected to
7 percent oxygen. and reported as pro
pane; or

(li) Hydrocarbons in excess of 10 parts
per million by volume. over an hourly
rolling average (monitored continu
ously with a continuous emissions
monitoring system). dry basis. cor
rected to 7 percent oxygen. and re
ported as propane;

(6) For hydrogen chloride and chlo
rine. except for an area source as de
fined under §63.2:

(I) When YflU burn hazardous waste
with an as-fired heating value less than
10,000 Btu/lb, emissions in excess of 31
parts per million by volume. combined
emissions. expressed as a chloride (ClI-J)
equivalent. dry basis and corrected to 7
percent oxygen;
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(ij) When you burn hazardous waste
with an as-fired heating value of 10,000
Btuflb or greater. emissions in excess
of 5.08 x 10- 1 Ibs combined emissions of
hydrogen chloride and chlorine gas at
tributable to the hazardous waste per
million Btu heat input from the haz
ardous waste:

(7) For particulate matter. except for
an area source as defir,ed under § 63.2 or
as provided by paragraph (e) of this
section. "missions in ('xces.'> of 20 mg!
dscm corrected to 7 percent oxygen.

Ic) Destruction and remo}aJ efficiency
(DRE) standard-Oj 99.99% DR£. Except
as proVided in paragraph (c)(2) of this
section. you must achieve a ORE of
99.99% for each principle organic haz
ardous const ituent IPOHC) designated
under paragraph Ic}(3) of-thi.s section,
You must calculate ORE for each
POHC from the following equation:
ORE = II - (Wou, + Won») x 100%

Where:
WiD = mass feedrate of one POHC in a

waste fccdstrcam; and
WOUI = mass emission rate of the same

POHC present in exhaust emissions
prior to release to the atmosphere.
(2) 99.9999% DR£. If you burn the

dioxin-listed hazardous wastes F020.
F021. F022, F023. F026. or F027 (see
§ 261.31 of this chapter). you must
achieve a DRE of 99.9999% for each
POHC that you designate under para
graph (c}(3) of this section. You must
demonstrate this ORE performance on
POHCs that are more difficult to incin
erate than tetra-, penta-. and
hexachlorodibenzo-p-dioxins and
dibenzofurans. You must use the equa
tion in paragraph (c) (I) of this section
to calculate DRE for each POHC. In ad
dition. you must notify the Adminis
trator of your intent to incinerate haz
ardous wastes F020. FOZI, F022, F023.
F026, or F027.

(3) Principal organic hazardous con
stituents (POHCs). (i) You must treat
the POHCs in the waste feed that you
specify under paragraph (c)(3)(ii) of
this section to the extent required by
paragraphs (c){l) and (c)(2) of this sec
tion.

(ii) You must specify one or more
POHCs that are representative of the
most difficult to destroy organic com
pounds in your hazardous waste
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feedstream. You must base this speci
fication on the degree of difficulty of
incineration of the organic constitu
ents in the hazardous waste and on
their concentration or mass in the haz
ardous waste feed. considering the re
sults of hazardous waste analyses or
other data and information_

(d) Significant figures. The emission
limits proVided by paragraphs (a) and
(b) of this section are presented with
two significant figures. Although you
must pe,forTn intermediate calcula·
tions using at least three significant
figures, you may round the resultant

.emission levels to two significant fig-
ures to document compliance.

(e) Alternative (0 the parriculate matter
s(alJdard~(I) General. In lieu of com·
plying with the particulate matter
standards of this section. you may
eject to comply with the follOWing al·
ternative metal emission control re
quirement:

(2) Alternative metal emission control
requirements for existing liquid fuel boil
ers. (i) When you burn hazardous waste
with a heating value less than 10.000
Btullb:

(A) You must not discharge or cause
combustion gases to be emitted into
the atmosphere that contain cadmium,
lead. and selenium, combined, in excess
of 150 IJ.gmldscm. corrected to 7 percent
oxygen; and

(B) You must not discharge or cause
combustion gases to be emitted into
the atmosphere that contain antimony,
arsenic, beryllium. chromium, cobalt.
manganese, and nickel. combined, in
excess of 370 flgmldscm. corrected to 7
percent oxygen;

(ij) When you burn hazardous waste
with a heating value of 10.000 Btuflb or
greater:

(A) You must not discharge or cause
combustion gases to be emitted into
the atmosphere that contain in excess
of 8.2 x )0-5 Ibs combined emissions of
cadmium. lead. and selenIum attrib
utable to the hazardous waste per mil
lion Btu heat input from the hazardous
waste; and

(B) You must not discharge or cause
combustion gases to be emitted Into
the atmosphere that contain either in
excess of 1.3 x 10- 4 lbs combined emis
sions of antimony. arsenic. beryllium,
chromium, cobalt, manganese. and
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nickel attributable to the hazardous
waste per million Btu heat input from
the hazardous waste;

(3) Alternative metal emission control
requirements for new liquid fuel boilers.
(i) When you burn hazardous waste
with a heating value less than 10.000
Btu/lb;

(A) You must not discharge or cause
combustion gases to be emitted into
the atmosphere that contain cadmium.
lead. and selenium. combined. in excess
uf 78 ~gm/dscm. corrected to 7 p<>rcent
uxygen; and

(B) You must not discharge or cause
combustion gases to be emitted into
the atmosphere that contain antimony.
arsenic. beryllium. chromium. coball.
lik1)lgC1lle~e. and nickel. cUlnuiJleu. ill
excess of 12 ~grn/dscm. corrected to 7
percent oxygen;

(ii) When you burn hazardous waste
with a heating value greater than or
equal to 10.000 Btu/lb:

(A) You must not discharge or cause
combustion gases to be emitted into
the atmosphere that contain in excess
of 6.2 x 10-6 lbs combined emissions of
cadmium. lead. and selenium attrib·
utable to the hazardous waste per mil·
lion Btu heat input from the hazardous
waste; and

(B) You must not discharge or cause
combustion gases to be emitted into
the atmosphere that contain either in
excess of 1.4 x IO-s lbs combined emls·
sions of antimony. arsenic. beryllium.
chromium. cobalt. manganese. and
nickel attributable to the hazardous
waste per million Btu heat input from
the hazardous waste;

(4) Operating limits. Semivolatile and
low volatile metal operating parameter
limits must be established to ensure
compliance with the alternative emls·
sion limitations described in para·
graphs (e)(2) and (e)(3) of this section
pursuant to §63.1209(n). except that
semivolatile metal feedrate limits
apply to lead. cadmium. and selenium.
combined. and low volatile metal
feedrate limits apply to arsenic. beryl·
lium, chromium. antimony, cobalt.
manganese. and nickel. combined.

(f) Elective standards for area sources.
Area sources as defined under §63.2 are
subject to the standards for cadmium
and lead. the standards for chromium.
the standards for hydrogen chloride
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and chlorine. and the standards for par
ticulate matter under this section if
they elect under § 266_100(b)(3) of this
chapter 'to comply with those stand·
ards in lieu of the standards under 40
CFR 266_105. 266_106. and 266_107 to con
trol those pollutants_
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§63.1218 What are the standards for
hydrochloric acid production fur·
naces that burn hazardous waste?

(a) Emission limits {or f>xisring sOUU'f>S.
You must nut discharge or rause ('0111·

bust Jon gases to be emitted into t he at
mosphere that contain:

(I) For dioxins and furans. either Car·
bon monoxide or hydrocarbon emls·
sions III excess of the iimits provided
by paragraph (a)(5) of this section:

(2) For mercury. hydrogen chloride
and chlorine gas emissions in excess of
the levf'ls. provided by pa,-agraph (a)(&)
of this secrion;

(3) For lead and cadmium. except for
an area source as defined under §63.2.
hydrogen chloride and chlorine gas
emissions in excess of the levels pro·
vided by paragraph (a)(6) of this sec·
tion;

(4) For arsenic. beryllium. and chro·
mium. except for an area source as de·
fined under § 63_2. hydrogen chloride
and chlorine gas emissions in excess of
the levels prOVided by paragraph (a)(6)
of this section;

(5) For carbon monoxide and hydro·
carbons. either:

(i) Carbon monoxide in excess of 100
parts per million by volume. over an
hourly rolling average (monitored con·
tinuously with a continuous emissions
monitoring system). dry basis and cor·
rected to 7 percent oxygen. If you elect
to comply with this carbon monoxide
standard rather than the hydrocarbon
standard under paragraph (a)(5)(ii) of
this section, you must also document
that. during the destruction and re
moval efficiency (DRE) test runs or
their equivalent as provided by
§63.1206(b)(7). hydrocarbons do not ex·
ceed 10 parts per million by volume
during those runs. over an hourly roll·
ing average (monitored continuously
with a continuous emissions moni·
toring system), dry basis, corrected to
7 percent oxygen. and reported as pro·
pane; or
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(ii) Hydroca~bonsin excess of 10 pa~ts

per million by volume. ove~ an hourly
rolling average (monitored continu
ously with a continuous emissions
monitoring system), dry basis. cor
rected to 7 pe~cent oxygen. and ~e

ported as propane;
(6) Fo~ hydrogen chloride and chlo

~ine gas, eithe~:

(i) Emission in excess of ISO parts per
million by volume. combined emis·
sions. exp~essed as a chloride (el' - ,
equivalent. dry basis and corrected to 7
pe~cent oxygen; or

(ii) Emissions greater thiJn the levels
that would be emitted if the source is
achieving iJ system ~emoval dficiency
(SRE) of less than 99.923 percent for
total chlorine and chlo~ide red tu the
combustor. You must calculate SRI:'.
from the following equation.

SRE = II - (CI 00' I CI 'O)} x 100%

Where:
CI in - mass feedrate of total chlorine or

chloride in all feedstreams. reported as
chloride; and

CI out ~ mass emission rate of hydrogen
chloride and chlorine gas. reported as chlo
ride. in exhaust emissions prior to release
to the atmosphere.

(7) For particulate matter, except for
an area source as defined under §63_2.
hydrogen chloride and chlorine gas
emissions in excess of the levels pro
vided by paragraph (a)(6) of this sec
tion.

(b) Emission IJmits for new sources. You
must not discharge or cause combus
tion gases to be emitted into the at
mosphere that contain:

(I) For dioxins and furans. either car
bon monoxide or hydrocarbon emis
sions in excess of the limits provided
by paragraph (b)(5) of this section;

(2) For mercury. hydrogen chloride
and chlo'rine gas emissions in excess of
the levels provided by paragraph (b){6)
of this section;

(3) For lead and cadmium, except for
an area source as defined under § 63.2,
hydrogen chloride and chlorine gas
emissions in excess of the levels pro
vided by paragraph (b) (6) of this sec
tion;

(4) For arsenic. beryllium. and chro
mium. except for an area source as de
fined under §63.2. hydrogen chloride
and chlorine gas emissions in excess of
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the levels provided by parag~aph (b)(6)
of this section;

(5) For carbon monoxide and hydro
carbons. either:

(I) Carbon monoxide in excess of 100
parts per million by volume, over an
hourly rolling average (monitored con
tinuously with a continuous emissions
monitoring system). dry basis and cor
rected to 7 percent oxygen. If you elect
to comply with this carbon monoxide
standard rather than the hydrocarbon
standard under parawaph (b){S)(ii) of
this section. you must also document
thiJt, during the destruction and re
moval efficiency (DRE) test runs or
their equivalent as provided by
§63_1206(b)(7). hydrocarbons do not ex
ceed 10 parts per million by volume
during thosenms;uveran hourly roll·
ing average (monitored continuously
with a continuous emissions moni·
toring system). dry basis. corrected to
7 percent oxygen. and reported as pro
pane; or

(ii) Hydrocarbons in excess of 10 parts
per million by volume, over an hourly
rolling average (monitored continu
ously with a continuous emissions
monitoring system). dry basis, cor
rected to 7 percent oxygen, and re
ported as propane;

(6) For hydrogen chloride and chlo
rine gas. either:

(i) Emission in excess of 25 parts per
million by volume. combined emis
sions, expressed as a chloride (C!t-)
equivalent. dry basis and corrected to 7
percent oxygen; or

(II) Emissions greater than the levels
that would be emitted if the source is
achieving a system removal efficiency
(SRE) of less than 99.987 percent for
total chlorine and chloride fed to the
combustor. You must calculate SRE
from the follOWing equation:

SRE ~ II - (CI oul I CI ;n)J x 100%

Where;
CI in = mass feed rate of total chlorine or

chloride In all feedstreams. reported as
chloride: and

Clout = mass emission rate of hydrogen
chloride and chlorine gas. reported as chlo
ride. In exhaust emissions prior to release
to the atmosphere_

(7) For particulate matter. except for
an area source as defined under §63_2,
hydrogen chloride and chlorine gas
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emissions in excess of the levels pro
vided by paragraph (b)(6) of this sec
tion.

(c) Destruction and removal efficiency
(DRE) standard-(l) 99.99% DR£. Except
as provided in paragraph (c)(2) of this
section. you must achieve a DRE of
99.99% for each principle organic haz
ardous constituent (POHC) designated
under paragraph (c)(3) of this section.
You mUSI calculate ORE for each
POHC from the following equation:

ORE = [J .. (W c',,, / W ;")1 x 100%

Wher~:

Win = m,'" f,,~dral~ of one POHC in a waSl"
fepdst,,-pc'Hn: and

Waul = mass eOlission rate of thE' same
pone p.rli;:'~l::"n~ in ~xhaus~ enliss~ons. prio;
to r("le-il~(" to thE:" atJllosphere.

(2) 99.9999% DR£. If you burn the
dioxin-listed hazardous' wastes F020.
FOl I, F022. F023. F026. or F021 (see
§ 261.31 of this chapter). you' must
achieve a ORE of 99.9999% for each
POHC that you designate under para
graph (c){3) of this section. Vou must
demonstrate this ORE performance on
POHCs that are more difficult to incin
erate than tetra-, penta-. and
hexachlorodibenzo-p-dloxins and
dibenzofurans. You must use the equa
tion in paragraph (c)(1) of this section
to calculate DRE for each POHC. In ad
dition, you must notify the Adminis
trator of your intent to incinerate haz
ardous wastes F020. F021, F022. F023,
F026, or F021.

(3) Principal organic hazardous con
stituents (POHCs). (i) You must treat
the POHCs In the waste feed that you
specify under paragraph (c)(3)(ii) of
this section to the extent required by
paragraphs (c)(1) and (c)(2) of this sec·
tion.

(Ii) You must specify one or more
POHCs that are representative of the
most difficult to destroy organic com·
pounds In your hazardous waste
feedstream. You must base this speci·
fication on the degree of difficulty of
incineration of the organic constitu·
ents in the hazardous waste and on
their concentration or mass in the haz
ardous waste feed, considering the re
sults of hazardous waste analyses or
other data and information.

(d) Significant figures. The emission
limits provided by paragraphs (a) and

§63.1219

(b) of this section are presented with
two significant figures. Although you
must perform intermediate calcula
tions using at least three significant
figures, you may round the resultant
emission levels to two significant fig
ures to document compliance.

(e) Elective standards for area sources.
Area sources as defined under §63.2 are
subject to the standards for cadmium
and lead. the SlnJld",,'d.~ for arsenic. b,..·
rvllium. and chromium. the standards
f~r hydrogen chloride and chlorine. and
the standards lor partlculatl"' mallte'
under this sen ion If they eject under
§266.100(b)(3) of Ihis chapter to comply
with those standards in lieu of the
standards under 40 CFR 266.105. 266.106.
",nd 206_107 to controi 1I10se pollutants.

170 FR ~%6~. OCI. 12. 200~1

REPLACEMENT EMISSIONS STANDARDS
AND OPERATING LIMITS FOR INCINER'
ATORS. CEMENT KILNS. AND LIGHT
WEIGHT AGGREGATE KILNS

§63.1219 What are the replacement
standards for hazardous waste in
cinerators?

(a) Emission limits for existing sources.
You must not discharge or cause com
bustion gases to be emitted into the at
mosphere that contain:

(I) For dioxins and furans:
(I) For incinerators equipped with ei

ther a waste heat boiler or dry air pol·
lution control system. either:

(A) Emissions in excess of 0.20 ng
TEQ/dscm, corrected to 1 percent oxy
gen; or

(B) Emissions in excess of 0040 ng
TEQ/dscm, corrected to 1 percent oxy
gen, provided that the combustion gas
temperature at the inlet to the initial
particulate matter control device is 400
OF or lower based on the average of the
test run average temperatures. (For
purposes of compliance. operation of a
wet particulate matter control device
is presumed to meet the 400 of or lower
requirement) ;

(il) Emissions in excess of 0.40 ng
TEQ/dscm, corrected to 7 percent oxy·
gen, for incinerators not equipped with
either a waste heat boiler or dry air
pollution control system;

(iii) A source equipped with a wet air
pollution control system followed by a
dry air pollution control system is not
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considered to be a dry air pollution
control system, and a source equipped
with a dry air pollution control system
followed by a wet air pollution control
system is considered to be a dry air
pollution control system for purposes
of this standard;

(2) Mercury in excess of 130 J.lgmJ
dscm. corrected to 7 percent oxygen;

(3) CCldmium and lead in excess of 230
~gmfdscm. combined emissions. cor·
rected to 7 percent oxygen:

(4) Arsenic. ben'lIium and chromium
In excess of 92' J.lgmfdscm. combined
emissions. corrected to 7 percent oxy
gen;

(5) For carbon monoxide and hydro
carbons. eit her:

(i) Carbon monoxide in excess of 100
parts per million by volume. over <ltl
hourly rolling ave,age (monitored con
tinuously with a continuous emissions
monitoring system). dry basis and cOr
rected to 7 percent oxygen. If you elect
to comply with this carbon monoxide
standard rather than the hydrocarbon
standard under paragraph (a)(5)(ii) of
this section. you must also document
that. during the destruction and re
moval efficiency (DRE) test runs Or
their equivalent as provided by
§63.1206(b)(7). hydrocarbons do not ex
ceed 10 parts per million by volume
during those 'uns. ove, an hourly roll·
ing average (monitored continuously
with a continuous emissions moni
toring system). dry basis. conected to
7 percent oxygen. and reported as pro
pane; 0,

(ii) Hydrocarbons in excess of 10 parts
per million by volume, over an hourly
,oiling ave,age (monitored continu
ously with a continuous emissions
monitoring system). dry basis. cOr
rected to 7 percent oxygen. and re
ported as propane;

(6) Hydrogen chloride and chlorine
gas (total chlorine) in excess of 32 parts
per million by volume. combined emis
sions. expressed as a chloride (CI(-l)
equivalent. dry basis and conected to 7
percent oxygen: and

(7) Except as provided by paragraph
(e) of this section. particulate matter
in excess of 0.013 gr/dscf corrected to 7
percent oxygen.

(b) Emission limits for new sources. You
must not discharge or cause combus-
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tion gases to be emitted into the at
mosphere that contain;

(I)(i) Dioxins and furans in excess of
0.1) ng TEQ/dscm corrected to 7 percent
oxygen for incinerators eqUipped with
either a waste heat boiler or dry air
pollution control system; or

(ii) DiOXins and furans in excess of
0.20 ng TEQ/dscm corrected to 7 percent
oxygen for sources not equipped with
either a waste heat boiler or dry air
pollut ion control system;

(iii) .A :;ource equipped with a wet air
pollution control system followed by Cl

dry air pollution control system is not
considered to be a dry air pollution
control system. and a source equipped
with a dry air pollution control system
followetlbyawetair .pollution-control
system is considered to be a dry ai,
pollution control system for purposes
of this standard;

(2) Mercury in excess of 8.1 lIgmJdscm.
corrected to 7 percent oxygen;

(3) Cadmium and lead in excess of 10
J.lgmJdscm. combined emissions. cor
rected to 7 percent oxygen;

(4) Arsenic. beryllium. and chromium
in excess of 23 ).Igmldscm. combined
emissions. corrected to 7 percent oxy
gen;

(5) For carbon monoxide and hydro
carbons. either;

(i) Carbon monoxide In excess of 100
parts per million by volume, over an
hourly rolling average (monitored con
tinuously with a continuous emissions
monitoring system). dry basis and cor
rected to 7 percent oxygen. If you elect
to comply with this carbon monoxide
standard rather than the hydrocarbon
standard under paragraph (b) (5) (ll) of
this section. you must also document
that, during the destruct.lon and re
moval efficiency (DRE) t.est runs or
their equivalent as provided by
§63.1206(b)(7). hydrocarbons do not ex
ceed 10 parts per million by volume
during those runs, over an hourly roB
ing average (monitored continuously
with a continuous emissions moni
toring system), dry basis. corrected to
7 percent oxygen, and reported as pro
pane; or

(;1) Hydrocarbons in excess of 10 parts
per million by volume. over an hourly
rolling average (monitored cont.inu
ously with a continuous emissions
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monitoring system). dry basis. cor
rected to 7 percent oxygen. and re
ported as propane;

(6) Hydrogen chloride and chlorine
gas in excess of ZI parts per million by
volume. combined emissions. expressed
as a chloride (CII-» equivalent. dry
basis and corrected to 7 percent oxy
gen;and

(7) Except as provided by paragraph
(e) of this section. particulatp matter
in exceso; of 0.0015 gr/dscf. corrected to
7 percent oxygen.

lL) Destruction iJnd removal efficiency
(DRl:) srandard. (I) 99.99% DRE Except
as provided in paragraph (c)(2) of this
section. you must achieve a destruc·
tion and removal efficiency (ORE) of
99.99% for each principle organic haz
ardous constituent (POHC) designated
under paragraph (c) (3) of this section.
You must calculate ORE for each
POBC from the following equation:

DRE = !! - (Wou'! Win)] X 100%

Where:
W~ ~ mass feedrate of one POHC in a waste

feedstream; and
W~, ~ mass emission rate of the same POHC

present in exhaust emissions prior to re
lease to the atmosphere.

(2) 99.9999% DRE. If you burn the
dioxin-listed hazardous wastes FOZD.
FOZI. FOZ2. F023. F026. or F027 (see
§261.31 of this chapter), you must
achieve a ORE of 99.9999% for each
POBC that you designate under para
graph (c)(3) of this section. You must
demonstrate this DRE performance on
POHCs that are more difficult to incin
erate than tetra-. penta-. and
hexachlorodibenzo-p-dioxins and
dibenzofurans. You must use the equa
tion in paragraph (c)(l) of this section
to calculate ORE for each POHC. In ad
dition. you must notify the Adminis
trator of your intent to incinerate haz
ardous wastes F020. F021. F022. F023.
F026. or F027.

(3) Principal organIc hazardous con
stituent (pOHe). (1) You must treat
each POHC in the waste feed that you
specify under paragraph (c)(3)(il) of
this section to the extent required by
paragraphs (c)(I) and (c)(2) of this sec
tion.

(il) You must specify one or more
POHCs that are representative of the
most difficult to destroy organic com-

pounds in your hazardous waste
feedstream. You must base this speci·
fication on the degree of difficulty of
incineration of the organic constltu·
ents in the hazardous waste and on
their concentration or mass in the haz
ardous waste feed. considering the reo
suIts of hazardous waste analyses or
other data and information.

(d) Significant figures. The emission
limits prOVided by paragraphs (a) and
(b) of this section arE' presentE'd with
two slgnificanL figurE'S. AILhuugh yuu
must perform intE'rmE'diaLe Lalcula~

tions using at least three significant
figures. you may round the resultant
emission levels to two significant fig·
ures to document compliance.

(e) AlternativE' to the particulatp maHer
srandard. (I). General. In lieu of com·
plying with the particulate mattE'T
standards of this sect ion. you may
eJect to comply with the following al·
ternative metal emission control re
quirement;

(Z) Alternative metal emission control
requirements for existing incinerators. (i)
You must not discharge or cause com·
bustion gases to be emitted into the at
mosphere that contain cadmium. lead.
and selenium In excess of 230 IlgmJ
dscm. combined emissions. corrected to
7 percent oxygen; and.

(Ii) You must not discharge or cause
combustion gases to be emitted Into
the atmosphere that contain antimony.
arsenic. beryllium. chromium. cobalt.
manganese. and nickel in excess of 92
Ilgmldscm. combined emissions. cor
rected to 7 percent oxygen.

(3) Alternative metal emission concrol
requirements for new incinerators. (i) You
must not discharge or cause combus
tion gases to be emitted into the at·
mosphere that contain cadmium. lead.
and selenium in excess of 10 l-lgmldscm.
combined emissions. corrected to 7 per
cent oxygen; and.

(ii) You must not discharge or cause
combustion gases to be emitted into
the atmosphere that contain antimony.
arsenic. beryllium. chromium. cobalt.
manganese. and nickel in excess of 23
l-lgm/dscm. combined emissions. cor
rected to 7 percent oxygen.

(4) Operating limits. Semivolatile and
low volatile metal operating parameter
limits must be established to ensure
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compliance with the alte.native emis
sion limitations descdbed in pa.a
g.aphs (e)(2) and (e)(3) of this section
pursuant to §63.1209(n). except that
semivolatile metal feedmte limits
apply to lead. cadmium. and selenium.
combined. and low volatile metal
feed.ate limits apply to arsenic. beryl
Iium.chromium. antimony. cobalt.
manganese. and nickel. combined.

170 FR ,9,70. Oct. 12. 200S\

§63.J220 What are the replacE'ment
standards for hazardous waste
burning celDent kilns?

(a) Emission and hazardous wastp {('I'd
limits {or pxisting sources. You must Tlot
discha.ge or cause combust ion gases to
be emitted into the atmosphere or feed
hazardous waste that contain:

(I) For dioxins and furans. eitht:.'L
(i) Emissions in excess of 0.20 ng TEQ/

dscm corrected to 7 percent oxygen; or
(ii) Emissions in excess of 0.40 ng

TEQ/dscm corrected to 7 percent oxy
gen provided that the combustion gas
temperatu.e at the inlet to the initial
dry particulate matter control device
is 400 of or lowe. based on the average
of the test oun ave.age tempe.atures;

(2) For mercury. both:
(i) An average as-fired concentration

of mercury in all hazardous waste
feedstreams in excess of 3.0 parts per
million by weight; and

(ii) Emissions in excess of 120 llgm!
dscm, corrected to 7 percent oxygen; or

(iii) A hazardous waste feedrate cor
responding to a maximum theoretical
emission concentration (MTEC) in ex·
cess of 120 llgm!dscm;

(3) For cadmium and lead. both:
(i) Emissions in excess of 7.6 x 10- 4

lbs combined emissions of cadmium
and lead attributable to the hazardous
waste per million Btu heat Input from
the hazardous waste; and

(Ii) Emissions in excess of 330 J.Igm!
dscm, combined emissions. corrected to
7 percent oxygen;

(4) For arsenic. beryllium. and chro
mium, both:

(i) Emissions In excess of 2.1 x 10- 5

Ibs combined emissions of arsenic, be
ryllium. and chromium attributable to
the hazardous waste per million Btu
heat input from the hazardous waste:
and
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(Ii) Emissions in excess of 56 J.Igm!
dscm. combined emissions, corrected to
7 percent oxygen;

(5) Carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons.
(i) For kilns equipped with a by-pass
duct or midkiln gas sampling system.
either:

(A) Carbon monoxide in the by-pass
duct or mid-kiln gas sampling system
in excess of 100 parts per million by
volume. OVer an hourly rolling average
(monitored cont inuously with a cont in
uous cmi""ions monitoring system).
dry basis and con ected to 7 percent ox
ygen. If you elect to comply with this
carbon monoxide standard rather than
the hydrocarbon standard under para
graph (a)(5)(i)(B) of this section. you
must also document that. during the
destiudiori-ana-rem-oval' -efficiency
(DRE) test runs or their equivalent as

,provided by §63.1206(b)(7), hydrocarbons
in the by-pass duct or mid-kiln gas
sampling system do not exceed 10 pans
per million by volume during those
runs. over an hourly rolling average
(monitored continuously with a contin
uous emissions monitoring system).
dry basis. corrected to 1 percent oxy
gen, and reported as propane; or

(B) Hydrocarbons in the by-pass duct
or midkiln gas sampling system in ex
cess of 10 parts pel' million by volume,
over an hourly rolling average (mon
Itored continuously with a continuous
emissions monitoring system). dry
basis. corrected to 1 percent oxygen.
and reported as propane;

(Ii) For kilns not equipped with a by
pass duct or midkiln gas sampling sys
tem. either:

(A) Hydrocal'bons in the main stack
in excess of 20 parts per million by vol
ume. over an hourly rolling average
(monltol'ed continuously with a contin
uous emissions monitoring system).
dry basis. corrected to 7 percent oxy
gen. and reported as propane; or

(B) Carbon monoxide in the main
stack in excess of 100 parts per million
by volume, over an hourly rolling aver
age (monitored continuously with a
continuous emissions monitoring sys
tem), dry basis and corrected to 7 per
cent oxygen. If you elect to comply
with this carbon monoxide standard
rather than the hydl'ocarbon standa.d
under paragraph (a) (5) (ii) (A) of this
section. you also must document that.
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during the destruction and removal ef·
ficiency (ORE) test runs or t.heir equiv
alent. as provided by §63.1206(b)(7). hy·
drocarbons in the main stack do not
exceed 20 part.s per million by volume
during those runs, over an hourly roil
ing average (monitored continuously
wi th a continuous emissions moni
toring system). dry basis, corrected to
7 perce-nt oxygen. and reported as pro
pane.

(6) Hvdrogcn chloride and chlorine
gas in "xcpss of 120 parts per million by
volullll'. combined Clllissions. expressed
as a chloride (CII'» equivalent. dry
basis. corrected to 7 percent oxygen;
and

(7) JOn, fl"rticu)ate matter. both'
(i) Emissions in excess of 0.028 gr/dscf

corn~ued tu 7 percent oxygen; and
(ij) Opacity greater than 20 percent,

unless your source is equipped with a
b<lg leak detection system under
§63.1206(c)(8) or a part.iculate matter
detection system under § 63.)206(c)(9).

(b) Emission and hazardous waste feed
limits for new sources. You must not dis
charge or cause combustion gases to be
emitted into the atmosphere or feed
hazardous waste that contain:

(I) For dioxins and furans. either:
(i) Emissions in excess of 0.20 ng TEQ/

dscm corrected to 7 percent oxygen; or
(ii) Emissions in excess of 0.40 ng

TEQ/dscm corrected to 7 percent oxy
gen proVided that the combustion gas
temperature at the inlet to the initial
dry particulate matter control device
is 400 of or lower based on the average
of the test run average temperatures;

(2) For mercury, both:
(i) An average as-fired concentration

of mercury in all hazardous waste
feedstreams in excess of 1.9 parts per
million by weight; and

(ii) Emissions in excess of 120 ~gmJ

dscm, corrected to 7 percent oxygen; or
(iii) A hazardous waste feedrate cor

responding to a maximum theoretical
emission concentration (MTEC) in ex
cess of 120 jlgmldscm;

(3) For cadmium and lead. both:
(l) EmiSSions in excess of 6.2 x IO-s

Ibs combined emissions of cadmium
and lead attributable to the pazardous
waste per million Btu heat input from
the hazardous waste; and
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(ii) Emissions in excess of 180 ~gml

dscm. combined emissions. corrected to
7 percent oxygen;

(4) For arsenic, beryllium, and chro·
mium, both:

(I) Emissions in excess of 1.5 x JO-'
Ibs combined emissions of arsenic. be
ryllium. and chromium attributable to
the hazardous waste per million Btu
heat input from the hazardous waste:
and

(ii) Emissions in excess of 54 IJgrnl
dscm. combined emissions. conecled tu
7 percent oxygen;

(S) Carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons
(i) For kilns equipped with a bypass
duct or midkiln gas sampling system.
carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons
emissions are limited in both the by·
pass duct or midkiln gas sampling sys
tem and the main stack as follows:

(A) Emissions in the by· pass or
midkiln gas sampling system are lim
it.ed to either:

(1) Carbon monoxide in excess of 100
parts per million by volume, over an
hourly rolling average (monitored con
tinuously with a continuous emissions
monitoring system). dry basis and cor
rected to 7 percent oxygen. If you elect
to comply with this carbon monoxide
standard rather than the hydrocarbon
standard under paragraph (b)(5)(i)(A)(2)
of this section, you also must docu
ment. that.. during the destruction and
removal efficiency (DRE) test runs or
their equivalent as provided by
§63.1206(b)(7). hydrocarbons do not ex
ceed 10 parts per million by volume
during those runs. over an hourly 1'011

lng average (monitored continuously
wlth a continuous emissions moni·
toring system). dry basis, corrected to
7 percent oxygen. and reported as pro
pane: or

(2) Hydrocarbons in the by-pass duct
or midklln gas sampling system in ex
cess of 10 parts per million by volume,
over an hourly rolling average (mon
itored continuously with a continuous
emissions monitoring system), dry
basis. corrected to 7 percent oxygen,
and reported as propane; and

(B) Hydrocarbons in the main stack
are limited, if const.ruction of the kiln
commenced after April 19, 1996 at a
plant site where a cement kiln (wheth
er burning hazardous waste or not) did
not preViously exist, to 50 parts per
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million by volume. over a 3O-day block
average (monitored continuously with
a continuous monitoring system). dry
basis. corrected to 7 percent oxygen.
and reported as propane.

(ii) For kilns not equipped with a by
pass duct or midkiln gas sampling sys
tem. hydrocarbons and carbon mon
oxide are limited in the main stack to
either:

(A) Hy<Jroc<lrhons not exceeding 20
parts per million by volume. ovPr all
hourly rolling average (monitored con
tinuously with a continuous emissions
monitoring system). dry basis. ('or
rected to 7 percent oxygen. and reo
ported as propane: or

(B)(1) Carbon monoxide not exceeding
100 parts per million by volume. over
an hourly rolling average-(monitored
continuously with a continuous em;s
sions monitoring system). dry basis.
corrected to 7 percent oxygen: and

(2) Hydrocarbons not exceeding 20
parts per million by volume. over an
hourly rolling average (monitored con
tlnuously with a continuous moni
toring system). dry basis. corrected to
7 percent oxygen. and reported as pro
pane at any time during the destruc
tion and removal efficiency (ORE) test
runs or their eqUivalent as provided by
§63.1206{b){7); and

(3) If construction of the kiln com
menced after April 19. 1996 at a plant
site where a cement kiln (whether
burning hazardous waste or not) did
not preViously exist. hydrocarbons are
limited to SO parts per million by vol·
ume. over a 3O-day block average (mon·
itored continuously with a continuous
monitoring system). dry basis. cor
rected to 7 percent oxygen. and re
ported as propane.

(6) Hydrogen chloride and chlorine
gas in excess of 86 parts per million by
volume. combined emissions, expressed
as a chloride (CIH) equivalent. dry
basis and corrected to 7 percent oxy
gen; and

(7) For particulate matter:
(i) Except as provided by

§63.l206(a)(J)(ii)(B)(3) and paragraph
(b)(7)(iJi) of this section, particulate
matter emissions in excess of 0.0023 grl
dscf corrected to 7 percent oxygen.

(ii) Opacity greater than 20 percent.
unless your sourCe 15 equipped with a
bag leak detection system under
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§63.1206(c)(8) or a particulate matter
detection system under §63.1206{c)(9).

(iii) The particulate matter standard
specified in paragraph (b)(7){i) of this
section is stayed from March 23. 2006 to
June 23. 2006. During the period that
this stay is in effect. you must not
emit particulate matter in excess of
0.15 kglMg dry feed. as determined ac
cording to the requirements under
§631204(h)(7)(i) through (iii).

(c) Destrucrion and removal efficiency
(DRE) standard. (I) 99.99% ORE. Except
as provided in paragraph (c)(2) of this
section. you must achieve a destruc·
tion and removal efficiency (DR E) of
99.99% for each principle organic haz·
ardous (·onst it ucnt (POHC) designated
under paragraph (c) (3) of this section.
You must calCulate ORE for each
POHC from the following equation:

ORE = II - (Wuu'/W,n») x 100%

Where:

W,. = mass feedrate of one POHC in a waste
feedstream; and

W~ = mas.s. emis.s.lon rate of the same POHC
present in exhaust emissions prior to re
lease to the atmosphere.

(2) 99.9999% DR£. If you burn the
dioxin-listed hazardous wastes F020.
F021. F022. F023, F026. or F027 (see
§26J.31 of this chapter), you must
achieve a DRE of 99.9999% for each
POHC that you designate under para
graph (c)(3) of this section_ You must
demonstrate this ORE performance on
POHCs that are more difficult to incin
erate than tetra-. penta-. and
hexachlorodlbenzo-p-dioxlns and
dibenzofurans. You must use the equa
tion in paragraph (c) (I) of this section
to calculate ORE for each POHC. In ad
dition. you must notify the Adminis
trator of your Intent to incinerate haz
ardous wastes F020. F021. F022, F023.
F026. or F027.

(3) Principal organic hazardous can·
stltuent (POHC). (i) You must treat
each POHC In the waste feed that you
specify under paragraph (c)(3)(ii) of
this section to the extent required by
paragraphs (c) (I) and (c) (2) of this sec
tion.

(il) You must specify one or more
POHCs that are representative of the
most difficult to destroy organic com
pounds in your hazardous waste
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feedstream. You must base this speci
fication on the degree of difficulty of
incineration of the organic constitu
ents in the hazardous waste and on
their concentration or mass in the haz
ardous waste feed. considering the re
sults of hazardous waste analyses or
other data and information.

(d) Cemenc kilns wich in-lfne kiln raw
mills-(J) General. (i) You must conduct
performance testing when the raw mill
i" on-liM' ann when the mill is off-line
(0 demonstrate compliance with the
emission standards. and you must es
tablish separate operating parameter
limits under §63.1209 for each mode of
operation. except as provided by para
graphs (d)(I)(iv) and (d) (J)(v) of this
seclion.

Oi) You must document in tht' oper
ating record each time you change
from one mode of operation LO the al
ternale mode and begin complying
with the operating parameter limits
for that alternate mode of operation.

(iii) You must calculate rolling aver
ages for operating parameter limits as
provided by §63_1209(q}(2).

(iv) If your in-line kiln raw mill has
dual stacks. you may assume that the
dioxln/furan emission levels in the by
pass stack and the operating parameter
limits determined during performance
testing of the by-pass stack when the
raw mill is off-line are the same as
when the mill is on-line.

(v) In lieu of conducting a perform
ance test to demonstrate compliance
with the dioxin/furan emission stand
ards for the mode of operation when
the raw mill is on-line. you may speci·
fy in the performance test workplan
and Notification of Compllance the
same operating parameter limits re
quired under §63.1209(k) for the mode of
operation when the raw mill is on-line
as you establish during performance
testing for the mode of operation when
the raw mill is off-line.

(2) Emissions averaging. You may com
ply with the mercury. semivolatile
metal. low volatile metal. and hydro
gen chloride/chlorine gas" emission
standards on a time-weighted average
basis under the following procedures:

(i) Averaging mechodology. You must
calculate the time-weighted average
emission concentration with the fol
lowing equation:

§63.1220

C10U,J {emili-off x (Tmill.offl (Tmill-off +
T m.lI-oJ)} + {em;II..,. X (T~ill-on/ (Tmill-off +
T m,lI-on»}

Where:
ClOt.' = time-weighted average concentration

of" regulated constituent considering bOlh
raw mill on time and off time;

Cmin·o.fJ = average performance test concentra
tion of regulated const it uent with the raw
mill off· line:

(,noll On ==- average- pprfDrmann.~ Ie~l cOrlcpnll '-l

lion of regulatf"d constituent with lhf> raw
mil) on-linp·

Tm,I: ...:'T;-"· tinle when kiln gases are not routed
through the raw mill: and

T m .l'..>n e tilne when kiln gases are routed
through the raw mill.

(ii) Compliance. (A) If you use l his
enlj~siu... idvel Cjging pi uV Jsion, y()U

mUSl document in the operaling record
compliance with the emission stand
ards on an annual basis by using the
equation provided by paragraph (d)(2)
of this section.

(B) Compliance is based on one-year
block averages beginning on the day
you submit the initial notification of
compliance.

(iii) Nociflcaclon. (A) If you elect to
document compliance with one or more
emission standards using this emission
averaging provision, you must notify
the Administrator In the initial com
prehensIve performance test plan sub
mitted under § 63.1201(e).

(B) You must include historical raw
mill operation data in the performance
test plan to estimate future raw mill
down-time and document in the per
formance test plan that estimated
emissions and estimated raw mill
down-time will not result in an exceed
ance of an emission standard on an an
nual basis.

(C) You must document in the notifi
cation of compliance submitted under
§63.1201(j) that an emission standard
will not be exceeded based on the docu·
mented emissions from the perform
ance test and predicted raw mill down·
time.

(e) Preheater or preheater/pr~aJcjner

kilns with dualscacks-(I) General. You
must conduct performance testing on
each stack to demonstrate compliance
with the emission standards, and you
must establish operating parameter
limits under §63.1209 for each stack. ex
cept as proVided by paragraph (d)(I)(iv)
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of this section for dioxinlfuran emis
sions testing and operating parameter
limits for the by-pass stack of in-line
raw mills_

(2) Emissions averaging_ You may com
ply with the mercury. semivolatile
metal. low volatile metal. and hydro
gen chloride/chlorine gas emission
standards specified in this section on a
gas Oowrate-weighted average basis
under the following procedures

(i) Averaging mprhodo!"gy You must
calculate the gas Oowrate-weight€'d av
erage eJnission concent r at ion ""ing t h€'
follOWing equation:

C,,,, = ICm, .. x (Qm••• /(Qm.,n ~ Qb"p",J)} +

{Coyp"" X (Qnypa-> I (Qm,,,, + Q"'pa.,,»}

Where.

C....... gas nowrat€>-wt"ighted aVPfage con
cent ration of the reguJaled ronstitupnl.

C mam -;= average perfornlancp tes.t concentra
tion demonstrated in the rnain ~tack;

Cbypoll:>lo ': average performance tes.t concenlra
tlon demonstrated In the bypass stack:

Qm'" = volumetric flowrate of main Slack ef·
fluent gas; and

o"ypm ~ volumetric flowra'e of bypass efflu
ent gas.

(Ii) Compliance. (A) You must dem
onstrate compliance with the emission
standard(s) using the emission con
centrations determined from the per
formance tests and the equation pro
vided by paragraph (e)(I) of this sec
tion; and

(B) You must develop operating pa·
rameter limits for bypass stack and
main stack f10wrates that ensure the
emission concentrations calculated
with the equation in paragraph le)(I) of
this section do not exceed the emission
standards on a 12-hour rolling average
basis. You must include these flowrate
limits in the Notification of Compll·
ance.

(iii) Notification. If you elect to docu
ment compliance under this emissions
averaging provision, you must:

(A) Notify the Administrator in the
initial comprehensive performance test
plan submitted under §63.1207(e). The
performance test plan must include. at
a minimum. information describing the
flowrate limits established under para
graph (e)(2)(ii)(B) of this section; and

(B) Document in the Notification of
Compliance submitted under § 63.1207(j)
the demonstrated gas flowrate-weight
ed average emissions that you cal-

40 CFR Ch. I (7-1-07 Edition)

culate with the equation prOVided by
paragraph (e)(2) of this section.

(f) Significant figures. The emission
limits provided by paragraphs (a) and
(b) of this section are presented with
two Significant figures. Although you
must perform Intermediate calcula
tions using at least three significant
figures. you may round the resultant
emission levels to two significant fig
ures 10 document compliance.

(g) IRe-served]
(h) When you comply with the partic

ulatC' matter requirements of para
graphs (a)(7) or (b)(7) of this section.
you are exempt from the New Source
Performance Standard for part iculate
matter and opacity under § 60_60 of this
chapt!:'r'.

170 FR 59571. Ocl. 12. 2005. as amended at 71
FR 62394. OCI. 25. 20061

§ 63.1221 What are the replacement
standards for hazardous waste
burning lightweight aggregate
kilns?

(a) Emission and hazardous waste feed
limits for existing sources_ You must not
discharge or cause combustion gases to
be emitted into the atmosphere or feed
hazardous waste that contain:

(I) For dioxins and furans. either:
(i) Emissions in excess of 0.20 ng TEQI

dscm corrected to 7 percent oxygen; or
(ii) Rapid quench of the combustion

gas temperature at the exit of the
(last) combustion chamber (or exit of
any waste heat recovery system that
immediately follows the last combus
tion chamber) to 400 OF or lower based
on the average of the test run average
temperatures. You must also notify in
writing the RCRA authority that you
are complying with this option;

(2) For mercury. either:
(i) Emissions in excess of 120 V-grnl

dscm. corrected to 7 percent oxygen; or
(ii) A hazardous waste feed rate cor

responding to a maximum theoretical
emission concentration (MTEC) In ex
cess of 120 v-grnldscm;

(3) For cadmium and lead. both:
(i) Emissions in excess of 3.0 x 10- 4

lbs combined emissions of cadmium
and lead attributable to the hazardous
waste per million Btu heat input from
the hazardous waste; and
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(ii) Emissions in excess of 250 }lgml
dscm. combined emissions. corrected to
1 percent oxygen;

(4) For arsenic, beryllium, and chro
mium. both:

0) In excess of 9.5 x 10- 5 Ibs combined
emissions of arsenic, beryllium. and
chromium attributable to the haz
ardous waste per million Btu heat
input from the haz<lrdous waste:

Iii) Emissions in excess of 110 }lgml
c1scrn. combined emissions. corrected to
7 percent oxygen:

(5) (~aJb(", monoxide ami hydrocaJoons.
(i) Carbon monoxide in excess of 100
parts per million by volume. over an
hourly rolling average (monitored con·
linuously with a continuous emissions
monlcorlng system). dry oasIs and cor
n'c!"ll (07 PP'U'JlI uxygeJl. Ir you elect
to comply with this carbon monoxille
standard rather than the hydrocarbon
standard under I)<Jragmph (a)(S}(ii) of
this section, you also must document
that. during the destruction and re
moval efficiency (DRE) test runs or
their equivalent as provided by
§63.J206(b)(I), hydrocarbons do not ex
ceed 20 parts per million by volume
during those runs. over an hourly roll·
ing average (monitored continuously
with a continuous emissions moni
toring system). dry basis. corrected to
7 percent oxygen. and reported as pro·
pane; or

(ii) Hydrocarbons in excess of 20 parts
per million by volume. over an hourly
rolling average. dry basis. corrected to
7 percent: oxygen. and reported as pro
pane;

(6) Hydrogen chloride and chlorine
gas in excess of 600 parts per million by
volume. combined emissions. expressed
as a chloride (CII-» eqUivalent, dry
basis and corrected to 1 percent oxy
gen;and

(1) Particulate matter emissions in
excess of 0.025 gr/dscf. corrected to 1
percent oxygen.

(b) Emission and hazardous waste feed
limits for new sources. You must not dis
charge or cause combustion gases to be
emitted into the atmosphere or feed
hazardous waste that contain:

(I) For dioxins and furans, either:
(I) Emissions in excess of 0.20 ng TEQI

dscm corrected to 7 percent oxygen; or
(ii) Rapid quench of the combustion

gas temperature at the exit of the

§63.122J

(last) combustion chamber (or exit of
any waste heat recovery system that
immediately follows the last combus
tion chamber) to 400 OF or lower based
on the average of the test run average
temperatures. You must also notify in
writing the RCRA authority that you
are complying with this option;

(2) For mercury. either:
(I) Emissions in excess of 120 ~gml

dscm, corrected to 7 percent oxygen: or
(ii) A h<lzardous was((~ feedrate cor

responding to a rnaximurn theolE'! ira)
emission concentration (MTEC) in ex·
cess of J20 j.lgm/dscrn;

(3) For cadmium and lead. both:
(I) Emissions in excess of 3.1 x 10-'

Ibs combined emissions of cadmium
ana lead attributable to the hazardou"
waste per million Btu heat input from
the hazardous waste; and

(ij) Emissions in excess of 43 ).Igml
(hcm, cOJllbined embsions. corrected to
7 percent oxygen;

(4) For arsenic. beryllium. and chro
mium, both:

(i) In excess of 3.3 x 10-s Ibs combined
emissions of arsenic. beryllium. and
chromium attributable to the haz
ardous waste per million Btu heat
input from the hazardous waste;

(li) Emissions in excess of 110 j.lgml
dscm, combined emissions. corrected to
7 percent oxygen;

(5) Carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons.
(1) Carbon monoxide in excess of 100
parts per million by volume. over an
hourly roIling average (monitored con
tinuously with a continuous emissions
monitoring system). dry basis and cor
rected to 1 percent oxygen. If you elect
to comply with this carbon monoxide
standard rather than the hydrocarbon
standard under paragraph (b)(5)(ii) of
this section, you also must document
that, during the destruction and re
moval efficiency (DRE) test runs or
their equivalent: as prOVided by
§63.J206{b)(l), hydrocarbons do not ex
ceed 20 parts per million by volume
during those runs. over an hourly roll
ing average (monitored continuously
with a continuous emissions moni··
toring system), dry basis, corrected to
1 percent oxygen. and reported as pro
pane; or

(ii) Hydrocarbons in excess of 20 parts
per million by volume. over an hourly
rolling average. dry basis. corrected to
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1 percent oxygen. and reported as pro·
pane:

(6) Hydrogen chloride and chlorine
gas in excess of 600 parts per million by
volume. combined emissions. expressed
as a chloride (CII-) equivalent. dry
basis and corrected to 1 percent oxy·
gen: and

(1) Particulate matter emissions in
excess of 0.0098 gr/dscf corrected to 1
percent oxygen.

(c) OeslTuC/ion and removal efficiency
(DRE) sEnrulard. (I) 99.99% DRE Ex(ept
as provided in paragraph (c)(Z) of this
sect ion. you must achieve a dest ruc
tion and removal effiCiency (ORE) of
99.99% for each principal organic haz·
ardous constituent (POHC) designated
ullder paragraph (c)(3) of this section.
You' must calculate'DRE for each
POHC from the following equation:

DRE = II - (W~", I Win)] x 100%

Wh.,r.,:
W.. = mass r.,edrate of one POHC in a waste

feedstream; and
W.o, = mass emission rate of the same POHC

present in exhaust emissions prior to re
lease to the atmosphere.

(2) 99.9999% DR£. If you bum the
dioxin-listed hazardous wastes F020.
F021, F022. F023, F026, or F021 (see
§ 261.31 of this chapter). you must
achieve a destruction and removal effi·
ciency (DRE) of 99.9999% for each
POHC that you designate under para·
graph {c)(3} of this section. You must
demonstrate this DRE performance on
POHCs that are more difficult to incin·

40 CFIl Ch. I (7-1-{)7 Edition)

erate than tetra·, penta-, and
hexachlorodibenzo-dioxins and
dibenzofurans. You must use the equa·
tion in paragraph (c) (I) of this section
to calculate DRE for each POHC. In ad
dition. you must notify the Adminis
trator of your intent to burn hazardous
wastes F020. F021, F02Z, F023, F026. or
FOl7.

(3) Principal organic hazardous con
sEirucnEs (POHCsJ- (i) You mllst treat
parh POHC in the waste feed that you
sperify undl'r paragraph (c)(3)(ii) of
this section to the extent requiTf>d lJy
paragraphs (e) (J) and (c)(Z) of this sec
tion.

(ii) You must specify one or more
POHCs that are representative of the
most difficult to de~tr9Y organic: com·
pounds in your hazardous waste
feedstream. You must base this speci
fication on the degree of difficul ty of
incineration of the organic const itu
ents in the hazardous waste and on
their concentration or mass in the haz·
ardous waste feed. considering the re
sults of hazardous waste analyses or
other data and information.

(d) Significant figures. The emission
limits provided by paragraphs (a) and
(b) of this section are presented with
two significant figures. Although you
must perform intermediate calcula
tions using at least three significant
figures. you may round the resultant
emission levels to two significant fig
ures to document compliance.

170 FR 59574. Oct. 12. 2005)

TABLE I TO SUBPART EEE OF PART 63-GENERAL PROVISIONS ApPLICABLE TO
SUBPART EEE

63.6(9) and (h) _.................. Ye•.
63.6(i) _................... Yes ..

Refetence

63.1
63.2
63.3
63.4 .
63.5 ..
63.6(a). (b). (c). (d). and (e) .
63.6(1) .

63.6{j) .
63.7(a)

Applies 10 subpart EEE

Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
Yes..
Yes.
Yes.
Yes .

Ye•.
Yes
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Explanation

Excepl that the performance lest reqUremenls 0' Sec.
63.1207 apply inslead of §63.6(f)(2)(iiiXB).

Section 53.1213 specifies Ihallhe comp~anC8 dale may
also be exte1lded for inability to jn~lall necessary erms
sion control equipment by the compliance date because
of 'mplementation oJ pollution prevention or waste mini
mization controls.

Excepl §63.1207(e)(3) ellows you to petition the Admi,;....
trator under § 63.7(h) to provide an axtonsion of time 10
oondud a performance test.
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Reference

63.710)

63.7lc)

63.7ld)
63 Tie}

63 Tlf)
63 11g)

6371h}

63.8{a) anj lb)
53.8(e}

63.6(d) .
63.6(e)

63.8(1) and (g) .
63.9(.} .
63.9{b) .

63.9(c) and Id) .....,.
63.9(e) .

63.9(1) ...

63.9Ig)
63.9(h) .,

63.9(;) .nd OJ ...........•.................
63.10 .

63.11

Applies 10 subpart EEE

Yes

Yes _

Yes
Yes.

Yes
Yes

IYes. .

Yes.
Yes.
Yes

Yes.
Yes ....................•.... _.............•_..

Ves

Yes ..........•..............•
Yes .

Ves.
Yes _..

No.
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Explanation

Except §63.1207(e) requires. you to s.ubmit the site-spa

cific lest plan for approval al l&ast one year before the
comprehensive perlormanca test is &eheduJed 10 begin.

Except §63.1207(e) requires you 10 submll the site-spe
cific lesl plan (including the quality assurance p'ov~

sions under §63.7(c) fOJ approval al18ast one year be
fore the comprehenswe performance lest ts sched\oled
to begin.

Except § 63.1207 prescribes operations during perform
ance testing and § 63. 1209 specifies operating limits
(hat wilt be es.labliShed during performance les.ling
(such thai les.ring is likely 10 be representalive of me
extreme range 01 normal performance)

ElCcepl §63.1207(j) reqUiring that you s.ubmil Ihe res-ulls
of the performance les.t (and the notif,calion 01 comp,,"
aoee) wilhin 90 days of completing the test. unless Ihe
Adrn;nislralor giants a time exlension. applies insteact
of §53 7(g)(1}.

ElCcept §63.1207(c}(2) allows dala in lieu of Ihe in'flal
comprehensi",c performance 1&5.1. emu § 63 i :C07(H, I
provides a waiver of certain performance resrs. You
muSI submit requesls for these waivers WIth the site·
specifIC lest plan

Except: (1) §6::t.12't1(c) thO" 'eqUlres you 10 InSIC'lI!. CC'ln·

b,ate. and operate eMS by the comphance date- ap
plies instead of § 63.8{c){3): and (2) the performance
specifications "" CO. HC. and 02 CEMS in subpart B.
of this chapter requiring that the detectors m&asure the
sampte concentration at least once rNery 15 seconds
for cakulating an average emission !evel once every 60
secoods apply instead of §63.8(c)(4)(ii~

Except §63.1207(e) requiring you: to submtt the sita-spe
effie comprehensive performance test plan and the
eMS performance evaluation lest plan for approval al
least one year prior to the planned test dale applies in
slead of §§ 63.8{e)(2) and (3)(iii).

Note; Section 63.9(b)(1Xii) pertains to notifacation require-
ments. for area sources. that become a major source,
and §63.9(bX2)(v) requires a major source determina
tion. Atlhough area sources are subject to all provisions
of !his subpart (Subpart EEE), Ihes8 sections nonethe
lass apply beeaus:e the- major source determination
may affect !he applicabmty of part 53 standards 0' till.
Y peonit ,equirements to other sources (i.e.• other" lhan
a hazardous waste combustc..-) of hazardous air pollut
ants at lhe facmry.

Except §63.1207{e) whK:h requires you to submit the
comprehensive p&rformance test plan for approva. one
year prior '0 the planned performance te6t dale appt;es
instead of §63.9(e).

Section 63.9(f) applies if you are allowed under
§63.1209(a)(1)(v) to use visible determinalion of opac
ity fo' compfoance in fleu 01 a COMS.

Excepl § 63.9(g)(2) partaining to COMS doe. not apply.
Except § 63.1207{j) ,equiring you 10 submillhe no~fication

of compliance within 90 days d completing a perform
ance test unless lhe Adminislralor grants a time exten
sion applies inslead of §63.9{h)(2)(i.). Not.: Eyen
(hough area sources are subject to' this $Ubpart. lhe
major source determination required by
§53.9(h){2)(i)(E) is applicable to hazatdous waste com'
busto~ for \he reasons discussed above.

EJr:cept reports of perfonnance test results required under
§63.10(d)(2) may be submil!ad up to 90 <lays aner
comp'etton of the test
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Reference Applies 10 subpart EEE
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Exptanalion

63.12-63.15 .

[67 FR 6994, Feb. 14. 20021

Yes

ApPENDIX TO SUBPART EEE OF PART
53-QUALITY ASSURANCE PROCE
DURES FOR CONTINUOUS EMISSIONS
MONITORS USFD FOR HI\ZARDOIJS
WASTE COMBlISTOl'S

J. ApplicabJli,.)..' and PrincIple

1.1 Applicability TIlf'~e quality assurance
requirelllf"nts 3ft?' us£"tI to t"vi.,lucHt:" the effec
tiveness of quality (onlrol (QC) and quality
assurance lQA) procpcllJrf:".o;, and thE' Quality of
data produced by cont jllUOUS emission moni·
toring systems (CEMS) that are used for d"
t"ermining compliilntp wilh th-e>- "eolissioh
standards on a conf jnuous ba,sis as specified
in the applicable regula'ion Th€' QA proc"
dures specified by Ihese requirem€'nts rep
resent the rninimunl requirements necessary
for the control and assessment of the quality
of CEMS data used to demonstrate compli
ance with the emission standards provided
under this subpart EEE of part 63. Owners
and operators must meet these minimum re
quirements and are encouraged to develop
and Implement a more extensive QA pro
gram. These requirements supersede those
found in part 50, Appendix F, of this chapter.
AppendiX F does not apply to hazardous
waste-burning devices.

1.2 Principle. The QA procedures consist
of two distinct and equally impor-tant fune·
tlons_ One function is the assessment of the
quality of the CEMS data by estimallng ac·
curacy. The other function Is the control and
improvement of the quality of the CEMS
data by Implementing QC policies and cor
rective actions. These two functions form a
control loop. When the assessment function
Indicates that the data quality is inad
equate, the source must immediately stop
burning hazardous waste. The CEM data con·
trol effort must be Increased until the data
quality Is acceptable before hazardous waste
burning can resume.

a. In order to provide uniformity in the as
sessment and reporting of data quality, thiS
procedure expliCitly specifies the assessment
methods for response drift and accuracy. The
methods are based on procedures included in
the applicable performance speCificatIons
provided in appendix B to part 60 of this
chapter. These procedures also require the
analysis of the EPA audit samples concur·
rent with certain reference method (RM)
analyses as specified in the applicable RM·s.

b. Because the control and corrective ac
tion function encompasses a variety of poli
cies, specifications, standards, and correc-

tive measures, this procedure treats QC re
quirements. in genera} termS to alJow each
source owner or operator to develop a QC
.sY5tem t hat is "-'OSI effect ive- and t'ffic if>ot
for thp' cirrum~tanrp~

1, D(~{jnit iOIl~

2.1 CvnfJlJuolJS Emission fo..lunitoring System
ICFM5) The tOlal €'quipnwnt required ror
the determination of a polIulCint concentra·
lion The system consists or Ih .. follOWing
nlajor subsystems:

21 1 Sample- Interface. Thilt port ion of th!>
CEMS used for one or nl?f("__ <?f.' IHlo

_r~II~\Ning:

salnp)e- acquisition samplE" trans.'pori. -ana
salnple condit.ioning. or protection or the
rnonitor from the efrects. of the stack efnu
ent

2.1.2 Pollutanr Ana/yzPf. That port ion of
the CEMS that senses the pollutant con
centration and generates a proportional out
put.

2.1.3 Diluent Analyzer. That portion of the
CEMS that senses the diluent gas (02) and
generates an output proportional to the gas
concentrat ton.

2.1.4 Dam Recorder. That portion of the
CEMS that prOVides a permanent record of
the analyzer output. The data recorder may
prOVide automatic data reduction and CEMS
control capabilities.

2.2 Re-JaOve Accuracy (RA). The absolute
mean difference between the pollutant con
centration determined by the CEMS and the
value determined by the reference method
(RM) plus the 2_5 percent error confidence co
efficient of a series of test divided by the
mean of the RM tests or the applicable emis
sion limit.

2.3 Calibration Drift (CD). The difference in
the CEMS output readings from the estab·
lished reference value after a stated period of
operat ion during whIch no unscheduled
maintenance. repair. or adjustment took
place.

2.4 Zero Drift (ZD). The difference in
CEMS output readings at the zero pollutant
level after a stated period of operation duro
ing which nO unscheduled maintenance. re
pair, or adjustment took place.

2.5 Calibration Standard. Calibration
standards produce a known and unchanging
response when presented to the pollutant an
alyzer portion of the CEMS, and are used to
calibrate the drift or response of the ana
lyzer.

2.6 Relative Accuracy Test Audit (RATA).
Comparison of CEMS measurements to ref
erence method measurements in order to
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evaluate relative accuracy following proce·
dures and speclficat Ion given in the appro,
priate performance specificat ion.

2.1 Absolute Calibration Audit (ACA).
EqUivalent to calibration error (CE) test de·
fined in the appropriate performance speci·
fication using NIST traceable calibration
standards to challenge the CEMS and assess
accuracy.

2.8 RoJling Average. The average emls·
sions. bas~d on somt" (s.p~cjfjed) time period,
cakuJated p"vpry minutE" fron) a one-minulP
CJ\!pragp" of fou,· "w·a$llrl~nH-'nt.s. taken 'H 15
se-rond inlf'rvab

3. ()A/QC f(Pfjui£emenrs

3.1 OC Rl:"quirt=>nlf"J)(S a Each owner OJ
oppnHor nlust uev(>I(,p and i,npl('ment a QC
prograln. AI a nlinirnU1l1. r:-ach QC program
IlluS.t 'orludt'" written procpdure.'> describing
in nel iii I (oJl1olpl f" ~I en- bv- <;,[ PO orocpourp,
and Opera(ion~ for ahe f~lIo~jI1g·ac·tivj(ies..

I Clwcks. for cornpnnpnl lililure..... leak.c..
and 01 her abnormnJ condit ions.

2. Calibration of CEMS
3. CD det~rnlinatj()n and adjustment of

CEMS.
4. Integration of CE~fS with the autonlatk

waste feed cutoff (AWFCO) system.
5. Preventive Maintenance of CEMS (in·

cludlng spare parts inventory).
6. Data recording. calculations. and report·

ing.
1. Checks of record keeping.
8. Accuracy audit procedures. including

sampling and analysis methods.
9. Program of corrective action for mal

functioning CEMS.
10. Operator training and certification.
l). Maintaining and ensuring current cer

tincat ion or naming of cylinder gasses.
metal solutions. and particulate samples
used for audit and accuracy teslS. daily
checks. and calibrations.

b. Whenever excessive Inaccuracies occur
for two consecutive quarters. the current
written procedures must be revised or the
CEMS modified or replaced to correct the de·
ficiency causing the excessive inaccuracies.
These written procedures must be kept on
record and available for inspection by the en·
forcement agency.

3.2 QA Requirements. Each source owner
or operator must develop and implement a
QA plan that includes. at a minimum. the
foHowing.

I. QA responsibilities (Including maintain·
ing records. preparing reports. reviewing reo
ports).

2. Schedules for the daily checks. periodic
audits. and preventive maintenance.

3. Check lists and data sheets.
4. Preventive maintenance procedures.
S. Description of the media. format. and 10·

cation of all records and reports.
6. Provisions for a review of the CEMS data

at least once a year. Based on the results of

Pt. 63, Subpt. EEE, App.

the review. the owner or operator must reo
vise or update the QA plan. if necessary.

I. CD and ZD Assessment and Dafly System
Audit

4.1 CD and ZD Requirement. Owners and
operators must check. record. and quantify
the ZD and the CD at least once daily (ap·
proximately 24 hours) in accordance with the
method prescribed by the manufactur-er. The
CEMS calibration mUSt. at a minimum. bf'
adjusted whenever the daily ZD or CD ex,
ceptb lht" lirnil3 in the- Pe-r-formlJllct" Spt'"ci
fiu)1 ions If. on any givl"n ZD andlor CD
check the ZD andlor CD exceed(s) two lunes
the limitS in the Performance Specifications.
01 if the cumulat ivl" adjustment to the ZD
und/or CD (see Section 4.2) excl"ed(s) (hre..
times the limits in thl" Performance Speci·
neat ions., hazardous waste burning must irn·
Toed;"tl"ly Cl"ase and the CEMS must be sen
iced and recCllibralerl. Hazardous wastf" burn
ing cannot resulne until the ownel'" or oper·
ator. documents that the CEMS is in compli
ance with the Performance Specifications by
carrying out an ACA.

4.2 Recording RequiremelIIs for AUlOmar}c
ZD and CD Adjusting Monitors. Monitors that
automatically adjust the data to the cor·
rected calibration values must record the
unadjusted concentration measurement prior
to resetting the calibration. if performed. or
record the amount of the adjustment.

4.3 Daily System Audit. The audit must In·
clude a review of the calibration check data.
an inspection of the recording system, an in·
spection of the control panel warning lights.
and an inspection of the sample transport
and interface system (e.g.. flowmeters. fiJ·
ters. etc.) as appropriate.

4.4 Data Recording and Reporting. All
measurements from the CEMS must be reo
tained In the operating record for at least 5
years.

5. Performance Evaluation for CO. 0,. and HC
CEMS

Carbon Monoxide (CO), Oxygen (02), and
Hydrocarbon (HC) CEMS. An Absolute Cali·
bration Audit (ACA) must be conducted
quarterly. and a Relative Accuracy Test
Audit (RATA) (if applicable. see sections 5.1
and 5.2) must be conducted yearly. An Inter·
ference Response Tests must be performed
whenever an ACA or a RATA is conducted.
When a performance test is also required
under §63.1201 to document compliance with
emission standards. the RATA must coincide
with the performance test. The audits must
be conducted as follows.

5.1 Relative Accuracy Test Audit (RATA).
This requirement applies to O2 and CO
CEMS. The RATA must be conducted at
least yearly. Conduct the RATA as described
In the RA test procedure (or alternate proce·
dures section) described In the applicable
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TABLE I: PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS FOR

CEMS

6. Other ReqUirements

&.1 Performance Specifications. CEMS used
by owners and operators of HWCs must com·
ply with the following performance specifica·
tions in appendix B to part 60 of this chapter:

Performance Specifications. In addit ion.
analyze the appropriate performance audit
samples received from the EPA as described
in the applicable sampling methods.

5.2 Absolute Calibration Audit (ACA). The
ACA must be conducted at least quarterly
except in a quarter when a RATA (if applica·
ble. see section 5.1) is conducted Instead
Conduct an ACA as described in the calibra·
tion errOr (CE) test procedure described in
I he applicable Performance Specifical ions

).3 Interference Respome Test. The inter
[erence response lest must bt'- conductE'"d
whf'"npvPJ" an ACA or RATA is conduct ed
Conduct an intl?rferencE> responsE-" U?st a .... df>
scrib,.d in the applicable Performance SpeCi
fil'<:Hion5.

).4 Excessi,,· Audit Inaccuracy- If the RA
from th,. RATA or the CE frolll Ihe ACA ex
ct"("<ls the criteria in the applicable Perform
a_nc~_$p~~iftci!~.Jg~_~_~J~~_z_ardouswaste hurning
n)usl ceasp. immediately Hazardous wasil"
bUl""oing cannot resume until the owner or
operato'- tak.es corrective meLi~ures <=tnt!
audit the CEMS with a RATA to document
Ihat the CEMS is operating within the speci
fications.

&.2 Downtime due 10 Calibration. Facilities
may continue to burn hazardous waste for a
maxImum of 20 minutes while calibrating
the CEMS. If all CEMS are calibrated al
once. the facillty must have twenty minutes
to calibrate all the CEMS. If CEMS are cali·
brated indiVidually. the facility must have
twenty minutes to calibrate each CEMS. If
the CEMS are calibrated Individually. other
CEMS must be operational while the Indl
vidual CEMS Is being calibrated.

&.3 Span of the CEMS.
&.3.1 CO CEMS. The CO CEM must have

two ranges. a low range with a span of 200
ppmv and a high range with a span of 3000
ppmv at an oxygen correction factor of I. A
one· range CEM may be used, but it must
meet the performance specifications for the
low range in the specified span of the low
range.

CEMS

Carbon monoxide .
Oxygen _ .
Total hydrocarbons .

Per
'O/m
once
SpecI
fication

48
48

BA

6.3.2 0, CEMS. The 0: CEM must have a
span of 25 percent. The span may be higher
than 25 percent if the O2 concentration at
th... sampling point is greater than 25 per·
cent.

6.3.3 He CEMS. The HC CEM must have a
span of 100 ppmv. expressed as propane. at an
oxygen correct Ion factor of I

6.34 CEMS Span Values. When the Oxygen
Correction Factor is Greater than 2. When nn
owner or operator installs a CEMS at a loca·
lion of high anlbienl air dilution. j e. wherf>
Ihe nlaxi,nUln O'ygPil corrE-clion fetelor o~

c1eternlinpu by the- pf'rmitting agency is
greater thdn Z. tht" o"\\ne-r OT operatof nltl.~l

inSlall a CEM with a lower span Is). propor·
tionate:- (0 the larger oxygen correction far
IOf. than thosps.pecifipd above.

6 3, Use of A Jremariw' Spans Ownl'r or op·
erator~ may request approvi'tl 10 Il~P alter·
nat IVE" s.pans. and ranges -fo -, hosp speCified
Altprnatt> span~ mUSl be approved in writ ing
in advanct" by thE" AdminislI·alor. In con.sid·
ering approval of alternative spans and
ranges.. the Administrator will conside-r thai
measurements b...yond the span will b... r ...·
corded as values at the maximum span for
purpose-s of calculating rolling averages.

6.3.6 Documentation of Span Values. The
span value must be documented by the
CEMS manufacturer with laboratory data.

6.4.1 Moiswre: Correction. Method 4 of ap
pendix A. pan &0 of this chapter. must be
used to determine moisture content of the
stack gasses.

&.4.2 Oxygen Correction Factor. Measured
pollutant levels must be corrected for the
amount of oxygen in the stack accord.lng to
the follOWing formula:

Where:

p. ~ concentration of the po))utant or stand·
ard corrected to 7 percent oxygen. dry
basis:

Pm = measured concentration of the pollut·
ant. dry basis:

E ~ volume fraction of oxygen in the com·
bustion air fed into the device. on a dry
basis (normally 21 percent or 0.21 if only
air is fed);

Y - measured fractloo of oxygen on a dry
basis at the sampling point.

The oxygen correction factor Is:

OCF =14/(E - Y)
6.4.3 Temperarure Correction. Correction

values for temperature are obtainable from
standard reference materials.

6., RoJling Average. A rolling average Is
the arithmetic average of all one-minute
averages over the averaging pertod.
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SOURCE: 63 FR 50326. Sept. 21, 1998. unless
otherwise noted.
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Emission
Pharma-

Subpart GGG-National
Standards for
ceuticals Production

Emissions must be r"corded and reported ex·
pressl"d after correct Ing for oxygen. tempera
ture. and moisture. Emissions must be re··
portl"d in metric, but may also be reponed In
the English system of units. at 1 percent ox
ygen. 20 ·C. and on a dry basis.

6.1 Rounding and Significant Figures_
Emissions must be rounded to two slgnifl.
cant figures using ASTM procedure E-29-!lO
Or its successor. Rounding must be avoided
pI ior to rounding for thE:" reponed value

§ 63.1250 Applicability.

(a) Definition of affected source. (I)
The affected source subject to this sub
part consists of the phal"maceutical
manufacturing operations as defined In
§63.12SI. Except as specified in pal"a
graph (d) of this section, the provisions
of this subpart apply to pharma
ceutical manufacturing operations that
meet the criteria specified in para
graphs (a)(I) (I) through (iii) of this
section:

(i) Manufacture a pharmaceutical
product as defined in §63.1251;

(ii) Are located at a plant site that is
a major soul"ce as defined in section
112(a) of the Act: and

(iii) Process, use, or produce HAP.
(2) Determination of the applicability

of this subpart shall be reported as part
of an operating permit application 01"

as otherwise specified by the permit
ting authority.

(b) New source applicability. A new af
fected source subject to this subpart
and to which the requirements fOI" new
sources apply is: An affected source for
which construction or reconstruction
commenced after April 2, 1997, and the
standard was applicable at the time of

WhprE~'

C = the one nlinulf" aveldge
C, ::= <:1 fiflepo :St:cond ob5.ervat ion froll) the

CEM

60 -

eRA =: L. 5
;=1 60

F Hu"ell ~t"cunJ ubseJ vat ion.s JHU~I not bE:'
rounded or smoothE'IJ FHtl2'en-<;pcOllo ObSe-f
vilt lon~ Il~ay be di~regaJded only a:. ~ H":':oU] I

of a failur" in th" CEMS and a]]ow"rl In th"
s.ourcp·~ quality a~SlJr;:::uH."p pli)n at thE" 11J1W

or the CEMS r..lilure. Onf"-n)jnU1E" ;lvfi>riJgf>.c;,

rnU1;>i no, ut: IUlHlllt:.-U. ~HI(jLJlilt:'U '-H db
r"g3rdpd.

6S2 T"n Minut" Rolling AVl'r"g~ Eguu·
t ion. The ten rninute rolling llverage must be
calculated using the following t"fJuat ion

6S1 One·Minute Average for CO and HHC
CEM5. One-minut" averages ar" the arith·
metic average of the four most recent IS·sec·
ond observations and mus.t be calculated
using the following equation:

Where:
CkA = The concentration of the standard. ex

pressed as a rolling average
Cj = a one olinute average

6.5.3 Hourly RoJJing Average Equation for
CO and THC CEMS and Operating Parameter
Limits. The rolling average. based on a spe
cific number integer of hours. must be cal~

culated using the following equation:

Where:
CRA ::::; The concentration of the standard. e.x·

pressed as a rolling average
c) = a one minute average

6.5.4 Averaging Periods for CEMS other
than CO and THe. The averaging period for
CEMS other than CO and THC CEMS must
be calculated as a roiling average of all one
hour values over the averaging period. An
hourly average is comprised of 4 measure
ments taken at equally spaced time inter
vals, or at most every 15 minutes. Fewer
than 4 measurements might be available
within an hour for reasons such as facility
downtime or CEMS calibration. If at least
two measurements (30 minutes of data) are
available, an hourly average must be cal
culated. The n-hour rolling average is cal
culated by averaging the n most recent hour
ly averages.

6.6 Units of the Standards for the Pur
poses of Recording and Reporting Emissions.
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§60.60

Minimum frequency

40 CFR Ch. I (7-1-D7 Edition)

Control System

Operating parameters 10 be mon
itored

Minimum pressure drop
across the wet scrub
ber or minimum horse
power or amperag.e 10
wet scrubber.

Minimum scrubber hquOl
flow rats.

Minimum scrubber liquor
pH.

Data measurMnent

Continuous .

Continuous

Conlinuous

na'a recording

lxm;nule __ .

l}Cm,nulp

l"m,f1ule

Ory scrub
ber followed
by fabric fi1-

ter

..

Wet scru~
ber

.I

.I

Dry scrub
ber folowed
by fabric fil·
tel and wet

scrubber

.;

§ 60.60 Applicability and designation
of affected facility.

(a) The proVisions of this subpart are
applicable to the following affected fa
cHlties in portland cement plants:
Kiln. clInker cooler. raw mill system.
finish mill system. raw mill dryer. raw
material storage. clinker storage. fin
ished product storage. conveyor trans
fer points. bagging and bulk loading
and unloading systems.

(b) Any facility under paragraph (a)
of this section that commences con
struction or modification after August
17. 1971. is subject to the requirements
of this subpart.

(42 FR 37936. July 25. 1977/

§ 60.61 Definitions.

As used in this subpart. all terms not
defined herein shall have the meaning
given them in the Act and in subpart A
of this part.

(a) Portland cement plant means any
facility manufacturing portland ce
ment by either the wet or dry process.

(h) Bypass means any system that
prevents all or a portion of the kiln or
clinker cooler exhaust gases from en
tering the main control device and
ducts the gases through a separate con
trol device. This does not include emer·
gency systems designed to duct ex
haust gases directly to the atmosphere
in the event of a malfunction of any
control device controlling kiln or
clinker cooler emissions.

SUbpart F-Standards of
once for Portland
Plants

Perform
Cement

(c) Bypass stack means the stack that
Vf'ill" exhaust gases to the atmosphere
from the bypass control device.

(ei, t\.'iO/l()Velll ITleilJI~ all exhaust coJ)~

figural ion ofa building of emission
control device (e.g., positive-pressure
fabric filtN) that extends the length of
the structure and has a width very
small in relation to its length (i.e..
length to Width ratio is typically
greater than 5:1). The exhaust may be
an open vent with or without a roof.
louvered vents. or a combination of
such features.

(36 FR 24817. Dec. 23. 1971. as amended at 39
FR 20793. Juoe 13. 1974; 53 FR 50363. Dec. 14.
1988J

§ 60.62 Standard for particulate mat·
ter.

(a) On and after the date on which
the performance test required to be
conducted by §60.8 is completed. no
owner or operator subject to the provi
sions of this SUbpart shall cause to be
discharged into the atmosphere from
any kiln any gases which:

(1) Contain particulate matter in ex
cess of 0.15 kg per metric ton of feed
(dry basis) to the kiln (0.30 Ib per ton).

(2) Exhibit greater than 20 percent
opacity.

(b) On and after the date on which
the performance test reqUired to be
conducted by §60.8 is completed. no
owner or operator subject to the provi
sions of this subpart shall cause to be
discharged into the ·atmosphere from
any clinker cooler any gases which:

(I) Contain particulate matter in ex
cess of 0.050 kg per metric ton of feed
(dry basis) to the kiln (0.10 Ib per ton).

(2) Exhibit lO percent opacity. or
greater.
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(c) On and after the date on which
the performance test required to be
conducted by §60.8 is completed. no
owner or operator subject to the provi·
sions of this subpart shall cause to be
discharged into the atmosphere from
any affected facility other than the
kiln and clinker cooler any gases which
exhibIt lO percent opacIty. or greater.

139 FR 20793, Jun.. 14, 1974 a.' ampndpd al 39
FR 39814. Nov. 12. 1914 40 F R 4&758. Or I G.
1975]

§ 60.63 Monitoring of operatior,s.

(a) The owner or Operd[or of any
portJdml cement plant subjeer to the
provisions. of this. pan s.hall (('cord the
daily production rates and kiln feed
rates.

(b) Except as. provicll'd in p"ragraph
(C) of this. s.ection. each owner or oper·
ator of a kiln or clinker cooler that is.
subject to the provisions of this sub·
part shall install. calibrate, maintain.
and operate in accordance with §60.13 a
continuous opacity monitoring system
to measure the opacity of emIssions
discharged into the atmosphere from
any kiln or clInker cooler. Except as
provided in paragraph (d of this sec
tIon. a continuous opacity monitoring
system shall be installed on each stack
of any multiple stack device control·
ling emissions from any kiln or clinker
cooler. If there is a separate bypass in
stalled. each owner or operator of a
kiln or clinker cooler shall also install.
calibrate. maintain. and operate a con·
tinuous opacity monitoring system on
each bypass stack in addition to the
main control device stack. Each owner
or operator of an affected kiln or clink
er cooler for which the performance
test required under §60.8 has been com·
pleted on or prior to December 14, 1988.
shall install the continuous opacity
monitoring system within 180 days
after December 14. 1988.

(c) Each owner or operator of a kiln
or clinker cooler subject to the provi·
sions of this subpart using a positive·
pressure fabric filter with multiple
stacks. or a negative-pressure fabric
filter with multiple stacks. or an elec·
trostatic precipitator with multiple
stacks may. in lieu of installing the
continuous opacity monitoring system
required by §60.63(b), monitor visible
emissions at least once per day by

§60.64

using a certified visible emissions ob
server. If the control device exhausts
gases through a monovent. visible
emission observations in lieu of a con
tinuous opacity monitoring system are
required. These observations shall be
taken in accordance with EPA Method
9. Visible emissions shall be observed
during conditions representative of
f10rmal operatIon. Observations shall
be recorded for at least three 6·minute
periods each day. In the event that
visible emissions are observed for a
number of emission sites from the cc·n·
Irol device with multiple stacks. Meth·
od 9 observations shall be recorded for
the emission site with the highest
opacity. All records of visible emis'
sions shall be maintained for a period
of 2 yedrs

(d) For the purpose of repons under
§60.6S. periods of excess emissions that
shall be reported are defined as all 6·
minute periods during which the aver
age opacity exceeds that allowed by
§60.62(a)(2) or §60.62(b)(2).

(e) The provisions of paragraphs (a).
(b). and (c) of this section apply to
kilns and clinker coolers for which con·
struction. modification. or reconstruc
tion commenced after August 17. 1971.

[36 FR Z4871. Dec. Z3. 1971. as amended at 53
FR 50363, Dec. 14. 1988)

§ 60.64 Test methods and procedures.

(a) In conducting the performance
tests reqUired in § 60.8. the owner or op
erator shall use as reference methods
and procedures the test methods In ap
pendix A of this part or other methods
and p.-ocedures as specified in this sec
tion, except as proVided in §60.8(b).

(b) The owner or operator shall deter
mine compliance with the particulate
matter standard In §60.62 as follows:

(I) The emIssion rate (E) of particu
late matter shall be computed for each
run using the following equation:

E- (co Q.J/(P K)

where:
E=emlsslon rate of particulate matter. kg!

metrIc ton (Ib/ton) of kUn feed.
c.=concenlratlon of partlcu]ate matter. g!

dscm (gr/dscf).
Q.d=volumetric flow .-ate of effluent gas,

dscmlhr (dscflhr).
P-total kiln feed (dry basis) rate. metric toni

hr (tonlhr).
K=conversion factor. 1000 glkg (1000 grllb).
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(2) Method S shall be used to deter·
mine the particulate matter concentra
tion (c.) and the volumetric flow rate
(Q",) of the effluent gas.
The sampling time and sample volume
for each run shall be at least 60 min·
utes and 0.85 dscm (30.0 dscf) for the
kiln and at least 60 minutes and LIS
dscm (40.6 dscf) for the clinker cooler.

(3) Suitable methods shall be used to
determine the kiln feed rate (Pl. except
fuels, for each run. Material b"Janc('
over the production system shill! be
used to confirm the feed rate.

(4) Method 9 and the procedures in
§ 60. II shall be used to determine opac
ity.

i54 1--1< titibb. reb. 14. 19~9. a" amen"e<l at b)
FR 61753. Oct. 17. 2000J

§ 60.65 Recordkeeping and reporting
requirements.

(a) Each owner or operator required
to install a continuous opacity moni·
toring system under §60.63{b) shall sub
mit reports of excess emissions as de
fined in §60.63(d). The content of these
reports must comply with the require
ments in §60.1(c). Notwithstanding the
provisions of §60.1{c). such reports shall
be submitted semiannually.

(b) Each owner or operator moni
toring visible emissions under §60.63(c)
shall submit semiannual reports of ob·
served excess emissions as defined in
§60.63(d).

(c) Each owner or operator of facili
ties subject to the provisions of
§60.63{c) shall submit semiannual reo
ports of the malfunctfon information
required to be recorded by §60,7(b).
These reports shall include the fre·
quency. duration. and cause of any in
cident resulting in deenergization of
any device controlling kiln emissions
or in the venting of emissions directly
to the atmosphere.

(d) The requirements of this section
remain in force until and unless the
Agency. In delegating enforcement au
thority to a State under section III (c)
of the Clean Air Act. 42U.S.C. 1411. ap
proves reporting requirements or an al·
ternative means of compliance surveil·
lance adopted by such States. In that
event, affected sources within the
State will be relieved of the obligation
to comply with this section, provided

40 CFR Ch. I (7-1-07 Edition)

that they comply with the require
ments established by the State.

153 F R 50364. Dec 14. 1988)

§ 60.66 Delegation of authority.

(a) In delegating implementation and
enforcement authority to a State
under section III (c) of the Act. the au·
Ihoritie~ contained in parag"aph (b) of
this s.·,rion shall bp retained by the
Administralor and nol transferred to a
Slate.

(b) AuThorli)"s which will not be del·
egated to SlaTey No restrictions.

IS3 FI~ 50364. [)p, 14. )9B81

Subpart G-Standards ot
Performance for Nitric Acid Plants

§ 60.70 Applicability and designation
of affected facility.

(a) The provisions of this subpart are
applicable to each nitric acid produc
tion unit. which is the affected facility.

(b) Any facility under paragraph (a)
of this section that commences con
struction or modification after August
17. 1911. is subject to the requirements
of this subpart.

(42 FR 37936. July 25. 1977J

§ 60.71 Definitions.

As used in this subpart. all terms not
defined herein shall have the meaning
given them in the Act and in subpart A
of this part_

(a) Nitric acid production unit means
any facility producing weak nitric acid
by either the pressure or atmospheric
pressure process.

(b) Weak nitric acid means acid which
is 30 to 70 percent in strength,

§ 60.72 Standard for nitrogen oxides.

(a) On and after the date on which
the performance tcst required to be
conducted by §60.8 is completed. no
owner or operator subject to the provi
sions of this subpart shall cause to be
discharged into the atmosphere from
any affected faCility any gases which:

(1) Contain nitrogen oxides, expressed
as NOl • in excess of 1.5 kg per metrle
ton of acid produced (3.0 Ib per ton),
the production being expressed as 100
percent nitric acid.
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§60.1l0b

true vapor pressure is greater than 6.9
kPa (l.0 psia).

(d) The following are exempt from
the requirements of this section:

(1) Each owner or operator of each
storage vessel storing a petroleum liq·
uid with a Reid vapor pressure of less
than 6.9 kPa (I.O psia) provided the
maximum true vapor pressure does not
exceed 6.9 kPa (1.0 psi a).

(2) The owner or operator of each
storage vessel equipped with a vapor
recovery and return or disposai system
in accordance with the requirement,> of
§60.112a(a}(3) and (b). or a clo,>ed vent
system and control device meeting the
specifications of 40 CFR 6~42(b)(41.

('-')(~). or (e).

14~ FR 23379. Apr. 4. 1980. '" arn ..nded al b~

FR 78275. Dec. 14. 20001

Subpart Kb-Standards of Per
formance for Volatile Organic
liquid Storage Vessels (In
cluding Petroleum Uquid Stor
age Vessels) for Which Con
struction. Reconstruction. or
Modification Commenced
After July 23, 1984

SOURCE: 52 FR 11429, Apr. 8. 1987, unless
otherwise noted.

§60.1l0b Applicability and designation
or affected facility.

(a) Except as prOVided in paragraph
(b) of this section, the affected facility
to which this subpart applies is each
storage vessel with a capacity greater
than or equal to 75 cubic meters (m3)

that is used to store volatile organic
liqUids (VOL) for which construction,
reconstruction. or modification is com
menced after July 23. 1984.

(b) This subpart does not apply to
storage vessels with a capacity greater
than or equal to 151 m 3 storing a 1iquid
with a maximum true vapor pressure
less than 3.5 kilopascals (kPa) or with
a capacity greater than or equal to 75
m 3 but less than 151 m J storing a liquid
with a maximum true' vapor pressure
less than 15.0 kPa.

(c) [Reserved)
(d) This subpart does not apply to the

follOWing:
(1) Vessels at coke oven by-product

plants.
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(2) Pressure vessels designed to oper
ate in excess of 204.9 kPa and without
emissions to the atmosphere.

(3) Vessels permanently attached to
mobile vehicles such as trucks. rail
cars, barges. or ships.

(4) Vessels with a design capacity less
than or equal to 1.589.874 m 3 used for
petroleum or condensate stored. proc
essed. or treated prior to custody
transfer

(51 Vpsspls IocalNI al bulk ga,>oline
planrs.

(6) Slorage ves,>els located at gaso·
line sprvice stations.

(I) Ve,>seI,> u'>ed to store beverage al·
cohol.

(8) Ve,>sels subject to subpart GCCC
o[ 40 cr::r~ pal \ 53.

(c) Alternative means ofcompliancC'- (I)
Option to comply with parr 65. Owners or
operators may choose to comply with
10 CFH part 6~. subpart C. to satisfy
the requirements of §§60.112b through
60.1I7b for storage vessels that are sub
ject to this subpart that meet the spec
ifications in paragraphs (e){l)(i) and (Ii)
of this section. When choosing to com
ply with 40 CFR part 65, subpart C, the
monitoring requirements of § 6O.116b(c),
(e). (OO), and (g) still apply. Other pro
visions applying to owners or operators
who choose to comply with 40 CFR part
65 are provided In 40 CFR 65.1.

(i) A storage vessel With a design ca
pacity greater than or equal to 151 m 3

containing a VOL that, as stored. has a
maximum true vapor pressure equal to
or greater than 5.2 kPa; or

(ii) A storage vessel With a design ca·
pacity greater than 15 m 3 but less than
151 m 3 containing a VOL that, as
slored. has a maximum true vapor
pressure equal to or greater than 21.6
kPa.

(2) Pare 60. subpart A. Owners or oper
ators who choose to comply with 40
CFR part 65. subpart C. must also com·
ply with §§60.1. 60.2. 60.5, 60.6. 60.7(a)(l)
and (4), 60.14. 60.15, and 60.16 for those
storage vessels. All sections and para·
graphs of subpart A of this part that
are not mentioned "in this paragraph
(e) (2) do not apply to owners or opera
tors of storage vessels complying with
40 CFR part 65, subpart C. except that
provisions required to be met prior to
implementing 40 CFR part 65 still
apply. Owners and operators who
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choose to comply with 40 CFR part 65.
subpart C. must comply with 40 CFR
part 65, subpart A.

(3) Internal floating roof report. If an
owner or operator installs an internal
floating roof and. at initial startup.
chooses to comply with 40 CFR part 65.
subpart C. a report shall be furnished
to the Administrator stating that the
control equipment meets the specifica
tions of 40 CFR 65.43. This rep0rl shall
be an attachm~,nt to tht> notification
required by 40 CFR 655(b).

(4) External floating raul repurt. If all
owner or operator installs an external
floating roof and. at initial startup.
chooses to comply with 40 CFR part 65.
subpart C. a report shall be furnished
to the Administrator stating that the
control equipment-meets' the- specifica
tions of 40 CFR 65.44. This repQIt shall
be an attachment to the not ificat ion
reqUired by 40 CFR 65.5(b)

152 FR 11429, Apr. 8, 1987. as amended at 54
FR 32973. Aug. II. 1989; 65 FR 78215. Dec. 14.
2000; 68 F R 59332. Oct. 15. 20031

§ 60.111b Definitions.

Terms used In thIs subpart are de·
fined in the Act. in subpart A of this
part. or in thIs subpart as follows:

Bulk gasoline plant means any gaso
line distribution facility that has a
gasoline throughput less than or equal
to 75,700 liters per day. Gasoline
throughput shall be the maximum cal
culated design throughput as may be
limited by compliance with an enforce
able condition under Federal require
ment or Federal. State or local law.
and discoverable by the Administrator
and any other person.

Condensate means hydrocarbon liquid
separated from natural gas that con
denses due to changes in the tempera
ture or pressure. or both, and remains
liquid at standard conditions.

Custody transfer means the transfer of
produced petroleum and/or condensate.
after processing and/or treatment in
the producing operations. from storage
vessels or automatic transfer facilities
to pipelines or any other forms of
transportation.

Fill means the introduction of VOL
into a storage vessel but not nec
essarily to complete capacity.

Gasoline service station means any site
where gasoline is dispensed to motor

§60.lllb

vehicle fuel tanks from stationary
storage tanks.

Maximum true vapor pressure means
the equilibrium partial pressure ex
erted by the volatile organic com
pounds (as defined in 40 CFR 51.1(0) in
the stored VOL at the temperature
equal to the highest calendar-month
average of the VOL storage tempera
ture for VOL's stored above or below
the ambient temperatur-e or at the
local maximum monthly average tern
perature as reported by the Nat ional
WeatheI Service for VOL's stored at
the ambient temperature. as deter·
mined:

(I) In accordance with methods de·
scribed in American Petroleum insti
.tute BuJletin25I7. Evaporation Loss
From External Floating Roof Tanks.
(incorporated by reference-see §60.J7):
or

(2) As obtained from standard ref
erence texts; or

(3) As determined by ASTM D2879-83.
96. or 91 (Incorporated by reference-
see §60.J7);

(4) Any other method approved by
the Administrator.

Petroleum means the crude oil re
moved from the earth and the oils de
rived from tar sands. shale. and coal.

Petroleum liquids means petroleum,
condensate. and any finished or inter
mediate products manufactured in a
petroleum refinery.

Process tank means a tank that is
used within a process (including a sol
vent or raw material recovery process)
to collect material discharged from a
feedstock storage vessel or equipment
within the process before the material
Is transferred to other equipment with
in the process, to a product or by-prod
uct storage vessel. or to a vessel used
to store recovered solvent or raw mate
rial. In many process tanks. unit oper
ations such as reactions and blending
are conducted. Other process tanks.
such as surge control vessels and bot
toms receivers. however. may not in
volve unit operations.

Reid vapor pressure means the abso
lute vapor pressure of volatile crude oil
and volatile nonviscous petroleum liq
uids except liquified petroleum gases,
as determined by ASTM D323-82 or 94
(incorporated by reference-see § 60.17).
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Storage vessel means each tank. res·
ervoir, or container used for the stor
age of ·volatile organic liquids but does
not include:

(I) Frames. housing. auxiliary sup·
ports. or other components that are
not directly involved In the contain·
ment of liquids or vapors;

(2) Subsurface caverns or porous rock
reservoirs: or

(3) Process tanks.
Volatile organic liquid (VOL) means

any organic liquid which can emit
volatile organic compounds (us defined
in 40 CFR SJ.JOO) into the atmosphere.

Waste means any liquid rl"sulting
from industrial. commercial. mining or
agl'icultural operations. or from corn·
munity activities th3t is discarded or
is being an:umulated. stored. or phys·
ically. chemically. or biologically
t..-eated prio..- to being discarded or re
cycled.

152 FR 11429. Apr. 8. 1987. as amended at 54
FR 32973. Aug. 11. 1989: 65 FR 61156. Oct. 11.
2000; 68 FR 59333. Oct. 15. 20031

§ 60.112b Standard for volatile organic
compounds (VOC).

(a) The owner 0..- ope..-ator of each
storage vessel either with a design ca
pacity g..-eater than 0"- equal to 151 m 3

containing a VOL that. as sto..-ed, has a
maximum true vapo..- p..-essure equal to
0..- greater than 5.2 kPa but less than
16.6 kPa or with a design capacity
greate..- than 0"- equal to 15 m 3 but less
than 151 m 3 containing a VOL that, as
stored. has a maximum true vapor
pressure equal to 0..- greater than 21.6
kPa but less than 16.6 kPa, shall equip
each sto..-age vessel with one of the fol
lowing:

(I) A fixed roof in combination with
an internal floating roof meeting the
following specifications:

(I) The internal floating roof shall
rest or float on the liquid surface (but
not necessarily in complete contact
with it) inside a storage vessel that has
a fixed roof. The internal floating roof
shall be floating on the liquid surface
at all times, except during initial fill
and during those intervals when the
storage vessel is completely emptied or
subsequently emptied and refilled.
When the roof is resting on the leg sup
ports. the process of filling. emptying,
or refilling shall be continuous and

40 CFR Ch. I 0-1-07 Edition)

shall be accomplished as rapidly as
possible.

(ii) Each internal floating roof shall
be equipped with one of the following
closure devices between the wall of the
sto.-age vessel and the edge of the in
ternal floating ..-oof:

(A) A foam- or liquid-filled seal
mounted in cont.act with the liquid
(liquid mounted seal). A Iiquid·mount·
eo seal me""" <l foam· or liquid filled
seal mounted in cont<lCt with the liquid
bet ween t he \Va II of t he storage vessel
dnt! the floating rvof continuously
around the cin'umference of the tank.

(B) Two seals mounted one above the
other so that each forms a continuous
closure that compll"tely COVl"rs the
spac t- t..t-t weE-n the wal j uf th" ;,torage
vl"5.Sel and t IlP prJgl" of the internal
float ing roof The lower seal may be
vapor.mounted, bur both must be con
tinuous.

(C) A mechanical shoe seal. A me·
chanical shoe seal is a metal sheet held
vertically against the wall of the stor
age vessel by springs or weighted levers
and is connectl"d by braces to the float·
ing roof. A flexible coated fabric (enve
lope) spans the annular space between
the metal sheet and the floating roof.

(iii) Each opening in a noncontact in·
ternal floating roof except for auto
matic bleeder vents (vacuum breaker
vents) and the rim space vents is to
provide a projection below the liquid
surface.

(iv) Each opening in the internal
floating roof except for leg sleeves.
automatic bleeder vents. rim space
vents. column wells, ladder wells. sam
ple wells. and stub drains is to be
equipped with a cover or lid which is to
be maintained in a closed position at
all times (i.e.. no visible gap) except
when the device is in actual use. The
cover or lid shall be eqUipped with a
gasket. Covers on each access hatch
and automatic gauge float well shall be
bolted except when they are in use.

(v) Automatic bleeder vents shall be
equipped with a gasket and are to be
closed at all tillies when the roof is
floating except when the roof is being
floated off or is being landed on the
roof leg supports.

(vi) Rim space vents shall be
equipped with a gasket and are to be
set to open only when the internal
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floating r-oof is not floating or at the
manufacturer-'s recommended setting.

(vil) Each penetr-ation of the inter-nal
floating roof for the pur-pose of sam·
pling shall be a sample well. The sam
ple well shall have a slit fabr-ic cover
that covers at least 90 per-cent of the
opening.

(viii) Each penetr-ation of the inter·
nal floating roof that allows for pas
sage of a column supporting the fixed
roof shall have a flexible fabric sic-eve
scalar a gasketcd sliding cover.

(ix) Each penetration of the intem.1I
floating roof that allows for passage of
a ladder shall have a gaskNed sliding
cover.

(2) An external fluating roof. All ex·
ternal floating roof means a pontoon
type or double·detkt)ipe·cover thal
rests on the liquid surface in a vessel
with no fixed roof. Each external float·
ing roof must meet the follOWing speci·
fications:

(I) Each external floating roof shall
be equipped with a closure device be
tween the wall of the star-age vessel
and the roof edge. The closure device is
to consist of two seals, one above the
other. The lower seal is refer-red to as
the primary seal, and the upper- seal is
referred to as the secondary seal.

(A) The primary seal shall be either a
mechanical shoe seal or a liquid·
mounted seal. Except as provided in
§60.113b(b)(4), the seal shall completely
cover the annular space between the
edge of the floating roof and tank wall.

(B) The secondary seal shall com·
pletely cover the annular space be·
tween the exter-nal floating roof and
the wall of the storage vessel in a can·
tinuous fashion except as allowed in
§60.113b(b)(4).

(ii) Except for- automatic bleeder
vents and rim space vents, each open
ing in a noncontact exter-nal floating
roof shall provide a projection below
the liquid surface. Except for auto
matic bleeder vents, rim space vents,
roof drains. and leg sleeves, each open·
ing in the roof is to be equipped with a
gasketed cover, seal, or lid that is to be
maintained in a closed position at all
times (i.e., no visible gap) except when
the device is in actual use. Automatic
bleeder vents are to be closed at all
times when the roof is floating except
when the roof is being floated off or is
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being landed on the r-oof leg supports.
Rim vents al'e to be set to open when
the roof is being floated off the roof
legs supports or at the manufacturer's
r-ecommended setting. Automatic
bleeder vents and dm space vents are
to be gasketed. Each emergency roof
drain is to be prOVided with a slotted
membrane fabr-ic cover that covers at
least 90 percent of the area of the open·
ing.

(iii) The roof 5hall be floating on the
liquid at ~II times (i.e .. off the roof leg
supporb) except during initial fill
until the roof is lifted off leg supports
and when the tank is completely
emptied and subsequently refilled. The
process of filling. emptying, or refilling
whl'n the roof is resting on the leg sup·
ports shall be continuous and shall be
accomplished as rapidly as possible.

(3) A closed vent system and control
device meeting the follOWing specifica·
tions:

(i) The closed vent system shall be
designed to collect all vac vapors and
gases discharged from the stor-age ves
sel and operated with no detectable
emissions as indicated by an instru·
ment I'cading of less than 500 ppm
above background and visual inspec
tions, as deter-mined in part 60. subpart
vv, §60.485(b).

(i i) The control device shall be de
signed and operated to r-educe inlet
vac emissions by 95 percent or great
er. If a flal'e is used as the control de
vice. it shall meet the specifications
described in the general contr-ol device
requirements (§60,18) of the General
Provisions.

(4) A system equivalent to those de·
sCl'ibed in paragl'aphs (a)(1) , (aHZ) , or
(a)(3) of this section as pr-ovided in
§60.114b of this subpart.

(b) The owner or operator of each
storage vessel with a design capacity
greater than or equal to 15 m J which
contains a VaL that. as stored, has a
maximum tr-ue vapor pressure greater
than or equal to 76.6 kPa shall equip
each star-age vessel with one of the fol
lowing:

(I) A closed vent system and control
device as specified in §60.IJ2b(a)(3).

(2) A system equivalent to that de
scribed in paragraph (b) (I) as prOVided
in §60.114b of this subpart.
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(c) Site-specific standard for Merck &
Co.• lnc. 's Stonewall Plane in Elkton. Vir
ginia. This paragraph applies only to
the pharmaceutical manufacturing fa·
cility. commonly referred to as the
Stonewall Plant, located at Route 340
South. in Elkton. Virginia ("site").

(1) For any storage vessel that other
wise would be subject to the control
technology requirements of paragraphs
(a) or (b) of this section. the site shall
have the option of either complying di·
rectly with the requirements of this
subpart. or reducing the site-wide total
criteria pollutant emissions cap (total
emissions cap) in accordance with the
procedures set forth in a permit issued
pursuant to 40 CFR 52.2454. If the site
chooses the option of reducing thE
total emissions cap in accordance with
the procedures set forrh in such per
mit. the requirements of such permit
shall apply in lieu of the otherwise ap
plicable requirements of this subpart
for such storage vessel.

(2) For any storage vessel at the site
not subject to the requirements of 40
CFR 60.112b (a) or (b), the requirements
of 40 CFR GO.116b (b) and (c) and the
General Provisions (subpart A of this
part) shall not apply.

IS2 FR ])429. Apr. 8. 1987. as amended at 62
FR 52641. Oct. 8. 1997J

§ 6O.1l3b Testing and procedures.

The owner or operator of each stor
age vessel as specified in §60.112b(a)
shall meet the requirements of para
graph (a). (b), or (c) of this section. The
applicable paragraph for a particular
storage vessel depends on the control
equipment Installed to meet the re
quirements of §60.112b.

(a) After installing the control eqUip
ment required to meet §60.112b(a)(l)
(permanently affixed roof and internal
floating roof), each owner or operator
shall:

(I) Visually inspect the internal
floating roof. the primary seal. and the
secondary seal (if one Is In service).
prior to filling the storage vessel with
VOL. If there are holes. tears. or other
openings In the primary seal. the sec
ondary seal, or the seal fabric or de
fects In the internal floating roof. or
both, the owner or operator shall re
pair the Items before filling the storage
vessel.

40 CFR Ch. I (7-1-07 Edition)

(2) For Vessels equipped with a Iiq
uid·mounted or mechanical shoe pri
mary seal. visually Inspect the internal
floating roof and the primary seal or
the secondary seal (if one is in service)
through manholes and roof hatches on
the fixed roof at least once every 12
months after Initial fill. If the Internal
floating roof is not resting on the sur
face of the VOL inside the storage ves·
sel. or there is liquid accumulat cd on
the roof, or the seal is d<>tachcd. or
there ar£> holes or tear!> in the !>p"l fab
ric. the owner or ope,'ator shall repair
the items or empty and rpmove the
storagE' vessel from service wit hin 45
days. If a failure that is detected dur
ing inspections required in t his para
graph cannot be repaJrC<:l wHhin ~5

days and if the' vessel cannot be
emptied within 45 days. a 30·day exten
sion may be requested from the Admin·
istrator in the in"peLt iUII re!-'UJ·t It,·

qUired in §60.115b(a)(3). Such a request
for an extension must document that
alternate storage capacity is unavail
able and specify a schedule of actions
the company will take that will assure
that the control equipment will be reo
paired or the vessel will be emptied as
soon as possible.

(3) For vessels equipped with a dou
ble-seal system as specified in
§60.112b(a) (1)(11)(8):

(I) Visually inspect the vessel as
specified in paragraph (a)(4) of this sec
tion at least every 5 years; or

{ill Visually inspect the vessel as
specified in paragraph (a)(Z) of this sec
tion.

(4) Visually inspect the internal
floating roof. the primary seal. the sec
ondary seal (if one is in service). gas
kets. slotted membranes and sleeve
seals (if any) each time the storage ves·
sel is emptied and degassed. If the in
ternal floating roof has defects. the pri
mary seal has holes. tears. or other
openings in the seal or the sea I fabric.
or the secondary seal has holes. tears.
or other openings In the seal or the
seal fabric, or the gaskets no longer
close off the llquld' suifacesfrom the
atmosphere. or the slotted membrane
has more than 10 percent open area.
the owner or operator shall repair the
items as necessary so that none of the
conditIons specified in this paragraph
exist before refilling the storage vessel
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with VOL. In no event shall inspections
conducted In accordance with this pro
vision occur at intervals greater than
10 years in the case of vessels con
ducting the annual visual inspection as
specified in paragraphs (a)(2) and
(a) (3)Ot) of this section and at intervals
no greater than S years in the case of
vessels specified in paragraph (a)(3)(1)
of this section.

(5) Notify the Administrator in writ·
ing at least 30 days prior to the filling
or refilling of each storage vessel for
which an inspection is requirerl by
paragraphs (a){J) and (a)(4) of this sec·
tion to afford the Administrator the
opportunity to haY(> an observer
present. If the inspection required by
paragraph (a)(4) of this section is not
plcmned and the owner or operator
could not have known about the in·
spection 30 days in advance or refilling
the tank. the owner or operator shall
notify the Administrator at least 7
days prior to the refilling of the stor
age vessel. Notification shall be made
by telephone immediately followed by
written documentation demonstrating
why the inspection was unplanned. Al
ternatively, this notification Including
the written documentation may be
made in writing and sent by express
mail so that it is received by the Ad
ministrator at least 7 days prior to the
refilling.

(b) After installing the control equip
ment required to meet § 60.112b(a)(2)
(external floating roof). the owner or
operator shall:

(I) Determine the gap areas and max
imum gap widths. between the primary
seal and the wall of the storage vessel
and between the secondary seal and the
wall of the storage vessel according to
the follOWing frequency.

(I) Measurements of gaps between the
tank wall and the primary seal (seal
gaps) shall be performed during the hy
drostatic testing of the vessel or within
60 days of the initial fill with VOL and
at least once every S years thereafter.

(ii) Measurements of gaps between
the tank wall and the secondary seal
shall be performed within 60 days of
the Initial fill with VOL and at least
once per year thereafter.

(iii) If any source ceases to store VOL
for a period of I year or more, subse
quent introduction of VOL into the
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vessel shall be considered an initial fill
for the purposes of paragraphs (b)(I)(i)
and (b)(l){ii) of this section.

(2) Determine gap widths and areas in
the primary and secondary seals indi
vidually by the following procedures:

(i) Measure seal gaps. if any. at one
or more floating roof levels when the
roof is floating off the roof leg sup·
ports.

(ii) Measure seal gaps around the en
tire circumference of thp tank in each
place where a O.32·cm diameter uniform
probe passes freely (without forcing or
binding against seal) between the seal
and the wall of the storage vessel and
measure the circumferent ial distance
of each such location.

(iii) The total surface area of each
gap described ill paragraph (b)(2)(ii) of
this section shall be determined by
using probes of various widths to meas·
ure accurately the actual distance
from the tank wall to the seal and mul
tiplying each such width by its respec
tive circumferential distance.

(3) Add the gap surface area of each
gap location for the primary seal and
the secondary seal indiVidually and di
vide the sum for each seal by the nomi
nal diameter of the tank and compare
each ratio to the respective standards
in paragraph (b) (4) of this section.

(4) Make necessary repairs or empty
the storage vessel within 43 days of
identification in any inspection for
seals not meeting the requirements
listed in (b) (4) (i) and (ii) of this sec
tion:

(i) The accumulated area of gaps be
tween the tank wall and the mechan
ical shoe or liquid-mounted primary
seal shall not exceed 212 Cm2 per meter
of tank diameter, and the width of any
portion of any gap shall not exceed 3.81
cm.

(A) One end of the mechanical shoe is
to extend into the stored liquid. and
the other end is to extend a minimum
vertical distance of 61 cm above the
stored liquid surface.

(B) There are to be no holes. tears. or
other openings in the shoe. seal fabric.
or seal envelope.

(ii) The secondary seal is to meet the
following requirements:

(A) The secondary seal is to be in
stalled above the primary seal so that
it completely covers the space between
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the roof edge and the tank wall except
as provided in paragraph (b)(2){iii) of
this section.

(B) The accumulated area of gaps be
tween the tank wall and the secondary
seal shall not exceed 21.2 cmz per meter
of tank diameter. and the width of any
portion of any gap shall not exceed 1.27
cm.

(C) There are to be no holes. tears. or
othpr openings in the seal or seal fab·
ric.

(iii) If a failure thdt is detected dur
ing inspections required in paragraph
(b)(1) of §60.113b(b) cannot be repaired
within 45 days and if the vessel cannot
be emptied within 45 days. a 30-day ex·
tension may be requested from the Ad·
1l1~lli~t..alol in the inspection report n,;
quired in §60.115b(b)(4). Such extension
request must include a demonstration
or unavailability of alternate storage
capacity and a specification of a sched·
ule that will assure that the control
eqUipment will be repaired or the ves
sel will be emptied as soon as possible.

(5) Notify the Administrator 30 days
in advance of any gap measurements
required by paragraph (b)(l) of this sec
tion to afford t.he Administrator the
opportunity to have an observer
present.

(6) Visually Inspect the external
floating roof. the primary seal, sec
ondary seal, and fit.tings each time the
vessel is empt.led and degassed.

(i) If the external floating roof has
defects. t.he primary seal has holes,
t.ears. or other openings in the seal or
the seal fabric. or the secondary seal
has holes, tears. or ot.her openings in
the seal or the seal fabric. t.he owner or
operator shall repair t.he items as nec
essary so that. none of the condit.ions
specified in this paragraph exist before
filling or refilling t.he storage vessel
with VOL.

(ii) For all t.he inspections required
by paragraph (b)(6) of this section, the
owner or operator shall notify the Ad
ministrator in writing at least 30 days
prior to the filling or refilling of each
storage vessel to afford the Adminis
trator the opportunity. to Inspect the
storage vessel prior to refilling. If the
inspection required by paragraph (b)(6)
of this section is not planned and the
owner or operator could not have
known about the inspection 30 days in
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advance of refilling the tank. the
owner or operator shall notify the Ad
ministrator at least 7 days prior to the
refilling of the storag~ vessel. Notifica·
tion shall be made by telephone imme
diately followed by written documenta
tion demonstrating why the inspection
was unplanned. Alternatively. t.hls no
tification including the written docu
mentation m<lY be made in writing and
sent by express mail so that it is reo
ceived by tlw Administrator at least 7
days prior to thp refilling.

(c) The owner or operator of each
source that i.s <'quipped with a closed
vent system and control device as re
quired in §60 112b (a}(3) or (b}(2) (other
than a flare) is ~xempt from § 60.8 of
the Genc-Ial Plo\li~ion~ and s.hall n1er1..
the follOWing requirements.

(J) Submit for' approval by the Ad·
ministrator as an attachment to the
notification required by §60.7(a)(l} or.
if the facility is exempt from
§60.7(a}(J), as an attachment to the no
tification required by §60.7(a)(2). an op
erating plan containing the informa
tion listed below.

(I) Documentation demonstrating
that the control device will achieve the
required control efficiency duTing max
imum loading conditions. This docu
mentation is to include a description of
the gas stream which enters the con
trol device. including flow and VOC
content under varying liquid level con·
ditions (dynamic and static) and manu
facturer's design specifications for the
control device. If the control device or
the closed vent capture syst.em receives
vapors. gases. or Ilquids other than
fuels from sources that are not des
ignated sources under this subpart. the
efficiency demonstration is to include
consideration of all vapors. gases, and
llquids received by the closed vent cap
ture system and control device. If an
enclosed combustion device with a
minimum residence time of 0.75 sec
onds and a minimum temperature of
816 DC is used to meet the 95 percent re
quirement. documentation that those
condit.ions will exist is sufficient to
meet the requirements of this para
graph.

(ii) A description of the parameter or
parameters to be monitored to ensure
that the control device will be operated
in conformance wit.h its design and an
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explanation of the criteria used for se
lection of that parameter (or param
eters)_

(2) Operate the closed vent system
and control device and monitor the pa
rameters of the closed vent system and
control device in accordance with the
operating plan submitted to the Ad
ministrator in accordance with para
graph (c)(I) of this section, unless the
plan was modified by the Adminis·
trator during the review process. In
this case, the modified plan applies.

(d) The owner or operator 01 each
source that is equipped with a closed
vent system and a nare to meeT the re·
quirements in § 60. Jl2b (a) (3) or (b) (2)
shall meet the requirements as speci
fied in the general control devict> rl'·
quirements. §60.18 (e) and (I).

152 FR 11429. Ap.... 8. 1987, as amended at 54
FR 32973. Aug. I J. 1989J

§ 6O.114b Alternative means of emis
sion limitation.

(a) If. in the Administrator's judg
ment. an alternative means of emission
limitation will achieve a reduction in
emissions at least eqUivalent to the re
duction in emissions achieved by any
requirement In §60_112b, the Adminis
trator wiJl publish in the FEDERAL
REGISTER a notice permitting the use
of the alternative means for purposes
of compliance with that requirement.

(b) Any notice under paragraph (a) of
this section will be published only after
notice and an opportunity for a hear
ing.

(c) Any person seeking permission
under this section shall submit to the
Administrator a written application in
cluding:

(1) An actual emissions test that uses
a full-sized or scale-model storage ves
sel that accurately collects and meas·
ures all VOC emissions from a given
control device and that accurately sim·
ulates wind and accounts for other
emission variables such as temperature
and barometric pressure.

(2) An engineering evaluation that
the Administrator determines is an ac
curate method of determining equiva
lence.

(d) The Administrator may condition
the permission on requirements that
may be necessary to ensure operation
and maintenance to achieve the same

§60.115b

emissions reduction as specified in
§60.112b.

§ 6O.1l5b Reporting and recordkeeping
requirements..

The owner or operator of each stor
age vessel as specified in §60.112b(a)
shall keep records and furnish reports
as required by paragraphs (a). (b). or (c)
of this section depending upon the can
trol equipment installed to meet the
requirements of §60.112b. The owner or
0lwriltor shall keep copies of all re
pons and records required by this sec
t ion. except for the record required by
{t:} (I). for at least 2 years. The record
reqUired by (c)(l) will be kept for the
life of the control equipment.

(a) Aftcr installing control equip
lIlent in an:on.lance with §60.IJ2b(a)(l)
(fixed roof and internal floating root).
the owner or operator shall meet the
following requirements_

(I) Furnish the Administrator with a
report that describes the control equip
ment and certifies that the control
equipment meets the specifications of
§60.J12b(a)(l) and §60.Jl3b(a)(I). This reo
port shall be an attachment to the no
tification required by §60.7(a)(3)_

(2) Keep a record of each Inspection
performed as required by §60.l13b (a)(1).
(a)(2) , (a)(3) , and (a)(4). Each record
shall identify the storage vessel on
which the inspection was performed
and shall contain the date the vessel
was inspected and the observed condi
tion of each component of the control
equipment (seals. internal floating
roof. and fittings).

(3) If any of the conditions described
in §60.113b(a)(2) are detected during the
annual visual inspection required by
§ 60.1I3b{a)(2). a report shall be fur
nished to the Administrator within 30
days of the inspection. Each report
shall identify the storage vessel, the
nature of the defects. and the date the
storage vessel was emptied or the na
ture of and date the repair was made.

(4) After each Inspection required by
§60.113b(a)(3) that finds holes or tears
in the seal or seal fabric. or defects in
the internal floating roof. or other con·
trol equipment defects listed in
§60.113b(a)(3)(ii). a report shall be fur
nished to the Administrator within 30
days of the inspection. The report shall
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identify the storage vessel and the rea
son it did not meet the specifications
of §61.112b(a)(l) or§60.1I3b(a)(3) and list
each repair made.

(b) After installing control equip
ment in accordance with §61.lJ2b(a)(2)
(external floating rooO. the owner or
operator shall meet the following re
quirements.

(I) Furnish the Administrator with a
report that describes the control equip
ment and certifies thal the conlrol
equipment meets the specifications of
§ !>0.1I2b(a)(2) and § 60. J13b(b)(2). (b)(3).
and (b)(4). This report shall be an at
tachment to the notification required
by §60.7(a)(3).

(2) Within 60 days of performing the
seal gap measurements required by
§60.ll3b(b}(J). furnish the Adminis
trator with a report that contains:

(i) The date of measurement-
(ii) The raw data obtained in the

measurement.
(Hi) The calculations described in

§60.113b (b)(2) and (b)(3).
(3) Keep a record of each gap meas

urement performed as reqUired by
§60.lJ3b(b). Each record shall identity
the storage vessel in which the meas
urement was performed and shall con
tain:

Ii) The date of measurement.
(ii) The raw data obtained in the

measurement.
(iii) The calculations described in

§60.113b (b)(2) and (b)(3).
(4) After each seal gap measurement

that detects gaps exceeding the limita
tions specified by §60.1J3b(b)(4). submit
a report to the Administrator within 30
days of the inspection. The report will
identify the vessel and contain the in
formation specified in paragraph (b)(2)
of this section and the date the vessel
was emptied or the repairs made and
date of repair.

(c) After installing control equip
ment in accordance with §60.112b (a)(3)
or (b)(I) (closed vent system and con
trol device other than a flare). the
owner or operator shall keep the fol
lowing records.

(I) A copy of the operating plan.
(2) A record of the measured values of

the parameters monitored in accord
ance with §60.lJ3b(c)(2).

(d) After installing a closed vent sys
tem and flare to comply with §60.112b.

40 CFR Ch. I 0-1-07 Edition)

the owner or operator shall meet the
following requirements,

(1) A report containing the measure
ments required by §60_18(0 (I). (2). (3).
(4). (5). and (6) shall be furnished to the
Administrator as required by §60.8 of
the General Provisions. This report
shall be submitted within 6 months of
the initial start-up date.

(2) Records shall be kept of all peri
ods of operation during which the Ilan'
pilot flame is absent.

(3) Semiannual reports of all period~

recorded under §6().II~b(d)(2) in which
the pilot flame was ahsent .~hall bp fur
nished to the Administrator.

§ 60.] ]6b Monitoring of operations.

(a) The own€,' O' operatof shall kel:p
copies of all records required by this
section. except for the record required
by paragraph (b) of this section. for at
least 2 years. The record required by
paragraph (b) of this section will be
kept for the life of the source.

(b) The owner or operator of each
storage vessel as specified in §60.II0b(a)
shall keep readily accessible records
showing the dimension of the storage
vessel and an analysis shOWing the ca
pacity of the storage vessel_

(c) Except as provided in paragraphs
(f) and (g) of this section. the owner or
operator of each storage vessel either
with a design capacit.y greater than or
equal to 151 m' storing a liquid with a
maximum true vapor pressure greater
than or equal to 3.5 kPa or with a de
sign capacity greater than or equal to
75 m 3 but less than 151 m 3 storing a liq
uid with a maximum true vapor pres
sure greater than or equal to 15.0 kPa
shall maintain a record of the VOL
stored. the period of storage. and the
maximum true vapor pressure of that
VOL during the respective storage pe
riod.

(d) Except as prOVided in paragraph
(g) of this section. the owner or oper
ator of each storage vessel either with
a design capacity grea~er than or equal
to 151 m 3 storing a liquid with a max
imum true vapor pressure that is nor
mally less than 5.2 kPa or with a de
sign capacity greater than or equal to
15 m 3 but less than 151 m 3 storing a liq
uid with a maximum true vapor pres
sure that is normally less than 27.6 kPa
shall notify the Administrator within
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30 days when the maximum true vapor
pressure of the liquid exceeds the re
spective maximum true vapor vapor
pressure values for each volume range.

(e) Available data on the storage
temperature may be used to determine
the maximum true vapor pressure as
determined below.

(I) For vessels operated above or
below ambient temperatures. the max
imum true vapor pressure is calculated
b"sed upon the highest expected cal·
endar-month avprage of the storage
temperature. For vessels operated at
ambient temperatures. the maximum
true vapor pressure is calculated based
upon the maximum local monthly av
erage ambient temperature as reported
by the National Weather Service.

(2) For crude oil or refined petroleum
products the vapor pressure may be ob·
tained by the following:

(j) Available data on the Reid vapor
pressure and the maximum expected
storage temperature based on the high
est expected calendar-month average
temperature of the stored product may
be used to determine the maximum
true vapor pressure from nomographs
contained in API Bulletin 2517 (incor
porated by reference-see §60.11) , un
less the Administrator specifically re
quests that the liquid be sampled, the
actual storage temperature deter
mined, and the Reid vapor pressure de
termined from the sample(s).

(ii) The true vapor pressure of each
type of crude oil with a Reid vapor
pressure less than 13.8 kPa or with
physical properties that preclude deter
mination by the recommended method
is to be determined from available data
and recorded if the estimated max·
imum true vapor pressure is greater
than 3.5 kPa.

(3) For other liquids, the vapor pres
sure:

(i) May be obtained from standard
reference texts, or

(li) Determined by ASTM 02879-83,
96, or 97 (incorporated by reference
see §60.17); or

(III) Measured by an appropriate
method approved by the Adminis
trator; or

(iv) Calculated by an appropriate
method approved by the Adminis
trator.

§60.117b

(f) The owner or operator of each ves
sel storing a waste mixture of indeter
minate or variable composition shall
be subject to the follOWing require
ments.

(I) Prior to the initial filling of the
vessel, the highest maximum true
vapor pressure for the range of antici
pated liquid compositions to be stored
will be determined using the methods
described in paragraph (e) of this sec
tion.

(2) For vessP)s in which the vapor
pressure of the '.lJltiripated liquid com
posit ion is above the cutoff for moni
toring but below the cutoff for controls
as defined in §60.lJ2b(a). an initial
physical test of thE> vapor pressure is
requit'ed; and a physical test at least
onCE> every 6 months thereafter is re
quired as determined by the follOWing
methods:

(i) ASTM 02879-83. 96. or 97 (incor·
porated by reference-see § 60.17); or

(ii) ASTM 0323-82 or 94 (incorporated
by reference-see §60.17); or

(iii) As measured by an appropriate
method as approved by the Adminis
trator.

(g) The owner or operator of each
vessel equipped with a closed vent sys
tem and control device meeting the
specification of §60.J12b or with emis
sions reductions equipment as specified
in 40 CFR 65.42(b){4), (b){5) , (b)(6). or (c)
is exempt from the requirements of
paragraphs (c) and (d) of this section.

1,2 FR 11429, Apr. 8, 1987. as amended at 6,
FR 617,6. Oct. 17, 2000; 65 FR 78276, Dec. 14,
2000; 68 FR 59333, Oct. 15.2003)

§ GO.l17b Delegation oC authority.

(a) In delegating Implementation and
enforcement authority to a State
under section III (d of the Act, the au
thorities contained in paragraph (b) of
this section shall be retained by the
Administrator and not transferred to a
State,

(b) Authorities which wiiI not be del
egated to States: §§60.lIlb(f){4), 60.114b,
60.JJ6b(e){3)(iii), 60.116b{e)(3)(iv). and
60.11 6b (f) (2)(iii).

(52 FR 11429, Apr. 8. 1987, as amended at 52
FR 22780, June 16, 1987]
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TABLE lG-MISCELLANEOUS PROCESS VENTS-MoNITORING, RECORDKEEPING AND REPORTING RE
QUIREMENTS FOR COMPLYING WITH 98 WEIGHT·PERCENT REDUCTION OF TOTAL ORGANIC HAP
EMISSIONS OR A LIMIT OF 20 PARTS PER MIUlON BY VOLUME-Conlinued

Control device

All control devIces

Parameters to be monitored a

Presence of tlow divel1ed to
fhe almospherE trom the
canUol devtce (63.644(c)( 1))
Of.

Recordkeeping and reponing requirements for mon.tOfed pa
rameters

2. Record and report the presence of a flame at the pilot light
over the rull period of the complance determination
NCS·.

3. Record the times and duranons of all pel10dS when all pilot
names tor a "are ate absent or the monitor is nol oper
attng

4. Report the limes and duratK»ns of aM penods- when all Pilot
lIames tOI CI ftare ate absenl or the monilOt i5. nol 0PE'r·
cHing

I Hourly records 01 whelher the tl~,y., inolcator was operalling

and whether flow was dclected' at any lime dunng each
hour

2 Record and report the times aM cturations of all periOdS
when the vent stream is diverted through a bypass line Of

the monilor 's not ooeratino-PR 0
Monlhly inspections of sealed ,. Records that monrhly tnSp~clions were performed

valves 163.644(c)l211
2. Record and report aI' monthfy InspeetJons thaI show the

vaNes are not ctosed or rhe seal has been changed-PR 9

,. Regulatory citalions are hsrca ;n parenrncGcs.
tI Monitor may be insraUed in Ihe firebox or in the ductwork Immediateiy downstream 01 the ti,eoo:x before any substantial heat

exchange is encountered.
r:::"Continuous records" is dermed in §63.641.
liNeS:. Notificalion of com~iancestatus report described in § 63.654.
-The daily average is the average of all recorded parameter values for Iha operating day. If all rocorded vaJues during an op

erating day are within the range established In the NCS ~ operaling permit. a statement 10 ,his effoct can be recorded Inslead ot
the daily average.

'When a period of excess emission is caused by insufficienf monitoring data. as described In §63.654tg)(6)(i) (C) Of (0). the
duration oIlhe period when monitoring datB were nor collected shan be included in the ?eriodjc Report.

oPR =Periodic Repons described in § 83.854(g).

~~~::~:;it:~~ei~~~u~re:r~:~i~~~~;~!::~t~e~~;.sa;~hZ:fl~~;r=~;:tea~~~i~e~~:,~a::S~I~~~~~rs':~i'~~~
is required tor such boiters and process heaters.

~ Process Ven's thaI are rouled to refinery fuel gas systems are not regut8ted under this sUbpart. No moniloring. rscordkeeping.
or reporting is required for boilers and process heaters that combust refinery fuel gas..

[GO FR 43260. Aug. IB, 1995, as amended at 61 FR 29881, 29882. June 12. 1996; 63 FR 44142, 44143,
Aug. 18,1998]

Subpart DO-Notional Emission
Standards for Hazardous Air
Pollutants from Off-Site Waste
and Recovery Operations

SOURCE: 61 FR 34158, July I, 1996, unless
otherwise noted.

§ 63.680 Applicability and designation
of affected sources.

(a) The provisions of this subpart
apply to the owner and operator of a
plant site for which both of the condi
tions specified in paragraphs (a)(l) and
(a)(2) of this section are applicable. If
either one of these conditions does not
apply to the plant site, tben the owner
and operator of the plant site are not
subject to the provisions of this sub
part.

(1) The plant site is a major source of
hazardous air pollutant (HAP) emis
sions as defined in 40 CFR 63.2.

(2) At the plant site is located one or
more of operations that receives off
site materials as specified in paragraph
(b) of tbis section and the operations is
one of the following waste management
operations or recovery operations as
specified in paragraphs (a)(2)(i) through
(a)(2)(vi) of this section.

(i) A waste management operation
that receives off-site materia] and the
operation is regulated as a hazardous
waste treatment. storage. and disposal
facility (TSDF) under either 40 CFR
part 264 or part 265.

(ij) A waste management operation
that treats wastewater which is an off
site material and the operation is ex
empted from regulation as a hazardous
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waste treatment, storage, and disposal
facility under 40 CFR 264.l(g)(6) or 10
CFR 265.1(c)(10).

(iii) A waste management operation
that treats wastewater which is an off
site material and the operation meets
both of the following conditions:

(A) The operation Is subject to regu
lation under either section 402 or 307(b)
of the Clean Water Act but is not
owned by a "state" or "municipality"
as dcfined by section 502(3) and 502(4).
I-espcctivcly. of the Clean Watcr Act;
ano

(Bl The treatment of wastewater re
ceived from off-si te IS the predominant
activity performed at the plant site.

(iV) A recovery operation that recy
cles or reprocesscs hazardous waste
which is an off-sitc material and the
operation is exempted from regulation
as a hazardous waste treatment, dis
posal, and storage facility under 40
CFR 264.1(g)(2) or 10 CFR 265.1(c)(6).

(v) A recovery operation that recy
cles or reprocesses used solvent which
is an off-site material and the oper
ation is not part of a chemical, petro
leum, or other manufacturing process
that is required to use air emission
controls by another subpart of 40 CFR
part 63 or 10 CFR part 61.

(vi) A recovery operation that re-re
fines or reprocesses used oil which is an
off-site material and the operation is
regulated under 10 CFR 279 subpart F
Standards for Used Oil Processors and
Refiners.

(b) For the purpose of implementing
this subpart, an off-site material is a
material that meets all of the criteria
specified in paragraph (b)(1) of this sec
tion but is not one of the materials
specified in paragraph (b)(2) of this sec
tion.

(1) An off-site material is a material
that meets all of the criteria specified
in paragraphs (b)(l)(i) through
(b)(l)(iii) of this section. If anyone of
these criteria do not apply to the mate
rial. then the material is not an off-site
material subject to this sUbpart.

(i) The material is a waste, used oil,
or used solvent as defined in §63.681 of
this subpart;

(ii) The waste, used oil, or used sol
vent is not produced or generated witb
in the plant site, but the material is
delivered, transferred, or otherwise

40 CFR Ch. I (7-1-07 Edition)

moved to the plant site from a location
outside the boundaries of the plant
site; and

(iii) The waste, used oil, or used sol
vent contains one or more of the haz
ardous air pollutants (HAP) listed in
Table 1 of this subpart based on the
composition of the material at the
point-of-delivery, as defined in § 63.681
of this subpart.

(2) For the purpose of implemen ling
thin subpart. the following matl'rials
are not off-site materials:

(i) Household waste fin defined in 10
CFR 258.2.

(ii) Radioactive mixed waste man
aged in accordance with all applicable
regulations under Atomic Energy Act
and NuclearWasLe Policy Act authori
ties.

(iii) Waste that is generated as a re
sult of implementing remedial activi·
ties required under the Resource Con
servation and Recovery Act (RCRA)
corrective action authorities (RCRA
sections 3004(u). 3004(v), or 3008(h»,
Comprehensive EnVironmental Re
sponse, Compensation. and Liability
Act (CERCLA) authorities, or similar
Federal or State authorities.

(iv) Waste containing HAP that is
generated by residential households
(e.g., old paint, home garden pes
ticides) and subsequently is collected
as a community service (.y government
agencies. businesses. or other organiza
tions for the purpose of promoting the
proper disposal of this waste.

(v) Waste that is transferred from a
chemical manufacturing plant or other
facility for which both of the follOWing
conditions apply to the waste:

(A) The management of the waste at
the facility is required either under
part 63 subpart F-National Emission
Standards for Organic Hazardous Air
Pollutants from the Synthetic Organic
Chemical Manufacturing Industry or
under another subpart in 40 CFR part
63 to meet tbe air emission control
standards for process wastewater speci
fied in 40 CFR 63.132 through 63.147; and

(B) The owner or operator of the fa
cility from which the waste Is trans
ferred has complied with the provisions
of 40 CFR 63.132(g)(1)(ii) and (g)(2).
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(vi) Waste that is transferred from a
chemical manufacturing plant, petro
leum refinery, or coke by-product re
covery plant which is subject to 40 CFR
part 61, subpart FF-Nat1onal Emission
Standards for Benzene Waste Oper
ations, and for which both of the fol
lowing conditions apply to the waste:

(A) The waste is generated at a facil
ity that is not exempted under the pro
visions of 10 CFR 61.342<a) from meet
ing the air emission control standards
or 10 CFR part 61. subpart FF; and

(13) The owner 0)' operall)l' of the fa
cility from which the wasLe is trans
rcrrcrl has complied wi th the provisions
of 10 CFR 61.312(f)(2).

(vii) Ship ballast water pumped from
a ship to an onshore wastewater treat
ment facility.

(viii) Hazardous waste that is sLored
for 10 days or less at a transfer facility
in compliance with the provisions of 40
eFR 263,12,

(c) Affected sources-II) Off-site mate
rial management units. For each oper
ation specified in paragraphs (a)(2)(i)
through (a)(2)(vi) of this section that is
located at the plant site, the affected
source is the entire group of off-site
material management units associated
with the operatIon. An off-sIte mate
rial management unit is a tank, con
tainer, surface impoundment, oil-water
separator, organic-water separator, or
transfer system used to manage off-site
material. For the purpose of imple
menting the standards under this sub·
part, a unit that meets the definition
of a tank or container but also is
equipped with a vent that serves as a
process vent for any of the processes
listed in paragraphs (c)(2)(i) through
(c)(2)(vi) of this section is not an off
site material management unit but in
stead is a process vent and is to be in
cluded in the appropriate affected
source group under paragraph (c)(2) of
this section. Examples of such a unit
may inclUde, but are not limited to, a
distillate receiver vessel, a primary
condenser, a bottoms receiver vessel. a
surge control tank. a.separator tank,
and a hot well.

(2) Process vents. For each operation
specified in paragraphs (a)(2)(i) through
(a)(2)(vi) of this section tha.t is located
at the plant site, the affected source is
the entire group of process equipment

§63.680

associated with the process vents for
the processes listed in paragraphs
(c)(2)(i) through (c)(2)(vi) of this sec
tion.

(i) Distillation process used for the
treatment, recycling, or recovery of
off-site materiaL Distillation means a
process, either batch or continuous,
separating one or more off-site mate
rial feed streams into two or more exit
streams having different component
concentrations from those In the feed
stream or streams. The separation is
achievetl by the redistribution of the
components between the liquid and
vapor phases as they approach equi
librium within the distillation unit

Iii I Fractionat.ion process usp.d for
the treatment, recycling, or recovery
of off-site ma.teriaL Fractionation
means a liquid mixture separation
process or method used to separ.ate a
mixture of several volatile components
of different boiling points in successive
stages, each stage removing from the
mixture some proportion of one of the
components.

(iii) Thin-film evaporation process
used for the treatment, recycling, or
recovery of off-site material. Thin-film
evaporation means a liquid mixture
separation process or method that uses
a heating surface consisting of a large
diameter tube that may be either
straight or tapered, horizontal or
vertical. Liquid is spread on the tube
wall by a rotating assembly of blades
that maintain a close clearance from
the wall or actually ride on the film of
liquid on the walL

(iv) Solvent extraction process used
for the treatment, recycling, or recov
ery of off-site material. Solvent extrac
tion means a separation process or
method In which a solid or a solution is
contacted with a liquid solvent (the
material and the solvent being rel
atively insoluble in each other) to pref
erentially dissolve and transfer one or
more components into the solvent.

(v) Steam stripping process used for
the treatment, recycl1ng, or recovery
of off-site material. Steam stripping
means a liquid mixture. separation
process or method in which vaporiza
tion of the volatile components of a
liquid mixture occurs by the Introduc
Lion of steam directly into the process.
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(Vi) Gas stripping process used for the
treatment. recycling, or recovery of
off-site material. Gas stripping means
a desorption process or method used to
transfer one or more volatile compo
nents from a liquid mixture into a gas
stream either with or Without the ap
plication of heat to the liquid. Packed
towers, spray towers, and bubble-cap,
sieve. or valve-type plate towers are
examples of the process configurations
used for contacting the gas and a liq
uid.

(3) £qUlp1;lPlII leaks. For each oper
ation spp.cified in paragraphs (a)(2)0)
through (a )(2)(vi) of this section that is
located at the plant site. the affected
source is the entire group of equipment
components for which each component
meHs'all of the conditions specified in
pal'agmphs (c)(3Hi) through (c)(3)(iii) of
this section. If anyone of these condi
tions do not apply to an equipment
component, then that component is not
part of the affected source for equip
ment leaks.

(j) The equipment component is a
pump, compressor, agitator, pressure
relief device. sampling connection sys
tem. open-ended valve or line. valve.
connector, or instrumentation system;

(ij) The equipment component con
tains or contacts off-site material hav
ing a total HAP concentration equal to
or greater than 10 percent by weight;
and

(iii) The equipment component is in
tended to operate for 300 hours or more
during a calendar year in off-site mate
rial service, as defined in §63.681 of this
subpart.

(d) Facility-wide exemption. The owner
or operator of affected sources subject
to this subpart is exempted from the
requ irements of §§ 63.682 through 63.699
of this subpart in situations when the
total annual quantity of the HAP that
is contained in the off-site material re
ceived at the plant site is less than 1
megagram per year. For a plant site to
be exempted under the provisions of
this paragraph (d), the owner or oper
ator must meet the requirements in
paragraphs (d)(1) through (d)(3) of this
section.

(1) The owner or operator must pre
pare an init.ial determination of the
total annual HAP quantity in the off
site material received at the plant site.

40 CFR Ch. I (7-1-07 Edition)

This determinat.ion is based on the
tot.al quantity of the HAP listed in
Table 1 of this subpart as determined
at. the point-of-delivery for each off
site material stream.

(2) The owner or operator must pre
pare a new determination whenever the
extent of changes to the quantity or
composition of the off-site material re
ceived at the plant site could cause the
total annual HAP quantity in the off
sit.e material received at the plant sitE'
to exceed the limit of 1 megagram per
year.

(3) The owner or operator must main
tain documentation to support the
owner's or opcrator's determination of
the total annual HAP quantity in the
off-sitemateriaLr.eceived ,at the plant
site. This documentation must include
the basis and data used for determining
the HAP content of the off-site mate
riaL

(e) Compliance dates-(l) Existing
SOUTces. The owner or operator of an af
fected source that commenced con
struction or reconstruction before Oc
tober 13, 1994, must achieve compliance
with the provisions of this subpart on
or before the date spec1fied in para
graph (e)(1)(i) or (e)(l)(ii) of this sec
tion as applicable to the affected
source.

(1) For an affected source that com
menced construction or reconstruction
before October 13. 1994 and receives off
si te material for the first time before
February 1. 2000, the owner or operator
of this affected source must achieve
compliance with the provisions of the
subpart on or before February 1. 2000
unless an extension has been granted
by the Administrator as provided in 40
CFR 63.6(i).

(1i) For an affected source that com
menced construction or reconstruction
before October 13. 1994, but receives off
site material for the first time on or
after February I, 2000. the owner or op
erator of the affected source must
achieve compliance with the provisions
of this subpart upon the first date that
the affected source begins to manage
off-site material.

(2) New SOUTces. The owner or oper
ator of an affected source for which
construction or reconstruction com
mences on or after October 13. 1994.
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must achieve compliance with the pro
visions of this subpart on or before
July 1, 1996. or upon ini tial startup of
operations, whichever date is later as
proVided in 40 CFR 63.6(b).

(f) The provisions of 40 CFR part 63,
subpart A-General Provisions that
apply and those that do not apply to
this subpart are specified in Table 2 of
this subpart.

[61 FR 3-1158. July 1. 1996. as amen,),," aL 65
FR 38963..J"ly 7.0 19991

§ 63.681 Definitions.

All terms used in this subpart shaH
have the meaning given to them in this
section, 40 CPR 63.2 of this part. and
the Act.

BOller means an enclosed combustion
device that ex tracts useful energy in
the form of steam and is not an incin
erator or a process heater.

Closed-vent system mean::; a ~y::;tem

that is not open to the atmosphere and
is composed of hard-piping, ductwork,
connections, and, if necessary, fans,
blowers, or other now-inducing devices
that conveys gas or vapor from an
emission point to a control deVice.

Closure device means a cap, hatch, lid,
plug, seal, valve, or other type of fit
ting that prevents or reduces air pol
lutant emissions to the atmosphere by
blocking an opening in a cover when
the device is secured in the closed posi
tion. Closure devices include devices
that are detachable from the cover
(e.g., a sampling port cap), manually
operated (e.g., a hinged access lid or
hatch). or automatically operated (e.g..
a spring-loaded pressurc relief valve).

Container means a portable unit used
to hold material. Examples of con
tainers include but are not limited to
drums, dumpsters, roll-off boxes, bulk
cargo containers commonly known as
"portable tanks" or "totes". cargo
tank trucks, and tank rail cars.

Continuous record means documenta
tion of data values measured at least
once every 15 minutes and recorded at
the frequency specified in this subpart.

Continuous recorder means a data re
cording device that either records an
instantaneous data value at least once
every IS minutes or records IS-minutes
or more frequent block averages.

Continuous seal means a seal that
forms a continuous closure that com-
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pletely covers the space between tbe
edge of the floating roof and the wall of
a tank. A continuous seal may be a
vapor-mounted seal. liqUid-mounted
seal. or metallic shoe seal. A contin
uous seal may be constructed of fas
tened segments so as to fonn a contin
uous seal.

Control device means equipment used
for rccovering, removing, OXidizing. or
destroying organic vapors. Examples of
such equipment include but are not
limited to carbon adsorbers. con
densers. vapor incmerators, flares,
boilers. and process heaters.

Cover means a device or system that
prOVides a continuous barrier over the
material managed in an off-site mate
rial management unit to prevent or re
duce air poilu tant emissions to the at
mosphere. A cover may have openings
needed for operation, inspection. sam
pling, maintenance, and repair of the
unit prOVided that each opening is
closed when not in use (e.g., access
hatches, sampling ports). A cover may
be a separate piece of equipment which
can be detached and removed from the
uni t or a cover may be formed by struc
tural features permanently integrated
into the design of the unit.

Emission point means an individual
tank, surface impoundment, container,
oil-water or organic-water separator,
transfer system, process vent, or enclo
sure.

Enclosure means a structure that sur
rounds a tank or container. captures
organic vapors emitted from the tank
or container, and vents the captured
vapor through a closed vent system to
a control device.

External floating roo! means a pon
toon-type or double-deck type cover
that rests on the Ilquid surface in a
tank with no fixed roof.

Fixed roo! means a cover that is
mounted on a unit in a stationary posi
tion and does not move with nuctua
tions in the level of the liquid managed
in the unit.

Flame zone means the portion of the
combustion chamber in a boiler or
process heater occupied by the name
envelope.

Floa'ting roof means a cover con
sisting of a double deck, pontoon single
deck, or internal floating cover which
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rests upon and is supported by the liq
uid being contained. and is equipped
with a continuous seal.

Flow indicator means a device that in
dicates whether gas is flowing, or
whether the valve position would allow
gas to flow in a bypass line.

Hard-piping means pipe or tubing
that is manufact.ured and properly in
stalled in accordance with relevant
standards and good engineering prac
tices.

HCl2WtlvuS an polllliants ur HAP
means the specifiL organic chemical
compounds. isomers. and mixtures list
ed in Table 1 of thi~ subpart.

Hazardous waste means a waste that
is determined to be hazardous under
the Rcsource Conservation and Recov
ery Act (PL 91--580) mCRAY.as· imple
mented by 40 CFR parts 260 and 261.

Indivzdual dTam system means a st.a
tionary system used to convey wast.e
water streams or residuals to a wast.e
management unit or to discharge or
disposal. The term includes hard-pip
ing, all drains and junction boxes, to
gether wit.h their associated sewer
lines and other junction boxes (e.g.,
manholes, sumps. and lift stations)
conveying wastewater streams or re
siduals. For the purpose of this sub
part, an individual drain system is not
a drain and collection system that is
designed and operated for the sole pur
pose of collecting rainfall runoff (e.g..
stormwater sewer syst.em) and is seg
regated from all other individual drain
systems.

Internal floating TOO! means a cover
that rests or floats on the liquid sur
face (but not necessarily in complete
contact with it inside a tank that has
a fixed roof)-

Light-material service means the con
tainer is used to manage an off-si te
material for which both of the fol
lowing conditions apply: the vapor
pressure of one or more of the organic
constituents in the off-site material is
greater than 0.3 kilopascals (kPa) at 20
°C; and the total concentration of the
pure organic constituents having a
vapor pressure greater than 0.3 kPa at
20 °C is equal to or greater than 20 per
cent by weight.

LiqUid-mounted seal means a foam- or
liqUid-filled continuous seal mounted
in contact with the liquid in a unit.
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Maximum HAP vapor pressure means
the sum of the individual HAP equi
librium partial pressure exerted by an
off-site material at the temperature
equal to either: the local maximum
monthly average temperature as re
ported by the National Weather Serv
ice When the off-site material is stored
or treated at ambient temperature; or
the highest calendar·month average
temperature of the off-si te material
when the off-site matcrial is stored at
temperatures above the ambient tem
perature or when the off-site material
is stored or treated at temperatures
below the ambient. t.emperature. For
the purpose of this subpart, maximum
HAP vapor pressure is determined
using the procedures specified in
§63.694(j) or this subpart. .-

Metallic shoe seal means a continuous
seal that. is constructed of metal sheets
which are held vertically against the
wall of the tank by springs, weighted
levers. or other mechanisms and is con
nected to the floating roof by braces or
other means. A flexible coated fabric
(envelope) spans the annular space be
tween the metal sheet and the floating
roof.

No deiectable organic emissions means
no escape of organics to the atmos
phere as determined using the proce
dure specified in §63.694(k) of this sub
part.

Off-site material means a material
that meets all of the criteria specified
in paragraph §63.680(b)(1) of this sub
part but is not one of the materials
specified in §63.680(b)(2) of this subpart.

Off-site material management unit
means a tank, container, surface im
poundment, oil-water separator, or
ganic-water separator, or transfer sys
tem used to manage off-site material.

Off-site material service means any
time when a pump, compressor, agita
tor, pressure relief device, sampling
connection system, open-ended valve
or line, valve, connector, or instrumen
tation system contains or contacts off
site material.

Off-site material stream means an off
site material produced or generated by
a particular process or source such
that the composition and form of the
material comprising the stream remain
consistent. An off-site material stream
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may be delivered, transferred, or other
wise moved to the plant site in a con
tinuous flow of material (e.g., waste
water flowing through a pipeline) or in
a series of discrete batches of material
(e.g., a truckload of drums all con
taining the same off-site matcrial or
multiple bulk truck loads of an off-site
material produced by the same proc
ess).

Oll-watn separator means a separator
as dcfmed for this sUbpart that is used
to separate oil from water.

Operating paramdu value means a
minimum or maximum value estab
lished for a control device or treatment
process parameter which. if achieved
by itself or in combination with one or
mon, ot.her opera.ting parametel va;
ues. detennines that an owner or oper
ator has complied with an applicable
emission limitation or standard.

Organic-water separator means a sepa
rator as defined for this subpart that is
used to separate organics from water.

Plant site means all contiguous or ad
joining property that is under common
control including properties that are
separated only by a road or other pub
lic right-of-way. Common control in
cludes properties that are owned,
leased. or operated by the same entity,
parent entity, subsidiary, or any com
bination thereof. A unit or group of
units within a contiguous property
that are not under common control
(e.g., a wastewater treatment unit or
solvent recovery unit located at the
site but is sold to a different company)
is a different plant site.

Point-oJ-delivery means the point. at
the boundary or within the plant site
where the owner or operator first ac
cepts custody, takes possession, or as
sumes responsibility for the manage
ment of an off-site material stream
managed in a waste management oper
ation or recovery operation specified in
§63.680 (a)(2)(i) through (a)(2)(vi) of this
subpart. The characteristics of an off
site material stream are determined
prior to combining the off-site mate
rial stream with other off-site material
streams or with any other materials.

Point-oJ-treatment means a point after
the treated material exits the treat
ment process but before the first point
downstream of the treatment process
exit where the organic constituents in
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the treated material have the potential
to volatilize and be released to the at
mosphere. For the purpose of applying
this definition to this subpart. the first
point downstream of the treatment
process exit is not a fugitive emission
point due to an equipment leak from
any of the following equipment compo-
nents: pumps, compressors, valves, con
nectors. instrumentation systems. or
safety devices.

Process heater means an enclosed
combustion device that transfers heat
leleased by burning fuel directly to
process streams or to heat transfer liq
uids other than water.

Process vent means an open-ended
pipe, stack. or duct through which a
~a" stn;am containing HAP is conUm;
ously or intermittently discharged to
the atmosphere from any of the proc
esses listed in § 63.680(c)(2)(1) through
(c)(2)(vi) of this section. For the pur
pose of this subpart, a process vent is
none of the follOWing: a pressure-relief
vent or other vent that is used as a
safety de,,;ce (as defined in this sec
tion); an open-ended line or other vent
tbat is subject to the equipment leak
control requirements under §63.691 of
this subpart; or a stack or other vent
that is used to exhaust combustion
products from a boiler, furnace, process
heater, incinerator. or other combus
tion device.

Recovery operation means the collec
tion of off-site material management
units. process vents, and equipment
components used at a plant site to
manage an off-si te material stream
from the point-of-del1very through the
point where the material has been re
cycled, reprocessed. or re-refined to ob
tain the intended product or to remove
the physical and chemical impurities
of concern.

Safety device means a closure device
such as a pressure relief valve, fran
gible d1sc, fusible plug, or any other
type of device which functions to pre
vent physical damage or permanent de
formation to equipment by venting
gases or vapors during unsafe condi
tions reSUlting fiom an unplanned, ac
cidental. or emergency event. For the
purpose of this subpart. a safety device
is not used for routine venting of gases
or vapors from the vapor headspace un
derneath a cover such as during filling
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of the unit or to adjust the pressure in
this vapor beadspace in response to
normal daily diurnal ambient tempera
ture fluctuations. A safety device is de
signed to remain in a closed position
during normal operations and open
only when the internal pressure. or an
other relevant parameter. exceeds the
device threshold setting applicable to
the equipment as determined by the
owner or operator based on manufac·
turer recommendations. applicable reg
ulations. fire protection and prevention
codes. st.andard engineering <:odes and
practices. or other requil'cments for
the safe handling of Oammable. com
bustible. explosive. reactive. or haz·
anlous materials.

Sepuru/or means a waste management
unit, generally a tank. used to separate
oil or organics from water. A separator
consists of not only the separation unit
but also the forebay and other sepa
rator basins, skimmers. weirs. grit
chambers, sludge hoppers, and bar
screens that are located directly after
the individual drain system and prior
to any additional treatment units such
as an air flotation unit clarjfjer or bio
logical treatment unit. Examples of a
separator include, but are not limited
to, an API separator, parallel-plate in
terceptor, and corrugated-plate inter
ceptor with the associated ancillary
equipment.

Single-seal system means a floating
roof having one continuous seal. This
seal may be vapor-mounted, liquid
mounted, or a metallic shoe seal.

Surface impoundment means a unit
that is a natural topographical depres
sion, man-made excavation, or diked
area formed primarily of earthen mate·
rials (although it may be lined with
man-made materials), which is de
signed to hold an accumulation of liq
uids. Examples of surface impound
ments include holding, storage, set
tling, and aeration pits, ponds, and la
goons.

Tank means a stationary unit that is
constructed primarily of nonearthen
materials (such as wood, concrete,
steel. fiberglass, or plastic) which pro
vide structural support and is designed
to hold an accumulation of liquids or
other materials.

Transfer system m'eans a stationary
system for which the predominant
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function is to convey liquids or solid
materials from one point to another
point within a waste management op
eration or recovery operation. For the
purpose of this subpart, the conveyance
of material using a container (as de
fined for this subpart) or a self-pro
pelled vehicle (e.g., a front-end loader)
is not a transfer system. Examples of a
transfer system include but are not
limited to a pipeline. an individual
drain system, a gravity-operated con
veyor (such as a chute), and a mechani
cally-powered conveyor (such as a belt
or screw conveyor).

Tempera/ure monitoring device means a
piece of equipment used to monitor
temperature and having an accuracy of
il percent of the temperature being
monitored expressed-in degrees Celsius
(DC) or ±1.2 degrees DC, whichever value
is greater.

Treatment process means a process in
which an off-site material stream is
physically, chemically. thermally, or
biologicallY treated to destroy, de
grade, or remove hazardous air pollut
ants contained in the off-site material.
A treatment process can be composed
of a single unit (e.g., a steam stripper)
or a series of units (e.g.• a wastewater
treatment system). A treatment proc
ess can be used to treat one or more
off-site material streams at the same
time.

Used oil means any oil refined from
crude oil or any synthetic oil that has
been used and as a result of such use is
contaminated by physical or chemical
impurities. This def1nition is the same
definition of "used oil" in 40 CFR 279.1.

Used solvent means a mixture of ali
phatic hydrocarbons or a mixture of
one and two ring aromatic hYdro
carbons that has been used as a solvent
and as a result of such use is contami
nated by physical or chemical impuri
ties.

Vapor-mounted seal means a contin
uous seal that is mounted such that
there is a vapor space between the liq
uid in the unit and the bottom of the
seal.

Volatile organic hazardous air pollutant
concentration or VOHAP concentration
means the fraction by weight of those
compounds listed in Table 1 of this sub
part that are in an off-site material as
measured using Method 305 in appendix
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A of tbis part and expressed in terms of
parts per million (ppm). As an alter
native to using Method 305, an owner or
operator may determine the HAP con
centration of an off-site material using
anyone of the other test methods spec
ified in §63.694(b)(2)(ii) of this subpart.
When a test method specified in
§63.694(b)(2)(ii) of this subpart other
than Method 305 is used to determine
the speciated HAP concentration of an
off-site material. the individual com
pound f:oncpntxation may be adjust.ed
by the corresponding [.."" Value listed
in Table I of this subpart to determine
a VOHAP concentration.

Waste means a material generated
from industrial. commercial. mining.
or agnculturaj operations or from com
munity activities that is discat·detl. lIis
chargell. or is being accumulated.
stored, or physically. chemically. ther
mally, or biulugically treated priur tu
being discarded or discharged.

Waste management operation means
the collection of off-site material man
agement units, process vents, and
equipment components used at a plant
site to manage an off-site material
stream from the point-of-delivery to
the point where the waste exits or is
discharged from the plant site or the
waste is placed for on-site disposal in a
unit not subject to this subpart (e.g., a
waste incinerator, a land disposal
unit).

Waste stabilization pTocess means any
physical or chemical process used to ei
ther reduce the mobility of hazardous
constituents in a waste or eliminate
free liquids as determined by Test
Method 909.'}-Paint Filter Liquids Test
in "Test Methods for Evaluating Solid
Waste. Physical/Chemical Methods,"
EPA Publication No. SW-8'.16, Third
Edition, September 1986, as amended by
Update I, November 15, 1992. (As an al
ternative, an owner or operator may
use any more recent, updated version
of Method 9095 approved by the EPA.)
A waste stabilization process includes
mixing the waste with binders or other
materials and curing the resul ting
waste and binder mixture. Othl'n: syn
onymous terms used to refer to this
process are "waste fixation" or "waste
solidification." A waste stabilization
process does not include the adding of
absorbent materials to the surface of a
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waste, without mlxmg, agitation, or
subsequent curing, to absorb free liq
uid.

[61 FR 34158, July I. 1996, as amended at 64
FR 38964, July 20, 1999]

§ 63.682 [Reserved]

§ 63.683 Standards: General.

(a) The general standards under this
section apply to owners and operator~

of affected sources as designated in
§ 63.680(c) of Ihis subpart.

(b) Off-site maleTial management units
(1) For each off-site material manage
ment unit that is part of an affected
source. the owner or operator must
meet the reqUIrements in either para
graph (b)(1)(i). (b)(1)(li). or (b)(1)(iii) of
this section except for those off-site
material management units exempted
under paragraph (b)(2) of this section.

0) The owner or operator controls air
emissions from the off-site material
management unit in accordance with
the applicable standards specified in
§§ 63.685 through 63.689 of this subpart.

(ii) The owner or operator removes or
destroys HAP in the off-site material
before placing the material in the off
site material management unit by
treating the material in accordance
with the standards specified in §63.684
of this subpart.

(iii) The owner or operator deter
mines before placing off-si te material
in the off-site material management
unit that the average VOHAP con
centration of the off-site material is
less than SOO parts per million by
weight (ppmw) at the point-of-delivery.
The owner or operator must perform an
initial determination of the average
VOHAP concentration of the off-site
material using the procedures specified
in § 63.694(b) of this subpart. This ini
tial determination must be performed
either before the first time any portion
of the off-site material stream is
placed in the unit or by the compliance
date, whichever date is later. There
after, the owner or operator must re
view and update, as necessary, this de
termination at least once every cal
endar year following the date of the
initial determination for the off-site
material stream.
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(2) An off-site material management
unit is exempted from the require
ments in paragraph (b)(1) of this sec
tion when the owner or operator meets
one of the exemptions provided in para
graphs (b)(2)(i) through (b)(2)(iv) of t;his
section as applicable to the unit.

(i) An off-site material management
unit is exempted from the require
ment;s in paragraph (b)(1) of this sec·
tion if the off-site material managc·
ment unit i;; also subject to another
subpart under 40 CFR part 63 or 40 CFR
part 61. and tnc owner or operatol i:;
controlling the HAP listed in Table 1 of
this subpart that are emitted from t.he
unit in compliance with the provisions
specified in thp. other applicable sub
part under part 61 or part 63.

(ii) Attherliscrctionof the OWnCl'-OI'
operator. one or a combination of off
site material management units may
be exempted from the requirements in
paragraph (b){l) of this section when
these units meet the condition that the
total annual quantity of HAP con
tained in the off-site material placed in
the unit.s exempted under this para
graph (b){2){ii) is less than 1 megagram
per year. For the off-site material
management units select;ed by the
owner or operator to be exempted from
the requirements in paragraph (b)(l) of
this section. the owner or operator
must meet the requirements in para
graphs (b){2)(ii)(A) and (b)(2)(ii)(B) of
this section. An owner or operator may
change the off-site material manage
ment units selected to be exempted
under this paragraph (b)(2)(ii) by pre
paring a new designation for the ex
empt-units as required by paragraph
(b)(2)(H)(A) of this section and per
forming a new determination as re
quired by paragraph (b)(2)(ii)(B) of this
section.

(A) The owner or operator must des
ignate each of the off-site material
management units selected by the
owner or operator to be exempt under
paragraph (b)(2)(ii) of this section by
either submitting to the Administrator
a written notification identifying the
exempt-units or permanently marking
the exempt-units at the plant site. If
an owner or operator chooses to pre
pare and submit a written notification.
this notification must include a site
plan. process diagram, or other appro-
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priate documentation identifying each
of the exempt-uni ts. If an owner or op
erator chooses to permanently mark
the exempt-unit.s. each exempt-unit
must be marked in such a manner that
it can be readily identified as an ex
empt-unit from the other off-site mate
rial management unit.s located at the
plant site.

(B) The owner or operator must pre
pare an initial determination of the
total annual HAP quantity in the off
site material placed in the units ex
empted under this paragraph (b)(2)(ii).
This determination is bascd on the
total quantity of the HAP listed in
Table 1 of this subpart as determined
at the point where the off-site material
is placed in each exempted unit. The
owner or operator mUsrperfOrm a new
determination whenever the extent of
changes to the quantity or composition
of the off-site material placed in the
exempted units could cause the total
annual HAP content in the off-site ma
terial to exceed 1 megagram per year.
The owner or operator must maintain
documentation to support the most re
cent determination of the total annual
HAP quantity. This documentation
must include the basis and data used
for determining the HAP content of the
off-site material.

(iii) A tank or surface impoundment
is exempted from the requirement.s in
paragraph (b)(l) of this section if the
unit is used for a biological treatment
process that meets the requirements in
either paragraph (b)(2)(iii)(A) or
(b)(2)(iii)(B) of this section and the
owner or operator complies with the
monitoring requirements in
§63.684(e)(4) of this subpart.

(A) The HAP biodegra.dation effi
ciency (R,,;o) for the biological treat
ment process is equal to or greater
than 9S percent. The HAP biodegrada
tion efficiency (R,,;o) shall be deter
mined in accordance with the require
ments of §63.694(h) of this subpart.

(B) The total actual HAP mass re
moval rate (MRb;o) for the off-site ma
terial treated by the biological treat
ment process is equal to or greater
than the required HAP mass removal
rate (RMR) for the off-site material.
The total actual HAP mass removal
rate (MRbio ) must be determined in ac
cordance with the requirements of
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§63.694(i) of this subpart. The required
HAP mass removal rate (RMR) must. be
determined in accordance with the re
quirement.s of §63.694(e) of tbis subpart..

(1v) An off-sit.e mat.erial management.
unit is exempted from the require
ments in paragraph (b)O) of this sec
t.ion if the off-site material placed in
t.he unit is a hazardous waste that
meets the conditions specified in either
paragraph (b)(2)(iv)(A) or (b)(2)(iv)(B) of
this section.

(A) The hazardous waste meets the
numerical orgamc concentration lim·
it.s, applicable to the hazardous wastc.
as specified in 40 CFR part 268-Land
Disposal Restrictions, listed in the
table. "Treatment Standards for Haz
ardous Waste·' in 4U CFR 268.40.

(B) The organic hazardous constitu
ents in the hazardous waste have been
treated by the treatment technology
established by tbe EPA for the haz
ardous waste in 40 CFR 26B.42(a), or
have been removed or destroyed by an
equivalent metbod of treatment ap
proved by the EPA under 40 CFR
268.42(b).

(v) A tank used for bulk feed of off
site material to a waste incinerator is
exempted from tbe requirements speci
fied tn paragraph (b)(l) of this section
if tbe tank meet.s all of the conditions
specified in paragraphs (b)(2)(v)(A)
through (b)(2)(v)(C) of this section.

(A) The tank is located inside an en
closure vented to a control device that
is. designed and operated in accordance
with all applicable requirements speci
fied under 40 CFR part 61, subpart FF
National Emission Standards for Ben
zene Waste Operations for a facility at
which the total annual benzene quan
tity from the facility waste is equal to
or greater than 10 megagrams per year;

(B) The enclosure and control device
scrving the tank were installed and
began operation prior to July I, 1996:
and

(C) The enclosure is designed and op
erated in accordance with the criteria
for a permanent total enclosure as
specified in "ProcedureT-Criteria for
and Verification of a Permanent or
Temporary Total Enclosure" under 40
CFR 52,741. appendix B. Tbe enclosure
may have permanent or temporary
openings to allow worker access; pas
sage of material into or out of the en-
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closure by conveyor, vehicles, or other
mechanical or electrical equipment; or
to direct air now into the enclosure.
The owner or operator must annually
perform tbe verification procedure for
the enclosure as specified in Section 5.0
to "Procedure T-Criteria for and
Verification of a Permanent or Tem
porary Total Enclosure."

(c) Process vents. (1) For each process
vent that is part of an affected source,
the owner or operator must meet the
rcqnirements in either paragraph
(C)(lHi) or (c)(])(ii) of this section ex
cept for those process vents exempted
under paragraph (c)(2) of this section.

0) The owner or operator controls air
emissions from the process vent in ac
cordance wi th the standardS specilied
in §63.690 of this subpart.

(ii) The owner or operator determines
before placing off-site material in the
process equipment associated with tbe
process vent that the average VOHAP
concentration of the off-site material
is less than ppmw at tbe point-of-deliv
ery. The owner or operator must per
form an initial determination of the
average VOHAP concentration of the
off-site material using the procedures
specified in §63.694(b) of tbis subpart
before any portion of tbe off-site mate
rial stream is placed in tbe unit. There
after, the owner or operator must re
view and update, as necessary, this de
termination at least once every cal
endar year following the date of the
initial determination for the off-site
materia) stream.

(2) A process vent is exempted from
the requirements of paragraph (c)(1) of
this section wben the owner or oper
ator meets one of tbe exemptions pro
vided in paragraphs (c)(2)(1) tbrough
(c)(2)(iii) of this section,

(1) A process vent is exempted from
the requirements in paragraph (c)(l) of
this section if the process vent is also
subject to another subpart under part
63 or 40 CFR part 51, and the owner or
operator is controlling the HAP listed
in Table 1 of thts subpart that are
emitted from tbe process vent in com
pliance witb the provisions specified in
the otber applicable subpart under part
61 or part 63,

(ii) A process vent is exempted from
the requirements specified in para
graph (c)(l) of this section if the owner
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or operator determines that the proc
ess vent stream flow rate is less than
0.005 cubic meters per minute (m3/min)
at standard conditions (as defined in 40
CFR 63.2). The process vent stream
flow rate shall be determined in ac
cordance with the procedures specified
in §63.694(m) of this subpart. Docu
mentation must be prepared by tbe
owner or operator and maintained at
the plant sitc to support the deter
mination of the process ven t stream
l10w ratc. This documentation must in
dude identificatIOn at each process
vent exempteu under this paragraph
and the test results used to determine
the process vent stream flow rate.

(iii) A process vent is exempted ft-om
the requirements specified in para
graph (C)(1) of this scctionifthcowncr
or operator determines that the proc
ess vent stream flow rate is less than
6.0 m 3/min at standard conditions (as
defined in 40 CFR 63.2) and the total
HAP concentration is less than 20
ppmv. The process vent stream flow
rate and total HAP concentration shall
be determined in accordance with the
procedures specified in §63. 694(m) of
this subpart. Documentation must be
prepared by the owner or operator and
maintained at the plant site to support
the determination of the process vent
stream flow rate and total HAP con
centration. This documentation must
include identification of each process
vent exempted under this paragraph
(c)(2)(iii) and the test results used to
determine the process vent stream flow
rat.e and total HAP concent.ration. The
owner or operator must perform a new
determination of the process vent
stream flow rate and total HAP con
centration when the extent of changes
to operation of the uni t on which the
process vent is used could cause either
tbe process vent stream flow rate to
exceed the limit of 6.0 m3/min or the
total HAP concentration to exceed the
limit of 20 ppmv.

(d) Equipment leaks. The owner or op
erator must control equipment leaks
from each equipment component that
is part of the affected source specified
in §63.680(c)(3) of this subpart by imple
menting leak detection and control
measures in accordance with the stand
ards specified in §63.691 of this subpart.

[64 FR 38965. July 20. 1999)
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§ 63.684 Standards: Off·site material
treatment.

(a) The provisions of this section
apply to the treatment of off-site ma
tenal to remove or destroy HAP for
which §63.683(b)(1)(11) of this subpart
references the requirements of this sec
tion for such treatment.

(b) The owner or operator shall re
move or destroy the HAP contained in
off-site material streams to be man
aged in the off-site mat.erial manage
ment uni t in accordance with
§ 63.6831 b)(])(ii) of this subpart using a
tl'eatment process that continuously
aehit:ves. under normal operations. one
or more of the performance levels spec
Ified in paragraphs (b)(l) through (b)(5)
of this section (as applicable to the
type of treatment·· process) -foithe
range of off-site material stream com
positions and quantities expected to be
treated.

(l) VOHAP concentration. The treat
ment process shall reduce the VOHAP
concentration of the off-site material
using a means. other than by dilution,
to achieve ODe of the folloWing per
formance levels. as applicable:

(i) In the case when every off-site ma
tenal stream entering the treatment
process has an average VOHAP con
centration equal to or greater than 500
pprnw at. the point-of-delivery, then the
VOHAP concentration of the off-site
material shall be reduced to a level
that is less than 500 ppmw at the point
of-treatment.

Oi) In the case when off-site material
streams entering the treatment process
are a mixture of off-site material
streams having an average VOHAP
concentration equal to or greater than
500 ppmw at the point-of-delivery with
off-site material streams haVing aver
age VOHAP concentrations less than
500 ppmw at the point-of-del1very. then
the VOHAP concentration of the off
site material must be reduced to a
level at the point-of-treatment that
meets the performance level specified
in either paragraph (b)(l)(ii)(A) or (B)
of this section.

(A) Less than the VOHAP concentra
tion limit (CR) establisbed for the
treatment process using the procedure
specified in §63.694(d); or

(B) Less than the lowest VOHAP con
centration determined for each of the
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off-site material streams entering the
treatment process as determined by
the VOHAP concentration of the off
site material at the point-of-delivery.

(2) HAP mass removal. The treatment
process shall achieve a performance
level such that the total quantity of
HAP actually removed from the off
site material stream (MR) is equal to
or greater than the required mass re
moval (RMR) establishpd for the off
site material stream using the proce
dure specified in §63.694{e) of this sub
palt. The MR for the off· site material
streams shall be determined using the
procedures specified in §63.694(f) of this
subpart.

(3) HAP reduction effIciency. For any
treatment process except a treatment
process that uses biological degrada
tion and is performed in an open tank
or surface impoundment. the treat
ment process must achieve the applica
ble performance level specified in ei
ther paragraph (b)(3)(i) or (b)(3)(ii) of
this section.

(i) In the case whcn the owner or op
erator determines that off-site mate
rial stream entering the treatment
process has an average VOHAP con
centration less than 10.000 ppmw at the
point-of-delivery, then the treatment
process shall achieve a performance
level such that the total quantity of
HAP in the off-site material stream is
reduced by 95 percent or more. The
HAP reduction efficiency (R) for the
treatment process shall be determined
using the procedure specified in
§63.694(g) of this subpart. The average
VOHAP concentration of the off-site
material stream at the polnt-of-deliv
ery shall be determined using the pro
cedure specified in §63.694(b) of this
subpart.

(ii) In the case when the off-site ma
terial stream entering the treatment
process has an average VOHAP con
centration equal to or greater than
10,000 ppmw at the point-of-delivery.
then the treatment process shall
achieve a performance level such that
the total quantity of HAP in the off
site material stream is reduced by 95
percent or more, and the a.verage
VOHAP concentration of the off-site
material at the point-of-treatment is
less than 100 parts per million by
weight (ppmw). The HAP reduction cf-
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ficiency (R) for the treatment process
shall be determined using the proce
dure specified in §63.694(g) of this sub
part. The average VOHAP concentra
tion of the off-site material stream at
the point-of-treatment shall be deter
mined using the procedurp. specified in
§63.694(c) of this subpart.

(4) Biological degradation peTfonned in
an open lank 01 surface impoundment. A
treatment process using biological deg
radation and performed in an open
tanl, or ['urface impoundment must
achieve the performance level sp~cined

in either paragraph Ib){4)(i) or (b)(4)(ii)
of !.his section.

(i) The HAP reduction efficiency (R)
for the treatment process is equal to or
greater than 95 percent. and the HAP
biodegradation efficiency (Rb... ) fo)' the
treatment process is equal to or great
er than 95 percent. The HAP reduction
efficiency \R) shall be determined
using the procedure specified in
§63.694(g) of this SUbpart. The HAP bio
degradation efficiency (R.,;o) shall be
determined in accordance with the re
quirements of §63.694(h) of this subpart.

(ii) The total quantity of HAP actu
ally removed from the off-site material
stream by biological degradation
(MR,,;o) Shall be equal to or greater
than the required mass removal (RMR)
established for the off-site material
stream using the procedure specified in
§63.694(e) of this subpart. The MRt.o of
the off-site material stream shall be
determined using the procedures speci.
fied in §63.694(i) of this subpart.

(5) Incineration. The treatment proc
ess must destroy the HAP contained in
the off-si te material stream using one
of the combustion devices specified in
paragraphs (b)(5)(1) through (b)(5)(iv) of
this section.

(1) An incinerator for which the
owner or operator has been iSSUed a
final permi t under 40 CFR part 270, and
the incinerator is designed and oper
ated in accordance with the require
ments of 40 CFR part 264, subpart 0
Incinerators, or

(ii) An incinerator for which the
owner or operator has certified compli
ance with the interim status require
ments of 40 CFR part 265, subpart 0
Incinerators.

(iii) A boiler or industrial furnace for
which the owner. or operator has been
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issued a final permi t under 40 CFR part
270, and the combustion unit is de
signed and operated in accordance with
the requirements of 40 CFR part 266,
subpart H-Hazardous Waste Burned in
Boilers and Industrial Furnaces.

(iv) A boiler or industrial furnace for
which the owner or operator has cer·
tifled compliance with the interim sta
tus requirements of 40 CFR part 266.
subpart H Hazardous Waste Burned in
Boilers and Industrial Fur'naces.

(c) For a treatment process that reo
moves the HAP from the off-sitL mate·
rial by a means other than thermal de·
struction or biological degradation to
achieve one of the performances levels
specified in paragraph <b)(}). Ib)(2). or
(b)(3) of this scction. the owner or oper
ator shallmanag'e·the HAPrernoved
from the off-site material in such a
manner to minimize release of these
HAP to the atmosphere. to the extent
practical. Examples of HAP emission
control measures that meet the reo
quirements of this paragraph include
managing the HAP removed from the
off-site material in units that use air
emission controls in accordance with
the standards specified in §§63.685
through 63.689 of this subpart, as appli
cable to the unit.

(d) When the owner or operator
treats the off-site material to meet one
of the performance levels specified in
paragraphs (b)(l) through (b)(4) of this
section, the owner or operator shall
demonstrate that the treatment proc
ess achieves the selected performance
level for the range of expected off-site
material stream compositions expected
to be treated. An initial demonstration
shall be performed as soon as possible
but no later than 30 days after first
time an owner or operator begins using
the treatment process to manage off
site material streams in accordance
with the requirements of either
§63.683(b)(l)(ii) or §63.683(b)(2)(ii) of this
subpart as applicable to the affected
off-site material management unit or
process equipment. Thereafter, the
owner or operator shall review and up
date, as necessary, this demonstration
at least once every calendar year fol
lowing the date of the initial dem
onstration.

(e) When the owner or operator treats
the off-site material to meet one of the
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performance levels specified in para
graphs (b)(I) through (b)(4) of this sec
tion. the owner or operator shall en
sure that the treatment process is
achieving the applicable performance
requirements by continuously moni
toring the operation of the process
when it is used to treat off-site mate
rial by complying With paragraphs
(e)(}) through (e)(3) or, for biological
treaLment units. paragraph (e)(4) of
this section.

(I) A continuous monitoring system
shall be installed and operated for each
treatment that measures operating pa
rameters appropriate for the treatment
process technology. This system shall
include a continuous recorder that
records the measuTed values of the se
lected operating parameters. The mon
itoring equipment shall be installed,
calibrated, and maintained in accord·
ance with the equipment manufactur
er's specifications. The continuous re
corder shall be a data recording device
that is capable of recording either an
instantaneous data value at least once
every 15 minutes or an average value
for intervals of 15 minutes or less.

(2) For each monitored operating pa
rameter, the owner or operator shall
establish a minimum operating param
eter value or a maximum operating pa
rameter value, as appropriate, to define
the range of conditions at which the
treatment process must be operated to
continuously achieve the applicable
performance requirements of this sec
tion.

(3) When the treatment process is op
erating to treat off-site material. the
owner or operator ahall inspect the
data recorded by the continuous moni
toring system on a routine basis and
operate the treatment process such
that the actual value of each mon
itored operating parameter is greater
than the minimum operating param
eter value or less than the maximum
operating parameter value, as appro
priate, established for the treatment
process.

(4) When the treatment process is a
biological treatment process that is
complying with paragraph (b)(4) of this
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section. the owner or operator must es
tablish and implement a written proce
dure to monitor the appropriate pa
rameters that demonstrate proper op
eration of the biological treatment
unit in accordance with the evaluation
required in §63.694(h) of this subpart.
The written procedure must list the op
erating parameters that will be mon
itored and state the frequency of moni
toring to ensure that the biological
treatmen t uni t is operating between
the minimum operating paramct.er val·
ues and maximum operating parampter
values to establish that the biologlcal
treatment unit is continuously achiev
ing the performance rCQuirement.

(f) The owner or operator must main·
tain re<':01'(1::; fOl' each treatnH:nt. P"V"(:,;;"

in accordance with the requirements of
§63.696(a) of this subpart.

(g) The owner or operator must pre·
pare and submit reports for each treat.
ment process in accordance with the
requirements of §63.697(a) of this sub
part.

(h) The Administrator may at any
time conduct or request that the owner
or operator conduct testing necessary
to demonstrate that a treatment proc
ess is achieving the applicable perform
ance requirements of this section. The
testing shall be conducted in accord
ance with the applicable requirements
of this section. The Administrator may
elect to have an authorized representa
tive observe testing conducted by the
owner or operator.

[61 FR 34158, July 1. 1996. as amended at 64
FR 38967, July 20, 1999; 66 FR 1266, Jan. B.
2001; 68 FR 37351. June 23. 20031

§ 63.685 Standards: Tanks.

(a) The provisions of this section
apply to the control of air emissions
from tanks for which §63.683(b)(1)(i) of
this subpart references the use of this
section for such air emission control.

(b) The owner or operator shall con
trol air emissions from each tank sub
ject to this section in accordance with
the following applicable requirements:

(1) For a tank that is part of an exist
ing affected source but the tank is not
used to manage off-site material hav
ing a maximum HAP vapor pressure
kilopascal (kPa) that is equal to or
greater than 76.6 kPa nor is the tank
used for a waste stabilization process
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as defined in §63.681 of this subpart, the
owner or operator shall determine
whether the tank is required to use ei
ther Tank Level 1 controls or Tank
Level 2 controls as specified for the
tank by Table 3 of this subpart based
on the off-site material maximum HAP
vapor pressure and the tank's design
capaci ty. The owner or operator shall
control air emissions from a tank re
Quired by Table 3 to use Tank Level I
controls in accordance with the re
quirements of paragraph (c) of this sec
tion. The owner or operator shall can·
trol air emissions from a tank required
by Table 3 to use Tank Level 2 controls
in accordance with the requirements of
para:;raph <1: of this section.

(2) For a tank that is part of a new
affcctcd source but the tank is not used
La manage off-site material having a
maximum HAP vapor pressure that is
equal to or greater than 76.6 kPa nor is
the tank used for a waste stabilization
process as defined in §63.681 of this sub
part, the owner or operator shall deter
mine whether the tank is required to
use either Tank Level 1 controls or
Tank Level 2 controls as specified for
the tank by Table 4 of this subpart
based on the off-site material max
imum HAP vapor pressure and the
tank's design capacity. The owner or
operator shall control air emissions
from a tank required by Table 4 to use
Tank Level 1 controls in accordance
with the requirements of paragraph (c)
of this section. The owner or operator
shall control air emissions from a tank
required by Table 4 to use Tank Level
2 controls in accordance with the re
Quirements of paragraph (d) of this sec
tion.

(3) For a tank that is used for a waste
stabilization process, the owner or op
erator shall control air emissions from
the tank by using Tank Level 2 con
trols in accordance with the require
ments of paragraph (d) of this section.

(4) For a tank that manages off-site
material. having a maximum HAP
vapor pressure that is equal to ()r
greater than 76.6 kPa, the owner or op
erator must control air emissions by
using one of the tanks specified in
paragraphs (b)(4)(i) through (b)(4)(ili) of
this section.
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(i) A tank vented through a closed~

vent system to a control device in ac
cordance with the requirements speci
fied in paragraph (g) of this section;

(ii) A pressure tank designed and op
erated in accordance with the require
ments specified in paragraph (h) of this
section; or

(iii) A tank located inside an enclo
sure that is vented through a closcd~

vent system to an enclosed combustion
control device in accordance with the
requirements specified in paragraph (1)

of this section.
(c) Owners and operators controlling

air emissions from a tank usin~ Tank
Level I controls shan meet the fol~

lOWing requirements:
(1) The owner or operator sha.1l dctcr~

mine the maximum HAP vapor pres
sure for an off-site material to be rnall
aged in the tank using Tank Level 1
controls before the first time the off
site material is placed in the tank. The
maximum HAP vapor pressure shall be
determined using the procedures speci
fied in §63.694(j) of this subpart. There
after, the owner or operator shall per
form a new determination whenever
changes to the off-site material man
aged in the tank could potentially
cause the maximum HAP vapor pres
sure to increase to a level that is equal
to or greater than the maximum HAP
vapor pressure limi t for the tank de
sign capacity category specified in
Table 3 or Table 4 of this subpart, as
applicable to the tank.

(2) The owner or operator must con
trol air emissions from the tank in ac
cordance with the requirements in ei
ther paragraph (c)(2)(1), (c)(2)(ii), or
(c)(2)(1ii) of this section, as applicable
to the tank.

(1) The owner or operator controls air
emissions from the tank in accordance
with the provisions specified in subpart
00 of 40 CFR part 63-National Emis
sion Standards for Tanks-Levell.

(ii) As an alternative to meeting the
requirements in paragraph (c)(2)(i) of
this section, an owner or operator may
control air emissions from the tank in
accordance with the provisions for
Tank Level 2 controls as specified in
paragraph (d) of this section.

(11i) As an alternative to meeting the
requirements in paragraph (c)(2)(i) of
this section when a tank is used as an
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interim transfer point to transfer off
site material from containers to an
other off-site material management
unit, an owner or operator may control
air emissions from the tank in accord
ance with the requirements in para
graphs (c)(2)(iii)(A) and (c)(2)(iii)(B) of
this section. An example of such a tank
is an in-ground tank into which or·
ganic-contaminated debris is dumped
from roll-off boxes or dump trucks, and
then this debris is promptly trans
ferred from the tank to a
lJi<\croeneapsulation unit by a backhoe.

(A) During those periods of time
when the material transfer activity is
occurring. the tank may be operated
wi thouL a cover.

(B) At all other times, ail" ernissions
from the tank must be controlled in ac
cordance with the provisions specified
in <10 CFR part 67. subpart OQ--National
Emission Standards for Tanks-Level
1.

(d) Owners and operators controlling
air emissions from a tank using Tank
Level 2 controls shall use one of the
follOWing tanks:

(1) A fixed-roof tank equipped with
an internal floating roof in accordance
with the requirements specified in
paragraph (e) of this section;

(2) A tank equipped witb an external
floating roof in accordance with the re
quirements specified in paragraph (0 of
this section;

(3) A tank vented through a closed
vent system to a control device in ac
cordance witb tbe requirements speci
fied in paragraph (g) of tbis section;

(4) A pressure tank designed and op
erated in accordance with the require
ments specified in paragraph (h) of this
section; or

(5) A tank located inside an enclosure
that is vented tbrough a closed-vent
system to an enclosed combustion con
trol device in accordance with the re
quirements specified in paragraph (i) of
this section.

(e) The owner or operator who elects
to control air emissions from a tank
using a fixed-roof with an internal
Doating roof shall meet the require
ments specified in paragraphs (e)(1)
tbrough (e)(3) of this section.

(1) The tank shall be equipped with a
fixed roof and an internal floating roof
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in accordance with the following re
quirements:

(i) The internal floating roof shall be
designed to float on the liquid surface
except when the floating roof must be
supported by the leg supports.

(ii) The internal floating roof shall be
equipped with a continuous seal be
tween the waJl of the tank and the
floating roof edge that meets either of
the following requirements:

(A) A single continuous seal that is
either a liqUid-mounted seal or a me
tallic shoe seal. as defined in § 63.681 of
this subpart; or

(B) Two continuous seals mounted
one above the other. The lower seal
may be a vapor-mounted seal.

\iii) The internal floaLmg roof shaH
meet the following specifications:

(A) Each opening in a noncontact in
ternal floating roof except for auto
matic bleeder vents (vacuum breaker
vents) and the rim space vents is to
provide a projection below the liquid
surface.

(B) Each opening in the internal
floating roof shall be equipped with a
gasketed cover or a gasketed lid except
for leg sleeves, automatic bleeder
vents, rim space vents, column wells,
ladder wells, sample wells, and stub
drains.

(C) Each penetration of the internal
floating roof for the purpose of sam
pling shall have a slit fabric cover that
covers at least 90 percent of the open
ing.

(D) Each automatic bleeder vent and
rim space vent shaJl be gasketed.

(E) Each penetration of the internal
floating roof that aJlows for passage of
a ladder shall have a gasketed sliding
cover.

(F) Each penetration of the internal
floating roof that allows for passage of
a column supporting the fixed roof
shall have a flexible fabric sleeve seal
or a gasketed sliding cover.

(2) The owner or operator shall oper
ate the tank in accordance with the
following requirem~nts:

(I) When the floating 'roof is resting
on the leg supports, the process of fill
ing, emptying, or refilling shall be con
tinuous and shall be accomplished as
soon as practical.

(ii) Automatic bleeder vents are to be
set closed at all times when the roof is
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floating, except when the roof is being
floated off or is being landed on the leg
supports.

(iii) Prior to filling the tank, each
cover, access hatch, gauge float well or
lid on any opening in the internal
floating roof shall be bolted or fastened
closed (i.e., no visible gaps). Rim
spaces vents are to be set to open only
when the internal floating roof is not
Doa ting or when the pressure beneath
the ,'i m exceeds the manufacturer's
recommended sctting.

I:H The owner or operatol shall in
spect the internal !1oating roof in ac
cordance with the procedures specified
in § 63.695(b) of this subpart.

(f) The owner or operator who elects
LO eontroi Lank emiSSIons by using an
external floating roof shall meet the
requirements specified in paragraphs
(f)(l) through (f)(3) of this section.

(1) The owner or operator shall de
sign the external floating roof in ac
cordance with the following require
ments:

(i) The external floating roof shall be
designed to float on the liquid surface
except when the floating roof must be
supported by the leg supports,

(11) The floating roof shall be
equipped with two continuous seals,
one above the other, between the wall
of the tank and the roof edge. The
lower seal is referred to as tbe primary
seal, and the upper seal is referred to
as the secondary seaL

(A) The primary seal shall be a liq
uid-mounted seal or a metallic shoe
seal, as defined in §63.681 of this sub
part. The total area of the gaps be
tween the tank wall and the primary
seal shall not exceed 212 square centi
meters (cm2) per meter of tank diame
ter, and the width of any portion of
these gaps shall not exceed 3.8 centi
meters (em). If a metallic shoe seal is
used for the primary seal, the metallic
shoe seal shall be designed so that one
end extends into the liquid in the tank
and the other end extends a vertical
distance of at least 61 centimeters (24
inches) aQove the liqUid surface. '.

(B) The secondary seal shall be
mounted above the primary seal and
cover the annular space between the
floating roof and the wall of the tank.
The total area of the gaps between the
tank wall and the secondary seal shall
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not exceed 21.2 square centimeters
(cm2 ) per meter of tank diameter. and
the width of any portion of these gaps
shall not exceed 1.3 centimeters (cm).

(iii) The external floating roof shall
be meet the following specifications:

(A) Except for automatic bleeder
vents (vacuum breaker vents) and rim
space vents. each opening in a noncon
tact external floating roof shall pro
vide a projection below the liquid sur
face.

(B) Except for automatic bleeder
vent.>;. rim space vents. roof dr.l.ins. ".nd
leg sleeves. each opening in the roof
shaJJ be equipped with a gasketed
cover. seal. or lid.

(e) Each access hatch and each gauge
float wells shall be equipped with cov
ers designed to be-bolted . or fastened
when the covcr is secured in the dosed
position.

(D) Each automatic bleeder vent and
each rim space vents shall be equipped
with a gasket.

(E) Each roof drain that empties into
t.he liquid managed in the t.ank shall be
equipped with a slotted membrane fab
ric cover that covers at least 90 percent
of the area of the opening.

(F) Each unslotted and slotted guide
pole well shall be equipped with a
gasketed sliding cover or a flexible fab
ric sleeve seal.

(G) Each unslotted guide pole shall
be equipped with a gasketed cap on the
end of the pole.

(H) Each slotted guide pole shall be
equipped with a gaskcted float or other
device which closes off the surface
from the atmosphere.

(1) Each gauge hatch and each sample
well shall be equipped with a gasketed
cover.

(2) The owner or operator shall oper
ate the tank in accordance with the
following requirements:

(1) When the Doating roof is resting
on the leg supports. the process of fill
ing, emptying, or refilling shall be con
tinuous and shall be accomplished as
soon as practical.

(ii) Except for automatic bleeder
vents, rim space vents, roof drains, and
leg sleeves, each opening 1n the roof
shall be secured and maintained in a
closed position at all times except
when the closure device must be open
for access.
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(iii) Covers on each access hatch and
each gauge noat well shall be bolted or
fastened when secured in the closed po
sition.

(iv) Automatic bleeder vents shall be
set closed at all times when the roof is
floating. except when the roof is being
noated off or is being landed on the leg
supports.

(v) Rim space vents shaJl be set to
open only at those times that the roof
IS bemg floated off the roof leg sup
ports or when the pressure beneath the
rim seal n,ceer1s the manufacturer's
recommended setting.

(vi) The cap on the end of each
unslotted guide pole shall be secured in
the closed position at all times except
when measuring the level or collecting
samples of the nquid in the tank:

(vii) The cover on each gauge hatch
or sample well shall be secured in the
closed position at all times except
when the hatch or well must be opened
for access.

(viii) Both the primary seal and the
secondary seal shall completely cover
the annular space between the external
noating roof and the wall of the tank
in a continuous fashion except during
inspections.

(3) The owner or operator shall in
spect tbe external Doating roof in ac
cordance wi th the procedures specified
in §63.695(b) of this subpart.

(g) The owner or operator who con
trols tank air emissions by venting to
a control device shall meet the require
ments specified in paragraphs (g)(l)
through (g)(3) of this section.

(1) The tank shall be covered by a
fixed roof and vented directly through
a closed-vent system to a control de
vice in accordance with the following
requirements:

(1) The fixed roof and its closure de
vices shall be designed to form a con
tinuous barrier over the entire surface
area of the liquid in the tank.

(ii) Each opening in the fixed roof not
vented to the control device shall be
equipped with a closure device. If the
pressure in the vapor headspace under
neath the fixed roof is less than atmos
pheric pressure when the control device
is operating. the closure devices shall
be designed to operate such that when
the closure device is secured in the
closed position there are no visible
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cracks. boles. gaps, or other open
spaceS in the closure device or between
the perimeter of tbe cover opening and
the closure device. If the pressure in
the vapor beadspace underneat.h the
fixed roof is equal to or great.er than
atmospheric pressure wben the control
device is operating, tbe closure device
shall be designed to operate with no de~

tectable organic emissions.
(iii) The fixed roof and its closure de·

vices shall be made of sui table rna te~

rials that will minimize exposure of t.he
off-site material to the atmosphere, to
the extent practical. and will maintain
the integrity of the eqUIpment
throughout its intended service life.
Factors to be considered when select·
ing the lllaLt:rilib for and utsigning t.h"
fixed roof and closure devices shall in
elude: organic vapor permeability. t.he
effects of any contact with the liquid
and its vapor managed in the tank; t.he
effects of outdoor exposure to wind,
moisture, and sunlight; and the oper
ating practices used for the tank on
wbich the fixed roof is installed.

(iv) The closed-vent system and con
trol device shall be designed and oper
ated in accordance with the require
ments of §63.693 of tbis subpart.

(2) Whenever an off-site material is
in the tank, the fixed roof shall be in
stalled with each closure device se
cured in the closed position and the
vapor headspace underneath the fixed
roof vented to the control device ex
cept as follows:

(i) Venting to the control device is
not required, and opening of closure de
vices or removal of the fixed roof is al
lowed at the following times:

(A) To provide access to the tank for
performing routine inspection. mainte
nance, or other activities needed for
normal operations. Examples of such
activities include those times when a
worker needs to open a port to sample
liquid in the tank, or when a worker
needs to open a hatch to maintain or
repair equipment. Following comple
tion of the activity, the owner or oper
ator shall promptly secure the closure
device in the closed position or re
install the cover, as applicable, to the
tank.

(B) To remove accumulated sludge or
other residues from the bottom of the
tank.
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(ii) Opening of a safety device, as de
fined in §63.681 of this subpart, is al
lowed at any time conditions require it
to do so to avoid an unsafe condition.

(3) The owner or operator shall in
spect and moni tor tbe air emission
control equipment in accordance witb
the procedures specified in § 63.695 of
this subpart.

(h) The owner or operator who elects
to control tank air emissions by using
a pressure tank sha.ll meet the fol·
lowing reqlliremen Ls.

(1) The tank shall be designed not ;:0

vent to the atmosphere as a result of
comprcssion of the vapor headspacc in
the tank during filling of the tank to
its dcsign capacity.

(2) All tank Openinl>S shall ut:
equipped with closure devices designed
to operate with no detectable organic
emissions as determined using the pro
cedure specHied in §63.694(k) of this
subpart.

(3) Whenever an off-site material is
in the tank. the tank shall be operated
as a closed system that does not vent
to the atmosphere except under either
of the following conditions as specified
in paragraph (h)(3)(1) or (h)(3)(ii) of this
section.

(i) At those times when opening of a
safety device, as defined in §63.68l of
this subpart, is required to avoid an
unsafe condition.

(ii) At those times when purging of
inerts from the tank is required and
the purge stream is routed to a closed
vent system and control device de
signed and operated in accordance with
the requirements of §63.693 of this sub
part.

(1) The owner or operator who elects
to control air emissions by using an en
closure vented through a closed-vent
system to an enclosed combustion con~

trol device shall meet the requirements
specified in paragraphs (i)(1) through
(4) of this section.

(1) The tank shall be located inside
an enclosure. The enclosure shall be de
signed and operated in accordance with
tbe criteria for a' permanent ·total en
closure as specified in "Procedure T
Criteria for and Verification of a Per
manent or Temporary Total Enclo
sure" under 40 CFR 52.741, Appendix B.
The enclosure may have permanent or
temporary openings to allow worker
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access; passage of material into or out
of the enclosure by conveyor, vehicles,
or other mechanical means; entry of
permanent mechanical or electrical
equipment; or to direct airflow into the
enclosure. The owner or operator shall
perform the verification procedure for
the enclosure as specified in Section 5.0
to "Procedure T-Criteria for and
Verification of a Permanent or Tem
porary Total Enclosure" initially when
the enclosure is first installed and.
thereafter, annually_

(2) The enclosure shall be vente"
through a closed-vent system La an CIl

closed combustion control device that
is designed and operated in accordance
with the standards for either a vapor
incinerator, boiler. or process heater
specified in §63,693 of this subpart,

(3) Opening of a safety device. as de
fined in §63.681 of this subpart. is al
lowed at any time conditions require it
to do so to avoid an unsafe condition.

(4) The owner or operator shall in
spect and monitor the closed-vent sys
tem and control device as speCified in
§63.693.

[61 FR 34158, July 1, 1996, as amended at 64
FR 38968, July 20, 1999; 66 FR 1266, Jan. 8.
2001)

§ 68.686 Standards: Oil-water and or
ganic-water separators.

(a) The provisions of this section
apply to the control of air emissions
from oil-water separators and organic
water separators for which
§63.683(b)(1)(i) of this subpart ref
erences the use of this section for such
air emission control.

(b) The owner or operator shall con
trol air emissions from each separator
subject to this section by using one of
the follOWing:

(1) A floating roof in accordance with
all applicable provisions specified in 40
CFR 63 subpart VV-National Emission
Standards for Oil-Water Separators and
Organic-Water Separators. For por
tions of the separator where it is infea
sible to install and operate a floating
roof, such as over a weir mechanism.
the owner or operator shall comply
with the requirements specified in
paragraph (b)(2) of this section.

(2) A fixed-roof that is vented
through a closed-vent system to a con
trol device in accordance wi th all ap-

40 CFR Ch. I (7-1-07 Edition)

plicable provisions specified in 40 CFR
63 subpart VV-National Emission
Standards for Oil-Water Separat.ors and
Organic-Water Separators.

(3) A pressurized separator that oper
at.es as a closed system in accordance
with all applicable provisions specified
in 40 CFR part 63, subpart VV-Na
tional Emission Standards for Oil
Water Separators and Organic-Water
Separators.

[6J FR 34158. Ju ly L J996 a, amended aL 6~

FR 38969. July 20. J9991

§ 63.687 Standards: Surface impound·
ments.

(a) The provisions of thIS section
apply to the control of air emissions
from surface impoundments for which
§ 63683<b)(1)(1) of this subpart ref
erences the use of this section for such
air emission control.

(b) The owner or operator shall con
trol air emissions from each surface
impoundment subject to this section
by using one of the following:

(1) A float.ing membrane cover in ac
cordance with the applicable provisions
specified in 40 CFR 63 subpart QQ--Na
tional Emission Standards for Surface
ImpoundInents; or

(2) A cover that is vented through a
closed-vent system to a control deVice
in accordance with all applicable provi
sions specified in 40 CFR 63 subpart
QQ--National Emission Standards for
Surface Impoundments.

[61 FR 34158. July 1. 1996. as amended at 64
FR 38969. July 20, 19991

§ 68.688 Standards: Containers.
(a) The provisions of this section

apply to the control of air emissions
from containers for which
§ 63.683(b)(l)(1) of this subpart ref
erences the use of this section for such
air emission control.

(b) The owner or operator shall con
trol air emissions from each container
subject to this section in accordance
with the following requirements. as ap
plicable to the container. except when
the special provisions for waste sta
bilization processes specified in para
graph (c) of this section apply to the
container.

(1) For a container having a design
capacity greater than 0.1 m 3 and less
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than or equal to 0.46 m 3 • the owner or
operator must control air emissions
from the container in accordance with
the requirements in either paragraph
(b)(l)(i) or (b)(l)(ii) of this section.

(1) The owner or operator controls air
emissions from the container in ac
cordance With the standards for Con
tainer Level I controls as specified in
40 CFR part 63. subpart PP-National
Emission Standards for Containers

Iii) As an alternative to meeting the
requirements in paragraph (b)(l)(i) of
this section. an owner or operator may
choose to control air emissions from
tbe container in accordance with the
standards for eitber Container Level 2
controls or Container Level 3 controls
as speclfJeu In subpart PP of this pan
63-National Emission SLandards for
Contair,ers.

(2) For a container having a design
ca.pacity greater than 0.46 m 3 and the
container is not in light-material serv
ice as defined in §63.681 of this subpart.
the owner or operator must control air
emissions from the container in ac
cordance with the requirements in ei
ther paragraph (b)(l)(i) or (b)(l)(ii) of
this section.

(3) For a container haVing a design
capacity greater than 0.46 m 3 and the
container is in light-material service
as defined in §63.681 of this subpart. the
owner or operator must control air
emissions from the container in ac
cordance with the requirements in ei
ther paragraph (b){3)(i) or (b)(3)(ii) of
this section.

{i} The owner or opP.rator controls air
emissions from the container in ac
cordance with the standards for Con
tainer Level 2 controls as specified in
40 CFR part 63. subpart PP-National
Emission Standards for Containers.

(il) As an alternative to meeting the
requirements in paragraph (b)(3)(i) of
this section, an owner or operator may
choose to control air emissions from
the container in accordance with the
standards for Container Level 3 con
trols as specified in 40 CFR part 63,
subpart PP-National Emission Stand
ards for Containers.

(c) When a container subject to this
subpart and having a design capacity
greater than 0.1 m 3 is used for treat
ment of an off-site material by a waste
stabilization process as defined in
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§63.681 of this subpart, the owner or op
erator shall control air emissions from
the container at those times during the
process when the off-site material in
the container is exposed to the atmos
phere in accordance with the standards
for Container Level 3 controls as speci
fied in 40 CFR part 63. subpart PP-Na
tional Emission Standards for Con
tainers.

[61 FR 3115B. July I. 1996. as amended at 64
FR 38969•.July 20. 1999]

§ 63.689 Standards: Transfer systems.

(a) The provisions of this section
apply to the control of air emissions
from transfer systems for which
§63.68~(b)(l;(i) o[ this sL:bpart ref·
erences the usc of this section for such
air emission control.

(b) For each transfer system that is
subject to this section and is an indi
vidual drain system, the owner or oper
ator shall contrOl air emissions in ac
cordance with the standards specified
in 40 CFR part 63, subpart RR--Na
tional Emission Standards for Indi
vidual Drain Systems.

(c) For each transfer system that is
subject to this section but is not an in
dividual drain system, the owner or op
erator shall control air emissions by
using one of the transfer systems speci
fied in paragraphs (c){l) through (c)(3)
of this section.

(1) A transfer system that uses covers
In accordance with the requirements
specified in paragraph (d) of this sec
tion.

(2) A transfer system that consists of
continuous hard-piping. All joints or
seams between the pipe sections shall
be permanently or semi-permanently
sealed (e.g.. a welded joint between two
sections of metal pipe or a bol ted and
gasketed flange).

(3) A transfer system that is enclosed
and vented through a closed-vent sys
tem to a control device in accordance
with the requirements specified in
paragraphs (c)(3)(i) and (c)(3)(11) of this
section.

(i) The transfer system is designed
and operated such that an internal
pressure in the vapor headspace in the
enclosure is maintained at a level less
than atmospheric pressure when the
control device is operating. and
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(ii) The closed-vent system and con
trol device are designed and operated
in accordance with the requirements of
§63.693 of this subpart.

(d) Owners and operators controlling
air emissions from a transfer system
using covers in accordance with the
provisions of paragraph (c}(l) of this
section shall meet the requirements
specified in paragraphs (d)(l) through
(d)(6) of this section.

(1) The cover and its closure devices
sha.ll be designed to form a continuous
barrier over the entire surface area of
the off-site material as it is conveyed
by the transfer system except for the
openings at the inlet and outlet to the
transfer system through which the off
si te material passes. The inlet and out
let openings used for passage-or the off
si te material through the transfer sys
tem shall be the minimum size re
Quired for practical operation of the
transfer system.

(2) The cover shall be installed in a
manner such that there are no visible
cracks, holes, gaps, or other open
spaces between cover section joints or
between the interface of the cover edge
and its mounting.

(3) Except. for the inlet and outlet
openings to the transfer system
through which the off-site material
passes, each opening in the cover shall
be equipped with a closure device de
signed to operate such that when the
closure device is secured in the closed
position there are no visible cracks.
holes, gaps, or other open spaces in the
closure device or between the perim
eter of the opening and the closure de
vice.

(4) The cover and its closure devices
shall be made of suitable materials
that will minimize exposure of the off
si te material to the atmosphere, to the
extent practical, and will maintain the
integrity of the equipment throughout
its intended service life. Factors to be
considered when selecting the mate
rials for and designing the cover and
closure devices shall include: organic
vapor permeabillty; the effects of any
contact with the material or its vapors
conveyed in the transfer system; the
effects of outdoor exposure to wind,
moisture, and sunlight; and the oper
ating practices used for the transfer
system on Which the cover is installed.

40 CFR Ch. I (7- l-{J7 Edition)

(5) Whenever an off-site material is
in the transfer system. the cover shall
be installed with each closure device
secured in the closed position except as
specified in paragraph (d)(5)(i) or
(d}(5)(ii) of this section.

(1) Opening of closure devices or re
moval of the cover is allowed to pro
vide access to the transfer system for
performing routine inspection. mainte
nance. repair. or other activities need
ed for normal operations. Examples of
such activities incluue those times
when" \.... orkcl" needs to open a hatch or
remove the cover to l'epair conveyance
equipment mounted under the cover or
to clear a blockage of material inside
the system. FollOWing completion of
the activity. the owner or operator
shall promptly secure the closure de
vice in the closed position or reinstall
the cover. as applicable.

(ii) Opening of a safety device. as de
fined in §63.6Bl of this subpart, is al
lowed at any time conditions require it
to do so to avoid an unsafe condition.

(6) The owner or operator shall in
spect the air emission control equip
ment in accordance with the require
ments specified in §63.695 of this sub
part.

[61 FR 34158. July 1. 1996. as amended at 64
FR 38970, July 20, 19991

§ 63.690 Standards: Process vents.

(a) The provisions of this section
apply to the control of air emissions
from process vents for which
§63.683(c)(l)(i) of this subpart ref
erences the use of this section for such
air emission control.

(b) The owner or operator must route
the vent stream from each affected
process vent through a closed-vent sys
tem to a control device that meets the
standardS specified in §63.693 of this
subpart. For the purpose of complying
with this paragraph (b). a primary con
denser is not a control device; however,
a second condenser or other organic re
covery device that is operated down
stream of the primary condenser is
considered a control device.

[64 FR 3897(). July 20, 1999J

§ 63.691 Standards: Equipment leaks.

(a) The provisions of this section
apply to the control of air emissions
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from equipment leaks for which
§63.683(d) references the use of this sec
tion for such air emissions controL

(b) The owner or operator shall con
trol the HAP emitted from equipment
leaks in accordance with the applicable
provisions specified in either paragraph
(b)(1) or (b)(2) of this section.

(1) The owner or operator controls
the HAP emitted from equipment leaks
in accordance wi th §61.242 through
§61.247 in 40 CFR part 61. subpart V
National Emission Stand ants fOI'
Equipment Leaks: or

(2) The owner or operator controls
the HAP emitted from equipment leaks
in accordance with §63.162 through
§63.182 in subpart H--National Emis
sion St.andards for Organic Ha=rdous
Air Pollutants from Equipment Leaks.

(64 FR 38970. July 20. 1999, a5 amended a~ 66
FR 1266. Jan. 8. 2oo1J

§ 63.692 (Reserved]

§ 63.693 Standards: Closed-vent sys
tems and control devices.

(3.) The provisions of this section
apply to closed-vent systems and con
trol devices used to control air emis
sions for which another standard ref
erences the use of this section for such
air emission controL

(b) For each closed-vent system and
control device used to comply with this
section, the owner or operator Shall
meet the following requirements:

(1) The owner or operator must use a
closed-vent system that meets the re
quirements specified in paragraph (c)
of this section.

(2) The owner or operator must use a
control device that meets the require
ments specified in paragraphs (d)
through (h) of this section as applica
ble to the type and design of the con
trol device selected by the owner or op
erator to comply with the provisions of
this section.

(3) Whenever gases or vapors con
taining HAP are vented through a
closed-vent system connected to a con
trol device used to comply with this
section, the control device must· be op
erating except at those times listed in
either paragraph (b)(3)(i) or (b)(3)(ii) of
this section.

(1) The control device may be by
passed for the purpose of performing
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planned routine maintenance of the
closed-vent system or control device in
situations when the routine mainte
nance cannot be performed during peri
ods that the emission point vent.ed to
the control device is shutdown. On an
annual basis, the total time that the
closed-vent system or control deVice is
bypassed to perform routine mainte
nance shall not exceed 240 hours per
each calendar year.

(ii) The control device may be by
passed for the purpose of correcting a
malfunctJon of the closed-vent 5Y5~em

or control device. The owner or oper
ator shall perform the adjustments or
repairs necessary to correct the mal
function as soon as practicable after
the malfl1ndion is detcct.cd.

(4) The owner or operator must tn·
spect and monitor each closed-vent
system in accordance with the rcquirc
ments specified in either paragraph
(b)(4)(i) or (b)(4)(ii) of this section.

(1) The owner or operator inspects
and monitors the closed-vent system in
accordance With the requirements spec
ified in §63.695(c) of this subpart, and
complies with the applicable record
keeping requirements in §63.696 of this
subpart and the applicable reporting
requirements in §63.697 of this subpart.

(ii) As an alternative to meeting the
requirements specIfied in paragraph
(b)(4)(i) of this section. the owner or
operator may choose to inspect and
monitor the Closed-vent system in ac
cordance with the requirements under
40 CFR part 63, subpart H-National
Emission Standards for Organic Haz
ardous Air Pollutants for Equipment
Leaks as specified in 40 CFR 63.172(f)
through (h), and complies with the ap
plicable recordkeeping requirements in
40 CFR 63.181 and the applicable report
ing requIrements in 40 CFR 63.182.

(5) The owner or operator must mon
itor the operation of each control de
vice in accordance with the require
ments specified in paragraphs (d)
through (h) of this section as applica
ble to the type and design of the con
trol device selected by the owner or op
erator to comply with the provisions of
this section.

(6) The owner or operator shall main
tain records for each control device in
accordance with the requirements of
§63.696 of this subpart.
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(7) The owner or operator shall pre
pare and submit reports for each con
trol device in accordance with the re
quirements of §63.697 of this subpart.

(8) In the case when an owner or op
erator chooses to use a design analysis
to demonstra.te compliance of a control
device with the appl1cable performance
requirements specified in this section
as provided for in paragraphs (d)
through (g) of this section, the Admin
istrator may request that the design
analYSIS be revised or amended by the
owner or operator to correct any d(;fi·
ciencies identified by the Adminis
trator. If the owner or operator and the
Administrator do not agree on the ac·
ceptability of using thc design analysis
(including any changes requested by
the Administrator) to- - demonstrate
that the control device achieves the ap-.
plicable performance requirements.
then the disagreement must be re
solved using the results of a perform
ance test conducted by the owner or
operator in accordance with the re
quirements of § 63.694(1) of this subpart.
The Administrator may choose to have
an authorized repre3entative observe
the performance test conducted by the
owner or operator. Should the results
of this performance test not agree with
the determination of control device
performance based on the design anal
ysis, then the results of the perform
ance test will be used to establish com
pliance with this subpart.

(c) Closed-vent system requirements.
(1) The vent stream required to be

controlled shall be conveyed to the
control device by either of the fol
lowing closed-vent systems:

(i) A closed-vent sYstem that is de
signed to operate with no detectable
organic emissions using the procedure
specified in §63.694(k) of this subpart;
or

(ii) A closed-vent system that is de
signed to operate at a pressure below
atmospheric pressure. The system shall
be equipped with at least one pressure
gage or other pressure measurement
device that can be read from a readily
accessible location to verify that nega
tive pressure is being maintained in
the closed-vent system when the can·
trol device is operating.

(2) In situations when the closed-vent
system includes bypass devices that
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could be used to divert a vent stream
from the closed-vent system to the at
mosphere at a point upstream of the
control device inlet, each bypass device
must be equipped with either a flow in
dicator as specified in paragraph
(c)(2)(i) of this section or a seal or lock
ing device as specified in paragraph
(c)(2)(ii) of this section. For the pur
pose of complying with this paragraph
(c)(2). low leg Mains. high point bleeds.
analyzer vents. open-ended valves or
lines. or pressure relief valves needeLi
for safety reasons are not subject to
the reqUIrements of this parag-raph
(c)(2).

(i) If a Dow indicator is used. the in·
dicator must be installed at the en
trance to the bypass line used to divert
the vent stream· from the closed·vent
system to the atmosphere. The flow m
dicator must imlicate a reading at
least once every ]5 minutes. The owner
or operator must maintain records of
the follOWing information: hourly
records of whether the flow indicator
was operating and whether flow was de
tected at any time during the hour;
and records of all periods when Dow is
detected or the flow indicator is not
operating.

(ii) If a seal or locking device is used
to comply With paragraph (c)(2) of this
section, the device shall be placed on
the mechanism by which the bypass de
vice position is controlled (e.g., valve
handle, damper lever) when the bypass
device is in the closed position such
that the bypass device cannot be
opened without breaking tbe seal or reo
moving the lock. Examples of such de
vices include, but are not limited to, a
car-seal or a lock-and-key configura
tion valve.

(d) Carbon adsorption control device
requiremen ts.

(1) The carbon adsorption system
must achieve the performance speci
fications in either paragraph (d)(l)(i) or
(d)(l)(ii) of this section.

(1) Recover 95 percent or more, on a
weight-basis, of the total organic com
pounds (TOC), less methane and eth
ane, contained in the vent stream en
tering the carbon adsorption system;
or

(ii) Recover 95 percent or more, on a
weight-basis, of the total HAP listed in
Table 1 of this subpart contained in the
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vent stream entering the carbon ad
sorption system.

(2) The owner or operator must dem
onstrate that the carbon adsorption
system achieves the performance re
quirements in paragraph (d)(l) of this
section by either performing a per
formance test as specified in paragraph
(d)(2)(i) of this section or a design anal
ysis as specified in paragraph (d)(2)Oi)
of this section.

(i) An owner or operator choosing to
use a performance test to demonstrate
compliance must conduct the test m
accordance with the requirements of
§ 63.694(1) of this subpart.

(ii) An owner or operator choosing to
use a design analysis to demonstrate
compiiance mUSL include as pan of tnls
design analysis the information speci·
fied in either paragraph (d)(2)(ii)(A) or
(d)(2)(ii)(B) of this section as applicable
to the carbon adsol-ption system de
sign.

(A) For a regenerable carbon adsorp
tion system, the design analysis shall
address the vent stream composition,
constituent concentrations, flow rate.
relative humidity, and temperature
and shall establish the design exhaust
vent stream organic compound con
centration, adsorption cycle time,
number and capacity of carbon beds,
type and working capacity of activated
carbon used for carbon beds, design
total regeneration steam flow over the
period of each complete carbon bed re
generation cycle, design carbon bed
temperature after regeneration. design
carbon bed regeneration time. and de
sign service life of the carbon.

(B) For a nonregenerable carbon ad
sorption system (e.g., a carbon can
ister). the design analysis shall address
the vent stream composition, con
stituent concenerations, flow rate, rel
ative humidity, and temperature and
shall establish the design exhaust vent
stream organic compound concentra
tion, carbon bed capacity, activated
carbon type and working capacity, and
design carbon replacement interval
based on the total carbon working ca
pacity of the control device and emis
sion point operating schedule.

(3) The owner or operator must mon
itor the operation of the carbon adsorp
tion system in accordance with the re
quirements of §63.695(e) using one of
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the continuous monit.oring systems
specified in paragraphs (d)(3)(i) through
(iii) of this section. Monitoring the op
eration of a nonregenerable carbon ad
sorption system (e.g., a carbon can
ister) using a continuous monitoring
system is not required when the carbon
canister or the carbon in the control
device is replaced on a regular basis ac
cording to the requirements in para
graph (d)(4)Oii) of this section.

(i) For a regenerati ve-type carbon ad
~urptioIJ 8Y8tem:

(A) A continuou~ parameter moni
toring system to measure and record
the average total regeneration stream
mass flow or volumetric flow during
each earbon bed regeneration cycle
The inLegraLlDg regeneratlDgstream
flow monitoring device must have an
accuracy of ±1O percent; and

(B) A continuous parameter moni
toring system to measure and record
the average carbon bed temperature for
the duration of the carbon bed steam
ing cycle and to measure the actual
carbon bed temperature after regenera
tion and within l5 minutes of com
pleting ehe cooling cycle. The accuracy
of the temperature monitoring device
must be ±1 percent of the temperature
being measured, expressed in degrees
Celsius or ±5 °C, whichever is greater.

(11) A continuous monitoring system
to measure and record the daily aver
age concentration level of organic com
pounds in the exhaust gas stream from
the control device. The organic moni
toring system must comply either with
Performance Specification 8 or 9 in 40
CFR part 60, appendix B. The relative
accuracy provision of Performance
Specification 8, Sections 2.4 and 3 need
not be conducted.

(iii) A continuous monitoring system
that measures other alternative oper
ating parameters upon approval of the
Administrator as specified in 40 CFR
63.8(f)(1) through (f)(5) of this part.

(4) The OWDer or operator shall man
age the carbon used for the carbon ad
sorption system, as follows:

(i) Following the initial startup of
the controi device, all carbon in the
control device shall be replaced with
fresh carbon on a regular, predeter
mined time interval that is no longer
than the carbon service life established
for the carbon adsorption system. The
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provisions of this paragraph (d)(4)(i) do
not apply to a nonregenerable carbon
adsorption system (e.g., a carbon can
ister) for which the carbon canister or
the carbon in the control device is re
placed on a regular basis according to
the requirements in paragraph
(d)(4)(iii) of this section.

(ii) The spent carbon removed from
the carbon adsorption system must be
either regenerated. reactivated. or
burned in one of the units specified in
paragraphs (d)('l)(ii)(A) through
(d)(4)(ii)(G) of this section.

(A) Regenerated or reactivated in a
thermal treatment unit for which the
owner or operator has been issued a
final permit under 40 CFR part 270 that
implements the requirements of 40 CFR
part 264, subpart X.

(B) Regenerated or reactivated in a
thermal treatment unit equipped with
and operating air emission controls in
accordance With this section.

(e) Regenerated or reactivated in a
thermal treatment unit equipped with
and operating organic air emission con
trols in accordance with a national
emission standard for hazardous air
pollutants under another subpart in 10
CFR part 63 or 40 CFR part 6l.

(D) Burned in a hazardous waste in
cinerator for which the owner or oper
ator has been issued a final permit
under 40 CFR part 270 that implements
tbe requIrements of 40 CFR part 264,
subpart O.

(E) Burned in a hazardous waste in
cinerator for which the owner or oper
ator has designed and operates the in
cinerator In accordance with the in
terim status requirements of 40 CFR
part 265, subpart O.

(F) Burned in a boiler or industrial
furnace for Which the owner or oper
ator has been Issued a final permit
under 40 CFR part 270 that implements
the requirements of 10 CFR part 266,
subpartH.

(G) Burned in a boiler or industrial
furnace for which the owner or oper
ator has designed and operates the unit
in accordance with the interim status
requirements of 40 CFR part 266, sub
part H.

(11i) As an alternative to meeting the
requirements in paragraphs (d)(3) and
(d)(4)(i) of this section, an owner or op
erator of a nonregenerable carbon ad-
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sorption system may choose to replace
on a regular basis the carbon canister
or the carbon in the control device
using the procedures in either para
graph (d)(4)(iii)(A) or (d)(4)(iii)(B) of
this section. For the purpose of com
plying with this paragraph (d)(4)(iii), a
nonregenerab1e carbon adsorption sys
tem means a carbon adsorption system
that does not regenerate the carbon
bed tlirectJy onsite in the control tle
vicco such as a carbon c'lnister. The
spf>nt. carbon removed from the
nonrq:enerable ca.rbon adsorption sys
tem must be managed according to the
requirements in paragraph (d)(4)(ii) of
this section.

(A> Monit.or the concentration level
of "he ol-ganic compounds In the ex·
haust vent from the carbon adsorptIOn
system on a regular schedule, and when
carbon breakthrough is indicated, im·
mediately replace either the existing
carbon canister with a new carbon can
ister or replace the existing carbon in
the control device with fresh carbon.
Measurement of the concentration
level of the organic compounds in the
exhaust vent stream must be made
with a detection instrument that is ap
propriate for the composition of or
ganic constituents in the vent stream
and is routinely calibrated to measure
the organic concentration level ex
pected to occur at breakthrough. The
monitoring frequency must be daily or
at an interval no greater than 20 per
cen t of the time required to consume
the total carbon working capacity es
tablished as a requirement of para
graph (d)(2)(ii)(B) of this section,
whichever is longer.

(B) Replace either the existing car
bon canister wi th a new carbon can
ister or replace the existing carbon in
the control device with fresh carbon at
a regular, predetermined time interval
that is less than the design carbon re
placement interval established as a re
quirement of paragraph (d)(2)(ii)(B) of
this section.

(e) Condenser control device require
ments.

(1) The condenser must achieve the
performance specifications in either
paragraph (e)(1)(I) or (e)(l)(ii) of this
section.
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(i) Recover 95 percent or more, on a
weight-basis, of the total organic com
pounds (TOC), less methane and eth
ane. contained in the vent stream en
tering the condenser; or

(ii) Recover 95 percent or more, on a
weight-basis, of the total HAP, Hsted
in Table 1 of this subpart, contained in
the vent stream entering the con
denser.

(2) The owner or operator must dem
onstrate that the condensel' achieves
the performance requirements in para
graph (eXl) of this section by either
performing a performance test as speci
ficd in paragraph (e)(2){i) of this sec
tion or a design analysis as specified in
paragraph (e)(2)Oj) of this scction.

(i) An owner or operator choosing to
use a performancc tcsts to demonstrate
compliance must conduct the tcst in
accordance with the requirements of
§63.69'1(!) of this subpart.

(ii> An owner or operator choosing to
use a. design analysis to demonstrate
compliance must include as part of this
design analysis the follOWing informa
tion: description of the vent stream
composition, constituent concentra
tions, now rate, relative humidity, and
temperature; and specification of the
design outlet organic compound con
centration level, design average tem
perature of the condenser exhaust vent
stream, and the design average tem
peratures of the coolant fluid at the
condenser inlet and outlet.

(3) The owner or operator must mon
itor the operat10n of the condenser in
accordance with the requirements of
§63.695(e) of this subpart using one of
the continuous monitoring systems
specified in paragraphs (e)(3)(1) through
(e)(3)(iii) of this section.

(i) A continuous parameter moni
toring system to measure and record
the daily average temperature of the
exhaust gases from the control device.
The accuracy of the temperature moni
toring device shall be ±1 percent of the
temperature being measured, expressed
in degrees Celsius or ±5 ·C. whichever is
greater.

(il) A continuous moni toring system
to measure and record the daily aver
age concentration level of organic com
pounds in the exhaust gas stream from
the control device. The organic moni
toring system must comply either with
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Performance Specificat.ion B or 9 in 40
CPR part 60. appendix B. The relative
accuracy provision of Performance
Specification 8, Sections 2.4 and 3 need
not be conducted.

(iii) A continuous monit.oring system
that measures other alternative oper
ating parameters upon approval of the
Administrator as specified in '10 CFR
63.8(0(1) through (0(5) of this part.

(f) Vapor incinerator control device
requirements.

0) The vapor incineratol' must
achieve the performance spcclficatlOns
in either paragraph ([)(1)0), (f)(])(ii), or
([)(1)(iii) of this section.

(i) Destroy the total OI'ganic com
pounds (TOC). less met.hane and eth
ane. contained in the vent stream en·
tering the vapor incinerator either

(A) By 95 percent or morc. on a
weight-basis, or

(B) To achieve a total incinerator
outlet concentration for the TOC, less
methane and ethane, of less than or
equal to ppmv on a dry basis corrected
to 3 percent oxygen.

(ii) Destroy the HAP listed in Table]
of this subpart contained in the vent
stream entering the vapor incinerator
either:

(A) By 95 percent or more, on a total
HAP weight-basis, or

(B) To achieve a total incinerator
outlet concentration for the HAP. list
ed in Table 1 of this subpart. of Jess
than or equal to ppmv on a dry basis
corrected to 3 percent oxygen.

(iii) Maintain the conditions in the
vapor incinerator combustion chamber
at a residence time of 0.5 seconds or
longer and at a temperature of 760'C or
higher.

(2) The owner or operator must dem
onstrate that the vapor incinerator
achieves the performance requirements
in paragraph (1)(1) of this section by ei
ther performing a performance test as
specified in paragraph ([)(2)(i) of tbis
section or a design analysis as specified
in paragraph ([)(2)(11) of this section.

(1) An owner or operator choosing to
use a performance test to demonstrate
compliance must conduct the test in
accordance with the requirements of
§63.694(l) of this SUbpart.

(it) An owner or operator choosing to
use a design analysis to demonstrate
compliance must include as part of this
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design analysis the information speci
fied in either paragraph (f)(2)(ii)(A) or
(f)(2)(ii)(B) of this section as applicable
to the vapor incinerator design.

(A) For a thermal vapor incinerator,
the design analysis shall address the
vent stream composition, constituent
concentrations, and flow rate and shall
establish the design minimum and av
erage temperatures in the combustion
chamber and the comhustion chamber
residence time_

(Bi For a catalytic vapor incinerator.
the desig"n analysis shall address the
vent stream composition. constituent
concentrations. and flow rate and shall
establish the design minimum and av
erage temperatures across the catalyst
bed inlet and ou tlet. and the design
service life Of the ca:talyst;-

(3i The owner or operator must mon
i tor the operation of the vapor inciner
ator in accordance with the require
ments of§63.695(e) of this subpart using
one of the continuous monitoring sys
tems speCified in paragraphs (f)(3)(i)
through (f)(3)(iv) of this section as ap
plicable to the type of vapor inciner
ator used.

(1) For a thermal vapor incinerator, a
continuous parameter monitoring sys
tem to measure and record the daily
average temperature of the exhaust
gases from the control device. The ac
curacy of the temperature monitoring
device must be ±1 percent of the tem
perature being measured, expressed in
degrees Celsius of to.5 "C, whichever is
greater.

(ii) For a catalytiC vapor incinerator,
a temperature monitoring device capa
ble of monitoring temperature at two
locations equipped with a continuous
recorder. One temperature sensor shall
be installed in the vent stream at the
nearest feasible point to the catalyst
bed inlet and a second temperature
sensor shall be installed in the vent
stream at the nearest feasible point to
the catalyst bed outlet.

(iii) For either type of vapor inciner
ator, a continuous monitoring system
to measure and record the daily aver
age concentration of organic com
pounds in the exbaust vent stream
from the control device. The organic
monitoring system must comply either
witb Performance Specification S or 9
in 40 CFR part 60, appendix B. The re1-
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ative accuracy provision of Perform
ance Specification S. Sections 2.4 and 3
need not be conducted.

(iv) For either type of vapor inciner
ator, a continuous monitoring system
that measures alternative operating
parameters other than those specified
in paragraph (f)(3)(i) or (f)(3)(ii) of this
section upon approval of the Adminis
trator as specified in 40 CFR 63.8(f)(])
through ([)(5) of this part_

(g) Boilers and process heaters con
trol device requircmcnts_

(1) The boiier or process heater must
achieve the performance specifications
in either paragraph (g)(})(i). (g)(l)(il)_
(g)(])(iiii. (g)(l)(iv i. or (g)(l)(V) of this
section.

(i) Destroy the total organic com
pounds (TOCr-Iess methane and eth
ane, contained in the vent stream in
troduced into the flame zone of the
boiler or process heater ei thcr:

(A) By 95 percent or more, on a
weight-basis, or

(B) To achieve in the exhausted com
bustion gases a total concentration for
the TOC, less methane and ethane. of
less than or equal to 20 parts ppmv on
a dry basis corrected to 3 percent oxy
gen.

(11) Destroy the HAP listed in Table I
of this subpart contained in the vent
st.ream entering the vapor incinerator
either:

(A) By 95 percent or more, on a total
HAP weight-basis. or

(B) To achieve in the exhausted com
bustion gases a total concentration for
the HAP, listed in Table 1 of the sub
part, of less than or equal to 20 ppmv
on a dry basis corrected to 3 percent
oxygen.

(iii) Introduce the vent stream into
the flame zone of the boiler or process
heater and maintain the conditions in
the combustion chamber at a residenCe
time of 0.5 seconds or longer and at a
temperature of 760°C or higher.

(iv) Introduce the vent stream witb
the fuel that provides the predominate
heat input to the boiler or process
heater (i.e., the primary fuel); or

(v) IntrodUCe the vent stream to a
boiler or process heater for which the
owner or operator ei ther has been
Issued a final permit under 40 CFR part
270 and complies with the requirements
of 40 CFR part 266. subpart H of this
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chapter; or has certified compliance
with the interim status requirements
of 40 CFR part 266, subpart H of this
chapter.

(2) The owner or operator must dem
onstrate that the boiler or process
heater achieves the performance speci
fications in paragraph (g)(l) of this sec
tion chosen by the owner or operator
using the applicable method specified
in paragraph (g)C2)(i) or (gH2)(ii) of t.hjs
sec Lion.

(i) If an owner or operator chooses to
comply w.lh the perfol'mance specifica
tions in either paragraph (g)(l)(i).
Cg)(1)CiiL or Cg)(l)(iiD of this section.
the owner or operator must dem
onstrate compliance with the applica
bit: pr,l for'manet specification,; by ei
ther performing a performance test as
specifled in paragraph (g)(2)Ci)(A) of
this section or a design analysis as
specified in paragraph (g)(2)(i)(B) of
this section.

(A) An owner or operator choosing to
use a performance test to demonstrate
compliance must conduct the test in
accordance with the requirements of
§ 63.694(1) of this subpart.

(B) An owner or operator choosing to
use a design analysis to demonstrate
compliance must include as part of this
design analysis the following informa
tion; description of the vent stream
composition. constituent concentra
tions. and flow rate; specification of
the design minimum and average flame
zone temperatures and combustion
zone residence time; and description of
the method and location by which the
vent stream is introduced into the
flame zone.

(ii) If an owner or operator chooses to
comply with the performance speciflca
tions in either paragraph (g)(1)(iv) or
(g)(l)(v) 'of this section, the owner or
operator must demonstrate compliance
by maintaining the records that docu
ment that the boiler or process heater
is designed and operated in accordance
with the applicable requirements of
this section.

(3) For a boiler or process heater
complying with the performance speci
fications in either paragraph (g)(1)(!),
(g)(l)(ii), or (g)(l)(iii) of this section,
the owner or operator must monitor
the operation of a boiler or process
heater in accordance with the require-
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ments of § 63.695(e) of this subpart using
one of the continuous monitoring sys
tems specified in paragraphs (g)(3)(i)
through (g)(3)(iii) of this section.

(i) A continuous parameter moni
toring system to measure and record
the daily average combustion zone
temperature. The accuracy of the tem
perature sensor must be ±1 percent of
the temperature being measured, ex
pressed in degrees Celsius or ±O.[) DC.
whichever is greater;

Oi) A continuoU8 moni toring system
to measure ami record the daily aver·
age concentration of organic com
pounds in the exhaust vent stream
from the control device. The organic
monitoring system must comply either
wi th Performance Specification B or Sr
in 40 CFR part 60. appendix B. The rel
ative accuracy provision of Perform
ance Specification 8. Sections 2.4 and 3
need not be conducted.

(iii) A continuous monitoring system
that measures alternative operating
parameters other than those specified
in paragraph (g)(3)(i) or (g)(3)(11) of this
section upon approval of the Adminis
trator as specified in 40 CFR 63.8(f)(l)
through (f)(5) of this part.

(h) Flare control device require
ments.

(1) The flare must be designed and op
erated in accordance with the require
ments In 40 CFR 63.11(b).

(2) The owner or operator must dem
onstrate that the flare achieves the re
Quirements in paragraph (h)(l) of this
secti on by performing the procedures
specified in paragraph (h)(2)(i) of this
section. A previous compliance dem
onstration for the flare that meets all
of the conditions specified in paragraph
(h)(2)(il) of this section may be used by
an owner or operator to demonstrate
compliance with this paragraph (h)(2).

(i) To demonstrate that a flare
achieves the requirements in paragraph
(h)(l) of this section, the owner or oper
ator performs all of the procedures
specified in paragraphs (h)(2)(i)(A)
through (h)(2)(i)(C) of this section.

(A) Tlie owner or operator conducts a
visible emission test for the flare in ac
cordance with the requirements speci
fied in 40 CFR 63.11(b)(4).

(B) The owner or operator determines
the net heating value of the gas being
combusted in the flare in accordance
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with the requirements specified in 40
CFR 63.11(b)(6); and

(C) The owner or operator determines
the flare exit velocity In accordance
with the requirements applicable to
the flare design as specified in 40 CFR
63.ll(b)(7) or 40 CFR 63.11(b)(8).

(ii) A previous compliance dem
onstration for the flare may be used by
an owner or operator to demonstrate
compliance with paragraph (h)(2) of
this sect.ion provided that all condi·
tions for the compliance determination
and subse4uent flare operation are met
as specified in paragraphs (h)(2)(ii)(A)
and (h)(2)(ii)<B) of this section.

(A) The owner or operator conducted
the compliance determination using
the procedures specified in paragraph
(h)(2)(i) of this section,-

(B) No flare operating parameter or
process changes have occurred since
completion of the compliance deter
mination which could affect the com
pliance determination results.

(3) The owner or operator must mon
itor the operation of the flare using a
heat sensing monitoring device (includ
ing but not limited to a thermocouple,
ultraviolet beam sensor, or infrared
sensor) that continuously detects the
presence of a pilot flame. The owner or
operator must record, for each I-hour
period, whether the moni tor was con
tinuously operating and whether a
pilot flame was continuously present
during each hour as required in
§63.696(b)(3) of this subpart.

[64 FR 38970, July 20, 1999, as amended at 66
FR 1266, Jan. 8. 2001: 68 FR 37351, June 23,
2003]

§ 63.694 Testing methods and proce
dures.

(a) This section specifies the testing
methods and procedures required for
this subpart to perform the following:

(1) To determine the average VOHAP
concentration for off-site material
streams at the point-of-delivery for
compliance with standards specifled
§63.683 of this SUbpart, the testing
methods and procedures are specified
in paragraph (b) of this section.

(2) To determine the average VOHAP
concentration for treated off-site mate
rial streams at the point-of-treatment
for compliance with standards specified
§63.684 of this subpart. the testing
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methods and procedures are specified
in paragraph (c) of this section.

(3) To determine the treatment proc
ess VOHAP concentration limit eCl<) for
compliance with standards specified
§63.684 of this subpart. the testing
methods and procedures are specified
in paragraph (d) of this section.

(4) To determine treatment process
required HAP removal rate (RMR) for
compliance with standards specified
§ 63.684 of this subpart. the testing
methods and procedures arc specified
III paragraph (e) of this ~ection.

(5) To determine t.reatment. process
actual HAP removal rate (MRI for com
pliance with standards specified §63.684
of this subpart. the testing methods
and procedures are specified in para
graph (f) of this section.

(6) To deteI'mine treatment process
required HAP reduction efficiency (R)
for compliance with standards specified
in §63.684 of this subpart, the testing
methods and procedures are specified
in paragraph (g) of this section.

(7) To determine treatment process
required HAP biodegradation efficiency
(1400) for compliance with standards
specified in §63.684 of this subpart. the
testing methods and procedures are
specified in paragraph (b) of this sec
tion.

(8) To determine treatment process
required actual HAP mass removal rate
(MRb;o) for compliance with standards
specified in§ 63.684 of this subpart. the
testing methods and procedures are
specified in paragraph (i) of this sec
tion.

(9) To determine maximum organic
HAP vapor pressure of off-site mate
rials in tanks for compliance with the
standards specified in § 63.685 of this
subpart, the testing methods and pro
cedures are specified in paragraph (j) of
this section.

(10) To determine no detectable or
ganic emissions, the testing methods
and procedures are specified in para
graph (k) of this section.

(11) To determine closed-vent system
and control device performance for
compliance with the standards speci
fied in §63.693 of this subpart, the test
ing methods and procedures are speci
fied in paragra.ph (}) of this section.

(12) To determine process vent
stream flow rate and total organic
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HAP concentration for compliance
with the standards specified in §63.693
of this subpart, the testing methods
and procedures are specified in para
graph (m) of this section.

(b) Testing methods and procedures
to determine average VOHAP con
centration of an off-site material
stream at the pOint-of-delivery.

(1) The average VOHAP concentra
tion of an off-site material at the
point-of-delivery shall be det.ermined
lIsing ei ther direct mcasurement as
specified in paragraph (b)(2) of this ~ec

lion or by knowledge as specified in
paragraph (b)(3) of this sCl:tion.

(2) Direct measurement to determine
VOHAP concentration-·-(i) Sampling.
Samples of the off-si te material stream
shall be collected from the container.
pipeline. or other device used to deliver
the off-site material stream to the
plant site in a manner such that vola
tilization of organics contained in the
sample is minimized and an adequately
representative sample is collected and
maintained for analysis by the selected
method.

(A) The averaging period to be used
for determining the average VOHAP
concentration for the off-site material
stream on a mass-weighted average
basis shall be designated and recorded.
The averaging period can represent any
time interval that the owner or oper
ator determines is appropriate for the
off-site material stream but shall not
exceed I year.

(B) A sufficient number of samples,
but no less than four samples, shall be
collected to represent the complete
range of HAP compositions and HAP
quantities that occur in the off-site
material stream during the entire aver
aging period due to normal variations
in the operating conditions for t.he
source or process generating the off
si te material stream. Examples of such
normal variations are seasonal vari
ations in off-site material quantity or
fluctuations in ambient temperature.

(C) All samples shall be collected and
handled in accordance with written
procedures prepared by the owner or
operator and documented in a site sam
pling plan. This plan shall describe the
procedure by which representative
samples of the off-si te material stream
are collected such that a minimum loss
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of organics occurs throughout the sam
ple collection and handling process and
by which sample integrity is main
tained_ A copy of the written sampling
plan shall be maintained on-site in the
plant site operating records. An exam
ple of an acceptable sampling plan in
cludes a plan incorporating sample col
lection and handling procedures in ac
cordance with the requirements speci
fied in "Test Methods for Evaluating
Solid Wast", Physical/Chemic?) Meth
ods." EPA Publication No. SW-816 01"

\1ethod 25D in 40 CPR part 60. appendix
A.

(ii) Analysis. Each collect.ed sample
must be prepared and analyzed in ac
cOl"dance with one of the following
methods as applicable to the sampled
off-sitc material for the purpose of
measuring the HAP listed in Table I of
t.his su bpart:

·(A) Method 305 in 40 CFR part 63, ap
pendix A.

(B) Method 25D in 40 CFR part 60, ap
pendix A.

(C) Method 624 in 40 CFR part 136. ap
pendix A. If this method 1s used to ana
lyze one or more compounds that are
not on the method's published list of
approved compounds, the Alternative
Test Procedure specified in 40 CFR
136.4 and 40 CFR 136.5 must be followed.

(D) Method 625 in 40 CFR part 136, ap
pendix A. For the purpose of using this
method to comply with this subpart.
the owner or operator must perform
corrections to these compounds based
on the "accuracy as recovery" using
the factors in Table 7 of the method. If
this method is used to analyze ODe or
more compounds that are not on the
method's published list of approved
compounds, the Alternative Test Pro
cedure specified in 40 CFR 136.4 and 40
CFR 136.5 must be followed.

(E) Method 1624 in 40 CFR part 136.
appendixA.

(F) Method 1625 in 40 CFR part 136.
appendixA.

(G) Method 8260 in "Test Methods for
Evaluating Solid Waste, PhysicalJ
Chemjcal Methods." EPA Publication
No. SW-846, Third Edition, September
1986, as amended by Update I, Novem
ber 15, 1992. As an alternative, an owner
or operator may use a.ny more recent,
upda.ted version of Method 8260 ap
proved by the EPA. For the purpose of
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using Method 8260 to comply with this
subpart, the owner or operator must
maintain a formal quality assurance
program consistent with section 8 of
Method 8260, and this program must in
clude the following elements related to
measuring the concentrations of VOla
tile compounds:

(1) Documentation of site-specific
procedures to minimize the loss of
compounds due to volatilization, bio
degradation. reaction. or sorption dur
iIlg the sample collection. storage, and
pnparatJOn steps,

(2) Documentation of specific Quality
assurance procedures followed during
sampHng, sample preparation. sample
introduction. and analysis.

(3) Measurement of 'the average accu
racy, and precision of the specific pro
cedures. including ficld duplicates and
field spiking of the off-site material
source before or during sampling with
compounds having similar chemical
characteristics to the target analytes.

(H) Method 8270 in "Test Methods for
Evaluating Solid Waste, Physicall
Chemical Methods," EPA Publication
No. SW-846, Third Edition, September
1986, as amended by Update 1, Novem
ber 15,1992. As an alternative, an owner
or operator may use any more recent,
updated version of Method 8270 ap
proved by the EPA. For the purpose of
using Method 8270 to comply with this
subpart, the owner or operator must
maintain a formal quality assurance
program consistent with Method 8270,
and this program must include the fol
lowing elements related to measuring
the concentrations of volatile com
pounds:

(1) Documentation of site-specific
procedures to minimize the loss of
compounds due to volatilization, bio
degradation, reaction. or sorption dur
ing the sample collection, storage, and
preparation steps.

(2) Documentation of specific quality
assurance procedures followed during
sampling, sample preparation, sample
introduction, and analysis.

(3) Measurement of the average accu
racy and precision of the specific pro
cedures, including field duplicates and
field spiking of the off-site material
source before or during sampling with
compounds having similar chemical
characteristics to the target analytes.
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(1) Any other analysis method that
has been validated in accordance with
the procedures specified in section 5.1
and section 5.3 and the corresponding
calculations in section 6.1 or section 6.3
of Method 301 in appendix A in 40 CFR
part 63. The data are acceptable if they
meet the criteria specified in section
6.l.5 or section 6.3.3 of Method 301. If
correction is required under section
6.3.3 of Method 301. the data al'e accept
able if the correction factor is within
the range of 0.7 to 1.30. Other sections
of Method 301 are not required,

<iii) Calculations. The averagc VOHAP
concentration (C) on a mass-weighted
basis shall be calculated by using the
resul ts for all samples analyzed in ac
cordance with paragraph Ib)12)(ii) of
this section-and-the followingcQua.
tion. An owner or operator using a test
method that provides species-specific
chemical concentrations may adjust
the measured concentrations to the
corresponding concentration values
which would be obtained had the off
site material samples been analyzed
using Method 305. To adjust these data,
the measured concentration for each
individual HAP chemical species con
tained in the off-site material is multi
plied by the appropriate species-spe
cific adjustment factor (fmJo,) listed in
Table 1 of this subpart.

Where:
C = Average VOHAP concentration of the

off-site material at the point-of-delivery
on a mass-weighted basili. ppmw.

I = Jndlvidual sample "I" of the off-site ma
terial.

n = Total number of samples of the off-site
material collected lat least 4) for the aver
aging period (not to exceed 1 year).

Q; = Mass Quantity of off-site material
stream represented by Ci • kglhr.

Qr = Total maSli Quantity of off-site material
during the averaging period, kglhr.

C, = Measured VOHAP concentration of sam
ple ''I'' as determined in accordance with
the requirements of §63.691(a~, ppmw.

(3) KnOWledge of the off-site material
to determine VOHAP concentration.

(i) Documentation shall be prepared
that presents the information used as
the basis for the owner's or operator's
knowledge of the off-site material
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st.ream's average VOHAP concentra
tion. Examples of information that.
may be used as the basis for knowledge
include: material balances for the
source or process generating the off
site mat.erial stream; species-specific
chemical test data for the off-site ma
terial stream from previous testing
that are still applicable to the current
off-site material stream: previous test
dat.a for other locations managing the
same type of off-site material stream:
or other knowledge based on informa
tion In documents such a:- manifests.
shipping papers. or waste certification
notices.

Iii) If tesL data arc used as the basis
for knowledge. then Lhe owncr or oper
aWl" shall document the test method.
sampling- protocol. and the means by
which sampling variability and analyt
ical variability are accounted for in
Lhe determination of the average
VOHAP concentration. For example,
an owner or operator may use HAP
concentration test data for the off-site
material stream that are validated in
accordance with Method 301 in 40 CFR
part 63, appendix A of this part as the
basis for knowledge of the off-site ma
terial.

(iii) An owner or operator using spe
cies-specific chemical concentration
test data as the basis for knowledge of
the off-site material may adjust the
Lest data to the corresponding average
VOHAP concentration value which
would be obtained had the off-site ma
terial samples been analyzed using
Method 305. To adjust these data, the
measured concentration for each indi
Vidual HAP chemical species contained
in the off-site material is multiplied by
the appropriate species-specific adjust
ment factor (f"305) listed in Table 1 of
this subpart.

(iv) In the event that the Adminis
trator and the owner or operator dis
agree on a determination of the aver
age VOHAP concentration for an off
site material stream using knowledge,
then the results from a determination
of VOHAP concentration nsing direct
measurement as specified in paragraph
(b)(2) of this section shall be used to es
tablish compliance with the applicable
requirements of this subpart. The Ad
ministrator may perform or request
that thc owner or operator perform
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this determination using direct meas
urement.

(c) Determination of average VOHAP
concentration of an off-site material
stream at the point-of-treatment.

(1) Sampling. Samples of the off-site
material stream shall be collected at
the pOint-of-treatment in a manner
such that volatilization of organics
contained in the sample is minimized
and an adequately representative sam
ple is ~olJected and maintained for
analysis by the selected method.

(i) Thp. averaging period to be used
for determining the average VOHAP
concentraLion for the off-site material
stream on a mass-weighted average
hasis Shill] hp designated ann recorded.
The averaging period can represent any
time interval that the owner or oper
ator determines is appropriate for the
off-site material stream but shall not
exceed 1 year.

(ii) A sufficient number of samples.
but no less than four samples, shall be
collected to represent the complete
range of HAP compositions and HAP
quantities that occur in the off-site
material stream during the entire aver
aging period due to normal variations
in the operating conditions for the
treatment process. Examples of such
normal variations are seasonal vari
ations in off-site material quantity or
lluctuations in ambient temperature.

(iii) All samples shall be collected
and handled in accordance with written
procedures prepared by the owner or
operator and documented in a site sam
pling plan. This plan shall describe the
procedure by which representative
samples of the off-site material stream
are collected such that a minimum loss
of organics occurs throughout the sam
ple collection and handling process and
by which sample integrity is main
tained. A copy of the written sampling
plan shall be maintained on-site in the
plant site operating records. An exam
ple of an acceptable sampling plan in
cludes a plan incorporating sample col
lection and handling procedures in ac
cordance with the requirements speci
fied in "Test Methods for Evaluating
Solid Waste. Physical/Chemical Meth
ods," EPA Publication No. SW-B46 or
Method 25D in 40 CFR part 60, appendiX
A.
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(2} A nalysis. Each collected sample
must be prepared and analyzed in ac
cordance with one of the methods spec
ified in paragraphs (b)(2)(ii)(A) through
(b)(2)(ii)(I) of this section. as applicable
to the sampled off-slte material, for
the purpose of measuring the HAP list
ed in Table 1 of this subpart.

(3) Calculations. The average VOHAP
concentration (C) a mass-weighted
basis shall be calculated by using the
results for flll samples analyzed in ac
cordance wi th paragraph (c)(Z) of thi:;
section and rhe following equation. An
owner or operator using a test method
that provides species-specific chemical
concentrations may adjust the meas
ured concentrations to the cor
responding concentration values which
would he obtained had the off-site ma
terial samples been analyzed using
Method 305. To adjust these data. the
measured concentration .for each indi
Vidual HAP chemical species contained
in the off-site material is multiplied by
the appropriate species-specific adjust
ment factor (fm305) listed in Table 1 of
this subpart;.

40 CFR Ch. I (7-1-07 Edition)

Where:

C = Average VOHAP concentration of the
off-site material on a mass-weighted basis.
ppmw.

I = Individual sample "i" of the off-site ma
teriaL

n = Total number of samples of the off-Site
material collected (at least 4) for the aver
aging period (not to exceed 1 year).

Q. ~ Mass quantity of off-site material
stream represented by C•. kglbr.

QT = Total mass quantity of off-site material
during the averaging perioll. kglhr.

C. = Measure<l VOHAP con"entration of 'am
pIe "i·· l<S determined In accordan"" with
the requirements of §63.694(a). ppmw.

(d) Determination Of treatment process
VOHAP concentration limit (CR ). (1) All
of the off-site material streams enter
ing the treatmenl;-process- shall be
identified.

(2) The average VOHAP concentra
tion of each off-site material stream at
the point-of-delivery shall be deter
mined using the procedures specified in
paragraph (b) of this section,

(3) The VOHAP concentration limit
(CR ) shall be calculated by using the re
sults determined for each individual
off-site material stream and the fol
lowing equation:

m 0

I,(Qx x C:.)+ I,(Qy x 500ppmw)
x=l y-I

m n

L,Qx + L,Q y
x=l y=1

where:

CR=VOHAP concentration limit. ppmw.
x=Individual off-site material stream "x"

that has a VOHAP concentration less than
500 ppmw at the polnt-of-dellvery.

y=Indlvidual off-site material stream "y"
that has a VOHAP concentration equal to
or greater than 500 ppmw at the point-of
delivery.

m=Total number of "x" off-site material
streams treated. by process.

n=Total number of "y" off·slte material
streams treated by process.

Q.=Total mass Quantity of off-site material
stream "x", kg/yr.

Q.=Total mass quantity of off-site material
·stream "y". kg/yr.

C.=VOHAP concentration of off-site material
stream "x" at the point-of-dellvery, ppmw.

(e) Determination of required HAP
mass removal rate (RMR).

(1) Each individual stream containing
HAP that enters the treatment process
shall be identified.

(2) The average VOHAP concentra
tion at the point-of-delivery for each
stream ident1f1ed in paragraph (e)(l) of
this section shall be determined using
the test methods and procedures speci
fied in paragraph (b) of this section.

(3) For each stream identified in
paragraph (e)(l) of this section that has
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an average VOHAP concentration
equal to or greater than 500 ppmw at
the point-of-delivery. the average volu
metric flow rate and the density of the
aU-site material stream at. the point
of-delivery shall be determined.

(4) The required HAP mass removal
rate (RMR) shall be calculated by using
the average VOHAP concent.ration. av
erage volumetric flow rate. and density
determined in paragraph (e)(3) of this
section for each stream and the fol
lOWing equatlow

n I' f~ SOl' ppm.. )]
RMR = ) v _. .-'-'--"'----------,----'

)1:-1 ~:o JOt>

Where'

RMR = Required HAP ma.~s removal rate, kg;
hr.

y = Individual stream "y" that bas a VOHAP
concent..raUon equai Lo or greA.Ler than 500
ppmw at the point-or-delivery as deter
mined in §63.694(b).

n = Total number of "y" streams treated by
process.

V, = Average volumetric (Jow rate of stream
"y" at the polnt-of-dellvery, m 3/hr.

k, = Density of stream "y", kg/m3 .

e, = Average VOHAP concentration of
stream "y" at the point-of-delivery as de
termined in §63.694(b)(2). ppmw.

(f) Determination of actual HAP
mass removal rate (MR).

(1) The actual HAP mass removal
rate (MR) shall be determined based on
results for a minimum of three con
secutive runs. The sampling time for
each run shall be I hour.

(2) The HAP mass Dow entering the
process (Eb ) and the HAP mass flow
exiting the process (En) shall be deter
mined using the t.est methods and pro
cedures specified in paragraphs (g)(2)
through (g)(4) of this section.

(3) The actual mass removal rate
shall be calculated using the HAP mass
flow rates determined in paragraph
(f)(2) of this section and the following
equation:

MR= Eb-E.

where:

MR = Actual HAP mass removal rate, kg/
hr.

E b = HAP mass now entering process as de
termined in paragraph (f)(2) of this section,
kglbr.
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E. = HAP mass llow exiting process as de
termined In paragraph (f)(2) of this section,
kglbr.

(g) Determination of treatment proc
ess HAP reduction efficiency (R).

(1) The HAP reduction efficiency (R)
for a treatment process shall be deter
mined based on results for a minimum
of three consecu tlve runs.

(2) Each individual stream containing
HAP that. enters the treatment. process
shall be identified. Each individual
stream containing HAP that. exits the
t.reatment proces& shall be identIfied.
The owner or operator shall prepare a
sampling plan for measuring the iden·
tified streams that. accurat.ely reDects
the retention time of the material in
the process.

(3) For each run, information shall be
determined for each stream ident.ified
in paragraph (g)(2) of this section as
specified in paragraphs (g)(3)(i) throu:;h
(g)(3)(iii) of this section.

(i) The mass quantity shall be deter
mined for each stream identified in
paragraph (g)(2) of this section as en
tering the process (Qb). The mass quan
t.ity shall be determined for each
stream identified in paragraph (g)(2) of
this section as exiting the process (Q.),

(ii) The average VOHAP concentra
tion at the point-of-delivery shall be
determined for each stream entering
the process (Cb ) (as identified in para
graph (g)(2) of this section) using the
test methods and procedures specified
in paragraph (b) of this section.

(iii) The average VOHAP concentra
tion at the point-of-treatment shall be
determined for each stream exit.ing the
process (C.) (as identified in paragraph
(g)(2) of this section) using the test
methods and procedures specified in
paragraph (c) of this sect.ion.

(4) The HAP mass flow entering the
process (Eb ) and the HAP mass flow
exiting the process (E.) shall be cal
culated using the results determined in
paragraph (g)(3) of this section and the
following equations:
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Where:
Eo = HAP mass flow en~ering process. kgihr,
E. = HAP mass now exi~ing process. kglhr.
m = Total number of runs (at least 3)

j = Individual run 'T'
Q"j = Mass quanti~y of material entering

process during run "r', kgihr.
Q., = Average mass quantity of material

exiting process during run "j". kglhr.
C,) = Average VOHAP concentration of mate

rial eXIting PI'ocess during run "r' as de·
termined in §63691lc). pprnw,

e lll = Average VOHAP concentl'at1on of mate
rial ent.erin~ pro{"e-S!3 during run "j'" as de
termIned in §636!Mlb)'2). ppmw.

(;,) The HAP reduction efficiency (R)
shall be calculated using the HAP mass
now rates determined in paragraph
(g)(4) of this section and the following
equation:

Where:

R = HAP reductlon efficiency. percent.
Eo =HAP mass now entering process as de

termined In paragraph (g)(4) of this sec
tion. kgihr.

E. = HAP mass now exiting process as deter
mined in accordance with the requirements
of paragraph (g)<4) of this section. kglbr.

(h) Determination of HAP bio-
degradation efficiency (Rb,,,).

(1) The fraction of HAP biodegraded
(Fb•o) shall be determined using one of
the procedures specified in appendix C
of this part 63.

(2) The HAP biodegradation effi
ciency (Rb.") shall be calculated by
using the follOWing equation:

R biu - F b,.,><100

where:
R b." = HAP biodegradation efficiency. per

cent.
F b•• = Fraction of HAP biodegraded as deter

mined in paragraph (h)(1) of thIs section.

(i) Determination of actual HAP
mass removal rate (MR"io)'

(1) The actual HAP mass removal
rate (MRb;.) shall be determined based
on results for a minimum of three con
secutive runs. The sampling time for
each run shall be I hour.

(2) The HAP mass flow entering the
process (Eb) shall be determined using
the test methods and procedures speci
fied in paragraphs (g)(2) through (g)(4)
of this section.
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(3) The fraction of HAP biodegraded
(Fbi") shall be determined using the pro
cedure specified in 40 CFR part 63, ap
pendix C of this part.

('1) The actual mass removal rate
shall be calculated by using the HAP
mass flow rates and fraction of HAP
biodegraded determined in paragraphs
(i)(2) and (i)(3), respectively, of this
section and the follOWing equation:

MRo,u= E"x Fb,.

Where'

MR..... = ACLllal HAP mass removal !'aLe. kgl
hI',

Eo = HAP mass now entering process. kR'/hr,

Fh.o = Fraction of HAP biodegraded.

(j) DeleTminalion oJ ma.rimum HAP
vapOT pTeSSUTe JOT oJf-sile- malnial.in a
lank. (1) The maximum HAP vapor
pressure of the off-si te material com
position managed in a tank shall be de
termined using either direct measure
ment as specified in paragraph (j)(2) of
this section or by knowledge of the off
site material as specified by paragraph
(j){3) of this section.

(2) Direct measurement to determine
the maximum HAP vapor pressure of
an off-site material.

(i) Sampling. A sufficient number of
samples shall be collected to be rep
resentative of the off-site material con
tained in the tank. All samples shall be
collected and handled in accordance
with wrl tten procedures prepared by
the owner or operator and documented
in a site sampling plan. This plan shall
describe the procedure by which rep
resentative samples of the off-site ma
terIal is collected such that a min
imum loss of organIcs occurs through
out the sample collection and handling
process and by which sample integrity
Is maintained. A copy of the written
sampling plan shall be maintained on
site in the plant site operating records.
An example of an acceptable sampling
plan includes a plan incorporatIng sam
ple collection and handling procedures
in accordance with the requirements
specified in "Test Methods for Evalu
ating Solid Waste, Physical/Chemical
Methods," EPA Publication No. SW-B46
or Method 25D in 40 CFR part 60, appen
dix A.

(li) Analysis. Anyone of the fol
lowing methods may be used to analyze
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the samples and compute the max
imum HAP vapor pressure of the off
site material:

(A) Method 25E in 40 CFR part 60 ap
pendix A;

(B) Metbods described in American
Petroleum Institute Bulletin 2517,
"Evaporation Loss from External
Floating Roof Tanks,";

(C) Methods obtained from standard
reference texts:

(J) ASTM Method 287&-83: or
I E) Any other method approved by

I Ill" Aclministrator.
(3) Use of knowledge to dcterminc the

maximum HAP vapor pressurc of the
off-siLc material. Documentation shall
be prepared and rccorded that presents
1.11e inlOrmatlOn used as t.he baSIS lor
the owncr's or operatOl"s knowledge
that. the maximum HAP vapor pressure
of the off-site material is less than the
maximtun vapor pr'c:;,;ure limit listed
in Tablc 3 or Table 4 of this subpart for
the applicable tank design capacity
category. Examples of information
that may be used include: the off-site
material is generated by a process for
which at other locations it previously
has been determined by direct meas
urement that the off-site material
maximum HAP vapor pressure is less
than the maximum vapor pressure
limit for the appropriate tank design
capacity category.

(k) Procedure for determining no de
tectable organic emissions for the pur
pose of complying with this subpart.

(1) The test shall be conducted in ac
cordancc with the proccdures specified
in Metbod 21 of 40 CFR part 50, appen
dix A. Each potential leak 1nterface
(Le.. a location where organic vapor
leakage could occur) on the cover and
associated closure devices shall be
checked. Potential leak interfaces that
are associated with covers and closure
devices include. but are not limited to:
the interface of the cover and its foun
dation mounting; the periphery of any
opening on the coyer and its associated
closure device; and the sealing seat
interface on a spring-loaded .pressure
relief valve.

(2) The test shall be performed when
the unit contains a material having a
total organic concentration representa
tive of the range of concentrations for
the materials expected to be managed
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in tbe unit. During the test. the cover
and closure devices shall be secured in
the closed position.

(3) The detection instrument sball
meet tbe performance criteria of Meth
od 21 of 40 CFR part 50, appendix A. ex
cept the instrument response factor
criteria in section 3.1.2(a) of Method 21
shall be for the average composition of
the organic constituents in the mate
rial placed in the unit. not for each in
diVidual ol'ganic constituent.

(4) The detection instrument shall be
calibrated before use on each day of its
use by thc procedures specified in
Method 21 of 40 CFR part 60. appendix
A.

(5) Calibration gases sball be as fol
lows:

Ii) Zero air (Jcss than 10 ppmv hydro
carbon in air); and

(ii) A mixture of metbane or n
hexane in air at a concentration of ap
proximately, but less than, lO,OOO
ppmv.

(6) An owner or operator may choose
to adjust or not adjust the detection
instrument readings to account for the
background organic concentration
level. If an owner or operator chooses
to adjust the instrument readings for
the background level, the background
level value must be determined accord
ing to the procedures in Method 21 of 40
CFR part 60, appendiX A.

(7) Each potential leak interface
shall be checked by traversing the in
strument probe around the potential
leak interface a.s close to the interface
as possible, as described in Method 21.
In the case wben the configuration of
the cover or closure device prevents a
complete traverse of the interface, all
accessible portions of the interface
shall be sampled. In the case when the
configuration of the closure device pre
vents any sampling at the interface
and the device is equipped with an en
closed extension or horn (e.g.. some
pressure relief devices), the instrument
probe inlet shall be placed at apprOxi
mately the center of the exhaust area
to the atmosphere.

(8) An owner or operator must deter
mine if a potential leak interface oper
ates with no detectable emissions using
the applicable procedure specified in
paragraph (k)(8)(i) or (k)(8)(ii) of this
section.
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0) If an owner or operator cbooses
not to adjust the detection instrument
readings for tbe background organic
concentration level, then the. max
imum organic concentration value
measured by the detection instrument
is compared directly to the applicable
value for tbe potential leak interface
as specified in paragraph (k)(9) of this
section.

(ii) If an owner or operator chooses to
adjust l.he detection instl'ument read
ings for the background organic con
centration level. the \'alue of the arith
meLie difference bctween the maximum
orgamc concentration value measured
by the mstrument and the background
organic concentraCion value as deter
mined in paragraph (k)(6) of this sec
tion is compared with the applicable
value for the potential leak interface
as spccified in paragraph <k)(9) of this
section.

(9) A potential leak interface is de
termined to operate with no detectable
emissions using the applicable criteria
specified in paragraphs (k){9)(i) and
(k){9)(ji) of this section.

(i) For a potential leak interface
other than a seal around a Shaft tbat
passes through a cover opening, the po
tential leak interface is determined to
operate with no detectable organic
emissions if the organic concentration
value determined in paragraph (k)(B) is
less than 500 ppmv.

(ii) For a seal around a shaft that
passes through a cover opening, the po
tential leak interface is determined to
operate with no detectable organic
emissions if the organic concentration
value determined in paragraph (k)(8) is
less than 10,000 ppmv.

(1) Control device performance test
procedures.

(1) Method 1 or lA of 10 CFR part 60,
appendix A, as appropriate, shall be
used for selection of the sampling sites
at the inlet and outlet of the control
device.

(i) To determine compliance with a
control device percent reduction re
quirement, sampling sites shall be lo
cated at the inlet of the control device
as specified in paragraphs (1)(l)(i)(A)
and (})(l)(i)(B) of this section. and at
the outlet of the control device.
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(A) The control device inlet sampling
site shall be located after the final
product recovery device.

(B) If a vent stream is introduced
with the combustion air or as an auxil
iary fuel into a boiler or process heat
er, the location of the inlet sampling
sites shall be selected to ensure that
the measurement of total HAP con
centration or TOC concentration, as
applicable, includes all vent streams
and primary and secondary fuels intro·
duced into the boiler or process heater.

(1i) To determine compliance with an
enclosed combustion device concentra
tion limit, the sampling site shall be
located at the outlet of the device.

(2) The gas volumetric flow rate shall
be determined using Method 2, 2A. 2C.
or 2D of 10 CFlfpart60,a.ppendix A. as
appropriate.

(3) To determine compliance With the
control device percent reduction re
quirement. the owner or operator shall
use Method 18 of 40 CFR part 60. appen
dix A of this chapter; alternatively,
any other method or data that has been
validated according to the applicable
procedures in Method 301 in 40 CFR
part 63. appendix A of this part may be
used. The following procedures shall be
used to calculate percent reduction ef
ficiency:

(i) The minimum saIllpling time for
each run shall be 1 hour in which either
an integrated sample or a minimum of
four grab samples shall be taken. If
grab sampling is used, then the sam
ples Shall be taken at approximately
equal intervals in time such as 15
minute intervals during the run.

(ii) The mass rate of either TOe
(minus methane and ethane) or total
HAP (Ei and .Eo ,respectively) shall be
computed.

(A) The follOWing equations shall be
used:

n

E j =K2XQ;XI,(CijXMij)
j=I

n

Eo =K2 xQo X I, (C Oj xM oj )
j=1

Where:
Clio Co; " ConcentratIon of sample component

i of the gas stream at the Inlet and outlet
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of the control device, respectively, dry
basis, parts per million by volume.

E;, Eo = Mass rate of TOC (minus methane
and ethane) or total HAP at the inlet and
outlet of the control device, respectively,
dry basis, kilogram per hour.

M,;, M.., = Molecular weight of sample compo
nent j of the gas stream at the inlet and
ouLlet of the control device, respectively,
gram/gram-mole.

Q,. Qn = Flow rate of gas stream at t.he inlet
and outlet of the control tIe-vice. respec
tively. dry st.andard cubit: JTl~ter per
minut·e

K, = Const.ant.. 2 'In4,IO ,. lparts Pel" 1Iu1·
hon) ~ 1 (bram mole per stand;\!'fi C'uhie
meter) (kilogram/gram) ,minutelhour).
where ~t.an()ard l,emperature \gr~ In-mole
per standard cubic meIer; is 20 ·C

(B) When the TOe mass rate is cal
culated, all organic compounds (minus
methane and ethane) measured by
Method IB of 40 CFR part 60. appendix
A shall be summed using the equation
in paragraph (l)(3)(ii}(A) of this section.

(C) When the total HAP mass rate is
calCUlated, only the HAP constituents
shall be summed using the equation in
paragraph (l)(3)(ii)(A) of this section.

(iii) The percent reduction in TOC
(minus methane and ethane) or total
HAP shan be calculated as follows:

E -E
R = I 0 x 100

cd E
I

where:
~=Control efficiency of control device, per

cent.
E,=Mass rate of TOe (minus methane and

ethane) or total HAP at the inlet to the
control device as ca.lculated under para
graph (1)(3)(11) of this sectlon, kilograms
TOC per hour or kilograms HAP per hour.

E.=Mass rate of TOC (minus methane and
ethane) or total HAP at the outlet of the
control device. as calculated under para
graph (lX3)(!l) of this section, kilograms
TOe per hour or kilograms HAP per hour.

(iv) If the vent stream entering a
boiler or process heater is introduced
with the combustion air or as a sec
ondary fuel, the weight-percent reduc
tion of total HAP or TOC (minus meth
ane and ethane) across the device shall
be determined by comparing the TOC
(minus methane and ethane) or total
HAP in all combusted vent strcams and
primary and secondary fuels with the
TOe (minus methane and ethane) or
total HAP exiting the device, respec
tively_
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(4) To determine compliance with the
enclosed combustion device total HAP
concentration limit of this subpart, the
owner or operator shall use Method 18
of 40 CFR part 60, appendiX A to meas
ure either TOe (minus methane and
ethane) or total HAP. Alternatively,
any other method or data that has been
validated according to Method 301 in
appendix A of this part, may be used.
The following procedures shall be used
to calculate parts per million by vol
ume concentrat.ion. corrected to 3 per·
cent oxygen:

(i) The minimum sampling time for
each run shall be 1 hour in which either
an integrated sample or a minimum of
four grab samples shall be taken. If
grab sampling is used. then the sam
ples shall be taken at approximately
equal intervals in time. such as 15
minute intervals during the run.

(ii) The Toe concentration or total
HAP concentration shall be calculated
according to paragraph (m)(4)(ii)(A) or
(m)(4)(ii)(B) of this section.

(A) The TOe concentration (Croe) is
the sum of the concentrations of the
individual components and shall be
computed for each run using the fol
lowing equation:

where:
CT(>c=Concentration or total organic com

pounds minus methane and ethane, dry
basis, parts per million by volume.

C;;=Concentration of sample components j of
sample i, dry basis, parts per million by
volume.

n=Number of components in the sample.
x=Number of samples in the sample run.

(B) The total HAP concentration
(CHAP) shall be computed according to
the equation in paragraph (l)(4)(ii)(A)
of this section except that only HAP
constituents shaJJ be summed.

(iii) The measured TOC .concentra
tion or total 'HAP concentration shall
be corrected to 3 perccnt oxygen as fol
lows:

(A) The emission rate correction fac
tor or excess air, integrated sampling
and analysis procedures of Method 3B
of 40 CFR part 60, appendix A shall be
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used to determine the oxygen con
centration (%02d'Y). The samples shall
be collected during the same time that
the samples are collected for deter
mining TOC concentration or total
HAP concentration.

(B) The concentration corrected to 3
percent oxygen (Ce ) shall be computed
using the following equation:

where:

C.=TOC concentration or total HAP con
centration ('orrectell to 3 percent oxygen.
dry basis. parts per million by volume.

C..1:::Measurprl TOe c-o:r:.centrat.ion or~ Lotal
HAP concen tr.. tion. ury basis. parts per
million by volume.

O!uO~,jF"\",:::Concenlration of oxygen. dry basis.
percent by volume.

(m) Determination of process vent
stream now rate and total HAP con
centration.

(1) Method 1 or 1A of 10 CFR part 60,
appendix A, as appropriate, must be
used for selection of the sampling site,

(2) No traverse site selection method
is needed for vents smaller than 0.10
meter in diameter.

(3) Process vent stream gas volu
metric flow rate must be determined
using Method 2, 2A, 2C, or 2D of 40 CFR
part 60, appendix A, as appropriate.

(1) Process vent stream total HAP
concentration must be measured using
the follOWing procedures:

(i) Method 18 of 40 CFR part 60, ap
pendix A, must be used to measure the
total HAP concentration. Alter
natively, any other method or data
that has been validated according to
the protocol in Method 301 of appendix
A of this part may be used.

(ii) Where Method 18 of 10 CFR part
60, appendix A, is used, the following
procedures must bc used to calculate
parts per million by volume concentra
tion:

(A) The minimum sampling time for
each run must be 1 hour in which ei
ther an integrated sample or four grab
samples must be taken. If grah sam
pling is used, then the samples must be
taken at approximately equal intervals
in time, such as 15 minute intervals
during the run.
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(B) The total HAP concentration
(CHAP) must be computed according to
the following equation:

Where:
CHAP ~ Total concentration of HAP com·

pounds listed in Table I of this suhpart. dry
basis. parts per mlllion by volume.

C,. ~ Concentration of sample componenL j of
the sample 1. ury basis. parts per million
by volume.

n ~ Number of components in the sample.
x = Number of samples in the sample run.

161 FR 31]58. July I. ]996. as amended at 64
F'R 38974. July 20; 1999: 66 FR 1267 : Jan:' 8:
2001)

§ 63.695 Inspection and monitoring re
quirements.

(a) This section specifies the inspec
tion and monitoring procedures re
quired to perform the following:

(1) To inspect tank rlXed roofs and
floating roofs for compliance with the
Tank Level 2 controls standards speci
fied in §63.685 of this subpart, the in
spection procedures are specified in
paragraph (b) of this section.

(2) To inspect and monitor closed
vent systems for compliance with the
standards specified in § 63.693 of this
subpart, the inspection and monitoring
procedures are specified in paragraph
(c) of this section.

(3) To inspect and monitor transfer
system covers for compliance with the
standards specified in §63.689(c)(1) of
this subpart, the inspection and moni
toring procedures are specified in para
graph (d) of this section.

(4) To monitor and record off-site ma
terial treatment processes for compli
ance with the standards specified in
63.684(e), the monitoring procedures are
specified in paragraph (e) of tMs sec
tion.

(b) Tank Level 2 fixed roof and float
ing roof inspection requirements.

(1) Owners and operators that use a
tank equipped with an internal floating
roof in accordance with the provisions
of §63.685(e) of this subpart shall meet
the following inspection requirements:

(i) The floating roof and its closure
devices shall be visually inspected by
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the owner or operator to check for de
fects that could result in air emissions.
Defects include, but are not limited to,
the internal floating roof is not float
ing on the surface of the liquid inside
the tank; liquid has accumulated on
top of the internal floating roof; any
portion of the roof seals have detached
from the roof rim; holes. tears, or other
openings are visible in the seal fabric:
the gaskets no longer close off the
waote surfaces from the a t.mosphere: or
the slotted membrane has more tha.n 10
percent open area.

Oi) The owner or operator shall in
spect the internal floating roof compo
nents as follows except a.s prOVided for
in para!!raph Ib)(1)CiJJ) of this section:

(A) Visually inspect the internal
floating roof components through
openings on the fixed-roof (e.g., man
holes and roof hatches) at least once
every calendar year after initial fill.
and

(B) Visually inspect the internal
floating roof. primary seal. secondary
seal (if one is in service), gaskets. slot
ted membranes, and sleeve seals (if
any) each time the tank is emptied and
degassed and at least every 10 years.
Prior to each inspection, the owner or
operator shall notify the Adminis
trator in accordance with the reporting
requirements specifjed in §63.697 of this
subpart.

(iii) As an alternative to performing
the inspections specified in paragraph
(b)(l)(ii) of this section for an internal
floating roof eqUipped with two contin
uous seals mounted one above the
other, the owner or operator may vis
ually inspect the internal floating roof,
primary and secondary seals, gaskets,
slotted membranes, and sleeve seals (if
any) each time the tank is emptied and
degassed and at least every 5 years.
Prior to each inspection, the owner or
operator shall notify the Adminis
trator in accordance with the reporting
requirements specified in § 63.697 of this
subpart.

(iv) In the event that a defect is de
tected. the owner or operator shall re
pair the defect in accordance with the
requirements of paragraph (b)(4) of this
section.

(v) The owner or operator shall main
tain a record of the inspection in ac-
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cordance with the requirements speci
fied in §63.696 of this subpart.

(2) Owners and operators that use a
tank equipped with an external float
ing roof in accordance with the provi
sions of §63.685(f) of this subpart shall
meet the following requirements:

(i) The owner or operator shall meas
ure the external floating roof seal gaps
in accordance with the followin,:; re
quirements:

(A) The owner or operator shaH per
fOTm mea~urements of gaps between
the tank wall and the primary seal
within 60 days an.er initial operation of
the tank follOWing installation of the
Doating roof and. thereafter. at least.
ow'", ('very 5 year~. Prior to each in
spection. the owner or operator shall
notify the Administrator in accordance
with the reporting requirements speci
fied in § 6~.697 of this subpart.

(Bl The owner or operator shall per-.
form measurements of gaps between
the tank wall and the secondary seal
within 60 days after initial operation of
the separator following installation of
the floating roof and. thereafter, at
least once every year. Prior to each in
spection, the owner or operator shall
notify the Administrator in accordance
with the reporting requirements speci
fied in §63.697 of this subpart.

(e) If a tank ceases to bold off-site
matcrial for a period of 1 year or more,
subsequent introduction of off-site ma
terial into the tank shall be considered
an initial operation for the purposes of
paragraphs (b)(2){1)(A) and (b)(2){1){B)
of this section.

(D) The owner shall determine the
total surface area of gaps in the pri
mary seal and in the secondary seal in
dividually using the following proce
dure.

(l) The seal gap measurements shall
be performed a.t one or more floating
roof levels when the roof is floatlng off
the roof supports.

(2) Seal gaps, if any. shall be meas
ured around the entire perimeter of the
floating roof in each place where Ii. 0.32
centimeter (em) ('h-lnch) diameter uni
form probe passes freely (without forc
ing or binding against the seal) be
tween the seal and the wall of the tank
and measure the circumferential dis
tance of each such location.
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(3) For a seal gap measured under
paragraph (b)(2) of this section. the gap
surface area shall be determined by
using probes of various widths to meas
ure accurately the actual distance
from the tank wall to the seal and mul
tiplying each such width by its respec
tive circumferential distance.

(4) The total gap area shall be cal
culated by adding the gap surface areas
determined for cach identified gap lo
cation for the primary seal and the sec
ondary seal inllividuaJly. ami then di
viuing the sum for each "eal type by
the nominal diameter of the tank
These total gap areas fOl' thc primary
seal anti secondary seal arc then com·
pared to the respective standards for
the sea] type as specified in § 63.685(f)(l)
of-this subpart.

(E) In the event that the seal gap
measurements do not conform to the
specifications in §63.685(f)(1) of this
subpart, the owner or operator shall re
pair the defect in accordance with the
requirements of paragraph (b)(4) of this
section.

(F) The owner or operator shall
maintain a record of the inspection in
accordance with the requirements spec
ified in §63.696 of this subpart.

(ii) The owner or operator shall vis
ually inspect the external floating roof
in accordance with the following re
quirements:

(A) The floating roof and its closure
devices shall be Visually inspected by
the owner or operator to check for de
fects that could result in air emissions.
Defects include, but are not limited to:
holes, tears, or other openings in the
rim seal or seal fabric of the floating
roof; a rim seal detached from the
floating roof; all or a portion of the
floating roof deck being submerged
below the surface of the liquid in the
tank; broken. cracked, or otherwise
damaged seals or gaskets on closure de
vices; and broken or miSSing hatches.
access covers. caps, or other closure de
vices.

(B) The owner or operator shall per
form the inspections following installa
tion of the external floating roof and,
thereafter, at least once every year.

(e) In the event that a defect is de
tected, the owner or operator shall re
pair the defect in accordance with the
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requirements of paragraph (b)(4) of this
section.

(D) The owner or operator shall
maintain a record of the inspection in
accordance with the requirements spec
ified in §63.696(d) of this subpart.

(3) Owners and operators that use a
tank equipped with a fixed roof in ac
cordance with the provisions of
§ 63.685(g) of this SUbpart shall meet the
following requiremen ts:

(i) The fixed roof and its closure de
vices shall be visually inspected by the
owner or operator to check for uefects
that could result in air emissions. De
fects jnclude. but are not limited to.
visible cracks. holes. or gaps in the
roof sections or between the roof and
the separator wall; broken. cracked. or
otherWise damaged-seals or gaskets on
closure devices; and broken or missing
hatches. access covers, caps, or other
closure devices. In the case when a
tank is buried partially or entirely un
derground. inspection is required only
for those portions of the cover that ex
tend to or above the ground surface,
and those connections that are on such
portions of the cover (e.g., fill ports.
access hatches, gauge wells, etc.) and
can be opened to the atmosphere.

(ii) The owner or operator must per
form an initial inspection following in
stallation of the fixed roof. Thereafter,
the owner or operator must perform
the inspections at least once every cal
endar year except as prOvided for in
paragraph (1) of this section.

(iii) In the event that a defect is de
tected. the owner or operator shall re
pair the defect in accordance with the
requirements of paragraph (b)(4) of this
section.

(iv) The owner or operator shall
maintain a record of the inspection in
accordance with the requirements spec
ified in §63.696(e) of this subpart.

(4) The owner or operator shall repair
each defect detected during an inspec
tion performed in accordance with the
requirements of paragraph (b)(I), (b)(2),
or (b)(3) of this section in the following
manner:

(1) The owner or operator shall with
in 45 calendar days of detecting the de
fect either repair the defect or empty
the tank and remove it from service. If
within this 45-day period the defect
cannot be repaired or the tank cannot
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be removed from service without dis
rupting operations at the plant site,
the owner or operator is allowed two
3Q-day extensions. In cases when an
owner or operator elects to use a 3Q-day
extension, the owner or operator shall
prepare and maintain documentation
describing the defect, explaining why
alternative storage capacity is not
available, and specify a schedule of ac
lions that will ensure that the control
equipment will he repairefl or t.he tank
emptied as soon as possible.

(ii) When a defect is dctcet.pd during
an inspection of a tank that has been
emptied and degassed. the owner or op
erator shall repair the defect before re
filling the tank.

(c) Owners and operators that use a
closed-vent system in accordance with
the provisions of §63.693 of this subpart
shall meet the follOWing inspection and.
monitoring requirements:

(1) Each closed-vent system that is
used to comply with §63.693(c)(l)(i) of
this subpart shall be inspected and
monitored in accordance with the fol
lowing requirements:

(i) At initial startup, the owner or
operator shall monitor the closed-vent
system components and connections
using the procedures specified in
§63.694(k) of this subpart to dem
onstrate that the closed-vent system
operates with no detectable orga.nic
emissions.

(li) After initial startup, the owner or
operator shall inspect and monitor the
closed-vent system as follows:

(A) Closed-vent system joints, seams,
or other connections that are perma·
nently or semi-permanently sealed
(e.g., a welded joint between two sec
tions of hard piping or a bolted and
gasketed ducting flange) shall be vis
ually inspected at least once pcr year
to check for defects that could result
in air emissions. The owner or operator
shall monitor a component or connec
tion using the procedures specified in
§63.694(k) of this subpart to dem
onstrate that it operates with no de
tectable organic emissions following
any time the component is repaired or
replaced (e.g., a section of damaged
hard piping is replaced with new hard
piping) or the connection is unsealed
(e.g., a llange is unbolted).
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(B) Closed-vent system components
or connections other than those speci
fied in paragraph (c)(l)(ii)(A) of this
section, shall be monitored at least
once per year using the procedures
specified in §63.694(k) of this subpart to
demonstrate that components or con
nections operate with no detectable or
ganic emissions.

(e) The continuous monitoring sys
tem required hy § 63.693(b)(4)(1) shall
monitor anti record ei ther an instant.a
neous data value at If:ast once every 15
minutes 01 an average value for inter'·
vala of 15 minutes or less.

(D) The owner or operator shall vis
ually inspect the seal or closure mech
anism required by §63.693(c)(2)(ii) at
least once every month to verify that
the bypass mechanism is maintained in
the closed posi tion.

(iii) In the event that a defect or leak
is detected, the owner or operator shall
repair the defect or lea.k in accordance
with the requirements of paragraph
(c)(3) of this section.

(iv) The owner or operator shall
maintain a record of the inspection and
monitoring in accordance with the re
quirements specified in § 63.696 of this
subpart.

(2) Each closed-vent system that is
used to comply with §63.693(c)(l)(ii) of
this subpart shall be inspected and
monitored in accordance with the fol
lowing requirements:

(i) The closed-vent system shall be
visually inspected by the owner or op
erator to check for defects that could
result in air emissions. Defects include,
but are not limitcd to, visible cracks,
holes, or gaps in ductwork or piping;
loose connections; or broken or missing
caps or other closure devices.

(ill The owner or operator must per
form an initial inspection following in
stallation of the closed-vent system.
Thereafter, the owner or operator must
perform the inspections at least once
every calendar year except as provided
for in paragraph (f) of this section.

(iii) In tbe event that a defect is de
tected, the owner or operator shall re
pair the defect in accordance with the
requirements of paragraph (c)(3) of this
section.

(iv) The owner or operator shall
maintain a record of the inspection in
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accordance with the requirements spec
ified in §63.696 of this sUbpart.

(3) The owner or operator shall repair
all detected defects as follows:

(i) The owner or operator shall make
first efforts at repair of the defect no
later than 5 calendar days after detec
tion and repair shall be completed as
soon as possible but no later than 45
calendar days afLer detection.

(ii) Repair of a defect may be delayed
beyond 45 calendar days jf either of the
conditions specified in pamgraph
(c)(3)(ii)(A) or (c)(3)(il)(B) occurs. In
this case. the owner or operator must
repair the defect the next time the
process or unit that vents to the
closed-vent system is shutdown. Repair
of the defect must be completed before
the process- or unit resumes operation.

(A) Completion of the repair is tech
nically infeasible wi thou t the shu t
down of the process or unit that vents
to the closed-vent system.

(B) The owner or operator determines
that the air emissions resulting from
the repair of the defect within the spec
ified period would be greater than the
fugitive emissions likely to result by
delaying the repair until the next time
the process or unit that vents to the
closed-vent system is shutdown.

(iii) The owner or operator shall
maintain a record of the defect repair
in accordance with the requirements
specified in §63.696 of this subpart.

(d) Owners and operators that use a
transfer system equipped with a cover
in accordance with the provisions of
§63.689(c)(1)of this subpart shall meet
the following inspection requirements:

(1) The cover and its closure devices
shall be Visually inspected by the
owner or operator to check for defects
that could result in air emissions. De
fects include. but are not limited to,
visible cracks, holes, or gaps in the
cover sections or between the cover
and its mounting; broken, cracked. or
otherwise damaged seals or gaskets on
closure devices; and broken or missing
hatches. access covers, caps, or other
closure devices. In the case when a
transfer system is bUried partially or
entirely underground, inspection is re
quired only for those portions of the
cover that extend to or above the
ground surface. and those connections
that are on such portions of the cover
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(e.g., access hatches. etc.) and can be
opened to the atmosphere.

(2) The owner or operator must per
form an initial inspection following in
stallation of the cover. Thereafter. the
owner or operator must perform the in
spections at least once every calendar
year except as provided for in para
graph (f) of this section.

(3) In the event that a defect is de
tected. the owner or operator shall re
pair the defect in accordance with the
requirements of paragraph (d)(5) of this
sectIon.

(4) The owner or operator shall main
tain a record of the inspection in ac
coruance wi th the requirements speci
fied in § 63.696 of this subpart.

(.'»The owner or operator shall repair
all detected defects as follows:

(i) The owner or operator shall make
first efforts at repair of the defect no
later than 5 calendar days after detec
tion and repair shall be completed as
soon as possible but no later than 45
calendar days after detection except as
prOVided in paragraph (dX5)(ii) of this
section.

(ii) Repair of a defect may be delayed
beyond 45 calendar days if the owner or
operator determines that repair of the
defect requires emptying or temporary
removal from service of the transfer
system and no alternative transfer sys
tem is available at the site to accept
the material normally handled by the
system. In this case, the owner or oper
ator shall repair the defect the next
time the process or unit that is gener
ating the material handled by the
transfer system stops operation. Repair
of the defect must be completed before
the process or unit resumes operation.

(iii) The owner or operator shall
maintain a record of the defect repair
in accordance With the requirements
specified in §63.696 of this SUbpart.

(e) Control device monitoring require
ments. For each control device required
under §63.693 of this subpart to be mon
itored in accordance with the provi
sions of this paragraph (e), the owner
or operator must ensure that each con
trol device operates properly by moni
toring the control device in accordance
with the requirements specified in
paragraphs (e)(1) through (e}(7) of this
section.
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(1) A continuous parameter moni
toring system must be used to measure
the operating parameter or parameters
specified for the control device in
§63.693(d) through §63.693(g) of this sub
part as applicable to the type and de
sign of the control device. The contin
uous parameter monitoring system
must meet the following specifications
and requirements:

0) The continuous parameter moni
toring system must measure cithcr an
instantaneous value at least once every
15 minu tes or an average value for in
tervals of ]5 minutes or less and can·
tinuously record either:

(A) Each measured data value: or
(B) Each block average value for eaeh

I-hour period or shorter periods cal
culated from all measured data values
during each period. ]f values are meas·
ured more frequently t.han once per
minute, a single value for each minute
may be used t.o calCUlate the hourly (or
shorter period) block average instead
of all measured values.

(ii) The monitoring system must be
installed, calibrated, operated, and
maintained in accordance with the
manufacturer's specifications or other
written procedures that provide rea
sonable assurance that the monitoring
equipment is operating properly.

(2) Using the data recorded by the
moni taring system, the owner or oper
ator must calculate the daily average
value for each monitored operating pa
rameter for each operating day. If oper
ation of tbe control device is contin
uous, the operating day is a 24-hour pe
riod. If control device operation is not
continuous, the operating day is the
total number of hours of control device
operation per 24-hour period. Valid
data points must be available for 75
percent of the operating hours in an
operating day to compute the daily av
erage.

(3) For each monitored operating pa
rameter, the owner or operator must
establ1sh a minimum operating param
eter value or a maximum operating pa
rameter value, as appropriat>e, to define
the range of conditions at which the
control device must be operated to con
tinuously achieve the appl1cable per
formance requirements specified in
§63.693(b)(2) of this subpart. Each min
imum or maximum operating param-
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cter value must be established in ac
cordance with the requirements in
paragraphs (e)(3)(i) and (e)(3)(1i) of this
section.

(i) If the owner or operator conducts
a performance test to demonstrate con
trol device performance, then the min
imum or maximum operating param
et.er value must be established based on
values measured during the perform
ance test and supplemented. as nee·
essaI·y. by the Gontrol device design
<,pecifirations. manufacturer rec
ommendations. or other applicable in
formation.

(it) H the owner or operator uses a
control device design analysis to dem
onstrate control device performance.
then the minimum or maximum oper
ating parameter value must. be estab
lished based on the control device de
sign analysis and supplemented. as nec
essary, by the control device manufac
turer recommendations or other appli
cable information.

(4) An excursion for a given control
device is determined to have occurred
when the moni toring data or lack of
monitoring data result in anyone of
the criteria specified in paragraphs
(e)(4)(i) through (e)(4)(ii1) of this sec
tion being met. When multiple oper
ating parameters are monitored for the
same control device and during the
same operating day more than one of
these operating parameters meets an
excursion criterion specified in para
graphs (e)(4)(i) through (e)(4)(i11) of this
section, then a single excursion is de
termined to have occurred for the con
trol device for that operating day.

(1) An excursion occurs when the
daily average value of a monitored op
erating parameter is less than the min
imum operating parameter limit (or, if
applicable, greater than the maximum
operating parameter limit) established
for the operating parameter in accord
ance with the requirements of para
graph (e)(3) of this section.

(ii) An excursion occurs when the pe
riod of control device operation is 4
hours or greater· in an operating day
and the monitoring data are insuffi·
cient to constitute a val1d hour of data
for at least 75 percent of the operating
hours. Monitoring data are insufficient
to constitute a valid hour of data if
measured values are unavailable for
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any of the IS-minute periods within the
hour.

(iii) An excursion occurs wben tbe pe
riod of control device operation is less
than 4 hours in an operating day and
more than I of the hours during the pe
riod does not constitute a valid hour of
data due to insufficient monitoring
data. Monitoring data are insufficient
to constitute a valid hour of data if
measured values are unavailable for
any of the I5-minute perio(ls within the
hour.

(5) For each excursiur•. except ,1.5 pro
vided for in paragraph(c)(6) of this sel;
tion, the owner or operator shall be
deemed to have failed to have applieLl
control in a manner that achieves the
required operatJDg parameter limits.
Failure-Lo-achieve' the required opel'"
ating parameter limits is a violation of
this standard.

(6) An excursion is not a violation of
this standard under anyone of the con·
ditions specified in paragraphs (e)(6)(i)
and (e)(6)(ii) of this section.

(i) An excursion is not a violation nor
does it count toward the number of ex
cused excursions a.llowed under para
graph (e)(6)(ii) of this section wben the
excursion occurs during anyone of the
follOWing periods:

(A) During a period of startup, shut
down, or malfunction when the affected
facility is operated during such period
in accordance with §63.6(e)(1); or

(B) During periods of non-operation
of tbe unit or the process tbat is vent
ed to tbe control device (resulting in
cessation of HAP emissions to which
the monitoring applies).

(it) For each control device. one ex
cused excursion is allowed per semi·
annual period for any reason. The ini·
tial semiannual period is the 6-month
reporting period addressed by the first
semiannual report submitted by the
owner or operator in accordance with
§63.697(b)(4) of this subpart.

(7) Nothing in paragraphs (e)(1)
through (e)(6) of this section shall be
construed to allow or excuse a moni
toring parameter excursion caused by
any activity that violates other appli
cable provisions of this subpart.

(f) Alternative inspection and moni·
tOTing interval. Following the initial in
spection and monitoring of a piece of
air pollution control equipment in ac-
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cordance with the applicable provisions
of this section. subsequent inspection
and monitoring of the equipment may
be performed at intervals longer than 1
year when an owner or operator deter
mines that performing tbe required in
spection or monitoring procedures
would expose a worker to dangerous,
hazardous, or otberwise unsafe condi
tions and the owner or operator com
plies with the requirements specified in
paragraphs (D( 1) and !D(2) of this sec
tion.

0) Tile owner or operator must pre
pare and maintain at the plant site
written documentation identifying the
specific air pollution control equip
ment designated as "unsafe to inspect
and moni tor." The documentation
must include for each piece of air pol
lution control equipment designated as
such a written explanation of the rea
sons why the equipment is unsafe to in
spect or monitor using the applicable
procedures under this section.

(2) The owner or operator must de
velop and implement a written plan
and schedule to inspect and monitor
the air pollution control equipment
using the applicable procedures speci
fied in this section during times when
a worker can safely access the air pol
lution control equipment. Tbe required
inspections and monitoring must be
performed as frequently as practicable
but do not need to be performed more
frequently than the periodic schedule
that would be otherwise applicable to
the air pollution control equipment
under the provisions of this section. A
copy of the written plan and schedule
must be maintained at the plant site.

(64 FR 38977, July 2(1. 1999. as amended at 68
FR 37352. June 23, 2003; 71 FR 20457, Apr. 20,
2006J

§ 63.696 Recordkeeping requirements.

(a) The owner or operator subject to
this SUbpart shall comply with the rec
ordkeeping requirements in §63.l0
under 40 CFR 63 subpart A-General
Provisions that are applicable to this
subpart as specified in Table 2 of this
subpart.

(b) The owner or operator of a con
trol device subject to this subpart shall
maintain the records in accordance
with the requirements of 40 CFR 63.10
of this part.
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(c) [Reserved]
(d) Each owner or operator using an

internal floating roof to comply with
the tank control requirements speci
fied in §63.685(e) of this subpart or
using an external floating roof to com
ply with the tank control requirements
specified in §63.685(O of this subpart
shall prepare and maintain the fol
lowing records:

(ll Documentation nescribing the
floating roof design ann thc dimensions
of the tank.

(2) A record for cach imipection re
quired by §63.695(b) of this subpart, as
applicable to the tank. that includes
the following information: a tank iden
tification number (or othe- r unique
identification description as selected
by the owner or operator) and the date
of inspection.

(3) The owner or operator shall
record for each defect detected during
inspections required by §63.695(b) of
this subpart the following information:
the location of the defect, a description
of the defect, the date of detection, and
corrective action taken to repair the
defect. In the event that repair of the
defect is delayed in accordance with
the provisions of §63.695(b)(1) of this
section. the owner or operator shall
also record the reason for the delay and
the date that completion of repair of
the defect is expected.

(1) Owners and operators that use a
tank equipped with an external float
ing roof in accorda.nce with the provi
sions of §63.685(f) of this subpart shall
prepare and maintain records for each
seal gap inspection required by
§63.695(b) describing the results of the
seal gap measurements. The records
shall include the date of that the meas
urements are performed, the raw data
obtained for the measurements. and
the calculations of the total gap sur
face area. In the event that the seal
gap measurements do not conform to
the specifications in §63.695(b) of this
subpart. the records shall include a de
scription of the repairs that were
made, the date the repairs were made,
and the date the separator was
emptied. if necessary.

(e) Each owner or operator using a
fixed roof to comply with the tank con
trol requirements specified in §63.685(g)

§63.696

of this subpart shall prepare and main
t.ain the follOWing records:

(1) A record for each inspection re
quired by §63.695(b) of this subpart. as
applicable to the tank. that includes
the following information: a tank iden
tification number (or other unique
identification description as selected
by the owner or operator) and the date
of inspection.

(2) The owner or operat.or shall
record for each defect detected during
inspect.ions required by § 63.695Ib) of
Lhis suupart thc following information:
Lhe location of Lhe defecL, a description
of the defect. the date of detection. and
corrective action taken to repair the
cjpfp('\. In t·h£' "vpnt. t.hrH· repair of thp
defect is delayed in accordance with
the provisions of § 63.695(b)(4) of this
section, the owner or operawr shall
also record the reason for the delay and
the date that completion of repair of
the defect. is expected.

(f) Each owner or operator using an
enclosure to comply with the tank con
trol requirements specified in § 63.685(i)
of this subpart shall prepare and main
tain records for the most recent set of
calculations and measurements per
formed by the owner or operator to
verify that the enclosure meets the cri
teria of a pennanent total enclosure as
specified in "Procedure T-Criteria for
and Verification of a Permanent or
Temporary Total Enclosure" under 40
CFR 52.711, Appendix B.

(g) An owner or operator shall record,
on a semiannual basis. the information
specified in paragraphs (g)(l) and (g)(2)
of this section for those planned rou
tine maintenance operations t.hat
would require the control device not to
meet the requirements of §63.693(d)
through (h) of this subpart, as applica
ble.

(1) A description of the planned rou
tine maintenance that is anticipated to
be performed for the control device
during the next 6 months. This descrip
tion shall include the type of mainte
nance necessary•.planned frequency of
maintenance, and lengths of mainte
nance periods..

(2) A description of the planned rou
tine maintenance that was perfonned
for the control device during the pre
vious 6 months. This description shall
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include the type of maintenance per
formed and the total number of hours
during these 6 months that the control
device did not meet the requirement of
§63.693 (d) through (h) of this subpart,
as applicable, due to planned routine
maintenance.

(h) An owner or operator shall record
the information specified in paragraphs
(h)(1) through (h)(3) of this section for
those unexpected control dcvice s.vs
tern malfunctions that would r"quirp
the control device not to meet the re
quirements of §63.o93 (d) through Ih) of
this subpart. as applicable.

(1) The occun-ence and duration of
each malfunction of the control device
system.

(2) The duration of each period dur
inga- -malfunction when gases. vapors.
or fumes are vented from the waste
management unit through the closed
vent system to the control device while
the control device is not properly func
tioning.

(3) Actions taken during periods of
malfunction to restore a malfunc
tioning control device to its normal or
usual manner of operation.

§ 63.697 Reporting requirements.

(a) Each owner or operator of an af
fected source subject to this subpart
must comply with the notification re
quirements specified in paragraph
(a)(1) of this section and the reporting
requirements specHied In paragraph
(a)(2) of this section.

(1) The owner or operator of an af
fected source must submit notices to
the Administrator in accordance with
the applicable notification require
ments in 40 CFR 63.9 as specified in
Table 2 of this subpart. For the purpose
of this subpart, an owner or operator
subject to the initial notification re
quirements under 40 CFR 63.9(b)(2)
must submit the required notification
on or before October 19, 1999.

(2) The owner or operator of an af
fected source must submit reports to
the Administrator in accordance with
the applicable reporting requirements
in 40 CFR 63.10 as specified in Table 2 of
this subpart.

(b) The owner or operator of a con
trol device used to meet the require
ments of §63.693 of this subpart shall

40 CFR Ch. I (7-1-07 Edition)

submit the following notifications and
reports to the Administrator:

(1) A Notification of Performance
Tests specified in §63.7 and §63.9(g) of
this part,

(2) Performance test reports specified
in §63.1O(d)(2) of this part, and

(3) Startup, shutdown, and malfunc
tion reports specified in §63.1O(d)(5) of
this part.

(i) If actions taken by an owner or
operator f1uring a startup, shutdown, or
malfunction of an affected source (in
cluding actions taken to correct a mal
[unction) are not completely consistent
with the procedures specified in the
source's startup. shutdown, and mal
function plan specified in §63.6(e)(3) of
this part. the owner or operator shall
state such information ill-t.he report.
The startup. shutdown. or malfunction
report shall consist of a letter, con
taining the name, title, and signature
of the responsible official who is certi
fying its accuracy, that shall be sub
mitted to the Administrator, and

(1i) Separate startuP. shutdown, or
malfunction reports are not required if
the information is included in the SUill

mary report speCified in paragraph
(b)(4) of this section.

(4) A summary report specified in
§63.10(e)(3) of this part shall be sub
mitted on a semiannual basis (I.e., once
every 6-month period). The summary
report must include a description of all
excursions as defined in §63.695(e) of
this subpart that have occurred during
the 6-month reporting period. For each
excursion caused when the daily aver
age value of a monitored operating pa
rameter is less than the minimum op
erating parameter limit (or, 1f applica
ble, greater than the maximum oper
ating parameter limit). the report
must include the daily average values
of the monitored parameter, the appli
cable operating parameter limit, and
the date and duration of the period
that the exceedance occurred. For each
excursion caused by lack of monitoring
data, the report must include the date
and duration of period when the moni
toring data were not collected and the
reason why the data were not col
lected.

(c) Each owner or operator using an
internal floating roof or external float
ing roof to comply with the Tank Level
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2 cont.rol requirements specified in
§63.6B5(d) of t.his subpart. shall notify
the Administrator in advance of each
inspection required under §63.695(b) of
this sUbpart to provide the Adminis
trator with the opportunity to have an
observer present during the inspection.
The owner or operator shall notify the
Administrator of the dat.e and location
of the inspection as follows:

(l) Prior to each inspection to meas·
ure external Doat.ing roof seal gaps as
required under §63.695(b) of this suh
part, wri tten notification shaH be pre
pared and sent by the owner or oper
ator so that it is received by the Ad
ministrator at least 30 calendar days
before the date the measurements are
scheduied to be perfonlled.

(2) Prior to each visual inspection of
an internal Doating roof or external
floating roof in a tank that has been
emptied and degassed, written notifica·
tion shall be prepared and sent by the
owner or operator so that it is received
by the Administrator at least 30 cal
endar days before refilling the tank ex·
cept when an inspection is not planned
as provided for in paragraph (c)(3) of
this section.

(3) When a visual inspection is not
planned and the owner or operator
could not have known about the in
spection 30 calendar days before refin
ing the tank, the owner or operator
shall notify the Administrator as soon
as possible, but no later than 7 cal
endar days before refilling of the tank.
This notification may be made by tele
phone and immediately followed by a
written explanation for why the inspec
tion is unplanned. Alternatively, writ
ten notification, including the expla
nation for the unplanned inspection.
may be sent so that it is received by
the Administrator ·at least 7 calendar
days before refilling the tank.

[61 FR 34158, July I, 1996. as amended at 64
FR 38981. July 20. 1999)
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§ 63.698 Implementation and enforce
ment.

(a) This subpart can be implemented
and enforced by the U.S. EPA. or a del
egated authority such as the applicable
State. local, or Tribal agency. If the
U.S. EPA Administrator has delegated
authority to a State, local, or Tribal
agency. then that agency. in addition
to the U.S. EPA. has the authority to
implement and enforce this subpart.
Contact the applicablc U.S. EPA Re
gional Office to fintl out jf this subpart
is delegated to a State. local. or Tribal
agency.

(b) Tn delegating implementation and
enforcement authority of this subpart
tv .;, St.at(;. ~GcaL OJ" rrribal agtncy
under suhpart E of this part. the au
thori ties contained in paragraph (c) of
this section are retained by the Admin
istrator of U.S. EP}\. and cannot be
transferred to the State, local, or Trib
al agency.

(c) The authorities that cannot be
delegated to State, local. or Tribal
agencies are as specified in paragraphs
(c)(l) through (4) of this section ..

(1) Approval of alternatives to the re
Quirements in §§ 63.680, 63.683 through
63.691, and 63.693. Where these stand
ards reference another subpart. the
cited provisions will be delegated ac
cording to the delegation provisions of
the referenced subpart.

(2) Approval of major alternatives to
test methods under §63.7(e)(2)(ii) and
(I), as defined in §63.90, and as required
in this SUbpart.

(3) Approval of major alternatives to
monitoring under §63.8(f), as defined in
§63.90. and as required in this subpart.

(4) Approval of maior alternatives to
rccordkeeping and reporting under
§63.1O(f), as defined In §63.90, and as re
quired In this subpart.

[68 FR 37352. June 23, 20031

TABLE 1 TO SUBPART DD OF PART 63-LIsT OF HAZARDOUS AIR POLLUTANTS (HAP)
FOR SUBPART DD

CAS No.· Chemical name

75-07-{) Acetaldehyde . .
75-0>-8 Acetonitrile . ..
91l-8&-2 . ..• Acetophenone ..........................•...................
t07-{)2-8 ......•..................... Acrolein . . . .
107-13-1 ......................•....• Acrylonitrila . .
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0.314
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CAS No.· Chemical name

40 CFR Ch. I (7-H)] Edition)

107-05--1 ........•.....
71-43-2 ..•........•
9lHl7-7 ..........•..
1lXJ-44.-7 .
llZ-52-4 .
542-88--1 .
75--25--2 ............•................
106-99-0 .•.........
75--15-0 ....•.
56-23-5 .....
43-58--1 .
133-90--4 ..
106-90-7.
67-66-3
107-30-2
126-99-8 ...
98-82~

94-75--7
334-88-3
132-64-9
96-12~ .
106-46-7
107-06-2
111-44-4.
542-75--6 .
;9-44-7 .
64-{)7-5.
77-71!>-1.
121-69-7
51-28-5 .
121-14--2 .
123--91-1
106--8~ .
106--88-7 .........•...
14~8-5 .....•.....•.......•.......
100-41-4.
75--OG-3 .
106-93-4 ........••..................
107-06-2 .
151-56-4 .
75--21-8 .
75--34--3 .

Allyl chlorido . .
Benzene (inc1udes benzene in gasoline)
Benzotrichloride (isomers and mixture) . _ .
Benzyl chloride .. ..
Biphenyl.
Bis(chloromethyt)ether D

Bromo'onn .
1.3-Butadiene .
Carbon disulfide ....
Carbon teUachloooe .
Cart>onyf sulfide
Chloramben
Chlorobenzene-
Chloroform
Chloromelhyl meThyl ether b
Chloroprene
Cumene
2.4-D. salts. and esters
Dialomerhane (
Dibenlofurans
1.2-Dibromo-3-chloropropane
1.4-DlChlolobenzene(p)
pichloroetharl9' (E!llyleneChctlIOnde)
Dlcht.oroelhyt elhel jOlsI2-ehlorc-erhyl emer)
1.3-0k:h.ofOpropene
Dimethyl carbamoyl chloride <

Diethvl SUlfate
Dimethyl sui late
N.N-Oimelhylanihne
2,4·DinUrophfi)nol
2.4-Din'trotoluene ....
l,4-();oxane (1.4-Dielhy~e-neo)(ide)..
Epichlorohyclrin (1-ehloro-2.3-epoxypropane)
1,2·EpoxybulBne
Ethyl acrylate '"
Ethyl benzene .
Ethyl chloride (Chloroelhane)
Ethytene dibromide (Dibromoethane)
Ethylene dichloride (1.2-Dichloroethane) ...
Ethylene imine (Aziridine) .
E.hyIene 0.100 .
Ethylidane dichloride (1.1-Dichloroethane)
Glycol ethers d thaI have a Henry's law constant value equal 10 OJ greater rhan

0.1 YIX (1.Bx10-" atTn/gm--molelrrf1) ar 25"C.
118-74--1 Hexachlorobenzene ...
87-68-3 _..__ ._ . Hexachlorobuladiene "'.
67-72-1 _ Hexachloroethane .
110-54-3 .. .•.......•.. .•..... Hexane .
76-59-1 _....... Isopholone .
56-89-9.__ Lindane (all isomers) .
67-56-1 Ma.honol .
74-83-9 _.. Methyl bromide (Bromomethane)
74-87-3 _....... Methyl chtoride (Choromethan-e) .
71-55-6 _ Methyl chloroform (1,t,l·Trichloroethane) .
78-93-3............................. Methyl ethv' kolone 12·ButanoneJ
74--88-4 Methyl iodide llodomelhano) .
108-10-1......... . MothV' isobutyl kelone (Ho.one).
624-83-9 Methyl isocyanate .
80-62--6 .........•.........•.•....... Methyl methacrylale .
1634--04-4 .. ... Methyl lert butyl ether
75-09-2 Methylene chtoride (Dichlorome!hane) ..
91-20-3 Naphthalene ....•............
98-95--3 Nitrobenzene .......•.................
79-4~9 2-Ni1ropropane .
82-68-8 . Penlachloronilrooenzene (Ouinlobenzene)
87-86-5 Pentachlorophenol _ .
75-44-5 .•.. ...•........... Phosgene' _...................•.....
123-38-6 Propionaldehyde .....•.•....•...............................
78-87-5 .•............................ Propylen. dichloride (1.2-Dichlo,opropane)
75--56-9 ...........•.•................ Propv!on& oxide .....
75--55-8.................. 1.2-Propylenlmlne (2-Methyl aziridine) .
100-42-5 .................•.......... Styrene .
96-09-3 ..........••.................. Slyreno o.lde . .
79-34-5 1.t.2.2-Tetrachloroerhane .
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1.000
1.000
0.956
1.000
0.86'
0.999
0.996
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.633
1.000
'.000
1.000
'.000
1.000
0.167
0.999
0.967
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.757
1.000
0150
0.0025
0.086
0.0008
o.oon
0.0848
0.869
0.939
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.999
1.000
0.867
1.000
1.000
~)

0.97
0.86
0.499
1.000
0.506
1.000

0.855
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.990
1.0001
0.9796
1.000
0.916
1.000
1.000
0.99'
0.39'
0.989
0.839
0.0898
1.000
0.999
1.000
1.000
0.945
1.000
0.830
0.999
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CAS No· Chem'cal 'lame
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f~305

127-18-4 ..._...
lOEHl6-3 ........•
95--53-4 .
120-82-1.
71-55-{; .
7!HlO-5 .
79-{Jl~ .
95-9S-4
8~2.

121-44·8
5<!D--84- I
108-0~

S93·60- 2
75--01--4

75-35--4
133D--2D-7
95--47~

l08-3a.-.3
106-42-3 ..

Telrachloroethytena (Perchloroelhylene)
Toluene
0-Toluidine .__.....
l,2.4-TridlJorooonz909 _
1,1.1-TriChloroethane (Methyl ChIOffonn)
1,1.2-TriChlolOelhane (VinyltrichJoride)
Trichloroethylene
2.4.5--TriChlorOjlhenol
2,4.&-TridllorOjlhenol
Trlelhylamine
2'.2.4-Tnmelhyioentane .
VInyl acetate
VInyl bromide
Vinyl chlor'de
Vinyhdene c.hlonde (l,l-Dichloloelhyleoc)
Xylenes (isomers ana mix!ure)
Q-Xylene5-
m Xylenes
p·Xyleoes

1000
1.000
0.1S2
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.108
0.132
1.000
1.000
1000
1.000
1000
1.1'00
1000
1000
1000
1000

NOlES:
f.•. :-' ..' ::- Method 30~ fract,(Y.l measure factor
a. CAS numbers reter 10 the Chemical Abstracts ServICes ceQJslry number aSSigned ro speClhc. compounos. Isomers. or mL:ll.-

tures 01 compounds
b. Denotes a HAP thai hyorolyzes QUH::kJy in warer. but [oe hyarolysis prOQuCIs. are also HAP chemicals
c. Denotes a HAP thai may react violently wim water, eJlercise caushc i~ an elfpecleo analyte
d. Denotes a HAP that hyc!fOtyzes sJow)y In water
e The I....\11." facto,.s. for s.ome of the more common gtyCIJI ethers cC'n bf" t)~~lnE"n ~y t::Mtachll9 the Was'e anlj CnetTHCal Proc

esses Group, Olhce 01 AIr Quality Planning and $landards. Research Trian91e Park. NC 27711.

[64 FR 38981, July 20. I999J

TABLE 2 TO SUBPART DD OF PART 6~APPLICABILITYOF PARAGRAPHS IN SUBPART
A OF THIS PART 6~GENERALPROVISIONS TO SUBPART DD

Subpart A reference

63.1(a)(l) ..
63. 1(a)(2) .
63.1 (a)(3) .
63.1(a)(4) .

63.1(a)(5)-S3.1(a)(9) ...
63. I (a)(10)
63.1(a)(11)
63. I (a)(12)
63. l(a)(13) ..
63~ 1(8)(14) .
63.1(b)(1)
631(b)(2) ...
63.1(b)(3)
63.1(c)(l)
63. 1(c)(2)
63. 1(c)l3)
631(c)(4) .
63.1(c)(5)

631(d) .
63. 1(e) _ .
63.2 .......•............

63.3 ...
63.4{a)(I)-S3.4(a)(3) ...
63.4(a)(4) .....
63.4{a)(5) ..
634{b) ~ .
63.4(C) .
63.5(a)(1} .

63.5(a)(2) .
63.5(b)(1) .
63.5(b)(2) ..
63.5(b)(3)

Yes
Yes
Yes
1-10

1-10
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yas
No
Yes
1-10
1-10
1-10
,"0

Yes
Yes

No
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
1-10
Yes

Applies to Subpart DO Explanation

SubpaJI DD (thIS lable) spe<;ifies awllcablily 0' each para
graph in suopart A 10 SUbpart OD.

SUbpart DO specifies lIs own applicability.

Subpart DO expliciUy specifies requlremenls ~hat apply.
Area sources are not subtect 10 sUbpan 00_

beept that sources a.e not required to submit nDtiHcations
overriddera by this table.

§63.6S1 of subpart DO spec~ies thai iflhe sarne \afm ;s de
fined .. subparts A and DO. it shell have the meenlng
given ;n subpart DO.

Reserved.

Except replace term "source" and ·'Slationary source" in
§63.5(a)(1) of sUbpart A with ··affected source."

ReselVod.
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Subpart A reh»ence Applies to SubpaJt DO Expfaoarton

63.6(b)(2) No
636(b)(3) Yes
6361bi(4) . No

53.6(1) :....... Yes
63.6\i) ..........................•........ Yes
63.7(a)(I) No

63.6(1)(2)(111) (A), (R), and (e).. Yes
63.6(1)(2)(0;) (0) ..•...•..........•.....• No
53.6(1)(2)(1v) Yes
63.6(1)(2)(v) .........•.................... Yes
63.6(1)(3) . Yes
63.6(g) Yes
63.6{h) .........•.. No

63.7(0)(2) . .....•............ Yes
63.7(0)(3) Yes
53.7Ib) .........................•............ No
63.1(e) No
63.7(d) Yes
53.1(e)(l) Yes
53.7(e)(2) Yes
63.7(a)(3) No
63.1(e)(4) Yas
63.7(1) ....................•..•............... No Subpart DO specifies applicable methods and provkSes atter

natives.

Subpart DO specifies tesl methods and procedures.

Except the cross-,efeJence to §63.9{b) is Changed to
§63.9Ib)(4) and (:'). Subpart DO overrides §63.9tb)(2) and
(bl(3)

Subpart 00 does not require opacity and visible emission
standards.

Excepr fo' § 63.6(i)( t:'), which is re.elVed.

Subpan DO specifies the use 01 monitoring data in deter
mining compliance with subpart DO.

Subpart DD specifies required lesting and compliance demo
onstrahon procedLJres_

MClY apply when. 5landards. are proposed unOer secnoo 112'(t)
of !he Clean Air ACT

§63697 of suopart DO mdlKles noriticafion requlfemenls

Subpart 00 speCllles. compliance dales 101 s.ources sub}eel 10
s.ubpart 00

Reserved

I §63 680 o~ subpan 00 s.pecif1es Ihe compliance date

Yes

635(b)(5) ... Yes
63.5(b)(6) Yes
63.5(c) No
63.5(d)(I)(i) ..........•.................. Yes
63.5(d)(I)(II).. Yes
635(d)(I)(ili) Yes
635(d)(2) . . No
635(d)(3) Yes
635(d)l4) . Yes
63.S(e) .... Yes
635(')( 1) Ve.
635(1)!2) Ves
63.6(0) Yes
53 6(b)(1) No

636(b)(5) No
63 6(b)(6) . No
63.6(b)(1) . No
636(c)(l) . No
63.6(c)(2}--63.6lc)(4) No
63.6(e)(5) . Yes
63.6(d) No
63.6{e) Yes
63.6(1)(1) Yes
63.6(1)(2)(1) Yes
63.6(1)(2)(11) Yes

63.5(bI(4) .

63.7(g) Yes
63.7(h)(I) Yes
63.7(h)(2) Yes
63.7(h)(3) Yes
63.7(h)(4) ...............................•.• No
63.7{h)(5) Yes
63.6(a) No
53.8(b)(I) Yes
63.8(b)(2) No
63.8(b)(3} Yes
63.8(c)(I)Q) Ya.
63.8Ie)(I)(II) Yes
63.6(e)\I)(IiI) .............•............... Yes
63.8(c)(2) Yes
63.8(c)(3) Yes
63.8(c)(4) No
63.8(c)(5Hl3.6(c)(B) No

Subpart DO specifies localions to conduct monitoling.

Subpa" DO speclfies moolloling Irequency
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Subpart A reference

63.8(d) .
63.8(e) .
63.8(f)(I) ..
63.8(1)(2)
63.8(1)(3) _..
63.80)14){i)
63.8(1)(4){ii) _ .
63.8(')(4){iii)
63.8(')(5)(i)
63.8(')(5)(")
63.8('){5)(i,i)
63.8(1)(6)
63.8(g)
63.9(.)
63.9(0)11)(,)
639(0)(1)(ii)
63.9(0)(2) .
639(0)(3)
63.9(0)(4) ..
639Ib\(5)
63.9(c) .
639(d)
63.9(e)
63.9(1) .
63·9(9) ..
63.9(h) .
63.9(1) .

63·90) .
63.10(., ..........•...•...•................
53.10(b)(l) ...........•....•......._ .
63.IO(b){2)(i) .
53.IO(b)(2){ii) .......•...................
63.10(b)(2){iii) .
63.IO(b){2)(Iv)
63.1 O(bj(2){v) .
53.1O(b)(2)(vi)-Qx) ...••.•.........
63.10(b)(2){xHxl) .
63.10(b)(2) (xii)-(xiv) .
53.IO(b)(3) .
63.10(0) .
63.10(d){l) .
63.10(d)(2) .
63.IO(d)(3) .
53.10(d)(4) .•.....•...•......•..•..........
63.IO(d)(5)(I) .....•.•...._ .
63.IO(d)(5)(U) .
63.10(e) .
63.10(1) , .
63.11-63.15 .

Applies to Subpan 00

No
No
Ves
Ves
Ves
Ves
Ves
No
Ves
No
Ves
Ves
Ves
Ves
Yes
No
Ves
No
Ves
Ves
Ves
Yes
Na
No
No
Ves
Ves
No
Ves
Ves
Ves
Ves
Na
Ves
Ves
Ves
Ves
Na
Ves
Na
Na
Ves
Na
Ves
Ves
Ves
Na
Ves
Vos

Explanation

-Wherever subpart A specifies "postmark." dales. 5ubmtttafs may be sent bV me;hods other than lhe U.S. MaR (e.g.. by tax or
courier). Submittats shall be sent by the specified dales. but 8 D05tmark is not required.

[64 FR 38983, July 20, 1999, as amended at 66 FR 1267, Jan. 8, 2001)

TABLE 3 TO SUBPART DD OF PART 63--TANK CONTROL LEVELS FOR TANKS AT
EXISTING AFFECTED SOURCES AS REQUIRED BY 40 CFR 63.685{B)(1)

T.nk design capacity (oubic melers) MaXimum HAP vapor pressure of off-site material
managed in tank Ikilopa5Cals)

Tank control
level

Design capad'y less 'han 75 m3 •.•...•...•.....•........•.•..• Maximum HAP vapor pressure less than 76.6 kPa .. ... Level ,.
Des~n capacity equal to or greater than 75 m~ and Maximum HAP vapor pressure less than 27.6 kPa . level ,.

!QSs than 151 m3.
Maximum HAP vapor pressure equal to or grealer Level 2.

th.n 27.6 kP•.
Des)gn capacity equal to or greater than 1St m3 ......•.. Maximum HAP vapor pressures less 'han 5.2 kPa Level ,.

Maximum HAP vapor pressure equal to or grealer Level 2.
than 5.2 kP•.
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pt. 63, Subpf. DO, TobIe 4 40 CFR Ch. I (7-1-07 Edition)

TABLE" TO SUBPART DD OF PART 63-TANK CONTROL LEVELS FOR TANKS AT NEW
AFFECTED SOURCES AS REQUIRED BY 40 CFR 63.685(B}(2)

Tank design capacity (cubic meters)

Design capacity less than 38 m3

Design capacity equal to or greater than 38 m3 and
less than 151 m3 .

Des-gn capacity equal 10 or greater fhan 1S1 m J

Maximum HAP vapOf p'essure of oN·site malerial
managed in tank (kilopascals)

Maximum HAP vapor pressure less than 76.6 kPa .. _..
Maximum HAP vapor pressure less than 13.1 kPa .

Maximum HAP vapOl pressure equal 10 or greater
rhan 13.1 "-Pa.

MaxImum HAP \/apor pressure Jess. than 0.7 kPa
Maxlmum HAP vapOl pressure ~Qual 10 or grealC'I

Ihan 0.7 kPa

Tank conlrol
level

levell.
lavell.

Level 2.

LQ'\Iel 1.
le\lel2

SUbpart EE-National Emission
Standards for Magnetic Tape
Manufacturing Operations

SOURCE: 59 FR 64596. Dec. 15, 1994. Ullless
othei'wise noled.

§63.701 Applicability.

(a) Except as specified in paragraph
(b) of this section. the provisions of
this subpart apply to:

(1) Each new and existing magnetic
tape manufacturing operation located
at a major source of hazardous air pol
lutant (HAP) emissions; and

(2) A magnetic tape manufacturing
operation for which the owner or oper
ator chooses to use the provisions of
§63,703(b) and (h) to obtain a Federally
enforceable limit on its potential to
emit HAP.

EXPLANATOR.Y NOTE: A reason the owner or
operator would make the choice described in
paragraph (a)(2) of this section is if the plant
site, without this !lmit, would be a major
source. The owner or operator could use this
limit, which would establlsh the potenlial to
emit from magnetic tape manufacturing op
erations. In conjunctIon with the potential
to emit from the other HAP emission points
at the stationary source. to be an area
source. Note, however, that an owner or op
erator is not required to use the provisions
In §63.703(b) and (h) to determine the poten
Ual to emit HAP from magnetic tape manu·
facturlng operatlons.

(b) This subpart does not apply to the
following:

(1) Research or laboratory facilities;
and

(2) Any coating operation that pro
duces a quantity of magnetic tape that
is 1 percent or less of total production
(in terms of total square footage coat
ed) from that coating operation in any
12-month period.

(e) The affected source subject to t.his
standard is the magnetic tape manu
facturing operation. as defined in
§ 63.702.

(d) An owner 01" operator of an exist
ing affected source subject to thc pro
visions of this subpart shall comply ac·
cording to the following schedule:

(1) Wi thin 3 years after the effective
date of the standard, if the owner or
operator is required to install a new
add-on air pollution control device to
meet the requirements of §63.703(c) or
(g); or

(2) Within 2 years after the effective
date of the standard. if a new add-on
air pollution control device is not
needed to comply with §63.703(c) or (g)
of these standards.

(e) The compliance date for an owner
or operator of a new affected source
subject to the provisions of this sub
part is immediately upon startup of
the affected source.

<D The provisions of this subpart
apply during periods of startup and
shutdown. and whenever magnetic tape
manufacturing operations are taking
place.

(g) Owners or operators of affected
sources subject to the provisions of
this subpart shall also comply with the
requirements of subpart A as identified
in Table I, according to the applica
bility of subpart A to such sources.

(h) In any title V permit for an af
fected source, all research or labora
tory facilities that are exempt from
the requirements of this subpart shall
be clearly identified.

§ 63.702 Definitions.

(a) All terms used in this subpart
that are not defined below have the
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COI\1ROL·l\1..I:THODS FOR: PA\'TD ROADS

PAVED HAUL ROADS

Ea:;~ paved haul road source must ~mj;: a: a ra~ equal to o=- less tban thar ciesignated, in tile atm::he':

emission calculation riocumentztion, as its comrolied emission rate bv utiiizing one of the contra!
metboill iiSted below:" APpiicable testing. monitor-info anc recordke;pingwil1-bc performeiL

Controll\1etbod I-Paved Road Washing

During any ci.ay that the paved haul road is utiiized, the paved road will be washed such that the

surface ioading that will result in the control emission rate in Table i wiU be mainLRined. If tile
nmbient 1J::mperature during the day is less than 35 degrees Fahrenheit, the fugitive dust controls wili
be postponed for that op::rating day. Further, if the daily precipitation .is greater than 0.1 in~hes, or
there is snow or ice cover, additional controls will not be required ro, the day.

T esting. Th~ :-ate and trequency ror washing will ix: cietermincci tnrough thc following quane=-j~·

l~s:~n~. 7c) d:r:ain tit:: n::c~~sz::'st:rfa~e ioao!Q;_ ti1~ ;~::iii~)' \\"lr \\'25[: th~ ~LJved haul ro2.C utiiizi:1~~_

~:;1(lv..'f. c?pi::arioD Llt~DSity (volum~ p~~ 2S='~ I E.r:c rC:2>:lrC to::: !im~ o~ 2.p~ji:::'2..QOrl. !\fr~j ,\V2.r::lll; L

rC:::::lermined limo- ~~rjDd.. tile faciiIty '.vil: colie~: i:. sillT:oic i:-cm L.~c D2\'::~ haUl roac! surfa::t te,

ce::ffi1lnC the cO:Juo[iec su,fa::e ioaciing of sij:. The arnoun: 0: tim:: ix:rwcen sao~les lila: a:nie\':::,

tn~ cesirec surface ioaciing will be tile SaI:1: ns the tim:: necessa:; ktween \>;asning

T::mpe;am~ reaDings at starrup of the facilir;'a"1d at I :00 p.m. I: be temperature a, srarrup i,
below 35"F, no watering will be utilized. Tne temperarure ·willaiso oCTecoraed at i:OO p.m. Ii
the temperature at 1:00 p.m. is below 35°F, nco wate:-ing will De utiiizeci ror the day. If either

reading: ~sults in temperarures above 35°F wate:- will be applied and the facility will record tne

date, tim:, method, and quantity of warer application. Lf the facility is operating at night,
temperatures will not be re-ch~ked if the 1:00 p.m. temp~rarure reading is below 35°F and ware,

sprays have not been utilized for tha~ day. Tnls is oe::aus:: it is unlikely that the temperature w:1!
rise t.'rroughout the nighttime hours ciue TO a hd: of sunlight ano radiative cooling or

Precipitation at startup of the facility and at 1:00 p.m. Pretipimion :onsidered will be that

precipitation collected by an onsile rain gauge ror the ciay in question. If pre::ipitalion is
occurring at starrup: but has not reached 0.1 incbes [0. the my, no watering will be utilized. The
precipitatior. will then be recorded at 1:00 p.m. 1: the precipitation at I:00 p.m. is above 0.1
inches, no watering will be utilized ro, the ciay. Otherwise, wale, will be appiied and the facility
will record the da~, time, method, and quantity ofwatcr appiication.; 0,

Snow 0, ice cover at starnlp and at 1:00 p.m. If snow 0:- ice cover exis!:S at sIamrp, no wat~.n§;

will be uriiizec.. Snow 0: ice cover will then be re.::orcied at 1:00 p.m. If there is snow or ice

coVer at 1:00 p,m.: no watering will be utilized fo:- the day. Otherwise, warer will be appiied wc
th= fa::iIrry wili r:::cord the ciate, time, memoli, aDe quanti'l' 0: wat::r appii:ation.

•

•

•



Reauiree records and the results of all monitoring. maintenance.. repairs, and ccrreclive a....'Lions if
~ , ., - ..

n~essa.), shall be mainrained on sire for a minimum period offtve (5) cOI1Se~urive years. To~s~

r~orcis shall be. clea:: and readily accessible to D~partment repr:::sen:a.tives .

• Contro~ ~ethOd 2 ~~ednCtion in, ~tilization . " ... ... .

Tne em lSSIOn5 calcUlatIons upon wmch the controlled emlSSlOn rates ere baseC!., IDQlCa.te tne maxuIJurr.
daiiy number.oftrucY..s that will travel on the haul road and the amount o~mi~ion control reqUired to

acb.iev~ the controlled emission~. If the facility ope:-at:es at a low ~aci"[y such that the a....~

un::.ontrolled emission. rate is bss than the potential controlled emission rate, additional control is no~

required..

Monitoring. To utilize this conn-ol method., the facility must record houriy haul truck rates for the

2.ssociated TOaL! segmeots indicating that the traffic volumes are low enough to oot require additional
contro~s to azhieve the controlled emission rates.

Recordkeeping. Records of the hourly haul truck rates will be recorded and maintained fo~ a periOD
0: ~ y~a::;_ Tt1~s~ r~corfu snaE De ~kar and readily accessible to DeDartm~r.t repr~SeDt2ITves.

•

•



COl\TROL M..ETHODS FOR UNPAVED ROAJ)S

U1'."'PAVED ROADS

::'ach unpay~d row sour::e must emit at a rate equal to or less than that designated as its controlied

-~-emission rae, in the attached emission cabuiation.in Tabi~ 1, by utiiiring on'e orfue control meth<5a.s
hsc::d b:1o"\\.. Applicable testing, monitoring, and recordkeeping will be perfonnec.

Control Method I -Haul Road Watering

During any day tnat the haul road is utilized. ',1,1lter will be applied to achieve the controlied emission

rare. If the-ambient temperature during the riay is less than 35 degrees Fahrenheit the fugitive dust
controls win be postponed for thm ope.ating riay. Furfuer, if the daily .precipitation is greater than 0, i
inches, or the~ is existing snow or i:::e cover, additional controls are not required ror the ciay.

}j~:!:.-.7:!na:;:J;; o.{R.are o..t,::;requ!!~;,' !: l-_ te~im:cal Inemo7"aDduIL r::garcimf; h:luj [Jao em!ssIQ~'

::~m[l2.red co~t""o! ~f:""iGien:y cete;-mincc: from te:;: Ga;:z wifr; esrirr.ates Dc.sed 0,1 :CP,~, guidance:

dO::!l8~[iL.-= ~ 8.J1C round rna: :h~ :::onrro: cffI::ien::y :.:a.r. b~ :.ai-:uialec ny u5ing_tb~ f0!i0\t..':~~ ~Cl:2j:;::

Wh~,~: C = i,.:'S-..aI::an~us control effi~iency(%j

M = ralio of controlled to uncontrolied surface moisture contents.

To obtain the. n~essaJ)' control measures, the haul road. surface materialro be controlied should ft,~

be sampled to aetermine the initial percent moiSUlre content of the road.. This value will be used to

determine "M" in the equation above. Tnen, the facility should water the baul road utilizing a knOv,'r)

appijcation ir.tensiry (volume per area) and record the time of appli::atioD..A...fu:, waiting e

pred~t~rmined u..-ne period, the facility wi!! re-sampl~ the haul road surface material to cieterrurr:e r.n~

residual perc::uc moisture content.. To determine "MOl, the facility will divide the residual percent
mois!W""e coment by the inITial percent moisture content. "MOl will then be inserred L."1to the equation
to ci::~rmine the control efficien:::::y, Toe amount of time between samples will be the same as the ri.'!le
necessaI}' berween water applications, Note that if the calcuia!ed control efficiency is higher or iO',).fe~

th..an required, adjustments can be made [0 the application intensity and time berween appiicatioil>:'.

To cietermine the· necessary application intensity and application frequency for each quarter oftne

year, t.estillg will be performed on a quarTerly basis ror the fLrSt year.

Reporting. Tne results ior this testing will be sUDmitted fo:- approval upon ::::;ompletion.

1 fu:visions to AP-4:! $e-..'""tion 13.2.2. "Unpaved KOa.ci.;," ::~A Ccntni!:t 6&-D-I-001. Warl; "'ssig:r~'Il~nlNo. I 1-03.
MRi frojc.:r No. 110130.1.003.

2 Conrrol of Clpcn rugitiv:: Dws: Source..; SPA ~ 50/2--&&-00&, S=ot..~b::r 199&.

•

•

•



•
Recordkeeping. On d.ays that the f:a.cility is in operation, ~e foHowing records will be maintained:

1. Tn~ time, Oat!:, travel d..istRn:::e,.and volume of each water appii:;arion to e<en haul roaC: 0:-

.. 1 empera:ture readings III stamIp of the fa.:::ility and at 1:00 p.m. Ifthe rempe:a..'1lre at SW'Ulp is
below 35°F, no vlatering will be utilized. The temperatnre ""ill also be record.ed. a.: 1:00 pm. If
'the temperature at 1:00 p.m. is below 35°F, 00 watering will be utilized for the day. Ifei1her

reading resUlts in temperatures above 35"F water "Yill be appiied and the fa:;ility "",ill r-..corri the
......date, time, method, anaql.l'imtity Qfwater application. lithe fazility is operating atni~---.%.

tempe~will not be re.-ch.ecked if the 1:00 p.m. temperature reading is below 35°F and water

spra)'S have·notba..en util..ized. for that day. Th.is is beea.use it is unlikely that the tempentture will
. rise throughout the nighttime hours due to a lack of sunlight and radiatiooal cooling; or

.J. Pre~ipitatioDat startup ofllie:facility and B.1: 1:00 p.m. Precipitation consider-...d wili be that

pre:::ip imtion collected by an onsite raingauge for the day in question. If precipitation. ~

occmrlng at st.artup, but has not r-...ached 0.1 inches for the day, no watering will be utilized.. The

precipimtioD will then be recorded at 1:00 p.m. Ifthe precipitation at I :00 p.m. is above 0.1

inches:, no watering will be utilized for the day. Otherwise, water will be applied and the facility
will record tile date, time, method, and quantity ofwater application; or .

<;. Snow or ice cover at startup and at 1:00 p.m. If snow or ice :::over exists at srarrup. DO w21ering

will be. utilized. Snow or ice cover will then be recorded at 1:00 pm If there is snoW or ice
covel at 1:00 p.m., no wat::ring will be utilized for the day. Otherwise, w~rwill De applied and

the facility will record the Date, time, method, and quantity of water applicatiofl.
• Required records and the results of all monimring, maintenance, repairs, and corrective actions if

necessaI}'. shall be maintained on SITe fa. a minimum' period afflve (5) conse:::utive year:. Tnese

rc:.-:;ords shall be clear and readily accessibic to Department representatives.

Testing. De.le.rminalion ofRate. ofFn:.quen=y 2: A..D empirical model for the perfa!IDanc~.of waler as

•

2. ~ntrol tecbniqlle has been develop-'....d.. Tnis model is tak...'"Il from pages 141 through 14.4 of the Air
.PoHurian Engineering Manual (Cowherd., Jr., Chatten and John S.,and John S. Kinsey, A·WMA..,

! S'92). Tne model is represemed using the following cqu.a.tion.

C = 100 -(O.8pdtii)

whe:-=: C = averag~ control efficienc)-'C%)
? = potemia! average hourly riay!i..rne eVfl?oration rate (mmfn)

c! = aver-age hourly daytime traffic .ate (b·l
)

t = time since laSt appiication (hours), and
i = application intensity (LIm~).

Tne mean annual average pan evaporation rate is provided by Figure 13.22-2 in AP-42 section
13 .2.2. The potential hourly evaporation rate is calculated by multiplying the annual rate

(approximately 60 inches for th~Weepmg Water area) by 0.0049.

p = 0.0049 X 60= 0.294 rom peT hour

Tlle control efficiency calculated by the equation is ciepencient on tile application intensity and rime

si11ce last application. Tne facility will determine tn:: necessary application int:nsity and ilppii~acior;

fr~quenc)' ror each haul road..----------------



Recordkecping;. un days fuat tIte iadlit:, is in ope~tior-, the rouowing r::cords will be maintain~c:

1. Tbe rime, da~, t;"ayel ciistan::t:, and volume of ea6h wa~ application to each hB.ul roao..

An example of r;pi:;al wa~ring quantities and frequencies computed by. using the equatiot
presented aoove ar?proviiiedin Table:. The following example is for haul road SOur:;e number

HROl. Haul road HROI i$ 139 miles. Table 1 indicates that 5,306 gallons of water are needec
ove, the eA'1ent of tile road every 2 hours to ensure 90 perc~nt control on haul roadHR01; or

TABLE 1. TYPICAL QTIAl\1ITIES AND WA.TERING FREQUENCIES FOR HAUL ROAD mOl.

Source LD. C P d Water (gal) Wat:r'(Liters) Area (M') t (noms)

2240 90.0 G.29~ 26.0 5.306 20.084 J6,421 1.22 .L

10.612 4(1.167 2.45 L.

:::.91 f, 60.251 :..6: t
") ~ ... ~.::: SO.33:-- t,.Sc r

•

~.

T ::m?::;-2.rur~ re3.ciul~s a~ s~nup of' the fa:iiiry aIle a: 1:00 p.m. (If the temperarure at stzrUlp i"
idow 3:C ? no warcrinf' will be utiiized. Tn:: remperature will also be recorded at 1:00 ~.m. l'
th~ r~m~:;-a:'.Jr: ;Ie ! :OfJ :C.rI.. is Deiov.' 35"? DO \varerin; v.'ill De u~iiiz.ed for the day. If eithe~

reacii.'1g: res~jlS i: t::mD:::a.mr::; 2.~K"'\·::- 3: c :;:. wate:- will be applied and the facility wi!! reco:-j ~r;~

Qm:::, tim:, metiJoc, c:nc qUZ.i1titi' of v:ate;- 2.::pii::~tion}. If tne facility is operating at nigh'..,

temp~raUJre5 will no, be re-cne:.ked i: the i:00 p.m. temperat:ure re.aillng is below 35u F and
watering: has not Deer: mijized for tbat day. Trus is n::::ause jt is unlikely that the temperature wiE
risetirrougnou: the nighttime nou:-s due to ;: iack o~ su.o.iight and raci.iational cooling; or

Precipitation a: st2u.Ltip of the ra::iijT}' and at l:OO p.rr:. (precipitation considered will be that

precipitation collected by an 0:15i1::: raingauge for the day III question. If precipitation is
occurring a1 startup, b~t bas no: reached 0.] inches 'for the ciay, DO watering will be miiiz.ed. T:'!::

precipitation wiI! then be recorded at i :00 p_m. If the precipitation at 1:00 p.m. is above 0.1
inches, no w2.terin~ wi!! be utilized ror tile ciay. Otherwise, water will b~ applied and tile fa:::i1 iI)'

will record the date, lime. meenan, and ~uanriIYof water application); Dr
Snow or i:e co','er 2.t Starnlp and at 1:00 p.rL (I: snow or ice cover exists at startup, no wa~ring

will De utilized. Sno-w or ic~ coy:;, wili then be rc::orded at 1:00 p.m. If there is snow or ice
cover at 1:00 p.m., no watering will De utilized for the day. Otherwise, water will be applieo and
the raciEr;' wili record the da~, time, rnethocl and quantity of water application)
Required records and the results of all monitoring, maintenance, repairs., and corrective a::rions if
necessary, shall be maintained on sire for a minimum period offive (5) consecutive yean. Tnese
records shall be ckar and readily accessible to Department representati\ies.

•

Conrro[ l\1cthod : - Suppressant Appli~tioD

Tne ground inventory of suppressant will be mainraine.d to achiev~ the COlltrol1ed emission raIe.

Testing. Tne control errt;::ien:::y of chemical cius: suppressants depends primarily on t.~e diilrtior. ;ate
used in the mi.nur~. the appli::arion rares,.and me time Derw~en reappii~az:ions. AP-C Se::::tion 13.2_::: •



provlaes c. method 10 e.ttirna.re average control efficiencies assodaterl. with suppresSaTIES applied tc

unpaveci roads. Tn: :::onuol efficiencies, and associated application rates and concentrmions, will De

derermined utiii.z:mg the method in M-42 Section i3.2..2 un1~ss alternative suppressant applicatior.

rate ciau. is avaiiable from the suppressant vendor. If a met.bod other tDan the one specified in AP-:;2

• is utiiiud., prior approval will be required by the aciminittrator.·

Recordkeeping. Toe tiJiie;nate, voiume. and suppressant concentration ofeach applidition will be

maintained im' a period of 5 years. Tne calculations and associated documentation upon which the

suppressant application rare is based will also be maintained onsite for Ii period of 5 y=arr.. 'Ibe~

recorcis shall be ckar and readily accessible to Department representatives.

Control Method 3 - Surface 1'riaterial Silt Reduction

The facility will repla~e the haul Toad surfucelIiaterial to lower the surface silt content such that the

controlled emission rate is achieved.

T e.mng. Tn~ fz.::iilrv wil1 apply;: different su...-face maeITeJ (suct ~ e screened, 0;- w2sbed, gravel) Ie:

the baui T02.S and :onciuc: sil: and moisture canteD! testing to cie~~in~ the arnoUD, of silt ane
moi':;llire con:?in:::~ widllD tile ne,\' ITl2.t::::aL Using the emi~siQns .:a1:ularior. methodoiogie:; upor:

wnicb me conrroliec emission rat~· is Daseii, the potential to emie of the road segrn~n: v. ill be rt

cai':Llia~c. If WLS pou:mial to emit is greater- than the conrrolld pot~tialt(,emit listed til::: a:racncc
emissioD cai:uiatiofJ oocumcnUitKIL the associated additional ievel of conu-oi necessa.."'·to aci:Jie\'~

the commliec emrs:;io:: rat::: 1" tne ar..acbeci emission caicuiation oocui'nenr:a;:1on v;il~ b::: cie::::i7.:i::~::

J\.1.onirorin~. Monthly sjj:. COiltcrl: and moisture conent lestinf will be conducted. V,rnen a montni:,

•
Si~t .conten~.~es.ult i.S above tha~ need~~:a aCbie.ve the. contro~ed emission r~, n~~' surIace mat~rla;
Will be appuea to the Toad sunllFC Wltnm 2 wee~. If the mol5t!lre con.ttnt· Is too lOW. to result m

conrrolled emission lev~is, one of the other identified control methods win be required to achieve the
controUed emissions ieveis, and all recortllceeplng, monitoring, antite~g ~sociated with that

control methoci will De required.

Recordkeeping. Records of any surfaeematerialchanges and silt content testingwiU b~ maintained
for five years. RecorcL~ of any re-calculatedpotentialto c:mit emission ratt:s and any associated

additional control reouirements needed to achieve the controlled rates will also be recorded rOi D\':
years. Tnese records'shall be cle.ar and readilya.ccessible to Depmm~mtrepresentatives

Control Method 4 - Reduction in Utilization

Tne. emissions calculations upon whk.h thecontn;>lled emission rates are based in<iicae the maximum
daily number or Ullcks that will travel on 1heliaul road and the amount of emission control required to

achieve the controlied emission rate. lithe facility operate;; at a low capacity such that the actual

uncontrolled emission rate is less than me potential controlled emission rate, adciitionalcomrol is nO'

required.

Monitoring. To utiiiz:: this control method,thefaciHty must r::cord hourly baultrU~kraI::S for the

asso::iated road segments inciicating that the tr1I.ftJcvolurnes are low enough to not require additional
comrois to achieve the comrolieci emissi{)n rates .•~---~-----



Recordkeeping. Records of the houriy haul nucl: ;ares will k recorded and mainuin~d fo:- a per-ioc
cf 5 years. lnese re~rds shall b~ ciea:- and readiiy acc~ssible to Depa:nnent r~pres::ntarives.

CODtrol Method 5-ReductioD in 'Vehicle Speed

_. The emissions cakuiations for the conn-oIled emission rates are aiso baseci on the rnear.vemcJe speed

of the haul trucks.. If tile mean vehicle speed is less than !: mptl, E. factor of Sir 5 (where S =mean

vepjcle speed) car; be·taken into account. Tne facility will have a. mean vehicle speed less than is
mph on fueirnau! roads. Signs posting the plant speed iimit ...viI! be pIeced at the entrance of the

iRciiiry nee:- the piant.

Rec()rd~e;epjng. Records verifYir!.g the speed limit signs are posted will be collected on an annual

basis and mlillltained ror Ii period of five years.. These records shall be clear and readily accessible to

DepartrIJent representative~.
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-r .PREPARATION & A.PPLICl\TION GUIDELINES

H~e Preparation:

nmended Equipment: MotOrGra.cier with a Rotaring Teeth CuttingBlw.::.
PreSSUIJ.Z.ed Wac..erlDistrioUlOr Truck.

lUAL
isting Slli-fuce should contain a good mixture (g:rad.ation) of C02l'SO to fine material with a maximum size of ¥. i.n::h down to Co fire
8% to 25% ofme eristiug surface mat.."'tial should be tl fine dust that passes 1-200 size mesh screen..

!Dat::rial nteds to be added to the existing surface, a good quality 'i': inch maximum size "crusher run" mareri.al having 1E% to

. -200 a1l':sn finl':S s~ou\j be usee.. This new material will need to be biended with the existing surface mat::ria..

J~

[fac~ :;hou1(l frs: be. v.·at:r~c. sl:fllc:~ntiy tC' so:r.~n th~ ffi2.~:1als ant..n~ip con~~rve the fine- ci.ts:., v;ru::b--1S the requir~c Q:r:o~; T:l~

snouiC tileD De biadec su£ficie::Jtly (1" to :'. d=pth) to break up L'Je crust on tile suriace Tni.:. wiU re-mix tte extilln~ c
=!.inew surface n;iiteriaS, remove pomoi:::-. l:. w:LSnoo2rciio.g and f1rovioe la, goon drainage. More wat=ring may 'D~ n::::::;~z..--:: cur:::;:
; it UF coDciirio~ exis~ Elad.ing dry roat::rw., is we, .:::cuIU..tl::r,ci:;c (w~~::ri2.1! wil! !:~gr::gate and the TIn::s will oiov: llwaVL

wc
lav::d roae shoul':: Ge ;::rc'.vnea :md ~h.a?ed te n...TU!.1 grade to fOnD a. smooth sur'.a::::. in mOst cases a moci.iiied A crown i; a:iet:!uHe tt·
.•ler drainage. Tne Toad. suriac:: should slope lh inCD. per lin.car foot from the center of the road.. (lfthc roaa is nm crow::et:, t.~:

more susceptible to forming pothoies, especially at int:rsecrions l!Ild driveway lipproad1~.)

g is alwa~ required especially ifthe surface contains hard, crusty or tir.: polished areas 0, if oilia dust control proQucrs ha":
usi)' b=en used..

[ic:a.tiOD Guidelines:

nmended Equipment: Pressurized WaterfDistributo:- Truck Equipped with aRear Mo1l1lted
SprayBlI!.
Pneumatic (Rubb~ Tire) Roli~.

VET
:st:zontrol application must pene~ the suriace in order to be effective. Wau:r helps to lower the surface t:nsion of the aus;
.product and allows the dust control application to penerrate. We recommend a pressurized spray bar be used for a moreev:r,
nion and deeper penerrarion.

:solI' bladed-surface should be pre-wetted.iust prior to the dust control application. Tne number ~f gallons ofwaerto'ce applied 1('

ia=:e prior to the rius, ~onrrol appIi:.arion will oitto need to equal the numbei of gallons oftb.e dust control proriuct fuat is 1.0 b~

L An optimum moisture conum! of 7 % (fonnsa mud ball) in the su...--fac: materials is recoIDIDalded. More water mayben.eeded. I:'
lamons exist. T'n~ rimiI'.g md limount of war:rused is ~penri::nt upon mllIlY circumstallcesandshould be dealt with. aD an
:uai D2Sis.T.avaiiable for prE-wetting, tile dust control treaun::m should h~ appiied in ~veralligbr.e;-passes or in a mimed form.



F..A.Y
:: recommr::naec appiicaoo:: rate io; a dust control tf">-atme~t should DOt PC iess fuan C.5 gaUsq. yd.. Tne oust canuel rrearrnen: i:;
)ucri in !W0 025 ga1Jsq, ye.. passes fo:- even ciistributiOil and ae::?:::- p~euatlo::.-

- vest r~::s, rraffic shock nm be allowed on a treated sur.ace w:til it has stime:: to [;ill'"~. Tnis normally will only be a iev-' houn.
ring is depeDd~t upon o'J[sjcie temp~, wine and humidity. If tram:: mus:: iomeiiately use the rreaLed surface, vehicles &: S?eec
.uld b~ kept 'to !!. minim~.

'LL
e; the final 0.25 galJsq. yd. pass is clJIllpJe!ed, and enough time n2.S passed io~ StL.~ curing: W oegffi. rolling the suITzce wr-.n '
:umaric (rubber tire) roller is recammendecL Rolling wili compact tile suriac: md s~ in the moisture created by the combination of
water llJld cinst controi.rreat:ment. Care should be taken to ensure that the su.riace has cured long enollgh 50 that the roller does nor
Jage the surface while~ rolling process is being done. If the new ueated surface is "picked np". Dr sticks to the mb&er tires. ~op the
ing and allow more time for the surf'E:;e to cure.

mreumaric rolie;- is Dot avaijabk tne rr=atec. smfa::: should b~ tu...'"TJ~C bad: to c-.,.ff::: 2S soon as possibi= afre:- initial curiI;g. Tn~

s·~.g venici~5 ma~ use to: rr~at~c strriac~ \1.'ill compac~ we s~2 tiJ~ s~-[zc:._ Cz:-:= snoul': also "0= ·r.ak~r: tt, en~ur= thar fu~ su:-fa::= ias
~d iong ~noug:~ sc tI:a2: t:: p~..s:si.nr \'cnicl~~ (!() no: d.arn2.~~ tiJ~ n~\.l·- t;::2.~::: s'...~r~~:~ ~G:nn(j:~lor: is ci:p:naenI Ur0l: D:2I:Y
:~lDs~::e:) ai)C shou.i~ -O~ .c~2.l\ WltL 00 e.s md~vidual 6GS~

Uf-ROADS

'j }7~?a.-aion & :"l_?pli;::a~oL Cluij:iir:~~ 10:- ci~t (:00:;-0: 2.: .?..s:' uro\':" C~~~~:. ;:Qr~ma!.~ .':_t--: G~~ 'neefi ciesigned to r:~i~· pro\':~~ l~; ~~

; C):1t7"O[ or: U..fl?(]Ve:C :-.tJ;Jrc3-aO siu.:a:io~~

;C~:- tc a::.ain sa±ifaaor:.: C!l.St :ornrnI v.-·itt au.:- au:;: ::oE:roi ~g~n: l~.~. 2f:t~t~ .. 32c/~ l\1a~~s~urr! '=-CliGiiri~) w= r~CO!IlIDenG ~: i~::~2.·~

j::z.rion rate (:a.:::n y::a~ alnot i~s:; thar: 0.t: gal./sq. yd. 0: scria:::: arcc-. TQ~ may neec to ·De iio!J~ mor~ man on:::t 2 yea:.

leD main::ain a itign level of oust control b~twe=n full srrcngti:: applicatiOn!: • Mag:n::sium Chloride can be applied in a ciihned. fo:m
; wat::. and applied with ~ watertrucL No more than e 1: 10 dilmion is r::::ommend::ci. If conditions are panicularlyousry. til:
UC:l should b: less fuan ~: 1C. Tnis form of OUSt control is recommended wncrlev::;- conditions exist ilia: would allow visioi:: fugitive

((l eme: the air.

•

•

•





CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I, Cynthia Hook, hereby certify that a copy of this pennit has been mailed by first class mail to

Ash Grove Cement Company, 4457 Highway 108, Foreman, AR, 71836, on this l:;;;;r day

of July, 2009.

Cynthia Hook, AAII, Air Division




